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PART V.

OF THE LAW CONCERNING PERSONAL PROPERTY.

[CONTINUED FROU THE SECOND VOI.UUE.]

LECTUKE XLII.

OF THE HISTOET OF MARITIME LAW.

Before we enter more at large upon the subject of com-

mercial and maritime law, it may tend to facilitate and en-

lighten our inquiries, if we take a brief view of the origin,

progress and successive improvements of this branch of legal

learning. This will accordingly be attempted in the present

lecture.

The marine law of the TJnited States is the same as the

marine law of Europe. It is not the law of a particular

country, but the general law of nations ; and Lord Mansfield

applied to its universal adoption the expressive language of

Cicero, when speaking of the eternal laws of justice : Neo
erit alia lex Soitkb, alia AthcBnis / alia nunc, alia posthac /

sed et armies gentes, et orrnii tempore una lex et sempiterna, et

immortalis continebit.^

*In treating of this law, we refer to its pacific charac- *2

ter as the law of commerce and navigation in time of

peace. The respective rights of belligerents and neutrals in

time of war constitute the code of prize law, and that forms

a distinct subject of inquiry, which has already been suf-

ficiently discussed in a former volume. When Lord Mansfield

* Frag, de Repub, lib. 8.

Vol. m. 1



2 OF PERSONAL PROPERTT. [Part V.

mentioned tlie law-merchant as being a brancli of public law,

it was because that law did not rest essentially for its charac-

ter and authority on the positive institutions and local cus-

toms of any, particular country, but consisted of certain

principles of equity and usages of trade, which general con-

Tenience and a common sense of justice had established, to

regulate the dealings of merchants and mariners in all the

commercial countries of the civilized world.

»

(1.) Of the maritvme legislation of the cmcients.

Though the marine law of modern Europe had its founda-

tions laid in the jurisprudence of the ancients, there is no cer-

tain evidence that either the Phrenicians, Carthaginians, or

any of the states of Greece, formed any authoritative digest

of naval law. Those powers were distinguished for navigation

and commerce, and the Athenians in particular were very

commercial, and they kept up a busy intercourse with the

Greek colonies in Asia Minor, and on the borders of the

Euxine and the Hellespont, in the islands of the -(Egean sea,

and in Sicily and Italy. They were probably the greatest

naval power in all antiquity. Themistocles had the sagacity

to discern the wonderful influence and controlling ascendancy

of naval power. It is stated by Diodorus Siculus, that he

persuaded the Athenians to build twenty new ships every

year. He established the Pirteus as a great commercial em-

porium and arsenal for Athens, and the cultivation of her

naval superiority and glory was his favourite policy ; for he

held the proposition which Pompey afterwards adopted, that

the people who were masters of the sea, would be masters of

the world.b The Athenians encouraged by their laws,

*3 navigation and trade ; and there *was a particular juris-

• The law-merchant, says Blackatone, Oom. vol. iv. 61, is a branch of the law

of nations, and is regularly and constantly adhered to. It is a branch of the law of

England, and those customs which have been universally and notoriously prevalent

amongst merchants, and found to be of public use, have been adopted as part of it,

for the benefit of ti-ade and commerce, and are binding on all without proof. Lord

Denman, in Barnett v. Brondao, 6 Manning & Granger, 665. The usage of

merchants is alluded to in sacred writ, as early as the time of Abraham, upwards

of 1800 years before the Christian era. He purchased the cave of Machpelah for

four hundred shekels of silver, current money with the merchant. Qen. xxiii. 16.

•> Tliemiit. Hist. lib. 1. Cic. Bpist. ad Atticum, lib. 10. epist. 8.
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diction at Athens for the cognizance of contracts, and con-

troversies between merchants and mariners. There were
numerous laws relative to the rights and interests of mer-

chants, and of their navigation ; and in many of them there

was an endeavour to remove, as much as possible, the process

and obstacles which afflicted the operations of commerce.
Each state had his consul to protect and advance the interests

of commerce ; and when a trader died abroad, it was part

of the consul's duty to take charge of his property, and
transmit an account to his friends at Athens. In a pleading

of Demosthenes against Lacritus, we And the substance of a

. loan upon bottomry, with all the provisions and perils apper-

taining to such a contract, carefully noted.^ As a conse-

quence of the commercial spirit and enterprise of the Greeks,

their language was spoken throughout all the coasts of the

Mediterranean and Euxine seas. Cicero was struck with

the comparison between the narrow limits in which the Latin

language was confined, and the wide extent of the Greek.''

The universality and stability of the Greek tongue were

owing, no doubt, in a considerable degree, to the conquests

of Alexander, to the loquacity of the Greeks, and the inimi-

table excellence of the language itself; but it is essentially to

be imputed to the commercial genius of the people, and to

the colonies and factories which they established, and the

trade and correspondence which they maintained throughout

the then known parts of the eastern world.

The Rhodians were the earliest people that actually created,

digested and promulgated a system of marine law. They
obtained the sovereignty of the seas about nine hundred years

J)efore the Christian era, and were celebrated for their naval

power and discipline. Their laws concerning navigation were

received at Athens, and in all the islands of the ^gean sea,

and throughout the coasts of the Mediterranean, as part of

• 1 Potter's Greek Antiq. &i. Voyage de jeune Anacharsis, tome v. c. 65. 2

Mitf. nut. 1 82—1 85. The profession of merchandise, says Plutarch, in hia Life of

Solon, was honourable in Greece. St. John's History of the Manners and Customs

of Ancient Greece, vol iii. c. 9, on the Commerce of Attica, and c. 10, on Naviga-

tion.

• Grceca legimtur in omnibus fere gentibus : Latina suisjinibus, exiguis, sane,

continentur. Oral, pro Archia Poeta, a. 5.
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the law of nations. Cicero, who in early life studied

*4: rhetoric *at Khodes, says,^ that the power and naval

discipline of that republic continued down within his

time ofmemory, in vigour and with glory. We are indebted

to the Roman law for all our knowledge of the commercial

jurisprudence of the Ehodians. ISTot only their arts and do-

minion have perished, but even their nautical laws and usages

would have entirely and for everdisappeared in the wreck of

nations had it not been for the superior wisdom of their mas-

ters, the Romans; and one solitary title in the Pandects''

contains all the fragments that have floated down to modern

times of their once celebrated maritime code. The collection

of laws, under the title of Rhodian fows, published at Basle,

in 1561, and at Frankfort, in 1596, was cited as genuine by such

civilians as Cujas, Godefroi, Selden, Yinnius^ and Gravina
;

and yet it has since been discovered and declared by equally

learned jurists, as Bynkershoeck,'^ Ileineccius,^ Emerigonf

and Azuni,g that the collection of laws which had been thus

recognised as the ancient Khodian laws, (and of which
*6 a translation was given in the collection of *sea laws

published at London in the reign of Queen Anne,) are

not genuine, but spurious. The emperor Augustus first gave

a sanction to the laws of the Rhodians, as rules for decision

* Orat. pro Lege Manilia, c. 1 8.

' Dig. 14. 2. De Lege Rhodia de Jactu. This law, Se Jactu, isthe ooly rule that

can be distinctly and authoritatively traced to the institutions of Rhodes.

" Peckii, Com. ad rem nauticarn cum notis Vinnii. Lugd. 164'7.

* Opera, tome ii. De Lege Rliodia, u. 8.

" Hist. Jur. Civilis Rom. ac. Germ. lib. 1. s. 296.

' Traite des Assurances, Pief.

B Maritime Law of Europe, vol. i. pp. 2'7'7—295. K. T. edit. In the note to

p. 286, William Johnson, Esq., the learned translator of Azuni, detects many gross

errors in the pretended collections of Rhodian laws, contained in the English
" Complete Body of Sea Laws." Mr. Johnson's opinion is, of itself, of great

authority; and his notes to his translation of Azuni, show a familiar and accurate

acquaintance with legal and classical antiquities. Yet, notwithstanding all the

-authority against the authenticity of that collection, M. Boulay Paty, in his Cours
de Droit Commercial Maritime, tome i. pp. 10—21, does not hesitate to give a
succinct analysis of that collection, as containing at least the sense and spirirt of the

original laws, and as being an exposition of the true text. M. Pardessus in his

Lois Mar. tome i, p. 336, has shown that this compilation of the Rhodian laws
belongs to the middle ages, and is a genuine compilation of the laws and usages in

4he Mediterranean at that period.
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in maritime cases at Rome ; and the emperor Antouius re-

ferred one of hig subjects, aggrieved by the plunder of his

shipwrecked property, to the maritime laws of Ehodes, as

being the laws which, he said, were the sovereign of the

sea.^ The Rhodian laws, by this authoritative recognition,

became rules of decision in all maritime cases in which they

were not contrary to some express provision of the Eoman
law. They were truly, as Valin has observed, the cradle of

nautical jurisprudence.

"We are, therefore, to look to the collections of Justinian

for all that remains to us of the commercial law of the an-

cients. The Romans never digested any general code of

maritime regulations, notwithstanding they were pre-eminent-

ly distinguished for the cultivation, method and system

which they gave to their municipal law. They seem to have

been contented to adopt as their own the regulations of the

republic of Rhodes. The genius of the Roman government

was military, and not commercial. Mercantile professions

were despised; nothing was esteemed honourable but the

plough and the sword. They encouraged corn merchants to

import provisions from Sardinia, Sicily, Africa and Spain

;

but this was necessary for the subsistence of the inhabitants

of Rome, as the slaves of Italy, (and who were almost exclu-

sively the cultivators of the soil,) did not afford a sufScient

supply for the city. The Romans prohibited commerce to

persons of birth, rank and fortune ;>• and no senator was

allowed to own a vessel larger *than a boat sufficient to *6

carry his own corn and fruits." The navigation which

the Romans cultivated was for the purpose of war, and not

of commerce, except so far as was requisite for the supply of

* Dig. 14. 2. 9. Lord Stair, in his Institutions, says, that the Lex Rhodia has

become by custom a law of Datioas, for its expediency to prevent shipwreck, and

to encourage merchants to throw out their goods.

^ Code, 4. 63. 3. The decree in the code speaks contemptuously of commerce,

and as being fit only for plebeians, and not for those who were honorum luce

conspicuos, et patrimonio ditiores. Even Cicero regarded commerce as being

inconsistent with the dignity of the masters of the world : nolo eundem populum

Imperatorem, et Portitorem esse terrarum. The Liberti or freedmen carried on

the lucrative and mechanical trades and arts.

' Livy, lib. 21. c. 63. Dig. 50. 6. 3. Cicero, Orat. in Verrem, lib. 5. s. 18.
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the Eoman market witli provisions. » This is the reason, that

amidst such a vast collection of wise regulations as are em-

bodied in the Koman law, affecting almost every interest and

relation of human life, we meet with only a few brief and

borrowed details on the interesting subject of maritime

*7 affairs. But those titles atone for *their brevity by their

excellent sense of practical'Wisdom. They contain the

elements of those very rules which have received the greatest

expansion and improvement in the maritime codes of mod-

ern nations. "Whatever came from the pens of such sages as

Papinian, Paul, Julian, Labeo, Ulpian and Scffivola, carried

» Huet, Sisloire da Com. et de la Navig. des Anciens, pp. 278^279. Polybius,

in his General History, b. 3. c. 3, gives the substance of a very remarkable com-

mercial treaty between Rome and Carthage, made the very first year after the

banishment of the Targuins. It goes to prove that the Romans were then a great

commercial people. Polybius says he translated it from the original brazen tables

existing in the capitol in the apartment of the jEdiles, and in a language so very

obsolete as to be difficult of intei-pretation. By that treaty neither the Romans

nor their allies were to sail beyond the fair promontory which forms the eastern

boundary of the Gulf of Carthage. If forced beyond it, they were not allowed to

take or purchase any thing, except necessaries for refitting their vessels, and for

sacrifice, and they were to depart within five days. The object of this provision

was to exclude the Romans and their allies from trading with Egypt and the

countries on the lesser Syrtis. But the Roman merchants were to have free access

to Sardinia, Sicily, Carthage and the western coast of Africa, and to pay no cus-

toms, but only the usual fees to the scribe and crier. The sale of their cargoes

was to be effected by public auction, and the public faith of Carthage was pledged

to the foreign merchant for his payment of the amount of such sales. The Car-

thaginians engage, on their part, not to offer any injury to the Roman allies in

Italy, nor build any fortresses in the Latin territory. This treaty, as Niebuhr

sagaciously observes, (History of Borne, vol. i. 468,) divulges the fact of the com-

mercial greatness of Rome before the expulsion of Tarquin ; but the liberal and

enlarged spirit of commerce which inspired the Romans under their kings, was
soon after lost in the passion for war and conquest. Mr. Hooke, in his " disserta-

tion on the credibility of the history of the first five hundred years of Rome," very

plausibly suggests, that Polybius was probably mistaken in the dute of this com-
mercial treaty with Carthage, and it was made after the year 415, instead of the

year 244 A. U. C. But as Niebuhr and Mitford, {Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. 161,) and
Heeren, in his Reflections, <fec., vol. i. 485, assume the antiquity of the treaty, as

stated by Polybius, to be correct, no higher modera authority for that point can
bo produced. There was a second commercial treaty between Rome and Carthage
161 years after the other, and which is also mentioned by Polybius, and it contains

cautionary restrictions, and some fair and liberal terms of commerce between those

two great rival republics.
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with it demonstrative proofs of the wisdom of their philoso-

phy and the elegance of their taste.''

• It may be useful to caat the eye for a moment over the most material princi-

ples and provisions in the Roman law, relative to maritime rights.

The title Nautts, Oaupones, Stabtdarii, ut recepta restituant, {Dig. i. 9,) re-

lated to the responsibility of mariners, ion and stable keepers; and we meet here

with the principle which pervades the maritime law of all modern nations ; for it

has been as generally adopted and as widely diffused as the Roman law. Masters

of vessels were held responsible, as common carriers, for every loss happening to

property confided to them, though the loss happened without their fault, unless it

proceeded from some peril of the sea or inevitable accident ; nisi si quid damno

fatali contingit, vel vis major contigerit. Ulpian placed the rule on the ground of

public policy, as it was necessary to confide largely in the honesty of such people,

who have uncommon opportunity to commit secret and impenetrable frauds. The

master was responsible for the acts of his seamen, and each joint owner ofthe vessel

was answerable in proportion to his interest.

The title Furti adversus Nautas, Caupones, Stabularios, (Dig, i*!. 5,) related to

the same subject ; and the owners and masters were therein held answerable for

thefts committed by any person employed under them in the ship. But the law

distinguished between thefts by mariners and by passengers, and the master was

not liable for thefts by the latter.

The title De Exercitoria actione, {Dig. 14. 1,) treated of the responsibility of

ship-owners for the acts of the master. This, said Ulpian, was a very reasonable

and useful provision, for as the shipper was obliged to deal with masters of ves-

sels, it was right that the owner who appointed the master, and held him out to

the world as an agent worthy of confidence, should be bound by his acts. This re-

sponsibility extended to every thing that the master did in pursuance of his power

and duty as master. It extended to his contracts for wages, provisions and re-

pairs for the ship, and for the loan of money for the use of the ship. The owner

was not responsible, except for acts done by the master in his character of master
;

but if be took up money for the use of the ship, and afterwards converted it to his

own use, the owner was bound to respond, for he first gave credit to the master.

A case of necessity for the money must have existed ; and in that case only, the

power to boiTow came within the mastei-'s general authority. The lender was

obliged to make out, at his peril, the existence of such necessity ; and then he was

entitled to recover of the owner, without being obliged to prove the actual appli-

cation of the money to the purposes of the voyage. So, if the master went beyond

his ordinaiy powers, as, for instance, if he was appointed to a vessel employed to

carry goods of a particular description, as hemp or vegetables, and he took on

board shafts of granite or marble, the owner was not answerable for his acts; for

there were vessels destined on purpose to carry such articles, and others to carry

passengers, and some to navigate on rivers, and others to go to sea. If several

owners were concerned in the appointment of the master, they were each responsi-

ble in solido for his contracts.

The title De Lege Rhodia de Jactu, {Dig. 14. 2,) is the celebrated fragment of

the Rhodian law on the subject of jettison.

It was ordained, that if goods were thrown overboard, or a mast cut away in a

storm, or other common danger, to lighten and save the vessel, and the vessel be
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(2.) Of the mwritime legislation of the middle ages.

Upon the revival of commerce, after the destruction of the

Western Empire of the Eomans, maritime rules became ne-

cessary. The earliest code of modem sea-laws was com-

*9 piled *for the free and trading republic of Amalphi, in

Italy, about the time of the first crusade, towards the end

of the eleventh century. This compilation, which has been

known by the name of the Amalptitan Table, superseded the

ancient laws ; and its authority and equity were acknow-

ledged by all the states of Italy, though the whole work

has now passed into irretrievable oblivion.=- Other states

saved by reason of the sacrifice, all concerned must contribute to bear the lose, as

it was incun-ed voluntarily for the good of all, and it was extremely equitable that

all should ratably bear the burden according to the value of their property. There

were some reasonable limitations to the rule. It did not apply to the persons ofthe

free passengers on board, for the body of a freeman was said not to be susceptible

of valuation ; and it did not apply to the provisions which were used in common.

The goods sacrificed were to be estimated at their actual value, and not at the

anticipated profit ; but the goods saved were to be estimated for the sake of the

contribution ; not at the price for which they were bought, but at that for which

they might sell.

The title Si Nautico Fosnpre, {Dig. 22. 2. Code i. 33,)regulated maritimeloans.

The lender was allowed to take extraordinaiy interest, because he staked hia

principal on the success of the voyage and the safety of the vessel, and took as his

security a pledge of the ship or cargo. The maritime interest ceased upon the

arrival of the vessel ; and if she was lost by reason of seizure, for having contra-

band goods of the debtor on board, the lender was still entitled to his principal and

interest, because the loss arose from the fault of the debtor.

The title De Incendio, Ruina, naufragio, Rate, nave expugnata, {Dig. 4^. 9,)

related to the plunder of vessels in distress ; and it did gi'eat honour to the justice

and humanity of the Roman law. The edict of the prjetor gave fourfold damages

to the owner, against any person who, by force or fraud, plundered a ship in dis-

tress. The guilty persons were liable, not only to be punished criminally on

behalf of the government, but to make just retribution to the aggrieved party ; and

the severity of the rule, said TJlpian, was just and necessary, in order to prevent

abuses in cases of such calamity. The same provision was extended to losses by
those means during a calamity by fire. The law applied equally to the fraudu-

lent receiver and original taker of the shipwrecked articles, and he was held to be

equally guilty.

This cursory view of the leading doctrines of the Roman maritime law, (for I

have not thought it necessary to take notice of all the refined and intelligent dis-

tinctions,) is sufficient to show how greatly the maritime codes of the moderns are

indebted to the enlightened policy and cultivated science of the Roman lawyers.

The spirit of equity, in all its pui'ity and simplicity, seems to have pervaded those

ancient institutions.

• Azun^s Maritime Law, vol. i. p. 376. Mr. Swinburne, who visited Amalphi,
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and cities began to form *colleetions of maritime law ; *10

and a compilation of the usages and laws of the Medi-
terranean powers was made and published under the title of
the Consolato del Mare. This commercial code is said to

have been digested at Barcelona, in the Catalan tongue, dur-

ing the middle ages, by order of the kings of Arragon. The
Spaniards vindicated the claim of their country to the honour
of this compilation

; and the opinion of Casaregis, who pub-
lished an Italian edition of it at Yenice, in 1737, with an ex-

cellent commentary, and of Boucher, who in 1808, translated

the Consolato into French, from an edition printed at Barce-

lona in 1494, are in favour of the Spanish claim.^ But the

origin of the work is so far involved in the darkness of those

ages, as to render the source of it very doubtful ; and Azuni,

in a laboured article,'' endeavours to prove that the Con&olato

was compiled by the Pisans, in Italy, during the period of

their maritime prosperity. Grotius,<= on the other hand, and
Marquardus, in his work, De Jure Mercatorum, hold it to be

a collection made in the time of the crusades, from the mari-

time ordinances of the Greek emperors, of the emperors of

Germany, the kings of France, Spain, Syria, Cyprus,- the

Baleares, and from those of the republics of Yenice and Ge-

noa. <• It was probably a compilation made by private per-

sons ; but whoever may have been the authors of it, and at

whatever precise point of time the Consolato may have been

compiled, it is certain that it became the common law of all

on his excursion to the ruins of PjEstum, in l^tQ, found the city in great decay

•with only the wrecks of its former grandeur. Its trade withered with the loss of

its liberty, and passed to Pisa, Genoa and Venice. It was conquered by the

Normans, and plundered by the Pisans, who carried away a copy of the Pandects

found there, and we hear no more of the Amalphitan Table, or of the high reputa-

tioQ of the maritime tribunals of Amalphi. Swinburne's Travels in the Two Sicilies,

Tol.ii. pp. 138—150.

* Hallam, in his View of Europe daring the Middle Ages, toI. ii. 278, thinks

the reasoning of Boucher, in his Gownilat de la Mer, tome i. 70—76, to be incon-

clusive, and that Pisa first practised those usages, which a century or two after-

wards were formally digested and promulgated at Barcelona.

' Maritime Law, vol. i. 326—372. Edit. New-York.
= De Jure Belli et Pads, lib. 3. c. 1, s. 5. note.

^ Boulay Paty, in his Cours de Droit Commercial Maritime, tome i. 60, insists

that Azuni has refuted Grotius and the other publicists on this point in a triumphant
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*11 the commercial powers of Europe. *The marine laws

of Italy, Spain, France and England, were greatly

affected by its influence ; and it formed the basis of subse-

quent maritime ordinances.* It has been translated into the

Castilian, Italian, German and French languages ; and an
entire translation of it into English has long been desired and

called for by those scholars and lawyers who were the most

competent to judge of its Talue.'>

"We are naturally induced to overlook the want of order

and system in the Consolato, and the severity of some of its

rules, and to justify Emerigon and Boucher in their admira-

tion of the good sense and spirit of equity which dictated its

decisions upon contracts, when we consider that the compila-

tion was the production of a barbarous age.<= It is, undoubt-

edly, the most authentic and venerable monument extant, of

the commercial usages of the middle ages, and especially

among the people who were concerned in the various branches

of the Mediterranean trade. It was as comprehensive in its

plan as it was liberal in its principles. It treated of maritime

courts, of shipping, of the ownership and equipment of ships,

of the duties and responsibilities of the owners and master, of

freight and seamen's wages, of the duties and government of

seamen, of ransoms, salvage, jettisons and average contribu-

tions. It treated also of maritime captures, and of the

*12 mutual *rights of neutral and belligerent vessels ; and,

in fact, it contained the rudiments of the law of prize.

Emerigon very properly rebukes Hubner for the light and

frivolous manner in which he speaks of the Consolato / and

he says in return, that its decisions are founded on the law of

nations, and have united the suffrages of mankiud."*

» Casaregis, -who was one of the most competent and learned of commercial

lawyers, says, in one of his discourses, (Dis. 213. n. 12,) that the Consolato had, in

maritime matters, by universal custom, the force of law among all provinces and

nations.

' There has been a translation of two chapters on prize by Dr. Robinson, and of

some chapters on the ancient or commercial com-ts, and on recaptures, inserted in

the 2d, 3d and 4th volumes of Hall's American Law Journal.

' Bynkershoeck, in his Qucestiones Jur. Pub. lib. 1. li 5, praises the justice of

some of its rules, while he, at the same time, speaks disrespectfully and unjustly of

the work at large, as a, farrago legum nauticarum.

^ Traite des Assurances, Pref.
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The laws of Oleron were the next collection in point of time

and celebrity. =1 Thej were collected and promulgated in the

island of Oleron, on the coast of France, in or about the time

of Kichard I. The French lawyers in the highest repute,

such as Cleirac, Valin and Emerigon, have contended, that

the laws of Oleron were a French production, compiled under

the direction of Queen Eleanor, Duchess of Guienne, in the

language of Gascony, for the use of the province of Guienne,

and the navigation on the ' coasts of the Atlantic ; and that

her son, Kichard I., who was King of England as well as Duke
of Guienne, adopted and enlarged this collection. Selden,

Coke and Blackstone, on the other hand, have claimed it as

an English work, published by Kichard I. in his character of

King of England.!" It is a proof of the obscurity that covers

the early history of the law, that the author of such an im-

portant code of legislation as the laws 'of Oleron, should have

been left in so much obscurity as to induce profound anti-

quaries to adopt different conclusions, in like manner as Spain

and Italy have asserted rival claims to the origin of the Oon-

solato. The laws of Oleron were borrowed from the Eho-

dian laws, and the Consolato, with alterations and addi-

tions, adapted to the trade of western Europe. They

*have served as a model for subsequent sea laws, and *13

have at all times been extremely respected in France,

and perhaps equally so in England, though not under the im-

pulse of the same national feeling of partiality. They have

» Mr. Justice Ware {Ware's Rep. 201) says, that the laws of Oleron, at least in

the form in which we now have them, were a code earlier than the Consulate.

But Cleirac says, that when Queen Eleanor, on her return from the Holy Land,

prepared the' Project of the Laws of Oleron, the Customs of the Sea of the Levant^

inserted in the Consulate, were at the same time in vogue and in credit in all the

East Les Us et Coutum.es de la Mer, p. 2. The great authority and influence of

the laws of Oleron, as being the foundation of the maritime legislation and juris-

prudence of the western nations of Europe, have been illustrated with much ability

by Mr. Justice Ware, in his learned opinion in the case of The Sawn, as reported

in the Am. Jurist for October, 1841.

' The question is of no sort of moment to us at the present day ; but it is

quite amusing to observe the zeal with which Azuni, Boucher and Boulay Paty

engage in the contest. They insist that the pretension, as they term it, of such

men as Selden and Blackstone, was founded on a desire to flatter the English

nation, and to deprive the French of the glory of the composition of those nautical

ordinances.
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been admitted as authority on admiralty questions in tlie

courts of justice in this country.»(l)

The laws of Wisbuy were compiled by the merchants of

the city of Wisbuy, in the island of Gothland, in the Baltic

sea, about the year 1288. It had been contended by some

writers, that these laws were more ancient than those of

Oleron, or even than the Oonsolato. But Cleirac says, they

were but a supplement to the* laws of Oleron, and con-

stituted the maritime law of all the Baltic nations north of

the Khine, in like manner as the laws of Oleron governed

in England and France, and the provisions of the Consolato

on the shores of the Mediterranean. They were, on many
points, a repetition of the judgments of Oleron, and became
the basis of the ordinances of the Hanseatic league.''

• See Walton v. The Ship Neptune, 1 Peter^ Adm. Dec. 142. Natterstrom v.

Ship Hazard, in the District Court of Massachusetts, 2 HalVs L. J. 359. Sims v.

Jackson, 1 Peters' Adm. Dec. IST, all of which were decided on the authority of

the laws of Oleron.' In 1647 it was resolved, by the popular government of Rhode

Island, that the laws of Oleron should be in force for the benefit of seamen. (1

Pitkin's History, 49.) Cleirac published, in the middle of the seventeenth century,

the laws of Oleron, in his work entitled Les Us et Coutames de la Mer, with an ex-

cellent commentary. They were translated into English, with the notes of Cleirac,

considerably abridged, and published in the collection of sea laws made in the

reign of Queen Anne. They have likewise been published in this country, in the

appendix to the first volume of Peters' Admiralty Decisions, from the copy in the

Sea Laws. There is likewise annexed to these reports a copy of the laws of Wis-

buy, of the Hanse Towns, and of the marine ordinances of Louis XIV., and they

have given increased interest to a valuable publication.

^ Cleirac, in his preamble to the ordinances of Wisbuy, {Les Us et Coutumes de

la Mer, p. 136,) gives from Johannes Magnus, and his brother, Olaus, the historians

of Sweden and the Goths, a very glowing account of the former wealth and com-

mercial prosperity of Wisbuy, the ancient capital of Gothland, and then a free and

independent city. In the eleventh and twelfth centuries it was the most celebrated

and flourishing emporium in Europe, and merchants from all parts came there to

traffic, and had their shops and warehouses, and enjoyed the same privileges as the

native inhabitants. InCleirac'stime, this bright vision had vanished, and the town,

with its trade and riches, was destroyed, and little was to be seen but heaps of

ruins—the sad evidence of its former splendour and magnificence. Here is one

ground for the melancholy admonition of the poet, " That trade's proud empire

hastes to swift decay." But the logic of the muse is entirely refuted by the sta-

bility of commercial power in other illustrious examples. The ancient paved
streets, walls, towers, churches and other .public edifices of Wisbuy—the sure evi-

(1) The Western Law Journal for Nov. 1850, contains a very instructive article upon the
laws of "Wisbuy. It liaa been copied by tlie Law lieporter for Jan. 1851, p. 471.
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*The reno-wned Hanseatic association was begun at *14

least as early as the middle of the thirteenth century,

and it originated with the cities of Lubeck, Bremen and Ham-
burgh. The free and privileged Hanse Towns became the

asylum of commerce and the retreats of civilization, when the

rest of Europe was subjected to the iron sway of the feudal

system, and the northern seas were infested by "savage clans

and roving barbarians." Their object was mutual defence

against piracy by sea and pillage by land. They were united

by a league offensive and defensive, and with an inter-com-

munity of citizenship and privileges. The association of the

cities of Lubeck, Brunswick, Dantzic and Cologne, com-

menced in tlie year 1254, according to Cleirac, and in 1164,

according to Azuni ; and it became so safe and beneiicial a

confederacy, that all the cities and large towns on the Baltic,

and on the navigable rivers of Germany, acceded to the

union. = One of the means adopted by the confederates to

insure prosperity to their trade, and to protect them from con-

troversies with each other, was the formation of a code of

maritime law. The consuls and deputies of the Hanseatic

League, in a general convention at Lubeck, in 1614, added
to their former ordinances of 1597, (or 1591, as Azuni insists,)

from the laws of Oleron and of Wisbuy, and established a

second and larger Hanseatic ordinance, under the *title *15

of the Jus Hanseaticum Maritimum, and which was
published at Hamburgh, in 166Y, with a commentary by
Kuricke.

This digest of nautical usages and regulations was founded

dence of tine great commerce, prosperity, wealth, taste and splendour of this city of

the middle ages, still partly exist in considerable preservation, and are objects of

deep curiosity and veneration. Mr. Laing, who recently visited this " mother of

the Hanseatic cities," gives a vei^y interesting account (Tmir in Sweden in 1838) of

its present desolate condition, and of its varied and majestic ruins. Wisbuy has

long been so insignificant, and so little visited by travellers, that it had almost dis-

appeared from modern geography ; and Mr. Laing's account of it strikes us with

somewhat of the freshness and novelty of the discoveries of magnificent ruins in

the midst of Syrian and Arabian deserts.

* The origin of the union of the Hanseatic League, others say, goes as far back

as 1241, when the free cities of Lubeck, Hamburgh and Bremen entered into a

compact to protect their political and commercial privileges. Lubeck was the

capital of the confederacy.
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evidently on those of Wisbuy and Oleron ; and from the great

influence and character of the confederacy, it has always

been deemed a compilation of authority. =•

(3.) Of the maritime legislation of the moderns.

But all the former ordinances and compilations on mari-

time law, were in a great degree superseded in public estima-

tion, their authority diminished, and their lustre eclipsed, by
the French ordinance upon commerce in 1673, which treated

largely of negotiable paper ; and more especially by the

celebrated marine ordinance of 1681. This momiment of the

wisdom of the reign of Louis XIY., far more durable and

more glorious than all the military trophies won by the valour

of his armies, was erected under the influence of the genius

and patronage of Colbert, who was not only the minister and

secretary of state to the king, but inspector and general super-

intendent of commerce and navigation. It was by the special

direction of that minister, and with a view to illustrate

*16 *the advantages of the commerce of the Indies, that

Huet wrote his learned history of the commerce and

navigation of the ancients.'' The vigilance and capacity of

the ministry of Louis, communicated nncommon vigour to

' Les Us et Couttiines de la Mer, pp. 151—165. Ward, in his History of the

Law of Nations, vol. ii. 276— 290, adduces proofs that the HaDseatic League ex-

ercised the rights of sovereignty as a federal republic, and with considerable

strength and vigour, until the fifteenth centuiy. No less than four commercial

treaties were concluded between England and the Hanse Towns in the space of

three years, from the year 1472 to 1474-. But the league was dissolved as soon

aa the great powers of Europe withdrew their cities from the association ; and the

members of this confederacy are now reduced to the cities of Lubeck, Hamburgh

and Bremen. Rym. Ficd. tome ix. cited in Henry's Hist, of Great Britain, b. 5

.

c. 6. Putters Constitutional History of Germany, vol. ii. p. 208. Those Hanse-

atic cities bad a diplomatic representative at Washington, in 1827, and in the year

following, a Convention of " Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, between the

United States and the free Hanseatic Republics of Lubeck, Bremen and Ham-
burgh," was concluded. Those free cities, including Frankfort-on-the-Maine, were
recognised by the congress of Vienna, in 1815, as having political existence, and

on the principle that they were to be free emporiums, open to the trade of all the

world, on equal terms. But the growth and influence of the new German Tariff

League are now (1843) so rapid and preponderating, that it is very possible the

Hanse Towns may, ere long, be induced to join the Germanic League. Frankfort

is already included in the union.

^ Hist, du Comm. et de la Navig. des Anciens, Pref.
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commercial inquiries. They created a marine whicli shed

splendour on his reign, and corresponded in some degree with

the extent of his resources. It required such a work as the

ordinance to which I have referred, to consolidate the estab-

lishment of the maritime power which had been formed by
the sagacity of his counsels.

That ordinance, says Yalin, was executed in a masterly

manner. It was so comprehensive in its plan, so excellent in

the arrangement of its parts, so just in its decisions, so wise

in its general and particular policy, so accurate and clear in

its details, that it deserves to be considered as a model of a

perfect code of maritime jurisprudence. The whole law of

navigation, shipping, insurance and bottomry, was systemati-

cally collected and arranged. It required the greatest extent

of knowledge, and the most correct discernment and liberality

of views, to form and execute siich a work. It was necessary

to examine the commercial usages of all other nations, and
select from amidst a contrariety of practice the most approved

rules. It was necessary to retrench that which was super-

fluous, to enlighten that which was obscure, and to supply

those things which had escaped the observation of the earlier

founders of nautical law, or been recommended by the lights

of experience. It is, however, an extraordinary fact, that the

able civilians, and perhaps the distinguished merchants, who
assumed the task of legislators, and compiled this ordinance,

are unknown to fame ; and though the event be of so recent

a date, and occurred at the most polished and literary era in

French history, neither letters, nor gratitude, nor national vani-

ty, have been able to rescue their names from oblivion.!'

*Yalin supposed he had discovered the source of the *1T
materials of the ordinance in a curious and vast compi-

lation of ancient maritime laws, among the manuscript col-

lections in the library of the Duke of Penthievre. The com-

pilation consisted of the Ehodian and Eoman law ; of the

Consolato, and of the use and customs of the sea ; of the

ordinances of Charles Y. and Philip II., kings of Spain
; of

the judgments of Oleron ; of the ordinance of Wisbuy, and

of the Teutonic Hanse ; of the insurance codes of Antwerp

• Valin's Com. sur VOrd. Pref. p. 4.
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and Amsterdam ; of the Guidon, and of all the French ordi-

nances prior to the year 1660. This magnificent repository

of commercial science is supposed to have been the true and

solid foundation of the fabric erected by artists- who iad too

much modesty to make their work the vehicle of their own
immortality. Every commercial nation has rendered homage
to the wisdom and integrity of the French ordinance of the

marine ; and they have regarded it as a digest of the mari-

time law of civilized Europe. Yalin has written a comment-

ary upon every part of it ; and it almost rivals the ordinance

itself in the weight of its authority, as well as in the equity

of its conclusions, a

*18 *In addition to these general codes of commercial

legislation, there have been a number of local ordinances

of distinguished credit, relating to nautical matters and

marine insurance, such as the ordinances of Barcelona, Flo-

rence, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Copenhagen and Konigsbergh.

There have also been several treatises on nautical subjects by

learned civilians in the several countries of Europe, which

are of great authority and reputation. •>

The English nation never had any general and solemnly

' The ordinance has been translated and printed in England, and published in

the collection entitled Sea Laws; and it is annexed to the second volume of Judge

Peters' Admiralty Decisions in the District Court of Pennsylvania. It has been

re-digested with some few modifications and additions, in the new Commercial

Code of France, of 1 807 ; and that code was translated by Mr. Rodman, and pub-

lished in the city of New-York, in 1814. The commercial code was presented to

the French legislative body by the counsellors of state in 1 807, as having been

conceived, meditated, discussed and established, by the inspiration of the greatest

man in history, the Hero-Pacificator ofEurope, while he was bearing his triumphant

eagles to the banks of the astonished Vistula; and yet, in contradiction to much of

this adulation and incense, the code will be found, upon sober examination, to be

essentially a republication, in anew form, of the ordinance of 1673, relative to

negotiable paper, and of the maritime ordinance of 1681, digested under the orders

of Colbert, and illustrated by the commentaries of Valin. It is entitled, however,

to the merit of some improvements on the former ordinances, and of being more
comprehensive in its plan and execution ; for it embraces the subjects of partner-

ship, common carriers, bankruptcy, insolvency and stoppage in transitu.

^ These ordinances are collected by Magens, in the second volume of his Essay

on Insurances ; and Mr. 0. Gushing, in a learned note to his translation of Pothier

on Maritime Contracts of Letting to Hire, published at Boston, in 1 82 1 , has alluded

to the most distinguished writers in Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, Holland, Ger-

many and Sweden, on maritime law.
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enacted code of maritime law, resembling those which have
been mentioned as belonging to the other European nations,

and promulgated by legislative authority. This deficiency

was supplied, not only by several extensive private compila-

tions, ^^ but it has been more eminently and more authorita-

tively supplied by a series of judicial decisions, commencing
about the middle of the last century. These decisions have

shown, to the admiration of the world, the masterly acquaint-

ance of the English judiciary with the principles and spirit

of commercial policy and general jurisprudence, and they

have aflForded undoubted proofs of the entire independence,

impartiality and purity of the administration of justice. The
numerous cases in the books of reports which have arisen

upon maritime questions, resemble elementary treatises, in the

depth, extent and variety of their researches, while

they *partake, at the same time, of the precision and *19

authority of legislative enactments. Lord Mansfield, at

a very early period of his judicial life, introduced to the no-

tice of the English bar the Khodian laws. The Consolato del

Mare, the laws of Oleron, the treatises of Eoccus, the laws of

Wisbuy, and, above all, the marine ordinances of Louis XIY.,

and the commentary of Yalin. These authorities were cited

by him in Lulce v. Jjyde,^ and from that time a new direction

was given to English studies, and new vigour and more libe-

ral and enlarged views, communicated to forensic investiga-

tions. Since the year 1798, the decisions of Sir William Scott

(now Lord Stowell) on the admiralty side of "Westminster

Hall, have been read and admired in every region of the re-

public of letters, as models of the most cultivated and the

most enlightened human reason. The English maritime law

can now be studied in the adjudged cases, with at least as

much profit, and with vastly more pleasure, than in the dry

and formal didactic treatises and ordinances professedly de-

voted to the science. The doctrines are there reasoned out

at large, and practically applied. The arguments at the bar,

and the opinions from the bench, are intermingled with the

* Among the private treatiaea, the most distinguished are those of Malynes,

Molloy, Beawes, Postlewaite, Magens, Wesket, Millar, Park, Marshall, Abbott,

Chitty, Holt, Lawes and Beneck.

>> 2 Burr. 822.

Vol. in. 2
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gravest reflections, the most scrupulous morality, the sound-

est policy, and a thorough acquaintance with all the various

topics that concern the great social interests of mankind.

JSTor has our learned profession in this country been want-

ing in the study and cultivation of maritime law. Our im-

provement has been rapid, and our career illustrious, since the

adoption of the present Constituj;ion of the United States.

There have been several respectable treatises on subjects of

commercial law, some of which we may notice, when we are

upon the branches to which they are applied. The decisions

in the federal courts, in commercial cases, have done credit

to the moral and intellectual character of the nation ; and

the admiralty courts in particular have displayed great

*20 *research, and a familiar knowledge of the principles of

the marine law of Europe. But I should omit doing

justice to my own feelings, as well as to the cause of truth, if

I were not to select the decisions in GalUson's and Mason''

s

Reports, as specimens of pre-eminent merit. They may
fairly be placed upon a level with the best productions of the

English admiralty for deep and accurate learning, as well as

for the highest ability and wisdom in decision.

The reports of judicial decisions in the several states, and

especially in the states of Massachusetts, New-Tork and Penn-

sylvania, evince great attention to maritime questions ; and

they contain abundant proofs that our courts have been deal-

ing largely with the business of an enterprising and commer-
cial people. Maritime law in these states became early and
anxiously an object of professional research. If we take the

reports of New-York in chronological order, we shall find

that the first five volumes occupy the period when Alexander
Hamilton was a leading advocate at our bar. That accom-
plished lawyer, (for it is in that character only that I am now
permitted to refer to him) showed, by his precepts and prac-

tice, the value to be placed on the decisions of Lord Mans-
field. He was well acquainted with the productions of Valin
and Emerigon ; and if he be not truly one of the founders of

the commercial law of this state, he may at least be con-

sidered as among the earliest of those jurists who recom-
mended those authors to the notice of the profession, and ren-

dered the study and citation of them popular and familiar.

His arguments on commercialj as well as on other questions,
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were remarkable for freedom and energy ; and he was emi-

nently distinguislied for completely exhausting every subject

wbicb he discussed, and leaving no argument or objection on

the adverse side unnoticed and unanswered. He traced doc-

trines to their source, or probed them to their foundations,

and at the same time paid the highest deference and respect

to sound authority. The reported cases do no kind ofjustice

to his close and accurate logic; to his powerful and
comprehensive intellect ; *to the extent of his know- *21

ledge, or the eloquence of his illustrations. We may
truly apply to the eflfbrts of his mind, the remark of Mr. Jus-

tice Buller, in reference to the judicial opinions of another

kindred genius, that " principles were stated, reasoned upon,

enlarged and explained, until those who heard him were lost

in admiration at the strength and stretch of the human under-

standing."



LECTURE XLIII.

OF THE LAW 01" PABTNBESHIP.

Paetneeship contracts have been found by experience to

be convenient to persons engaged in trade, and useful to the

community. Merchants are thereby enabled to consolidate

their credit, and extend their business. With the aid ofjoint

counsel and accumulated capital, a spirit of enterprise is sensi-

bly awakened, and boldness of plan and vigour of exertion

communicated to mercantile concerns. Partnerships have

grown with the growth, and multiplied with the extension of

trade ; and the law by which they are regulated has been

improved by the study and adoption of the best usages which

the genius of commerce has introduced. It has also been

cultivated and greatly enlarged, under a course of judicial de-

cisions, until the law of partnership has at last attained the

precision of a regular branch of science, and forms a distin-

guished part of the code of commercial jurisprudence.

In treating of this subject, I shall consider, (1.) The nature,

creation and extent of partnerships
; (2.) The rights and duties

of partners, in their relation to each other, and to the public

;

(3.) The dissolution of the contract.

(1.) Of the nature, creation and extent ofjpartnerships.

Partnership is a contract of two or more competent per-

sons, to place their money, effects, labour and skill, or some,

or all of them, in lawful commerce or business, and to

*24: divide the profit and *bear the loss, in certain propor-

tions.=(l) The two leading principles of the contract

• Piiffendorf, Droit de la Nat. liv. 6. c. 8. sec. 1. Fothier, Traiti du Gontrat de

(1) Thongli no new member can be admitted into a firm -without the consent of all the part-

ners, yet a person who has obtained a share in the partnership stock, can maintain a suit in

chancery for hia share of the profits, after (he expiration of the partnership. Mathewson T.

Clarke, 6 Sow. B. 122.
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are, a common interest in tlie stock of the company, and a

personal responsibility for the partnership engagements. The
common interest of the partners applies to all the partnership

property, whether vested in the first instance by their several

contributions to the common stock, or acquired afterwards in

the course of the partnership business ; and that property is

first liable for the debts of the company ; and after they are

paid, and the partnership dissolved, then it is subject to a di-

vision among the members, or their representatives, according

to agreement. If one person advances funds, and another

furnishes his personal services or skill, in carrying on a trade,

. and is to share in the profits, it amounts to a partnership. »(!)

But each party must engage to bring into the common stock

something that is valuable ; and a mutual contribution of

that which has value, and can be appreciated, is

*of the essence of the contract.'' It would be a valid *25

partnership, notwithstanding the whole capital was, in

the first instance, advanced by one party, if the other con-

Societi, No. 1. Repertoire de Juritprudence, art. SoeiHi. Story on Partnership,

pp. 8. 10—19. The French ordinance of 1 673, required the contract of partnership

to be reduced to writing and registered ; but that was the introduction of a new

rule ; and the regulation had gone into disuse at the time of Pothier, though he

considered it to be a sage provision. {Pothier, ibid. Nos. 79. 82. 98.) The new

French commercial code has retained the regulation of the ordinance, and it re-

quires an abstract of the articles of partnership to be attested, and publicly

registered ; but the omission, though injurious to the parties as between themselves,

does not affect the rights of third persons. {Oode de Com. art. 89—44.) So, by

the commercial Ordinances of Bilboa, confirmed by Philip V. in 1737, edit. N. T.

1824, c. 10. sec. 4, it was made necessaiy, in every partnership, to reduce the ai'ticles

to writing, and acknowledge them before a notary, and file a copy with the university

and house of trade. This would seem not to be now the general law in Spain
;

for it is admitted that partnerships may be formed, as in the English law, tacitly

as well as expressly. {Institutes of the Civil Law. of Spain, by Asso d Manuel,

b. 2. c. 15, translated by Johnston, London, 1826.) In Missouri, no person or co-

partnership shall deal as a merchant without a license, R. S. of Missouri, 1835,

p. 403.

* Dob V. Halsey, 16 Johns. Rep. 34. Story on Partnership, 19. 39.

' Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. Nos. 8, 9, 10. Perriere, sur Inst. 3. 26. Code

Napoleon, No. 1833.

(1) Where two Arms agree to share profit and loss, upon oontracls for the purchase or sale of

merchandiae, to be made by each firm in it3 own name, and to be executed with its separate

funds, they are not liable as co-partners, either between themselves or to thu'd persona. Smith

V. Wright, 5 Sand/. S. 0. B. 118. See Pattison v. Blanchard, 1 SMm B. 185.
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tributed his time and skill to the business, and although his

proportion of gain and loss was to be very unequal. It is

sufficient that his interest in the profits be not intended as a

mere substitute for a commission, or in lieu of brokerage, and

that he be received into the association as a merchant,

and not as an agent.^ A joint possession renders persons

tenants in common, but it doe| not, of itself, constitute

them partners, and, therefore, surviving partners and the

representatives of a deceased partner, are not partners, not-

withstanding they have a community of interest in the

joint stocks There must be a communion of profit to con-

* Eeid V. Hollinshead, 4 Barnw. & Cress. 8 67. The test of partnership is a

commimity of profit, a specific interest in the profits, asprofits,ra contradistinction

to a stipulated portion of the profits as a compensation for services. Loomis v. Mar-

shall, 12 Conn.Eep. 69. Champion v. Bostwick, 18 TFejwfeZZ, 176. Vandenburgh

V. Hull, 20 Hid. To. Lord Eldon, ex parte Hamper, 17 Vesey, 404. See post, p.

84. Mr. Justice Story, on Partnership, p. 51, considers that a share in the net, and

not in the gross profits, is here meant to constitute a partner. S. P. in Dry v. Bos-

well, 1 Campb. R. 330. To be a partner, one must hare such an interest in the

profits as will entitle him to an account, and give liim a specific lien or preference

in payment over other creditors. It is not essential to a pai-tncrship that there

should be a commimion of interest in the capital stock, and also in the profit and

loss. If there be a community of profit, or of profit and loss, in the adventure or

business between the parties, they wiU be partners in the profit and loss, though

not partners in the capital stock. If, however, there be no agi-eement between the

parties on the point, the presumption will be a community of interest in the property

as weU as in the profit and loss. .Eii^arte Hamper, 17 Fesey, 404. Story on Partn.

41, 42. 45. Eeid v. Hollinshead, 4 5. <fc Cress. 867. The Roman law made the

same distinction between a partnership in the capital stock and a partnership in

the profit and loss arising fi-om the sale. Dig. 17. 2. 68. Vinnius, ad Inst. 3. 26.

2. n. 8. There is also a distinction between a stipulation for a compensation for

labour, proportioned to the profits, without any specific lien upon such profits, and

which does not make a person a partner, and a stipulation for an interest in such

profits, which entitles the party to an account as a partner. 1 Rose iS. 91. Carey

on Partnerships, 11. n. 1 ; and this Mr. Chancellor Walworth held to be a sound

distinction as regards the rights of third persons. 18 Wendell, 184, 185; and Mr.

Justice Wilde, in Denny v. Cabot, 6 Metcalf, 82. See, also. Story on Partnership,

49. 66—69. (1) It is further a general principle in partnerships, that no one partner

is entitled to compensation for his services to the firm, nor for interest upon moneys

advanced to, or deposited with the firm, for its use, without a special agi-eement,

or some very peculiar cii'cumstances to justify it. Lee v. Lashbrooke, 8 Dana, 214,

and infra, p. 37. n.

•> Pearce v. Chamberlain, 2 Vesey, 33. But a stipulation at the commencement

(1) Stooker v. Bockelbank, 5 Eng. L, & E. B, 67.
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stitute a partnership as between the parties, though it is

not necessary that there should be a community of interest in

the property itself. (1) They must be not only jointly con-

cerned in the purchase, but jointly concerned in the future

sale. A joint purchase, with a view to separate and distinct

sales by each person on his own account, is not sufficient. If

several persons, who have never met and contracted together

as partners, agree to purchase goods in the name of one of

them only, and to take aliquot shares of the purchase, and

employ a common agent for the purpose, they do not, by that

act, become partners, or answerable to the seller in that cha-

racter, provided they are not to be jointly concerned in the

resale of their shares, and have not permitted the agent to

hold them out as jointly answerable with himself.^ The same

distinction was known in the civil law : qui nolunt inter se

contendere, solentper nuntium rem emerein commune;
quod a societate longe *remotum.^ It has been repeat- *26

edly recognised in this country, and may be considered

as a settled rule."

If the purchase be on separate, and not on joint account,

yet if the interests of the purchasers are afterwards mingled

with a view to a joint sale, a partnership exists from the time

that the shares are brought into a common mass.'^ A parti-

cipation in the loss or profit, or holding himself out to the

world as a partner, so as to induce others to give credit on

that assurance, renders a person responsible as a partner, e A

of the partnership, that the personal representatives of a partner should succeed

him in the partnership, is held to be valid and binding by the comnaon law, and by

the French and Scotch law. Collyer on Partn. b. 1. 1. 1. pp. 6, 6. Oode Civil

Franc, de Socike, n. 433, 434. Bell's Com. 620; though it was otherwise in the

Roman law. Diff. lib. 11. tit. 2. 1. 35. Story on Partnership, p. 7.

» Hoare v. Daws, Doug. Sll. Coope v. Eyre, 1 S. Blaclet. 37. Gibson v.

Lupton, 9 Bingham, 297.

^ Dig. 17. 2. 33.

< Holmes v. United Instance Company, 2 Johns. Cases, 329. Post v. Kimberly,

9 Johns. Rep. 470. Osborne v. Brennan, 2 Nott & M'Cord, 427. Harding v.

Poxcraft, 6 Chreenleafs R. 76.

^ Sims V. Willing, 8 Berg. & Rawle, 103.

= Lord EUenborough, M'lver v. Humble, 16 East, 173. Olmstead v. Hill, 2

Arkansas R. 346.

(1) If by the articles of copartnership a portion of the profits are set apart to pay the debt of a
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partnership necessarily implies a union of two or more per-

sons ; and if a single individual, for the purpose of a fictitious

credit, was to assume a copartnership name or firm, the only-

real partnership principle that could he applicable to his case,

would he the preference to he given to creditors dealing with

him under that description, in the distribution of his effects.

But that would be inadmissible, and contrary to the grounds

upon which partnerships are created and sustained ; and so

the law on this point has, in another country, been understood

and declared.* If the partnership consists of a large unincor-

porated association, or joint stock compcmy, trading upon a

joint stock, it is usually regulated by special agreement; but

the established law of the land, in reference to such partner-

ships, is the same as in ordinary cases, and every member of

the company (whatever private arrangement there may be to

the contrary between the members, and which is only a mis-

chievous delusion) is liable for all the debts of the con-

*27 cern.b (i) It is, however, the judicial language *in some

Nairn y. Sir William Forbes, Bell's Commentaries on the Law of Scotland,

vol. ii. 626.

i> The King v. Dodd, 9 East, 616. Holmes t. Higgins, 1 Barnw. & Cress. 74.

Hess T. Werts, 4 8erg. & Rawle, .S66. Oarlin v. Drury, 1 Ves. & Eea. liH. Keas-

ley V. Codd, cited in a note to the case of Perring v. Hone, 2 Garr. cfc Payne, 401.

Vigers v. Sainet, 13 Louisiana Rep. 300. Willliams v. Bank of Michigan, 1 Wend.

642. Walburn v. Ingilby, 1 Mylne & Keene, 51. The Douglas Bank, 2 Bell's

Com. 263. Lord Ch. Hart observed, in Ex parte Sneyds, 1 Molloy's JR. 261, that

joint stock companies vrere bodies of comparatively modern invention, to -which

statute gives the right to sue and be sued by their officers; and now, by the

statute of 1 Vict. i>. 13, authorizing the formation of joint stock companies, the

crown in England is authorized, by letters patent, to grant to companies, though

not incorporated, the privileges of incorporated companies, and suits may be carried

on in the name of one of the officers of the company. The patent may declare the

individual responsibility of the members for contracts to the extent of their shares.

Again, by the statute of 1 and 8 Vict. c. 110,111 and 113, provision is made for the

registration of all joint stock companies, by a registrar at the board of trade, -with

the qualities and incidents of corporations ; and such companies may, in cases of

insolvency, wind up their concerns, as in cases of bankruptcy. Joint stock banks

must be created by letters patent ; and if such companies be incorporated, the

third person, it has been held such person is not thereby made a partner. Brake v. Eemey, 3
Sich. B 8T.

(1) Where executors, in pursuance of the direction of a Tvill, continue a business for the bene-

fit of an infant, the whole estate, and not merely the capital embarked, is liable for the expenses.

McNeillie v. Acton, 1 Rig. L. &K R. 83.
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of the cases,"- that the members of a private association

may limit their personal responsibility, if there be an expli-

cit stipulation to that effect made with the party with whom
they contract, and clearly understood by him at the time.

But stipulations of that kind are looked upon unfavourably,

as being contrary to the general policy of the law ; and itwould
require a direct previous notice of the intended limitation to

the party dealing with the company, and his clear understand-

ing of the terms of the limitation.'' Incorporated companies,

though constituted expressly for the purpose of trade, are not

partnerships, or joint traders, within the purview of the law

of partnership, and the stockholders are not personally re-

sponsible for the company's debts or engagements, and their

property is affected only to the extent of their interest in

the company. To render them personally liable, requires an

express provision in the act of incorporation ; and a disposi-

liability of the shareholders is not to be limited thereby. By the statute of 7 Geo,

1 V. c. 46, for regulating copartnerships of certain bankers, it was declared, that on

judgment against a registered officer of the company, execution may issue against

any members for the time being ; and if the debt cannot be levied on them, the

former members may be subjected to execution by leave of the court, by process of

scire facias, and they are only secondarily liable. Eardley v. Law, 12 Adolph. <fc

Ellis, 802.

» Gibson, J., Hess v. West, 4 Serg. & Rawle, 491. Piatt, J., Skinner v. Dayton,

19 Johnson, 637. .

It seems to be still an unsettled point, whether a stipulation in the articles of

association, limiting the responsibility of the members to the mere joint funds, or

to a qualified extent, be binding upon the creditoi's dealing, with notice of the

stipulation. Mr. Justice Story inclines to the opinion, that the creditor acting with

the knowledge of it would be bound by it. Story on Partnership, p. 255. Unless

the creditor has previous notice of the stipulation, he certainly would not be bound

by it. Blundell v. Winsor, 8 Sim. R. 601. Walbui-n v. Ingilby, 1 Mylne & Eeene,

51. 76. If he has that notice, I think he ought, on general principles, to be bound

by it.

In joint stock companies in Scotland, the law in relation thereto is, that each

partner is liable only to the extent of his shares, and not in solido. 2 Bell's Com.

627, 628. This was the doctiine in the Roman law as to all partnerships, and is

also the rule in France, except as to commercial partnerships. Dig. 46. 2. 11.1 and

2. Pothier, de Societe, u. 96. 103, 104. In a private commercial association,

where it is agreed that the business shall be conducted by a president and directors,

and they be chosen, no individual partner can bind the firm, for he has no authority.

Lambeth v. Vawter, 6 Robinson's Louis. B. 128. But generally, in the case of

joint contracts, a release or settlement of the debt by one, is good as against all

the creditors, in cases free from fraud. "Wallace v. K^oaall, 7 Meeson & Wehby, 264.
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tion to create such an extended responsibility, seems to be in-

creasing in our country, and is calculated to check the enter-

prise of such institutions, and impair the credit and value of

them as safe investments of capital.

A contract of partnership need not be in writing. Though

there be no express articles of copartnerahip, the obligation

of a partnership engagement may equally be implied in the

acts of the parties ; and if persons have a mutual interest in

the profits and loss of any business carried on by them, or if

they hold themselves out to the world as joint traders, they

will be held responsible as partners to third persons, whatever

may be the real natiire of their connection, or of the agree-

f ment under which they act. Actual intention is requisite to

\ constitute a partnership inter se.^ If a person partakes of

the profits, he is answerable as a partner for losses, on the

principle, that by taking a part of the profits, he takes from

the creditors a part of the fund which is the proper security

for the payment of their debts.'' (1)

*28 *It is not essential to a legal partnership that it

be confined to commercial business. It may exist

between attorneys, conveyancers, mechanics, owners of a

line of stage-coaches, artisans or farmers, as well as between

merchants and bankers.'^ (2) The essence of the association is,

' Hazard v. Hazard, 1 Story's R. 371.

^ Voet, Com. ad Pand. 11. 2. 1. De Grey, Ch. J., Grace v. Smith, 2 Blacks.

Rep. 998. Eyre, Ch. J., Waugh v. Carver, 2 H. Blacks. 247. Cheap v. Cramond,

4 Barnw. & Aid. 663. Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Vesey, 49. Spencer, J., Dob v.

Halsey, 16 Johns. Rep. 40. Supra, p. 26. n. e.

» Willet V. Chambers, Cowp. 814. Gould, J., Coope v. Eyre, 1 H. Blacks. 43.

Pothier, Traite de Soc. No. 55. Fromont v. Coupland, 2 Bingham, 110. Associa-

tions for buying or selling personal property as factors or brokers, or for carrying

personal property for hire in ships, are in the X/ouisiana Code, art. 2796, termed

(1) The rule is laid down by Ch. J. Tindal, in a late case, to be, that " traders become partners

between themselves by a mutual participation of projit cmd has ; but as to third persons, they

are partners if they share the profits of the concern ; for he who receives a share of the profits,

receives a part of that fund upon which the creditors have a right to rely for payment," Pott v.

Eyton, 8 Man. G. & Scotfs B. 82. 89. Heimstreet v. Howland, 5 Demo's B. 68. Bee amie, p.

25, n. b. See, also, Oakley v. Aspinwall, 2 Samdf. (Law) R. 7.

As to the contracts which will or not make one liable as a partner, see Lafon v. Chinn, 6

B. Xon. R. 805. Barry v. Nesham, 8 Man. O. & Scotfs B. 641.

(2) Bee, in Goesele v. Bimeler, 14 Eow. B. 689, an instance of a universal partnership. It

was an association called " Separatists," of peculiar religious and economical principles. There
is no legal objectioa to such an association.
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that they may be jointly concerned in profit and loss, or in

profit only, in some honest and lawful business, not immoral

in itself, nor prohibited by the law of the land ; and this is a

principle of universal reception.* The contract mtist be for

the common benefit of all the parties to the association ; and
though the shares need not be equal, yet, as a general rule,

all must partake of the profit in some ratable proportion:

and that proportion, as well as the mode of conducting the

business, may be modified and regulated by private agree-

ment, at the pleasure of the parties.'' If there be no such

agreement on the subject, and no evidence to the contrary,

the general conclusion of the law is, that the partnership

losses are to be equally borne, and the profits equally

divided ;<= and this would be the rule, *even though the *29

contribution between the parties consisted entirely of

money by one, and entii'ely of labour by another. In equity,

according to Pothier, each partner should share in the profit

in proportion to the value of what he brings into the common
stock, whether it be money, goods, labour or skill ; and he

should share in the loss in a ratio to the gain to which he

would, in a prosperous issue to the business, have been enti-

tled. He admits, however, that the proportion of gain and

loss may be varied by agreement ; and the agreement may
render the extra labour of one of the concern, equal to the

risk of loss, and a substitute for his share of loss.^

It is not necessary that every member of the company
should, in every event, participate in the profits. It would

be a valid partnership, according to the civil law, if one of

the members had a reasonable expectation of profit, and was.

commercial partnerships. There may be a partnership to trade in land, and

.limited to pui-chasing, and the profit and loss divisible as stock. This result does

not necessarily follow from a joint purchase. Campbell v. Colhoun, 1 Perm. 140.

» Dig. 18. 1. 36. 2. Pothier, Traiti du Con. de Boc. n. 14. Briggs v. Lawrence,

i Term Rep. iti. Aubert v. Maze, 2 Soa. <fc PwW. 371. Griswold v. Waddington,

16 Johns. Rep, 489.

b Collyer on Partn. p. 11. Qow on Partn, p. 9. Story on Partn. pp. 29, 30.

« Inst. 3. 26. 1. Pothier, ub. sup. n. T3. Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Vesey, 49.

Gould V. Gould, 6 Wendell, 263. Parke, J., in Fanar t. Beswick, 1 Mood. <k Rob.

827. Btory on Partnership, pp. 25—37. Code ofLouisiana, axi. 2896. Mr. Justice

Story has fully examined this point.

* Pothier, ub. sup. Nos. 15—19. n. 25.
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in consequence of his particular art and calling, employed to

sell, and to have a share of the profits if they exceeded a cer-

tain sum, provided this was granted to him by reason of his

pains and skill, and not as a gratuity. » So one partner may
retire under an agreement to abide his proportion of risk of

loss, and take a sum in gross for his share of future uncertain

profits ; or he may take a gross sum as his share of the pre-

sumed profits, with an agreement that the remaining part-

ners are to assume all risks of loss.!" But a partnership, in

which the entire profit was to belong to some of them, in ex-

clusion of others, would be manifestly unjust; and as between

the parties themselves, it would not be a proper partnership."

It would be what the Koman lawyers called societas leonma,

in allusion to the fable of the lion, who having entered

*30 into *a partnership with the other animals of the forest,

in hunting, appropriated to himself all the ^rejA

There may be a general partnership at large, or it may be

limited to a particular branch of business, or to one particu-

lar subject. e There may be a partnership in the goods in a

particular adventure, or it may be confined to the profits

thereof.^ If two persons should draw a bill of exchange, they

are considered as partners in respect to the bill, though in

every other respect they remain distinct. By appearing on

the bill as partners, the person to whom it is negotiated is to

collect the relation of the parties from the bill itself, and they

are not permitted to deny the conclusion.g This principle

• Dig. 17. 2. 44 Pothier, ub. sup. n. 13.

•> Pothier, Traite de Soc. u. 26, 26.

« Lowry v. Brooks, 5 W Cordis Rep. 421. Bailey v. Clark, 6 Pick. 372.

* Dig.\1.%i9.i. Pothier,ui.mp.'So.l.l. Institutes of the Laws of Holland,

by J. Vander Linden, translated by J. Henry, Esq., p. 571. 2 BelVs Com. 615.

" Lord Mansfield, Willett v. Chambers, Cotup. 816. Code Napoleon, No. 1841.

f Solomons v. Nissen, 2 Term 675. Ex parte Gellar, 1 Rose, 297. Holmes v.

Higgins, 1 Barnw. & Cress. 72. Mayer v. Sharpe, 5 Taunton, 74. Pothier, Traiti

du Con. de Soc. No. 54.

I Carvick v. Viokery, Doug. 653. note. De Berkom v. Smith, 1 Mp. 29. The
doctrine in Carvick v. Vickery was afterwards repudiated, and it is since held,

that co-drawers, or co-payees, or endorsers, not being commercial partners, must

each endorse the bill as a joint contract, and each receive notice of default, and

demand of payment on each must be made. Willis v. Green, 5 Sill's N. Y. Rep,

284. Sayre v. Prick, 7 Watts & Serg. 383. So, by statute, in Mats. R. 8. 700.
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lias not been extended to the case of two persons signing a

joint note,'- though it is not easy to perceive a distinction

between the cases. •>

(2.) Of dormant partners.

*There is no difficulty, in the ordinary course of busi- *31

ness, with the case of an actual partner, who appears in

sec. 14, one or two or more joint contractors cannot, by promise or acknowledg-

ment, take a case out of the statute of limitations.

* Hopkins v. Smith, 11 Johns. Rep. 161.

i" The Roman law, which has been followed in France, distinguished between

two kinds of universal partnership, the one unwersorum honorum, and the other

universorum qucE ex gucestu veniunt. By the first, the parties put into common

stock all their pi-operty, real and personal, then existing or thereafter to be acquired

.

All future acquisitions, by purchase, gift, legacy or descent, went into this partner-

ship as of com'se, without assignment, unless the gift or legacy was declared to be

under the condition of not being placed there. Such a partnership was charged

with all the debts of the parties at its commencement, and with all the future

debts, and personal and family expenses. The validity of such a partnership was

not questioned, notwithstanding it might be extremely unequal, and one might

bring much more property into it than another, and acquire ten times as much by

gift, purchase or succession, and notwithstanding one partner might have a family

of children, and another be destitute of any. (Polhier, Traitk du Con. de Soc. Nos.

28—42.) We need not be apprehensive that such a partnership will become

infectious, for it appears to be fruitful in abuse and discord; and in the CodeNapo-

leon, ISo. 1837, the more forbidding features of the connection are removed.

Though it embraces all the existing property of the parties, and every species of

gains, it does not, under the code, extend to property to be acquired by gift, legacy

or inheritance, and every stipulation to that effect is prohibited. The Civil Code

of Louisiana, which baa throughout closely followed the Code Napoleon, has

recognised these universal partnerships applying to all existing property ; bnt they

must be created in writing, and registered, and they are under the checks mentioned

in the French code. Givil Code of Louisiana, Nos. 2800—2805.

The other species of universal partnership applies only to future profifas, from

whatever source they may be derived ; and it is formed when the parties agree to

a partnership without any further explanation. In this case, the separate acqui-

sitions of each, by legacy or inheritance, are kept separate, and do not enter into

the common mass ; nor does it embrace present real property, but only the future

issues and profits of it ; and it is not, of course, chargeable with existing debts,

though it was formerly chargeable with them when made in that part of France,

under the Droit Coutumier. (Pothier, ub. sup. u. 43—63. Code Napoleon, No.

1838.) The same kind of general partnerships, embracing all the present and

future property of the parties, is known in the laws of Spain and of Holland. In-

stitutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by Doctors Asao S Manuel, b. 2. 15. Institutes

of the Laws of Eolland, by J. Vander Linden, translated by J. Henry, Esq.,

p. 5'73.
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his character of an ostmsille partner. The question as to the

person on whom the responsibility of partner ought to attach

in respect to third persons, arises in the case of dormant part-

ners who participate in the profits of the trade, and conceal

their names. They are equally liable when discovered, as if

their names had appeared in the firm, and although they were

unknown to be partners at the time ofthe creation ofthe debt.*

- Robinson v. Wilkinson, 3 Price's Exch. Rep. 538. Lord Loughborough, 1 H.

Blacks. Rep. 48. Pitts v. Waugh, 4 Mass. Rep. 424. Duncan, 8 Serg. & Rawle,

55. Porter, J., 5 MilWs Louis. Rep. 406. 408. Swan v. Steele, 1 East, 210.

Binney v. United States Bank, 5 Peters, 529. 661. A judgment against an ostensi-

ble partner, and not knowing of a dormant partner, is no bar to an action against

all the partners. A judgment being a mere security, does not change any other

collateral security, until satisfaction. Crews v. Owens, 1 RicKardson's 8. G. Rep.

111. Robinson v. Wilkinson, 3 Price, 538. Drake y. Mitchell, 8 East, 251.

In Beckham v. Drake, 9 Meeson & PT. 79, A. B. <fe C. were partners, and the latter

a dormant partner, and the two first entered into a written contract, without the

other being named or signing the contract ; it was held, that a suit lay against all

the three partners—the dormant pai'tner not being known as such to the plaintiff

when the contract was made. The partners who signed the contract had au-

thority to bind the dormant partner by parol contract, whether with or without

writing, though it would be different in the case of sealed instruments. The de-

cision in Beckham v. Knight, in the 0. B, was oyerruled, after much discussion and

consideration on this point.

If partners agree that the business shall be carmed on in the name of one of

them, or of some other person only, such name becomes the copartnership name,

and all the members are bound by it. Bank of Rochester v. Monteath, 1 Denio,

402. Palmer v. Stephens, id. 471. The law as to dormant partners is confined to

commercial partnerships. Pitts T. Waugh, 4 Mass. R. 424. Smith v. Bm'nham, 3

Sumner's R. 435. A dormant partner cannot join as plaintiff in an action, for

there is no privity of communication between him and the party who contracted

with the firm. He is, nevertheless, suable as a defendant, because he participated

in the profits of the contract. Lloyd t. Archbold, 2 Taunton, 324. Boardman v.

Keeler, 2 Vermont Rep. 65. If one partner borrows money in his individual name,

a dormant partner is equally liable, if the borrower represented it to be for the

use of the partnership ; though without such a representation, the creditor must

prove that the money went to a partnership use. Etheridge v. Binney, 9 Pick.

272. Lloyd v. Ashby, 2 Oarr. & Payne, 138. Story on Partnership, 139. The

statute law of New-York, of 1833, {Laws N. T. sess. 56, c. 281,) has checked the

use of fictitious firms, by declaring that no person shall transact business in the

name of a partner not interested in his firm ; and that where the designation " and

company" or " <Si Co." is used, it shall represent an actual partner or partners, and

the violation of the provision is made a penal offence. A similar provision exists

in Georgia. SotchUst' Code, 311. (1)

(1) By statute of New-Tork, (Laas of 1854, c. 400, p. 1084,) the use of the name of a oo-
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The question arises, also, in the case of a nominal or
implied *partaer, who has no actual interest in the trade *32
or its profits, and he becomes responsible as a partner,
by voluntarily suffering his name to appear to the world as
a partner, by which means he lends to the partnership the
sanction of his credit.!^ There is a just and marked distinc-

tion between partnership as respects the public, and part-
nership as respects the parties ; and a person may be held
liable as a partner to third persons, although the agreement
does not create a partnership as between the parties them-
selves. ^ Though the law allows parties to regulate their con-
cerns as they please in regard to each other, they cannot, by
arrangement among themselves, control their responsibility

to others ; and it is not competent for a person, who partakes
of the profits of a trade, however small his share of those
profits maybe, to withdraw himself from the obligations of a
partner.-: Each individual member is answerable m soUdo
to the whole amount of the debts, without reference to the
proportion of his interest, or to the nature of the stipulation

between him and his associates. (1) Even if it were the in-

tention of the parties that they should not be partners, and
the person to be charged was not to contribute either money
or labour, or to receive any part of the profits, yet if he lends
his name as a partner, or suffers his name to continue in the
firm after he has ceased to be an actual partner, he is respon-

sible to third persons as a partner, for he may induce third

• Guidon y. Robsoo, 2 Oampb. 802. Young v. Axtell, cited in 2 H. Blacks.

242. Porter, J., 5 Miller'a Louis. Rep. 408, 409. Fox t. Clifton, 6 Bingham
776.

• Bany v. Weeaham, C. B. November, 1846. It was held, that a participation in

the profits, qua profits, created a partnership as to third persons, -whateyer the stipu-

lation may be as between themselyes.

• Waugh V. Carver, 2 B. Blacks. 236. Hesketh v. Blanchard, 4 Eaut, 144. Nor
can a partner exonerate himself from personal responsibility for the existing en-

gagements of the company, by assigning or selling out his interest in the concern.

Perring v. Hone, 2 Carr. & Payne, 401.

partnership, having relations with foreign countries, may be continued, on a change of the
copartnership, by some or any of the copartners, their assigns or appointees. The act provides

for the filing and publishing of a certificate of the change.

(1) If a partner mortgages his separate property for the security of the debts of the firm he
sustains to it the relation of a surety, and Is entitled to the rights of that character. Averill T.

Louofes, 6 Barh. S. C. B. 471.
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persons to give that credit to the fLrm whicli otherwise

*33 it *would not receive, nor perhaps deserve. This prin-

ciple of law inculcates good faith and ingenuons deal-

ing, and is now regarded by the English courts as a funda-

mental doctrine."^ It has been explicitly asserted with us,

and is now incorporated in the jurisprudence of this country.''

So strict is the law on this point, that even if executors, in the

disinterested performance of a trust, continue the testator's

share in a partnership concern in trade, for the benefit of his

infant children, they may render themselves personally liable

as dormant partners. <=
'

(3.) Of sharers in profits.

A person may be allowed, in special cases, to receive

part of the profits of a business, without becoming a legal or

responsible partner.^ Thus a party may by agreement re-

ceive, by way of rent, a portion of the profits of a farm or

• Hoare v. Dawes, Doug. Rep. S'Zl. Grace v. Smitb, 2 Wm. Blacks. Rep. 998.

Wangh V. Cai'ver, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 235. Baker v. Charlton, Peake's JV. P. Rep.

80. Hesketh V. Blanchard, 4 JEWsi, 144. Ex parte B.Siraper, ll^Vesey, iOi. Ex
parte Langdale, 18 Vesey, 300. Carlen v. Drury, 1 Ves. <Sc Bea. HI. Cheap v.

Cramond, 4 Barnw. iSc Aid, 663. Best, J., Smith v. Watson, 2 Barnw. (k Cress.

401. Lacy v. Wolcott, 2 Howling & Rl 468.

'' Purviance v. M'Clintee, 6 Serg. & Rawle, 259. Gill v. Kuhn, ibid. 333.

Thompson, J., in Post t. Kimberly, 9 Johnson, 489. Dob v. Halsey, 16 Johns.

Rep. 40. Shubrick v. Fisher, 2 Desauss. Ch. Rep. 148. Osborne v. Brennan, 2

Nott <Se M' Cord, 427. Mr. Justice Story {Partnership, pp. 54, 55,) prefers the

Roman law, which did not create a partnership between the parties as to third

persons, without their consent, or against the stipulations of their own contract.

He is of opinion that the common law has pressed its principles on this subject to

an extent not required by, even if it is consistent with, natural justice ; and that it

would have been better if no partnership should be deemed to exist, even as to

third persons, unless such were the intention of the parties, or unless they had so

held themselves out to the public. For the Roman law, see Dig. 17. 2. 44. Voet,

ad Pand. 17. 2. 2. But if a dormant partner, when his name has not been an-

nounced, and no credit given to him personally, aa a supposed member, he may
withdraw without giving any notice to the public. Lacage v. Sejour, 10 Robin-

son's Louis. R. 444.

« Wightman v. Townroe, 1 Maule & Selw. 412. The better way would be for

the executors, iu such cases, to have the trade earned on for the benefit of the

infants, under the direction of the court of chancery, as has frequently been done in

Eogland. See 4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 627.

' See supra, p. 25. n. b. as to a sharer of profits.
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tavern, without becoming a partner.'' So, to allow a clerk

or agent a portion of the profits of sales as a compensation

for labour, or a factor a per centage on the amount of sales,

does not render the agent or factor a partner, when it appears

to be intended merely as a mode of payment adopted to in-

crease and secure exertion, and when it is not under-

stood to be an *interest in the profits in the character *34

of profits, and there is no mutuality between the parties.

A person in business may employ another as a subordinate,

and agree to pay him a share of the profits, if any shall arise,

without giving him the rights or liabilities of a partner.'' (1)

So, seamen take a share, by agreement with the ship-owner,

in the profits or gross proceeds of a whale fishery or coasting

voyage, by way of compensation for their services ; and ship-

ments from this country to India upon half profits are usual,

and the responsibility of partners has never been supposed to

flow from special agreements." This distinction seems to be

definitely established by a series of decisions, and it is not

now to be questioned ; and yet Lord Eldon regarded the dis-

tinction with regret, and mentioned it frequently, with

pointed disapprobation, as being too refined and subtle, and

the reason of which, he said, he could not well comprehend.^

' Ferine v. Hankinson, 6 Ilalst. 181.

'' Burckle v. Eckait, 1 Denio, 337.

= Dixon T. Cooper, 3 Wih. 40. Cheap v. Cramond, 4 Barnw. & Aid. 670.

Benjamin t. Porteus, 2 H. Blacks. 590. Meyer v. Sharpe, 5 Taunt. 74. Heskethy.

Blancliard, 4 East, 144. Dry v. Boswell, 1 Gampb. N.P.Z29. "Wilkinson v. Frazier, 4

Ssp. iV. P. 1 82. Mair ¥. Glennie, 4 Maule & Selw. 240. Geddes v. Wallace, 2 Bligh,

270. Muzzy v. Whitney, 10 Johns. Rep. 226. Rice v. Austin, 17 Mass. Rep. 206.

Lowry v. Brooks, 2 M'Cord, 421. Baxter v. Rodman, 3 Fiek. 435. Cutler T.

Winsor, 6 PtcA. 335. Hardin v. Foxcroft, 6 ffrecra/ca/, 76. The Crusader, War^s

Rep.iZl. Coffin V. Jenkins, 3 Story's Rep. 108. 112. See, also, supra, p. 25. a.

b. Locmis v. Marshall, 1 2 Conn. R, 69. Hazard v. Hazard, 1 Story's R. 371.

See, also, Story on Partnership, pp. 60-^75, who has analyzed the principal cases

on the subject. See, also, Pardeams, Droit Com. tome ii. n. 560 ; tome iii. n. 702

;

tome iv. 969 ; and Duvergier, Droit Civ. Franc, tome v. n. 48 to n. 56, for the

French law as to the cases in which an agency, as distinct from a partnership, is

within the intention of the parties.

i Ex parte Hamper, 17 Vesey, iOi. Ex parte 'Ro-w\axii\soo, 1 Rose, 89. Ex
parte Watson, 19 Vesey, 458. Miller v. Bartlet, 15 Serg. tb Rawle, 137. Mr. Ca-

(1) See same case, cited in note (b) reaffirmed. 8 Comit. B. 133.

Vol. in. 3
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(4.) Of Umitedpartners.

The English law does not admit of partnerships with a re-

stricted responsibility. In manj parts of Europe, limited

partnerships are admitted, provided they be entered upon a

register.^ Thus in Erance, by the ordinance of 1673, limited

partnerships (fe Societe en commandite) were established, by

which one or more persons, responsible in solido as general

partners, were associated with one or more sleeping partners,

who furnished a certain proportion of capital, and were liable

only to the extent of the funds furnished. This kind of

partnership has been continued and regulated by the new

code of commerce ;>> and it is likewise introduced into

*35 the *Louisianian code, under the title of partnership m
commendam." It is supposed to be well calculated to

bring dormant capital into active and useful employment

;

and this species of partnership has, accordingly, been author-

ized by statute in Massachusetts, Ehode-Island, Connecticut,

Vermont, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, South Caro-

lina, Georgia, Alabama, Elorida, Mississippi, Indiana and

Michigan, as well as in ISTew-Tork. (1) It is declared, in the

latter state,^ that a limited partnership for the transaction of

any mercantile, mechanical or manufacturing business within

the state,^ may consist of one or more persons jointly and

severally responsible according to the existing laws, who are

ret/, in his receut treatise on the Law ofPartnership, p. 1 1 , vindicates the principle on

•which the above distinction is founded, and insists that it is perfectly clear and just.

Collyer, also, in a still more recent treatise on the Law of Partnership, p. 17, is in

favour of the reasonableness of the distinction in the cases where there is, and

where there is not a mutual interest in the profits.

» Lord Loughborough, 1 H. Slacks. Eep. 48.

• Repertoire de Jurisprudence, par Merlin, tit. Society, art. 2. Code de Oom-

merce, b. 1. tit. 3. sec. 1.

" Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 2810.

^ Laws of K Y. April, 1822, sess. 45. c. 244, and sess.BO. c. 288; re-enacted by
iV. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 764, with some slight variations.

• In New-Tork, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, South Carolina, Alabama,

Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Connecticut and Vermont, the business of banking

and insurance is specially excepted.

(1) Aulhorized, also, by the statute of Illinois. Laua of IlUnois, 1847. Of Florida, Lama,
1848, oh. 241. Of Kentucky, LamiB, 1860, ch. 189. Of Virginia, Kevited Statutes, 1849, tit. 48,

ch. 145.
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called general partners, and one or more persons who furnish

certain funds to the common stock, and whose liability shall

extend no further than the fund furnished, and who are called

special partners. The names of the special partners are' not

to be used in the firm, which shall contain the names of the ge-

neral partners only, without the addition of the word convpany,

or any other general term ; nor are they to transact any busi-

ness on account of the partnership, or be employed for that

purpose as agents, attorneys or otherwise; but they may,
nevertheless, advise as to the management of the partnership

concern. Before such a partnership can act, a registry there-

of must be made in the clerk's office of the county, with an

accompanying certificate; signed by the parties, and duly

acknowledged, and containing the title of the firm, the ge-

neral nature of the business, the names of the partners, the

amount of capital furnished by the special partners, and the

period of the partnership. The capital advancedby the special

partners must be in cash, and an affidavit filed stating the

fact. Publication must likewise be made for at least six

weeks of the terms of the partnership, and due publication

for four weeks of the dissolution of the partnership by the act

of the parties prior to the time specified in the certificate. (1)

No such partnership can make assignments or transfers, or

create any lien, with the intent to give preference to creditors.

The special partners may receive an annual interest on the

capital invested, provided there be no reduction of the

original capital ; but they cannot be permitted *to claim *36

as creditors, in case of the insolvency of the partner-

ship.a(2) It is easy to perceive, that the provisions of the act

• It has been ruled, in Hubbard v. Morgan, XT. S. D. 0. for N, T., May, 1839,

that the special partner, must, at his peril, see that the law is complied with in all

its essentials, or he will be liable as a general partner.

(1) The partnership continues till the notice of dissolution has been published four weelvs.

If the special partner sell out his interest to the general partner, for a sum exceeding hia capi-

tal Invested, this is a withdrawal of hia capital, contrary to the law. Beers v. Beynolds, 12

Barb. R. 288.

(2) Argall v. Smith, 8 Demo's B. 435. In this case, it was held, that a mistake of the printers

of one of the papers in which the terms of partnership were published , in inserting 5,000 instead

of 2,000, the true sum contributed by the special partner, was an essential failure to comply with

the statute, and made the special partner liable as a general partner. Where the special partner

of an insolvent limited partnership is .general partner in another firm, the latter is not prevented

from claiming as creditors of the limited partnership. Hayes v. Bements, 8 Scmdf. S. O.JR. 894.
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have been taken, in most of the essential points, from the

French regulations in the commercial code ; and it is the

first instance in the history of the legislation of New-York,

that-the statute law of any other country than that of Great

Britain, has been closely imitated and adopted. The provi-

sion for limited partnerships in the other states (and which

were subsequent in point of time to that in New-York) is

essentially the same.* '^

It is a general and well established principle, that when a

/person joins a partnership as a member, he does not, without

I
a special promise, assume the previous debts of the firm, nor

is he bound by them. To render persons jointly liable upon

' a contract as partners, they must have a joint interest con-

temporary with the formation of the contract. *> If, however,

' goods are purchased in pursuance of a previous agreement

between two or more persons, that one of them should pur-

chase the goods on joint account, in a foreign adventure, they

are all answerable to the seller for the price, as partners, even

though their names were not announced to the seller ; for the

previous agreement made the partnership precede the pur-

chase, and a joint interest attached in the goods at the instant

of the purchase. <=

n. Of the rights and duties ofpa/rtners in thei/r relation to

each other, and to thepvMic.

(1.) Of the interest ofpartners in thei/r stock in trade.

Partners are joint tenants of their stock in trade, but with-

* If the partnership be a particular one, being formed for some business not of a

commercial nature, such partnerships are called particular or ordinary partnerships

in the Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 2806. 2707 ; and the partners are not bound in

solido for the debts of the firm, unless such power be specially given, but each

partner is bound for his share of the partnership debt Jd. art. 2843, 2844. 12

Rob. Lo. E. 247.

k Saville v. Robertson, 4 Term Rep. 720. Young v. Hunter, 4 Taunt. Rep. 582.

Poindexterv.Waddy, 6 J/kji/. iEep. 418. Gow on Partnership, \?iQ—162. Coll-

yer on Part. 735—743. Mr. Justice Story, in his Com. on Partnership, pp. 227
—237, has examined the cases replete with complex and refined discussions, as to

the acts preliminary to the formation of a partnership, •which do or do not bind the

partnership when consummated. The general doctrine, as the learned judge ob-

serves, is well summed up by Mr. Collyer.

" Gouthwaite v. Duckworth, 12 East, 421. Collyer on Part. 357—360. Story

OH Part. pp. 230, 231.
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out the jus accresGendi, or right of survivorship ; and this,

according to Lord Coke,=^ was part of the law-merchant, for

the advancement and continuance of commerce" and trade.

It -would seem, however, to have been a point of some doubt

as late as the middle of the seventeenth century, whether the

doctrine of survivorship did not apply ; for the Lord
Keeper, *in Jeffreys v. Small,'" observed, that it was *37

common, at that time, for traders, in articles of copart-

nership, to provide against survivorship, though he declared

that the provision was clearly unnecessary. On the death of

one partner, his representatives become tenants in common
with the survivor, and with respect to choses in action, sur-

vivorship so far exists at law, that the remedy to reduce them
into possession vests exclusively in the survivor, for the bene-

fit of all the parties in interest." But no partner has an ex-

clusive right to any part of the joint stock, until a balance of

accounts be struck between him and his copartners, and the

amount of his interest accurately ascertained. The interest

of each partner in the partnership property is his share in

the surplus, after the partnership accounts are settled, and all

just claims satisfied ; and it follows, that no suit at law can

be maintained by one partner against his copartner, until a

final settlement has been made, and the balance ascertained,

and a promise contracted to pay it.'*

QU_ ' '
' r-

» Co Liu. 182. a.

•> 1 Fi™. 217.

" Martia v. Crompe, 1 Lord Raym. 3i0. Daniel, J., in Proctor r. Poole, 4 Bev.

N. O. Rep. •369.

^ Niooll v. Mumford, 4 Johns. Oh. Rep. 522. Fox v. Haabury, Ooiop. Rep. 445.

Taylor v. Fields, 4 Vesey, 396. 15 Vesey, 559. note, S. 0. Parsons, Cli. J., in

Pierce v. Jackson, 6 Mass. Rep. 242. Holmes v. Higgius, 1 B. S Cressw, 1i.

Killara v. Preston, 4 Watts & Serg. R. 14. Foster v. Alanson, 2 Term R. 479.

Fromont v. Coupland, 2 Bingham, 170. One partner having only his separate

interest in the surplus, cannot, of course, sell or mortgage an undivided interest in

a specific part. Morrison v. Blodgett, S K K Rep. 338. Lovejoy v. Bowers, 11

id. 406. Though each partner is bound to bestow his services and labour with

due diligence and skill, he is not entitled to any reward or compensation, unless

there be an express stipulation between the partners for that purpose. The law

does not undertake to measure between the partners the relative value of their

services bestowed on the joint business. Thornton v. Proctor, 1 Anst. 94. Oald-

-well V. Lieber, 7 Paige, 483. Anderson v. Taylor, 3 Iredell iV. G. Rep. 420

Burden v. Burden, 1 Ves. & Bea. 170. Story on Partnership, 2t9. Franklin v.
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(2.) Of stock in Icmd.

If partnership capital be invested in land for the benefit of

the company, though it may be a joint tenancy in law, yet

equity will hold it to be a tenancy in common, and as forming

part of the partnership fund ; and the better opinion would

seem to be, that equity will consider the person in whom the

legal estate is vested, as trustee for the whole concern, and

the property will be entitled to be distributed as personal

estate.'! The point has been extensively discussed and

*38 *considered in this country, and the cases are not incon-

sistent with this principle, when they admit, upon

grounds of reason and policy, that real estate, acquired witli

partnership funds, and held by partners in common, may be

conveyed or charged by one partner, on his private account,

to the extent of his legal title, whether that legal title covers

the whole or a part of the estate
;
provided the purchaser or

mortgagee dealt with him honajide, and without notice of the

partnership rights, and there was nothing in the transaction

from which notice might reasonably be inferred.iJ In Ten-

Eobinson, 1 Johns. Ch. E. 15'?. 165. Bradford v. Kimberley, 3 Johns. Oh. R. 433.

Whittle T. McFarland, 1 Knapp's R. 312.

» Thornton v. Dixon, 3 Bra. Ch. Cae. 199. Lord Loughborough, in Smith v.

Smith, 5 Vesey, 189. Eipley v. Waterwortb, "7 Fesey, 424. Featherstonhaugh t.

Fenwick, 17 Vesey, 298. Lord Eldon, in To^wnsend t. Devaynes, cited in Oow on

Partnership, 54. edit. Phil. 1825 ; in Selkrig v. Davies, 2 i)ojc P. C. 242, and in

Crawshay v. Maule, 1 Swansion, 521. Sigonrney v. Mnnn, "7 Oonn. Rep. 11.

Hoxie V. Carr, 1 Sumner, 182—186. Ex parte Banks, Newfoundland Rep. 396.

Contra, Sir William Grant, in Bell v. Phyn, 7 Vesey, 453, and Balmain t. Shore, 9

Vesey, 500. Oow on Partnership, 54, 55. In Sigourney v. Munn, the English

and American authorities were fully examined, and the subject discussed ; and the

doctrine declared, that real estate acquired with partnership funds, for partnership

purposes, would be regarded in equity as partnership stock, and liable to all the

incidents of partnership property. It might, also, by agreement of the parties, be

regarded as personal stock of the company. The English Vice-Chancellor, in Ean-

dall V. Eandall, 1 Simons, 211, reviewed, among others, the cases of Thornton v.

Dixon, Eipley v. Waterwortb, Bell v. Phyn, Balmain v. Shore, and Crawshay v.

Maule, above mentioned, together with the cases of Phillips v. Phillips, 1 Mylne &
Keene, 649, and Broom T. Broom, 3 ibid. 443, and came to the conclusion declared

in Sigourney v. Munn, that the English chancery doctrine, considering real estate

as personal property, was applicable only to lands purchased with partnership

capital, for the purposes of a pai'tnership trade.

•> Ford V. Heron, 4 Munf. 316. M'Dermot v. Laurence, 7 Serg. & Rawle, 438.

In Hoxie v. CaiT, 1 Sumner, 1 78, it was held, that where a purchaser of real

estate has actual, or is chargeable with constructive notice, that it was partnership
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nessee, an estate so held in joint tenancy by partners for the

purposes of trade, descends and rests in the heirs at law of a

deceased partner as real estate. » In E"ew-York, the Supreme
Court, upon the strength of the ultimate opinion of Lord

Thurlow, in TJwrnton v. Dixon, and of the opinion of the

Master of the Eolls, in Balmain v. Shai^e, declared, in Coles

T. Goles^ that the principles and rules of law applicable to

partnei-ships, and which gorern and regulate the disposition of

the partnership property, did not apply to real estates ; and
that in the absence of special covencmts hei/ween the pa/rties,

real estate owned by partners was to be considered and treated

as such, without any reference to the partnership. The

language of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, *in *39

Goodwin V. Richa/rdson,'' is nearly to the same effect

;

and it seemed to be considered, that partners purchasing an

estate out of the joint funds, and taking one conveyance to

themselves as tenants in common, would hold their undivided

moieties in separate and independent titles, and that the same

would go, on the insolvency of the firm, or on the death of

either, to pay their respective creditors at large.

These latter cases, and particularly the one in !N"ew-Tork,

go to the entire subversion of the equity doctrine now preva-

lent in England ; but the other American decisions are more

restricted in their operation, and are not inconsistent with the

more correct and improved view of the English law. Their

property, the estate is chargeable in his hands with the payment of the partnership

debts, even though he had no notice of the partnership debts.

* M'AUister v. Montgomery, 3 Hayw. 96. In Teatman v. Woods, 6 Terger, 20,

real estate held by partners, for partnership purposes, was held to descend and

vest, upon the death of one of the partners, in his heirs at law, aa real estate. This

was upon the strength of the case in 3 Haywood, but with an evident reluctance in

the court to depart from the English rule in equity, which now holds such estate

to be personal stock, and distributable as such. In South Carolina, one party

cannot transfer the real estate of the firm, and used for its business, by deed, unless

it be in a case in which the buying and selling of real estate is the object of the

partnership. Robinson v. Crowder, 4 M'Cord, 519. The deed can convey only

his individual share or title. Story on Partnership, 176. The partners hold real

estate as joint tenants, or tenants in common, as the case may be, and one partner

cannot, by virtue of the partnership power, sell for the other. He must be specially

authorized. Laurence v. Taylor, 5 Hill's N. Y. Rep. 107.

• 15 Johns. Rep. Wi.

=11 Mass. Rep. 469.
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object is to secure the rights of purchasers and encumbrancers

without notice, from being affected by a claim of partnership

rights of which they were ignorant. In Edgwr v. DonnalVy,'^

• 2 Munf. 38*7. But in Delony v. Hutohinson, 2 Randolph, 183, the appropri-

ation of partnership lands, as assets to partnership debts, in preference to other

debts, was denied ; and it was held that lands purchased by partners, for partner-

ship purposes, was an estate in common, both at law and equity, and that a sur-

viving partner had no other remedy as a creditor than any other creditor. In

Blake v. Rutter, 19 Maine R. 16, this was declared to be the rule at law, but no

opinion was expressed as to the rule in equity. Other Amerfcan cases hold a dif-

ferent language ; thus, in Winslow v. Chiffelle, State Reports in Equity in S. C.

(1824,) it was held, that lands held and used by partners, in the business of a mill,

were copartnership property, and subject to be applied, like other partnership

property, to the payment of partnership debts, in preference to the claims of sepa-

rate creditors. So, in Greene v. Greene, 1 Hammond's Ohio Rep. 535, it was held,

that lands purchased with partnership funds, for partnership purposes, and under

articles that the partnership property should be sold for the payment of debts,

were to be considered and applied as personal assets of the partnership as between

the partners and their creditors, and were not subject to the dower of the widow

of a deceased partner as against partnership debts. And again, in Marvin v.

Trumbull, 1 Wright's Ohio Rep. 386, real estate, purchased and held as part-

nership property, was held to be subjected to the debts of the firm, in preference

to the debt of an individual member of it, the creditor having notice. And in

Hoxie v. Carr, 1 Sumner, 173, it was declared, that real estate purchased for part-

nership pui-poscs, and on partnership account, would in equity be deemed partner-

ship property and personal estate, though at law it would be dealt with according

to the legal title. The general principle now declared in the English law is, that

real estate acquired for the purpose of a trading conceni, is to be considered as

partnership property, and to be first applied in satisfaction of the demands of the

partnership. Fereday v. Wightwick, 1 Russell & Mylne, 45. The Ch. J. of

Massachusetts, in Burnside v. Merrick, 4 Metcalfs R. 541, says, the prevaiUng ju-

dicial opinion now is, that real estate purchased by partners, with partnership

funds, for partnership purposes, though at law it may be held by them as tenants

in common, yet in equity it is considered as held in trust as part of the partnership

property, applicable in the first place exclusively to pay the partnership debts.

Dyer v. Clark and Howard v. Priest, 5 Metcalfs R. 562.582. Divine v. Mitchum,

4 B. Monroe, 488. S. P. The prevalence and the correctness of this opinion ap-

pear to be incontestable. It is taken to be personal estate, and retains that

character as between the real and personal representatives of a deceased partner.

Townsend t. Devaynes, Crawshay v. Maule, and Selkrig v. Davies, cited supra, p.

37. note. Phillips v. Phillips, 1 Mylne & Keene, 649. Story, J., in Hoxie v. Carr,

1 Sumner, 183—186. The Vice-Chancellor in New-Tork, in Smith v. Jackson, 2

Edwards' Rep. 28, reviews all the conflicting cases on this point ; and he follows

the Supreme Court of New -York, and holds, that though real estate be purchased

with joint funds for partnership purposes, there is no survivorship as to the real

estate, and the share of a deceased partner, as a tenant in common, descends to his

heirs, unless there be an agreement among the partners that the lands so purchased

shall be considered as personal property, and that then, upon the foot of that
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a right to land had been acquired with partnership stock, and

a title taken in the name of the surviving partner, and a claim-

ant under the deceased partner was held entitled in equity

to a moiety of the land, against the purchaser from the sur-

yivor, with notice of the partnership right. This was a re-

cognition of the true rule of equity on the subject.

(3.) As shvp-owners.

In JVicoll V. Mumford,^ it was held, that ship-owners were

tenants in common, and were not to be considered as part-

ners, nor liable each in solido, nor entitled in the settle-

ment of*accounts, on the principle of partnership. The *4:0

doctrine of Lord Hardwicke on this point, in Dodding-

agi-eement, and not without it, equity would apply the lands to pay partnership

debts. Nay, he gives the wife her dower in the partnership share of the husband

so descended. The decisions on this side of the question, appear to rae to be a

sacrifice of a principle of policy, and above all, a principle of justice, to a technical

rule of doubtful authority. There is no need of any other agreement than what

the law will necessarily imply, from the fact of an investment of partnership funds,

by the &m, in real estate, for partnership purposes. (1) If the partners mean to deal

honestly, they cannot have any other intention than the appropriation of the invest-

ment, if wanted, to pay the partnership debts. Mr. Collyer, in his treatise on

the Law of Partnership, first published in London, in 1832, concludes his review of

the cases with holding it to be the better opinion, that although the legal estate in

freehold property purchased by partners, for the purposes of their trade, will go in

the ordinary course of descent without survivorship, yet the equitable interest in

such property will be held to be part of the partnership stock, and distributable as

personal estate. Collyer on Part. 16.

• 4 Johns. Oh. Rep. 522. See, aho, post, pp. 154, 155.

(1) In DelmoDico v. Guillaume, 3 Sa/ndf. Ch. B. 366, the Assistant Vice-Chancellor held, that

real estate purchased with partnership funds, is to be treated in equity as personal property, and

that upon the death of one partner, such real estate surnves to the other for the payment of the

partnership debts.

The doctrine of this decision has been since approved, and the whole law thoroughly dis-

cussed and clearly stated by Ch. Walworth. He considers the following to be settled

principles

:

1. That in equity, such real estate is chargeable with the debts of the copartnership, and with

any balance which may be due from one copartner to another, upon the winding up of the affairs

of the firm.

2. That as between the personal representatives and the heirs at law of the deceased partner,

his share of the surplus of the real estate of the copartnership, which remains after paying the

debts of the copartnership, and adjusting all the equitable claims of the different members of the

firm, as between themselves, is considered and treated as real estate. Buchan v. Sumner, 2

Bart. Ch. B. 165. 200, 201. Id. 836. See, also, Boyers v. EUiott, T Evrnvph. B. 204. Eice

V. Barnard, 20 Vt. B. 479. Piatt v. Oliver, 8 McLwmfs B. 27. It seems, also, that improvements

made on real estate with partnership funds, is partnership property. Averill v. Loucks, 6 Bari.

S. 0. B. 19, and note, p. 28. Buckley v. Buckley, 11 Bari. B. 43.
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ton V. Jlallet,^ was considered to be overruled by the modem
decisions in chancery ;' and by the universal understanding

in the commercial world. But when the case of Nicoll v.

Mumford was reviewed in the Court of Errors," the doctrine

of Lord Hardwicke was considered, by the majority of th^

judges, to be the better doctrine ; and there is no doubt but

that there may be a special partnership in a ship, as well as in

the cargo, in regard to a particular voyage or adventure.^ It

was assumed by the court, in Laml) v. Duram,t,^ that vessels,

as well as other chattels, might be held in strict partnership,

with all the control in each partner incident to commercial

partnerships. But this must be considered an exception to

the general rule ; and the parties to property in a ship, how-

ever that property may be acquired, are entitled as tenants

in common, and each party can sell only his own share, and

the right of survivorship does not apply to the case.f

(4.) Acts lyy which onepartner may 'bind the firm.

The act of each partner, in transactions relating to part-

nership, is considered the act of all, and binds all. He can

buy and sell partnership effects, and make contracts in refer-

ence to the business of the firm, and pay and receive,

• 1 Vaey, 497.

^ See 5 Vesey, 515. 2 Ves. & Bea. 242. 2 Rose, 76. 78. 1 Montagu on

Partnership, 102. note. Merrill v. Bartlett, 6 Pick. 47. In this last case it was

declared, that pai"t ship-owners had no lien upon the part of a bankrupt companion

for his proportion of the advances of the outfit. Part owners, or tenants in com-

mon, are not answerable for each other's debts.

• 20 Johns. Rep. 611. In Hewitt v. Sturdevant, 4 B. Monroe, 458-9, the Court

of Appeals in Kentucky adhered to the docti'ine of Lord Hardwicke, that a joint

owner of a ship was entitled to a lien as against the administrator or general

creditoi', upon the share of his intestate, a co-builder and fitter out of the vessel for

excess of advances over his aliquot part.

^ See infra, pp. 164, 155.

» 12 Mass. Rep. 54. So, also, in Seabrook v. Rose, 2 HilVs S. C. Ch. Rep. 555,

656. Ch. de Saussure held, according to the doctrine in the N.T. Court of Errors,

that owning a ship employed in trade by several persons, in distinct shares, consti-

tuted a partnership, with all its legal incidents ; but the Court of Appeals, (p. 558,)

while they admitted that every species of property might be held in partnership,

gave no opinion on the question whether a ship owned in distinct shares, and em-

ployed in trade, was, as between the owners, partnership property, or liable to be

so regarded by creditors, beyond certain specified limits.

' Story on Partnership, 584, 586.
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*and draw and endorse, and accept bills and notes, and *41

assign choses in action. Acts in which they all unite,

diifer in nothing in respect to legal consequences, from trans-

actions in which they are concerned individually ; but it is

the capacity by which each partner is enabled to act as a
principal, and as the authorized agent of his copartners, that

gives credit and eflScacy to the association. The act of one

partner, though on his private account, and contrary to the

private arrangement among themselves, will bind all the par-

ties, if made without knowledge in the other party of the

arrangement, and in a matter which, according to the usual

course of dealing, has reference to business transacted by the

firm, a

The books abound with numerous and subtle distinctions

on the subject of the extent of the power of one partner to

bind the company ; and I shall not attempt to do more than

select the leading rules, and give a general analysis of the

cases.

In all contracts concerning negotiable paper, the act of one

partner binds all, and even though he signs his individual

name, provided it appears, on the face of the paper, to be on

partnership account, and to be intended to have a joint opera-

tion. •> But if a note or bill be drawn, or other contract be

" Hope V. Oust, cited in 1 Easts Rep. 53. Swan v. Steele, 1 East's Rep. 210.

Eothwell T, Humphreys, 1 Esp. N. P. 406. Abbott, Cb. J., Sandilanda v. Marsh, 2

Barnw. dt Aid. 673. Ex parte Agace, 2 Oox^s Cases, 312. Shippen, J., Gerard v.

Basse, 1 Dalla^ Rep. 119. Parker, Ch. J., in Lamb v. Durant, 12 Mass. Rep. 57,

58. Mills V. Barber, 4 Day's Rep. 428. United States Bank v. Binney, 5 Mason,

187,. 188. Etheridge v. Binney, 9 Pick. Rep. 272. 275. Winebip v. United States

Bank, 5 Peters, 529. Le Roy, Bayard & Co. v. Johnson, iPeters' XT. 8. Rep. 186.

Pothier, Traite du Con.deSoc.Noa. 96—105. Storyon Partnership, pp. 150,151.

158. Everit V. Strong, 6 Hill N. T. Rep. 163. Gano v. Samuel, 14 Ohio R. 692.

One partner may be restrained by injunction from accepting and endorsing bills,

the produce of which is intended to be applied to other than partnership purposes.

Lord Ch. Brougham, 2 Russ. <h Mylne, 470. An ordinary partnership under the

Louisianian Code, art. 2843. 2845, differs in this respect from commercial partner-

ships, under the law-merchant, for in that code ordinary partners are not bound in

so/.ido for the debts of the partnership ; and no one partner can bind the others, un-

less they have given him power to do so, either specially or by the articles of part-

nership, though the other partners may be bound ratably, if the partnership was

benefited by the act.

I* Mason v. Rumsey, 1 Camph. If. P. 384. In the case of commercial partner-

ships there is a general authority by the law-merchant for each partner to bind the
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made, by one partner, in his name only, and witlioat appear-

ing to be on partnership account, or if one partner borrow

money on his own security, the partnership is not bound by

the signature, even though it was made for a partnership

purpose, or the money applied to a partnership use.^ (1) The

borrowing partner is the creditor of the firm, and not the ori-

ginal lender, and the money was advallced solely on the

*42 security of the borrower.^" (8) If, however, *the bill be

drawn by one partner in his own name, upon the firm

or partnership account, the act of drawing has been held to

amount, in judgment of law, to an acceptance of the bill by

the drawer in behalf of the firm, and to bind the firm as an

accepted bill.<= (3) And though the partnership be not bound

at law in such a case, it is held, that equity will enforce pay-

ment from it, if the bill was actually drawn on partnership ac-

count. "^ Even if the paper was made in a case which was

not in its nature a partnership transaction, yet it will bind the

firm if it was done in the name of the firm, and there be evi-

dence that it was done under its express or implied sanc-

tion.« (4) But if partnership security be taken from one part-

ner, without the previous knowledge and consent of the

firm in its ordinary business; but partners in other business, as attorneys, for in-

stance, have no such general authority, and cannot bind the firm by negotiable pa-

per without special authority. Hedley v. Bainbridge, 2 G. & D. 483. Levy v.

Pyne, 1 Carr. & M. 453.

• In Hall V. Smith, 1 Barmo. d; Cress. 40, it was held, that if one partner only

signed a note on behalf of himself and the other partners, he was liable at law to

be sued singly. But that case is oven'uled, and the partnership is liable as for a

joint note. Ex parts Bncklej, 15 Xaw Journal in Bankruptcy, N. T. Legal Ob-

server, March, 1847, p. 82.

k Siffkin V. Walker, 2 Camph. 398. Ripley v. Kingsbury, 1 Dai/s Rep. 150,

note. Emly v. Lye, 15 East's Rep. 1. Loyd v. Freshfield, 2 Carr & Payiie, 325.

Bevan v. Lewis, 1 Simons, 876. Faith v. Raymond, 11 Adolph. & Ellis, 339.

Foley v. Robards, 3 Iredell N. G. Rep. 179, 180. Jaques v. Marquand, 6 Cowen,

497. Willis V. Hill, 2 Dev. & Battle, 231. Pothier, de Societe, n. 100, 101.

• Dougal V. Cowles, 5 Say's Rep. 511

.

^ Van Reims Dyk v. Kane, 1 Gall. Rep. 630.

• Ex parte Peele, 6 Vesey, 602.

(1) It would be otherwise, if ttie note was made in tlie partnership name. Pearce v. Wilkins,

2 Comet. B. 469.

(2) Hogan v. Eeynolds, 8 Ala. B. 59.

(3) But see Babcoclc v. Stone, 3 McLmn'a B. 172.

(4) Or if the note go into the hands of an innocent indorsee, Duncan v. Clarlc, 2 Bich. B. 587.
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Others, for a debt whicli the creditor knew at the time was
the private debt of the particular partner, it would be a fraud-

ulent transaction, and clearly void in respect to the partner-

ship. =• So, if from the subject matter of the contract, or the

course of dealing of the partnership, the creditor was charge-

able with constructive knowledge of that fact, the partnership

is not liable.'' There is no distinction in principle upon this

point between general and special partnerships ; and the

question, in all cases, is a question of notice, express or con-

structive. All partnerships are more or less limited. There

is none that embraces, at the same time, every branch of busi-

ness ; and when a person deals with one of the partners in a

matter not within the scope of the partnership, the in-

tendment of law *will be, unless there be circumstances *43

or proof in the case to destroy the presumption, that

he deals with him on his private account, notwithstanding

the partnership name be assumed.<= The conclusion is other-

wise if the subject matter of the contract was consistent with

the partnership business ; and the defendants in that case

would be bound to show that the contract waa out of the

regular course of the partnership dealings.'^ When the busi-

ness of a partnership is defined, known or declared, and the

* • Arden v. Shai-pe, 2 Esp. N. P. 524. Shirreff v. Wilks, 1 Easts Rep. 48. Ex
parte Bonbonus, 8 Vesey, 540. LiviDgston v. Hastie, 2 Caines' Rep. 246. Lansing

T. Gaine & T«n Eyck, 2 Johns. Rep. 300. Baird v. Cochran, 4 Scrj'. & Rawle, Z9l.

Chazournes v. Edwards, 3 Pick 4. Cotton v. Evans, 1 Sev. d: Battle Eg. G. 284.

Spencer, J., Dob t. Halsey, 16 Johnson, 34. 38. Frankland v. M'Gusty, 1 Enapp's

Cases before the Privy Council, 301. 306. Story on Partnership, 194—199—202.

^ Greene t. Deabin, 2 StarMe's N. P. 347. New-York Fire Insurance Company
V. Bennett, 5 Conn. Rep. 574.

= Ex parte Agace, 2 Cox, 312. Livingston v. Roosevelt, 4 /oAns.iJ«p. 251.277,

278. Spencer, J., Dob v. Halsey, 16 Johns. Rep. 38. Foot v. Sabin, 19 ibid. 164.

Laverty v. Burr, 1 Wendell, 529. TJ. S. Bank t. Binney, 6 Mason, 176. Daven-

port V. Runlett, 3 N. H. Rep, 286. Thickness v. Bromilow, 2 Cromp. & Jen. 425
—435. The presumption of fraud in the creditor taking partnership security or

credit from one partner for his private debt, may be rebutted, but the bm-then of

proof rests on the creditor. Frankland v. M'Gusty, 1 Knapp's Cases, 316. Ganse-

voort V. Williams, 14 Wendell's R. 133. Story on Partnership, 202—210. Maul-

din V. Branch Bank, 2 Alab. R. N. S. 502. 512.(1)

^ Doty V. Bates, 11 Johns. Rep. Sii.

(1) Minor v. Gaw, nS.i&M. Sep. 832,
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company do not appear to the world in any other light than

the one exhibited, one of the partners cannot make a valid

partnership engagement, except on partnership account.

There must be at least some evidence of previous authority

beyond the mere circumstance of partnership, to make such

a contract binding. If the public have the usual means of

knowledge given them, and no acts have been done or suf-

fered by the partnership to mislead them, every man is pre-

sumed to know the extent of the partnership with whose

members he deals ; and when a person takes a partnership

engagement, without the consent or authority of the firm, for

a matter that has no reference to the business of the firm, and

is not within the scope of its authority or its regular course

of dealing, he is, in judgment of law, guilty of a fraud. " It

is a well established doctrine, that one partner cannot right-

fully apply the partnership funds to discharge his own pre-

existing debts, without the express or implied assent of the

other partners. This is the case even if the creditor had no

knowledge at the time of the fact of the fund being partner-

ship property.^ The authority of each partner to dispose of

the partnership funds, strictly and rightfully extends only to

the partnership business, though in the case of honafde pur-

chasers, without notice, for a valuable consideration, the part-

nership may, in certain cases, be bound by the act of one

partner. <= •

» Abbott, Ch. J, and Bayley, J., Sandilands t. Marsh, 2 Barnw. S Aid. 6'73.

Dickinson v. Valpy, 1 Lloyd li: Welshy, 6. S. C. 10 Barnw. & Cress. 128. Liv-

ingston V. Eooaevelt, 4 Johns. Rep. 278, 279. Croatbwait v. Ross, 1 Humphreys

Tenn. Rep. 23. Slory on Partnership, 168. 194, 195—199.

^ Rogers v. B.itchelor, 12 Peters' R. 229. Dob v. Halsey, 16 Johnson's R. 34.

Evernghim v. Ensworth, 7 Wendell, 326. The true principle, says Mr. Justice

Stoiy, (on Partnership, p. 212, note,) to be extracted from the authorities is, that

one ]iartner cannot apply the partnership funds or securities to the discharge of his

own private debt, without their consent ; and that without their consentj their title

to the property is not divested in favour of such separate creditor, whether he

knew it to be partnership property or not. His right depends, not upon his

knowledge that it was partnership property, but upon the fact, whether the other

partners had assented to such disposition of it or not.

" Ex parte Goulding, before Sir John Leach, and confinned on appeal by Lord

Lyndhurst, Collyer on Partnership, 283, 284. Dob v. Halsey, 16 Johns. 34.

Evernghim v. Ensworth, •/ Wendell, 326. Rogers v. Batchelor, 12 Peters, 221.

Story OH Partnership, 206.
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But if the negotiable paper of a firm be given by one part-

ner on his private account, and that paper, issued within the

general scope of the authority of the firm, passes into the

hands of a ionafide holder, who has no notice, either actually

or cona|ructively, of the consideration of the instrument ; or

if one partner should purchase, on his private account, an ar-

ticle in which the firm dealt, or which had an imme-
diate *connection with the business of the firm, a dif- *44:

ferent rule applies, and one which requires the know-

ledge of its being a private, and not a partnership transac-

tion, to be brought home to the claimant. These are general

principles, which are considered to be well established in the

English and American jurisprudence.''

With respect to the power of each partner over the partner-

ship property, it is settled, that each one, in ordinary cases,

and in the absence of fraud on the part of the purchaser, has

the complete ^'ms disponendi of the whole partnership inter-

ests, and is considered to be the authorized agent of the

firm. (1) He can sell the effects, or compound or discharge

the partnership debts. This power results from the nature of

the business, and is indispensable to the safety of the public,

and the successful operations of the partnership. He is an

agent of the whole for the purpose of carrying on the busi-

ness.'' A like power in each partner exists in respect to pur-

- Ridley v. Taylor, 13 East's Rep. 175. Williams y. Thomas, 6 Esp. If. P. 18.

Lord Eldon, Ex parte Peele, 6 Vesey, 604, and Ex parte Boobonua, 8 Vesey, 544.

Ardeu v. Sbarpe, 2 Esp. N. P. 524. Wells v. Masterman, ibid. 731. Bond v.

Gibson, 1 Campb. N. P. 185. Usher v. Dauncey, 4 ibid. 97. Livingston t. Roose-

velt, 4 Johns. Rep. 251. 265. New-York Fire Insurance Company v. Bennett, 5

Conn. Rep. 574, Rogers v. Batchelor, 12 Peters, 221.

> Fox V. Hanbmy, Cowp. Rep. 445. Best, J., in Barton t. Williams, 5 Barnw.

<k. Aid. 395. Piersou v. Hooker, 3 Johns. Rep. 68. It is a point not quite

settled, whether one partner, without the knowledge or consent of his copartner,

though under circumstances, may not assign over all the partnership effects and

credits in the name of the firm, to pay the debts of the firm, and where all the

creditors are admitted to an equal participation, the conclusion is that he may.

Harrison v. Sterry, 5 Crunch, 289. Mills v. Barber, 4 Day's Rep. 428. Lamb v.

Durant, 12 Mass. Rep. 54. Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. Nos. 67. 69. 72. 90.

(1) One partner has no authority to conaent to an order for a judgment in an action against

himself and a copartner. Hambidge v. Do La Cronee, 3 Man. G. db Scott's B. T42, Nor to

submit a matter to arbitration. M. p. 745. Staed v. Salt, 8 Bing. 101. See supra, vol. jL p,

61T, n. (1.) Harrington t Higham, 18 Bari. B. 660.
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chases on join account ; and it is no matter with what frau-

dulent views the goods were purchased, or to what purposes

they are applied by the purchasing partner, if the seller be

clear of the imputation of collusion. A sale to one partner,

in a case within the scope and course of the par^ership

*45 business, is, in judgment of law, *a sale to the part-

nership.a But if the purchase be contrary to a stipula-

Robinson v. Crowder, 4 M'Cord's S 0. Rep. 519. Hodges v. Harris, 6 Pick. 360.

Deckard t. Case, 6 Watts' Rep. 22. Hitchcock v. St. John, 1 Hoffman's Oh. R.

611. Anderson v. Tompkins, 1 Brock. R. 456. He may give a preference to one

creditor over another ; though, whether it might be made to a trustee for that

pm'pose, against the known wishes of the copartner, so as to terminate the partner-

ship, was left an unsettled point in Egberts v. Wood, 3 Paige, 617. Same doubt

expressed in Pierpont v. Graham, 4 Wash. 0. C. R. 232. But that point was

afterwards settled in Havens v. Hussey, 5 Paige, 30 ; and it was decided, that

there was no implied authority in one partner, without the consent of the others,

to appoint a trustee for the partnership, by a general assignment of the partnership

effects for the benefit of creditors, and giving preferences. Such an assignment

would be illegal, inequitable and void. The other copartners have a right to

participate in the selection of the trustee, and in the creditors to be preferred. (1)

Hitchcock V. St. John, 1 Hoffman's Ch. R.616. Kirby v. Ingersoll, Harrington's

Mich. Ch. R. IH. Dana v. Lull, 2 Washburn Verm. R. 390. Gibson, Ch. J., 8

Watls & Serg. 63. S. P. There is no small difficulty, says Mr. Justice Story, in

supporting the doctrine, even under qualifications, that one partner may make a
general assignment of all the partnership property, so as to break up its operations.

Slori/ on Partnership,
i)-p.

146—150. This I consider to be the soundest conclusion

to be drawn from the conflicting authorities.

' Willett V. Chambers, Coup. Rep. 814. Rap v. Latham, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 795.

Bond V. Gibson, 1 Campb. N. P. 186. Baldwin, J., 5 Day's Rep. 615. Spencer,

J., 15 Johns. Rep. 422.

(1) Kirby v. Ingersoll, 1 Doug. {Midi.) B. ill. In this case, the assignment gave preferences.
Whether a general assignment by one partner, of the partnership effects, for the benefit of the
creditors, which gives no preferences, is valid, was regarded as a very difficult question, and
left undecided, in Hayes v. Heyer, 4 Sandf. Ch. E. 485. Held notvaUd. Haves v Hver 3
"—If.S.C.B.m. ' '

In a case free from actual fraud, and where the copartners were solvent, it was held, that an
assignment of their partnership and individual properly, by the partners, for the payment of
their creditors, which gave preferences to certain partnership creditors, and also to certain indi-
vidual creditors, was valid. It was declared that a partner, with the assent of his copartners
might give his individual creditors a preference over the partnership creditors in the payment of
their debts, out of his share of the partnership effects; and that the copartners may, by assign-
ment, give their partnership creditors a preference over their individual creditors, in the pay-
ment of their debts, out of the individual property of the copartners. Per "Walworth Oh Kirby
T. ScUoonmaker, 8 Bari. CTj. iS. 46, 50. A sale by one partner to a honaJi.de purchaser"for full
vaiae, is valid, though it convey the whole stock. Forkner v. Stuart, 6 Oratt. 197. '

The general doctrine of this case is hardly consistent with that of the note (jo.) post p 65
In the New-York Common Pleas, in the case of Tisher v Murray, (1 H. D. SmiWs P B

p. 841,) it was held, that an assignment in trust, for the benefit of creditors by a maiority
ofthe members ofan insolvent firm, was not valid.

"XJ J
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tion between the partners, and that stipulation be made
known to the seller, or if, before the purchase or delivery, one
of the partners expressly forbids the same on joint account,
it has been repeatedly decided, that the seller must show a
subsequent assent of the otlier partners, or that the goods
came to the use of the firm.* (1) This salutary check to the

power of each partner to bind the firm, was derived from the
civil law. In re paripotiorem causam esse prohibenti? con.

stat> It has been questioned, however, whether the dissent

of one partner, where the partnership consists of more than
two, will affect the validity of a partnership contract in the
usual course of business, and within the scope of the concern,

made by the majority of the firm. The efiScacy of the dis-

sent was, in some small degree, shaken by the Court of Ex-
chequer, in Booth V. Quin;'' and in Kirh v. Ilodgson,^ it

was considered that the act of the majority, done in good
faith, must govern in copartnership business, and control the

objection of the minority, unless special provision in the arti-

cles of association be made to the contrary. But this last

decision related only to the case of the management of the in-

terior concerns of the partners among themselves, and to that

it is to be confined.e The weight of authority is in favour of

the power of a majority of the firm, acting in good faith, to

bind the minority in the ordinary transactions of the partner-

ship, and when all have been consulted.f It seems, also, to

» Willis V. Dyson, 1 Starki^s N. P. 164. Galway v. Matthew, 1 Camph. N. P.

403. 10 Eases Rep. 264. S. 0. Leavitt v. Peck, 3 Conn. Rep. 124. Gow on
Partnership, 48, 49. 54—56. Feigley v. Sponebeyer, 5 "Watts & Serg. 566.

i" Dig. 10. 3. 28. Pothier, Traite du Oon. de Soc. No. 90.

« 7 Price's Rep. 193.

^ 3 Johns. Ch. Rep. 400.

« Tbe rule of thecommon law was, that in associations ofa public or general nature,

the voice of the majority governed, but in private associations the majority could

not conclude the minority. Oo.Litt. 181. b. Viner, t\t. Authority . B.Livingston

V. Lynch, 4 Johns. Ch. JR. 573. 597. See Story on Partnership, 186.

' Const V. Harris, Turner & Russ. 516. 525. Gollyer on Partnership, 106.

Story on Part. pp. 182—184.

(1) It has been held, that each partner may bind the firm within the scope of the partnership

business, though the other partner objects to the transaction. "Willcins v. Pearce, 5 Denials R.

641. See S. 0. 2 Oomat. B. 469. The case seems to have been decided upon a different ground

in the Court ofAppeals.

Vol. in. 4r
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be the better opinion, that it is in the power of any one part-

ner to interfere and arrest the firm from the obligation of an

inchoate purchase which is deemed injurious-^ This is the

rule in ordinary cases by the civil law, and in France ;••

*46 and yet, if by the terms of the partnership, the *man-

agement of its business be confided to one of the part-

ners, the exercise of his powers in good faith will be valid,

even against the will, and in opposition to the dissent of the

other members. "=

A partner may pledge, as well as sell, the partnership

effects, in a case free from collusion, if done in the usual

mode of dealing, and in relation to the trade in which the

partners are engaged, or when the pawnee had no knowledge

that the property was partnership property.i^ (1) But this prin-

ciple does not extend to part owners engaged in a particular

purchase ; for they are regarded as tenants in common, and

no member can convey to the pawnee a greater interest than

he himself has in the concern, e And if one partner acts

fraudulently with strangers in a matter within the scope of

the partnership authority, the firm is, nevertheless, bound by

the contract. (2) The connection itself is a declaration to the

world of the good faith and integrity of the members of the

association, and an implied undertaking to be responsible for

the acts of each within the compass of the partnership con-

cerns.

^

' Willis V. Dyson, 1 Starkie, 164. Lea^itt t. Peck, 3 Conn. Sep. 124.

•> Dig.W. 2. 28. Pothier, de SociUe, a 87 to n. 91. Story on Part. pp. 185.

698.

" Potliier, Traite du Con. de Soc.Wos. 71. 90. This is also the rule ia Louisiana,

Code, art. 2838, 2839. 2841.

^ Raba v. Ryland, 1 Qow's N. P. 132. Tupper v. Haythorne, in Chancery, re-

ported in a note to the case in Gow.

« Barton v. Williams, 5 Barnw, & Aid. 395.

f Willet V. Chambers, Cowp. Rep. 814. Rap v. Latham, 2 Barnw. S Aid. 795.

Longman v. Pole, Dawson & Lloyd, 126. Bond v. Gibson, 1 Campb. 185. Hume
V. BoUand, 1 Eyan & Moody, 371. 6 B. d; Cress. 561. M. & M. Bank v. Gore, 15

Mass. R. 75. Eadfield v. Jameson, 2 Munf. 63. But a tort, or even a fraud, com-

(1) A sale by a partner of his interest in the Arm, does not pass hia own debt to the firm. Van
Scoter V. Letferts, 11 Sarh. B. 140.

(2) Hawlcins v. Appleby, 2 Band/. {Zam) B. 421, Babcocfc v. Stone, 8 McLean's B. 172. i

Dnncan v. Clarke, 2 Bieh. B. 58T. But one partner is not liable for the consequences of an
iUegal contract made by another partner. Hutchins v. Turner, 8 Humph. B. 415.
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(6.) Howfar hy gua/ranty.

It was formerly understood that one partner might bind
his copartners by a guaranty, or letter of credit, in the name
of the firm ;=• and Lord Eldon, in the case Exjpa/rte Gordon,^
considered the point too clear for argument. But a different

principle seems to have been adopted ; and it is now held,

both in England and in this countty, (1) that one partner is

not authorized to bind the partnership by a guaranty of

the debt *of a third person, without a special authority *4:7

for that purpose, or one to be implied from the common
course of the business, or the previous course of dealing be-

tween the parties, unless the guaranty be afterwards adopted

and acted upon by the firm. The guaranty must have re-

ference to the regular course of business transacted by the

partnership, and be confined to advances made or credit given

to the partnership as then constituted, and not extended to

new advances or credits, after a change of any of the original

partners by death or retirement, and then it will be obligatory

upon the company ; and this is the principle on which the

distinction rests." The same general rule applies when one

partner gives the copartnership as a mere and avowed surety

mitted by one of the partners, -will not bind the partnership, if it be not in the mat-

ter of contract, and there be no participation in it. Parsons, Oh. J., Pierce y. Jack-

aon, 6 Mass. Rep. 245. Sherwood v. Marwick, 5 GreenUaf, 295. There are ex-

ceptions, however, to this rule. Partners are responsible for the tortious acts of a co-

partner in the prosecution of the copartnership business, as well as for the tortious

acts and negligences of their servants, and a partner himself may sometimes act in

that capacity. Moretonv. Hardeni, 4 Barnw. S Gress. 223. Attorney-General v.

Stanneyforth, Bunburt/'s Rep. 97. Collyer on Partnership, 252—254. 296, 29Y.

305, 306, 307. Story on Partnership, 257—260. But the servant must be em-

ployed by one of them in the prosecution of the business of the pai-tnership. Way-
land V. Elkins, 1 Siarkie's N. P. Rep. 272. Bostwick v. Champion, 11 Wendell, 671.

* Hope V. Gust, cited in 1 Easts Rep. 53.

•> 15 Vesey, 286.

« Duncan v. Lowndes, 3 Campb. N. P. 478. Sandilanda v. Marsh, 2 Barnw. <k

Aid. 673. Crawford v. Stirling, 4 Esp. N. P. 207. Sutton and M'Nickle v. Irwine,

12 Serg. dt Rawle, 13. Ex parte Nolte, 2 G. (& Jameson, 295. Hamill v. Purvis,

2 Penn. Rep. 177. Story on Partnership, 190. 358. 361. Cremer v. Higginson, 1

Mason R. 323. Myers v. Edge, 7 Term R. 250. 252. Strange v. Lee, 3 East's B.

489. Weston v. Barton, 4 Taunton, 673. 682. Pembertou v. Oakes, 4 Bust. B.

154. Dey v. Davy, 10 Adolph. & Ellis, 30.

(1) Andrews v. Planters' Bant, 1 S. & M. Rep. 192.
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for another, without the authority or consent of the firm ; for

this would be pledging the partnership responsibility in a

matter entirely unconnected with the partnership business.

»

(6.) Howfar iy deed.

Nor can one partner charge the firm by deed, with a debt,

even in commercial dealings. It would be inconsistent with

technical rules, and contrary to the general policy of the law

;

for the execution of a deed requires a special authority ; and

such a power has been deemed by the English courts to be of

dangerous tendency, as it would enable one partner to give

to a favourite creditor a mortgage or a lien on the real estates

of the other partners.'' But one partner, by the special au-

thority of his copartners under seal, and if in their presence,

by parol authority, may execute a deed for them in a trans-

action in which they were all interested. It amounts, in

judgment of law, to an execution of the deed by all the

partners, though sealed by one of them only ; and this is the

case^ if the other partners, by assent or acts, subsequently

ratify the deed." The general doctrine of the English law

on this point has been clearly recognised and settled by
*48 numerous decisions in our *American courts. i^ The

more recent cases have very considerably relaxed the

» Foote V. Sabin, 19 Johns. Rep. 154. New-York Fire Insurance Company v.

Bennett, 5 Conn. Rep. 574. Laverty t. Burr, 1 Wend. R. 531. See, also, the

same point, 1 Wend. 158. 14 Id. 146. 15 Id. 364. Andrews v. Planters' Bank,

1 Smedes <fc Marshall, 192.

^ Collyer on Part. SOS—3i2. McNaughten v. Partridge, 11 OAto iS. 223. A
custom-house bond for duties given by one partner will not bind the film. Met-

calf V. Bycroft, 6 M. £ Sela. 75. Elliot v. Davis, 2 B. S Pull. 338. The act of

Congress of 1st March, 1823, c. 149. sec. 25, has, however, rendered such bonds,

given in this countiy, binding upon the firm. Harrison v. Jackson, 7 Term Rep.

207. Montgomery v. Boone, 2 B. Monroe, 244. Tui'beville v. Kyan, 1 Humphrey's

Tenn. R. 113. Story on Partnership, 173.

« Ball T. Dunsterville, 4 Term Rep. 313. Williams v. Walsby, 4 Esp. N. P.

220. Steiglitz v. Egginton, 1 Boll's N. P. 141. Brutton v. Burton, 1 CJdtty's

Rep. 707. Swan v. Stedman, 4 Melcalf R. 548.

^ Gerard v. Basse, 1 Dallas' Rep. 119. Green v. Beals, 2 Caines' Rep. 254.

Clement v. Brash, 3 Johns. Cas. 180. Mackay v. Bloodgood, 9 Johns. Rep. 285.

Anon., 2 Hayw. N. O. Rep. 99. Mills v. Barber, 4 Daifs Rep. 428. Garland v.

Davidson, 3 Munf. Rep. 189. Hart v. Withers, 1 Penn. Rep. 285. Posey v.

Bullitt, 1 BlackfordJs Ind. Rep. 99. Skinner v. Dayton, 19 Johns. Rep. 515. 1

Wendell, 326. 9 Ibid. 439. Nunnely v. Doherty, 1 Terger's Tenn. Rep. 26. Swan
'T. Stedman, 4 Metedtf, 548.
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former strictness on this subject ; and while they profess to

retain the rule itself, they qualify it exceedingly, in order to

make it suit the exigences of commercial associations. An
absent partner may be boxmd by a deed executed on behalf

of the firm, by his copartner, provided there be either a pre-

vious parol authority or a subsequent parol adoption of the

act. a

One partner may, by deed, execute the ordinary release of

a debt belonging to the copartnership, and thereby bar the

fii-m of a right which it possessed jointly. This is within the

general control of the partnership funds, and within the

right which each partner possesses, to collect debts and re-

ceive payment, and to give a discharge. The rule of law
and equity is the same ; and it must be a case of collusion

for fraudulent purposes, between the partner and the debtor

that will desti-oy the effect of the release.'' A release

» Skinner v. Dayton, 19 Johnson's 72. 512. Anderson v. Tompkins, 1 Brock. C.

Rep. 462. Story on Partnership, pp. 176—181. Cady v. Shepherd, 11 Pick.

405, 406. Bond v. Aitkin, 6 Watts & Serg. 165. In Jackson v. Porter, 20 Mar-

tin's L. Rep. 200, it was admitted, that 'where a deed was executed by one partner

in the name of the firm, parol evidence was receivable to show the loritten assent

of the other partner. The case of Gram v. Seton A Bunker, in the city of New-
York, (1 Hall's JV. Y. Rep. 262,) goes a great deal further, and holds that one

partner may execute, in the name of the firm, an instrument under seal, necessary

in the usual course of business, which will be binding upon the firm, provided the

partner had previous authority for that purpose ; and such authority need not be

under seal^ nor in writing, nor specially communicatedfor the specijlc purpose, hut

it may be inferred from the partnersltip itself, and from the subsequent conduct of

the copartner implying an assent to the act. In Tennessee, the doctrine, that a

subsequent ratification or a parol authority will render valid the act of one partner

to bind the other by deed, is rejected, as being contrary to their established de-

cisions. (1) Turbeville v. Ryan, 1 Humphrey, 113. This was adhering to the

stern doctrine of the common law, that it required a prior authority, under seal, or

a subsequent ratification, under seal, to make a sealed instrument, executed by one

partner only, binding on the firm, and which doctrine has become essentially re-

laxed in the commercial states.

^ Tooker's Case, 2 Co. 68. Ruddock's Case, 6 Oo. 25. Lord Kenyon, in Perry

v. Jackson, 4 Term, 519. Stead v. Salt, 3 Bingham, 101. Hawshaw v. Parkins,

2 Swanst. Rep. 576—580. Pierson v. Hooker, 3 Johns. Rep. 68. Bnien v. Mar-

quand, 17 Johns. Rep. 68. Salmon v. Davis, 4 Binney, 375. Halsey v. Whitney,

4 Mason, 206. 232. Smith v. Stone, 4 Oill S Johns. 310.

(1) The principle of Gram v. Seton lias been snstained in llie if. T, Covrt of Appeals, in (lie

case of Smitli v. Kerr, 3 CoTnst. li. 14t. 150.
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*49 by one partner, to a *partnership debtor, after the dis-

solution of tbe partnership, has been lield to be a bar of

any action at law againstthe debtor. =• So, also, in bankruptcy,

one partner may execute a deed, and do any other act requi-

site in proceedings in bankruptcy, and thereby bind the part-

nership. This is another exception to the general rule, that

one partner cannot bind the company by deed.'' ITor can

one partner bind the firm by a subtnission to arbitration, even

of matters arising out of the business of the firm. The prin-

ciple is, that there is no implied authority, except so far as it

is necessary to carry on the business of the firm." It would

also go to depi'ive the other parties of their legal rights and

remedies in the ordinary course of justice.^

(Y.) Howfar ly admissions of debt.

The acknowledgment of an antecedent debt by a single

partner, during the continuance of the partnership, will bind

the firm equally with the creation of the debt in the first in-

stance ; and it will take the case out of tlie statute of limita-

tions, if it be a clear and unqualified acknowledgment of the

debt.B Whether any such acknowledgment, or promise to

pay, if made by one partner after the dissolution of the part-

nership, will bind a firm, or take a case out of the statute as

to the other partners, has been for some time an unsettled

and qmte a vexed question, in the books. In Whitcomi v.

* Salmon v. Davis, 4 Binney, STS.

• Ex parte Hodgkinson, 19 Vesey, 291.

« Stead V. Salt, 3 Bingham's Rep. 101. Karthaus v. Ferrer, 1 Peters' U. S.

Rep. 221. Buchanan v. Curry, 19 Johnson's R. 137. Lumsden v. Gordon, cited

in 1 Stairs' Institutions of the Law of Scotland, p. 141, edit, by More, 1832.

Contra, Taylor v. Coryell, 12 Serg. & R. 243. Southard t. Steele, 3 Munroe's R.

433.

' Story on Partnership, 170. By the civil and the French law, one pai'tner

cannot compromise a suit, or submit a controversy to arbitration, -without the consent

of hia associates. Dig. 3. 3. 60. Pothier, de Societe, n. 68. Nor can one partner

retain an attorney, with power to appear and act for the firm in an action against it,

for this would be beyond the ordinary duties of the relationship, and would expose

the innocent partner to judgment and execution without his knowledge or consent.

Hambridge v. De la Cronee, (cited in the Law Magazine for February, 1846, p. 73.)

Pittam T. Foster, \ B.d Cress. 248. Burleigh v. Stott, 8 id. 36. Collyer on

Part. 286—290. The same principle applies as to the admission or misrepresen-

tation of facts by one partner relative to » partnership transaction. Collyer on

Part. 290. Story on Partnership, 160.
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Whiting,^ it was held, that the admission of one joint maker
ol" a note took the case out of the statute as to the other

maker, and that decision has been followed in this country. ^

The doctrine of that case has even been extended to acknow-

ledgment by a partner after this dissolution of the partner-

ship, in relation to antecedent transactions, on the

*ground that as to them, the partnership still continued.^ *50

But there have been qualifications annexed to the gene-

ral principle ; for after the dissolution of a partnership, the

power of the members to bind the firm ceases, and an ac-

knowledgment of a debt will not, of itself, be sufficient, in-

asmuch as that would, in effect, be keeping the firm in life

and activity.d To give that acknowldgement any force, the

existence of the original partnership debt must be proved, or

admitted aliunde ; and then the confession of a partner, after

the dissolution, is admissible, as to demands not barred by the

statute of limitations. « Of late, however, the decision in

Whitcomh v. Whiting has been very much questioned in

England ; and it seems now to be considered as an unsound

authority by the court which originally pronounced it.f And

» Doug. Rep. 652.

* Bound V. Lathrop, 4 Oonn. Rep. 336. Hunt v. Bridgham, 2 Pick. Rep. 581.

"Ward T. Howell, 5 Harr. <b Johns. 60. Walton v. Robinson, 5 Iredell N. 0. Law
Rep. 341. By Mass. R. 8. c. 120. sec. 14, one joint promiasor is not affected by the

admission of the other.

' Wood V. Braddick, 1 Taunt. Rep. 104. Lacey v. M'Neil, 4 Dowl. <& Ryl. 1.

Cady T. Shepherd, 11 Pick 408. Austin v. Bostwick, 9 Oonn. Rep. 496. Hen-

dricks V. Campbell <fe Clarke, 1 Bailey's S. G. Rep. 522. Simpson v. Geddes, 2

Bay's Rep. 533. Fisher v. Tucker, 1 M'Goril's Ch. Rep. 190. Fellows t. Gui-

marin, Dudley's Oeo. Rep. 100. Brewster v. Hardeman, ibid. 140. Greenleaf v.

Quiucy, 3 Fairfield, 11.

^ Hackey v. Patrick, 3 Johns. Rep. 536. Walden v. Sherburne, 15 ibid. 409.

Baker V. Stackpole, 9 (7ow«», 420. Shelton v. Cocke, 3 Munf. 191. Chardon v.
.

Colder, 2 Const. Rep. 8. 0. 685. Fisher v. Tucker, 1 M' Cord's Oh. Rep. S. C. 17Y.

179. Walker v. Duberry, 1 Marsh. Rep. 189. Lackomette v. Thomas, 5 Rob.

Iiouis. R. 172.

= Smith v. Ludlows, 6 Johns. Rep. 267. Johnson v. Beardslee, 15 ibid. 3. Cady

V. Shepherd, 1 1 Pick. 400. Brisban v. Boyd, 4 Paie/e, 17. Greenleaf v. Quincy, 3

Fairfield, 11.

f Brandram v. Wharton, I B.dh Aid. 463. Atkins v. Tredgold, 2 Barnw. <fc Oress.

23. But in Perbam v. Raynall, 9 Moore's 0. B. Rep. 566, the authority of the case

of Whitcomb v. Whiting is reinstated ; and it was held to contain sound doctrine,

to the extent that an acknowledgment within the six years, by one of two makers

of a joint and several note, revives the debt against both, though the other had
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"we have high authority in this country for the conclusion,

that the acknowledgment by a partner, after the dissolution

of the partnership, of a debt barred by the statute of limi-

tations, will be of no avail against the statute, so as to take

the debt out of it as to the other partner, on the ground that

the power to create a new right against the partnership does

not exist in any partner after the dissolution of it
; (1) and the

acknowledgment of a debt, barred by the statute of limita-

tions, is not the mere continuation of the original promise,

but a new contract, springing out of and supported by the

original consideration. This is the doctrine, not only in

New-Tork, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Georgia and

Louisiana, but in the Supreme Court of the United

*51 *States ;* and the law in England and in this country,

seem equally to be tending to this conclusion.'' But

there is a distinctionbetween an acknowledgment which goes

signed the note as a surety. Pease v. Hirst, 10 Barnw. & Cress. 122. Pritcbar v.

Draper, 1 Russell & Mylne, 191. S. P.

* Bell T. Morrison, 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 351. Levy t. Cadet, 11 Berg. & Rawle,

126. Searight v. Craighead, I Perm. Rep. 135. Yandes v. 'L&isnom; 2 Blachf.

Ind.Rep.S11. Hopkins v. Banks, 7 Cokct, 650. Baker v. Stackpole, ? !WJ. 420.

Brewster v. Hardeman, Dudley's Rep. 138. Lambeth v. Va^wter, 6 Robinson,

Louis. R. 128. Van Dyck v. Novoell, 2 Humph. 192. Bispham v. Patterson, 2

M'Lean's R. 8"?. In this last case, Mr. Justice M'Lean considers the English rule,

that the admission of one partner, made after the dissolution ef the partnership, and

even of a payment made to him after the dissolution, is good evidence to bind the

other partners, to be well settled and upon sound principles; but he yields his

better judgment to the contrary doctrine, settled by the weight of American au-

thority.

" This is contrary to a decision in North Carolina, in M'Intyre v. Olivei', 2

HawTcs, 200, and recognised in Willis v. Hill, 2 Vev. <So Battle, 234, and in Walton

V. Robinson, 5 Iredell L. Rep. 341 ; but it may now be considered as the better

and more authoritative, and perhaps the settled doctrine. By the English statute of

9th May, 1828, entitled "An act rendering a written memorandum necessary to

the validity of certain promises and engagements," it is declared, in reference to

acknowledgments and promises offered in evidence to take cases out of the statute

of limitations, that joint contractors, or executors, or administrators of any contract-

or, shall not be chargeable in respect of any written acknowledgment of bis co-

contractor, &c., though such co-contractor, his executors, &c., may be rendered liable

by virtue of such new acknowledgment or promise. The like law in Mass. R. S.

c. 120. sec. 14. Gay v. Bowen, 8 Mete. R. 100. Cady y. Shepherd, 11 Pick. iOO.

(1) Such is the settled law of New-Tort. Van Kenrcn v. Parmelee, 2 Comsf. B. 623. But see
Eeld T. McNaughton, 15 BarTi. M. 163.
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to create a new contract, and the declarations of a partner,

made after the dissolution of the partnership, concerning

facts which transpired previous to that event ; and declara-

tions of that character are held to be admissible.''

If, however, in the terms of dissolution of a partnership;

one partner be authorized to use the name of the firm in

the prosecution of suits, he "may bind all by a note for him-

self and his partners, in a matter concerning judicial pro-

ceedings.''

(8.) Dealitig on separate account.

The business and contracts of a partner, distinct from and
independent of the business of the partnership, are on his

own account ; and yet it is said that one partner cannot be

permitted to deal on his own private account in any matter

which is obviously at variance with the business of the part-

nership, and that the company would be entitled to claim the

benefit of every such contract. <= The object of this rule is to

withdraw from each partner the temptation to bestow more

attention, and exercise a sharper sagacity, in respect to his

own purchases and sales, than to the concerns of the part-

nership *in the same line of business. The rule is *52

evidently founded in sound policy ; and the same rule

is applied to the case of a master of a vessel, charged with a

cargo for a foreign market, and in which he has a joint con-

cern.'' But a person may become a partner with one indi-

vidual of a partnership, without being concerned in that part-

nership ; for though A. & B. are mercantile partners, A. may
form a separate partnership with C, and the latter would

have no right to a share in the profits, nor would he be bound

for the engagements of the house of A. & B., because his

• Parker v. Merrill, 6 Oreenleaf, 41. Manu v. Locke, 11 N. E. Rep. 246.

' Burton v. Issit, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 26'7.

• Pothier, TraitS du Con. de 9oc. No. 59 . Glassington v. Thwaites, 1 Sim. & Stu.

133. Featherstonbaugh v. Fenwick, 17 Vesey, 298. Burton v. Wookey, Madd.&

Geld. 367. 6 Madd. R. 367. Russell v. Austwick, 1 Sim. R. 52. Faucet v.

Whitehouse, 7 Russell & Mylne, 132. 148. In the case from Vesey, oae partner

had secretly, for his own benefit, obtained a renewal of the release of the premises

where the joint trade was carried on, and the lease was held to be a trust for the

benefit of the copartnership. See infra, vol. iv. 371.

i Boulay Paty, Coura de Droit Com. tome ii. 94.
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partnership would only extend to the house of A. & C.a

But such involved partnerships require to be watched with a

jealous observation, and especially if they relate to business

of the same kind, inasmuch as the attention of the person

belonging to both firms might be distracted in the conflicts

of interest, and his vigilance and duty in respect to one or

the other of the concerns become much relaxed. Partners

are bound to conduct themselves with good faith, and to

apply themselves with diligence in the business of the con-

cern, and not to divert the funds to any purpose foreign to

the trust. >>

III. Of the dissolution ofpartnership.

If a partnership be formed for a single purpose or transac-

tion, it ceases as soon as the business is completed ; and
nothing can be more natural and reasonable than the rule of

the civil law, that the partnership in any business should

cease when there was an end put to the business itself. <=

*53 If the *partnership be for a definite period, it termi-

* Ex parte Barrow, 2 Rose's Cases in Banleruptey, 252. GlassingtoD v.

TLwaites, 1 Sim. & Slu. 124. 133. Lord Eldon there refers to the case of Sir

Charles Raymond, as containing the doctrine. It was also the doctrine of the civil

law, and is the law of those countries which follow the civil law. Socii mei socius,

mens socius nan est. Dig. 17. 2. 20. Potkier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 91. Ersk-

Inst. vol. ii. 6. 3. sec. 22. Belts Com. vol. iL 654. Civil Code of Louisiana, art.

2842. There can be no doubt, said Lord Ch. J. Eyre, 1 Bos. & Pull. 546, that, as

between themselves, a partnership may have transactions with an individual part-

ner, or with two or more of the partners, having their separate estate engaged in

some joint concern, in which the general partnership is not interested ; and that

they may convert the joint property of the general partnership into the separate

property of an individual partner, or into the joint property of two or more part-

ners, or e converso. See, also, Gow on Partnership, p. 75. Collyer on Partnership,

pp. 175—178. Story on Partnership, p. 320.

^ Stoughton V. Lynch, 1 Johns. Ch. Rep. 470. Long v. Majeetre, ibid. 305.

Faucett v. Whitehouse, 1 Russ. & Mylne, 132. Collyer on Partnership, 96. If

the partnership suifers loss from the gross negligence, unskilfulness, fraud or

wanton misconduct of a partner, in the course of their business, or from a known
deviation from the partnership article's, he is ordinarily responsible over to the

other partners for all losses and damages sustained thereby. Maddeford v. Aust-

wick, 1 Sim. B. 89. Pothier, de SociHe, n. 133. Story on Partnership, 261

—

267.

" Inst. 3. 26. 6. Extincto subjecto, tollitur adjunctum. Pothier, Trqj,te du Con.

de Soc. Nos. 140—143, Illustrates this rule in his usual manner, by a number of

plain and familiar examples. 16 Johns. Rep. 491. S. P.
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nates of course wlien the period arrives. But iu that

case, and in the case in which the period of its duration is not

fixed, it may terminate from various causes, which I shall now
endeavour to explain, as well as trace the consequences of the

dissolution.

A partnership may be dissolved by the voluntary act of the

parties, or of one of them, and by the death, insanity or bank-

ruptcy of either, and by judicial decree, or by such a change

in the condition of one of the parties as disables him to per-

form his part of the duty. It may also be dissolved by ope-

ration of law, by reason of war between the governments to

which the partners respectively belong, so as to render the

business carried on by the association impracticable and un-

lawful. =i

(1.) Dissolution hy the voluntary act of either partner.

It is an established principle in the law of partnership, that

if it be without any definite period, any partner may withdraw

at a moment's notice, when he pleases, and dissolve the part-

nership. ^ The civil law contains the same rule on the sub-

ject. <= The existence of engagements with third persons does

not prevent the dissolution by the act of the parties, or either

of them, though those engagements will not be affected, and

the partnership will still continue as to all antecedent con-

cerns, until they are duly adjusted and settled. "^ A rea-

sonable notice of the dissolution might be very *ad- *h4:

» Inst. 3. 26. sec. 7, 8. Vinnius, h. t. 3. 26. 4. Huh. in Inst. lib. 3. tit. 26. sec.

6. Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. Nos. 147, 148. 11 Vesey, 5. 1 Swanst. Rep.

480. 608. 16 Johns. Rep. 491.

'' Peacock v. Peacock, 1 6 Vesey, 49. Featherstonhaugh v. Fenwick, 1 7 Fe.sej/,

298. Lord Eldon, in 1 Swanst. Rep. 608.

« Inst. 3. 26. 4. Code, 4. 37. 6.

<• Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 150, says, that the dissolution by the act

of a party ought to be done in good faith, and seasonably

—

debet esse facta bona

fide et tempestive. He states the case of an advantageous bargain for the partners

being in contemplation, and one of them, with a view to appropriate the bargain

to himself, suddenly dissolves the partnership. A dissolution at such a moment,

he justly concludes, would be unavailing. This general rule was also the doctrine

of the civil law. Inst. S. tit. 26. Dig. 17. 2. 66. 4. Domat, b. 1. tit. 8. sec. 5.

Code Civil of France, art. 1869, 1870, 1871. Code of Louisiana, art. 2856 to art-

2859. 2 BelVs Com. 632, 533. District Court of Maine, Feb. 1846, United

States V. Jarvis.
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vantageous to the company, but it is not requisite ; and a

partner may, if he pleases, in a case free from fraud, choose a

very unseasonable moment for the exercise of his right. A
sense of common interest is deemed a sufficient security

against the abuse of the discretion. = Though the partnership

be constituted by deed, a notice in the gazette by one partner,

is evidence of a dissolution of the partnership as against the

party to the notice, even if the p^tnership articles require a

dissolution by deed.*"

But if the partners have formed a partnership by articles

for a definite period, in that case, it is said, that it cannot be

dissolved without mutual consent before the period arrives."

This is the assumed principle of law by Lord Eldon, in Pea-

cock V. Peacoch,^ and in Crawshay v. Maule,'^ and by Judge

"Washington, in Pierpont v. Oraham;^ and yet, in Ma/r-

quand v. New- York Man. Compamy^i it was held, that the

voluntary assignment by one partner of all his interest in the

concern, dissolved the partnership, though it was stipulated

in the articles that the partnership was to continue until two

of the partners should demand a dissolution, and the other

partners wished the business to be continued, notwithstanding

the assignment. And in Skinner v. Dajyton^ it was held by
one of the judges,' that there was no such thing as an indis-

soluble partnership. It was revocable in its own nature,

*55 and each party might, by giving *due notice, dissolve

the partnership as to all future capacity of the firm to

bind him by contract ; and he had the same legal power, even

though the parties had covenanted with each other that the

partnei'ship should continue for such a period of time. The
only consequence of such a revocation of the partnership

» 17 Vesey, 308, 309.

> Doe and Waithman v. Miles, 1 Btarhys N. P. 181. Collyer on Part. 164.

Story on Partnership, 390.

« Oow on Partnership, 803. 305. edit. Phil. 1825.

<• 16 Vesey, 56.

• 1 Swanst, Rep. 495.

' 4 Wash, a G. Rep. 234.

s 17 Johns. Rep. 525. 1 Wharton, 381. 388. S. P.

li 19 Johns. Rep. 538.

' Mr. Justice Piatt.
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power in the intermediate time, would be, that the partner
would subject himself to a claim of damages for a breach of
the covenant, a Such a power would seem to be implied in

the capacity of a partner to interfere and dissent from a pur-

chase or contract about to be made by his associates ; and the

commentators on the Institutes lay down the principle as

drawn from the civil law, that each partner has a power to

dissolve the connection at any time, notwithstanding any con-

vention to the contrary, atid that the power results from the

nature of the association. They hold every such convention

null, and that it is for the public interest that no partner

should be obliged to continue in such a partnership against

his will, inasmuch as the community of goods in such a case

engenders discord and litigation. ^

The marriage of &ferm sole partner would likewise operate

as a dissolution of the partnership ; because her capacity to

act ceases, and she becomes subject to the control of her hus-

band ; and it is not in the power of any one partner to in-

troduce, by his own act, the agency of a new partner into the

firm.<^

(2.) By the death of apartner.

The death of either party is, ipso facto, from the time of

the death, a dissolution of the partnership, however numerous
the association may be. The personal qualities of each

partner enter into the consideration *of the contract, *66

and the survivors ought not to be held bound without a

new assent, when, perhaps, the abilities and skill, or charac-

* In Bishop v. Brecklee, 1 Hoffman s Ch. R. 534, it was considered to be rather

doubtful whether either party might dissolve the partnership at pleasure, upon

due notice, and yet the rule of the civil law was deemed the most reasonable. But

Mr. Justice Stoi-y, in bis Commentaries on Partnership, p. S91, considers it quite

unreasonable to allow a partner to dissolve the partnership sua sponte from mere

caprice, and to the great injuiy of the concern, and that it ought not to be done>

except under reasonable circumstances. See infra, p. 61.

'' Adeo autem visum est ex natura esse societatis unius dissensu totam dissohi,

Mt quamvis ah initio convenerit, ut societas perpetuo duraret, aut ne liceret ab ea

resilire invitis cceteris ; tamen tale pactum, tanquam factum contra naturam socie-

tatis, cujus in ceternum nulla coitio est contemnere licet. Vinnius, in Inst. 3. 26.4.

pi. 1. Ferriere, ibid, tome v. 166. Dig. 11. 2. 14. Domat, b. 1. tit. 8. sec. 5,

and art. 1 to 8, by Strahan.

« Nerot 7. Bumand, 4 Russ. 260.
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ter and credit of the deceased partner, were tlie inducements

to the formation of the connection.* Pothier says, that the

representatives of the deceased partner are bound by new
contracts made in the name of the partnership, by the survi-

vor, until notice be given of the death, or it be presumed to

have been received. b But Lord Eldon was of opinion that

the death of the partner did, of itself, work the dissolution
;

and he was not prepared to say, notwithstanding all he had
read on the subject, that a deceased partner's estate became
liable to the debts of the continuing partners, for want of no-

tice of such dissolution. <= In the Roman law, and in the com-

mentaries of the civilians, every subject connected with the

doctrine of partnership is considered with admirable sagacity

and precision ; but, in this instance, the rule was carried so

far, that even a stipulation that, in the case of the death of

either partner, the heir of the deceased should be admitted

into the partnership, was declared void.!! The provision in

the Eoman law was followed by Argou, in his Institutes of

the old French law." Pothier was of opinion, however, that

the civil law abounded in too much refinement on this point

;

and that if there be a provision in the original articles of

partnership for the continuance of the rights of partnership

in the representatives of the deceased, it would be valid.f

His "opinion has been followed in the Code Najpoleon ;?. and
in the English law, such a provision in the articles of

*57 partnership for *the benefit of the representatives of a

" Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 146. Inst. 3. 26. 5. Vinnius, h. t.

Pearce v. Chamberlain, 2 Vesey, sen. 33. Lord Eldon, Vulliamy v. Noble, 3 Meri-

vale, 614. Crawshay v. Maule, 1 Swanst. Rep. 509, and note, ibid.

^ Pothier, Traite du Con. de See. Nos. 156, 157. The Roman law also required

notice to the surviving partners of the death of any pai'tner, before that event dis-

solved the partnership. Dig. 11, 2. 65. 10.

• Ora-wshay v. Collins, 15 Vesey, 228. Kinder v. Taylor, cited in Gow ore Part-

nership, 250. Vulliamy V Noble, 3 l/mna^e, 614. The laws of Louisiana do not

recognise any authority iu a surviving partner, and he cannot administer the effects

of the partnership until duly appointed administratoi-. Notrebe v. MoKinney, 6

Robinson R. 13.

"I Dig. l"?. 2. 35. 52. 59.

« Inst, au Droit Francois, 1. 3. c. 23.

' Pothier, ub.svp. No. 145.

E Art. 1868.
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deceased partner, is not questioned; and it was expressly

sustained by Lord Talbot. ^^

A community of interest still exists between the survivor

and the representatives of the deceased partner ; and those

representatives have a right to insist on the application of the

joint property to the payment of the joint debts, and a due

distribution of the surplus. So long as those objects remain

to be accomplished, the partnership may be considered, as

having a limited continuance. If the survivor does not ac-

count in a reasonable time, a court of chancery will graiit an

injunction to restrain him from acting, and appoint a receiver,

and direct the accounts to be taken.'' If the surviving part-

• Wrexham v. HuddlestoD, 1 Swanston, 514, Qote. Crawshay T. Maule, 1 Swan-

ston, 621. CoUyer on Part. 5, 6. See, also, Peai'oe v. Chamberlain, 2 Vesey, sen.

S3. Balmain v. Shore, 9 Vesey, 500. Warner v. Cunningham, 3 Dow's Pari. Cas.

76. Gratz v. Bayard, 11 Serg. dk Rawle,il. Scholefieldv. Eichelberger, 7 Peters'

U. S. Rep. 586. If one partner, by will, continues his share of stock in a partner-

ship for a definite period, and the partnership be continued after his death, and be-

comes insolvent, the partnership oeditors have no claim over the general creditors

to the assets in the hands of the representatives of the deceased, except as to the

assets vested in the partnership funds, ^xparie Garland, 10 Vesey, WO. Pitkin v.

Pitkin, 7 Conn. Rep. 307. Thompson v. Andrews, 1 Mylne cfc Keene, 116. In the

case of the Louisiana Bank v. Kenner's succession, 1 Miller's Louis. Rep, 384, after

an extensive examination of the commercial laws and usages of Europe and the

United States, it was considered to be a doubtful point, whether stipulations in con-

tracts of partnership, that they may be continued after the death ofone of the partners

for the benefit of the heirs, were binding on the latter without their consent I'hey

were not so binding in Louisiana at the time of the adoption of the code of 1808.

The better opinion is, that they are not any where absolutely binding. It is at the

option of the representatives, and if they do not consent, the death of the party

puts an end to the partnership. If no notice or dissent be given, it is said that a

continuation of the partnership will be presumed. Pigott v. Bagley, M'Clel. <k

Younge, 669. Kershaw v. Matthews, 2 Russ. 62. Oollyer on Partnership, 120

—

1 22. If the survivor carries on the business without the assent of the representa-

tives of the deceased partner, they have their election- to take a share of the profits

or interest on the amount of their share. Millard v. Bamsdell, Harrington's Mich.

Gh. R. 373. The general principle is, that the assets of a deceased partner are not

liable for debts contracted after the testator's death, except under the direction of

his will, authorizing such continuance of the trade, and new creditors are confined

to the funds embarked in such trade, and to the personal responsibility of the par-

ty who continues the trade, whether as executor, trustee or partner, unless the tes-

tator had, by will, bound his general assets. Burwell v. Mandeville, 2 Howard

R. 50.

'' Ex parte Ruffin, 6 Vesey, 126. Hartz v Schroder, 8 Vesey, 317. Ex parte

Williams, 11 Vesey, 5. Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Vesey, 67. Wilson v. Greenwood,
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ner be insolvent, the effects in the hands of the representa-

tires of the deceased partner are liable, in equity, for the

partnership debts; and it is no objection to the claim that the

creditor has not used due diligence in prosecuting the

*58 surviving partner before *his insolvency ; for the debt

is joint and several, and equally a charge upon the as-

sets of the deceased partner, and against the person and estate

of the survivor.=|-

(3.) By the inscmity of a pm'tner.

Insanity does not work a dissolution of partnership, ipso

facto. It depends upon circumstances under the sound dis-

cretion of the court of chancery. But if the lunacy be con-

firmed and duly ascertained, it may now be laid down as a

general rule, notwithstanding the decision of Lord Talbot to

the contrary, that as partners are respectively to contribute

skill and industry, as well as capital, to the business of the

concern, the inability of a partner, by reason of lunacy, is a

sound and a just cause for the interference of the court of

chancery to dissolve the partnership, and have the accounts

taken, and the property duly applied, i"

(1)

1 Bwanst. Rep. 480. Crawshay v. Maule, ibid. 506. Murray v. Mumford, 6 Cowen,

441. 16 Johns. Sep. 493.

* Hamersley v. Lambert, 2 Johns. Ch. Hep. 508. Miss Sleech's Case, ia De-

vaynes v. Noble, 1 Merivale's Rep. 539. The creditors of the firm may sue the

surviving partner, and the representatives of the deceased partner, for payment out

of the assets of the deceased, and without showing that the surviving pai'tner was
insolvent. Wilkinson v. Henderson, 1 Mylne d: Keene, 582. A surviving partner

may set off a debt of the partnership against a demand against him in his own
right, for he has the exclusive control and settlement of the business. Slipper v.

Lane, 5 Term R. 493. Craig v. Henderson, 2 Barr Penn. R. 261.

b Wrexham v. Huddleston, cited in 1 Bwanst. Rep. 614. note. Sayer t. Bennet,

1 Cox's Cas. lOY. Waters v. Taylor, 2 Ves. & Bea. 301. Jones v. Noy, 2 Mylne

& Keene, 125. Milne v. Bartlett, Atkin d: Wyatt's Rep. April, 1839. See vol. 11.

lee. 41. an finem. The general rule mentioned by Spencer, J., in 15 Johns. 61,

that Insanity works a dissolution of a partnership, must be taken with the limita-

tions in the text. Story on Partnership, 423—427.

(1) A decree of dissolution on the ground of lunacy, 'will not have a retrospective effect ; not

even to llie time of filing the bill. Besch v. Frolick, 1 Thillipe' Oh, B. 172.

An inqwMUon of lunacy found against a partner, per se, dissolves the flrm. laler v. Baker,

6 Rvmiph. It. 85.
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(4.) By bankruptcy of apartner.
Banlcruptcy or insolvency, either of the whole partnership

or of an individual member, dissolves a partnership ; and the

assignees become, as to the interest of the banki-upt or insol-

vent partner, tenants in common with the solvent partners,

subject to all the rights of the other partners ; and a commu-
nity of interest exists between them, until the affairs of the

company are settled. The dissolution of the partnership fol-

lows necessarily, under those statutes of bankruptcy which

avoid all the acts of the bankrupt from the day of his bank-

ruptcy, and from the necessity of the thing, as all the

property of the bankrupt is vested in *his assignees, *59

who cannot carry on the trade. «^ A voluntary and hona

fide assignment by a partner of all his interest in the partner-

ship stock, has the same effect, and dissolves the partnership.

This is upon the principle that a partnership cannot be com-

pelled by the act of one partner to receive a stranger into an

. association which is founded on personal confidence. Socii

mei sooius, sooius mens non est.^ The dissolution takes place

and the joint tenancy is severed, from the time that the part-

ner, against whom the commission issues, is adjudged a bank-

rupt, and the dissolution relates back to the act of bankruptcy.

The bankruptcy operates to prevent the solvent partner from

dealing with the partnership property as if the partnership

continued
; (1) but, in respect to the past transactions, he has

a lien on the joint funds for the purpose of duly applying

them in liquidation and payment of the partnership debts,

and is entitled to retain them until the partnership accounts

' Fox V. Hanbuiy, Oowp. 445. Lord Eldon, ex parte Williams, 1 1 Vesey, 5,

Wilson V. Greenwood, 1 Swanst. Rep. 482. Marquand v. N. T. Man. Co. IT

Johns. Rep. 525. Oow on Partnership, 304—306.

^ Jnst. 3. 26. 8. Dig. 17. 2. 20. Id. 50. 17. 47. Pothier, Traite de SociHe,

Nos. 67. 91. Marquand v. N. Y. Man. Co. 17 Johns. 525. Ex parte Barrow, 2

Rose, 255. Murray v. Bogart, li Johns. 318. Mumford t. M'Kay, 8 Wendell,

442. Kingman y. Spurr, 7 Piek. 235. Crawshay v. Maule, 1 Swanst. Rep. 509

Bodrigues v. Hetternan, 5 Johns. Ch. Rep. ill. Ketchum v. Clarck, 6 Johns, R.

144. Star)/ on Partnership, 390. 438, 439. Supra, 52. n.

(1) Bankruptcy puts an end to the right of one partner to bind the firm by an acknowledg-

ment of a firm debt. Alwood v. GUlett, 2 Doug. (Mich.) B. 206.

Vol. m. 5
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be taken, a If all the interest of a partner be seized and sold

on execution, that fact will, likewise terminate the partner-

ship, because all his share of the joint estate is transferred,

by act of law, to the vendee of the sheriff, who becomes a

tenant in common with the solvent partners. I have not met
with any adjudication upon the poiat in the English law,

though it is frequently assumed ;'» but it follows, as a necessary

consequence, from the sale of his interest, and it is equivalent,

in that respect, to a voluntary assignment." It was also a

rule of the civil law, that the partnership was dissolved by
the insolvency of one of the members^ and an assign-

*60 ment of his property to his creditors, *or by a compul-

sory sale of it by judicial process on behalf of his credit-

ors.d

(5.) Byjudicial decr.ee.

We have seen that the partnership may be dissolved by
the decree of the court of chancery, in the case of insanity.

It may also be dissolved at the instance of a member, and

» Harvey v. Crickett, 5 M. & 8elw. 336. Barker v. Goodair, 11 Vesey, 18.

Button V. Morrison, 17 Vesey, 193. The doctrine in equity, apart from any statutes

of bankruptcy, is, that upon insolvency of a firm, the eflfects are conaidei'ed a trust

fund for the payment of partnership debts, ratably, and either party may apply
' to have the funds so appropriated. A bill filed for an account and dissolution,

and the appointment of a receiver, by a partner, is in equity equivalent to an

actual assignment, and the appointment of a receiver arrests the po-wer to give

preferences, which remains until then. EgbertV. Wood, 3 -Paige, 521. Warmgv.
Robinson, 1 Hoffman's Ch. R. 524.

> So stated, arguendo, in Sayer v. Bennet, 1 Montagu on Part, note 16. Oow
on Partnership, 310.

« Mr. Justice Story {on Partnership, 442—445,) considers it to foUo-vv, of course,

that by the sale the partnership is dissolved to the extent of theright and interest

levied on and sold. The sale subrogates the purchaser to the rights of the debtor

pai'tner, and he becomes a tenant in common, and not a partner.

^ Diet, du Digest, par Thevenot, Dessaules, art Socike, Nos. 56. 70. A dischai'ge

of one partner under a bankrupt commission is no discharge of the other and the

creditor can sue the other partner for the balance of his debt, notwithstanding he
proves his debt under the bankrupt commission. 2 Mau. d Selw. 25. 444. Mans-
field, Ch. J., in 4 Taunton, 328. Even a release to one partner will not deprive

the creditor of his remedy against the other, if attended with a proviso that it

should not affect his remedy against the other. Solly v. Forbes &, Ellei-man, cited

by Bayley, J, in Twopenny & Boys v. Toung, 3 Barnw. d; Cress. 208. Though
an absolute technical release of one joint debtor releases all, yet a mere covenant,
not to sue one, does not so operate. 7 Johns. Rep. 207. 4 Greenleaf's Rep. 421.
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against tlie consent of the rest, when the business for which

it was created is found to be impracticable, and the property

invested liable to be wasted and lost.* It may be dissolved

when the whole scheme of the association is found to be vi-

sionary, or founded upon erroneous principles.'' So, if the

conduct of a partner, as by habitual drunkenness or other

vices, be such as renders it impracticable to carry on the bu-

siness, or there be a gross abuse of good faith between tha

parties, the court of chancery, on the complaint of a partner,

may, in its discretion, appoint a receiver, and dissolve the as-

sociation, notwithstanding the other members object to it."

But the court will require a strong case to be made out, be-

fore it will dissolve a partnership, and decree a sale of the

whole concern. It may restrain a single partner from doing

improper acts in future, or enforce the due observance of ne-

gative duties and obligations ;^ but the parties, as in another

kind of partnership, enter into it for better and worse, and the

court has no jurisdiction to make a separation between them
for trifling causes, or for fugitive or temporary grievances,

involving no permanent mischiefs, or because one of them, is

less good tempered or accommodating than the other. The

conduct must amount to an exclusion of one partner from his

proper agency in the house, or be such as renders it im-

6 Taunton, 289. 9 Cowen, 37. A creditor may, therefore, unite in a petition for

a discharge of one joint partner, under the insolvent acts in this country, without

destroying his right of action against a solvent partner. A judgment against one

pai-tner, or a substitution of an obligation of a higher nature against a partner,

extinguishes the partnership debt of an inferior degree. Moale v. HoUins, 11 Gill

& Johnson, 11.(1)

* Baring v. Dix, 1 Gox's Cas. 213.

i* Buckley v. Cater, and Pierce v. Piper, referred to for that purpose by Lord

Eldon, in 3 Ves. & Bea. 181. See, also, to the same point, Reeve v. Parliins, 2

Jacob & Walk. 390. In these cases of a bill in chancery, for the dissolution of a

partnership, all the members, however numerous, must be parties to the bill, for

they all have an interest in the suit. Long v. Touge, 2 Simon, 369.

" Gam on Partnership, 1 14.

J CoUyer on Part. 238—240. Kemble v. Kean, 6 Simon, 333. Story on Part.

327, 328.

(1) A contract to discharge a retiring partner from a debt of the firm may be proved by ex-

press agreement, or by facts, from which an agreement may be inferred. Taking a new secm^ty

is not of itself sufficient. Harris v. Farwell, 15 Bng. L. & E. B. TO.
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*61 possible to carry on the business upon the *terms sti-

pulated.* (1) A breach of covenants in articles which is

important in its consequences, or when there has been a stu-

died and continued inattention to a covenant, and to the ap-

plication of the associates to observe it, will be sufficient to

authorize the court to interfere by injunction to restrain the

breach of the covenant, or undey circumstances, to dissolve

the partnership.^ The French law also allowed of a dissolu-

tion within the stipulated period, if one of the parties was of

such bad temper that the other could not reasonably live with

him, or if his conduct was so irregular as to cause great in-

jury to the society." A mere temptation to abuse partner-

ship property is not sufficient to induce the court to interfere

by injunction; but when a partner acts with gross impro-

priety or folly, and there is a strong probability that the

safety of the firm, and the rights of creditors, depend upon

the interference of chancery, it forms a proper case for the

protection of that jurisdiction to be thrown over the concern. "i

In some instances, chancery will restrain a partnerfrom an

unreasonable dissolution of the connection, and on the same

principle that it will interfere to stay waste and prevent an

irreparable mischief; and such a power was assumed by

Lord Apsley, in 1771, without any question being made as to

the fitness of the exercise of it.^ In the civil law, it was held

by the civilians to be a clear point, that an action might be

» Waters v. Taylor, 2 Ves. & Bea. 299. Goodman v. Whitcomb, 1 Jacob (b

Walk. 669. 692. CoUyer on Part. 236. Story on Partnership, 329—331. 334.

Oow on Partnership, 111, 112. 114. 116.

•> Marshall v. Colman, 2 Jacob & Walk. 266.

• Inst, au Droit Franpois, par Argou, tome ii. 249.

* Glassington v. Thwaites, 1 Simon & Stu. 124. Miles v. Thomas, 9 Simon, 607.

Tilghman, Ch. J., 11 Serg. & Rawle, 48. Story on Partnership, 331, 332. Lord

Eldon, in Hood v. Aston, 1 Russ. R. 412. 416. Mr. Justice Story, 412. 420, and

Collyer on Partnership, 196, 196, have summed up the whole doctrine on the

causes proper for dissolution of partnership by a decree in equity.

I
« Clavany t. Van Sominer, cited in 3 Wood. Lee. 416, and 1 Swanst. Rep. 611,

note.

(1) Blakeney t. Dufaur, 15 Eng. L. A K R. 76.

It is usual to appoint a receiver, wlien the object of tlie suit is to diBsolve tlie partnership ; but

where the object is to continue the partnership, the practice is not to appoint a receiver ; though

it might be done where the acts of the defendant were likely to destroy the partnership. Hall t.

HaU, S Mg. L. <£ E. B. 191.
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instituted by, or on behalf of the partnership, if a partner,

in a case in which no provision was made by the articles,

should undertake to dissolve the partnership at an un-

seasonable moment; *and they went on the ground, *62

that the good of the association ought to control the

convenience of any individual member.!^ But such a power,

acting upon the strict legal right of a party, is extremely dif-

ficult to define, and I should think rather hazardous and em-

barrassing in its exercise.

(6.) By the inahility of the parties to act.

Pothier says, that if a partnership had been contracted be-

tween two persons, founded on the contribution of capital by
the one, and of personal labour and skill by the other, and

the latter should become disabled by the palsy to afi"ord either

the labour or skill, the partnership would be dissolved, be-

cause the object of it could not be fulfilled.^ This conclusion

would be extremely reasonable, for the case would be analo-

gous in principle to that of insanity, and equally proper for

equitable relief. The same result would arise if one of the

partners had lost his capacity to act sui juris, by conviction

and attainder of treason, or by absconding for debt, or crime,

or felony, or any state-prison offence."

If the partners were subjects of different governments, a

war between the two governments would at once interrupt

and render unlawful, all trading and commercial intercourse,

and, by necessary consequence, work a dissolution of all

commercial partnerships existing between the subjects of the

two nations residing within their respective dominions. A
state of war creates disabilities, imposes restraints, and ex-

acts duties, altogether inconsistent with the continuance of

every such relation. This subject had been largely discussed,

and the doctrine explicitly settled and declared by the courts

of justice in New-York.''

• Dig. 17.2.65.5. Pothier, Traiti du Oon.de Soc. Noa. 150, 151. 154. By
the Roman law, says Mr. Justice Story, {Com. on Part. 401,) a partner might, by

his own act, primarily insist upon a dissolution, which, however, would not be

valid unless for just cause, and affirmed to be so by a court of justice.

k Traiti du Con. de Soc. Nos. 142. 152. BelVs Com. vol. ii. 634, 685."

• Story on Part. 433. Whitman v. Leonard, 3 Pick. R. l^T.

i Griswold v. Waddington, 15 Johns. Rep. 51. S. 0. 16 Johns. Rep. 438.
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(Y.) Consequences of the dissohotion.

"When a partnership is actually ended by death, notice or

other effectual mode, no person can make use of the

*63 joint *property in the way of trade, or inconsistently

with the purpose of settling the affairs of the partner-

ship, and winding up the concern. The power of one partner

to bind the firm, ceases immediately on its dissolution, pro-

vided the dissolution be occasioned by death, or bankruptcy, or

by operation of law ; though in cases of a voluntary dissolution,

due notice is requisite to prevent imposition on third persons

who might continue to deal with the firm.* The partners,

from that time, become distinct persons, and tenants in com-

mon of the joint stock. One partner cannot endorse bills and

notes previously given to the firm, nor renew a partnership

note, nor accept a bill previously drawn on it, so as to bind

it. He cannot impose hew obligations upon the firm, or vary

the form or character of those already existing. •• (1) If the

paper was even endorsed before the dissolution, and not put

into circulation Until afterwards, all the partners must unite

in putting it into circulation, in order to bind them." But

until the purpose of finishing the prior concerns be accom-

plished, the partnership, as we have already seen, may be

said, in a qualified sense, to continue ; and if the object be in

danger of being defeated, by the unjustifiable acts or conduct

' Story on Partnership, 482, 483.

" Torrey v. Baxter, 13 Vermont R. 452. Woodworth v. Downer, id. 622.

But a retired partner may give authority even by parol to a continuing partner, who

ia winding up the concern, to endorse bills in the partnership name, after a dissolution

of the partnership. Smith v. Winter, 4 J/«esoM <fc W. 453. But after the dissolution,

one partner cannot give a cognovit for the firm. Rathbone v. Dyckeford, 6 Bing-

ham, ZH6.

" Kilgour V. Finlyson, 1 E. Blackt. Rep. 165. Abel v. Sutton, 3 Esp. N. P.

Rep. 108. Lansing y. Gaine and Ten Eyet, 2 Johns. Rep. 300. Sanford v.

Mickles, 4 ihid. 224. Foltz v. Pouiie, 2 Dessaus. Ch. Rep. 40. Fisher v. Tucker,

1 M'OorSs Oh. Rep. 173. Poignard v. Livei-more, 17 Martin, 324. Tombeekbe

Bank v. Dumell, 6 Mason, 56. Woodford v. Dorwin, 3 Vermont Rep. 82. Na-

tional Bank v. Norton, 1 HiWs'N. Y. R. 572. Dickersou v. Wheeler, 1 Bum-
phre'ifs Tenn. R. 51. Story on Partnership, 468, 459.

(t) He cannot endorse a note in the name of the firm, eTen to pay a prior debt of the firm,

Hnrnphriea t. Chastain, 5 Georgia R. 166.

A general authority to one partner, upon a disBoIution, to settle the business of the firm, does

not authorize him to give a note in the name of a firm, for a firm debt, or to renew one given before

the dissolution. Long v. Story, 10 Mis. R. 686. Parker v. Cousins, 2 Oratt. R. 873,
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of any of tlie partners, a court of equity will interfere, and
appoint a manager or receiver to conduct and settle the busi-

ness.a A dissolution is, in some respects, prospective only,

and either of the former solvent and competent partners can
collect and receive payment of debts due to the firm,'' and
adjust unliquidated accounts, and give acquittances and dis-

charges.o On the dissolution by death, the surviving partner

settles the affairs of the concern, and the court of chancery

will not arrest the business from him, and appoint a receiver,

unless confidence be destroyed by his mismanagement or im-

proper conduct. iJ The surviving partner (or partners, as the

case may be) is alone suable at law, and he is entitled to

the possession and disposition of the assets, to enable

*him to discharge the debts and settle the concern." *64:

But relief may be had in equity against the representa-

tives of the deceased partner having assets, if the surviving

* "Wilson V. GreeQwood, 1 Swanst. Rep. 480. Crawsbay v. Maule, ibid. 506.

528. Gowan v. Jeffries, 2 Askmead, 296. Peacock y. Peacock, 16 Vesey, 49. 57.

Ex parte Ruifin, 6 Vesey, 119. 126. Murray v. Mumford, 6 Gowen's R. 441.

Crawahay v. Collins, 15 Vesey, 226. Story on Part. 463—470. 475, 476. Ex
parte Williams, 11 Vesey, 5. Oow on Part. 114. 231, 232. 366. Oollyeron Part.

226. 240—244. After the dissolution, each partner becomes a trustee for the

others, as to the partnership funds in his hands, in order to effect a fair settlement

and just distribution of the effects. But if any one pays over the funds in his pos-

session to the acting partner, or general receiver of the trust, he is not liable for

the insolvency of the latter, if the payment was not made in bad faith. Allison t.

Davidson, 2 Dev. JST. 0. Equity Gases, 79. 84.

>> Piatt, J., 19 Johnson, 143. King v. Smith, 4 Garr & Payne, 108. By the

New-York statute of April 18th, 1838, u 257, entitled "An act for the relief of

partners and joint debtors,'' on the dissolution of any copartnership firm, by con-

sent or otherwise, any individual thereof may make a compromise with all or any

of the creditors, and obtain a discbarge, as far as respects himself only ; but such

composition or compromise shall not impair the right of the creditor making it to

his remedy against the other members of the firm, nor impair the right of the other

copartners to call on such partner for his ratable proportion of such partnership

debt. This statute provision extends equally to joint debtors, any one of whom
may compound for his joint indebtedness, under the same limitations. The proper

remedy for one partner against the other, is by a bill in chancery, or an action of

account at law.

" Fox T. Hanbuiy, Oowp. R. 445, Smith v. Oriell, 1 East R. 363. Harvey v.

Crickett, 5 M.& Selio. 336—344. 2 BelFs Gom. 543. Story on Part. 473. 488,

489.

^ Philips v. Atkinson, 2 Bro. Gh. Gas. 272, Evans v. Evans, 9 Paige's R. 178.

° Barney V. Smith, 4 ^arr. cfc /oAttS. is. 485. Murray v. Mumford, 6 Gowen,

441. 2 Bell's Gam. 645. In Louisiana, the surviving partner does not possess
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partner be insolvent ;» and it is now held, that a partner-

ship contract, upon the death of a partner, is in equity to he

considered joint and several, and to be treated as the several

debt of each partner. ^
. Each party may insist on a sale of

the joint stock ; and when a court of equity winds up the con-

cerns of a partnership, it is done by a sale of the property,

real and personal, and a conversion of it into money. <> If,

however, before a sale or a settlement of the joint concern,

the partner in possession of the capital continues the trade

with the joint property, he will do it at his own risk, and will

the I'igbt, until he is authorized by the court of probates, to sue alone for, or re-

ceive partnership debts. Flower v. O'Conner, 1 Louisiana Rep. 194. Connelly v.

Cheevers, 16 Curry's Loui. Rep.ZO. 19 /</««. 402.404. S. P. This is an anomaly

in the English law of partnership ; but it follows the doctrine of the French law,

which will not allow the surviving partners, after the dissolution of the partnership,

to administer the concerns of the partnership, nor even to receive payment of debts

due to the same. They must apply to the courts of justice for power. Pothier, de

Societi, u. 157, 158. 169. Civil Code of France, art. 1865. 1872. Story on Part-

nership, 479. Code of Louisiana, art. 2852, 2853.

• Simpson v. Vaughan, cited in 2 Vesey, 101. Jenkins v. De Groot, 1 Caines'

Cases in Error, 122. Van Reims Dyk v. Kane, 1 Gall. Rep. 371. 630. Ham-
eraley v. Lambert, 2 Johns. Ch. Rep. 508. Gow on Part. 368, 359.

' VuUiamy v. Noble, 3 Merivale, 593. Wilder v. Keeler, 3 Paige, 167. A
joint creditor may file a bill against the representatives of a deceased partner,

though the survivor be not insolvent ; and if the survivor be insolvent, he may do it

without regard to the state of accounts as between such deceased partner and the sur-

viving partners. Devaynes v. Noble, 2 Rus. <fc Mylne,495. He is not compelled to

sue the survivor in the first instance separately, as at law, but he must be joined in

a suit in equity against the estate of the deceased partner, because interested in

taking the account. Wilkinson v. Henderson, 1 Mylne cfc Keene, 582. Devaynes

T. Noble, 1 Merivale, 529. Sleech's Case, ibid. 583. Collyer on Partnership, 343

—346. Sumner v. Powell, 2 Merivale, 37. Story on Partnership, 514, 515.

But the doctrine in these latter cases of Wilkinson v. Henderson, and Devaynes v
Noble, allowing the partnership creditor to seek satisfaction out of the estate of the

deceased partner, without regard to the partnership fund, and without first resort-

ing to the surviving partner, and exhausting the remedies against him, or showing

bim insolvent, though sti'ongly sanctioned by Judge Story, is pointedly condemned

in Lawrence v. Trustees, Ac, 2 Denio, N. Y. R. 577.

« Gow on Partnership, 234—237. Sir John Leach, in Faraday v. Wightwick, 1

Tamlyn, 261. Collyer on Part. 146. 204—214. Crawshay v. Collins, 15 Vesey,

218. 227. Crawshay v. Maule, 1 Swanston, 495. 606. Cook v. Collingridge, Jacob

R. 607. Mr. Justice Story, in his Commentaries, p. 506, very justly prefers the

English to the Roman or French law on this point, where the division and distribu-

tion of the partnership assets among the partners were by valuation and lot, and in

specie. Dig. 10. 2. i. Pothier, de SocieU,D. 160 to IIZ. In Scotland, the English

and not the civil law prevails. 2 Bell's Com. 632, 633.
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be bound to account witb the other partner, or the represen-

tatives of a deceased partner, for the profits of the trade, sub-

ject to just allowances. "^ The good will of a trade is not part-

nership stock. It has been decided to be the right of the

survivor, and which the law gives him, to carry on the trade,

and that the representatives of a deceased partner cannot

compel a division of it.** But it was afterwards doubted

whether the good will did survive, and could be separated

from the lease of the establishment, and especially if the sur-

vivor continued the trade with the joint funds." (1)

* Brown v. Littoo, 1 P. Wms. 140. HammoDd v. Douglas, 5 Vesey, 639.

Crawshay v. Collins, 15 Vesep, 218. Featherstonhaugh v. Fenwick, 17 ibid. 298.

309, 310. Sigourney v. Munn, 1 Oonn. Rep. 11. The surviving partner or part-

ners who collect the debts, adjust accounts, and wind up the concern, have no com-

pensation for trouble or services, unless the same be stipulated. (2) The same rule

applies as if the original partnership had continued. See supra, p. Si. Start/ on

Part. 447. But the new transactions will not bind the firm, if they be not within

the scope and business of the original partnership, or the third person had notice

of dissolution, or in the case of a doimant partner who had already retired.

Story on Partnership, 481.
i Hammond V. Douglas, 5 Fesey, 539. Fan- v. Pearce, 3 Jforfd JBfp. 47. Lewis

V. Langdon, 7 Sim. R. ill. But see Crawshay v. Collins, 15 Vesey, 227, a doubt

expressed as to the survivorship of a good will, and that doubt overniled in 7 Sim.

R. 421.

' Lord Eldon, in Crawshay v. Collins, 15 Vesey, 224. 227. The good will of a

business has been recognised in equity as a valuable interest Kennedy v. Lee, 3

Merivale, ioi. 455. By the conveyance of a shop, the good will passes, though

not specifically mentioned. Chissum v. Dawes, 5 Russ. 29. A defendant may be

enjoined from assuming the plaintiff's name in a business concern, for the fraudu-

lent pui-pose of imposing upon the public, and supplanting the plaintiff in the good

wiU of that concern, provided the name be used in such a manner as to be calcu-

lated to deceive or mislead the public. Hogg v. Kirby, 8 Vesey, Jr. 216. Knott

V. Morgan, 2 Keen's R. 213. Bell v. Locke, 8 Paiges R. 75. The good will of a

trade is, said Lord Eldon, the probability that the old customers will resort to the

old place. But in Dougherty v. Van Nosti'and, 1 Hoffman's Ch. R. 68, it was de-

clared that this good will was partnership property, and did not survive ; and if

not disposed of by consent, the lease and good will would be sold like other pai't-

nership effects. See, on this pointy Story on Partnership, 140.

(1) The goocl wiU of a business is -often a very valuable Interest, and, in proper cases, the

court will order it sold ; and will restrain the former owners from pursuing a business which

would render it valueless to the purchasers. Williams v. Wilson, 4 Samdf. Oh. B. 879.

(2) In the case of Willett v. Blanford, 1 Uwrgs li. 258, Wigram, V. C. held, that, in taking an

account between the surviving partner, who had carried on the business in part with the capital

of the deceased partner, the rule was not absolute that the profits should be determined by the

aliquot shares of the partners in their lifetime, or the amount of the agreed capital, or by the ac-

tual amount of capital of each estate, but might bo affected by the circumstances of the case.
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The joint creditors have the primary claim upoii the joint

fund, in the distribution of the assets of bankrupt or insolvent

partners, and the partnership debts are to be settled before

any division of the funds takes place. (1) So far as the part-

nership property has been acquired by means of partnership

debts, those debts have, in equity, a priority of claim to be

discharged ; and the separate creditors are only entitled in

equity to seek payment from the surplus of the joint

*65 fund after satisfaction of t£e joint debts. *The equity

of the rule, on the other hand, equally requires that the

joint creditors should only look to the surplus of the separate

estates of the partners, after payment of the separate debts.

It was a principle of the Eoman law, and it has been acknow-

ledged in the equity jurisprudence of Spain, England and the

United States, that partnership debts must be paid out of the

partnership estate, and private and separate debts out of the

private and separate estate of the individual partner. If the

partnership creditors cannot obtain payment out of the part-

nership estate, they cannot in equity resort to the private and
separate estate, until private and separate creditors are satis-

lied
; nor have the creditors of the individual partners any

claim upon the partnership property, until all the partnership

creditors are satisfied. ^^ The basis of the general rule is, that

the funds are to be liable on which the credit was given. In

contracts with the partnership, the credit is supposed to be

given to the firm, but those who deal with an individual mem-
ber, rely on his suflBciency. Partnership effects cannot be

taken by attachment, or sold on execution, to satisfy a credit-

or of one of the partners only, except it be to the extent of the

interest of such separate partner in the effects, after settle-

ment of all accounts. The sale is made subject to the part-

nership debts, and is in effect only a sale of the undefined

surplus interest of the partner defendant, after the partner-

* Wilder y. Keeler, 3 Paige,W*l. Morgan v. His Creditors, 20 Martin's L. Rep.

699. M'OuUoh T. Dashiell, 1 Harr. Jo Gill, 96. Payne v. Matthews, 6 Paige, 19.

Hull V. Wood, 2 M'Cord, 302. Bowden v. Schatzell, 1 Bailey's Mq. R. 360. Cam-

mack V. Johnson, 1 Qreene N. J. Ch. R. 163.

(1) Mvurill V. Neill, S Bmo. B. 414.
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ship debts are paid."- In pursuance of tbis principle, it is

held, that the creditor of an ostensible partner, and who gave

* Heydon v. Heydon, I Salh 392. Fox v. Hanbuiy, Cowp. 445. Wilson and

Gibbs V. Conine, 2 Johns. Rep. 280. Matter of Smitb, 16 Johnson, 102. Moody
V. Payne, 2 Johns. Ch. Rep. 548. Jarvis v. Heyer, 4 Dev. N. G. Rep. R6'7. Tap-

pan V. Blaisdell, 5 N. H. Rep. 190. For the general doctrine laid down in the

text, see, at large, Emerig. TraiU des Con. d, la Grosse, c. 12. sec. 6. Ex parte

Cook, 2 F. Wms. 499. West v. Skip, 1 Vesey, sen. 456. Ex parte Elton, 3

Fes«y, 238. Taylor v. Field, 4 Fesej, 396. Ex parte Ahee\, i Vesey, S3l . Ex
parte Kensington, 14 Fesejf, 447. Ex parte Taitt, 16 Vesey,19S. Ch. De Saua-

Bure, in Woddrop v. Ward, 3 Bess. Ch. Rep. 203, and in 2 M'Cord's Ch. Rep. 302.

M'CulIoh T. Dashiell's Admr. 1 jffarr. <£ Gill, 96. Barber v. Hartford Bank, 9

Conn. Rep. 401. Witler v. Richards, 10 ibid. 37. Pierce v. Jackson, 6 Ma-'is. Rep.

242. Allen v. Wells, 22 Pick. R. 450. Wilder v. Keeler, 3 Paige, ] 67. Lyndon

V. Gorham, 1 Gall. Rep. 367. Taylor v. Fields, in Exch. 4 Veset/, 396. 15 Ibid.

659. S. C. Story on Partnership, pp. 516—521. This rule is said to be a rule of

convenience merely, and that it is a rule in bankruptcy, and not a rule of general

equity. The rule in bankruptcy, in the time of Lord Hardwicke, {ex parte Bandier,

1 Atk. 98. Ex parte Voguel, 1 Atk. 132,) was, to permit joint creditors to prove

their debts, under a separate commission, against one partner, or under separate

commissions against all the partners, but only in I'eference to the certificate ; and

the joint ci'editors were considered to have an equitable right to any surplus of the

separate estates, after payment of the separate creditors. But the joint property

was distributed under a joint commission. Lord Thurlow broke in upon the rule,

and allowed joint creditors to prove and take dividends under a separate commission,

and held, that a commission of bankruptcy was an execution for all the creditors,

and that no distinction ought to be made between joint or separata debts, and

they ought to be paid ratably out of the bankrupt's property. {Ex parte Haydon,

1 Bro. 0. 0. 453. Ex parte Copland, 1 Cox, 420. Ex parte Hodgson, 2 Bro. C. C.

5.) Lord Rosslyn' restored Lord Hardwicke'a rule, {ex parte Elton, 3 Vesey, 242

;

ex parte Abeel, 4 Vesey, 837,) and Lord Eldon also followed the same rule. {Ex

parte Glay, 6 Vesey, 813. Ex parte KeasiagtoD, 14 Vesey, HI. Ex parte Taitt,

16 Vesey, 193.) If, therefore, there be a joint fund, or a solvent partner, a joint

creditor is not entitled to prove his debt under a separate commission,/or the pur-

pose of receiving a dividend, without an order in chancery. Mr. Justice Story, in

his full discussion of the subject, concludes that the old rule, now reinstated by

Lord Rosslyn and Lord Eldon, rests on as questionable and unsatisfactory a founda-

tion ae any rule in the whole system of our jurisprudence, while he admits it is not

now to be disturbed, as it would be difficult to substitute any other rule that would

work with perfect equality and equity. Story on Partnership, pp. 630—541. For

my part, I am free to confess, that I feel no hostility to the rule, and think that it

is, upon the whole, reasonable and just. The history of the I'ule and its fluctua-

tions was noted in the case of Murray v. Murray, 6 Johns. Ch, Rep. 73—77. In

Pennsylvania the rule has been discarded, after great consideration, as not being a

general rale in equity, but one founded on the statutes of bankruptcy ; and joint

and separate creditors are allowed to come in under their insolvent laws, pari

passu, for a distributive share of the estate of an insolvent partner, whether the

fund be a separate or partnership fund. Bell v. Kewman, 5 Serg. & Rawle, 78. In
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him credit as a single individual, is not to be postponed in

his attachment upon the stock in trade, to another creditor,

the matter of the Estate of Perry, 1 Ashmead, 347. So in Georgia, a judgment

creditor of a partner, in his individual capacity, may levy on the partnership

effects, and sell his debtor's undivided interest therein, without reference to the

claims of the creditors of thefirm. Ex parte Stebbins A Mason, R. M. Charlton's

Rep. "77; and in Vermont it has been held^that partnership creditors have no pri-

ority over a creditor of one of the partners, .even as to the partnership effects.

Eeed v. Shepardson, 2 Vermont Rep. 120. In South Carolina, a copartnership

creditor has a right to resort either to the partnership property, or to the separate

property of the partners. He has two funds, and may be compelled by the sepa-

rate creditors of one of the partners to exhaust the partnership property before he

proceeds against that of the individual partner. But the private creditors of a

partner have but one fund, and cannot go against the partnership funds beyond the

debtor's interest in the balance left, after payment of 'the partnership debts.

Wardlaw v. Gray, Dudiexfs Eq. R. 83. 113. In Massachusetts, the general doc-

trine relative to the claims of copartnership and separate creditors, in matters of

partnership, is considered to be one in equity, and not at law; and it was decided,

in Allen v. Wells, 22 Pick. R. 450, that the attachable interest of one of the co-

partnei-s, by a separate creditor, is the surplus of the joint estate remaining, after

discharging all joint demands upon it ; and this necessarily creates a preference in

favour of the partnership creditors in the application of the partnership property*.

See, also, to this point, Marshall, Oh. J., in Tucker v. Oxley, 6 Cranch, 86.

M'CuUoh V. Dashiell, 1 Earr. & Gill, 96. Story's Eq. J. 625. It is to be observed,

however, that Lord Rosslyn, in 3 Vesey„ 240, declared the rule, as stated in the

text, to be settled by a variety of cases, not only in bankruptcy, but upon general

equity. The rule in equity is, that the joint estate is first applicable to partner-

ship debts, and the separate estate to the separate debts; and the weight of

authority, if not of convenience and equity, seems to be decidedly in its favour,

Mr. Justice Rose, in Exparte Moult, 1 Deacon & Chitty, 44. 73. S. 0. 1 Montagu,

292, declared it to be a universal maxim in the administration of assets in equity,

that the separate estate should be applied in the first instance, to the separate

creditors, and the joint estate to the joint creditors. The joint creditors must go

first to the joint estate, and the separate creditors first to the separate estate ; and

if there be a surplus of the joint estate, it is earned to the respective separate

estates ; or if a surplus of the separate estates, it is carried to the joint estate. In

Massachusetts, a statute in 1838, c. 163, enacted for the relief of insolvent debtors,

adopted as the rule for distributing the effects of insolvent debtors, that the net

proceeds of the joint property should be appropriated to pay the joint creditors,

and the net proceeds of the separate estate of each partner should be appropriated

to pay his sepai-ate debts. This is precisely the English rule in equity on the

subject.

The histoiy and fluctuations of the remedy at law of the creditor, against the

estate of an individual partner, are calculated to throw light on this vexatious

subject ; and the cases have been collected and ably reviewed in the note of the

reporter to the Case of Smith, in 16 Johnson's R. 102, and still more elaborately

in art. 8, in the American Jurist for October, 1841. It may be observed, sum-

marily, that before Lord Mansfield's time, the rule was, that an execution at law
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who may subsequently attach the same stock for a debt

created equally upon the same credit, though he should have

against a partner for bis individual debt, the sheriff levied on all the tangible

property of the partnership, because it was joint and undivided property, and he

sold only the undivided share or interest of the defendant ; and the joint tenancy

betvfeen the partners was severed by the sale, and the vendee became tenant in

common with the other partners, without reference to the partnership accounts.

To levy on the entire share of one partney,~it was deemed necessary to seize all

the effects of the partnership, and to restore to the other partner his share or

moiety, because, by seizing the debtor's share only, say a moiety, and selling that,

the other partner would have a right, as a joint tenant, to a moiety of that moiety.

Heydon v. Heydon, 1 Salk. 392. Jacky v. Butler, 2 L. Raym. 871. Pope v.

Hamao, Comb. 217. Hankey v. Garret, 1 Yesey, jr. 240. Eddie v. Davidson,

Doug. 650. There was a vast inconvenience and uncertainty, if not injustice, in that

practice, for it was impossible to know what was the value, if any, of the debtor's

interest in the partnership, until a liquidation of the partnership accounts. Lord

Mansfield undertook to con-ect this practice upon equity principles, and it became

the doctrine that the creditor could not take an undivided moiety of the partnership

effects for the separate debt of that partner, without having regard to the partner-

ship accounts. He could only take the interest of the debtor partner in the

partnership effects, and that interest was only the share remaining due after the

partnership debts were settled and the accounts adjusted. This principle was

announced in fox v. Hanbury, Gowp. R. 445. And aftei'wards, in Eddie v. David-

son, the K. B. undertook to carry into effect the equities between the parties, by

ordering a partnership account of the partnership effects to be taken by reference

to a master. This was afterwards repeated, as stated by counsel in Chapman v.

Koops, 3 Bos. d: Puller, 288. It was assuming equity powers in a court of law

;

and Lord Eldon held, that a court of law was incompetent to take partnership

accounts, and that it belonged to a court of equity to take the account and ascertain

what the sheriff ought to have sold. Waters v. Taylor, 2 Ves. (& Bea. 299. 301.

In the matter of Wait, 1 Jac. & Walker, 688, it is now considered to be settled,

that courts of law cannot take partnership accounts. Parker v. Piston, 3 Bos. S
Fuller, 287. Chapman v. Koops, ib. 289. The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania,

in McCarty v. Emlyn, 2 Dallas' R. 278, followed the English i-ule ; but Mr. Justice

Teates, in that case, held to the more modem doctrine ; and in Church v. Knox,

2 Conn. iJ. 614, the modern rule was followed, though strongly opposed by the

minority of the court. The doctrine of moieties is now exploded, and the creditors

under execution or process of foreign attachment, or assignees of a partner, or

purchasers on sheriff's sales, can take only the interest of the debtor in the partner-

ship funds, subject to tlie accounts of the partnership. That interest, and not the

partnership effects, is sold, and that interest is merely the share found to belong to

the debtor upon an adjustment in equity of the partnership accounts. Taylor v.

Field, 4 Vesey, 396. S. C. 15 Vesey, 659. note. Goss v. Du Fresnoy, 1 Cook's

B. L. 628. Young v. Keighly, 15 Vesey, 557. Lord Eldon, in the matter of

Wait, 1 Jaeob S Walker R. S88. Pierce v. Jackson, 6 Mass. R. 242. Eisk v.

Henick, ib. 271. In the matter of Smith, 16 Johnson's R. 102. Winston v.

Ewing, 1 Alab. R. iV. S. 129. Scrugham v. Carter, 12 Wend. 131. Doner v.

Stauffer, 2 Penn. R. 198. Barber v. Hartford Bank, 9 Conn. R. 407. Witter v.
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discovered a concealed partner, and set up his claim as a

partnership creditor.* This claim of the joint creditors is not

Richards, 10 ib. Si. In Burrall v. Acker, in the N. T. Court of Errors, 23 Wen-

dell, 606, the chancellor, in behalf of the court, declared, that the interest of a

member in partnership property might be levied upon and sold under execution

at law, and before the sale the sheriff may take a joint possession with the other

members of the firm, but 'whether he could take exclusive possession was left un-

decided. The vendee takes as a tenant in common, subject to the incumbrance of

the partnership account, and the account may be taken in equity at the instance

of any party in interest. Bevan v. lewis, 1 Simon, 3*76. This whole subject,

relative to the adjustment of partnership accounts, is properly, and ought to be

exclusively, of equity jurisdiction. The authorities and the doctrine on this subject

were learnedly and ably discussed by Mr. Justice Cowen, in Phillips v. Cook, 24

Wendell, 359 ; and the court decided, that on execution at law against one of two

partners, the sheriff might lawfully seize, not merely the moiety, but the corpus

of the joint estate, or the whole, or so much of the entire partnership effects as

might be necessary to satisfy the execution, and sell the interest of the (defendant)

partner therein, and deliver the property sold to the purchaser. The purchaser be-

comes thereby a tenant in common with the other partner, and if he purchases with

notice of partnership, he takes subject to an account between the partners, and to

the equitable claims of the partnership creditors. The same point was again so

decided in Birdseye v. Rey, 4 Hill's N. Y. Rep. 161. But see Story on Part. pp.

373—382. Mr. Justice Story (p. 380) concludes, that the sheriff ought to be en-

joined on execution at law from a sale of the separate interest of the partner defend-

ant in the paiinership property, until the account be taken on a bill in chancery,

and the share of the debtor partner ascertained ; and that the decision in Moody T.

Payne, 2 Johnson's Oh. Rep. 548, denying the injunction, was not founded on the

true result of the English decisions. As I have already observed, the more fit and

suitable rule of practice would seem to be, to have the adjustment of the partner-

ship account to precede the sale. But the current of the authorities, as I read them,

is the other way, and they are emphatically so in New-Tork. In the case last cited

from Wendell, the decision in Moody v. Payne was referred to and approved. Mr.

Justice Story himself, in a subsequent part of his Commentaries on Partnership,

pp. 442, 443, admits the established rule and practice at law to be, that on execu-

tion at law, the creditor of the debtor partner may seize and sell the tangible goods

and effects of the pai-tnership, or a part thereof, and that the sale would be good

to the extent of the judgment debtor's right, title and interest therein, to be after-

wards adjusted. In the Court of Chancery in New-Jersey, the chancellor was of

opinion with Judge Story, as respects the sale of personal property. Cammack
V. Johnston, 1 Green's N. J. Ch. Rep. 163 ; while in Massachusetts, in Reed v.

Howard, 2 Metcalf's Rep. 36, it was held that the sheriff might seize and take

the whole personal property held by A. and B. in common, on process of attach-

ment against A. only, though he could only sell an undivided moiety on execution

and the purchaser would become a part owner. If Uie sheriff was to sell the en-

tire property on an execution against one co-tenant or partner, he would be a tres-

Lord V. Baldwin, 6 Pick. 348. French y. Chase, 6 Greenleaf, 166.
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such a lien upon the partnership property, but that a lona

fide alienation to a purchaser for a valuable consideration, by
the partners, or either of them, before judgment and execu-\

tion, will be held valid. Upon a dissolution of the partner-

ship, each partner has a lien upon the partnership effects, as

well for his indemnity as for his proportion of the surplus. =^

But creditors have no lien upon the partnership effects for

their debts. Their equity is the equity of the partners ope-

rating to the payment of the partnership debts. (1) These are

just and obvious principles of equity,' on which we need not

passer. (2) Waddell v. Cook, 2 HilVs Rep. 47. Again, in Moore v. Sample, 3 Ala.

R. N. S. 319, it was held that the eheriflf on execution against A. might levy on

the goods of the firm of A. & B., and take exclusive possession, and sell the inter-

est of A. therein, and this proceeding could only be arrested by equitable interposi-

tion. On this litigious subject Ch. J. Tindal eaid,in Johnson v. Evans, 7 Manning

& Granger, 249, that the general rule of law was, that the judgment creditor of

any paitoer might take in execution against that partner, as well his separate pro

perty as his share or interest in all the personal property of the partnership that

was capable of being seized. The sheriff must seize the whole, the shares of two

partners being undivided. (Heydon v. Heydon, supra) Thi^ arises from the ne-

cessity of the case. But taking possession of the whole, does not convey any in-

tei'est on property in the other part owner's share. The judgment creditor becomes

tenant in common with the other partner. The sheriff can only sell the moiety. (3)

Jacky v. Butler, 2 Lord Raym. 871.

' Lord Eldon, CTjDarte Williams, 11 Vesey, 5. Story on Parlnership, i'JO. GIO.

It has been adjudged, on good consideration, in the case of Jackson t. Cornell, 1

Sand/ord's Ch. R. 348, that on a general assignment of his separate property by

an individual partner, though before a lien attaches by judgment, execution or credit-

or's bill, he has no right to give preferences to the creditors of the firm, in exclu-

sion of his individual creditors. (4) Nor, on the other hand, can the paiinership, by

(1) Therefore, if the contract of partnership be such that the individual partners can enforco

no lien on the partnership effects for the payment of the debts of the Urm, the partnership credit-

ors have no preference over individual creditors. Eice v. Barnard, 20 Vt. H, 479.

The same consequence follows where there has been a l)ona fide sale of the partnership

effects, without the reservation of any lien. Ketchum v. Darkee, 1 Barl, Ch. B. 480. Eeeso v.

Bradford, 18 Ala. R. 837.

This equitable principle ofpaying partnership creditors out ofpartnership funds, and individual

creditors out of the private funds of the partners, applies only where neither the joint nor the

separate creditors can reach the property of their debtors by execution at law. Kirby v. Schoon-

malier, 8 Bart. Oh. B. 46. 50.

(2) Walsh T. Adams, 3 Demo's B.IW. In this case, which was trespass against the sheriff for

selling the mMre property, the plaintiff was allowed to recover the value of his proporUon of

the property, without regard to the solvency of the firm or the state of the accounts.

(S) In Ohio, a sale by a sheriff will be restrained, until the Interest of the partner can be ascer-

tained, which alone can be sold. Place v. Sweetzer, 16 Oldo B. 142. Whether such sale would

be so restrained in New-IIamj>ahire,-wss left undecided in the latest case upon the subject Dow
V. Sayward, 14 N. S. B. 9. 18.

(4) See, however, the case of Whitely v. May, decided in the Virginia 0. 0. U. S. Law Mag.
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enlarge, and they have been recognised and settled by a series

of English and AmericaQ decisions.*

*66 *To render the dissolution safe and effectual, there

must be due notice given of it to the world ; and a firm

may. be bound, after the dissolution of a partnership, by a

contract made by one partner in the usual course of business,

and in the name of the firm, with a person who contracted

on the faith of the partnership, aAd had no notice of the dis-

solution, b The principle on which this responsibility proceeds,

is the negligence of the partners in leaving the world in igno-

rance of the fact of the dissolution, and leaving strangers to

conclude that the partnership continued, and to bestow faith

a^d confidence on the partnership name in consequence of

that belief.

What shall be sufficient constructive or implied notice of

the dissolution, has been a vexed question in the books. A
notice in one of the public and regular newspapers of the city

or county where the partnership business was carried on, is

the usual mode of giving the information, and may, in ordi-

nary cases, be^uite sufficient. But even the sufficiency of

that notice might be questioned in many cases, unless it was
shown that the party entitled to notice was in the habit of

reading the paper. Public notice given in some such reason-

able way, would not be actual and express notice ; but it

would be good presumptive evidence for a jury to conclude

a general assignment of the partnership effects, give preference to the creditors of

the individual partners over those of the firm. All such assignments are held to

be fraudulent and void.

* West V. Skip, 1 Veset/, sen. 456. Bx parte Ruffin, 6 Vesey, 119. Ex parte

Fell, 10 Vesey, 347. Mx parte Williams, 11 ibid. S. Ex parte Kendall, 17 ibid. 525.

The Master of the Rolls, in Campbell v. MuUett, 2 Swanst. Rep. 608. 610. Ex
parte Harris, 1 Maddock's Oh. Rep. 583. Murray v. Murray, 6 Johns. Ch. Rep. 60.

Woddrop V. Ward, 3 Dessaus. S. G. Rep. 203. Bell v. Newman, 6 Serg. & Bawle,

78. Doner v. Stauffer, 1 Penn. Rep. 198. White v. Union Insurance Company, 1

Nott & M'G<jrd!s Rep. 557. Ridgeley v. Carey, 4 Har. th McHenry, 167.

M'CuUoh V. Dashiell, 1 Harr. cfc Gill, 96. Story, J., in Hoxie v. Carr, 1 Sumner,

181, 182.

^ Le Roy, Bayard &, Co. v. Johnson, 2 Peters' U. S. Rep. 186. Brisban y.Boyd,

4 Paige, 17.

p. 442, May, 1850; where a contrary doctrine is strenuously maintained. See, also, pp. 44, 45,

ante, and notes.
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all persons who have not had any previous dealings

with the *firm. As to persons who have been in the *67

habit of dealing with the firm, it is requisite that actual

notice be brought home to the creditor, or, at least, that it be
given under circumstances from which actual notice may be
inferred.^ If the facts are all found or ascertained, the rea-

sonableness of notice may be a question of law for the court,

and so it was held in Mowatt v. Howlomd ;•> but generally it

will be a mixed question of law and fact, to be submitted to

a jury under the direction of the court, whether notice in the

particular case, under all the circumstances, has been suffi-

cient to justify the inference of actual or constructive know-

ledge of the fact of the dissolution. The weight of authority

seems now to be, that notice in one of the usual advertising

gazettes of the place where the business was carried on, and

published in a fair and usual manner, is of itself notice of the

fact as to all persons who have notbeen previous dealers with

the partnership.": Nor is notice, in fact, requisite, when a

partnership is dissolved by operation of law. A declaration

of war puts an end to the continuance of commercial partner-

ship, between subjects of the two countries, having each his

domicil in his own country ; and such an official, solemn act

of government is notice to all the world of the most authen-

* Vernon v. The Manhattan Company, 17 Wendell, 526. S. 0.22 Wendell, 183.

Watkinson v. Bank of Pennsylvania, 4 Wharton, 482. Mitchum v. The Bank of

Kentucky, 9 Dana'a Rep. 166. Mauldin v. Bank of Mobile, 2 Ala. N. S. 502.

Rowley t. Home, 3 Bingham, 2. The doctrine seems to be, that merely taking a

newspaper, in which a notice is contained, is not sufficient to charge a party, for it

is not to be intended that he reads the contents of all the notices in the news-

papers which he may chance to take. (1) The inference of constructive notice

from such a source was pretty strongly exploded in some of these cases.

' 3 Day's Rep. 353.

« Godfrey v. TurnbuU, 1 Esp. N. P. 371. Parkin v. Carruthers, 3 ibid. 248.

Gorham v. Thompson, Peak^a N. P. Cas. 42. Graham v. Hope, ibid. 154. Lee-

son v. Holt, 1 Starkie's Rep. 186. Jenkins v. Blizard, ibid. 420. Williams y.

Keats, 2 Slarki^s Rep. 290. Wright v. Pulham, 2 Chilly, 121. Rooth v. Quin, 1

Price's Rep. 193. Lansing v. Ten Eyck, 2 Johns. Rep. 300. Ketchum v. Clark,

6 ibid. 144. Graves v. Merry, 6 CowerCs Rep. 701. Martin v. Walton, 1 M' Cord's

Rep. 16. Bank of South Carolina v. Humphreys, ibid. 388. Whitman v. Leonard,

3 Pick. Rep. 177. Prentiss v. Sinclair, 5 Vermont Rep. 149. Watkinson y. Bank

of Pennsylvania, 4 Wharton, 432. Shurlds v. Tilson, 2 M'Lean, 458.

(1) Hutchins v. Bank of Tennessee, 8 Ewnph. B. US.

Vol. m. 6
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tic and monitory kind, and supersedes tlie necessity of any

otlier.*

When a single partner retires from the firm, the same

*68 notice *is requisite to protect him from continued re-

sponsibility ; and even if due notice be given, yet, if the

retiring party willingly suffers his name to continue in the

firm, or in the title of the firm over the door of the shop or

store, he will still be holden.'' " But if the use of the name
of the former firm be continued without his authority, and the

retiring partner had given him due notice of the dissolution

of the connection, he is not responsible for the use of his name
without his consent or authority, and without any act to war-

rant it ; and he is not bound to take legal measures to have

the use of the former name of the firm discontinued. Persons

must inquire, and know at their peril, who are truly designa-

ted by the firm.<= A dormant partner may withdraw with-

out giving public notice of the dissolution of the partnership
;

for, being unknown as a partner, the firm was not trusted on

his account, and he is chargeable only for debts dontracted

during the time he was actually a partner.^ If a partner re-

tires without notice, he is not liable for a partnership debt

contracted afterwards with a person who never knew he was

a partner, and when he was not so notorious as a partner as to

raise a presumption of that knowledge." In the case of an

infant partner, his acts and contracts are of course voidable

;

but if on arriving at full age, the infant does not disaffirm

the partnership, and give notice of it to those with whom the

» Griswold v. Waddiogton, 15 Johns. Hep. 61. 16 Johns. Sep. 494.

k Williams v. Keates, 2 Starkie's Hep. 290. Brown v. Leonard, 2 Chitty's Rep.

120. Williams v. Keates, 3 M. 0. Z. 351. Dolman v. Orchard, 12 ^. 0. L. 47.

» Newsome v. Coles, 2 Campb. Rep. 617. Story on Partnership, 248.

^ Evans t. Drummond, 4 Esp. N- P. Rep. 89. Armstrong v. Hussey, 12 Serg.

& Rawle, 316. Heath t. Sansom, 1 Neville & Manning, 104. i B. & Adolph.

112. S. 0. It seems to be the doctrine of the case of Evans v. Drummond,'and

especially of that of Thompson v. Percival, 3 Neville & Manning, 167, that if a

creditor of a dissolved partnership accepts for his debt the negotiable paper of

the acting partner -who continues the business, and who has charge of the eifects

and of the settlement of the concern, it is evidence of an agreement to discharge

the retiring partner.

» Carter v. Whalley, 1 B. & Adolph. 11. 1 Lloyd S Welsby, 297. S. C. Story

on Partnership, 249.
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partnership have had dealings, he will be responsible for sub-

sequent debts contracted on the credit of the partnership.

The ground of the rule is, that the infant acted as partner

dui'ing his infancy, and when he comes of age he neg-

lects to inform the world that *he is not a partner, and *69

suffers it to deal under mistake and delusion.* Having
thus far collected and reviewed the general principles which
constitute the law of partnership, and followed those princi-

ples into their practical details, the plan of these lectures will

not permit me to go more minutely into the subject, or to

consider the legal and equitable remedies which exist be-

tween partners, and between them and third persons in re-

lation to the various rights and duties which belong to the as-

sociation. The questions arising upon those remedies, and

particularly in respect to the settlement of the partnership

estate, in the various cases of dissolution, and especially of

dissolution by bankruptcy, are subtle and numerous. The

decrees in equity under this head abound with minute and

refined distinctions, and they form a comprehensive and very

complicated part of this branch of the commercial law.**

' Goode V. Harrison, 5 Barmo. & Aid. 147.

^ Among those English treatises which enter more at large on the law of part-

nership, I would refer the student to a valuable summary of the law of partners,

in the third volume of Mr. Chittifs large treatise on the Laws of Commerce and

Manufactures, and the Contracts relating thereto ; and, more especially, to the

American edition of Mr. Gow's practical treatise on the Law of Partnership, from

which I have derived great assistance. The American editor, Mr. Ingi'aham, has

enriched the work with a series of learaed notes, in which the American cases are

diligently collected, and the force and application of them ably considered ; and I

think the book is to be preferred to the more recent treatise of Mr. Carey, which

has nothing in particular to recommend it, except it be the addition of new cases,

arising since the publication of Mr. Ooio. Since the third edition of this work, a

new treatise on the Law of Partnership, by Mr. Collyer, appeared, with notes of

American cases by Mr. Phillips and Mr. Pickering, of Boston. Commentaries on

the Law of Partnership, by Mr. Justice Story, have also been published since the

fourth edition. The two laat are works of great merit, and the latter pre-eminently

so, and they have stated fully the principles and distinctions, and given the learning

and cases which belong to the subject. An able treatise on the Lam of Partner-

ship, Railway and other Joint-Slock Companies, by Andrew Bissel, was published

at London in 1847.



LECTTJEE XLIV.

OF NEGOTIABLE PAPEB.

(1.) Of the history of hiUs and notes.

It is the general opinion that the commerce of the ancients

was carried on without the use of bills of exchange, and there

is no vestige of them in the Eoman law. A passage in the

Pandects* shows it to have been the practice with the creditor

who lent money on bottomry, or respondentia, to a foreign

merchant, to send his slave to receive the loan, with maritime

interest, on the arrival of the vessel at the foreign port. This

certainly would not have been necessary, says Pothier,*" if bills

of exchange had been in use. But however the fact may
have been with the Komans, it would seem, from a passage

in one of the pleadings of Isocrates, that bills of exchange

were sometimes resorted to at Athens, as a safe expedient

to shift funds from one country to another." Bills

*72 *of exchange are of such indispensable use in the remit-

tance of the value of money between distant places,

without risk and expense, that foreign commerce cannot con-

veniently be carried on without them. They grew into use

• Dig. 22. 2. 4. 1.

'' Traite du Con. de Change, No. 6.

See the pleading of Isocrates, entitled TVapeziticut, (JsocratU Scripta omnia,

edit H. Wolfim, Basle, 1687.) In that ioteresting forensic argument which Isocra-

tes puts into the mouth of a son of Sopseue, the gOTemor of a province of Pontus, in

bis suit against Fasion, an Athenian banker, for the grossest breach of trust, it is

stated that the son, wishing to receive a large sum of money from his father, ap-

plied to Stratocles, who was about to sail from Athens to Pontus, to leave his

money and take a drait upon his father for the amount. This, said the orator, was

deemed a great advantage to the young man, for it saved him the risk of remit-

tance from Pontus, over a sea covered with Lacedaemonian pirates. It is added,

that Stratocles was so cautious as to take security from Fasion for the money ad-

Tanced upon the bill, and to whom he might have recourse if the governor of Pon-

>tus should not honour the draft, and the youug Fontian should fail.
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on the coasts of the Mediterranean, in the fourteenth century.^

As they serve the purposes of cash, and facilitate commerce,
and are the visible representatives of large masses of pro-

perty, they may truly be said to enlarge the capital stock

of wealth in circulation, as well as increase the trade of the

country.

Promissory notes are governed by the rules that apply to

bills. The statute of 3d and 4rth Anne made promissory

notes payable to a person, and to his order, (1) or bearer, ne-

gotiable like inland bills, according to the custom of mer-
chants ; and by the statutes of 9 and 10 "Wm. III. c. 17, and 3
and 4 Anne, inland bills are put upon the footing of foreign

bills, except that no protest is requisite. These statutes have
been generally adopted in this country, either formally or in

eflfect, and promissory notes are everywhere negotiable.'' The

* In 1394, the city of Barcelona, by ordmance, regulated the acceptance of bills

of exchange ; and the use of them ia said to have been introduced into Western Eu-

rope by the Lombard merchants, in the thirteenth century. Bills of exchange are

mentioned in a passage of the Jurist Baldus, of the date of 1 328. HallarrCs Intro-

duction to the Literature of Europe, vol. i. 68. M. Boucher received from M. Legon
Deflaix, a native of India, a memoir, showing that bills of exchange were known in

India from the most high antiquity. But the ordinance of Barcelona is, perhaps, the

earliest authentic document in the middle ages of the establishment and general

currency of bills of exchange. (Gonsulat de la Mer, par Boucher, tome i. 614. 620.)

The first bank of exchange and deposit in Europe was established at Barcelona, in

1401, and it was made to accommodate foreigners as well as citizens. 1 Prescolfs

Ferdinand and Isabella, Int. p. 1 12. M. Merlin says the edict of Louis. XL, of 1462,

is the earliest French edict on the subject ; and he attributes the invention of bills of

exchange to the Jews, when they retired from France to Lombardy. The Italians

and merchants of Amsterdam first established the use of them in France. Reper-

toire de Jurisprudence, tit Lettre et Billet de Change, sec. 2. In England, reference

was made, in the statute of 6 Rich. IL c. 2, to the drawing of foreign bills. This

was in the year 1381.

'' By the N. T. Revised Statutes, vol. l 768. sec. 1—6, promissory notes payable

(1) The qaestloD, whether an iostrument, payable to a person's own order, can be declared on
as a promissory note, under the statate ofAnne, has recently been much discussed in the English

courts. The Court of Exchequer, in Flight v. MacLean, 'i.iM.itW.61, held that such an instru-

ment was not a promissory note.

In the subsequent case ofWood T. Mytton, 10 Ad. <£ M. B. 605, the question came before the

Q, B., and after a review of the preceding case, it was held, that such an instrument was a pro-

missory note within the statute.

In Hooper v. Williams, 2 Bcclteq. B, IS, the question came a second time before the Court of

Exchequer, and that court adhered to its previous construction, but held that the endortemeni of

such an instrument made it a valid promissory note, upon which the endorser might declare

astuch.
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*73 effect of the statute *is to make notes, when negotiated,

assume the shape and operation of bills, and to render

in money to any person, or to the oi'der of any person, or to bearer, are nego-

tiable in like manner aa inland bills of exchange, according to the custom of mer-

chants. The payee and endorsee of every such note, payable to them or their

order, and the holder of every such note, payable to bearer, may sue thereon in

like manner as in eases of inland bills of exchange. If such notes are made pay-

. able to the order of the maker, or to the order of a fictitious person, and are nego-

tiated by the maker, they have the same effect and validity aa if made payable

to bearer. Promissory notes are negotiable throughout the Union, and the en-

dorsee can sue in his own name. Notes, negotiable TVhere made, are negotiable

everywhere. This is so held in England and in this countiy, under the statute of

3 and 4 Anne, and its substitute. Mylne v. Graham, 1 Barnw. cfc Cress. 192.

Hatcher v. M'Morine, 4 Dei). N'. 0. Rep. 122. So, if a note or debt be assigned or

endorsed abroad, and be suable in the name of the assignee by the law of the

countiy where it was assigned or endorsed, it would seem to be the better opinion

in England, that the assignee might sue there in his own name, upon the assign-

ment, as creating a right of action in him, and -which it does upon the application

of the doctrine of the lex loci contractus. Innes v. Dunlop, 8 Term, 595. O'Calla-

ghan V. Thomond, 3 Taunton, 82. In Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, Ohio,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri,

and most of the states, the endorsee has all the privileges of an endorsee under the

law-merchant. But in New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Kentucky and Indiana,

his rights, under the law-merchant, are to be taken with some qualification. See

Chtiffith't Law Register, passim. 1 Miner's Alabama Rep. 5. 296. Revised

Statutes of North Carolina, ISSY, vol. i. 93. Revised Statutes of Vermont, 1839,

336. Revised Code of Mississippi, 1822, 464. In Georgia, notice to the endorser

of non-payment of a promissory note by the maTcer is declared to be unnecessary,

and every such endorser is held to be bound as surety, and in that character may
require the holder to proceed against the maker. Hotchkisi Code of Laws, p.

441. Notes or bills discounted at a bank, or deposited for collection, are placed

by statute in Pennsylvania on the footing of foreign bills of exchange aa to pay-

ment and remedy. Purdon's Big. 108. As the English statute has not been

adopted in Virginia, the last assignee of a promissory note cannot mantain an

action against a remote endorser, there being neither consideration nor privity.

Dunlop V. Harris, 5 Call. 16. In New-Hampshire, the statutes of 9 and 10 Wil-

liam IIT. and 3 and 4 Anne, respecting inland bills and promissory notes, were re-

enacted during the colony administration. In Indiana, promissoiy notes, payable

at a chartered hank within the state, are, by statute, placed on the same footing as

inland bills of exchange by the law-merchant. Revised Statutes of Indiana, 1838,

119. But other promissory notes are not governed by the law-merchant, which

has never been applied in that state by statute to them. Bullitt v. Schiibner, 1

Blackford's Jnd. Rep. 14. The lex mercatoria, applicable to foreign and inland

bills of exchange, is considered to be adopted in Indiana as part of the common
law of England, which has been adopted by statute. Piatt v. Eads, 1 ibid. 81. In

Pennsylvania, Virginia, Georgia, Arkansas, Missouri and Mississippi, sealed instru-

ments, as well as notes, are made negotiable by statute ; and in Arkansas, all

agreements and contracts in writing, for the payment of money or property, are
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the analogy between them so strong, that the rules established

with respect to the one apply to the other.* It was a ques-

tion much discussed before the statute of Anne, whether notes

were not, by the principles of the law-merchant, to be treated

as bills ; and Lord Holt vigorously and successfully resisted

every such attempt. ^ The history of that struggle is no longer

interesting ; but there is no doubt that promissory notes were
recognised as mercantile instruments, and a species of bills

of exchange, by the canon law and the usage of trade
;

and even by the *French ordinance of 1673, long be- *74

fore Lord Holt asserted them to be of late English in-

vention.

«

My object in the present lecture is to endeavour to take a

comprehensive, and, at the same time, precise and accurate

view of the general doctrine and most material rules relative

to bills and notes ; and to effect this purpose, I shall point

out their essential qualities ; the rights of the holder ; the

negotiation of them, and the requisite steps to fix the re-

sponsibility of the several parties whose names are upon the

paper.

(2.) Of the essential qualities of negotiable paper.

A bill of exchange is a written order or request, and a pro-

missory note a written promise, by one person to another, for

made assignable. But these assignmeDts, in some of these last mentioDed states,

expressly reserve to the debtor all matters of defence existing prior to the notice

of the assignment. This is the case in Mississippi. AUein v. The Agricultural

Bank, 3 Smedes <fc Marshall, 48. In Georgia, by statute of 1'799, promissory notes

are made negotiable, though given for specific articles. And so are specialties and

liquidated demands negotiable by act of 1799. Broughton v. Badgett, 1 Kelly, 15.

Daniel v. Andrews, Dudley's Rep. IS"?. Gamblin v. Walker, 1 Arkansas R. 220.

Henning's Statutes, vol. xiL Block v. Walker, 2 Arkansas R. 1. Revised Statutes

of Arkansas, 107. Revised Code of Mississippi, 1824, 464.

* Heylin v. Adamson, 2 Burr. Rep. 669. Brown v. Harraden, 4 Term Rep,

148.

•> Gierke v. Martin, 2 Zord Raym. 767.

« The pragmatic of Pope Pius V. JDe Cambiis, as early as 1571, is mentioned

by Mr. De Ponceau, in his dissertation on the Nature and Extent of the Jurisdic-

tion of the Courts of the United States, 122, as proof of the early recognition of

notes as negotiable instruments within the custom of merchants. I would also re-

fer to the appendix to 1 Crunch's Reports, for a very elaborate argument in favour

of the position, that at common law, and before the statute of Anne, an endorsee,

of a promissory note could sue a remote endorser.
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the payment of money, ata specified time, absolntely, and at

all events.* (1) If A., living in New-York, wislies to receive

1000 dollars, which await his orders in the hands of B., in

London, he applies to C, going from New-York to London, to

pay him 1000 dollars, and take his draft on B. for that sum,

payable at sight. This is an accommodation to all parties.

A. receives his debt for transferring it to C, who carries his

money across the Atlantic, in the shape of a biU of exchange,

without any danger or risk in the transportation ; and on his

arrival at London, he presents the bill to B., and is

*75 paid. This is the *plain and familiar illustration of this

mode of remittance, given by Sir William Blackstone

;

and the practice is so very convenient, and suggests itself so

readily, and gives such extension to credit and circulation to

capital, that it would seem almost impossible that it should

not have been in use in the earliest periods of commerce. (2)

A., who draws the bill, is called the drawer. B.,to whom it

is addressed, is called the dra/wee, and on acceptance, he be-

comes the acc&ptor. C, to whom the bill is made payable, is

called the payee.^ As the bill is payable to C. or his order,

he may, by endorsement, direct the bill to be paid to D.

;

and, in that case, C. becomes the endorser, and D., to whom

This defioition is taken from Bailey on Bilh, I, 'which is a concise, clear and

accurate prodnctioD. The American edition, published at 5(M<on, in 1826, is en-

riched vith all the English and American decisions in its ver^ copious notes.

^ An instrnment may be a bill of exchange, though the drawer and drawee be

the same person. Harvey v. Kay, 9 Barnw. Js Cresg. 356. Randolph v. Parish,

9 Porter's (Alabama) Sep. 86. Potter v. Tyler, 2 Metcalfs Rep. 58. In Miller v.

Thomson, & Manning & Granger, 576, Ch. J. Tindal said that two distinct parties,

as drawer and drawee, were essential to the constitution of a bill of exchange; and

as the instrument in that case was drawn by one of the company upon the firm,

and on its behalf, it was good as a promissory note.

(1) A late work contains the following deflsitions : "A bill of exchange Is a written order

from A. to B., directing B. to pay 0. a sum ofmoney therein named,*^ or A. himself may be made
the payee.

"A pTomissory note, or, as it is frequently called, a note of hand, is a promise or engagement,

in writing, to pay a epecifled snm at a time therein limited, or on demand, or at sight, to a per-

son therein named, or to his order or bearer." Byle* on Bills of £kechange and Promissory

ITotes, pp. 1. 4.

This treatise of the learned sergeant is a work of nnnsnal merit, and combines accuracy and

perspicuity, with brerity and completeness.

(2) A bill drawn on the consignee of goods, does not transfer the goods to a party discounting

the bilL Marine F. Ins. Bank T. Janncey, 3 Sand/. 8. C. S. 25T. Wheeler T. Stone, 4 QUI

S.S8.
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the bill is endorsed, is called the endorsee or holder. A
check upon a bank partakes more of the character of a bill

of exchange than of a promissory note. It is made payable

to bearer, or to order, and transferable by delivery or endorse-

ment like a bill of exchange. It is not a direct promise by
the drawer to pay, but it is an implied undertaking, on his part,

that the drawee shall accept and pay, and the drawer is an-

swerable only in the event of the failure of the drawee to pay.

A check payable to bearer passes by delivery, and the bearer

may sue on it as on an inland bill of exchange.*

A bill or note is not confined to any set form of words. A
promise to delmer, or to be accountable, or to be responsible

for so much money, is a good biU or note
; (1) but it must be

exclusively and absolutely for the payment of money.'' In

England, negotiable paper must be for the payment of money
in specie, and not in bank notes.^ In this country it has been

held, that a note payable in bank bills was a good negotiable

note within the statute, if confined to a species of paper

universally *current as cash."* But the doctrine of these *Y6

cases has been met and denied,'' and I think the weight

of argument is against them, and in favour of the English

* See in/ra, p 104, note. Cruger v. ArmstroDg, 3 Johns. Cas. 5. Oonroy v.

Warren, ibid. 269. Woods v. Schroeder, 4 Harr. <fc Johns. 276. Lord KenyoD, in

Boheni v. Sterling, 1 Term, 430. Walker v. Geisse, 4 Wharton, 252. In the late

case in England, of Scrle t. Norton, 9 Meeson & Welsby, 309, a post-dated check

was held altogether void. We may well demur to that decision. In Wookey v.

Pole, iB. (b Aid. 1, it was held that exchequer bills pass by delivery to the boTia

fide holder for value, because they were negotiable securities, and represented money.

The statute of 48 Geo. III. c. 6, directed them to be circulated.

' Monis V. Lee, 2 Lord Raym. 1396. 8 Mod. Rep. 362. 8tr. 629. Martin v.

Chauntry, Str. 1271. Thomas v. Roosa, 7 Johns. Rep. 461. The initials of the

maker's name will bind him as the maker of a promissory note. Palmer v. Ste-

phens, 1 Denio, 471. So, I. 0. TJ. £10 is a promissory note. 1 Carr. & K. 35.

« 5ot/% on £j'H«, edit. 5oMo»i, 1826, 6. Story on Bills, 63. S. P. Whiteman v.

Childress, 6 Humphrey Tenn. R. 303.

^ Keith V. Jones, 9 Johns. Rep. 120. Judah v. Harris, 19 ibid. 144.

» M'Cormick V. Trotter, 10 Serg. & Rawle, 94. Gray v. Donahoe,4 Tra«s,400.

Hasbrook v. Palmer, 2 M'Lean's Rep. 10.

(1) If the direction in the bill be to credit the payee with so much cash, it is a good bill. Ed-

dison T. CoUingridge, Law Jowrnal Rep. Com. Pleas, Sept. 1850, p. 268. Lloyd t. Oliver, 12

Eng. L. t&E. li. 424 A note in these words, *' I promise to pay, on demand, after my decease,"

&c., is not of a testamentary character, but is a negotiable promissory note. Bristol v. Warner,

19 Caim. B. T.
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rule. (1) It is essential that the bill carry with it a personal

credit, given to the drawer or endorser, and that it be not

confined to credit upon any future or contingent event or fund.

The payment must not rest upon any contingency, except the

failure of the general personal credit of the person drawing

or negotiating the instrument. =' It would perplex the com-

mercial transactions of mankind, if paper securities of this

kind were encumbered with conditions and contingences, and

if the persons to whom they were offered in negotiation were

obliged to inquire when those uncertain events would proba-

bly be reduced to a certainty. (2) But if the event on which

the instrument is to become payable be fixed and certain, and

must happen, as if the bill be drawn payable six weeks after

the death of the maker's father, it is a good bill, and it is of

no consequence how long the payment is to be post-

*Y7 poned.b Nor is it necessary *that the note should

* Dawkes v. De Lorane, 3 Wilt. Rep. 20'7. Beardsley v. Baldwin, 2 Str. Rep,

1151. Roberts v. Peake, 1 Burr. §23. Cook v. Satterlee, 6 Cowen, 108. Van
Vacter v. Flack, 6 Smedes & Marshall Miss. R. 393. la Palmer v. Pratt, 9

Moore's Rep. C. B. it waa held, that a bill of exchange drawn upon a contingency

was void ; but a bill may be accepted upon a contingency. A draft on the P. M.
General is not a negotiable bill of exchange, because it is understood to be drawn

against a contingent public fund, under the control of the post-office department.

2 Wharton, 233.

^ Cook T. Colehan, Str. Rep. 1217. It is even held, that a note payable within

two months after such a ship is paid off, is a good negotiable note, as the event ia

morally certain ; (Andrews v. Franklin, Str. Rep. 24 ;) but I should think such a

reference was not sufficiently certain, and that the case might well have been ques-

tioned, if it had not been subsequently confirmed in 1 Wils. Rep. 262. 3 ibid. 218.

The numerous English and American cases all going to the support of this one

general proposition, that the money mentioned in the instrument must be payable

absolutely, and at all events, and not made to depend on any uncertainty or con-

tingency, are diligently and accurately collected in Bayley on Bills, edit. Boston,

1826, pp. 8—15, and Chitty on Bills, edit Phil. 1826, pp. 42—60, and by Mr.

Justice Stoiy, in Story on Bills, sees. 46, 47. In Moffat v. Edwards, 1 Carr. <k

Marshman, 16, it was held by Mr. Justice Patteson, that a pi-omissory note must

specify a particular time of payment. But the case of Ellis v. Mason, in a note to

that case, seems to be otherwise.

0) In Fry v. Eousseau, 8 M'Leaa's M. 106, Mr. J. M'Lean held, that an instrument payable
in cwrent bank notes, was not negotiable. But a different rule prevails in Ohio. Sweetland v.

Creight, 15 Ohio R. 118.

(3) If it be a condition of a promise, that " no demand is to be made as long as interest is paid,"
it is not a promiasory note. Seacord v. Burling, 5 Dendo'a B. 444.

The direction, "payable at," beneath the body of the note, is no part of it, but a mere memo-
landum. Masters v. Barretto, Etig. Law Journal Sep. 0. P. March, 1850, p. 50.
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be made at home. Foreign as well as inland notes are

equally negotiable within the statute of Anne ;a and a pro-

missory note made in England, and transferred by endorse-

ment or delivery in a foreign country, to a party taking it

there for value, gives a title which may be asserted in Eng-
land.b

The instrument must be made payable to the payee, or to

his order or assigns, or to hearer, in order to render it nego-

tiable. (1) It must have negotiable words on its face, show-

ing it to be the intention to give it a transferable quality.

Without them, a promissory note is a valid instrument within

the statute of 3 and 4 Anne, as between the parties, and is

entitled to the allowance of the three days of grace, and may
be declared on as a promissory note within the statute."^ But
if it wants negotiable words, it cannot be transferred or nego-

tiated so as to enable the assignee to sue upon it in his own
name.'J (2) If the name of the payee or endorser be left

* Milne v. Graham, 1 Barnw. & Cress. ] 92. Bentley v. Iforthouse, 1 Moody &
Malkin, 66. Vide S. P. supra, p. 72, note b.

> De La Chaumette v. Tbe Bank of England, 9 Barnw. <b Cress. 20S. But this

point seems to be still contested. See a discussion of it in the London Zaw Maga-

2me, No. 7. p. Ill (3)

" Story on Bills, p. 75. Id. on Promissory N^otes, p. S. Duncan t. Maryland

Savings Institution, 10 Gill <fc Johnson, 299.

' Hill V. Lewis, 1 Salk. Rep. 132. Burchell v. Slocock, 2 Lord Raym. 1545.

Smith V. Kendall, 6 Term Rep. 123. Rex v. Box, 6 Taunt. Rep. 325. Mayser v.

Whitaker, 9 Barnw. & Crest. 409. Ex parte Robinson, 1 Deacon & Chitty, 275.

Gerard v. La Coste, 1 DaXla^ Rep. 194. Downing v. Backentoes, 3 Gained Rep.

137. In Gadcomb v. Johnson, 1 Vermont Rep. 136, it was held, that the endorsee

of a note not negotiable, was nevertheless bound to follow the rules of the law-

merchant, in making the demand of payment, and giving notice of non-payment.

The modern French commercial code requires bills and notes to be made payable

to order. Code de Camm. arts. 110. 188 ; whereas, in Scotland, a bill of exchange

(1) And, therefore, no action can be maintained on a note, payable " to the heirs, executors or

assigns of A.'^ Bennington v. Dinamore, 2 GiWa Id. 348. It is wholly uncertain in whom is the

right of action.

In Virginia, every promissory note or chect, payable at a particular bank or bank office, and

every inland bill of exchange payable in the state, is made negotiable, liev. Stat. Va. 1849, tit.

43. ch. 144, § 7. A note, signed by several makers, payable to one of them, cannot be enforced

at law; but if transferred by endorsement, the endorser may sue all the makers. Heywood v.

Wingate, 14 N. U. B. T3.

(2) Eeed v. Murphy, 1 Kdlejf* Bep. 286. If a bill is originally negotiable, it remains so, not-

withstanding a restrictive endorsement. Barber v. MaoDonald, 2 Meoheq. B. 52T.

(8) See case between the same parties, i B. i& Ad. 335, which re-afflrms the doctrine of

the text
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blank, any lona fids holder may insert his own name as

payee.*

It is usual to insert the words vc^e recewed, in a bill or

note,,but they are unnecessary, and value is implied in every

negotiable bill, note, acceptance and endorsement. (1) The

burden of proof rests upon the other party to rebut the pre-

sumption of validity and value, which the law raises for the

protection and support of negotiable paper. •» These words

are not usual in checks, which are negotiable, like in-

*78 land bills, and are *govemed by the same rules." Nor

is it necessary that the maker should subscribe his name

at the bottom of the note ; and it is sufficient if the maker's

name be in any part of the note, as if it should run, /, A. B.,

promise to pay C. D., or order, one Tmnd/red dollarsA This

is, however, so much out of the common course, that a note

wanting the usual subscription would be deemed imperfect,

and it would, in point of fact, destroy its currency, and the

public would very reasonably conclude that the note had

been left unfinished, and had got into circulation by fraud or

mistake. K the note be payable to B., or hea/rerr,, it need not

is good, and negotiable, and assignable, though it does not contain any words

making it payable to order or to bearer. 1 BelVt Cam. 401.

• Cruchley v. Clarance, 2 MauU & 8elw. 90. S Taunton, 529. S. P. If there

be no payee to whom the bill is payable, it cannot be sued upon by a third person

as bearer. Prewitt v. Chapman, 6 Alabama R. N. S. 86.

' Hatch V. Trayer, 1 1 Adolph. <fc Ellis, 702. Story on Bills, pp. 78. 199. Grant

V. Dacarta, 3 Mau. & 8elw. 352. Whitaker v. Edmonds, 1 Mood, d- Roh. 366.

Knight v. Pugh, 4 Watts & Serg. 446. Beltzhoover v. Blackstock, 3 Watts, 27.

Benjamin v. Tillman, 2 M'Lean's S. 213. In the state of Missouri, by statute, (B.

Code, 1835,) to make a promissory note negotiable, it must contain the words " for

value received, negotiable and payable without defalcation." 6 Missouri R. 265.

So, in France, and in some parts of Germany, by positive regulation, the omission

to state the value received on the face of the bill vitiates it. Code de Comm. art.

110. ffeineceius, Mem. de Camb. c. 4. sea 13, 14.

« Popplewell V. Wilson, 1 /Sir. ifep. 264. Emety v. Bartlett, 2 ZordiJaj^. 1655.

Boehm v. Sterling, 7 Term Rep. 423. White T. Ledwich, cited in Bailey on Bills,

25.

* Taylor v. Dobbins, 1 8tr. Rep. 399. Elliot v. Cooper, 2 Lord Raym. 1576.

(1) In C&ivnecticut, a promissory note not in form negotiable, and not for vahie received, does

not imply a consideration. Bristol v. Warner, 19 Conn. B. 7.

A negotiable note, not endorsed, transferred by delivery, and a note not negotiable, transferred

by delivery, are open to every equitable defence by the maker. The holder stands like the

assignee of any other chose in action. Hedges v. Sealy, 9 Barb. R. 214.
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be endorsed ; and it is the same, in effect, if the name of B.

had been omitted. The bearer may sue in his own name

;

and if his right and title, or the consideration, be called in

question, he must then show that he came by the note hona

fide, and for a valuable consideration.* So, a bill or note,

payable to a fictitious person, may be sued by an innocent

endorsee, as a note payable to bearer ; and such a bill or note

is good against the drawer or maker, and will bind the ac-

ceptor, if the fact that the payee was fictitious was known to

the acceptor. *> (1)

(3.) Of the rights of the holder.

Possession ^bprima fade evidence of property in negotia-

ble paper, payable to bearer, or endorsed in blank, and the

bearer, though a mere agent, or the original payee, when the

endorsement is in blank, may sue on it in his own name, with-

out showing title, unless circumstances appear creating sus-

picion.*' The hona fide holder can recover upon the

paper, though it *came to him from a person who had *79

stolen orrobbed it from the true owner, provided he took

it innocently, in the course of trade, for a valuable considera-

• Grant v. Vaughan, 3 Burr. Rep. 1516. Bowen T. Viel, 18 Martin's Louit.

Rep. 566. Matthews v. Hall, 1 Vermont Rep. S16, where the cases on the subject

are thoroughly considered.

'' Collins T. Emett, 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 313. Minet v. Gibson, 3 Term Rep. 481.

1 H. Blacks. Rep. 669. Tatlock v. Harris, 3 Term Rep. 174. Hunter v. Blodgett,

2 Yeatei Rep. 480. Foster v. Shattuck, 2 N. H. Rep. 446. The general rule is,

says Mr. Justice Story, (Story on Bills, 524,) that payment of a forged bill will

bare no effect to charge other parties therewith, who, if it had been genuine,

would have been liable therefor, unless they have given currency to the bill, by

adopting, or passing, or accepting it as genuine.

• Mauran V. Lamb, 7 Cowen, 174. Pearce v. Austin, 4 W^aWon, 489. Barbarin

T. Daniels, 7 Louis. Rep. 481. Denton t. Duplessis, 12 ihid. 92. Hill t. Holmes,

ibid. 96. Story on Promissory Notes, 466. If a negotiable note be assigned and

delivered for a valuable consideration without any endorsement, the right passes,

and the assignee may recover in the name of the payee. Jones v. Willett, 3 Mass.

R. 304. So, it has been held, that the figm'es 128, put on the back of a bill of

exchange as a substitute for the name of the endorser, and intended as such, is good

and obligatory as an endorsement, but a dissenting judge strongly held otherwise.

Butchers' <fe Drovers' Bank v. Brown, 1 New-York Legal Observer, 149.(2)

(1) Bee Btevens v. Strang, 2 Samdf. (Law) B. 138.

(2) Affirmed on error from the Common Pleas in Superior Court 6 EiU B. ia.
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tion, and not OTerdue, and under circumstances of due cau-

tion ;(1) and lie need not account for his possession of it un-

less suspicion be raised.^ This doctrine is founded on the

commercial policy of sustaining the credit and circulation of

negotiable paper. Suspicion must be cast upon the title of

the holder, by showing that the instrument had got into cir-

culation by force of fraud, before the onus is cast upon the

holder of showing the consideration he gave for it.'> So much

* Miller T. Race, 1 Burr. Rep. 452. Grant v. Vaughan, 3 ihid. 1516. Peacock

V. Rhodes, Doug. Rep. 633. King v. MiUom, 2 Campb. N. P. 5. Solomons v.

The Bank of England, 13 East's Rep. 135, in ru>tis. Paterson v. Hardacre, 4

Taunton, 114. Bleaden v. Charles, 7 Bingham, 246. Cruger v. Armstrong, 3

Johns. Cas. 5. Conroy v. Warren, ihid 259. Thurston v. M'Kown, 6 Mass. Rep.

428. Wheeler v. Guild, 20 Pick. 545. Aldrich v. Wan-en, 16 Maine R. 465.

Laplce V. Clifton, 17 Louis. R. 152. Story on Promissory Notes, 469. A statute

of Illinois declared, that if any fraud or cucumvention be used in obtaining the

making or executing a note, it should be void, not only between the maker and

payee, but also in the hands of every subsequent holder ; and in Woods v. Hynes,

and Mulford v. Shepard, 1 Scammon's R. 103. 582, it was held, that the fi-aud that

would vitiate the note in the hands of the innocent assignee, must be in obtaining

the making or executing the note, and that fraud in relation to the consideration, or

in the contract upon which it was given, would not be sufficient to affect its nego-

tiability and validity in the hands of the innocent assignee. In lUinob, the com-

mercial law as to negotiable paper seems to be well established. The statute of

that state goes farther, and makes notes assignable that promise to pay money, or

articles of personal property, or any sum ofmoney in personal property. R. L.

482. Ransom v. Jones, 1 Scammon's R. 293. Again, in Mississippi, it is held, that

if a person about to purchase a promissoi-y note before due, inquires of the maker

if the note be good, who said it was, and would be paid at maturity, he could not

afterwards set up a failure of consideration against the assignees, although he was

ignorant at the time of such failure when he gave the assurance. Hamer v. Johns-

ton, 5 Howard, 698. Hamer v. Martin, 1 Smedes d; Marshall Miss. Cli. R. S. P.

The case which held that the maker, by giving such assurance, had waived has de-

fence, was correctly and justly decided, notwithstanding that by statute in Missis-

sippi the general rule is, that the maker of a promissory note, after assignment, is

entitled to the same defence against subsequent endorsees as against the original

payee.

> Collins V. Mai-tin, 1 Bos. d: Pull. 648. Reynolds v. Chettle, 2 Campb. N. P.
596. Munrocv. Cooper, 5Pici.412. Story on Bills, 215. Bailey v. Bidwell, 13

Meeson & Welsby, 78. So, if there was no original consideration for the bill, the

holder must show that either he or the original endorsee gave value for it. Thomas

(2) "Where an agent, entrnflted with a negotiable note for the purpose of procuring it to be
discounted, pledged it with a stranger, for money lent to the agent on usurious interest, it was
held, that the transaction being illegal for usury, the lender could not retain the note against the
owner, as a ionajide holder. Kutgen v. Parks, 2 Sand/, {Law) S. 60.
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protection, for the sake of trade, is given to the holder of ne-

gotiable paper, who receives it fairly in the way of business,

that he can recover upon it, though it has been paid, if he re-

ceived it before it fell due. Where one has done a mercan-
tile act, said Lord Ch. Earon Gilbert, he subjects himself to

mercantile law.'' If, however, it appears by proof or admis-

sion, that the agent to whom a negotiable note is endorsed

for the use of his principal has no interest in it, he cannot

sue and recover upon it in his own name.^ There are but

few cases in which a bill or note is void in the hands of an
innocent endorsee for valuable consideration

; (1) such

cases are, when the consideration in the *instrument is *80

money won at play, or it be given for a usurious debt.

The English statutes against, usury and gaming (and which
have been adopted generally throughout the United States)

are peremptory, and make the bill or note absolutely void.<=

T. Newton, 2 Carr. & Payne, 606. But if the note be payable to B. or order, and

be lost or stolen, in that case the maker pays at his peril, for he is bound to ascer-

tain the identity of the party to whom he pays. Pardessus, Droit Com. t. ii. art.

197. Story on Promissorp Notes, p. 470.

Gilbert's Lex Frmtoria, 288, 289. The holder will bold it unaffected as to

any antecedent equities between the parties, if he takes it without notice of any

facts which implicate its validity as between the prior parties, and in payment of

a precedent debt; and he is not bound to prove, in the first instance, that he is

a bona fide TaoM&e for a valuable consideration, for the law will presume it, until

the presumption be rebutted by contrary proof. Swift v. Tyson, 16 Peters' Rep.

1. Carlisle v. Wishart, 11 Ohio Rep. 162. Brush v. Scribner, 11 Conn. Rep. 388.

Bank of Salina v. Babcock, 21 Wendell's Rep. 499. Bank of Sandusky v. Scoville,

24 id. 115. Mohawk Bank v. Carey, 1 Hill's N. Y. R. 512. Riley v. Anderson, 2

M'Zean's Rep. 589.

'> Thatcher v. Winslow, 5 Mason, 58. The soundness of this decision has been

questioned,

" Bowyen v. Bampton, 8tr. Rep. 1115. Lord Mansfield, in Peacock v. Rhodes,

Doug. Rep. 636. Lowe v. Walker, ibid. 736. Ackland v. Pearce, 2 Campb. N. P.

599. Since the above decisions, the statute of 58 Geo. III.c. 98, was passed, which

protects bills and notes in the hands of an endorsee, for valuable consideration, and

(1) Notes given by a corporation in violation of a statute, are void, even in the bands of an in

nooent holder. Eoot v. Godard, 8 M'Lean It. 102. So, in Mississippi, a note was held void,

when a signature was procured by fraudulent representations. Dunn v. Smith, i2 S. <& M. 602.

Where a party, whose name had been forged to a note, took security, it was held this was a

raiijlcaiion, and he became liable. Fitzpatrick v. S. Commissioners, 7 Humph. B. 224.

A person who takes by endorsement a negotiable note for value, and not overdue, of the

payee who held it in trust for another, if he had no notice of the trust, has a good title against

the oestvi que trust. Keys v. Wood, 21 Verm. S, 831.
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The same rule would, of course, apply to every case in which

the contract is by statute declared absolutely void.*

As between the original parties to negotiable paper, these

provisions in favour of the honafide assignee do not apply,

and the consideration of a bill, note or check may be inquired

into. (1) It may be inquired into between the maker and

payee, and between the endorser and endorsee ; the consid-

eration of the endorsement also may be shown, for the latter

are, in this view, treated as original parties.'' The rule equal-

ly applies when the endorsee took the paper with notice ofan

illegal, or of the want of any consideration, or of any circum-

without notice, tbough founded on usury ; and as there seems to be a strong dis-

position, at the present day, to free usury from civil impediments, it is probable

there is a relaxation on this point in some parts of this countiy. The provisions of

that statute on this point have been adopted in the N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i.

772. sec. 5. (2) By the statute of 7 Wm. IV. 1 Vict. 80, and 2 Vict. 37, bills and

notes are not affected by usuiy laws, if payable at or within twelve months,

and not secured by mortgage, and the interest not to be above S per cent, unless

otherwise agreed.

* Story on Bills, 211. Though a note be valid between the original parties, yet

the endorsee cannot sue the maker, if the endorsement was on an usurious consid-

eration. Gaither v. F. & M. Bank, 1 Peters^ R. 37. But in New-York, if the note

be good in its inception, yet if the payee transfer it at a discount exceeding the

legal rate ofinterest, it is regarded as a valid sale. Jones y. Hack, 3 Johnson's Gases,

60. Wilbie v. Roosevelt, id. 66. Munn v. Commission Case, 15 Johnson's Rep,

49.(3)

> De Bras v. Forbes, 1 Esp. N. P. Rep. 117. Ashhm-st, J, 2 Term Rep. 71.

Herrick v. Carman, 10 Johnson, 224. Hill v. Ely, 5 Serg. cfc Rawle, 363. Johnson

v. Martinus, 4 HaUtead, 144. Hill v. Buckminster, 5 Pielc. 391. Lawrence y.

Stonington Bank, 6 Conn. Rep. 521. In this last case it was held, that if the hold-

er received the bill without consideration, as where successive endorsees were
Merely agents of the drawer, for the collection and transmission of the money, he is

said to be in privity with the first holder, and is accountable for the proceeds of

the bill.

(1) If the drawee of the bill gives the remitter credit until foreign post-day, the rights of the
payee who received it of the remitter for value, will not be effected, though the drawee receives

no consideration. Munroe v. Bordier, Eng. Law JomnalR. 0. P. 188, May, ISoO.

(2) This relaxation of the laws against usury has been entirely changed by the " act to pre-
vent usury," passed May 15, 1887. By this act, the rigour of the statutory prohibition of usury
was restored in its fullest force. Usury is made a penal offence. However, an act prohibiting
corporations interposing the defence of usury in any case, has since been enacted. Laws if. T.
1850, ch. 173.

(8) It is settled In New-York, that an endorsee who buys a note, valid in its inception, at less
than its face, can recover against the endorser only the sum paid, with interest, though he may
recover the full amount of the note against the maker. Ingalls v. Lee, 9 Barb, B. 647. See
Oram v. Hendricks, 7 Wend. B. 669. Eapelye v. Anderson, 4 BW, S, 472.
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stances whicli would have avoided the note in the hands of

the endorser ;» (1) or when taken not in the ordinary

com-se of *business, or after it was due, or tinder cir- *81

cumstances which ought to have led to an inquiry.'' It

was admitted, in Bay v. Coddington,<^ that negotiable paper

• steers v. Lashley, 6 Term Rep. 61. Wiffen v. Roberts, 1 Esp. N. P. 261.

Perkins v. Cballis, 1 N. H. Rep. 254.

^ BrowQ v. Davis, 3 Term Rep. 80. Down v. Hailing, 4 Barnw. <h Cress. 330.

Ayer v. Hutchins, 4 Mass. Rep. 370. Thompson v. Hale, 6 Piok. 2S9. Littell v.

Marshall, 1 Robinson's Loui. R. 61.

' 5 Johns. Ch. Rep. 56. S. 0. 20 Johns. Rep. 637. Swift v. Tyson, 16 Peters'

R. 15. The Supreme Com-t of Tennessee, in Kimbro v. Lytle, 10 Yerger, 428, says

that this case has carried the restrictions upon the negotiability of commercial pa-

per to where the Tennessee court is willing to carry it, and where it is disposed to

leave it. In Woomley v. Lowry, 1 Humph. Tenn. R. 470, it was held, that if a note

be assigned for a pre-existing debt, it is not negotiated in the due course of trade, and

a failure of consideration may be shown. The case of Bay v. Coddington w^ re-

considered, and its principles acknowledged and asserted, in Stalker v. McDonald

in the N. Y. Court of Errors, in 6 Hill, 93. But it was declared that it was not

sufficient to protect the note in the hands of the purchaser, that he received it merely

as a security, or nominally in payment of a pre-existing debt, unless he had given

money or some new consideration for it, or given up a security which he heldfor the

payment of the antecedent debt. (2) If he obtains the note as a mere security or pay-

ment of an antecedent debt, without parting with any thing of value, in that case he

is not entitled to hold the property against the prior equitable owner. Mr. Chancel-

lor Walworth gave an elaborate dlsonssion to this point, and he held that the decision

of the Supreme Court of the United States, as delivered by Mr. Justice Story, in

(1) But a third endorsee may recorer against the maker, though lie knew before taking the

note, that the maker liad a defence against the Jirst endorser, if the maker had no defence

against the second endorser. Thompson v. Shepherd, 12 Met. R. 311.

(2) This decision has been folloired by Clark v. Ely, 2 Sandf. Ch. R. 16S. Bradley v. Oolvin,

4 Barb. 8. C. R. 304. In this last case it was held, that where a person purchases the promissory

note of a third person, and .gives his own in payment, without notice of equities, he is a iona

Jlde holder,/)r value, and will be protected as such. Dowe v. Schutt, 2 Denials R. 621. The
IT. Y. LegaZ Observer, Aug, 1850, p. 268, contains an able opinion by Duer, J., to the effect that

the payment of an antecedent debt is a valuable consideration.

The law upon this subject is in a very unsettled state. In Prentice v. Zane, 2 Graft. R. 263,

It was held, that the holder of a note, as collateral security merely, was not a holder for value.

Gibson V. Conner, 3 Kelley's R. 47. Allaire v. Hartshorne, 1 ZaJ>r's(N'. J.) R. 665. Vallette v.

Mason, 1 Smithes (jTid.) R. 89, are contra.

In the following oases it was held, that a person who takes a note for a pre-existing debt, is a

bolder for value. Pond v. Lockwood, 8 Ala. R. 669. Bostwiok v. Dodge, 1 Dimg. {Mich.) R.

418. Eeddick V. Jones, 6 Iredell's R.WX. Tet in this latter case, the court suggested there

might be an exception to the rule, in Smith v. Tyson.

In Lathrop v. Morris, 6 Simdf. S. 0. R. T, the court considered it settled, that the holder of an

accommodation note, delivered to him merely as security for an antecedent debt, has the same

title to recover against the accommodation drawer, acceptor or endorser, as if the consideration

had been money. White v. Springfield Bank, 3 S<mdf. S. 0. R. 322. Portland Bank v. Buck,

5 Wend. R. 66. Grandin v. Le Koy, 2 Paige R. 509, contra. Bramhall v. Beckett, 81 Maine

B. S05.

YoL. m. 7
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could be assigned or transferred by an agent, or any other

person, fraudulently, so as to bind the true owner as against

the holder, if it was taken by him in the usual course of trade,

and for a fair and valuable consideration, without notice of

the fraud. But it was held, that if the paper be not nego-

tiated in the usual course of business, nor in payment of any
antecedent debt, nor for cash, or property advanced upon it,

nor for any debt created, or responsibility incurred, upon the

credit of the note, but was taken from the agent of the owner
of the note after he had stopped payment, and as security

against contingent responsibilities previously incurred, the

rights of the true owner were not barred. Such a case did

not come within the reason or necessity of the rule which pro-

tects the purchaser of paper fraudulently assigned, because it

was not a case in the course of trade, nor was credit given, or

responsibility assumed, on the strength of the paper. In any

case in which the endorsee takes the paper under circum-

stances which might reasonably put the holder upon inquiry,

and create suspicions that it was not good, he takes it at his

peril. (1) The rule is usually applied to the case of notes

over due, but the principle is of general application.^ Li

Oilly. Oubitt,^ the court of K.B. made a strong application

Swift V. Tyson, 16 Peters, 1, was not correct in the opinion that a pre-existing deht

•was of itself, and without any other circumstances, a sufficient consideration to en-

title the bonafide holder, without notice, to recover on the note, when it might not, as

between the original parties, be valid. Mr. Justice Stoiy, on Promissory Notes, p.

215, note 1, repeats and sustains the decision in Swift v. Tyson, and I am inclined

to concur in that decision, as the plainer and better doctrine. The decision in

Williams v. Little, \l N. H. Rep. 66, is to the same effect, and Ch. J. Parker sus-

tained the decision with force.

• Ayer v. Hutohins, 4 Mass. Rep. 3'70. Napier v. Elam, 6 Yerger's Tenn. Sep.

108. Hunt V. Sanford, ibid. SSI.

> 3 Barnw. d; Cress. 466. See, also, to the same point, Beckwith v. Corrall, 2

Carr. & Payne, 261. Snow v. Peacock, 3 Bingham, 406. Strange v. Wigney, 6

ihid. 611. Slater v. West, 1 Dawson & Lloyd, 15. Easley t. Crockford, 10 Bing-

ham, 243. Nicholson v. Patton, 13 Louisiana Rep. 213. 216. In this last case

the court said they took the case of Gill y. Cubitt for their guide.

(1) In Matthews v. Poyfhrua, 4 Oeo. B. 2S7, it was held, that nothing short of mala fides, or

such gross negligence, or other act as might be considered proof of it, would be sufficient to de-
feat the rights of the holder.

But ch-cvunstanccs in but a slight degree suspicious, will shift upon him the burden of proTing
himself a ionafide holder for yalue. Bnyder r. Eiley, 6 £arr'a £.164.
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of the principle, and held, that if an endorsee takes a bill

heedlessly, and without due caution, and under circum-

stances which ought to have excited the suspicions *of a *82

prudent and carefal man, the maker or acceptor may
be let in to his defence. It was deemed material for the in-

terests of trade, that a person should be deemed to take ne-

gotiable paper at his peril, if he takes it from a stranger with-

out due inquiry how he came by the bill. He is bound to

exercise a reasonable caution, which prudence would dictate

in such a case ; and it is a question of fact for a jury, whether

the owner of the lost or stolen bill had used due diligence in

apprising the public of the loss, and whether the purchaser of

the paper had, under the circumstances of the case, exercised

a reasonable discretion, and acted with good faith and suffi-

cient caution in the receipt of the bill. The doctrine of Lord

Kenyon, in Lawson v. Weston,"- that the hona fide purchaser

of a lost bin was at all events to recover, is expressly over-

ruled. This new doctrine, imposing upon the owner due dili-

gence in giving to the public notice of the loss, and upon the

purchaser of the bill due caution and inquiry, is supposed to

be calculated to increase the circulation and security of nego-

tiable paper, and to render it more difficult for thieves and

robbers to pass it off.'' (1)

« 4 Exp. N. F. 56.

b Id Backhouse v. HaiTison, 3 Neville & Manning, 188, the case requu'ed the

endorser, who lost his bill by accident, to show in his defence gross negligence, im-

putable to the holder as evidence oi mala fides, in order to impeach his title. The

same principle was followed in Crook v. Jadia, 3 Neville d: Manning, 26'7. 2 Mylne

(fc Keene, 638. Goodman v. Harvey, 6 Neville d; Manning, 372 ; so that the case

of Gill V. Cubitt seems to be somewhat weakened, if not destroyed, as an authority.

Mr. Justice Story {Story on Bills, 216) considers the doctrine in Gill t. Cubitt as

absolutely overruled and abandoned, and be cites, in support of his condnsion,

(1) The English rale as to lost bills, as settled by cases, is this : " If a negotiable bill or note,

that is, a bill payable in its original state to bearer or order, be lost at the time a party is called

on to pay, the loss constitutes a good defence ; otherwise, if it be not in its original state a ne-

gotiable bill or note, as where it is payable to the payee only." Clay v. Crowe, 18 Erig. L. dy E.

B, 514. The American rule varies. In some states, a statute provides for an indemnity to the

party called on to pay, and allows a recovery against him. In other states, the courts, without

statute, require the indemnity. In others, the English rule prevails. 2 Mw York li. S. 406-

Clarke v. Eead, 12 S. S M. 564. Fales v. Eussell, 16 Picle. B. 816. Meaker v. Jackson, 8

Teates'B. 442. Swift v. Stevens, 8 Corni. B. 481. Eogers v. Miller, 4 Scammon B, 834 See a

note by the editors of Eng. L. & E. S. vol. xviii. p. 516, where the American cases are collected,

and from which note the cases last cited are taken.
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(4.) Of the acc&ptmice of the Mil.

There is no precise time fixed by law in whicli bills paya-

ble at sight, or a certain mimber of days after sight, must be

presented to the drawee for acceptance, though there must

not be any unreasonable delay, for that might discharge the

drawer and endorser.* A bill payable on a day certain after

date, or on demand, need not be presented for acceptance be-

fore the day of payment or demand ; and if not presented

previously for acceptance, the right to require acceptance be-

comes merged in, or, as Pardessus says, confounded with the

right to demand payment ; but if presented before it becomes

due, and acceptance be refused, it is dishonoured, and notice

must then be given forthwith to the parties whom it is in-

tended to charge.*" There is a distinction made in the cases

between the owner of the bill and his agent on this point.

Though the owner is not bound to present the bill payable at

a day certain, for acceptance before the day, the agent em-

ployed to collect the bill, or to get it accepted and paid, or

accepted, must act with due diligence to have the bill ac-

cepted as well as paid. He has not the discretion and latitude

of time given to the owner, and for any unreasonable delay

on his part, he would be held responsible for all damages

Goodman v. Harvey, ub. sup. Uther v. Rich, 10 Adolph. & Ellis, 784. Stephens

V. Foster, 1 Oromp. Meea. & Rose, 849. (1)

If a check be so filled up, through ignorance or carelessness, as to enable the

holder conveniently to insert three hundred before fifty, and the banker is thereby

misled to pay the inserted sum, the loss must fall on the drawer of it, and not on

the banker. Fothier, Traite du Con. de Change, part 1. c. 4. sec. 99. Young v.

Grote, 4 Bingham, 253. -With respect to bank bills absolutely destroyed, by acci-

dent, the banker, on due proof thereof, must pay the owner who held them when

destroyed. But if only lost, by theft, &x., and are in existence, the bank must pay

the bona fide holder. Shaw, Ch. J, in Wbiton v. Old Colony Ins. Co. 2 Metcalf, 6.

» It is settled by the Supreme Court of the United States, that the payee or

endorsee of a bill of exchange may maintain an action of debt against the acceptor,

if the bill be expressed for value received. Raborg v. Peyton, 2 Wli^aton, 385.

' Bank of Washington v. Triplett, 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 25. Townsley v. Sum-

rail, 2 ibid. 110. Pardessus, Cours de Droit Com. tome ii. sees. 358, 859. Wal-

worth, Ch., in Allen v. Suydam, 20 Wendell, 328, 324. Story ore Bills, 262.

(1) See Pringle v. Phillips, 5 Sanclf. S. O. B. 157, where Duer, J., in an elaborate opinion, dis-

8 ents ftom the case of Goodman v. Harvey, especially as applicable to the sales of merchan-

dise.
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which the owner may hare sustained by reason thereof."

A bill payable at sight, or so many days after sight, *as *83

well as a bill payable on demand, must be presented in

a reasonable time, or the holder wiU have to bear the loss

proceeding from his default. ••

The acceptance may be by parol or in writing, and is

* Allen V. Suydam, 11 Wendell, 868. S. 0. 20 ibid. 321. Van Wart v.

Wooley, 5 Dowl. £ Ryl. 314. 3 Barnw. d Cress. 439. Chilty on Bills, 300-

Pothier, Traiie du Contrat de Change, 'So. 128. The Bank of Scotland v. Hamil-

ton, BelVs Com. vol. i. 409, note.

^ Marius on Bills, 19. Smith v. Wilson, Andrews' Rep. 14T. Chamberlyn v.

Delarive, 2 Wils. Rep. 353. Muilman v. D'Eugino, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 566. Aymar
V. Beers, 7 Cowen's Rep, "705. If the holder of a draft or bill omits due diligence,

without just cause, in obtaining payment, or in giving notice of non-payment, he

makes the bill his own. Tobey v. Barbei', 5 Johnson's R. 68. Jones v. Savage, 6

WendeWs R. 658. Dayton v. Trull, 23 ib. 345. Fry v. Hill, 7 Taunton, 397.

Wallace v. Agiy, 4 Mason, 336. In this last case, the bill was drawn in Havana,

upon London, at sixty days' sight, and it was held that it might be sent for sale to

the United States, according to the course of trade, and need not be sent from

Cuba directly to London. But in Camidge v. AUenby, 6 Barnw. cfc Cress. 373, the

vendee paid veudor of goods in notes of a countiy bank, payable on demand to

bearer. The bank, at the time, had stopped payment, but the fact was unknown

to both parties. The vendor had kept the notes for a week, without circulation or

demand of payment, and it was held that he made the notes his own by this negli-

gence. The French Commercial Code requires a bill drawn from the continent or

isles of Europe, and payable within the European possessions of France, to be pre-

sented within six month^rom the date, and in default, the holder loses all recourse

over. Code de Com. liv. 1. tit. 8. sec. 11. There is no such fixed rule in the

English law. In Mellish v. Rawdon, 9 Bingham, 416, it was held, that there must

be no unreasonable delay in forwarding for acceptance a bill drawn on a person

abroad, and payable at so many days sight What would amount to an unrea-

sonable delay, so as to cast upon the holder the loss arising from the failure of the

drawee before acceptance, would depend upon the circumstances of the case, and

was a question of fact for a jury. See, also. Story on Bills, pp. 247. 256. 562.

The rule is, that an inland bill or check, payable on demand, held by the payee,

need not be presented for payment on the day he receives it. The usual business

hours, or seasonable time of the next day of business, is sufficient. Chitty on Bills,

pp. 414. 421. Story on Bills, pp. 562, 663. 668. If the bill or check has been

put in circulation, each party may perhaps be allowed a day as between him and

the party from whom he receives the check. But see Story on Bills, pp. 565

—

673, as to the difficult point as to what is reasonable time to present the bill or

check, when it passes through several hands. It cannot with safety be kept by a

succession of persons long in circulation. The general rule is, that the di'awee has

twenty-four hours to consider whether he will accept the bill or not, Chitty on

Bills, c. 7.
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general or special." (1) Thougii a bill comes into the hands

of a person with parol acceptance, and he takes it in igno-

rance of such an acceptance, he may avail himself of it after-

wards. If the acceptance be special, it binds the acceptor

sub modo, and according to the acceptance. But any accept-

ance varying the absolute terms of the bill, either in the

sum, the time, the place or the mode of payment, is a

*84 *conditional acceptance, which the holder is not bound

to receive ; and if he does receive it, the acceptor is not

liable for more than he has undertaken. (2) The doctrine of

qualified acceptances as to part of the money, is spoken of in

Marins and MoUoy ;'' and in the case of Howe v. Young, in

the House of Lords, it was established to be the true con-

struction of the contract, and the true rule of the law-mer-

chant, that if a bill be accepted, payable at a particular place,

the holder is bound to make the demand at that place."' The
rule is also settled, that a promise to accept, made before the

acceptance of the bill, will amount to an acceptance in favour

of the person to whom the promise was communicated, and

* Lumley V. Palmer, Sir. R. 1000. Powell v. Monnier, 1 Ath. R. 612. Walker v.

Lide, 1 Richardson's 8. C. Rep. 249. Fisher v. Beckwith, 19 Vl. R. 31. By statute 1

and 2 Geo. IV. c. 78, no acceptance of any inland bill of exchange is suiScient to

charge any person, unless such acceptance be in writing on the bill, and this is the

statute law in Georgia, Hotchkiai Code. So, by the N. Y. R. S. toI. i. 768, sec. 6.

9, no person within the state ia chargeable as an acceptor on a bill of exchange,

unless his acceptance be in writing, signed by himself or his lawful agent ; and the

holder may require the acceptance to be upon the bill, and a refusal to comply will

be a refusal to accept. An acceptance in writing, if not on the bill, does not bind,

except it be in favour of the person who, on the feith of it, received the bill. (Jbid.

sec. 7.) So, an unconditional promise in writing to accept the bill, before it be

drawn, is an acceptance in favour of the person who receives the bill on the faith of

it, for a valuable consideratioa {Ibid. sec. 8,) and every drawee who refuses to

return a bill, within twenty-four hours, to the holder, shall be deemed to have ac-

cepted it {Ibid. sec. 11.) See, also. Bank of Michigan v. Ely, 17 Wendell, 508.

The statute law of Missouri has followed the provisions in the N. Y. statute as to

acceptance. Revised Statutes of Missouri, 1835, p. 97.

' Marius, 17. 21. Mollay, b. 2. o. 10. sec. 21.

• 2 Brod. d Ring. 165.

(1) A bin addreaaed to a person by name, may be accepted by his wife in her name, and the

acceptance will bind the husband if he admit his liability. The acceptance satiaflee the statutes

1 and 2 Geo. IV. c T8, which require acceptances to be in writing. Lindus v. Bradwell, 5 M.
0. £ Soott'a S. 6SS.

(2) Eat see Clarice v. Gordon, 8 Ji{ch. B. 811.
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who took the bill on the credit of it.=- In CooUdgeY. Pay-
son,^ all the cases were reviewed, and it was held that a let-

ter, written within a reasonable time before or after the date

of the bill, describing it, and promising to accept of it, is, if

shown to the person who afterwards takes the bill upon the

credit of that letter, a virtual acceptance, and binding upon
the person who makes the promise. The same doctrine was
also held by the Supreme Court of Few-York, in Goo&richY.

Gordon ;<^ and it was there decided, that if a person, in wri-

ting, authorizes another to draw a bill of exchange, and stipu-

lates to honour the bill, and the bill be afterwards drawn,
and taken hj a third party, on the credit of that letter, it is

tantamount to an acceptance of the bill. The doctrine rests

upon the decision of Lord Mansfield, in Pillcms and Rose v.

Yan Mierqp and HopTcins, and in Pierson Punlop,^ where
he laid down the broad principle, that a promise to ac-

cept, previous to the existence of the *bill, amounted to *85

an acceptance. It is giving credit to the bill, and which
may be done as entirely by a letter written before, as by one

written after the date of the bill. A parol promise to accept

a bill already drawn, or thereafter to be drawn, is binding, if

the bill be purchased in consideration of the promise. It is

an original promise, not coming within the objects or the mis-

chiefs of the statute of frauds ; but whether such a valid

parol promise to accept a non-existing bill would, in the view

Miln T. Prest, 4 Gampb. Rep. 393. So, a letter of credit, addressed to any per-

son who should make the advance upon the faith of the letter, is an available

promise in favour of the person making the advance ; and it is considered as avail-

able if it be a general letter of credit in favour of any person who makes the ad-

vance on the faith of it. These letters of credit are treated as in the nature of

negotiable instruments, and the party giving such a letter holds himself out to all

persons who should advance money on bills drawn on the same, and upon the faith

thereof, as contracting with them an obligation to accept and pay the bills. Law-

rason V. Mason, 3 Oranch, 492. Boyce v. Edwards, i Peters, 121. Adams v

Jones, 12 id. 201. Carnejie v. Morrison, 2 Metcalf, 381. Story on Bills, 638 to

555. 1 BeUs Omn. 371.

>> 2 Wheat. Rep. 66. See, also, to S. P. 1 Peteril XI. 8. Rep. 246. 284, and 4

ibid. 111. 121. 2 Oalliton, 233. Bayard v. Lathy, 2 M'Lean, 462.

» 15 Johns. Rep. 6, S. P. P. in Parker v. Greele, 2 Wendell, 645. Kendrick

V. Campbell, 1 Bailey's 8. O. Rep. 622. Carnejie v. Morrison, 2 Metcalf> R. 381.

Read v. Marsh, 5 B. Monroe, 10.

i 3 Sarr. iJ«p. 1663. Cmip-R-bll.
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of the law-inerchant, amount to an acceptance of the bill

when drawn, is a question not necessarily connected with the

validity of the promise.

»

Every act giving credit to the bill amounts to an accept-

ance.'' There is no doubt that an acceptance, once fairly and

fully made and consummated, cannot be revoked
; (1) but to

render it binding, the acceptance must be a complete act, and

an absolute assent of the mind ;» forthough the drawee writes

his name on the bill, yet, if before he has parted with the

bill, or communicated the factt, he changes his mind, and

erases his acceptance, he is not bound. <= The acceptance may
be impliedly as well as expressly given. It may be infeiTed

from the act of the drawee, in keeping the bill a great length

of time, contrary to his usual mode of dealing ; for this is

giving credit to the bill, and inducing the holder to consider

it accepted.iJ (2) If the bill be accepted in a qualified

*86 degree only, *and not absolutely, according to the tenor

of it, the holder may assent to it, and it will be a good

* Townsley v. Sumrall, 2 Peteri TJ. S. Rep. 1'70. The foi-mer English authori-

ties on this point are OTerruled ; and in the Bank of Ireland v. Archer, 1 1 Mecson

tt Welsby, 383, the judgment was, that a promise to accept a bill not yet drawn

was not an acceptance, even though the bill be discounted for the drawer, on the

faith of such promise. The settled American rule is the former one, declared in

the time of Lord Mansfield, and by Mr. Justice Story, in Russell v. Wiggins, 2

Story R. 213, Judge Story is of opinion that the doctrine of the Supreme Court

of the United States, in Coolidge v. Payson, only applies to bills oi exchange pay-

able on demand, or at a fixed time after date, and does not apply to a bill drawn

payable at or after sight, for in the latter case a presentment is indispensable, since

the time the bill has to run cannot otherwise be ascertained. Story on Bills, p.

276.

^ Powell v.Monnier, 1 jlifc. 611. Wynne v. Eaikes, 5 .East's iJcp. 614. Fairlee

T. Herring, 3 Bingham, 625.

• Cox V, Troy, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 4'74. Emerigon, tome i. 45, cites Dupuy de la

Serra, art. des Zettres de Change, c. 1 0, as laying down the maxim, that while the ac-

ceptor is master of his signature, and before he has parted with the bill, he can

cancel his acceptance. This doctrine of La Sena is cited with particular approba-

tion by Pothier, Traiti du Con. de Change, n. 44, and his opinion was mentioned

with great respect by the K. B. in the case last referred to, and there is now entire

harmony on the point in the jurisprudence of the two nations.

^ Harvey v. Martin, 1 Campb. 425, note. Story on Bills, p. 273.

(1) The acceptance by one of a bill drawn on seTeral, binds bim. Owen t. Van Ulster, 1
Ung. Law it: Bq. H. 896.

(2) See IJT.T. Bev. St. p. T69, § 11.
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acceptance,^TO tcmto; or he may insist upon an absolute ac-

ceptance, and for the want of it protest the bill. It is in the

discretion of the holder whether or no he will take any ac-

ceptance varying from the terms of the bill. This doctrine

was settled in England upwards of a century ago, and in op-

position to the distinguished argument of Sir John Strange,

and it has continued unshaken to this day.^

The acceptor of a bill is the principal debtor, and the

drawer the surety, and nothing will discharge the acceptor

but payment or a release. He is bound to an innocent

endorsee, though he accepted without consideration, and for

the sole accommodation of the drawer.'* Accommodation

' Wegerslofe t. Keene, 1 Str. Rep. 214. Smith v. Abbott, 2 ihid. 1 152.

' A plea that the acceptance was without consideration, held bad on demun-er.

Lowe T. Ohifney, 1 Bing. N. C. 267. An accommodation bill or note is a, mer-

cantile term, and means a bill on which the drawer has no right to sue the acceptor

of such a bill. It is a note without consideration, and for which the payee is to pro-

vide when due, and not to call on the maker for payment. King v. Phillips, 12 Mee-

son <& WeUby, 706. Thompson v. Clubley, 1 Meeson & Wehhy, 212. The accep-

tor of a forged bill is bound by his acceptance, for that act precludes him from af-

terwards disputing the bill, as he is bound to know, and is presumed to know, his

drawer's hand. Price v. Neal, 3 -Burr. 1354. BuUer, J., 1 Term, 655. Levy v. Bank

V. S., 1 Binney, 21. Canal Bank v. Bank of Albany, 1 Hill's R. 287. Robinson

V. Reynolds, 2 Adol. d: Ellis, N. S. 195. So, if a bank pay a forged check, the

holder being innocent, the bank must bear the loss, on the principle that the bank

is bound to know the hand of its own customers, and a want of due diligence and

caution exists. (1) Levy v. Bank U. S. 1 Binney,21. Smith v. Mercer, 6 Taunton,

76. Bank of St. Albans t. F. & M. Bank, 1 Shaw's Verment Rep. N. S. 141. The

courts consider the case of Price v. Keal as decisive. So, payment to a bank in-

nocently in its own forged paper, binds the bank. It is bound to know its own

paper. U. S. Bank v. Bank of Georgia, 10 Wheaton, 333. On the other hand, the

general rule is, that payment of a debt in a forged note, both parties being iuao-

cent, is no payment, and the same rule applies if a forged note be discounted.

Markle v. Hatfield, % Johns. Rep. ibh. Young v. Adams, & Mass. Rep.Ui. Eagle

Bank v. Smith, 5 Conn. Rep. 71. Jones v. Ryde, 6 Taunton,iH&. United States

Bank v. Bank of Georgia, 10 Wheaton, 333. Canal Bank v. Bank of Albany, 1

Hill's N. T. Rep. 287. In this last case the plaintiffs paid a draft, when the name

of the payee or first endorser was forged, and the defendants were held bound to

refund, as they had no title to the instrument or money obtained under it. None

but the payee can assert any title to a negotiable bill or note, without his endorse-

ment, but the loser cannot recover back, unless he uses diligence to detect the for-

gery, and give notice, and there be no unreasonable delay after the discovery of

the forgery. Gloucester Bank v. Salem Bank, 17 Mass. Rep. 33. Pope & Hick-

(1) Goddard v. Merchants' Bank, 4 Cemst. B, 147.
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paper is now governed by the same rules as other paper.

This is the latest and the best doctrine, both in England and

man v. Nance, 1 Minor's Ala. Sep. 299. Canal Bank v. Bank of Albany, tup.fl)

Nor can he recover, if he agi-ees at the time of the bargain and sale to receive cer-

tain notes drawn and endorsed by third persons in payment, for he took the risk-

Ellis V. Wild, 6 Mass. Rep. 321. It is held in one case, (Ontario Bank v. Lightbody,

13 Wmdeirs Rep. 101,) that payment of a ^ebt in bills of an insolvent bank, both

parties being ignorant ofthe fact, is no payment. See, also, Wainwright v. Webster,

11 Vermont R. 516. Gilmanv.Peck,?6i(i 516. Fogg v. Sawyer, 9 A''. ZT. iJ. 365.

Frontier Bank v. Morse, 22 Maine R. 85, to S. P. (2) But there are decisions in

other cases (Lowrey v. Murrell, i Porter's Ala. Rep. 280 ; Scruggs v. Gass, 8 Ter-

ger, 175) directly to the contraiy, and the point remains unsettled in our American

law. In Bayard v. Shunk, 1 Watts & Serg. 92, the decision agrees with those in

the two last cases ; and Oh. J. Gibson gives a strong and vigorous opinion, that a

payment (not in forged notes, but in current bank notes) discharges the debt,

though the notes were of no value, as the bank had previously failed, of which

both parties were ignorant. Mr. Justice Stoiy (Story on Bills, p. 248. Story on

Promissory Notes, ill) says, that this disputed point resolves itself more into a

question of intent than of law, and that is whether, taking all the circumstances

together, the bill was taken as absolute payment by the holder, at his own risk, or

only as conditional (3) payment, he using due diligence to demand and collect it.

And he concludes that the weight of reasoning and authority are in favour of the

payment in such cases being considered as null. Story on Promissory Notes, 125.

m. 641.

(1) See Hortsman t. HensbaT, 11 Eow. V. S. S. 177, where, under special circuinstances,

the drawee could not recover back money paid on a bill, on which payee's endorsement was
forged.

(2) Timmis v. Gibbins, liUng. Z. <& E. B. 64.

(8) The effect of receiving a promissory note for a pre-existing debt, by the law ofEngland, is

thus stated in Smithes Mercantile Law, (by H. & G.) 582 : It is, in general, no satisfaction of

the demand, but only ^rMTwr/acM evidence of payment, rendering it necessary that the creditor

should account for it before he can recover the consideration. Tet it will operate as a satisfac-

tion, if the debtor's liability upon it be discharged by its loss, or by the holder's laches ; or if the

creditor agree to receive it as cash; or if it be transferred to him by way of sale without fraud

;

or if the creditor negotiates for value without making himself liable.

It is held, generally, in the courts of the United States, that the giving of a negotiable promis-

sory note is not payment, unless it is so expressly agreed ; and such, it is said, is the doctrine of

the civil law. See Chitty on Contracts, 6 Am. ed. p. 767, note by the learned editor. But see

2 Greenleafa En. % 520.

In Massachusetts, the decisions have not been uniform, Ibict.

In New-Torfc, the giving of a note is payment of a debt

:

1. Where the note of a third person is transferred by a debtor, and taken by a creditor, and
credit isgiven for it as apa/ymmi. If the note be endorsed by the debtor, he must be charged

as an endorser. Frisbie v. Lamed, 21 Wm,d. B. 450. St John v. Purdy, 1 Scmdf. Law B. 9.

Hawley v. Foote, 19 Wend. B. 616. Saokett v. Sackett, 1 BO, Bep. 616.

2. "Where a party gives his own note for his own debt, for which a receipt is given in full, on

default of payment the creditor may go back to the original cause of action, on surrendering the

note to be cancelled. Frisbie v. Lamed, &c., sttpro. Waydell v. Luer, 6 JtS's iJ. 448.

Whether the note ^ven bethe debtor's own note or the note of a third person, it will ope-

rate as an absolute satisfaction, if it be actuaXly taken m payment of the debt. Waydell v.

Luer, 8 Denio'e B. 410 ; but not otherwise. Tan Eps v. Dillage, 6 Bari. S. C. Bep. 244, 253.
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in this country, a These are the strict obligations of the ac-

ceptor in relation to the other parties to the bill : (1) and they

do not apply in all their extent as between the drawer and

the party who endorses or lends his name to the bill as surety

for the accommodation of the drawer. In such a case, the

party who endorses is not entitled to damages from the

drawer beyond what he has actually sustained.'' If the ac-

ceptor alters the bill on acceptance, he vacates it as against

the drawer and endorsers ; but if the holder acquiesces in

such alteration and acceptance, it is a good bill as between

the holder and acceptor."

A third person, after protest for non-acceptance by
the *drawee, may intervene, and become a party to the *87

bill, in a collateral way, by accepting and paying the

* Fentum v. Pocock, 5 Taunton, 192. The Governor and Company of the Bank

of Ireland v. Beresford, 6 Dov^s Pari. Oas. 234. Bank of Montgomery County v.

Walker, 9 Berg, d) Rawle, 229. Murray v. Judah, 6 Oowen, 484. Clopper v. The

Union Bank of Maryland, 1 Harr. <St Johns. 92. Church v. Barlow, 9 Pick. 547.

Grant v. EUicott, 1 Wendell, 227. Marr v. Johnson, 9 Terger, 1. Wilde, J., in

Oomm. Bank v. Cunningham, 24 Pick. 274. Indorsers for the accommodation of

the maker of a note do not stand in the relation of co-sureties to each other, so as

to create between them a liability to contribution, though they may engage be-

tween themselves for contribution. Aiken v. Barkley, 2 Speer's 8. O. Rep. 747.

It is also settled that the drawer is not entitled to notice of non-payment by the

acceptor, if the bill was accepted merely for his accommodation. Story on Bills,

pp. 310, 811, 312. But as the making of accommodation endorsements is out of

the scope of the partnership business in a mercantile house, they are not binding

upon it, unless done with the express or implied assent of all the members of the

firm, except where the paper comes into the hands of a bona file holder. Austin

V. Vandermart, 4 Hill's N. Y. Rep. 259.

* Dorsey v. His Creditors, 19 Martin's Louie. Rep. 498.

' Paton V. Winter, 1 Taunton, 420.

Parol proof is not admissible to explain a writing, acknowledgiDg receipt of a note in payment,

it being in tlie nature of a contract Graves v. Friend, 5 SoTidf. S.O.li. 568. Conkling v. King,

11 Sari. JR. 872.

(1) Though the acceptor admits that the naTne of the drawer is not forged, he does not admit

that the iody of the bill is not forged. Bank of Commerce v. Union Bank, 8 Comst. Bep. 280.

But see HaU v. Puller, 5 S. <£ C. 150. Fothier, Contrat du Olumge, part 1, c. 4, § 99.

The acceptor also admits the capacity of the endorser, before acceptance, to endorse. Smith

V. Maraack, 6 Kan. Gran. <& Scott, 486. In this case, the endorser was a married woman, and by

reason of her Incapacity to pass her husband's property in the bill, the acceptor might be com-

pelled to pay the amount twice.

There is, in PermsyUania, a statute provision for the recovery of money erroneously paid by

reason of the forgery of the name of a drawer, acceptor or endorser. Lams of Fenm. 1849, act

No, 810, §10.
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bill for the honour of the drawer, or of a particular endorser.

His acceptance is termed an acceptance supra ^protest, and

he subjects himself to the same obligations as if the bill

had been directed to him ; but the bill must be duly pre-

sented to the drawee at maturity, and if not paid, it must be

duly protested for non-payment, and due notice giyen to the

acceptor supraprotest, to make his liabilities as such acceptor

absolute. He has his remedy against the person for whose

honour he accepted, and against all the parties who stand

prior to that person, on giving due notice of the dishonour of

the bill. If he takes up the bill for the honour of the endorser,

he stands in the light of an endorsee paying full value for the

bill, and has the same remedies to which an endorsee would

be entitled against all prior parties, and he can of course, sue

the drawer and endorser.^ The acceptance supraprotest is

good, though it be done at the request and under the gua-

ranty of the drawee, after his refusal, and the party for whose

honour it is paid is equally liable.'' The policy of the rule

granting these privileges to the acceptor supra protest, is to

induce the friends of the drawer or endorser to render them
this service, for the benefit of commerce and the credit of the

trader, and a third person interposes only when the drawee

will not accept. There can be no other acceptor after a gene-

ral acceptance by the drawee. A third person may become
liable on his collateral undertaking, as guarantying the credit

of the drawee, but he will not be liable in the character of

- Mulfoid V. Walcott, 1 Lord Raym. 5'74. Mertens v. WinningtoD, 1 Esp. N. P.

Rep. 112. Bayley on Bills, 209. Story on Bills, 134, 135, 136. 529. Goodall v.

Felhill, 1 Manning, Granger & Scott, 233. The rights and remedies gi-owing out

of acceptances supra protest, are equally recognised in the foreign commercial law

of Europe ; and the authorities for that pui-pose, such as Stracca, Heineccius, Po-

thler, Pardeasus and the French Ordinances, are refeiTed to in Mr. Justice Story's

thorough treatise. The person who pays a protested bill supra protest, for the

honour of the endorser, has no remedy against the endorser, if the latter was
already discharged by reason of the want of notice of the non-acceptance. Chitty

on Bills, 213. 4. 234. 25T. 330. Higgins v. Morrison, 4 Dana's Ken. Rep. 102.

The payer supra protest must give reasonable notice to the party that he has made
such payment for his credit, otherwise that party will not be obliged to refund-

Wood V. Pugh and others, 1 Ohio Rep. part 2. 164. He cannot sue the drawer
without proving demand on the drawee, and non-acceptance or non-payment by
him, and notice to the drawer. Baring v. Clark, 19 Pick. R. 220.

t Konig V. Bayard, 1 Peters' U. 8. Rep. 250.
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acceptor. It is said, however, tliat when the bill has been

accepted supra protest, for the honour of one party to the bill,

it may, by another individual, be accepted supra protest, for

the honour of another. ^ The holder is not bound to take an

acceptance supra protest,^ but he would be bound to

accept an offer to pay, supraprotest. *The protest is *88

necessary, and should precede the collateral acceptance

or payment ;<= and if the bill, on its face, directs a resort to a

third person, in case of a refusal by the drawee, such direc-

tion becomes part of the contract. "^

As between the holder of a check and the endorser, it

ought to be presented for acceptance with due diligence ;«

but as between the holder and the drawer, a demand at any

time before suit brought will be sufficient, unless it appears

that the drawee has failed, or the drawer has, in some other

manner, sustained injury by the delay.f The drawee ought

» Beawes, tit. Bills of Exchange, pi. 42. Jackson v. Hudson, 2 Oampb. 441.

> Mitford v. Walcot, 12 Mod. Rep. 410.

" Pothier, h. t. pi. 170.

< Pothier, h. t. pi. 137. Holland v. Pierce, 14 Martinis Louis. Rep. 449. An
acceptance for honour is not an absolute but conditional acceptance, and an aver-

ment of presentment to the drawee for payment is necessary. Williams v. Ger-

maine, 7 Barnw. & Cress. 468. This acceptance supra protest, does not apply by

the commercial law to promissory notes. Story on Promissory Notes, 557.

» Rickford v. Ridge, 2 Campb. 537. Beeching v. Gower, 1 Holt, 313, note of

the reporter. Clark v. Stackhouse, 2 Martin's Louis. Rep. 327. Mohawk Bank v.

Broderick, 10 Wendell, 304. Mohawk Bank v. Broderick, 13 Wendell, 133. Parke,

B., 9 Meeson & Co. 18. Where the parties reside in the same place, six days' delay

was held to discharge the endorser. Gough v. Staats, ibid. 549. In Bodington v.

Schlencher, 1 Neville & Manning, 540. S. C. i B. & Aid. 752, it was held, that

the holder was bound to present it for payment on the day following that on which

he receives it. Moule v. Brown, 2 Bingham, N. C. 266. Smith v. Janes, 20 Wen-

dell, 192. S. P. If a check be received, say on Monday, the holder may present it

at any tinae daring banking hours on Tuesday. But if he pays it to his own banker

on Tuesday, that banker, as his agent, must present it to the drawee on Tuesday,

and has not till Wednesday to present it. That would be good as to notice of dis-

honour, but not as to presentment, and as the drawee failed on Wednesday, the

holder was in default. Alexander v. Burchfield, 1 Carr. & Marshman, 75. S. C.

1 M. & Granger, 1061. The holder of a check is not entitled, because he passes

it through his banker, to one day more for presenting it. The time is the same

whether the presentment be made by himself or through hie banker, i. e,, the day

following that in which he receives it.

' Cruger v. Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5. Conroy v. Warren, ibid. 259. Roths-

child v. Coraey, 9 Barnw. & Cress. 388. Sutherland, J., in Murray v. Judah, 6
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to accept or refuse acceptance, as soon as he has had a rea-

sonable opportunity to inform his judgment. If he cannot be

found at the proper place, the holder may cause the bill to

be protested ; and if the drawee be dead, the bill may be

presented to his executor or administrator. =•

(5.) Of the endorsement.

A valid transfer may be made*by the payee, or his agent,

and the endorsement is an implied contract that the endorser

has a good title, and that the antecedent names are genuine,

that the bill or note shall be duly honoured or paid, and if

not, that he will, on due protest and notice, take it up.!" In

the case of a bill made or endorsed to a feme covert, or to a

feme sole, who afterwards marries, the right to endorse it be-

longs to the husband. So, the assignee of an insolvent payee,

or the executor or administrator of a deceased payee, are en-

titled to endorse the paper. = And if a bill be made
*89 payable to a mercantile *house consisting of several

partners, an endorsement by any one of the partners is

deemed the act of the firm. If the bill be made payable to

A., for the use of B., the legal title is in A., and he must endorse

it. So an infant payee or endorsee may, by his endorsement,

transfer the interest in the bill to any subsequent holder,

against all the parties to the bill except himself; and if a

third person other than the payee guaranties, by endorsement,

Cmoen, 490, and Savage, Ch. J., in Mohawk Bank v. Broderick, 10 Wendell,

306.

» Molloy, b. 2. c. 10. see. 34. Eayley on Bills, 128.

^ Ogden V. Saunders, 12 Wheaton, 213. 341. Pardesms, Droit Com. 2. art. 347.

Story on Promissory Notes, 145.

" Parker, Ch. J., in P. Wms. 255. Conner v. Martin, cited in 3 Wils. Rep. 6.

Rawlinson v. Stone, ibid. 1. In Harper v. Butler, Peters' U. S. Rep. 239, it -was

admitted, that an endorsement of a negotiable note by the executor of the payeei

and good in the state where he was appointed and endorsed it, will enable the

endorsee to sue in his own name in any other state. But a contrai-y doctrine was
held in Stearns t. Burnham, 6 Qreenleaf, 261, and Thompson v. Wilson, 2 N. H.
Rep. 291. These last decisions are questioned in the case of Rand v. Hubbard, 4
Metealf's R. 259, and the doctrine in the other cases sustained ; and I think the

better opinion to be, that if the holder of the note dies before the note becomes

due, his executor or his administrator, if one be appointed, may make the demand,
and give notice so as to fix the prior parties.
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previous to delivery to the payee, the payment of the note,

he is held to be an endorser, under the New-York statute. = (1)

The bill cannot be endorsed for a part only of its contents,

unless the residue has been extinguished ; for a personal con-

tract cannot be apportioned, and the acceptor made liable to

separate actions by different persons. (2)

Blank endorsements are common, and they may be filled

up at any time by the holder, even down to the moment of

trial in a suit to be brought by him as endorsee ; but no other

use can be made of a blank endorsement in filling it up, than

to point out the person to whom the bill or note is to be paid.

A note endorsed in blank is like one payable to bearer, and

passes by delivery, and the holder may constitute himself, or

any other person, assignee of the bill. The courts never in-

quire whether he sues for himself, or as trustee for some other

person.'' Even a bond made payable to bearer, has been held

to pass by delivery, in the same manner as a bank note pay-

able to bearer, or a bill of exchange endorsed in blank."

The holder may strike out the endorsement to him, though

' Prosser v. Luqueer, 4 Hill's R. 420. An endorsement by the cashier of a bank

for the bank, passes the title. Story on Promissory Notes, p. 132.

I" Peacock v. Rhodes, Doug. Rep. 683. Francis v. Mott, cited in ibid. 634.

Bull, N. P. 276. Livingston v. Clinton, and Cooper v. Kerr, cited in 3 Johns.

Cas. 264. Lovell v. Everfeon, 1 1 Johns. Rep. 62. Duncan, J., in 13 Serg. db Rawle,

315. Kiersted V. Rogers & Garland, 6 Harr. d Johns. 282. Evans v. Gee, 11

Peters, 80. In Sprigg v. Cuny's Heirs, 19 Martin's Louis. Rep. 253, it was held,

that the holder of a negotiable note, endorsed in blank, might sue on it, without

filling it up to himself. Under the French law, an endorsement, in blank, of a

promissory note, is not valid. Code de Comm. art. 137, 138. The law ia the same

in Germany. Heinee. de Campb. c. 2. sec. 10, 11. Nor can the holder of a bill

drawn and endorsed in France, in blank, recover against the acceptor in the English

com-ts, for such an endorsement was not a valid contract by the lex loci contractus.

Trimbey v. Vignier, 1 Ring. iV. C. 151.

« Gorgier v. Mieville, 3 Barnw. & Cress. 45.

(1) In a case where a person deceased had written his name upon a bill payable to order, and

after his death the executor merely delivered the bill to the plaintiff, it was held, he acquired no

title. It would seem that an endorsement of a bill payable to order, without delivery, or a de-

livery without endorsement, is insufacient to pass the legal title. Clarke v. Sigoumey, IT Conn.

B. 511. Smith v. Wyckoff, 8 Samdf. Oil,. B. 77.

(2) A note given to two or more payees, who are not in partnership, must be endorsed by all,

to enable the endorser to sue on the note. Dwight v. Pease, 3 M'Leam, B. 94. But where a

person, whose name was on the note, refused to be a payee, and it was endorsed by the other,

and the name of the person refusing was left in by mistake, it was held the endorsee might

recover. Pease v. Dwight, 6 Howa/rd, 190.
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full, and all prior endorsements in blank, except the first, and

charge the payee or maker.^ When the endorser takes up

the note, he becomes the holder as entirely as though he had

never parted with it.i" (1) There is no necessity for any nego-

tiable words in the endorsement. An endorsement to A. B.,

without adding " or order," is a good general endorsement."

But to give effect to an endorsement, there must be deliv-

ery. "^ (2) A bill originally nego'tiable, continues so in the

hands of the endorsee, unless the general negotiability be re-

strained by a special endorsement by the payee. He may
stop its negotiability by a special endorsement, but no subse-

quent endorsee can restrain the negotiable quality of the

bill.e The first endorser is liable to every subsequent lona

fide holder, even though the bill or note be forged, or fraudu-

lently circulated.^ If a blank note or check be endorsed, it

* DoUfus V. Frosch, 1 Denio, 367.

> Smith V. Clarke, Peake'$ N. P. Rep. 225. United States v. Barker, 1 Paints

Rep. 156. M'DoDald v. M'Gruder, 3 Peters' Rep. ili. Conant v. Willis, 1

M'Lean's Rep. 427. Leidy v. Tammany, 9 Watts' R. 359.

" Bayley on Bills, 128. Story on Promissory Notes, 150.

* Marston v. Allen, 8 Meeson & Wehby, 494.

* Edie V. East India Company, 2 Burr. Rep. 1216. Ancher v. The Bank of

England, Doiig. Rep 637. Smith v. Clarke, 1 Htp. Rep. 180. Story on

Promissory Notes, p. 136. n. 2. Restrictive endorsements are also allowed in

France and Germany. Pothier, de Change, pp. 23. 42. 89. Heinecoius, de Oarb.

u. 2. sec. 10.

' Lambert v. Peck, 1 Balk. Rep. 127. Putnam v. Sullivan, 4 Mass. Rep. 45.

Codwise v. Gleason, 3 J)ay's Rep. 12. Herbert v. Huie, 1 Ala. R. N. S. 18.

Where several successive endorsees have advanced money on the draft, the first

endorsement being a forgery, each may recover from his immediate endorser.

Canal Bank v. Bank of Albany, 1 Eill's Rep. 287. The endorsement of a bill im-

plies an undertaking that all the antecedent parties upon the bill are persons com-

petent to draw and endorse the same, and that the endorser has, in virtue thereof,

a good title to the bill, and to convey the same by endorsement. Story on Bills,

(1) The endorser of a negotiable note cannot recover against tlie malcer, so long as the en-

dorsee has a right to demand payment of the maker ; not even if the endorsee has recovered

judgment against the endorser, and collected a part of it. Little v. Ingalls, 13 N. Bamp. B, ii.

Where the payee of a note, which he had transferred, paid and took up the note, the statute of

limitations was held to be a defence of the maker, at the expiration of six years from the time the

note was payable, in like manner as if it had never been transferred by payee. Woodruff

V. Moore, 8 Barb. B. 171.

(2) The drawer of an accepted bill of exchange wrote his name across the back, and delivered

it to A. to get it discounted ; who, instead thereof, deposited it with B. as security for money ad-
vanced by B. without fraud ; held, that this was a valid endorsement to B. Palmer v. Bichards,

1 Eng. Lam d> Eq. B. 629.
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will bind tlie endorser to any sum, or time of payment, whicli

the person to whom he intrusts the paper chooses to insert in

it." (1) This only applies to the case in which the body of

the instrument is left blank. If negotiable paper, regularly

filled up, be endorsed in blank, the endorser is holden only

in the character of endorser, and according to the terms and

legal operation of the instrument.'' (2)

122. 125. An endorser of a promissory note does not stand in the situation of a

maker of it, whether he be the payee, or endorsee, or u. thu'd person. But

Mr. Justice Story considers him to stand in the same situation as the drawer or

endorser of a bill, and a collateral liability is created. Story on Promissory

Notes, 134, 135.

* Russell V. Langstaffe, Doiig. Sep. 514. Violett v. Patton, 5 Cranch, 142.

Johnson v. Blasdale, 1 Smedes <b Marshall Miss. R. 1. The docti'ine in several

cases now is, that a deed executed in blank, with parol authority to a third person

to fill it up afterwards, will be binding. Texira v. Evans, cited by Wilson,

J., in 1 And. Rep. 629. Wiley v. Moor, 17 Serg. <& RawU, 438. Woolley v.

Constant, i Johns. Rep. 60. Ex parte Kerwin, 8 Coaen, 118. The ancient cases

were otherwise, and so are some of the modern American cases, as, see 1 Terger's

J5ep. 69. 149. i Dev. N. 0. Rep. S19. S8l. S Bibb. 361. 1 Washington's Rep.

73. 1 Hill's S. 0. Rep. 267. United States v. Nelson and Myers, 2 Rrock. Rep.

64. Williams v. Crutcher, 5 Howard's M. Rep. 71. In Indiana the endorser of a

note is understood to warrant two things:— 1. That the note is valid, and the

maker liable to pay it. 2. That the maker is solvent, and able to pay it. Howell

V. Wilson, 2 Black/. Ind. Rep. 418.

' See Jackson v. Richards, 2 Oaines' Rep. 343. In Beckwith v. Angell, 6 Conn,

Rep. 315, it was held, that if a promissory note be endorsed in blank, under a

parol promise to guaranty the payment, the holder may fill up the blank, pursuant

to the special agreement, and prove that agreement by paroL The endorser will

be liable, under such circumstances, without proof of the demand and notice requi-

site in other cases. There have been decisions to the same effect in Josselyn v.

Ames, 3 Mass. Rep. 274. TJlen v. Kittredge, 7 ibid. 233. Moies v. Bird, 11 ibid.

436. Upham v. Prince, 12 id. 14. See, also. Story on Bills, 238. n. 2. Nelson v,

Duboys, 13 Johnson, 175. Campbell v. Butler, liibid. 349. But the endorser of

a negotiable note cannot be treated as a guarantor, provided he could, by the holder

(1) Torrey v. Fisk, 10 S. & M. B. 590. And see Smith v. Wyokoff, 8 Samd. Oh. B. Tl. But if

a person sign a note on condition tliat another shall join with him, and the note is negotiated

•withouttheother'sjoining, the signer is not liable on the note. Aude v. Dixon, 5 Eng. L. &
X. B. 503.

(2) In IsTew-Torfc, when a third person endorses his name on a note previous to its being en-

dorsed by the payee, though the party receiving the note takes it on the creditof his name, such

person is liable only as a second endorser. Baker v. Martin, 8 Sari, S, O. R. 684. EUis v.

Brown, 6 id. 282. The able dissenting opinion of Pratt, P. J., in the latter case, shows, in a

forcible manner, the injustice which may result, in many cases, from the application of the above

doctrine. It is held, in two cases, that if a person, before the note is endorsed by the payee, en-

dorse a note in blank, he is liable as an original promissor, Irish v. Cutter, 81 Maine R. 536.

Bryant v. Eastman, T Oush. B. HI. See, also, Orriok v. Colston, 7 Oratt. B, 189. Carroll y.

"Weld, 13 m. B. 632.

Vol. in. 8
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In the case of blank endorsements, possession is evidence

of title ; but if the endorsements be all filled up, the first en-

dorsee cannot sue without showing that he had taken up the

bill or note."- The acceptor or maker is liable only to the

last endorsee. The prior endorsers hare parted with their

interest in the paper, and are presumed to have received a

valuable consideration for it. But if the last endorsee protests

the bill for non-payment, a&d it be paid by a prior en-

*91 dorser, the *latter acquires, by such payment, a new

title to the instrument.''

Though the holder of paper fairly negotiated be entitled to

recover, and to shut out almost every equitable defence, yet

the rule applies only to the case of negotiable paper taken

honafide in the course of business before it falls due. (1) If

taken after it is due and payable, the presumption is against

the validity of the demand, and the purchaser takes it as a

dishonoured bill, at his peril, and subject to every defence

existing against it before it was negotiated." But it has been

have been charged as endorser. The prior cases in Johnson are considered as eiTo-

neous on this point. Seabury y. Hungerford, 2 HilVs R. 84. Hall v. Newcomb, 3

id. 233. In Parker T. Riddle, 11 Stanton's Ohio R. 102, it was held, that if a

note not negotiable be endorsed, it is a collateral undertaking, and payment must

be demanded, and notice given to the endorser, as upon negotiable paper. (2)

* The rule now is, that the holder of a negotiable note by a blank endorser, may
sue upon it without filling up the blank. Chitiy on Bills, ed. 1839, 255. 2 Mil-

ler's Loui. R. 192. Ohewning v. Gatewood, 5 Boward^s Miss. R. 552. The pre-

sumption of title in the holder is good until the contrary be established.

" Mendez v. Carreroon, 1 Lord Raym. '?42. Gorgerat y. M'Carty, 2 Dallail Rep.

144.

• BrowD y. Dayies, 3 Term Rep. 80. Lee y. Zagury, 8 Taunt. 1 14. Tinson v.

Francis, 1 Gamph. Rep. 19. Sargent v. Southgate, 5 Pick. 312. SIT. 319. An-

drews v. Pond, 13 Peters' R. 65. A stricter course is observed iu ihe case of bills

and notes than in that of checks ; and a, party taking a check overdue, does not

necessarily take it subject to all the infii-mities of the previous title, provided he

exercises a reasonable caution in taking it ; and that is a question of fact for a jury.

(1) The endorsee of a note overdue, does not take it subject to all equities between the origi-

nal parties, but subject to those only -which arose out of the note itself, or the transaction in which

the note originated. Metcalf v. Pilcher, 6 B. Mon. 529. Hughes v. Large, 2 Sarr S. 108.

Tinslie v. Beall, 2 ZeUey's li. 134. McAlpine v. -Wingard, 2 Moh. 547. And the note, if taken

before it becomes due, though not for a valuable consideration, is subject to existing equities only,

and not to those which subsequently arise. Furniss v . Gilchrist, 1 Sangf. S. C. E.5S. If the im-

mediate endorser has parted with the bill to plaintiff, in violation of good faith, the onus is on

the plaintiffto prove consideration. Smith v. Braine, 3 Miff. L. <& B. li. 379.

(2) He is said to be liable as guarantor, in Griawold v. Slocum, 10 Sari, It, 402.
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a question, when a note, payable upon demand, is to be

deemed a note out of time, so as to subject the endorsee, upon

a subsequent negotiation of it; to the operation of the rule.

When the facts and circumstances are ascertained, the rea-

sonableness of time is a matter of law, and every case will

depend upon its special circumstances. Eighteen months,

eight months, seven months, five months, even two months

and a half, have been held, when unexplained by circum-

stances, an unreasonable delay ; and if the demand be not

made in a reasonable time by the holder, the endorser is dis-

charged.^ On the other hand, in Thurston v. M^Kown^ a

note payable on demand, and endorsed within seven days

after it was made, was held to be endorsed in season to

close all inquiry into the origin of the *note. And when *92

a note is negotiated in season, it may afterwards pass

from one endorsee to another, after it is due, and the holder

will be equally with the first endorsee protected in his title."

There is no certain time in which a biU or note, payable at

sight, or a given time thereafter, or on demand, must be

presented for acceptance. It must not be locked up for

any considerable time ; it must be presented for payment

Rothschild v. Corney, 1 Davison & Lloyd, 32.'5. Mohawk Bank v. Broderick, 13

Wendell, 133. A bill may be endorsed after it is due, for it continues negotiable ad

infinitum until paid or discharged, provided the subsequent circulation does not pre-

judice any of the endorsers. Bayley o« 5iWs, 5 th ed. 1 5 6. 158. Hubbard v. Jackson,

4 Bingham, 399. Callow v. Lawrence, 3 Maule dt Belw. 95. In Burrough v. Moss,

10 Barnw. d: Oress. 558, and in Hughes v. Large, 2 Barr Penn. B. 103, the rule

in the text was restricted to all equities arising out of the note, transaction itself

;

and it was held not to extend to protect a set-off, in respect of a debt due from the

endorser to the maker, arising out of collateral matters. It extends only to matters

of set-off existing at the time of the endorsement. Baxter v. Little, 6 Metcalf, 7.

» Furman v. Haskin, 2 Gained Rep. 369. Losee v. Dunkin, Y Johns. Hep, 70.

Field V. Nickerson, 13 Mans. Rep. 131. Sice v. Cunningham, 1 Oovien's Rep. 397.

Martin v. Winslow, 2 Mason's Rep. 241. lu Brooks v.Mitchell, 9 Meeson & Welsiy,

15, a note payable on demand, with interest, and endorsed a number of years after

its date, was held, under circumstances, not to be overdue, so as to affect the

endorsee with the equities ; the court say it is intended to be a continuing security.

This appears to be rather an extravagant indulgence of delay. But in Wethey

V. Andrews, 3 Hill, 582, it was held, that a note payable on demand, with interest,

was not out of time four or five weeks after its date, but would have been if not

on interest.

t 6 Mass. Rep. 428.

" Chalmers v. Lanion, 1 Oampb. Rep, 383.
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within a reasonable time ; but if put into circulation, tbe

courts are very cautious in laying down any rule as to the

time in whicli it must be presented ; and, in one case, it was

allowed to be kept in circulation, without acceptance, so long

as the convenience of the successive holders might require.*

That was the case of a foreign bill ; and an inland bill may
also be put in circulation before acceptance, and it may be

kept a reasonable time before acceptance ; but what would

be a reasonable time cannot be precisely defined, and de-

pends upon the particular circumstances of each case.^" If a

bill or note be absolutely assigned, so as to pass the whole in-

strument to the endorsee, its negotiable quality would pass

with it ; and the better opinion would seem to be, that its ne-

gotiability could not be impeded by any restriction contained

in the endorsement." But where the endorsement is a mere
authority to receive the money for the use, or according to

the directions of the endorser, it would be evidence that the

endorsee did not give a valuable consideration, and was not

the absolute owner.^ A negotiable instrument may be en-

dorsed with a restriction, qualification or condition. It may
be endorsed so as to exempt the endorser from liability, as if

the endorser should add, at Ms own risTc, or without recourse.

In that case, the maker or acceptor, and prior endorsers,

*93 and subsequent endorsers, would *be holden, according

to the rules and usages of commercial paper, but the

immediate endorser would be exempted from responsibility

by the special contract.*

If the bill or note be negotiated after it is due, (1) and be

thereby opened to every equitable defence, yet a demand

» Goupy V. Harden, 1 Taunt. Rep. 159.

•> Fry V. Hill, 4 Taunt. Rep. 396. Muilman v. D'Eguino, 2 H. Slacks. Rep. 666.

" Parsons, Ch. J., 3 Mass. Rep. 228.

* Sigourney v. Lloyd, 8 Barnw. d: Cress. 622. 1 Dawson & Lloyd, 132. S. C.

1 Atk. 249. 2 Burr. 1229. S. P.

« Dallas, J., in Goupy t. Harden, 7 Taunt. Rep. 163. Rice v. Stearns, 3 Mass.

Rep. 225. Welch v. Lindo, 7 Oranch's Rep. 159. Ersk. Inst, of the Scotch Law,

vol. ii. 468. Belts Com. on the Scotch Law, vol. i. 402. Story cm Bills, pp. 23'7,

238, 239.

(1) The endorsement of a negotiable note after it is due and dishonoured, is a new and inde-

pendent contract between the immediate parties, and negotiable or otherwise according to its
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must be made upon the drawee or maker within a reasonable

time, and notice given to the endorser, in order to charge

him, equally as if it had been a paper payable at sight, or

negotiated before it was due.*

(6.) Of the demand and protest.

The demand of acceptance of a foreign bill is usually made
by a notary, and in case of non-acceptance he protests it, and

this notarial protest receives credit in all courts and places

by the law and usage of merchants, without any auxiliary

evidence ; and it is a requisite step, by the custom of mer-

chants, in the case of the non-acceptance or non-payment of

a foreign bill, and must be made promptly upon refusal. It

must be made at the time, in the manner and by the persons

prescribed, in the place where the bill was payable.^ It is

sufficient, however, to note the protest on the day of the de-

mand, and it may be drawn up in form at a future period.

The protest is necessary for the purpose of prosecution, and it

must be stated and proved in a suit on the bill.<= On inland

• M'Kinney v. Crawford, 8 Serg. & Raide, 351. Berry v. Robinson, 9 Johns.

Rep. 121. Bishop v. Dexter, 2 Conn. Rep. 419. Dwight v. Emerson, 2 If. H.

Rep. 1 59. Rugely v. Davidson, 3 S. C. Const. Rep. 33. Allwood v. Haseldon, 3

Bailey's S. O. Rep. 457.

<• Gale T. Walsh, 5 Term, 239. Slori/ on Bills, 195. 299. It is held that a

notarial certificate is good without a seal, though it be the usual practice to affix

one. Lambeth v. Caldwell, 1 Robinson's Louis. R. 61, In Kentucky, by statute,

in 1798, protested foreign bills are accounted, after the death of the drawer or

endorser, of equal dignity with a judgment ; and executors and administrators of

every such drawer or endorser, are compelled to suffer judgment to pass against

them, before any bond, bill or other debt of equal or inferior dignity. In France,

a protest, though usual, is not necessary to enable the holder of a note to sue the

maker. The law was satisfactorily shown to be so by proof, in Trimbey v. Vig-

nier, 6 Carr. d Payne, 25. The duty of the notary in making the demand for

acceptance or payment is personal, and cannot be performed by his clerk or a third

person, and his notarial certificate must show it. Onondaga County Bank v. Bates,

3 Mil, 59. Chitty on Bills, 8th edit. 217. 493.

' Tassel V. Lewis, 1 Lord Raym. 743. Rogers v. Stevens, 2 Term Rep. 713.

Buller, J., 4 Term Rep. 175. Gale v. Walsh, 5 Term Rep. 239. Cbaters v. Bell.

terms. In substance it is a bill by the endorser upon the maker of the note. But the general

rule that the negotiability of a bill as respects prior parties is not destroyed by a restrictive en-

dorsement, does not apply when such endorsement is made after the maturity or dishonour of

the bill ; and an endorsee, holding the bill by such an endorsement, cannot sue the prior parljps

in his own name. Leavitt v. Putnam, 1 Sandf. S. C. B. 199.
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bills no protest was required by the common law, and it was

only made necessary in England, in certain cases, by the sta-

4 Esp. Rep. 48. Townsley v. Sumrall, 2 Peters' U. S. Rep. I'FO. Ghitly on Bills,

h. t. Bidden v. Taylor, 2 Harr. & Johns. 396. The ceiti'ficate of a foreign notaiy,

uDder hia hand and seal of office, of the presentment by him of a bill or note for

acceptance or payment, and of his protest thereof for non-acceptance or non-pay-

ment, is received in all courts by the usage and under the courtesy of nations; as

presumptive evidence of the facts. Chitty on Bills, edit. 1836, 642. Halliday v.

M'Dougall, 20 Wendell, 86. In New-York, Kentucky and Mississippi, a similar

certificate of having given the requisite notice of such presentment, demand and

default, to the parties to be charged, is also made, by statute, presumptive evidence

of the fact. Laws N. Y. sess. 56. c. 271. sec. 8. Laws of Mississippi, 1833, c. 70.

Statute of Kentucky of 1837. If the notaiy omits to give the requisite notice, the

bank who employed him is not responsible for his negligence ; for their agency in

the case of notes deposited with them for collection merely is gratuitous. Bellemirc

V. Bank U. S. 4 Wharton, 105. East Haddam Bank v. Scovil, 12 Conn. Rep. 303.

Hyde &, Goodrich v. Planters' Bank, 17 Louis. R. 560. So, in Fabens v. The Mer-

cantile Bank, 23 Pick. R. 330, if a note be deposited in a bank for collection, and

the drawer resides in another place, and no agreement is made as to compensa-

tion for collecting, and the bank seasonably ti-ansmits the note to a suitable bank

in such other place for collection, it is not responsible for the misfeasance or negli-

gence of the bank in such other place. The owner has, however, his remedy

against the guilty bank. But in the New-York Court of Errors, in December,

1839, in the case of Allen v. The Merchants' Bank of New-York, 22 Wendell, 215,

it was decided differently. In^that case, a bill drawn by a New-York merchant

upon a Philadelphia house, was deposited with the defendants for collection, who
transmitted it to their correspondent bank in Philadelphia, and, acceptance being

refused, the notary of the Philadelphia bank neglected to give notice to the holder

and endorser at New-York, in consequence of which payment was lost. The court

held, that the defendants were liable for the loss or damage arising from the default

of their Philadelphia agent, and that there was an implied undertaking by a bank

or banker, receiving negotiable paper deposited for collection, to take the necessary

measm-es to charge the drawer, maker or other proper parties, upon the default

or refusal to accept or pay. This was so decided in Smedes v. Bank of Utica, 20

Johnson, 372. M'Kinstre v. The Same, 9 Wendell, 46. 11 Ibid. 473. So, in the

case of the Bank of Orleans v. Smith, 3 Hill's N. Y. Rep. 560, it was held, that if a

note be deposited with a bank for collection, and the latter transmit it to another

bank for the same purpose, both are to be regai-ded as agents of the holder,

and liable for negligence. The use of the funds, thus temporarily obtained, formed

a valuable consideration for the undertaking. The court declared, that whether

the note or bill was received for collection in the same or a distant place, the bank

was liable for neglect, omission or misconduct of the bank or agent it employed in

the collection, unless there was some express or implied agreement to the contrary.

It is to be observed, however, that this decision was against the opinion of the

chancellor and a considerable minority of the senate, and that it reversed the judg-

ment of the Supreme Court and of the Superior Court in the city of New-York.
This does not destroy the authority, while it lessens the weight and value of the

decision. In South Carolina the rule of law is in conformity with that declared in
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tutes of 9 and 10 Wm. III., *ancl 3 and 4 Anne;"' and *94

it has long been the settled rule and practice not to con-

sider the protest of an inland bill or promissory note by a

notary as necessary or material.'' JSTor is a protest of an in-

land bill or promissory note generally deemed necessary in

this country, though the practice is to have bills drawn in one

New-York, and a bank which receives a note for collection, is liable for any neglect

by which the endorsers are discharged. The use of the moneys collected is deemed
a suflBcient consideration for the undertaking. The bank must, therefore, see to the

demand of payment of the maker, and to the giving due notice of non-payment to the

endorsers. If the note be placed in the hands of a notaiy, he is to be regarded

as the agent of the bank, and for whose neglects and mistakes the bank is liable.

Thompson v. The Bank of the State of South Carolina, S Hill's S. G. Rep. 11. If

a bank, having a note for collection, places it in the hands of a notary, who is neg-

ligent, the bank has in Mississippi been held not liable for his negligence as sub-

agent, if the bank has used reasonable diligence and skill in the selection of the

notary. A. Bank v. C. Bank, 1 Smedes d M. 592.(1)

* By the statute of Wm. III. no inland bill can be protested until the expiration

of the days of grace, and, therefore, not until the day after the bill falls due, and
then the protest, with notice, is to be forwarded within fourteen days after it is

made, to the proper parties. Without protest of an inland bill, the holder is enti-

tled to his principal and interest, and only loses his costs and damages on the bill.

Brough V. Parkins, 2 Lord Raym. 992. S. C. 6 Mod. 80. Wendle v. Andrews, 2

B. (So Aid. 696.

l" Bayley on Bills, 16'7. edit. Boston, 1826. Wendle v. Andrews, 2 Barnw. A
Aid. 696. Rice v. Hogan, 8 Dana, 135. By the general law-merchant, a protest

is exclusively confined to foreign bills of exchange. Burke v. M'Kay, 2 Howard

U. S. Rep. 66. Young v. Bryan, 6 Wheaton's R. 146. Union Bank v. Hyde, id.

till. The statute law of New-York (N. Y. R. Statutes, vol. ii. 283,) provides that

notaries public may demand acceptance of foreign and inland bills, and payment of

them and promissory notes, but the notarial protest in the case of inland bills and

promissory notes shall not be evidence of the fact, unless the personal attendance

in court of the notary cannot be procured. Kaskaskia Bridge v. Shannon, 1 Qil-

man's 111. R. 15. S. P. In Louisiana, a notarial demand and protest in the case of

promiasoi'y notes, seem to be in use, if not requii'ed by statute. Billiard <k Gurry's

Digest, vol. i. 40. In Georgia, the notarial protest of inland bills for non-acceptance

or non-payment is required, if the amount of the bill be £20 sterling, or upwards.

Hotchkis^ Gode of Statute Law, pp. 437, 438.

(1) There are still later decisions on thia unsettled question, from which it seems that if the

banlc act or assumes to act MrectVy through its ovm affenia, the common rules of agency apply.

Kerch's Bank of Baltimore t. Merch's Bank of Boston, 6 Met. E. 13. Dorchester Bank v. New-
England Bank, 1 Ouah,. B. 177. Bank of Washington v. Triplett, 1 Fet. Sup. O. B. 25. The
case in 1 CusJi. 17T, declares, that when the act is to be performed at a distant place, the assent

of the principal to employ a sub-agent will be inferred. And such is the rule in Louisiana.

Baldwin T. The Bank of La. 1 La. Arm. JS. 18.

In the case last cited, and in T 8,iS;M. 592, cited eiipra, the act was to be done in the same
place where the bank was situated.
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state on persons in another, protested by a notary, and the

act of the state of Kentucky of 1T98, c. 57, seemed to require

it. a It is also necessary in Virginia, and the omission to give

notice of the protest of an inland bill causes the loss of inter-

est and damages.!' After the protest for non-acceptance, im-

mediate notice must be given to the drawer and endorser, in

order to fix them, and the omission would not be cured by the

bill being presented for payment, and subsequent notice of

the non-payment as well as non-acceptance." The drawer or

endorser may be sued forthwith upon the protest for non-

acceptance, without waiting until the bill is also pre-

*95 sented *for payment, and refused, and the holder wiU

Townsley v. Sumrall, 2 Peteri TJ. S. Rep. 170. Nicholls v. Webb, 8 Wheaton,

326. But in Rice v. Hogan, 8 Dana, 135, it was held, that a protest was not

necessary, eyen in the case of a foreign bill, as between the drawer and acceptor,

under the act of Kentucky, of 1837. Miller v. Hackley, 5 Johns. Rep. 375. In

this last case, it was said that a bill drawn in New-York on Charleston, or any

other place within the United States, was an inland bill. A protest is not neces-

sary in Connecticut, in the case of a bill drawn in one state and payable in another.

Bay T. Church, 15 Conn, R. 15 ; nor in New-Jersey on inland bills. Sussex Bank

v. Baldwin, 2 Harr. 487. But in South Carolina and in Pennsylvania, a bill drawn

in one state, upon a person residing in another, is considered in the light of a

foreign bill, requii-ing a protest. (Duncan v. Course, 1 S. 0. Const. Rep. 100. Cape

Fear Bank v. Stinemetz, 1 Hill, 44. Lonsdale v. Brown, 4 Wash. Oir. Rep. 148.)

The opinion in New-York was not given on the point on which the decision rested

;

and it was rather the opinion of Mr. Justice Van Ness, than that of the court ; but

he was supported by Mr. Tucker, (see Tucker's Blackstone, vol. iL 467. note 22,)

and also by Marius on Bills, 2, who held that bills between England and Scotland

were inland bills. The decision in South Carolina was a solemn adjudication,

after argument, on the very question ; and the weight of American authority is,

therefore, on that side. In Buckner v. Finley <Ss Van Lear, 2 Peters' IT. S. Rep.

686, it was decided, that bills of exchange drawn in one state, on persons living in

another, were to be treated as foreign bills; and this decision, I apprehend, puts

the point at rest. See, also. Phoenix Bank v. Hussey, 12 Pick. 483. Brown v.

Ferguson, 4 Leigh's Rep. 37. Dickens v. Beal, 10 Peters' U. 8. Rep. 573. Bank

of TJ. S. V. Daniel, 12 Peteri Rep. 54. Rice v. Hogan, 8 Dana, 134. Halliday v.

M'Dougall, 20 Wenddl, 81. Carter v. Burley, 9. N. H. Rep. 558. This is also the

mle as between England and Scotland, and England and Ireland. Mahoney v.

Ashlin, i B.& Adolp. 478. Every bill, says Mr. Justice Story, {Com. on Bills of

Exchange, 28,) ought to be treated as a foreign bill, which is drawn in one country

upon another country, not governed throughout by the same homogenous or muni-

cipal laws.

' Willock V. Riddle, 6 Call. 358.

• Roscow V. Hax'dy, 3 Campb. Rep. 468. United States v. Barker, 4 Wash.

Oir. Rep. 464. Thompson v. Cumming, 2 Leigh's Rep. 321.
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be entitled to his interests and costs, and like damages
as in case of non-payment. » The English law requiring pro-

test and notice of non-acceptance of foreign biUs has been

adopted and followed as the true rule of mercantile law in

the states of Massachusetts, Connecticut, E"ew-Tork, Mary-
land, Virginia, JSTorth Carolina and South Carolina.^ But
the Supreme Court of the United States, mBrown v. Barry^
and in Clarke v. Eussel,^ held, that in an action on a protest

for non-payment on a foreign bill, protest for non-acceptance,

or a notice of the non-acceptance, need not be shown, inas-

much as they were not required by the customs of merchants

in this country, and those decisions have been followed in

Penr;sylvania
;
protest for non-payment is sufficient.^ It be-

comes, therefore, a little difficult to know what is the true

rule of the law-merchant of the United States on this point,

after such contradictory decisions. The Scotch law is the same

- Milford V. Mayor, Douff. Rep. 55. Ballingalls v. Gloater, 3 East's Rep. 481.

Wallace v. Agry, 4 Mason, 336. Evans v. Gee, 11 Peteri Rep. 80. Evans v.

Bridges, 4 Porter's Ala. Rep. 348. Whitehead v. Walker, 9 Meeson ds Welsby,

606. Mason v. Franklin, 5 Johnson's R. 202. Story on Bills, 367, 368. In

Mississippi, by statute, no suit lies on protest fornon-acceptance raerely, before the

maturity of the bill. Sadler v. Murrah, 3 Bmoard, 195. So, by the French law,

the holder of a bill is bound to present it for payment at its maturity, though al-

ready protested for non-acceptance. The protest for non-acceptance only obliges

the drawer and endorsers, on due notice, to give security for payment of the bill

when due, if not then paid. Code de Com. art. 120. Pothier, de Change, u. 133.

But if a bUl be drawn on France and endorsed in New-York, the endorser is liable

forthwith on protest for non-acceptance, though never presented for payment in

France. The law of the place of the endorsement governs the liability of the en-

dorser. Aymar V.Sheldon, 12 Wen&Z/'s iJ. 439. Pardessus, Droit Com, tome v.

art. 1488—1499. Chitti/ on Bills, 60S, 606. Story on Promissory Notes, 404

—

408. This is the true rule, though the case of Rothschild t. Cm'rie, 1 Adolph. &
Ellis, N. S. 43, is to the contrary.

' Watson T. Loring,3 Mass. Rep. 651. Sterry v. Robinson, 1 Day's Rep. 11.

Mason v, Franklin, 3 Johns. Rep. 202. Weldon v. Buck, 4 ibid. 144. Winthrop v.

Pepoon, 1 ^aj's .Kcp. 468. Philips v. M'Curdy, 1 fiarr. <fc /oAns.lSi Thompson

v. Camming, 2 Leigh's Rep. 321. 1 Sawk. Rep. 195. The French and German

law is the same. Heineccius and Pardessus, cited in Story on Bills, 300.

• 3 Dallas Rep. 365.

4 Cited in 6 Serg. & Rawle, 358.

e Read v. Adams, 6 Serg. & Rawle, 366. Mr. Justice Story {Story on Bills, 299)

says that the early decisions of the Supreme Court if now held to be law, would

be so held only on the ground of the local law of Pennsylvania, as to bills drawn

or payable there.
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as the English ;'^ and it appears to me thatthe English rule is

the better doctrine, and the most consistent with commercial

policy.

If the bill has been accepted, demand of payment mustbe

made on the day when the bill falls due ; and it must be

made by the holder or his agent upon the acceptor, at the

place appointed for payment, or at his house or residence, or

regular known place of his moaeyed business, or upon him

personally if no particular place be appointed, and it cannot

be made by letter through the post office.^ (1) In default of

payment, in whole or in part, protest must be forthwith made,

by a notary at the place of payment, and under the formali-

ties prescribed at that place, as in the case of protest for non-

acceptance, and it must be made on the last day of

*96 grace.c But there is a great deal *of perplexity and

confusion in the cases on this subject, arising from re-

fined distinctions and discordant opinions ; and it becomes

very difficult to know what is precisely the law of the land

as to the sufiiciency of the demand upon the maker of the

note, or the acceptor of the bill. If there be no particular

and certain place identified and appointed, other than the

city at large, and the party has no residence there, the biU

may be protested in the city on the day without inquiry, for

* 1 Bell's Com. 408.

•> Saundersou v. Judge, 2 K BlacJcs. Rep. 509. Stedman v. Gooch, 1 Esp. N.

P. Rep. 3. Berkshire Bank v. Jones, 6 Mass. Rep. 524. State Bank v. Hurd, 12

ibid. 172. Mason v. Franklin, 3 Johns. Rep. 202. Wliittier v. Graffam, 3 Green-

leaf, 82. Stuokert v. Anderson, 3 Wharton, 116. Lenox v. Roberts, 2 Wheaton,

3'?3. Mills V. Bank U. S. 11 id. 431. Chitty on Bills, 402. Code de Com. art.

161. Sussex Bank v. Baldwin, 2 Harrison's N. J. Rep. 487. The rule in general

is, unless otherwise required by statute, that the place of payment need not be ex-

pressly stated in the bill ; and it will be implied in the absence of all controlling

circumstances, to be by law the place of residence of the drawee, or where his ad-

dress is on the face of the bill. Story on Bills, 62. He says, again, at p. 259, the

general rule is, that presentment of a bill must be made at the place of the domicil

of the drawee, without any regard to its being drawn payable generally, or pay-

able at a particular place specified.

" Union Bank t. Hyde, 6 Wheaton, 672. Bank of Rochester T. Gray, 2 Sill,

297. 1 Bell's Com. 415. Story on Bills, 447, 448.

(1) A letter from maker, before the note is due, stating inability to pay, and asking extension

of time of payment, will not excuse the want of demand. Pierce t. Whitney, 29 Maine 72. 188.
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that would be an idle attempt. ^ The general principle is,

that due diligence must be used to find out the party, and
make the demand ; and the inquiry will always be, whether,
under the circumstances of the case, due diligence has been
used. The agent of the holder in one case used the utmost
diligence for several weeks, to find the residence of the endor-
ser, in order to give him notice of the dishonour of the bill,

and then took a day to consult his principal before he gave
the notice, and it was held suflicient.'' If the party has ab-

sconded, that will, as a general rule, excuse the demand. = If

he has changed his residence to some other place, within the

same state or jurisdiction, the holder must make endeavours
to find it, and make the demand there ; though if he has

removed out of the state, subsequent to the making of the

note or accepting the bill, it is sufficient to present the same
at his former place of residence. <* (1) If there be no other

evidence of the maker's residence than the date of the paper,

the holder must make inquiry at the place of the date ;= and
the presumption is, that the rnaker resides where the note is

dated, and that he contemplated payment at that place.

f

* Boot V. Fjauklin, 3 Johns. Rep. Wj.
' Firth V. Thrush, 8 Barnw. & Cress. 387. Delay ia presentment or giving no-

tice will be excused, if produced by inevitable accident or obstruction. Story on

Bills, 256. 258.

" 1 Zd. Raym. Anon. 743. Putnam v. Sullivan, 4 Mass. Rep. 45. 4 Serg. cfc

Rawle, 480. Leghman v. Jones, 1 Walls & Serg. 1 29.

^ Anderson v. Drake, 14 Johns. Rep. 114. M'Gruder v. Bank of Washington, 9

Wheat. Rep. 598. Bayley on Bills, edit. Boston, 126. Gillespie v. Hannahan, 4

M'Cord, 503. Eeid v. Monison, 2 Walts cb Serg. 401. Story on Bills, 403. 412.

Wheeler v. Field, 6 Metcalf, 290.

" Fisher v. Evans, 5 Binney, 641. Lowery v. Scott, 24 Wendell, 358. And if

the domicil of the maker be in one state, and he dates and makes the note in an-

other, payment may be demanded at the place of date, if the maker has no known

place of business in the state. Story on Promissory Notes, 282. sec. 236. Taylor

V. Snyder, 3 Denids R. 145.

' Stewart v. Eden, 2 Caines' Rep. 127. Duncan v. M'CuUough, 4 Serg. d: Rawle,

480. Lowery v. Scott, 24 Wendell, 358.

'

(1) Where a note specifying no place ofpayment was made, and endorsed in the state ofNew-

Tork, where it bore date, by persons whose place of residence in Mexico wasltnownatthe time,

and continued to be known to the holder and payee, it was held, that a demand of payment of

the maker, and notice to the endorser, were necessary to charge the endorser. Spies v. Gilmore,

1 Sari. &C.Jt.l5S, Af'don Ap. i Comet. B.S21. Taylorv. Snyder, 3 2)««Jo'siJ. 145.
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*97 But it is presumption *oiily ; and if the maker resides

elsewhere within the state when the note falls due, and

that be known to the holder, demand must be made at the

maker's place of residence.''

The rule in the English law is, that if a bill or promissory

note be made payable at a particular place, the demand must

be made at the place, because the place is made part and par-

cel of the contract.'' If, however, the place appointed be

deserted or shut up, it amounts to a refusal to pay, and a de-

mand would be inaudible and useless ;" or if the demand be

made upon the maker elsewhere, and no objection be made
at the time, it will be deemed a waiver of any future de-

mand.'' (1)

In New-Tork it has been decided, that though a bill or note

be made payable at a particular place, it is not requisite for

the holder to aver or prove a demand of payment at the

jolace.^ (2) This would appear to be contrary to the rule as

* Anderson v. Drake, 14 Johns.Rep. 114. Galpin v. Hard, 3 M'Cord, 394. In

North Carolina, endorsers of promiesoiy notes are held liable as sureties, and no pre-

yious demand on the maker is requisite. But this provision does not apply to

inland or foreign bills of exchange. Revised Statutes of N. C. 1837, vol. i. 95.

' Saunderson v. Judge, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 509. Sanderson v. Bowes, 14 East's

Rep. 500. Dickinson v. Bowes, 16 ibid. 110. Buttenvorth v. Le Despenser, 4
Maule & Selw.lSO. Gibb v. Mather, 8 Singham, 214. Hart v. Long, 1 Robinson's

Loui. Rep. 83. S. P. Id. 311.

' Howe V. Bowes, 16 Easts Rep. 112.

^ Herring v. Sanger, 3 Johns. Cas. 71. Mason v. Franklin, 3 Johnson's R. 202.

Boot V. Franklin, id. 208.

' Walcott V. Tan Santvoord, 17 Johns. Rep. 248. Caldwell v. Oassidy, 8 Oow-

en's Rep. 271. Haxtum v. Bishop, 3 Wendell, 1. But if the maker was ready to

pay at the time and place epecified, that would be matter of defence. The same
doctrine is held in Carley v. Vance, 17 Mass. 389. Bacon v. Dyer, 3 Fairfield, 19,

Eemick v. O'Klye, ibid. 340. Weed v. VanHouten, i Hoisted, 189. Conn v.Ga-

no, 1 Ohio Rep. 483. M'Nairy v. Bell, 1 Yerger, 502. Mulheman v. Hannum, 2

ibid. 81. Irvine v. Withers, 1 Stewarts Ala. Rep. 234, and in Wallace v. M'Connell

13 Peters' R. 136. And it is so declared by statute in Indiana, in 1836. But in

Louisiana, after a full discussion, the English nile mentioned in the text has been

adopted as most convenient and most agreeable to the contract. Mellon v. Gro-

(1) De Wolf V. Murray, 2 Sandf. (LavS) B. 166.

. (2) In a late case in England, it was held, that debt could not be maintained by the payee
against the malcer of a note, made and payable in New-Torlc, without averring demand at that

place. Bands v. Clarke, Law Journal Bep. 0. P. Apr. ISBO, p. 84.

It seems not to have occurred to the counsel or the court in this case, to inquire what was the

lex loci contractim, which was certainly the controlling laW.
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now understood and established in the English law ; and it

would seem 'to be contrary to the opinion of the Court of

Errors of New-York, in the case of Woodworth v. The BanJc

of America,'^ where the rule of the English law was recog-

nised, that if the place of payment be designated in the note,

demand must be made there. (1) But if the person at

whose *place or house the note or bill is made payable, *98
be the holder of the paper, in that case it has been held
by tlie Supreme Court of the United States, b to be sufficient

for the holder to examine the accounts, and ascertain that the
party who is to pay there has no funds deposited. The maker
or acceptor is in default by not appearing and paying, and no
formal demand is necessary. The cases of SoMnderson v.

Judge, and Berkshire Bomk t. Jones,'^ were deemed to be
controlling authorities on the point. If the defendant was
ready to pay at the time and place designated in the note for

payment, it is a matter of defence, and will go to discharge

him from interest and costs.^ The case of Caldwell v. Cos-

sidy,^ adopted a further distinction on this already subtle and
embarrassing point, and held, that though, in the case of a

ghan, 15 Martin, 423. 12 Louisiana Rep. 455. Carillo v. Bank TJ. S. 10 Robin
son's R, 533. See, also, in the case of the Bank of Wilmington v. Cooper, in Dela-

ware, the English rule was followed. 1 Harrington's Rep. 10. Mr. Justice M'Lean

in Thompson v. Cook, 2 M'Lean's Rep. 125, considered the law to be now well settled

that where a note was payable at a particular place, it was not necessary to aver,

in the declaration, or prove at the trial, a demand of payment at the place.

» 19 Johns. Rep. 391.

* United States Bank v. Smith, 11 Wheat. Rep. 111. United States Bank v.

Cameal, 2 Peter^ U. 8. Rep. 543.

* 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 509. 6 Mass. Rep. 624. Rahm v. Philadelphia Bank, 1

Rawle, 335. S. P. The note itself must be present, ready for surrender, when the

demand for payment is made, and in default of it the demand will be insufficient

to fix the endorser. Eastman v. Potter, 4 VermoHt R. 313.

* Haxtun v. Bishop, 3 Wendell, 1. So, if the holder was ready at the place to

receive payment, no further demand is necessary to charge the endorser. Jenks v.

Doylestown Bank, 4 Watts <b Serg. 505.

a 8 Oowen, 271.

(1) By statute in Virginia, If a bill of exchange, payable at a particular place, be accepted, with

no words of limitation, it is a general acceptance. jBot. St. of Va. 1849, tit. 43, ch. ]44, §1.

In Pervmylvania, no defence can be made for want of proper demand, or for want of proper

protest and notice of non-acceptance or non-payment, unless the place of such demand or no-

tice is distinctly set forth on the note or bill. Laws of Pernn. 1849, No. 310, § 7.
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note payable at apa/rticularplace, demand at that place need

not be averred, yet if the note be made payable on demamd

at a jparticula/r place, a demand must be made at the place

before suit brought. With respect to the addition of memo-
randa to a bill or note, designating the place of payment,

there have been much litigation and difficulty in the cases.

It is stated as a general rule,^ that a memorandum upon a

note, as to where it should be payable, was not a part of it

;

and in Exon v. Russell^ such a memorandum at the bottom

of the note was held to be no part of it. (1) On the other

hand, in Cowie v. Halsall,'^ after a bill has been accepted

generally, the drawer, without the consent of the acceptor,

added a place of payment ; and it was held, that the

*99 condition *was a material variation, and discharged the

acceptor. In the case of The Ba/nk of America v.

Woodworth,^ a note was endorsed for the accommodation of

the maker, and returned to him to be negotiated. It had no

place of payment, and before the maker had parted with it,

he added in the margin a place of payment, and negotiated

it, and the lona fide holder made the demand there. The
Supreme Court held, that the memorandum was no part of

the contract, but merely an intimation to the holder where to

look for the maker and his funds. But the Court of Errors

decided otherwise, and overturned this very reasonable, and
established the very rigorous doctrine, that the memorandum
was, in that case, a material alteration of the contract, which
discharged the endorser. The Supreme Court of New-York
have since decided,^ that where the endorser commits a nego-

tiable note to the maker, with a blank for the date, or sum,

or time of payment, there is an implied agency given by the

endorser to the maker to fill up the blanks. The principle of

» Bayley on Bills, 25.

' Maule & Seho. 505. Williams v. Waring, 10 Barnw. & Cress. 2. S. P.

» 4 Barnw. & Aid. 19'7. Desbrowe v. Wetherly, 1 Moody tfc Mobinson-, 438.

S. P. Nazro v. Fuller, 24. Wendell, 374. S. P.

^ 18 Johns. Rep. 316. S. 0. 19 Johns. Rep. 390.

Mitchell T, Culver, 7 Cowen's Rep. 836. Mechanics' and Farmers' Bank t.

Schuyler, ibid. 337, note.

(1) Bowling V. Harrison, 6 Howard's 21. 259.
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the decisions in Massachusetts is, that if the endorsement be
made at the time of making the note, the endorser is to be
treated as an original promissor, because he is supposed to

participate in the consideration. ^

K a bill of exchange, though drawn generally, be accepted,

payable at a particular place, it is a special or qualified accept-

ance, which the holder is not bound to take ; but if he does

take it, the demand must be made at the place appointed,

and not elsewhere, in order to charge the drawer or endorser.

This is the plain sense of the contract, and the words aocejyted

paycMe at a given place, are equivalent to an exclusion of

a demand elsewhere.''

• Parker, Ch. J., in Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385. (1)
•> Mullen V. Croghan, 15 Martin's R. 424. Gale v. Kemper, 10 Louis. S. 208.

Warren t. Alnutt, 12 id. 454. But see supra, 97, and infra, 101, where the weight
of American decisions is otherwise. If, however, a demand be made of payment
at the place designated in the bill or note, and refused, it is sufiBcient. Story on
Bills, 419, 420. This point has been the subject of great litigatiou and discussion

in the English courts, and judges of high professional character, and of gi'eat pro-

fessional learning, have entertained directly opposite opinions on the question. In

Ambrose v. Ho])wood, 2 Taunt. Hep. 61, the C. B. held, that the bill must be pre-

sented at the place specified in the acceptance, and not elsewhere. This was in

1809. In Callaghan V. Aylett, .3 Taunt. Hep. 39'7, in 1811, the same court followed

the same doctrine, and, after more discussion, declared that where the bill was ac-

cepted, payable at a particular place, it was a qualified acceptance, and the pre-

sentment must be aveiTed and proved to have been made there. There may, in the

act of acceptance, be a qualification of the place, as well as of the time of acceptance.

In Fenton v. Goundry, 13 East's Sep. 469, in 1811, the same question arose in the

K. B., and was decided differently ; and it was held, that though the bill was ac-

cepted payable at a place certain, it was still to be taken to be payable generally

and universally, and wherever demanded. Afterwards, in Gammon v. SchmoU, 6

Taunt, Hep. 344, the Court of C. B., notwithstanding the decision of the K. B., ad-

hered, with determined purpose, to their former doctrine; and in Bowes v. Howe
on error from the K. B., into the Exchequer Chamber, 5 Taunt. Rep. 30, the doctrine

of the C. B. was established. It being of great importance to the mercantile world
that the law on this subject should be fixed and known, the same point was brought

into review before the House of Lords, in 1820, in the case of Rowe v. Younge
2 Bro. & Bing. Rep. 165, and the opinions of the twelve judges were taken for

the information of the lords. The point was elaborately discussed in the separate

opinions of the judges, which displayed all the learning and acuteness of investi-

gation of which such a narrow and dry question was susceptible. A majority of

the judges were in favour of the opinion of the K. B., and they held, that such a

special acceptance need not be averred and proved in the first instance, and that

(1) AlUer, in New-York, Seabury v. Hungerford, 2 BiU, 84.
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*100 *Three days of grace apply equally, according to the

custom of merchants, to foreign and inland bills and

the non-presentment at the place was matter of defence, and to be taken advantage

of in pleading. But Lord Eldon and Lord Redesdale, and four out of the twelve

common law judges, were of opinion, that such a qualified acceptance must be

aven-ed, and presentment according to it proved, and that opmion prevailed. The

House of Lords reversed the judgment of the K. B., and overthrew their doctrine,

and established the rule, that if a bill of exchange be accepted, payable at a par-

ticular place, it was necessaiy to aver and prove presentment of the bill at that

place, and the party so accepting is not liable to pay on a demand made elsewhere.

The defendant was not to be subjected to the inconvenience of pleading a tender,

and bringing the money into court. Lord Eldon's opinion, in the House of Lords, was

distinguished for being cleai-, nervous, pertinent, logical and conclusive ; and he very

well observed, that he could not understand the good sense of the distinction of

the K. B., that if a promissory note be payable at a particular place, the demand

must be made there, because the place, being in the note, is a pai't of the contract

;

but if a bill be accepted, payable at a particular place, it is not part of the ac-

ceptance, and the presentment need not be made there. Soon after this decision

was made, the statute of 1 and 2 George IV. c. 11, was passed, declaring that an

acceptance, payable at a particular place, had the effect of a general acceptance,

and the holder was not bound to present the bill at any particular place, and the

acceptor might be called on elsewhere, as well as at the place indicated. So far

the nile was thrown back by statute into the situation in which it was placed by

the K. B.; but the statute further provided, that if the bill was accepted, payable

at a specified place only, and not elsewhere, it was then to be considered a qualified

acceptance, and demand must be made at the specified place. The Supreme Court

of the United States, in the U. S. Bank v. Smith, 11 Wfieat. Rep. 171, were in-

clined to think that, as against the acceptor of a bill, or maker of a note, no aver-

ment or proof of demand of payment at the place designated in the instrument

was necessaiy. They withheld a decided opinion on the point But as against the

endorser, such demand and proof were held to be indispensable. Afterwards, in

Wallace v. M'Connell, 13 Peters, 136, the Supreme Court discussed the point upon

a full examination of the American as well as English authorities, and settled the

question. They held, that where a bill or note was made payable at a spedfied

time and place, it was not necessaiy to aver in the declaration, or prove at the trial,

that a demand for payment was made at the time and place. If the maker or ac-

ceptor was ready at the time and place to pay, that was matter of defence. This

may now be considered as the law on the subject throughout the United States,

(see supra, 97, and note a, and also Eldred v. Hawes, 4 Conn. R. 465. Payson

V. Whitcomb, 15 Pick. 212. Waite, J., in Jackson v. Packer, 13 Conn. R. 358.

Sumner v. Ford, 3 Arkansas R. 389,) (Green v. Going, 7 Barb. 8. C. 662,) though

Mr. Justice Story {Story on Bills, 416,) thinks, that it is difficult to maintain the

doctrine upon principle ; and in his Commentaries on Promissory Notes, p. 274, he

says, that as a judge he dissented fi-om the opinion of the Supreme Court, in 13

Peters, 136. In Fayle v. Bird, 2 Carr. S Payne, 303, it was held, that on a bill

drawn, payable in London, presentment must be made at some place there ; but it

is stated in Selby v. Eden, 11 Moore, that presentment need not be averred in the

declaration. In Indiana they follow the rule, that if a promissory note be payable
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promissory notes, and as between the endorser and
endorsee of a negotiable *note;a and the acceptor or *101

at a particular place, a demand of payment at that place must be averred and

proved. 1 Blackford's Rep. 328. As evidence of the endless refinements and dis-

tinctions on this subject, we may refer to the case of Mitchell v. Baring, (4: Garr. d
Payne, 35. 10 Barnw. & Cress. 4. S. C.) where it was held, that if a bill, payable

in London, be accepted for honour, to be paid if protested and refused when due,

it must be protested at Liverpool, where the drawee resided. This decision led to

the statute of 2 and 3 Wm. IV. c. 98, by which protest for non-acceptance of bills

payable at any place other than the place herein mentioned as the residence of the

drawee, may, without further presentment to the drawee, be protested for non-pay-

ment in the place expressed by the drawer to be payable. In Picquet v. Curtis, 1

Sumner, 478, Mr. Justice Story considered the principle settled by the decision in

the House of Lords, in the case of Rowe v. Young, as irresistible, and that in the

case of foreign or inland bills, made payable at a particular place, the demand and

the dishonour must be there. But the decision in 13 Peters, above cited, settled

the question the other way, and the whole current of American authorities, as re-

ferred to in that decision, are on the same side. In Polger v. Chase, 18 Pick. 63, it

was held, that if a note be payable on demand at a specified bank, no demand need

be made at any other place ; and if left at the bank for collection, ho specific de-

mand is necessary. Id. Bank U. S. v. Corneal, 2 Peters, 593. State Bank v. Napier,

6 Humphrey Tenn. R. 270. No demand need be made even at the place, to charge

the maker of a note payable at a particular place, according to the law as declared

in Arkansas. M'Keil v. Real Estate Bank, 4 Pike, 592.

* Brown v. Harraden, 4 Term Rep. 148. Bussard v. Levering, 6 Whsat. Rep.

102. Lindenberger v. Beall, ibid. 104. Crenshaw v. M'Kiernan, I Miner's Ala.

Rep. 295. Fleming v. Fulton, 6 Howards Miss. R. 473. The period of grace

varies in different countries. In France, by the ordinance of 1673, tit. 6, art. 4, it

was ten days ; but by the new code, art. 135, all days of grace are abolished. In

Massachusetts, a promissory note was held not entitled to grace, unless it be an

express part of the contract. Jones v. Fales, 4 Mass. Rep. 245. But in 1824, by

statute, the days of grace were given on all bills of exchange payable at sight, or

on a future day certain, within the state, and on promissory negotiable notes, orders

and drafts, payable at a future day certain, within the state, in like manner as on

foreign bills, by the custom of merchants. The provision does not extend to bills,

notes or drafts payable on demand. The law was re-enacted in the revised statutes

of 1835. See, also, Perkins v. Franklin Bank, 21 Pick. 483. In the state of

Maine, by statute of 1824, c. 272, the drawer of inland bills of exchange, and the

endorser of a promissory note, as well as the acceptor and maker, are entitled to

three days of grace, if the bill or note be discounted by a bank, or left there for

collection. Foreign bills are governed by the usage of merchants, and the acceptor

has the three days of grace without any statute provision. In Vermont, on the

other hand, the days of grace were taken away, by statute, in 1833. In New-
Hampshire, the three days of grace are allowed to the maker of a negotiable note.

Dennie v. Walker, 7 N. H. Rep. In Broddie v. Searcy, Peck's Tenn. Rep. 183,

the law-merchant and the three days of grace were considered applicable to

negotiable promissory notes, and applied with as much accuracy and strictness

as in the most commercial states. The period of the days of grace is determined

YoL. in. 9
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maker has, •within a reasonable time of the end of busi-

ness or bank hours of the thii-d day of grace, (being

*102 the third day after the paper falls due,) *to pay.

It has been said,* that the acceptor was bound to pay

the bill on demand, or any part of the third day of grace,

provided the demand be made within reasonable hours.

Lord Kenyon thought otherwise. The question will be

governed, in a degree, by the custom of the place ; and if, in

a commercial city, payments are made at banks, they must

be made within bank hours. The maker or acceptor is enti-

tled to the uttermost convenient time allowed by the custom

of business of that kind, in the place where the bill is pre-

sented, and he is not entitled to any further time.'' If the

third day of grace falls on Sunday, or a great holiday, as the

fourth of July, or a day of public rest, the demand must be

made on the day preceding.* (1) The three days of grace

by the usage of the place on which the bill is draTvii, and where payment is to be

made. Story on Bills, 196. 388. 1 Bell's Com. 411. And it may be considered

as the common law-merchant throughout the United States, in the absence of any

particular or special usage to the contrary, that three days of grace are allowed on

bills of exchange and promissory notes. This was so declared in Wood v. Corl,

4 Metcalf's B. 208.

» BuUer, J., 4 Term Rep. Hi. The opinion of BuUer, J., baa been adopted in

Greely v. Thurston, 4 Oreenleaf, 479. See, also. Story on Bills, pp. 261. 3'76, STT.

Parker v. Gordon, 7 East, 385. Elford v. Teek, I M.& Selw. 28. Chitty on Bills,

421.

' It was held, in Osborn v. Moneure, 3 Wendell, 170, that the maker had the

whole of the third day of grace to make payment, if he thinks proper to seek the

holder. So, if a presentment of a bill for payment be to a private individual, and

not to a bank or banker, it is sufficient to make the demand in the evening of the

day of payment. Triggs v. Newnham, 10 Moore, 249. Cayuga County Bank v.

Hunt, 2 HilVs R. 636. Story on Bills, 406. It is settled in Massachusetts, after a

full discussion, that the maker of a promissoiy note is bound to pay it, upon demand

made at any seasonable or reasonable hour of the last day of grace, and may be

sued on that day if he fail to pay on such demand. The court, upon an examina-

tion of authorities, say, that the weight of them is in favour of this conclusion.

Staples v. Franklin Bank, 1 Metcalf's R. 43. This is also the settled rule in Maine,

New Hampshire and South Carolina. This is equally the case as to inland bills.

Clhiity on Bills, c. 9. p. 482. Ex parte Moline, 19 Vesey, 216. Burbridge v. Man-

ners, 3 Campb. 193.

« Tassel v. Lewis, 1 Lord Eaym. 743. Jackson v. Richards, 2 Caines' Rep. 348.

Lewis v. Burr, 2 Gained Cos. in Error, 195. Bussard v. Levering, 6 Wheat. Rep.

(1) In Hillyer v. English, in the Court of Errors of South Carolina, in 1848, it was decided that

the verdict of a Jury might be received and published after midnight on Saturday, and before
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apply equally to bills payable at sight, (1) or at a certain

time ;* but a bill, note or check payable on demand,
*or where no time of payment is expressed, is payable *103

immediately on presentment, and is not entitled to the

102. Fleming v. Fulton, 6 Eowardt Mist. R. 473. Statute of Massachusetts,

1838, c. 182. Act of Louisiana, 1838, No. 52. Tlie usage is settled in commer-
cial matters, that if the day of payment falls on Sunday, payment is to be made on

Saturday; and in Kilgour v. Miles, 6 Gill ik Johnson, 268, it was held that the same
rule applied to all other conti-acta. But the weight of authority is the other way,
and in all contracts, except where the three days of grace are allowed by the cus-

tom of merchants, if the day of performance falls on Sunday, the performance

may be on Monday. Avery v. Stewart, 2 Conn. Rep. 69. Salter v.Bm-t,20 Wtn-
dell, 205. By statute in Vermont, 1837, if a contract falls due on Sunday, it is

payable on Monday ; and though a paper be not entitled to grace, and falls due on

Sunday, yet if by usage of the place such a note becomes payable on the preced-

ing Saturday, that usage prevails and governs. Osborne v. Smith, N. Y. Superior

Court, December, 1836. Kilgore v. Bulkley, 14 Conn. R. 362. Though the days
of grace may be shortened by the falling of the last day of grace on Sunday or

other holiday, they are never protracted by the intervention of such days. Story

on Mils, 393.(2)

' Coleman v. Sayer, 1 Barnard's K. B. 303. Bayley on Bills, 161. Chitty on
Bills, 344, 346. Dehers v. Harriot, 1 Show. 160. L'Anson v. Thomas, cited in

Chilly on Sills, 346. On the other hand, though the weight of authority would
seem greatly to preponderate in favour of the rule as laid down in the text, yet it

may be considered as a point not entirely settled, and a different rule is laid down

daylight on Sunday. The opinion of Wardlaw, J., is singularly learned and interesting, He is

of the opinion, that although Sunday when mentioned la a statute, begins and ends as other civil

days, yet as a common law festival and as a holiday, the conmion law prohibitions extend only

from sunrise to sunset. This opinion is a remarkable example of historical and legal erudition.

(1) In a late case in Louiaiajui, the question arose, and it became necessary to determine

whether sight bills are entitled to grace in New-York. Upon a commission issued, several of the

principal lawyers, brokers and notaries of New-York were examined, and the court decided,

upon a vast preponderance of evidence, that they are not Nimick v. Martin, Western Law
Journal, May, 1850, p. 880. U. S. Law Mag. voL 1. No. 1. Jan. 1860.

In Soufk CaroUna, all bills of exchange payable at sight, are allowed days of grace. Acts of

S. O. No. 8047. 1S49. In Indiama, grace is allowed equally on all Hghi and lime bills payable

in the state. Acta oflnd., ch. 17, 1849. In Delaware, grace is allowed on all notes and bills

payable without time or at sight. Laws of Del., 1849, ch. 392. In 2/brth CaroUna, bills of ex-

change, payable at sight or on a day certain, but not those payable on demand, are entitled to

grace. Laws ofK. C, 1849, ch. 9.

In Trask v. Martin, 1 H. D. Smith's Reports, 505, it was held that a bill of exchange, payable

at sight, was due on presentment 'Woodruir, Justice, in a learned opinion, considers the rule

to be, that days of grace are computed when time of payment is, in the terms of the bill, given

to the drawee, as ader sight or arter date ; but that where the terms of the bill import immedi-

ate payment, days of grace are not allowed.

This case is taken from the first volume of reports that has ever appeared of the decisions of

the ancient and useful court of the city of New-York, the Court of Common Pleas. The Interest

of the volume is increased by a prefaratory history of the court, from its origin in early colonial

times, written by one of its accomplished members, Mr. Justice Daly.

(2) By-Laws o/2few- York, 1849, p. 892. The 1st of January, 4th of July, Christmas, and fast

or thanksgiving days appeinted by the Governor or President, are to be treated like Sunday, in

relation to the protest of bills and notes.
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days of grace.* A bill payable at so many days' sight means
so many days after legal sight, or acceptance ;•> and when the

time is to be computed by days, as so many days after date,

or after sight, the day of the date of the instrument is, by
the modern practice, excluded from the computation. <=

It is equally unseasonable to demand payment before the

expiration of the third day of grace, as after the dajA The
demand must be made on the third day of grace, (1) or on the

second, if the third day be a day of public rest ; and in de-

fault of such demand, the drawer of the bill and the endorser

of the note are discharged. ^ K, however, a note be made for

negotiation at a bank whose custom is to demand payment.

in Beamed L. M, pi. 266, and in Kyd on Bills, 10. Id France, while days of grace

were allowed under the ordinance of ICTS, Pothier agreed with M. Jouase, in his

commentary, that a bill payable at sight had no days of gi-ace ; and he justly ob-

served, that it would be unreasonable and inconvenient for a person who takes a

draft, for his accommodation on a journey, payable at sight, to be obliged to wait

the days of grace for his money. TraiU du Con. de Change, art. 172.

• Gammer V. Harrison, 2 Jf'(7o»-(fs j?ep. 246. Bayley on Bills, \i\. Chitty on

Bills, 5th edit. 336. 346. Somerville v. Williams, 1 Stewart's Ala. Rep. 484. So

if a note be payable on 1st "i/hij fixed, it means that no days of grace are intended,

and there are none allowed. Durnford v. Patterson, t Martin's Louis. Rep. 460.

' Mitchell V. De Grand, 1 Mason's Rep. 176. If a bill payable at so many, say

sixty days' sight, be accepted, payable on a given day, say November Zd, in which

the three days of grace were in fact included, though the day of acceptance did

not appear on the bill, the demand is to be made on the day specified in the ac-

ceptance. The acceptor is bound to that day, and it being, in point of fact, the true

day, the drawer and endorsers would also be bound, on protest and due notice of

default of payment on that day. Kenner and others v. Their Creditors, 20 MartirCs

Louis. Rep. 36. 1 Miller's Louis. Rep. 280. S. C.

" Bayley on Bills, \5h. Chitty on Bills, i06. il2. Story on Bills, 378.391.

A note payable by instalments is a good negotiable note, and the maker is entitled

to the days of grace upon the falling due of each instalment. Bridge t. Sherborne,

11 Meeson <h Welsby, 374.

^ No usage or agreement, tacit or express, of the parties to a note, will accele-

rate the time of payment, and bind the maker to pay it at an earlier day than that

fixed by law. Mechanics' Bank t. Merchants' Bank, 6 Metcalf, 1 3. (2)

« Coleman v. Sayer, Str. Rep. 829. WifFen v. Roberts, 1 Mp. N. P. Rep. 261.

Leavitt v. Simes, 3 N. H. Rep. 14. Mills v. United States Bank, 11 Wlwaton, 431.

A bill payable at so many days after date, must be presented by the period of its

maturity. If payable on demand, or at sight, or at so many days after sight, it

(1) And notice to (he endorser may be given on the same day, after business lionrs. Coleman
T. Carpenter, 9 Jlarr's Jl, ITS. But an action commenced on the third day of grace, has been
held premature. Wriggle v. Thomason, 1SS. SM. Eep. 462.

(2) The decision of this case was govemed by the provisions of the B. S. of Mass. ch. 83.

Bee. 6.
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and to give notice on the fourth day, that custom forms a

part of the law of the contract, and the parties are presumed
to^gree to be governed, in that case, by the usage.^

The *same rule applies when a bank, by usage, treats *104

a particular day as a holiday, though not legally

known as such, and made demands, and gave notice, on the

day preceding ; the parties to a note discounted there, and
conusant to usage, are bound by it."" Though a bill, payable

at a given time, has never been presented to the drawee for

acceptance, the demand upon the drawee for payment is to

be made on the third day of grace ; for, by the usage of the

commercial world, which now enters into every bill and note

of a mercantile character, except where it is positively ex-

cluded, a bill does not become due on the day mentioned on

its face, but on the last day of grace. <=

(7.) Of the steps requisite to fix the drawer and endorsers.

There is no part of the learning relating to negotiable

paper that has been more critically discussed, or in which the

rules are laid down with more precision, than that which con-

cerns the acts requisite to fix the responsibility of the drawer

and endorsei-s, and the acts and omissions which will ope-

rate to discharge them. True policy consists in establishing

some broad, plain rules, easy to be understood, and steady in

their obligation.

The holder must not only show a demand, or due diligence

must be presented in a reasonable time, under the circumstances. (1) Story, J., 4

Maxon, 345. Story on Bills, 373. In Grant v. Long, 12 Louis. Rep. 402, it was

held, that a bill of exchange, payable ninety days after date, must be presented for

payment the day it became due, or the drawer would be discharged. The court

held to the rule so strictly as not even to admit any excuse, even of two days from

the last day of grace, derived from the irregularities of the mail. See supra, p. 82

.

• Renner v. Bank of Columbia, 9 Wheat. Rep. 581. Mills t. United States

Bank, 11 ibid. 431. Bank of "Washington v. Triplett, 1 Peter^ TJ. S. Rep. 25.

Bank of Columbia v, Fitzhugh, 1 Starr. & QUI, 239. Planters' Bank v. Markham,

5 Howard's Miss. R.S91. S. P. 6 iETarr. <£/. 180. 14 i/ass. 303. 17 4^452. 3

Conn. R. 489.

" City Bank v. Cutter, 3 Pick Rep. 414.

« Bank of Washington v. Triplett, 1 Peler^ U. S. Rep. 25.

(1) But ifa note payable on demand provides fertile payment of iuferest, this will be regarded

as evidence that it was intended that the maker should have an extended credit, and an endorser

or guarantor will be held liable accordingly. Lookwood v. Crawford, 13 Oonn, E, 361,
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to get the money of the acceptor of the bill or check, (1) and

of the maker of the note, but he must give reasonable notice

of their default to the drawer and endorsers, or to their regu-

larly authorized agent, to entitle himself to a suit

*105 against them.* The endorser, to whom notice *is

• Heylyn v. Adamson, 2 Burr. Sep. 669. Rushton v. Aspiowall, JDouff. Rep.

679. Williams v. United States Bank, 2 Peteri U. S. Rep. 96. The demand and

notice to the endorser are equally requisite, though he endorse the note after it is

due. Stockman t. Riley, 2 M'Corcts Rep. 398. Poole v. ToUeson, 1 ibid. 199.

Notice to an agent having general power to transact the business of his principal is

good, if the principal be abroad, but not if the agent has only certain special powers.

De Lizardi v. Pouverin, 4 Roh. Loui. R. 394. Notice to the legal representative is

good, if the party be dead, and the notary does not know who is the executor or ad-

ministrator. Pillow V. Hardeman, 3 Hump. Term. iJ. 538. Notice is not good unless

a protest of the bill or note precede the notice. Union Bank of Louisiana v. Fonte-

neau, 12 Roh. R. 120. In Harker v. Anderson, 21 Wendell, 372, Mr. Justice Cowen

concludes, upon a critical examination of the cases, that a check is, to all essential

purposes, a bill of exchange, and that the holder must use due diligence to present

it to the drawee for payment, before he can charge either the drawer or endorser,

both of whom stand in the light of sureties ; that nothing would excuse the want

of this diligent presentment but the absence of funds in the hands of the drawee

when the check was drawn, or fi-aud in the drawer in subtracting the funds. The

court itself gave no opinion on the point But I apprehend that this doctrine as to

checks may be questioned. A check differs from a bill of exchange in several

particulars. It has no days of grace, and requires no acceptance distinct from

prompt payment The drawer of a check is not a surety, but the principal debtor,

as much as the maker of a promissory note. It is an absolute appropriation of so

much money in the hands of the banker to the holder of the check, and there it

ought to remain >mtil called for, and the drawer has no reason to complain of delay,

unless upon the intermediate failure of his banker. By unreasonable delay in such

a case, the holder takes the risk of the failure of the person or bank on which the

check is drawn. This is quite distinct from the strict rule of diligence applicable

to a surety, in which light stands the endorser. See Story on Promiaaory Notet,

620, 621. 631, 632. 634, to the same point. It is true, however, that there is so

much analogy between checks and bills of exchange, and negotiable notes, that

they are frequently spoken of without discrimination, as see ante, 75. 77, 78. 104.

Since the above case in 21 Wendell, the distinction between checks and notes has

been judicially settled in Little v. Phoenix Bank, 2 HilVs N. Y. Rep. 425, and held,

that as between drawer and holder of a check, delay in presenting it did not

discharge the maker, unless loss be shown ; but that between the holder and

endorser of a check, the usual diligence was requisite. The case of Kemble v.

Mills, 1 Manning i: Granger, 151, is to the same effect, and that want of notice of

the dishonour of a check is excused, if the maker had no right to draw, or the

(1) The drawer of a check will not be discharged by delay in demanding payment, unless he
has Bnffered loss by Bach delay. Bobinson v. Hanksford, 9 .<1(2. dg .^ J^ ^. 52. Pack v. Thomas,
1^8.<tM.B. 11. The authority of an agent to endorse notes does not embrace the power to

receive notice of the dishonoor (f the note. Talk v. GaiUard, 4 Stroth. 99.
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duly given, ia liable, although notice be not given by the

holder to the drawer, or a prior endorser, and this is the case

equally as to foreign and inland bills and checks. The en-

dorsement is equivalent to making a new bill, and the holder

may resort to him, without calling on any of the other

parties ; and it is the business of the endorser, on receiving

notice, to give like notice to the drawer, and all persona to

whom he means to resort. * The object of the notice is to af-

ford an opportunity to the drawer and endorsers to obtain se-

curity from those persons to whom they are entitled to resort

for indemnity. Notice to one of several partners, or to one

of several joint drawers or endorsers, is notice to them all.'' (1)

What is reasonable notice to the drawer or endorser, is some-

times said to be a question of law, and at other times to be a

question of fact. The question of reasonable notice is usually

holder had received no damagefrom want of notice. S. P. Robinson v. Hawksford,

9 Adolp. d El. R. 52. (2)

* Bomley v. Frazier, Str. 441. Heylyn t. Adamson, 2 Burr. 669. Riokford v.

Ridge, 2 Camph. B39. Ghitty on Bills, c. 10. 630.

' Porthouse y. Parker, 1 Campb. Rep. 82. Han'ia v. Clark, 10 Ohio Rep. 6.

Judge Story, in his Treatise on Bills, 346. 425. 456, says, that notice to each joint

drawer or endorser, if they be not partners, is requisite to bind them, and that

notice to one is not suflncient for all. The case before Lord Ellenborough is one

where the bill was accepted by one of three defendants, who do not appear by the

case to be mercantile partners, and the dishonour of it was of course known to him,

and the Ch. J. said, that the knowledge of one was the knowledge of all. The case

ia very brief and loose ; but the decision in Ohio was to the very point, and on due

consideration, the court said, that the three joint and several promiasors were in

the light of partners in that particular transaction. But still I think it may be

questioned whether the better doctrine be not in favour of notice to each joint

maker or drawer, when they are not regular partners. (3) That is the judgment,

after an elaborate discussion, in Shepard v. Hawley, 1 Gonn. R. 368 ; and see, also,

Bank of Chenango v. Root, 4 Cowen, 126. Willis v. Green, 5 HilVs N. Y. R. 232.

Union Bank v. Willis, 8 Mete. 504. Dabney v. Stidger, 4 Smedes d Marshall, 14:9,

to the S. P. Story on Promissory Notes, p. 300. The holder of the bill or note is

not bound to give notice of non-payment to any of the endorsex's, except those he

intends to charge, and the endorser who has notice must give his prior endorsers

notice, if he intends to look to them for indemnity. Bayley on Bills, 228. Valk

V. Bank of the State, 1MMullen's 8. G. iJ. 414. Carter v. Bradley, 19 Maine R.

62. Mr. Justice Story {Story on Bills, 298,) is of opinion that in the case of a

qualified or conditional acceptance, a due protest and notice to the antecedent

(1) Coeke v. Bank ofTenn. 6 Humph. B. 51.

(2) Mere priority in the drawing of a chock upon a bank, does not give to the holder a right

of preference of payment over the holders of checks subsequently drawn, Dykers v. The
Leather M. Bank, 11 Paige R. 612.

(S) It was 80 held in State Bank v. Slaughter, 7 Elackf, B. 138.
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compounded of law and fact, and is a matter dependent npon

the circumstances of each particular case, and proper for the

decision of a jury, under the advice and direction of the court

;

and the mixed question requires the application of the powers

of the court and jury.* The elder cases did not define what

amounted to due diligence in giving notice of the dishonour

of a bill, with that exactness and certainty which practical

men and the business of life reqjiired. (1) According to the

modern doctrine, the notice must be given by the first direct

and regular conveyance ; and if to the drawer, it must be ac-

cording to the law of the place where the bill was drawn, and
if to the endorsers, according to the law of the place where
the respective endorsements were made> This means, the

parties is still requisite in order to bind them, though the conditions be complied

with before the bill becomes payable. For this he cites Pothier, {De Chavge, n.

47, 48,) in opposition to Bayley and Chitty on Bills.

» Tindal v. Brown, 1 Term Rep. 167. Darbishire v. Parker, 6 Eases Rep. 3.

Hilton V. Shepherd, 6 Easts Rep. 14. in notis. Bateman v. Joseph, 12 Easfs Rep.

4S3. Chesapeake Ins. Co. v. Stark, 6 CrancKs Rep. 273. Mar. Ins. Co. v. Ruden,

tiiif. 338. Taylor v. Brigden, 8 JbAns. iicp. 173. Story on Rills, 313. In Brahan

V. Ragland, 1 Minor's Ala. Rep. 85, what is reasonable notice to an endorser was

held to be a question of fact for a jury. In Aymar v. Beers, 7 Cowen's Rep. 705,

the Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence, 1 Peters' V. S. Rep, 678, and Remer v. Downer,

23 WendelVs R. 620, it was held, that the reasonableness of notice, or demand, or

due diligence, when the facts were settled, was a question oflaw for the court, and

not a question of fact for a jury. But the question is so mixed up with circum-

stances, and is so compounded of the ingredients of law and fact, that it will be

found, in practice, very difficult to retain on the bench the exdusire jurisdiction of

the question. In Ohio, by act of 1820, bonds, bills and notes for money, and paya-

ble to order, or bearer, or assigns, are declared to be negotiable by endorsement

thereon, so as to enable the assignee to sue in his own name; and if demand be

made at the time the same becomes due, or toithin a reasonable time thereafter, it

shall be adjudged due diligence, sufficient to charge the endorser. Statutes of Ohio,

1831. Chase's Statutes of Ohio, vol. ii. 1137.

' Story on Bills, 362. Until an act of the Assembly, since 1823, in Louisiana,

the post-office was not, in that state, a proper place of deposit for notice to endor-

sers. 19 Martin, 491. It is not now, in those post-towns where the endorser lives

within three miles of the post-office, and there is no penny-post establishment.

Louisiana State Bank v. Rowell, 1 8 ibid. 506. Clay v. Oakley, 17 ibid 137. This

is also the rule in Tennessee, and notice through the post-office is not sufficient

under like circumstances. Bank v. Bennett, 1 Terger, 166. In Louisiana, if the

residence of the party to be charged cannot be found, after due inquiry, notice

(1) One who takes a note in payment -which he ia nnablo to collect, is not bound to give notice

with the same promptness as an ordinary endorser. He has a reasonable time. Bobson v.

Oliver, 10 Ad. & El. N. S. 704.
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first *mail that goes after the day next to the third *106
day of grace

; so that if the third day of grace te on
Thursday, and the drawer or endorser reside out of town, the

notice may, indeed, be sent on Thursday, but must be put
into the post-office, or mailed on Friday, so as to be forwarded
as soon as possible thereafter; and if the parses live in the
same town, the rule is the same, and the notice must be sent

by the penny-post, or placed in the office on Friday. ^^ The
law does not require excessive diligence, or that the holder
should watch the post-office constantly, for the purpose of re-

ceiving and transmitting notices. Eeasonable diligence and
attention is all that the law exacts ;•' and it seems to be now
settled, that each party successively, into whose hands a dis-

honoured bill may pass, shall be allowed one entire day for

the purpose of giving notice.<= (1) If the demand be made on

lodged at the nearest post-office, addressed to the party at the place where the con-

tract was made, is sufficient. Preston v. Daysson, 7 Louis. Rep. 7.

* Corp V. M'Oomb, 1 Johns. Oas. 328. Bussard v. Levering, 6 Wheaton, 102.

104. Johnson v. Harth, 1 Bailey's S. 0. Rep. 482. Shed v. Brett, 1 Pich. Rep.

401. Osborn v. Moncure, 3 Wendell, 170. 1 Minor's Ala. Rep. 296. Talbot v.

Clark, 8 Pick. 54. Bixley t. Franklin Ins. Co. iUd. 86. United States v. Barker,

4 Wash. Cir. Rep. 464. Townsley v. Springer, 1 Miller's Louis. Rep. 122. 515.

Williams v. Smith, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 496. Farmers' Bank of M. v. Duval, 1 Gill

Jc Johns. 78. Sussex Bank v. Baldwin, 2 Harrison's N. J. Rep. 487. Carter v.

Burley, 9 N. H. Rep. 558.

• In North Carolina the rule respecting notice is made to vary with the pursuits

of the parties, and the same strictness is not required between farmers in the coun-

try, as between merchants in town. The reasonableness of notice, or due diligence,

is to be left to the jury, under the direction of the court. Brown v. Johnson, 1

Devereaux, 293.

" Bray v. Hadwen, 5 Maule & Selw. 68. Flack v. Green, 3 Gill & Johns. 474.

Brown v. Ferguson, 4 Leigh, SI. Williams v. Smith, i B. ck Aid. 500, 501. Lang-

dale V. Trimmer, 15 Hast, 291. Farmer v. Rand, 16 Maine R. 453. Carter v.

Bradley, 19 Maine R. 62. Carter v. Burley, 9 N. 11. Rep. 558. Johnson v. Harth,

1 Bailey's S. O. Rep. 482. G. Gulf R. R. & Banking Company v. Barnes, 12 Rob.

Lo. R. 127. lu this last case it is adjudged that it is sufficient for the holder to

give notice to his immediate endorser, or the one whom he intends to hold liable,

leaving it to the latter to notify the next endorser, and so on to the drawer, one

day being allowed to each party to notify his immediate endorser or the drawer.

The same rule exists if the bill or note be sent by the holder to his agent for col-

lection, and it is sufficient if the latter gives timely notice of its dishonour to his

(1) Lockwood V. Crawford, 18 Conn, Ji, 861. But the holder of a bill, to avail himself of

notice to a remote endorser, must give It within the time in which he would have been required

to give notice to his immediate endorser. Eowe v. Tipper, 20 Ung. L.&E.R. 220.
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Saturday, it is sufficient to give notice to the drawer or endorser

on ly^onday ;* and putting the notice by letter into the

*107 post-office is sufficient, though the letter *should happen

to miscarry. If the holder uses the ordinary mode of

principal, and a notice from the principal, seasonably sent, will be sufBcient to

charge any prior endorser.

• Jackson v. Richards, 2 Gaines, 343. *Loi-d Alvanley, in Hayncs v. Birks, 3

Bos. d Pull. 601. Notice may be given on Sunday, but the endorser is not bound

to open the letter or act on it until the next day. Bayley on Bills, edit. 1836, 266,

266. In Hawkes v. Salter, 4 Bingham, 715, and Bray v. Hadwen, B Maule & Selw.

69, and Geill v. Jeremy, 1 Moody & Malkin, 61, it was held, that the holder had,

in such a case, the whole of Monday to write the notice, and that a letter by the

Tuesday morning post was sufficient. This is now the English rule, and it appears

to be a more definite construction, or else a relaxation of the strictness required by

the former rule. See Haynes v. Birks, 3 Bos. db Pvll. 699. Jackson v. Swinton,

2 Taunton, 224. See, also, supra, p. 88, n. c. Smith's Compendium of Mercantile

Law, 147. The latter says, that if A. draws a bill in favour of B.,who endorses to

C, and demand and refusal be made on Monday, C. has all Tuesday to give notice

to B. ; and if there had been a prior endorser, B. has all Wednesday to give notice

to him, and Sunday is not included in any of the computations. In Lenox v.

Roberts, 2 Wlieaton, 373, the rule was laid down too strictly, when it stated that

the demand of payment should be made upon the last day of grace, and notice of

the default be put into the post-office early enough to he sent by the mail of the

succeeding day. This rule is mentioned, and, as it would seem, with approbation

by the court, in the case of the Bank of Alexandria v, Swann, 9 Peters' XI. 8. Rep.

33; but the decision only is, that notice need not be put in the post-office on the

day of default, and it is sufficient to send it by the mail on the next day. This

leaves the point to rest on the former decision ; and yet the principle declared is,

that ordinary reasonable diligence is sufficient, and the law does not regard the

fractions of the day in sending notice. This principle will sustain the rule as it is

now generally and best understood in England and in the commercial part of the

United States, that notice put into the post-office on the next day, at any time of

the day, so as to be ready for the first mail that goes thereafter, is due notice, though

it may not be mailed in season to go by the mail of the day after the default. So,

in Firth v. Thrush, 8 Barnw. Jo Cress. 387, an attorney was employed to give notice.

He was not informed of the eudorser's residence for several weeks after the bill

was dishonoured, though he had used due diligence. He then took a day to con-

sult the holder before he sent the notice, and it was held to be a valid notice. In

Downes v. Planters' Bank, 1 Smedes S Marshall, Miss. R. 261, the strict rule is

declai-ed to be, that if notice is to be sent by the mail, it must be put into the post-

office in time to go by the mail the day next succeeding the protest, if a mail goes

on that day, unless it leaves the place at an unreasonable early hour, and that a

large majority of the cases above cited in this note support that rule. According

to this decision, and for which I feel great respect, I have perhaps given too much

latitude in the preceding part of this note to some of the cases. Wemple v. Dan-

gei-field, 2 ib. 445. S. P. See, also, Beckwith v. Smith, 22 Maine R. 125 to S. P.

This last case required that the notice of the dishonour of a bill should be placed

in the post-office in season to be carried by the mail of the next day after the bill

was dishonoured. See, also, Darbishire v. Parker, 6 Mast's R. 3—10. This vexed
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conveyance, he is not required to see that the notice is brought

home to the party." Nor is it necessary to send by the pub-

lic mail. The notice may be sent by a private conveyance,

or special messenger; and it would be good notice, though it

should happen to arrive on the same day, a little behind the

mail.'' Where the parties live in the same town^ and within

the district of the letter carrier, it is sufficient to give notice

by letter through the post-office. (1) If there be no penny-

post that goes to the quarter where the drawer lives, the no-

tice must be personal, or by a special messenger sent to his

dwelling-house or place of business, and the duty of the holder

does not require him to give the drawer notice at any other

place." (2) The notice, in all cases, is good, if left at the

question, as to the reasonableness of notice, was largely discussed in Chick v. Pills-

bury, 24 Maine R. 458, and it was decided that the law allowed a convenient time

after hiainess hours of the day next succeeding that of the dishonour of the bill.

Mr. Justice Sbepley made an elaborate and able argument against this relaxation

of the rule, and he supported the doctrine laid down in Bayley on Bills, 2 Am. edit'

362, and in Chitty on Bills, 8th Am. ed. 514, in favour of the rule that notice

must be given by the expu'ation of the day following that of the refusal or dishonour

of the bill, whether the post sets off early or late, and that the entire day, without

regard to the departure of the mail, is an unwarrantable extension of the rule. If

the party resides in the same place, the notice must be given at the proper hour

of that day, and if in another place, then by the post of that day. He says that the

opinion of Oh. J. Best, in 4 Bingh. 715, is the only one that sustains the rule I have

suggested in this note, and that the observations of Mr. Justice Story were too

latitudinary in allowing the entire whole day next after the dishonour. It is to be

regretted that the time of giving the notice is not more uniformly, certainly and

definitively defined. I apprehend that the weight of authority is in favour of the

view of the rule as taken by Mr. Justice Shepley.

» Dickins v. Beal, 10 Peteri XT. 8. Rep. 573.

' Story on Promissory Notes, 402. 410, 411. Where the usual communication

from one place to another is by post or mail by land, that mode of notice cannot

safely be omitted by the holder, unless under special circumstances. See Chilty on

Bills, c. 10. Bayley on Bills, c. 7, sec. 2. Story on Bills, 314. 328. Story on

Promissory Notes, 410. Thompson on Bills, 475—477, which is cited by Mr.

Justice Story, and contains the condensed law on the subject.

= Ireland v. Kip, 10 Johnson, 490. Ransom v. Mack, 2 HilVs N. Y. Rep. 587-

(1) The rule may probably be now considered as established, that when the parties live in the

same town or city, the notice must be personal, or be left at the parties' residence or place of busi-

ness ; and that notice through the mail, unless promptly received, will not be suflBcient Bowl-

ing v. Harrison, 6 Bowar^s B. 248. Hyslop v. Jones, 8 M'Leam's B. 96. Foster v. Sineath, 2

Btch. B. 838. Notice left in the post-office of Congress, for a member, even while Congress is

in session, is not sufficient to charge him as endorser, without proof of its actual reception. Hill

V. Norvell, 8 M'Lean's Bep. 588.

(2) In the application of the rule which under certain circumstances permits the notice to be
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dwelling-house of the party, in a way reasonably calculated

to bring the knowledge of it home to him ; and if the house

be shut up by a temporary absence, still the notice may be

left there. (1) If the parties live in different towns or states,

the letter must be forwarded to the post-oflS.ce nearest to the

domicil of the party, though under certain circumstances a

more distant post-office may do ; but the cases have not de-

fined the precise distance from aipost-office at which the party

must reside, to render the service of notice through the post-

office good.a The law does not presume that the holder of the

Pierce t. Pendar, 5 Metcalf R. 356, Sbaw, Ch. J. Sheldon v. Benham, 4 HilVs

N. Y. Rep. 129. 133. The last case states that the post-office is not a place of

deposit for notices, where the parties live in the same village, and the notice does

not go by mail to another office. But the penny-post establishment must qualify

this rule as in the text. In Alabama, the rule is, that if the holder of the paper

and the party sought to be charged, reside in the same place, the notice must be

given personally. Foster v. M'Donald, 3 Ala. R. TS. S. 34. The English rule is,

that if there be a penny-post establishment in the city, notice through the post-

office in the same city or town is sufficient. ChUty on Bills, 504. And this is the

convenient and the reasonable rule.

* Grose, J., and Lawrence, J., in Darbishire v. Parker, 6 Easts Rep. 10. Scott v.

Lifford, 9 ibid. 347. Smith v. MuUett, 2 Campb. 208. Hilton v. Fairclough, ibid.

633. Williams v. Smith, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 496. Bancroft v. Hall, 1 Holt's N. P.
4'76. Bray v. Hadwen, 5 Maule d Selw. 68. Jackson v. Richards, 2 Caines' Rep.

343. Stewart v. Eden, ibid. 121. Corp v. M'Comb, 1 Johns. Cos. 328. Ireland v.

Kip, 10 Johns. Rep. 490, and 11 ibid. 231. Lenox v. Roberts, 2 Wheat. Rep.Z'^Z.

Bussard v. Levering, 6 ibid. 102. Lindenberger v.BealI,«iW. 104. Shed v. Brett,

1 Pick. Rep. 401. Mead v. Engs, 5 Cowen's Rep. 303. Whittier v. Graffan, 3

Oreenleaf's Rep. 82. Bank of Columbia v. Lawrence, 1 Peters' IT. 8. Rep. 518.

Williams v. United States Bank, 2 Peier^ XJ. S. Rep. 96. United States Bank v.

Carneal, ibid. 543. Gallagher v. Roberts, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 191. Davis v. Wil-

liams, Peck's Tenn. Rep. 191. Remer v. Downer, 23 Wendell, 620. Story on Bills,

312 to 322. When it is said that notice must be sent by the mail to the post-

office nearest to the party to be charged, as was declared in Ireland v. Kip, 1 1 John-

son's R. 231, and in other cases it is only stated as a general rule, and does not ex-

clude modifications of it. Spencer, Ch. J., in Reid v. Payne, 16 Johnson, 218. (2)

It is not the universal mle ; and if the party be in the habit of receiving letters

Bent by mail, and under otliera requires it to be peraonal, the question has arisen, who is the

Iwlder, for the purpose of giving notice ; the owner of the note, or the bank or notary, who, as

agents of the owner, may have possession of it. It has been held by the highest authority, that

it is the latter. Bowling v. Harrison, 6 Howard's It. 24S.

(1) So, in general, a personal notice is good if given anywhere. Hyslop v. Jones, 8 M'Zean's
2i. 96. There may be an exception in cases where the reception of a notice is an official act.

Beneca Banlc v. Neass, 5 Demo's M. 829.

(2) Hence, notice may be sent to the post-office ofthe maker's residence, though he receive his

mail at a nearer office in another town. Seneca Bank v. Neass, 5 Senio'a B. 880.
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paper is acquainted witli the residence of the endorsers ; and

if the holder or notary, after diligent inquiry as to the resi-

thro ugh a post-office more distant from his residence, and that be known to the

holder, notice sent there is good. (1) Thompson, J., in Bank of Columbia v. Law-
rence, 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. hH&. Story on Bills, sec. 297. p. 832. Southerland,

J., in i Wendell, 331. Eeid v. Payne, sup. Cujler v. Nellis, 4 Wendell, 898.

Weakly v. Bell, 9 Watts, 2'73. Bank of U. S. v. Corneal, 2 Peteis' R. 643. Ran-

som T. Mack, 2 Hill's N. Y. Rep. 58Y. F.& M. Bank v. Baffle ife Massey, 4 Humph.

Teun. R. 86. If the party be accustomed to receive his letters and papers at two

several post-offices, even if they be in different towns, and not equi-distant from

the residence of the party, notice directed to either office is good. Story on Bills,

sup. Sutherland, J., supra. Bank of Geneva v. Hewlett, 4 Wendell R. 328.

Story, J., in the case of the Bank of United States v. Corneal, sup. (2) It would

not comport with practical convenience, as Judge Thompson observed, to fix any

precise distance from the post-office, within which the party must reside, to make the

notice good. Judge Story observed in one of the above cases, (2 Peters, 643,) that

the diiferenee of a mile between the two post-offices and the residence of the party,

was too trifling to afford any just ground of preference. In the case from 4

Wendell, 328, a difference of two miles was adjudged to make no difference; and

in the case in Watts, a difference of eight miles, in that case, made no alteration
;

and notice directed to the most distant post-office was held good. The general

rule is under the control of circumstances, and tha policy and reason of the rule are,

to bring home the notice to the party with reasonable diligence, and such is the

language and authority of the cases. A literal adherence to the admeasurement

of distances in sustaining the general rule, would produce the utmost uncertainty

and injustice ; and I cannot but think, with great respect, that the Supreme Court

of Louisiana, in Mechanics' and Traders' Bank of W. 0. v. Compton, and in Nichol-

son V. Manders, 3 Robinson's La, R. 4. 242, laid down the general rule with far too

much severity, and contrary to all the authorities, when they required notice to

be sent to the nearest post-office, though the party received his letters and papers at

each of two offices, and had a letter-box in the most distant office ; and when wit-

nesses differed in one of the cases as to the fact which office was nearest. See Sto-

ry on Promissory Notes, 412—418, for a collection of the general rules on the sub-

ject. In the case of N ew-Orleans and C. R. R. Comp. v. Robert, 9 Robinson Loui.

R. 130, the true rule was restored and declared; and in Jones v. Lewis, 8 Watts dkS.

14, notice in the post-office where the party receives his letters and papers is good,

unless the party lives in the post-town. IheN'. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 769, 770,

sec. 12—17, make provision for presentments and notices on negotiable paper, in

special cases, as when part of the city of New-York is the seat of an infectious

disease, and the residence of parties becomes disturbed. By act of N. Y., April

(1) Walker v. The Bank of Augusta, 8 Kelley's B. 486. Sherman v. Clark, 8 M'Lean'a B.

91. If the endorser has changed his place of residence -without the knowledge of the party

giving notice, notice at the former residence will be BufBoient. Union Bank of Tenn. v. Govan,

10 S. & it. 833. Hunt v. Nugent, id. 541. Hunt v. Fish, 4 Bari. B. 82t. If endorser has

affixed name of place opposite his name, notice may be sent there, though it be neither his resi-

dence nor place of business. Morris v. Husson, 4 Sandf. S. C. B. 93. Burmester v. Barron, 9

mg. L. & K B. 402.

(2) See BellT. Hagerstown Bank, 7 GiU. B. 216.
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dence of the endorser, cannot ascertain it, or mistakes it, and

gives the notice a wrong direction, the remedy against the en-

dorser is not lost."'

*108 *The notice must specify that the bill is dishon-

oured ; and the design of it is, that the drawer may be

enabled to secure his claim against the acceptor, and the en-

dorser against the maker, and the notice may come from any

person who is a party to the bill ; and it will enure to the

benefit of every other party, and operate as a notice from

each endorser.'' So, any agent, having possession of the bill,

may give the notice, and it need not state at whose i-equest it

was given, nor who was the owner of the bill."= There is no

23d, 18S5, c. 141, notice of non-ncceptance of a bill, or of non-payment of a bill,

note or other negotiable instrument, may be directed to the city or town where the

person resided at the time of drawing, making or endorsing the same, unless the

person, at the time of his signature, specify the post-office to which notice is to be

addressed.

» Chapman y. Lipscombe, 1 Johnson's Rep. 294. Barr v. Marsh, 9 Yerger, 253.

Diligent inquiry is requisite as to ,the residence of the party to be charged, even

though the note be dated at a particular place; (1) and if the holder of the bill

knows the residence of the drawer, a mistake of the notary or clerk who gives the

notice of the dishonour, of the drawer's place of residence through ignorance of it,

will not excuse the holder, who ought to have informed his agent of the place of

residence. Fitler v. Morris, 6 Wharton, iOS. Where the endorser's domicilwas at

Boston, and he had an agent there who had charge of his business in his absence, and

the note was made and payable at New-York, notice of default to the endorser by

mail, at Washington, where he was residing as a member of congress, then in ses-

sion, was held sufficient. Chorestare v. Webster, 6 Metcalf, 1.

' Jameson v. Swinton, 2 Campb.Eep.Sl3. Solarte v. Palmer, 7 Bingham, 530.

Chanoine v. Fowler, 3 Wendell, 173. Bayley on Bills, pp. 254—256. Story on

Promissory Notes, 350. Chapman v. Keane, 4 Neville <b Manning, BOT. 3 Adol-

phus & Ellis, 193. S. C. ; and it oveiTules Tindall v. Brown, in 1 Term, on the

poiut as to the person giving the notice. Maro v. Johnson, 9 Yerger, 6. Mr. Jus-

tice Cowen, in Halhday v. M'Dougall, 20 Wendell, 85, considers it to be the duty

of the notary to give the notice. It is no part of the duty of a notary to give no-

tice of a protest. Bank of Rochester v. Gray, 2 HilVs N. Y. R. 227. See Story

on Bills, 340. 342. Though it is usual for a notary public to demand payment of

a promissory note, and to give notice of the default, this is a matter of convenience,

and not an official duty required by law. Burke v. M'Kay, 2 Howard U. S. Rep.

66. Story on Promissory Notes, pp. 347—349.

• The decision in Chapman v. Keane, mentioned in the preceding note, establishes

the doctiine, that the party entitled as holder to sue, may avail himself of notice

given in due time by any other party to the bill, against any other person on the

(1) So held in Carrol v, Upton, S Comst. B. 272.
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precise form of the notice. (1) It is sufficient that it state the

fact of non-payment and dishonour of the bill, and it is not

necessary for the holder to state expressly, when it may be

nstly implied, that the holder looks to the endorser. » It is

sufficient for an agent to give notice to his principal of the

dishonour of a bill, and he is not bound to give notice to all

the prior parties ; and it then becomes necessary for the prin-

cipal to give the requisite notice, with due diligence, to the

parties to be fixed.'' The party receiving notice is bound
to give notice likewise to those who stand behind him, and to

bill, who would be liable to the holder if he had given the notice. The notice

enures to the benefit of all the other parties to the bill, whether antecedent or sub-

sequent to the party giving the notice. Story o» Bills, 342, note. But notice

given by a third person, or by a mere stranger, not a party to the bill, and not

authorized, amounts to a mere nullity. Chanoine v. Fowler, 3 Wendell, 113. Story

on Promissory Notes, 346. Hartley v. Case, 4 Barnw. & Gress. 339.

» Shed V. Brett, 1 Pick. Rep. 401. Mills v. United States Bank, 11 Wheat. Rep.

431. United States Bank v. Corneal, 2 Peters' IT. S. Rep. 643. Cook v. French,

10 Adolph. & Ellis, 131. Gilbert v. Dennis, 3 Metcalf, 496. Soharte v. Palmer, "7

Bing. 530. 632. Strange v. Price, 10 Adolph. & Ellis, 125. Fuize v. Sherwood, 2

Adolph. S Ellis, N. S. 388. King v. Bickley, ib. 419. In the case of Furze v.

Sherwood, Lord Ch. J. Denman went fully and clearly through all the cases, and

exposed their unsteady and conflicting interpretations of the rule of notice relative

to the statement of dishonoui', and that the holder looked to the party for pay-

ment. It appears to me, that the law in the text is according to the latest rule

adopted in the English and American cases, and this seems to be the conclusion of

Mr. Justice Stoiy. Story on Promissory Notes, i'H—436. The three facts requisite

to due notice of the dishonour of a bill ai'e— 1. That the bill was presented when
due. 2. That it was dishonoured. 3. That the party to whom the notice is ad-

dressed is to be held liable for the payment of it; and if all these facts appear in

the notice, either expressly or by necessary or reasonable implication or intend-

ment, it is good notice. Hedger v. Stevenson, 2 Meeson & Wels. 799. Lewis v.

Gompertz, 6 id. 399.

" Haynes v. Birks, 3 Bos. & Pull. 599. Bank U. S. v. Goddard, 5 Mason, 366.

Phipps V. Milbuiy Bank, 8 Metcalf, 79. Tunno v. Lague, 2 Johns. Cas. 1. Colt

v. Noble, 5 Mass. Rep. 167. Fii-th v. Thrush, 8 Barnw. & Gress. 387. An agent

of the holder is allowed one day to give notice to his principal of a default, and the

principal one day thereafter to give notice to the drawer or prior endorser. Ibid.

(1) Notice of the non-payment of a note to charge an endorser, must show that the present-

ment was made at the proper time. Wynn v. Alden, 4 Denid's R. 163. But it need not state who
is the owner, or at whose request protest was made. Bradley v. Davis, 26 Maine R. 45.

It must state in express terms, or Ijy neaeseary implication, that the note has been dishonoured.

Bailey v. Porter, 14 iK <fc IT. 44. Dole v. Gold, 5 Bairt.jS. 0. Hep. 490. Piatt t. Drake, 1 Dmig.

(Mich:) B. 298. Beals t. Peck, 12 Barb. B. 245, MiUersh v. Eippen, 11 Una. L. & JT. B. 699.

And the identity of the note must be established with a like certainty. Cayuga Bank v. 'Warden,

1 Comet. B. 413.

A notice stating a demand and refusal on the second day of grace, will not bind the endorser.

Etting V. Schuylkill Bank, 2 Barr's B, 855.
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•whom lie means to I'esort for indemnity ; and if a second en-

dorser, on receiving notice of the dishonour of the bill,

*109 should *neglect to give the like notice, with due dili-

gence to the first endorser, the latter would not be

liable to him.S' It is not necessary, in the case of notice of

the non-acceptance or non-payment of a bill, that a copy of

the bill and protest should accompany the notice. It is suffi-

cient to give notice of the facf.'' If several parts, as is

usual, of a bill of exchange, be drawn, they all contain a

condition to be paid, provided the others remain unpaid, and

they collectively amount to one bill, and a payment to

the holder of either is good, and a payment of one of

a set is payment of the whole. The drawer or endorser, to

be charged on non-acceptance or non-payment, is entitled, in

the case of a foreign bill, to call for the protest, and the iden-

tical bill, or number of the set protested, before he is bound

to pay ; and it would be sufficient to produce it at the trial,

or account for its absence." His rights attach to the biU that

has been dishonoured, and he is entitled to call for it. He
may want it for his own indemnity, and without it he might

be exposed to claims from some iona fide holder or person,

who had paid it swpra potest, for his honour. He is not

bound to produce the other parts of the set, or to account for

their non-production. "^

* Morgan v. Woodwoith, 3 Johns. Cas, 89. Pothier, Traiti du Gon. de Change^

No. 153. But if the first endorser has, in point of fact, had due notice from any

subsequent holder, it is sufficient. Stafford v. Tates, 1 8 Johnson, 327. Stanton v.

Blossom, 14 Mass. Sep. 116. Bayley on Buls,Hh edit 163. Each successive en-

dorser, who receives notice of the dishonour, is entitled to the whole day on which

he receives notice, and need not give notice to the antecedent endorsers, until the

next day after receiving notice, even if they live in the same city or town ; and if

they live in different places, it will be sufficient if he sends notice by the post of

the next day after the notice. Story on Promissory Notes, S91. 393. 395.

' Cromwell v. Hynson, 2 Esp. N. P. Rep. 511. Chaters v. Bell, 4 ibid. 48.

Robins v. Gibson, 1 Maule & Selw. 289. Lenox v. Leverett, 10 Mass. Rep. 1.

Wallace v. Agry, 4 Mason, 336. Goodman v. Harvey, 6 Neville <& Manning, 372.

S. C. Adolph. & Ellis, 870. The notarial protest of a foreign bill must set forth,

specifically, the fact that the bill was exhibited to the acceptor when payment was

demanded. Musson v. Luke, 4 Howard R. 262.

• Powell V. Roach, 6 Esp. N. P. Rep. 16. Beawes, 420. 424. sec. 74. Kenwor-

thy V. Hopkins, 1 Johns. Cas. 107. Wells v. Whitehead, 15 Wendell, 627.

i Downes v. Church, 13 Peter^ Rep. 205. See Story on Bills, 461—459, where

the cases and the rules as to notice are diligently and fully noted.
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There are many cases ia which notice is not requisite, or

the want of it waived. (1)

If the party be absent, or has absconded, (2) or his place of

residence be unknown, and due and diligent inquiry be made,

or he have no residence, or giving notice be physically or

morally impossible, as by the operation of the vis major, the

want of notice wiU be dispensed with, but it must be given as

soon as the impediment is removed. * K the drawee refuses*

to accept, because he has no effects of the drawer in hand,

and the drawer had no right to draw, and no right to expect

his bill would be paid, protest and notice to the drawer are

not necessary. >> This exception to the general rule proceeds

on the ground of fraiid in the drawer, or that notice

to him would be useless ; *but the courts have regret- *110

ted the existence of the exception, and they confine it

strictly to the case of want of effects, and where the di*awee

» Chitty on Bills, c. 8. 360, c. 9. 389. 422, c. 10. 486—488. Tunno v. Lague, 2

Johnson's Oases, 1. Hopkii'k v. Page, 2 Brock. R. 20. Tunstall v. Walker, 2

Smedes & Marshall Miss. B. 638. Story on Bills, Si'J—351. Story on Promis-

sory Notes, 303—308. Pardessus, Droit Com. tome U. art. 426. 434. Between

the immediate pai'ties who have transferred and received the note, if receiving the

note so near the time of its maturity renders it impracticable to present it in due

season, it forms a valid excuse for non-presentment in proper time. But this does

not apply to other parties who are held to a strict compliance, and numerous ex-

ceptions are collected and stated. Story on Promissory Notes, pp. 308, 309—SlY.

'' Bickerdike v. Bollman, 1 Term Rep. 405. French v. Bank of Columbia, 4

Cranch, 163, 164. Dickins v. Beal, 10 Peters' U. S. Rep. 572. Kemble v. Mills,

2 Scott's N. R. 121. WUliama v. Brashear, 19 Louis. R. 370. In Alabama the

rule is declared to be, that if the di'awee had no eflfects of the drawer in hand, from

the time the bill was drawn up to the time of its maturity, presentment and notice

need not be proved, notwithstanding the bill may be drawn in good faith, and if

duly presented would have been honoured. Foard v. Womack, 2 Ala. R. N. S. 368.

This appeai-s to be contrary to the general rule.

(1) The endorser of a bill may waive presentment and notice, and such an agreement is valid

and binding without any consideration. Coddington v. Davis, 3 Demons R. 16. AfBrmed on ap-

peal. 1 Comst. R. 186. The waiver in this case was a waiver of protest merely, but it was

held that tliis^«r «« was a waiver of demamd and notice. 1 Oomst. 189, 190. The protest is the

best evidence of demand and notice. Per Gardiner, J. In Louisiana, it has been held that such

a waiver is not a waiver of ?w?i£c6 though it was of (iemrtTitZ. Wallv. Bry, 1 Za. Ann. i2. 812.

An acknowledgment of liability, or a promise to pay after the note becomes due, isprima facie

evidence both of presentment and notice. 20 Vt. U. 666.

(2) Where the party called at the counting-house of the drawer to give notice, and finding the

door locked, was unable to obtain admittance, and came away without leaving notice , held, the

l^cts were proofof a dispensation of notice, but would not support an allegation of due notice

Allen V. Edmundson, 2 WeU. H. <& Gordon's B. 719.

Vol. m. 10
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is not indebted to the drawer, and to other cases in whicli the

drawer had no right to expect that his billwould be honoured,

and in fact when the drawing of the bill amounted to fraud.*

Notice is requisite, if the want of it would produce detriment

;

as if, in case noticehad been given, and the bill taken up, the

drawer would have had his remedy over against some third

person ; or if it was drawn with a iona fide, expectation of

»asseta in the hands of the drawee, as upon the faith of con-

signment not come to hand, or upon the ground of some

mercantile agreement. i> The exception applies only to the

drawer, and not to the endorser of a bill drawn without funds,

for he is presumed to know nothing of the arrangements

between the drawer and drawee ;"= and it is now settled in

England, in France and in this country, that neither the death

nor the insolvency of the drawer or drawee, or acceptor, nor

the fact that the drawee had absconded, does away the ne-

cessity of a demand of payment, and notice to the drawer or

endorser
; (1) nor does knowledge in the endorser, when he

endorsed the paper, of the insolvency of the maker of the note,

or drawee of the bill, do away the necessity of notice in

*111 order to charge him." It was left undecided in *Rhode

• The English judges have expressed strong dissatisfaction with the doctrine that

exempts the holder from giving notice on any pretence whatever. This was the

case with Lord Ch. J. Eyre, 1 B. & Fuller, 654, Lord Alvanley, 3 id. 241. Lord

Ellentorough, in 7 East, 359. Ch. J. Abbott, \a.Z B. & Aid. 623. Ch. Justice

Tindal, in 6 Bingham, 623, and they resist the extension of the principle.

^ Rogers v. Stephens, 2 Term Sep. 713. Corney v. Da Costa, 1 Ssp. N. P.

Rep. 302. Staples v. Okines, ibid. 332. Clegg v. Cotton, 3 Bos. <t Full. 239.

Brown v. Maffey, 15 East's Rep. 216. Rucker v. Hiller, 16 ibid. 43. Cory v.

Scott, 8 Barnw. tk Aid. 619. French v. Bank of Columbia, 4 Oranch's Rep. 141.

Cathell V. Goodwin, 1 Harr. <t Gill, 468. Eichelberger v. Finley, 1 Harr. <k

Johns. 381. Farmers' Bank v. Vanmeter, 4 Randolph, 553. Norton v. Pickering,

8 Barnw. & Cress. 610. Lafitte v. Slatter, 6 Bingham, 623. Dickins v. Beal, 10

Feters' U. S. Rep. 612.

' Wilkes v. Jacks, Peake's iV. P. Cas. 202. Leach v. Hewett, 4 Taunton, tSO.

RamduloUday v. Darieux, 4 Wash. Cir. Rep. 61. Story on Bills, 357.

' Nicholson v. Gouthit, 2 ff. Blacks. Rep. 609. Esdaile v. Sowerby, 11 East's

Rep. 114. Howe v. Bowes, 5 Taunt. Rep. 80. Rhode v. Proctor, 4 Barnw. <fc

Cress. 517. Jackson v. Richards, 2 Caines' Rep. 343. French v. Bank of Colum-

bia, 4 Crunch, 141. Sandford t. Dillaway, 10 Mass. Rep. 62. Buck v. Cotton, 2

(1) So inflexible is this rule, that it was declared in a late case, that demand must be made,
though itwas certain payment would be refused. Gray v. Bell, 2 Biclu B. 67.
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V. Proctor,^ whether in the case of the bankruptcy of the

party entitled to notice, the holderwas bound to give notice to

the assignees ; though the intimation in that and other cases

is, and it is clearly the better opinion, that the notice to the

assignees would be proper, if assignees had been chosen when
notice was to be given. •> If a bank check be taken in the

ordinary course of business, it is not an absolute payment,

but only the means to procure the money, and the holder is

bound to present it for payment with ordinary diligence, and

the nejt day will be in season. But if the bank be totally

prohibited, by process of law, from the exercise of its func-

tions, before the check can, with due diligence, be presented,

no demand need be made or notice given ; and the holder

may waive the check altogether, and resort to his original

demand."^ So, if the maker of the check has no funds in the

bank at the date of the check, it need not be presented for

payment previous to a suit upon it.^ (1)

Giving time by -the holder to the acceptor of a bill or maker

Conn. Rep. 126. Juniata Bank v. Hall, 16 Serg. (b Rawle, 167. Groton t. Dall-

heim, 5 Greenleaf, 476. Hill v. Martin, 12 Martin's Louis. Rep. 177. Jewey T.

Wilbur, 1 Bailees S. C. Rep. 453. Hightower y. Itj-, 2 Portei't Ala. Rep. 308

Denny v. Palmer, 5 Iredell N. C. R. 623. Mr. Bell, in his Commentaries, toL i.

413, mentions a number of Scotch decisions to the same effect. See, also, Pardes-

sun, tome iL art. 424. part 6. tit. 8. c. 3. sec. 4, and Story on Bills, 305. 361. 374.

Code de Com. art. 163, to the same point.

* 5 Barnw. & Cress. 417.

•" See ex parte Moliae, 19 Vesej/s Rep. 216, and Thompson on Bills, 536, as

cited to that point by Mr. Justice Bayley, in Rhode v. Proctor. See, also, BeWs
Com. vol. i. 421.(2)

• Cromwell & Wing v. Lovett, 1 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 66. A promissory note,

taken for a prior debt, may operate as a payment of it, but it is a conditional pay-

ment only, if not intended for an absolute payment, and the intention one way or

the other is matter of presumption and proof. Story on Promissory Notes, 539,

and see the numerous cases there collected.

^ Franklin & Smith v. Vanderpool, 1 Hall, 78.

(1) So when a note held by a bank is payable at the Bank, if the maker have no funds there at

it3 maturity, no formal demand upon him is necessary. Bowring v. Andrews, 8 WLea^s B,

576. Gillett v. Averill, 5 Benio's R. 85. But the same rule does not apply to the endorser, and
he will be discharged unless he have notice. Carter T. Fowler, 16 3f. & W. B. 748.

Where a note is made payable at a bank, it must appear from the notice of presentment, not

only that demand was made of the proper oflScer, but of him at tTie l>ank. Seneca Bank t,

Neass, 5 Denio'a B. 329.

(2) It is declared without qualiScation by Mr. Justice Story, that bankruptcy will not excuse

demand. Bory on Billa, § 230. 826.
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ofa note, will discharge the other parties ; but the agreement

for delay must be one having a sufficient consideration, and

binding in law upon the parties ; mere indulgence wiU work

no prejudice.* If the holder gires time to the endorser,

knowing that the note was made for his accommoda-

*112 tion, he does not thereby discharge *the drawer. •>

Simply forbearing to sue the acceptor, or taking collat-

eral security from him, is no discljiarge ; but giving him new

credit and time, or accepting a composition in discharge of

the acceptor, wiU produce that result. The principle is, that

the drawer and endorser are in the light of sureties for the

acceptor
; (1) and the holder must do nothing to impair the

right which they have to resort by suit to the acceptor for

iademnity, or which would amount to a breach of faith in

hiTn towards the acceptor." If the liability of the surety be

varied, it discharges him ; or if he can sue the acceptor, in

consequence of the resort over to him by the holder, notwith-

standing the time given to or the composition made with the

acceptor, by the holder, the latter is enabled indirectly to

violate his contract with the acceptor.* But receiving part

* M'Lemore v. Powell, 15 Wheat. Rep. 554. Planters' Bank v. Sellman, 2 Gill

& Johns. 230. Bank v. Myers, 1 Bailees S. C. Rep. 412. Greely v. Dow, 2 Met-

calfs R. 11%. Clarke v. Henly, 3 Ymmge & Gollyer, 187. Story on Bills, 503.

Frazier v. Dick, 5 Rob. Louis. R. 249. GiTing indulgence to the acceptor, after

judgment against the drawer, does not discharge him. Pole t. Ford, 2 Chittifs

Rep. 26. Huie v. Bailey, 16 Louis. R. 213.

b Walker v. Bank of Montgomery County, 12 Serg. ds Rawle, 382. S. C. 9 ibid.

229.

* Philpot V. Briant, 4 Bingham, 111. Planters' Bank v. SeUman, 2 Gill &
Johns. 230. Nolte v. His Creditors, 19 Martin's Loiuis. Rep. 9. Same law in

respect to the endorser of a note. Conch t. Waring, 9 Conn. Rep. 261. Mere

delay by the payee of a note due, in enforcing payment against the principal, does

not discharge the surety. Freeman's Bank v. Rollins, 13 Maine Rep. 202.

* Ex parte Smith, 3 Bro. 1. Walwyu v. St. Quintin, 1 Bos. <k Pull. 652. Eng-

(1) In Carter v. Flower, 16 J/l <fe W. Bep. 751, the drawer and endorser are declared to sns-

tain the relation of sureties. Bnt snchlangnageisnot to be taken withont qnallflcation. Tor

though a surety is discharged if the party for whom he is bound discharges securities, the same

rule does not apply to an endorser. He will not be discharged though the endorser takes seeu-

lity of the maker, and afterwards discharges it without his consent. Pitts v. Congdon, 2 Comtt. S.

352. Hnrd t. Little, 12 Mass. B. 503.

If anendoraeradd theword««re#y or86(?Mri^ totheir names, the only effect of these words

is to give them the privileges of sureties in addition to their rights as endorsers. As endorsers,

they cannot be made liable withont demand and notice. Bradford v. Correy, 5 Barl. S. 0. B.

461.
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of the debt from the acceptor of a bill or maker of note,

works no prejudice to the holder's right against the drawer
or endorsers, for it is in aid of all parties who are eventually

liable.^ All that the rule requires is, that the holder shall

not so deal with the acceptor of the bill or maker of the note,

by giving time, or compounding, or giving credit, as to pre-

judice the right of the other parties to the bill, without their

assent, in the exercise of their right of recourse against the

maker or acceptor. The holder may give time to an imme-
diate endorser, and proceed against the parties behind him.

A prior party to a bill is not discharged by a release of a sub-

sequent party. But the holder cannot reverse this order, and
compound with prior parties without the consent of subsequent

ones, for it varies the rights ofthe subsequent parties, and

*discharges them. The release or discharge of a prior *113

endorser, discharges all subsequent endorsers. The
parties to a bill are chargeable in different order. The accep-

tor is first liable, and the endorsers in the order in which they

stand on the bill ; and taking new security, or giving time, or

discharging or compounding with a subsequent endorser, can-

not prejudice a prior endorser, because he has no rights against

a subsequent endorsee.'' The acceptor, whether for accom-

modation or for value, is not discharged by time given to or

security taken from other parties to the biU."

If due notice of non-acceptance or non-payment be not

given, or a demand on the maker of a promissory note be not

made, yet a subsequent promise to pay, by the party entitled

to notice, be he either drawer or endorser, will amount to a

waiver of the want of demand or notice, provided the prom-

ise was made clearly and unequivocally, and even under a

mistake of the law, if it was with full laiowledge of the fact

lish V. Darley, 2 ibid. 61. Clark v. Devlin, 3 ibid. 36. Mx parte Wilson, 11 Vei.

Rep.ilO. Gould v. Robson, 8 £!ast's Rep. 576. Pring v. Clarkson, 1 Barnw. d:

Cress. 14.

• Lynch V. Reynolds, 16 /o/ots. jBep. 41.

•> English v. Darley, 3 Esp. N. P. Rep. 49. S. 0. 2 Bos. d; Pull. 61. Smith t.

Knox, 3 Msp. JV. P., Rep. 46. Sargeant v. Appleton, 6 Mass. Rep. 85. Clopper v.

Union Bank of Maryland, 7 Harr. <b Johns. 100. Hawkena T. Thompson, 2

M'Lean's Rep. 111.

« Story on, Bills, 295. Ohitty on Bills, c. 7. 9, Wallace v. McConnell, 13

Peters, 186.
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of a want of due diligence on the part of th,e holder.* The

weight of authority is, that this knowledge may be inferred

as a fact from the promise, under the attending circumstances,

.without requiring clear and affirmative proof of the know-

ledge.'' So, if the endorser, before or at the maturity of the

bill, has protected himself from loss by taking sufficient col-

lateral security of the maker of the note, or an assignment of

his property, it is a waiver of his legal right to require proof

of demand and notice."^

^ CJiitty on Bills, c.lO. 623—5S6. GoodallT.Dolley, 1 JVrm iJep. 712. Hope

T. Alder, 6 last's Hep. 16, in notis. Borradaile v. Lowe, i Taunt. Rep. 93.

Stevens t. Lynch, 2 Campb. N. P. 332. 12 East, 38. S. C. Miller v. Hackley, 5

Johns. Rep. Zlh. Martin v. Winslow, 2 Mason's Rep. 241. Fotheringham v. Price,

1 Bay's Rep. 291. Thornton v. "Wynn, 12 Wheat. Rep. 183. Pate t. M'Clure, 4

Randolph, 164. Otis v. Hussey, 3 N. H. Rep. 346. Reynolds v. Douglas, 12

Peters, 49*7. Farrington v..Brown, 1 N. H. Rep. 271. Story on Bills, 363. Sussex

Bank t. Baldwin, 2 Harr. N. J. Rep. 487. Bobbins v. Pinckard, 5 Smedes & Mar-

shall, 61. Brooklyn Bank v. Waring, 2 Sandford Ch. R. 1. Moore v. Tucker, 3

Iredell N. G. Rep. 347. Mr. Justice Story questions the soundness <jf the doctrine,

holding a promise to pay under a knowledge of facts and mistake of law binding,

though he considers it as now established both in England and America. Story on

Promissory Notes, pp. 318. 446. The Irish court of exchequer, in Donnelly v.

Howie, Hayes S Jones R. p. 436, plainly and forcibly denies the validity of the

rule, and holds that a new promise to pay, after a full knowledge of all the facts,

but without any new consideration to support it, was a rudum pactum, and not

binding. I think it is too late to call in question the validity of the promise

founded on a waiver of a technical rule established for the benefit of the endorser.

The original consideration remains after the waiver to sustain the promise, and it

is a great and universal principle of jurisprudence, that every man is bound to know

the law. But on the other hand, if the endorser does waive the want of notice

and pays, he cannot affect the rights of antecedent endorsers, and he cannot recover

of them if he does pay. Ohitty on Bills, 458. Story on Promissory Notes, 472.

' Lundie v. Robertson, 7 East, 231. Piersons v. Hooker, 3 Johns. Rep. 68.

Hopkins v. Liswell, 12 Mass. Rep. 62. Breed v. Hillhouse, 7 Conn. Rep. 623.

Williams V. Robinson, 13 Louisiana Rep. ill. Tebbetts v. Dowd, 23 Wendell,

379. In this last case Mr. Justice Coweu learnedly reviewed the whole series of

decisions on the subject. Ch. J. Sharkey, in 5 Smedes & M. 72, says that the

question was examined by Mr. Justice Cowen "with an ability and research

unsurpassed."

• Mead v. Small, 2 Oreenleaf's Rep.idfl. Bond v.Farnham, 5 Mass. Rep. 170.

Prentiss v. Danielson, 5 Gonn. Rep. 175. Duvall v. Farmers' Bank, 9 Gill <k

Johnson, 47. Corney v. Da Costa, 1 Esp. R. 302. Pen-y v. Green, 4 Harrison's

N. J. Rep. 61. Story on Bills of Exchange, 443. Mechanics' Bank v. Griswold, 7

Wendell's R. 165. In Kramer v. Sandford, 4 Watts & Serg. 328, the Supreme

Court of Pennsylvania held, on a review of the American authorities, and in quali-

fication of the doctrine in the text, that the endorser was not exempted from the
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*If the endorser comes again into possession of the *114
bill, he is to be regarded^ima/aoie as the owner, and
may sue and recover as against prior parties, though there be
on it subsequent endorsements, anfl no receipt or endorsement
back to him, and he may strike out the subsequent names. ^ (1)

To maintain a suit against the endorser, the holder must show,
as we have seen, due demand of the maker or acceptor, or a

presentment for acceptance, and due notice to him of the de-

fault
; and he need not prove any prior endorsement, nor the

hand of the drawer. An endorsem^t of a note impliedly

admits the signatures of the antecedent endorsers to be genu-

ine.'' But in the suit against the acceptor, the holder need

obligation of giving notice by taking security or indemnity, where the obligation

of taking up the note remained with the maker, and waa not assumed by the

endorser. Ch. J. Gibson observed further, that the doctrine of waiver, in considera-

tion of a secm-ity, had no footing in Westminster Hall. And in Denny v. Palmer,

5 Iredell N. 0. R. 610, Ch. J. Ruffin learnedly discussed the authorities, and his

conclusion is strict in favour of notice to the endorser, unless the endorser has be-

come bound to take up the note by an agreement with the maker for that purpose,

or by receiving in hand effects to meet the note, or by taking a general assignment

of the drawer's estate and effects. The learned American author of the selection

of leading cases upon commercial law, p. 327, considers that Ch. J. Gibson has laid

down the true principle in those cases. I incline to the opinion, though with great

respect, that the Ch. J. pushes his objection to an unreasonable length, and that

when as a matter of fact the endorser has protected himself by sufficient collateral

security, he has no reason or justice in setting up the objection of want of notice,

and he ought not to be permitted to rid himself of his obligation to pay the note,

by the interposition of the technical rule.

• Dugan V. United States, 3 Wheat. Rep. 1T2. Won-is v. Badger, 6 Cowen's Rep.

499. Huie v. Bailey, 16 Louisiana R. 213.

'' Critchlow v. Parry, 2 Campb. N. P. Rep. 182. Story on Promissory Notes,

466, and cases there cited. By the law of Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana and Illi-

nois, the holder of a promissory note must make every reasonable effort and due

and legal diligence to recover of the drawer, before he can sue the endorser, on the

ground of non-payment and notice. Demand on drawer, and due notice to endor-

ser, is not sufficient. The legal means against drawer must first be resorted to. In

Georgia the endorser is held bound as a surety without any previous demand and

notice, though this departure from commercial usage is not to apply to notes nego-

tiated at any incorporated bank, or deposited there for collection. The endorser is

likewise discharged, if, after a request upon the holder for that purpose, he does

not, within three months, proceed to collect the debt. Statute of Georgia, Decem-

(1) Aa endorser, upon paying or tendering to pay a promissory note, has a right to insist ou

the notice being delivered to him, as a condition of payment. Wilder T. Seeljre, 8 Barb,

i^. 408.
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not show notice to any other person. The acceptor is liable

at all events. Eeceiving part from the drawer or endorser is

no discharge of the acceptor. Giving time to the drawer will

not discharge the acceptor of an accommodation bill. Noth-

ing short of the statute of limitations, or payment, or a release,

or an express declaration of the holder, will discharge the

acceptor. He is bound, like the rdaker of a note, as a princi-

pal debtor. His acceptance is eyidence that the value of the

bill was in his hands, or had been received by him from the

drawer. He is liable to the payee, to the drawer, and to every

endorser. a He is the first person, and the last person liable,

and there is no difference in this respect between an accept-

ance given for accommodation, and one given for value. (1)

He is liable to an innocent holder, though the drawer's hand

be forged ; and in the suit against him it is not necessary to

prove any hand but that of the first endorser.^ Though
*115 a bill payable to a fictitious *payee be strictly void, yet,

if the fact was known to the acceptor, he may be sued

by an innocent endorsee, equally as upon a note payable to

bearer. = And if the holder of a bank bill cuts it into two

parts, for the sole purpose of transmitting it by mail with

greater safety, this does not affect his rights upon the bill,

ber 26, 1826. 2 Peter^ XT. S. Hep. 338, note. Ibid. 345. See, also, to the same

point, United States Bank t. Tyler, 4 ibid. 366. Johnson v. Le'wis, 1 Dana's Ken.

Rep. 182. Saunders v. O'Briant, 2 Seammon's B. 369.

* The acceptor cannot set up as a defence, that •when he accepted the bill the

drawer was an uncertificated bankrupt, and that all bis property had passed to his

assignees. Pitt v. Chappelow, 8 Mees. & WeU. 661.

Simmonds v. Parminter, 1 Wils. Rep. 185. Dingwall v. Dunster, Dcmg. Rep.

247. Smith v. Chester, 1 Term Rep. 654. Pentum t. Pocock, 5 Taunt. Rep. 192.

Farquhar T. Southey, 2 Carr. & Payne's JV. P. Rep. 497. Lambert v. Sandford, 2

Blachf. Ind. Rep. 137.

• Gibson v. Minet, 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 569. S. C. 3 Term. Rep. 481.

(1) The maker ofan accommodation note is generally liable to a holder lo the same extent aa

any other maker. Hausbrongh v. Gray, 8 Gratt. B. 866. But it seems that the rule in Louisi-

ana is, that if known to be such by the holder at the time of taking the note, he is liable only as

surety. Adle t. Metoyer, 1 La. Ann. R. 254.

If the drawer provide the acceptor of a bill for his accommodation with funds to meet pay-

ment, he cannot revoke such designation of the funds. Yates v. Hoppe, Law Journal Rep.

6 P. p. 180, July, 1850. The tonafide holder of a bill cannot he prejudiced in his rights, ac-

cording to the terms of the instrument, by the knowledge that the acceptor or maker is surety,

without a specific agreement to treat the acceptor or maker as surety. Manly v. Boycot, 18

Eng. L. <£ E. R. 851.
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and he may recover upon the production of only one of the

parts, provided he shows that he is owner of the whole, and

accounts for the absence of the other part. The parts of a

divided bank biU are not separately negotiable.*

(8.) Of the measure of damages.

The engagement of the drawer and endorser of every bill

is, that it shall be paid at the proper time and place ; and if

it be not, the holder is entitled to indemnity for the loss ari-

sing from this breach of contract. The general law-merchant

of Europe authorizes the holder of a protested bill immediately

to redraw from the place where the bill was payable, and in

the same direct or circuitous way, as the case may be or re-

' Patton V. Bank of S. 0. 2 NoU & M'Cord, 464. Martin v. United States

Bank, 4 Wash Cir. Rep. 253. tTnited States Bank v. Sill, 6 Conn. Rep. 106. Far -

mers' Bank v. Reynold's, 4 Randolph,186. BuUetv. Bank of Pennsylvania, 2 Wash,

Cir. Rep. 172. Hinsdale v. Bank of Orange, 6 Wendell, SiS. Contra, Mayor v.

Johnson, 3 Campb. R. S24. The owner of the two parts of a note cut in two for

transmission, was allowed to recover in equity the whole amount, upon producing

one half part, and showing the other lost, and offering an indemnity. Wycoff v.

State Bank, 1 Dev. d: B. Eg. Cos. 1. See Slory on Fromissory Notes, 114, 115,

where the conflicting authorities on this point are noted. In Scotland, a yery sum-

mary remedy is given to the holder of bills of exchange and promissory notes, pro-

tested for non-payment, by allowing the protest to be recorded under an implied

consent of the debtor. This authorizes a decree by consent, called a decree of regis-

tration, and a summary execution. 1 BelVs Com. 4. SST. If a negotiable bill be

lost, the acceptor or endorser is not bound at law to pay without the production of

the bill, even though an indemnity be offered. He is entitled to the actual pos-

session of the bill for his own security. (1) This rule applies equally to the case of

promissory notes. But the tender of a sufficient indemnity would enable the holder

to recover in equity. Hansard v. Robinson, 'J B. & Cressw. 90. Macartney v.

Graham, 2 Sim. R. 285. Davis v. Dodd, 4 Taunton, 602. 4 Price Exch. R. iTe.

Smith V. Rockwell, 2 HilVs N. Y. R. 482. Smith v. "Walker, 1 Smedes & Marshall

Miss. Ch. R. 432. Story on Bills, 522. Story on Promissory Notes, 112. 544

—548. The same necessity of indemnity is required by the French law, in the

case of a lost or missing bill. Code de Com. art. 151, 152. Mr. Justice Story

shows the diversity of opinion in the United States, in the courts of law, as to the

remedy at law on a lost note, but the weight of authority is in favour of the exclu-

sive remedy in equity.

(1) It was held, in a late English case, that a payee could not maintain an action against the

acceptor where the bill was lost, though it was not transferable by delivery, and had not been

endorsed. Eamuz v. Crowe, lExcheqr. B. 167. By giving an indemnity, such recovery may
be had in Ma^s, Tales T. Kussel, 16 PicJc. B. 815. And in Cownectieut, Swift v. Stephens,

8 Conn.B. 481. And m JiTrnji-Torlc, by statute, 2 Ben. St. p. 406. sees. 75, T6. So in Ohio,

Tayer v. King, 16 Ohio B. 242.
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quire, on the drawer or endorser, in order to reimburse him-

self for the principal of the bill protested, the contingent

expenses attending it, and the new exchange which he pays.

His indemnity requires him to draw for such an amount as

will make good the face of the bill, together with interest

from the time it ought to have been paid, and the necessary

charges of protest, postage and broker's commission, and the

current rate of exchange at the place where the bill was
*116 to be demanded or ^payable, on the place where it was

drawn or negotiated. The law does not insist upon an

actual redrawing, but it enables the holder to recover what

would be the price of another new bill, at the place where

the bill was dishonoured, or the loss on the re-exchange ; and

this it does by giving him the face of the protested bill, with

interest according to the law of the place where the bill was

drawn, and the necessary expenses, including the amount or

price of the re-exchange.^ But the endorser of a bill is not

entitled to recover of the drawer the damages incurred by the

non-acceptance of the bill, unless he has paid them, or is liable

to pay them.i' JSTor is the acceptor liable in ordinary cases

for the extra charges on the re-exchange. He is only charge-

able for the sum specified in the bill, with interest according

to the rate established at the place of payment. The claim

for the re-exchange is against the drawer, who \mdertakes to

indemnify the holder if the bill be not paid, and the re-ex-

change is the purchase of a new bill on the country where

the drawer of the protested bill lives."

* Melish V. Simeon, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 378. De Tastet v. Baring, 11 Easts Rep,

265. Parsons, Ch. J., in Grimshaw t. Bender, 6 Mass. Rep. 157. Code de Com-

merce, b. 1. tit. 8. art. IW. 186. Pardessus, Droit Com. t. ii. art. 437. Van
Leeuwen's Commentaries, 440. Story on Bills, 470—478. The price of re-ex-

change by the purchase of a new bill would sometimes render the damages enor-

mous, as fifty per cent, or two hundred per cent. 2 S. Blacks. 378. Z B. tk

Puller, 335.

^ Kingston v. Wilson, 4 Wash. Cir. Rep. 310. Taney, Ch. J., in the case of the

Bank of the United States v. The United States, 2 Howards U. S. R. 764, 766.

767. S. P.

• Woolsey v. Crawford, 2 Campb. 445. Napier v. Schneider, 12 Mast, 420.

Sibeley v. Tutt, M'Mullan's 8. G. Rep. 320. In France, the claim for the re-ex-

change is deemed good against the acceptor. Pothier, Traiti du Con. de Change,

No. 117. See Story on Bills, 465. u. Each successive party to a bill is liable for

damages on its dishonour, according to the law of the place where his contract was
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In this country a different practice from that of re-exchange

was introduced while we were English colonies, and it has

continued to this day. Our usages on this subject form an

exception to the commercial law of Europe, and the estab-

lished rates of damages fixed by usage or by statute in lieu

of re-exchange, prevent the necessity and difiiculty of prov-

ing the price of re-exchange. They avoid the fluctuations of

exchange, and the occasional rigour of the law-merchant.

In New-York, the rule had uniformly been, to allow twenty

per cent, damages on the return of foreign bills protested for

non-acceptance or non-payment ; and the damages were com-

puted on the principal sum, with interest on the aggregate

amount of the bill and damages, from the time that notice of

the protest was duly given to the drawer or endorser. The

mercantile usage was, to consider the twenty per cent, an

indemnity for consequential damages, and to require

the bill *to be paid at the rate of exchange at the time *117

of return, or a new bill to be furnished upbn the same

principles. But the Supreme Courts considered the twenty

per cent, to be in lieu of damages in case of re-exchange, and

the demand, with that allowance, was to be settled at the par

of exchange. This doctrine was overturned by the Court of

Errors,'' and the holder was held to be entitled to recover, not

only the twenty per cent, damages, together with interest and

charges, but also the amount of the bill liquidated by the

rate of exchange, or price of bills on England, or other place

of demand in Europe, at the time of the return of the dishon-

oured bill, and notice to the party to be charged ; and this

rule was subsequently followed in the courts of law.'=

made. The drawer, according to the law of the place where he drew the hill, and

each endorser, according to the law of the place of their respective endorsements,

is a new contract. Story on Bills, 172.

• Hendricks v. Franklin, 4 Johns. Rep. 119. Welden v. Buck, ibid. Hi.
^ Graves v. Dash, 12 Johns. Rep. 11.

° Denston v. Henderson, 13 Johns. Rep. 322. The general rnle, independent of

the statute, is, that damages on protested bills are governed by the lex loci contractus,

and consequently the drawer is responsible for damages according to the law of the

place where the bill is drawn, and the endorsers according to the law of the place

where their respective endorsements were made. See infra, vol. ii. 460. The pro-

per rule, in cases of debts payable in a foreign country—in England, for instance,

and sued in the United States—is to allow that sum in the currency of the country
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The rate of damages on bills drawn and payable witbin tbe

TJnited States, or otber parts of North America, was, in 1819,

regulated in ]^ew-Tork by statute,'' and the damages fixed at

•which approximates most nearly to the amount to -which the party is entitled in the

country where the debt is payable, and calculated by the real or established, and

not by the nominal par of exchange. Mr. Justice Story {Story on Bills, 168) says

that for ordinary commercial purposes, the par of exchange between England and

America is to estimate the pound sterling at four dollars and forty-four cents. This

is the legal rule ; but for revenue puiposes, by the act of Congress of July 27,

1842, c. 66, it was declared, that in all payments by or to the treasury, whether

made in the United States or in foreign countries, where it becomes necessary to

compute the value of the pound sterling, it should be deemed equal to four dollars

and eighty-four cents ; and that the same rule should be applied in appraising mer-

chandise imported, where the value is by invoice in pounds sterling. The creditor

is entitled to have an amount equal to what he must pay, in order to remit the debt

to the place where it was payable. He ought to have just as much allowed him

where he sues, as he could have had if the contract had been duly performed. He
ought to have the rate of exchange allowed, if the exchange be above par, and a

proportionate deduction made if the exchange be below par, in order to have his

money replaced, in England, at exactly the same amount which he would have been

entitled to receive in a suit there. This is the manifest equity and the better

law of the case. All advances of money or property, and sales of goods, are to be

accounted for, if there be no agreement to the contraiy, at the place where they are

made, or authorized to be made. Scott v. Bevan, 2 Barnw. & Adolph. '78. Lord

Eldon, in Carl v. Kennion, H Vesey, S16. Story on the Conflict of Zaws, 255

—

260. Smith v. Shaw, 2 Wash. Cir.Rep. 167. Grant v. Healey, U. S. Cir. C. Mass.

May, 1839. 3 Sumner's R. 623. Conseqna v. Panning, 3 Johnson's Ch. R. 587.

610. S. C. 17 Johnson iJ. 511. Weed v. Miller, 1 M'Lean's Rep. 423. Story on

Bills, 169, 170. Story on Promissory Notes, 495. The cases of Martin v. Franklin,

4 Johns. Rep. 124, Scofield v. Day, 20 ibid. 102, Adams v. Cordis, 8 Pich. Rep.

260, declared a contrary rule, and that a debt payable in England, and recovered in

the courts of thb country, was to be paid at the par, and not at the rate of ex-

change. But».the weight of authority, if we connect the English and American

cases together, as well as the j ustice of the point, is, however, in favour of the claim

of a foreign creditor to be paid at the rate of exchange. See supra, Smith v.

Shaw, 2 Wash. G. 0. Rep. and Grant v. Healey, 3 Sumner, and the other cases.

Upon this rule only can the creditor be put in the same situation as if the debtor

had punctually complied with his contract, and paid at the place where he had con-

tracted to pay. The par of exchange between two countries is the equivalency of

a certain amount of the currency ofthe one in the currency of the other, supposing the

currency of both to be of the precise weight and purity fixed by their respective

mints. M'CuUocKs Com. Dictionary, tit. Par of Exchange. If not, it is the

amount which the standard coin of either country would produce when coined at

tbe mint of the other. By this rule, the par of exchange between England and the

United States, taking the English sovereign of 1839 as a standard, is $4 86.01, be-

cause it will produce that amount at the mint.

' Laws of New-Yorh, sess. 42. c. 34.
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five, or seven and a half, or ten per cent., according to the

distance or situation of the place on which the bill was drawn.

But by the new Kevised Statutes, which went into operation

on the 1st of January, 1830, the damages on bills, foreign

and inland, were made the subject of a more extensive regu-

lation. They provide,^ that upon bills drawn or negotiated

within the state, upon any person, at any place within the

six states east of ]!*few-York, or in IS^ew-Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia or the District of Co-

lumbia, the damages to be allowed and paid upon the usual

protest for non-acceptance or non-payment, to the holder of

the bill, a purchaser thereof, or of some interest therein

for a valuable consideration, shall be *three per cent. *118

upon the principal sum specified in the bill ; and upon
any person at any place within the states of •tforth Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky and Tennessee, five per

cent. ; and upon any person in any other state or territory of

the United States, or at any other place on or adjacent to

this continent, and north of the equator, or in any British or

foreign possessions in the "West Indies, or elsewhere in the

Western Atlantic Ocean, or Europe, ten per cent. The dam-
ages are to be in lieu of interest, charges of protest, and all

other charges incurred previous to and at the time of giving

notice of non-acceptance or non-payment. But the holder

will be entitled to demand and recover interest upon the ag-

gregate amount of the principal sum specified in the bill, and
the damages, from the time of notice of the protest for non-

acceptance, or notice of a demand and protest for non-pay-

ment. If the contents of the bill be expressed in the money
of account of the United States, the amount due thereon, and
the damages allowed for the non-payment, are to be ascer-

tained and determined, without reference to the rate of ex-

change existing between JSTew-York and the place on which
the bill is drawn. But if the contents of the bill be expressed

in the money of account or currency of any foreign country,

then the amount due, exclusive of the damages, is to be as-

certained and determined by the rate of exchange, or the

value of such foreign currency, at the time of the demand of

payment.

• New-York Revised Statutes, toI. L 7Y0, 11\.
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The laws and usages of the other states vary essentially on

the subject of damages on protested bills. =• In some cases,

the regulations of states approximate to each other, while in

others they are widely different. In some cases the law or

rule is unlike, but the result is nearly similar; while between

other states the result varies from four and a half to fifteen

per cent.

In Massachusetts, the usage.was to recover the amount of

the protested bill, at the par of exchange and interest, as in

England, from the time payment of the dishonoured bill was

demanded of the drawee, and the charges of the pro-

*119 test, and ten per cent, damages in *lieu of the price of

exchange.!' But this rule was changed, by statute, in

1825, and now, by the revised code of 1835 and 183Y ; and

bills drawn or endorsed in that state, and payable without the

limits of the United States, and duly protested for non-ac-

ceptance or non-payment, are now settled at the current rate

of exchange and interest, and five per cent, damages ; and if

the bill be drawn upon any place beyond the Cape of Good

Hope, twenty per cent, damages. Tlie rate of damages in

Massachusetts, on inland bills, payable out of the state, and

di'awn or endorsed within the state, and duly protested for

non-acceptance or non-payment, is two per cent, in addition

to the contents of the bill, with interest and costs, if payable

in any other New-England state or New-York; and three

per cent, if payable in New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware

and Maryland ; and four per cent, if payable in "Virginia,

District of Columbia, North Carolina, South Carolina or

Georgia ; and five per cent, if payable in any other of the

United States or the territories thereof.

In Rhode Islamd, the rule formerly was, according to the

revised code in 1776, on bills returned from beyond sea, pro-

* The general rule is, that the drawer of a bill is liable to the damages pro-

vided by the laws of the country in which it is drawn, and to no other. Astor t.

Benn, Stuart's Lower Canada Rep. 69. But this must be taken with some

explanation ; for the holder of a foreign bill, protested for non-acceptance or non-

payment, is entitled by the law-merchant to the settled i-ule of damages, (when

none other is agi'eed to,) on re-exchange at the place where the bill was dis-

honoured. Vide supra, 115, 116, and Bank of U. S. t. Daniel, 12 Peters' S. 0.

Rep. 33. 54.

i" Grimshaw v. Bender, 6 ifass. Rep. 167.
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tested for non-acceptance or non-payment, ten per cent,

damages, besides interest and costs.

The rule of damages in Connecticut, on bills returned pro-

tested, and drawn on any person in ISTew-Tork, is two per

cent, upon the principal sum specified in the bill ; on New-
Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, Massachusetts, Ehode Island,

New-York, (city of ISTew-York excepted,) New-Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia or territory of Co-

lumbia, three per cent. ; on North Carolina, South Carolina,

Ohio or Georgia, five per cent. ; on any other part of the

United States, eight per cent, upon such principal sum, and
to be in lieu of interest and all other charges, and without

any reference to the rate of exchange.*

In Fennsylvcmia, the rule, for a century past, was twenty

per cent, damages in lieu of re-exchange ; but by statute,, in

1821, five per cent, damages were allowed upon bills drawn
upon any person in any other of the United States, except

Louisiana; if on Louisiana, or any other part of North

America, except the Northwest Coast and Mexico, ten per

cent. ; if on Mexico, the Spanish Main, or the islands on the

coast of Africa, fifteen per cent. ; and twenty per cent, upon
protested bills on Europe, and twenty-five per cent, upon
other foreign bills, in lieu of all charges, except the protest,

and the amount of the bill is to be ascertained and determined

at the rate of exchange.

In Maryland, the rule by statute in 1Y85, is fifteen per

cent, damages, and the amount of the bill ascertained at the

current rate of exchange, or the rate requisite to purchase a

good bill of the same time of payment upon the same place.

In Virginia and South Ca/rolina, the damages, by statute,

are fifteen per cent.''

In Worth Oa/roliiia, by statute, in 1828, and revised in

1837, damages on protested bills, drawn or endorsed in that

state, and payable in any other part of the United States, ex-

cept Louisiana, are six per cent.
;
payable in any other part

of North America, except the Northwest Coast ofAmerica, or

in the West India Islands, ten per cent.
;
payable in South

* Statutes of Connecticut, 1888, 477.

^ Revised Statutes of Virginia, edit. 1814, vol, i. 158.
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America, the African islands or Europe, fifteen per cent.

;

and payable elsewhere, twenty per cent.

The damages in Georgia,hj statute, in 1827, on bills drawn

on a person in another state, and protested for non-payment,

are five per cent. ; and on foreign bills protested for non-pay-

ment, are ten per cent., together with the usual expenses and

interest, and the principal is to be settled at the current rate

of exchange,a

The damages on bills drawn in the state of Alabcmia, on

any person resident within the state, are ten per cent. ; and

on any person out of it, and within the United States, are fif-

teen per cent. ; and on persons out of the United States,

twenty per cent, on the sum drawn for, together with inci-

dental charges and interest.''

In Louisiana, in 1838, the rate of damages upon the pro-

test for non-acceptance or non-payment of bills of exchange

drawn on and payable in foreign countries, was declared by
statute to be ten per cent. ; and in any other state in the Uni-

ted States, five per cent., together with interest on the aggre-

gate amount of principal and damages. On protested bills,

drawn and payable within the United States, the damages

include all charges, such as premiums and expenses, and in-

terest on those damages, but nothing for the difference in

exchange.<=

The damages in Tennessee, by statute, in 1827, on pro-

tested bills, over and above the principal sum, and charges

of protest, and interest on the principal sum, damages and

charge of protest from the time of notice, are three per cent,

on the principal sum, if the bill be drawn upon any person

in the United States ; and fifteen per cent, if upon any person

in any other place or state in Xorth America bordering on

» See GriffitKs Law RegUter, pastim, under the head of " bills of exchange and

promissory notes." Reviied Laws of Illinoit, 1833. PHnc^i Dig. of SUUutes of

Georgia, 1837, 2d. edit 454. 462. Reviled SlaltUet of Indiana, 1838. And see

Report of Mr. Verplanch, from the select committee in the Honse of Bepresenta-

tives of the Congress of the United States, on the subject of foreign bills, made

March 22d, 182«. American Juritt, So. 4, 398. Bid. Xo. 6, 398. Merchant^

Magazine, Xew-Tork, September, 1841, 265.

^ Aikin's Alabama Dig. 2d edit 328.

• Eobert r. Comm. Bank, 13 Louit. Rep. 528.
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the Gulf of Mexico, or in the West Indies ; and twenty

per cent. *if upon a person in any other part of the *120

"world. These damages are in lieu of interest, and all

other charges, except the charges of protest, to the time of

notice of the protest and demand of payment.

In Kentucky^ the damages on foreign bills protested for

non-acceptance or non-payment are ten per cent.^

In Mississippi, the damages on inland bills within the

state protested for non-payment, are five per cent. ; if drawn
on any person resident out of the United States, ten per

cent. ; no damages on protested bills drawn on a sister state.*"

In Missouri, the damages on bills of exchange drawn or

negotiated within the state, and protested for non-acceptance

or non-payment, as against the drawer and endorser, are four

per cent, on the principal sum ; if drawn on any person out of

the state, but within the United States, ten per cent. ; if out

of the United States, twenty per cent. ; the same rate of dam-

ages as against the acceptor on non-payment."

The damages in In&iana and Illinois on foreign bills are

ten per cent. ; and on bills drawn on any person out of the

state, and within the United States, are five per cent., in addi-

tion to the cost and charges.

In Ohio, the damages on protested bills drawn on persons

residing within the United States, but not in Ohio, are six

per cent. ; and if out of the United States, twelve per cent,

over and above the principal and interest of the bill."*

The inconvenience of a want of uniformity in the rule of

damages in the laws of the several states is very great, and

has been strongly felt. The mischiefs to commerce, and per-

plexity to our merchants, resulting from such discordant and

shifting regulations, have been ably, justly and frequently

urged upon the consideration of congress ; and the right of

• There have been conflicting decisions in Kentucky, under their act of 1798, aa

to the character of the bills to which the ten per cent, damages applied ; and the

Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of the Bank of the U. S. v.

Daniel, 12 Peters' Rep. 33. 53, felt itself bound reluctantly to follow the narrowest

of the decisions.

' Digest of the Laws of Mississippi, edit. 1837, 834. Sadler y. Mun'ah, 3

Howard, 1^5. Act of Mississippi, 18S1.

o Revised Statutes of Missouri, 18S6, 98.

* Statutes of Ohio, 1831.

Vol. ni. 11
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congress to regulate, by some uniform rule, the rate and rule

of recovery of damages upon protested foreign bills, or bills

drawn in one state upon another, under the power in the con-

stitution " to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and
among the several states ;" and the expediency of the exer-

cise of that right have been well, and, I think, conclusively

shown, in the official documents which have been prepared on
that subject.*

*121 *(9.) Ofmerccmtile guarcmUes.

A guaranty, in its enlarged sense, is a promise to

answer for the payment of some debt, or the performance of

some duty, in the case of the failure of another person, who,

in the first instance, is liable. As this engagement is a com-

mon one in mercantile transactions, and analogous, in many
respects, to that of endorser of negotiable paper, a few re-

marks concerning its creation and validity will not be alto-

gether inapplicable to the subject.''

In Pillcms v. Van Mier&p,'^ it was held, that a note of

guaranty, being in writing, and in a mercantile case, came
within the reason of a bill or note, and did not require a con-

sideration to appear upon the face of it. Eut there was a
sufiicient apparent consideration in that case, and the dicta of

the judges were afterwards considered as erroneous, in Bann
V. Hughes, before the House of Lords."! The doctrine in the

latter case was, that all contracts, if merely in writing, and
not specialties, were to be considered as parol contracts, and

a consideration must be proved.

• See the Report of Mr. Verplanck, from the select committee already referred

to, and the Report of a Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of New- York, in

February, 1828. In that last document, the Committee of the Chamber of Com-

merce approve of the principle of damages on foreign bills returned under protest,

and they state that the practice of re-exchanges, which are so easily made between

the great capitals of Europe, does not exist between Europe and the United

States ; nor do our business operations require them ; and, until some safe and

satisfactory substitute is established, the usage, in this country, of allowing damages

on protested bills, ought to be continued.

•> The character of letters of guarantee as commercial instruments, and the

liberal manner in which they are dealt with by the courts, are stated by Mr. Justice

Story, in Lawrence v. McCalmont, 2 Soward's R. 426.

• 3 Burr's Rep. 1663.

i 1 Brown's P. 0. 560.
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The English statute of frauds, =• which has been adopted

throughout this country, requires, that, " upon any special

promise to answer for the debt, default or miscarriage of an-

other person, the agreement, or some memorandum or note

thereof, must be in writing, and signed by the party to be

charged therewith, or some other person thereunto by him
lawfully authorized." An agreement to become a guarantor

or surety, for another's engagement, is within the statute
;

and if it be a guaranty for the subsisting debt or engagement

of another person, not only the engagement, but the consid-

eration for it, must appear in the writing. The word agree-

ment, in the statute, includes the consideration for the pro-

mise, as well as the promise itself, for without a con-

sideration *there is no valid agreement. This was the *122

decision in the case of Wwm v. Wa/rlt&rs j^ and though

that decision has been frequently questioned,'^ it has since re-

ceived the decided approbation of the courts of law \^ and the

Oh. J. of the C. B. observed, that he should have so decided

if he had never heard of the case of Warn, v. Wourlters. The
English construction of the statute of frauds has been adopted

in ISTew-Tork and South Carolina, and rejected in several

other states. « The decisions have all turned upon the face of

the word agreement; and where, by statute, the -woTdpromise

has been introduced, by requiring thepromise or agreement

to be in writing, as in Virginia, Tennessee and Mississippi,

* 29 Charles II. c. 3. sec. 4.

"• 5 Host's Rep. 10.

« See ex parte Minet, 14 Ves. Rep. 190. Hx parte Gardom, 15 ibid. 286.

^ Saunders v. Wakefield, 4 Barnw. ik Aid. 695. Jenkins t. Reynolds, 3 Brod.

d; Bing. 14. Morley v. Boothby, 3 Bing. Rep. lOT. Newbury v. Armstrong, 6

Bing. 201.

' Sears t. Brink, 3 Johns. Rep. 210. Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 ibid.. 29,

2 Kott & M'Cord, 372. note. Packard v. Richardson, lY Mass. Rep. 122. Levy

T. Merrill, 4 Greenleaf's Rep. 180. S. P. ibid. SSt. Sage v. Wilcox, 6 Conn.

Rep. 81. Miller v. Irvine, 1 Dev. N. 0. Rep. 103. The point "was extensively dis-

cussed in this last case; and the majority of the court, under tiie- act of 1819

which followed the English statute of frauds, held, that it was not requisite under

that statute that the consideration of the contract should be set forth in the writ-

ten memorandum of it, and that the consideration might be shown by parol proof

The N. T. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 135, require the special promise to answer &r

the debt, default or miscarriage of another person, to be in writing, and the con-

sideration, as well as the agi-eement, to be expressed.
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tne construction has not been so strict, and the consideration

of the promise need not he in writing.^

"Where the guaranty or promise, though collateral to the

principal contract, is made at the same time with the princi-

pal contract, and becomes an essential ground of the credit

given to the principal debtor, the whole is one original and
entire transaction, and the consideration extends to and sus-

tains the promise of the principal debtor, and also of the

guarantor.(l) No other consideration need be shown than

* Marshall, Oh. J, 5 Cranch'a Rep. 161, 152. Taylor v. Boss, 3 Terger, 330.

Wren v. Pearce, 4 Smsrfes <fc Marshall, 91. The decisions in South Carolina have

changed, and the latest doctrine OTerrales the case of Wain t. Warlters, and the

written agi'eement need not contain the consideration, (Foler v. Givens, 3 HilVs L.

Rep. 48,) and if it was required, the words valve receivedviere held to imply it suffi-

ciently. Woodward v. Pickett, 1 Dudley's Law and Equity Reports, 30. So it

is now held in New-Tork, that in a promise to pay for the debt, default or mis-

carriage of another, the words value received is a sufficient expression of the con-

sideration. Douglass v.Howland, 24 WendelVs R. 36. Watson v. M'Laren, 19

ibid. 567. The principle is, that the consideration must clearly appear upon the

guaranty itself, either by express statement, or by necessary implication, or just in-

ference from the language used. The English courts have latterly very much
weakened the authority of the case of Wain v. Warlters, and they have been dis-

inclined to take the i-ule veiy strictly, and have considered many loose expressions,

as implying a consideration on the face of the instrument. Newbury v. Ann-
strong, supra. Davies v. Wilkinson, 1 Jurist, 372. The weight of American

authority does not coincide with the rule. See How v. Kemball, 2 M'Lean's

Rep. 103.

(1) Hence, where A. by a letter of credit, agreed to accept and pay the drafts of B. aod C. , ii

the same time "wrote at the foot of the letter, " I agree to guaranty a due acceptance and pay-

ment," &c., held, that the letter and guaranty might be read together, and that the consideration

sufficiently appeared to satisty the statute of frauds. Union Bank v. Coster, 3 Comet. B. 208.

Staats T. Howlit, 4 Berdo't B. 569.

"Where the terms of the guaranty may express either a past or concurrent jurisdiction, as the

former construction would render it void under the statute of frauds, the latter -will be adopted.

Steele v. Hoe, Zaw Jownal Bep. p. 89, April, 1850. Edwards v. Jevons, Law Journal Bep.

p. BO, March, 1850.

Where A. took up his note which B. held, and transferred to B. the note of a third person,

and guarantied Its payment, it was held that the agreement, though in form a promise to pay

ttie debt of another, was in mibstance a contract to pay the guarantor's own debt, in a particular

way, not within the statute of frauds, and valid without any consideration expressed. Brown v.

Cuttiss, 2 Comrt. B. 225. GUlighan v. Boardman, 29 Maine B. 79.

Two other cases upon this ab-eady perplexed subject of guaranties, as affected by the statute of

frauds, have been recently much discussed in the courts of New-York, and a very remarkable

contrariety of opinion was found to exist.

In the earlier of these cases, (Manrow v. Durham, 8 ITill B. 534,) a pre-existing note was trans-

ferred by the payee for a valuable consideration, on which, contemporaneously with the transfer,

the payee and another endorsed the following guarantee :
" we guaranty the payment of the

within note." The majority ofthe Supreme Court held the guaranty to be in eflfect a promissory

mote, importing aconsideration, and not within the statute of Oands. The minority of the court
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that for the original agreement, upon which the whole debt

rested, and that may be shown by parol proof, as not being

within the statute."- K, however, the guaranty be of a

previously existing *debt of another, a consideration is *123

necessary to be shown, and that must appear in wri-

ting, as part of the collateral undertaking ; for the considera-

tion for the original debt will not attach to this subsequent

promise ; and to such a case the doctrine in Wain v. Wmlters

applies.'' But if the promise to pay the debt of another arises

out of some new and original consideration of benefit or harm
moving between the newly contracted parties, it is then not a

case within the statute."

There are no such words in the statute offrauds as original

and collateral. The promise referred to is to answer for the

» Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 Johm. Rep. 29. D'Wolf v. Kabaud, 1 Peters'

Rep. 476. The doctrine in 8 Johns. Rep. is confirmed in 11 ibid. 221, and IS

ibid. 175 ; and in Refers' Rep. the doctrine is said to be founded in good sense and

convenience.

> Manrow v. Durham, 3 Hill, 684. The words value received have been held to

be a sufficient expression of consideration in a guaranty. Watson v. M'Laren, 19

Wendell, 557. But this appears to reduce the statute requisition of the setting

forth a consideration to a mere formality. (1)

« Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 Johns. Rep. 29. Bailey v. Freeman, 11 ibid. 221.

Hunt v. Adams, 5 Mass. Rep. 358. Williams v. Leper, 3 Burr. Rep. 1888. At-

kinson V. Carter, 2 Chitti/s Rep. 403. Clark v. Small, 6 Tergei's Tenn. Rep. 418.

considered the guaranty a collateral undertaking, and void within the statute of frauds, for the

want of a consideration in writing.

In the other case, (Hall v. Farmer, 5 Denio'a B. ^i,)perhaps the same point was involved.

(See the opinion of the majority of the court, 2 Cormt. Jt. 557.) A note was made by debtors

payable to the order of a third person, to be transferred in payment of a pre-existing debt, and,

at the time of the making and transfer, the third person to whose order the note was made paya-

ble, endorsed upon it, " we guaranty the payment of the within." The Supreme Court were

unanimous in the opinion that the undertaking of the guarantors in this case was collateraland

void within the statute, because the consideration was not expressed in writing.

When the former of these cases came before the Court of Appeals, (2 CoTnst. B. 538,) the court

were nearly equally divided, and there being no legal majority for a reversal, the decision of the

Supreme Court was affirmed. Subsequently, the other case came before the Court of Appeals, (2

Oomst. B. 558,) and for the like reasons the decision of the Supreme Court in that case also was

'

affirmed.

Unless, therefore, the decision in the still later case of the Union Bank v. Coster, supra, may
be considered as a final determination of this controverted question, the law of New-Tork on

this subject cannot be considered as settled. Bee Weed v. Clarke, 4 Sand/. S. C, B. 81, adopting

the opinion ofthe minority of the court in Manrow v. Durham. The guaranty was on a distinct

paperfrom the promissory note. Brewster v. Silence, 11 Barb. B. 144.

(1) If guaranty be under seal, and expressed to be in consideration ofone dollar paid, it is good,

though the dollar was not in fact paid. Ghilds v. Bamum, 11 BarT). B. 14. So, it the consider-

ation appear in one of two contemporaneous instruments relating to the same subject, they may

be read together. Hanford v. Bogers, 11 Bari. B, 18.
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debt or default of another. The term debt implies that the

liability of the principal had been precedently incurred ; but

a defomlt may arise upon an executory contract, and a pro-

mise to pay for goods to be furnished to another, is a collate-

ral promise to pay on the other's default, provided the credit

was in the first instance given solely to the other. If the

whole credit be not given to the person who comes in to an-

swer for another, his undertaking is collateral, and must be in

writing.a If the original debt remains a subsisting debt, a

promise by a third person to pay it, in consideration of for-

bearance, is a collateral promise.''

After a valid guaranty has been made, the rights of the

parties, in the relative character of principal and surety, afford

an interesting subject of inquiry, (1) and the doctrine in the

case of negotiable paper, as to demand and notice, has only a

qualified application to the guarantor. Thus it has been held,

that the guarantor of a note could be discharged by the laches

of the holder, as by neglect to make demand of payment of

the maker, and to give notice of non-payment to the guaran-

tor, provided the maker was sol/vent when the note fell due,

and became insolvent afterwards. The rule is not

*124: *so strict as in the case of mere negotiable paper, and

the neglect to give notice must have produced some

loss or prejudice to the guarantor." The endorser of nego-

= Leland t. Creyon, 1 M'Gord, 100.

k "Watson V. Randall, 20 Wendell, 201.

« A commercial guaranty is not a negotiable paper. See supra, vol. ii. 549.

Birckhead v. Brown, 6 Hill, 634.

(1) In J?fiM-ybrA, if a third person, at the time of a transfer of a note, ^vrite his name upon the

back, he can be held liable as an endoi'ser oTit/y. Spies v. Gilmore, 1 Comst, Ji, 821. Ellis v.

Brown, 6 Barb. S. C. B. 282. But if under similar circumstances a third person ffuaranties the

payment of a note, he is not liable as an endorser, hat, it seems, as guarantor only, though the de-

cisions are conflicting. Brown v. Curtiss, 2 Comst. B. 225, 226. In the first case above mentioned,

the person signing would, in Vermont, be &joint maker. Sylvester v. Downer, 20 Vt. (5 WasM.)
B. 858, and in Louisiana, a surety. McGuire v. Bosworth, 1 Za. Ann. B. 254 Penny v. Par-

ham, id. 27i. So, also, in Georgia, by statute of 1826, he would be liable as surety. Oollins v.

Everett, 4 Oeo. B. 266. In 0!do, if the endorsement was ootemporaneous with the maliing of

the note, such endorser will be liable as maker. Eobinson v. Obeli, 17 Ohio B. 86. So, also, in

Missouri, Goode v. Jones, 9 Mis. B. 876. So, also, in Massachusetts, Samson v. Thornton, 3

Met. B, 275. Wilson v. I"oot, 11 i(2. 285. In.4ia6rtmfflho would be liable only as surety. The
Branch Bank v. James, 9 Ala. B. 949.

The guarantor of the payment of a note is liable for interest (torn the time of the default of the

maker or acceptor. Aokcrman v. Ehrensperger, li M. S W. B. 99. At least if he has received

notice of such default. Washington Bank v. Shurtleff, 4 Met. B. 80.
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tiable ^aper is entitled to strict notice, but the guarantor is

only entitled to notice wlien he may be prejudiced by the

want of it.=- And in the case of the absolute guaranty of the

• Oxford Bank v. Haynes, 3 Pick 423. Talbot v. Gay, 18 Pklc. 534. The

opinion of Duncan, J., in Cannon v. Gibbs, 9 Serg. db Rawle, 202, is to the eame

point. See, also, Phillips v. Astling, 2 Taunton, 206. Warrington v. Furbor, 8

East, 242. Ruffin, J., in Grice v. Ricks, 3 Dev. N. C. Rep. 65. Wildes v. Savage,

1 Story's Rep. 26. A guarantor not being a party to a promissory note, and -who

guaranties its paynaent if not paid at maturity, is not entitled to demand or notice

of its dishonour. Walton v. Mascall, 13 Meeson tfc Welsby, 12. 452. Cooper v.

Page, 24 Maine R. IS. The cases are somewhat contradictory on this point ; but

in Lewis v. Brewster, 2 M'Lean's Rep. 21, and in Foote & Bowler v. Brown, ib.

369, the eases were reviewed by Judge M'Lean ; the rule was considered as settled,

that the guarantor of a promissoiy note was entitled to notice of non-payment by

the drawer, unless the drawer was insolvent at the time the note became due, and

the declaration must aver it. It was held, in Edmonston v. Drake, 5 Peters' U. 8.

Rep. 624 ; Douglass v. Reynolds, 7 Peters' U. S. Rep. 113 ; Cunningham v. Jones,

12 Peters, 207; Craft v. Isham, 13 Conn. R. 28 ; Mussey v. Raynor, 22 Pick. R.

223 ; Lawson v. Townes, 2 Ala. Rep. W. S. 373 ; Oaks v. Weller, 13 Vermont R.

106, and in SoUce & Warley v. Mengy, 1 Bailey's S. O. Rep. 620, that the party

giving a letter of guaranty has a right to know, by notice in a reasonable time,

whether it is accepted or acted upon, and the amount of goods or credit given on

the faith of it, and more especially if it be a continuing guaranty. Upon a guar-

anty for future advances, the party making the advances is bound to give notice

to the guarantor of his acceptance thereof, unless the agreement to accept be con-

temporaneous with the guaranty. Wildes v. Savage, 1 Story's R. 26. Lane v.

Levillian, 4 Arkansas R. 76. Howe v. Nickels, 22 Maine R. 176. In the case of

a guaranty limited to a single transaction, the guarantor is entitled to notice of the

advance or credit given under it, within a reasonable time ; whereas, in the case of

a continuing guaranty, in which a series of transactions is in contemplation, it will

be sufficient to give notice of the amount for which the guarantor is responsible,

within a reasonable time after the transactions are closed, and notice of each succes-

sive transaction as it arises need not be given. (1) Reasonable diligence to make

demand, and, in case of non-payment, to give notice of non-payment, is required,

in the case of the guaranty of a debt, or the guarantor will be discharged to the

amount only of the loss or damage he may have sustained from the want of such

demand and notice. Douglass v. Reynolds, supra. Bradley v. Carey, 8 Greenleaf,

234. S. P. Adcock v. Fleming, 2 Dev. & Battle, 225. 16 Louis. R. 643. S. P. (2)

On the other hand, the surety in a bond for the fidelity of a party for an indefinite

period, cannot determine his liability at pleasure by giving notice, and this is the

English rule both at law and in equity. Calvert v. Gordon, 3 Manning & Ryl.

Rep. 124. 2 Simmon^ Rep, 263. 4 Russel, 681.

(1) A general letter of credit aathorlzes any peraon to whom It may be presented, to act upon

the proposition therein contained ; and the author of such letter will be liable to any person who

makes advances upon it, though he has no notice of such advances. Union Sank v. Coster

supra, Lowry v. Adams, 23 Vermt. B. 160.

(2) Louisville M. Co. v. Welch, 10 Eow. B, 461.
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act of another, as of his promise to pay a debt, or perform a

special agreement, the doctrine of notice applicable to nego-

tiable paper does not apply. The guarantor must inquire of

his principal, or take notice of his default at his peril, unless

notice be required by the contract ofguaranty, (1) or there has

been a negligence on the part of the holder, and the guarantor

has sustained damage to himself.a(2) But when the contract

* Somersall v. Barnaby, Cro. J. 287. Brookbank v. Taylor, ib. 685. Birks v.

Trippet, 1 Saund. B. 82. Allen v. Rightmere, 20 Johnson's R. 366. Douglass T.

Ho-wland, 24 Wendell, 86. Whitney v. Greet, ib. 82. Breed v. Hillhouse, 1 Conn.

H. 523. Thrasher v. Ely, 2 Smedes c& Marshall Miss. Jt. 139. A guaranty is not

separately negotiable. It is a special contract, which can be enforced only by a

party to it. Gibson, Ch. J., in M'Doal v. Teemans, 8 Watts' R. 861. Watson v.

M'Laren, 19 Wendell, 661. S. C. 26 Wendell, 426. The guaranty is not negotiable

so as to entitle an assignee to sue in his own name, unless it be written upon the

note, or be on a separate paper attached to it. As to a guaranty on the face of a

bill of exchange, not limited to any particular person, but to the payee or his

order, or to bearer, Mr. Justice Stoiy {Story on Bills, 636) thinks the better doc-

trine to be, that it is, upon general principles, as well as upon the usage of the

commercial world, a complete guaranty to eveiy successive person who shall be-

come the holder of the bill. Many of the authorities go so far as to maintain that

the same doctrine applies to such a guaranty upon a separate paper. Adams v.

Jones, 12 JPeier^ R. 20*7. Walton v. Dodeon, 8 Carr. & Payne, 163. Bradley v.

Carey, 3 Oreenleaf, 233. Verplanck, Senator, in M'Laren v. Watson, 26 Wendell,

426. (3) A surety, after being sued, and before payment, may bring a suit for

indemnity. So he may, if the debtor is in a state of insolvency, or if the debt has

become due and remains unpaid. These are statute and just provisions in the

Xouitiana Civil Code, art. 8036. See, also, Webb v. Lansing, 19 Wendell, 428.

S. P. ; and by statute, in 1821, in Alabama, the surety may require the creditor to

put his bond in suit forthwith, and proceed therein with due diligence, and in de-

fault thereof, the surety will be discharged. So in Arkansas, by statute, t^
creditor must sue the principal debtor within thirty days after notice, or the surety

will be exonerated. This is an alteration of the general rule, that a surety cannot

require the creditor to sue the principal debtor before resorting to him for payment.

His remedy is to pay the debt, and take the creditor's rights against the debtor by
subrogation. Griffins v. Caldwell, 1 Robinson's Louis. R. 15. This is the settled

English equity doctrine, and the cases of Pain v. Packard, 13 Johnson, 174, King
V. Baldwin, 17 ib. 884, were evidently a departure from it, and they have been
followed by seme other of the American cases.

(1) Brown v. Ourtiss, 2 Comst. B. 225. But if the guaranty be that the note Is coUeatabU,
legiil proceedings must be resorted to against both maker and endorsers, before the guarantor ia

liable. Loveland T. Shepard, 2 iSiPs 7S. 139. Tandervecr v.'Wrlght,6£(W&.7J. ^. C.54T. See,

also, Blanchard v. Wood, 26 Maine E. 858.

(2) Union Bank v. Coster, 8 Comst. R. 203.

(8) In Vermont, it seems that a guaranty is negotiable equally with the note upon which it is

endorsed. Patridge v. Davis, 2 Vt. (5 Wash. 0.) B. 4,99. See, however, Tattle v. Bartholomew,
12 Met. 462. Tyler v. Binney, 7 Maes. 479.
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of a guarantor or surety is duly ascertained and -understood,

by a fair and liberal construction of the instrument, tbe prin-

ciple is weU settled that the case must be brought strictly

within the terms of the guaranty, (1) and the liability of the

s\irety cannot be extended by implication. » The claim against

a surety is strietissimi juris ; and it is a well settled princi-

ple, that a surety who pays the debt of his principal, will, in a

clear case in equity, be substituted in the place of the creditor

to all liens held by him to secure the payment of his debt,

and the creditor is bound to preserve them unimpaired when
he intends to look to the surety for payment.'' (2) But a further

* In Biikhead v. Bro-wn, 5 Hill's N. Y. Rep. 635, it was held, that there must not

be any depai'ture whatever from the stiict terms of the contract^ as regards a surety

or guarantor, and if he agreed to sustain drafts at sixty days' sight, he is not bound

by drafts at ninety days' sight ; and if the creditor by any valid agreement disables

himself from suing the debtor, even for a single day, the sm'ety is released. On

the other hand, a creditor is not bound to active diligence to preserve his rights.

He may merely remain passive. Theobald on Principal and Surety, 80. King v.

Baldwin, 2 Johnson's Oh. Hep. 559. Johnson v. The Planters' Bank, 4 Smedes &
Marshall, 165. This is the true principle to be extracted from all the cases. 3

Merivale, 272—279. 8 Bingham, 156. 17 Wendell, 179. 6 Taunton, 352. But

for the better protection of the surety, it is a general rule that there can be no re-

coveiy against him, where his character appears on the face of the instrument,

without declaring specially on the contract. Bi'onson, Oh. J., 1 Denio, 106. It was

adjudged in the above case of Johnson v. The Planters' Bank, that the surety was

not dischai-ged by a failure of the creditor to present his claim to the administrator

of the principal in due season.

• Bacon v. Chesney, 1 Stark. N. P. Rep. 192. Myers v. Edge, 7 Term, 254.

Combe v. Woolfe, 8 Bingham, 156. Walsh v. Baitie, 10 Johns. Rep. 180. la-

nuse V. Barkei', «4Jd 327, 328. Dobbin v. Bradley, 17 Wendell,i12. Cheesebrough

V. Millard, 1 Johns. Gh. R. 409. 413. Goswiler's Estate, 3 Penn. R. 203. Here-

ford V. Chase, 1 Rob. Loui. R. 212. Wade v. Green, 3 Humph. Tenn. R. 547.

See, also, infra, vol. iv. 377. BelVs Principles of the Law of Scotland, 77. But

the substitution or subrogation exists, not in favour of all who pay a debt, but only

of those who, being bound for it, discharge it Hariison v. Bisland, 5 Rob. Loui.

B. 204.

There seems to be some confusion in the cases as to the construction and effect

of the word guaranty. It may be considered, as Mr. Justice Story observed, a,

clear principle, that the contract of guaranty is not an absolute but a conditional

contract, and thb strict construction is not to be departed from unless the contract

(1) If payment by a Tendee be guarantied, on condition tbat the vendee will give credit until

a ipecifled lime, the guarantor will not be liable if a shorter credit be given, though the vendor

did not require payment until the specified time. Walrath v. Thompson, 2 Cormt. B. 185.

(2) Goodyear v. Watson,U Barb. B. 481. La Farge v. Herter, 11 Barl. B. 159. Watson v.

Alcocic, 19 Eng, L. &K B. 239.
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pursuit of this subject of guaranty would not strictly apper-

tain to the doctrine of negotiable paper i^ and I shall con-

clude the present general outline of that subject, with some
notice of the principal publications on bills and notes.

(10.) Of theprmcvpal treatises on Mils cmd Twtes.

It would have been impossible to enter into greater detail

of the distinctions and minute prSvisions which apply to ne-

gotiable paper, without giving undue proportion to this branch

ofthese elementary disquisitions. The treatises and lead-

*125 ing *cases must be thoroughly understood before the

student can expect to be master of this very technical

branch of commercial law ; and a brief notice of the best

works on the subject will serve to direct his inquiries.

The earliest English work on bills is in Malynes' Lex Mer-
catoria. The author was a merchant, and the work was com-

piled in the reign of King James I., and dedicated to the

king. That part relating to bills of exchange is brief, loose

and scanty, but it contains the rules and mercantile usages

then prevailing in England and other commercial countries.

It was required, at that early day, that the bill should be pre-

sented for acceptance, and again for payment, with diligence,

and at seasonable hours, and on proper days ; and the default

in each case was to be noted by a notary, and information of

requires it, and the guarantor is entitled to demand and notice within a reasonable

time, as in common cases of guaranty. See Story on Promissory Notes, pp. 678

—589, where the modem American cases are criticised and examined. And on

this subject of surety it is adjudged, that a judgment obtained against him does

not change the character of his debt, nor his relation to his principal debtoi-, and

delay granted to the latter will release the former, in the same manner as if no

judgment had been obtained. Gurtine v. Union Bank, 10 Rohinson's Loui. R.

413. But though the principal debtor be discharged from his obligation by some

personal disability, as coverture, infancy, the surety will be held bound. Kimball

T. Newell, 7 Eiirs N. Y. R. 116. This was also the conclusion of the civil law.

Domat, b. 3. tome iv. sec. 1. art. 10.

• The student will find the law concerning mercantile guaranties, and of principal

and surety, fully examined, and the substance of the numerous cases well digested,

in Fell's Treatise on Mercantile Guaranties, and in Theohal^s Treatise on the Law

of Principal and Surety, published at London, in 1832, and at Philadelphia, in

1833. Mr. Sedgwick, in his Treatise on the Measure of Damages, devotes a whole

chapter (ch. 11) to the rule of damages growing out of the contract of principal

and surety, and the numerous cases are fully and critically examined, with bis

usual acuteness and candoui-.
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it sent to the drawer with all expedition, to enable him to

secure himself. If the drawee would not accept, any other

pei-son was allowed to accept for the honour of the bill.

Malynes takes no notice of promissory notes or checks, and
he even laments that negotiable notes were unknown to the

law of England.

The next English treatise on the subject was that by Marius,

published in the year 1651, and that treatise has been referred

to by Lord Holt and Lord Kenyon, as a very respectable

work. *Marius followed the business of a notary public *126

at the Royal Exchange, in London,for twenty-four years,

and he had, of course, perfect experience in all the mercantile

usages of the times. His work is far more particular, formal

and exact than that of Malynes. The three days of grace

were then in use ; and Marius decides the very point which

has been again and again decided, and even in our own courts,

that if the third day of grace falls on Sunday, or a holiday,

or on no day of business, the money must be demanded on

the second day, and he lays down the rule of diligence in

giving notice with more severity than is consistent with the

modern practice ;=• for he stated, that the notice of the default

of payment miist be sent off by the very first post after the

bill falls due. He says, likewise, that verbal acceptances

were good, and that you may accept for part, and have the

bill protested for the residue. It is quite amusing to perceive

that many of the points which have been litigated, or stated

in our courts, within the last thirty years, are to be found in

Marius ; so true it is, that case after case, and point after

point, on all the branches of the law, are constantly arising

in the courts of justice, and discussed as doubtful or new
points, merely because those who raise them are not thorough

masters of their profession.*" The next writer who treats on

the subject of bills is MoUoy. He was a barrister in the

reign of Charles H. ; and in his extensive compilation, dejure

Mcmtvmo, which was first published in 1676, he cast a rapid

glance over the law concerning bills of exchange ; but that

part of his work is far inferior to the treatise of Marius.

- See ante, 106.

•> Multa ignoramus, quo nobis non laterent si veterum lectio nobis essetfamilia-

ris. 2 Ihst. 166.
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Beawes' Lex Mercatoria Redvoiva is a mucli superior work

to that of Malynes, and it appears, by ita very title, to have

been intended as a substitute. It contains a full and very

valuable collection of the rules and usages of law on the sub-

ject of bills of exchange. Promissory notes were then taken

notice of, though they had not been so much as alluded to in

the formal and didactic treatise of Marius. They were not

introduced into general use until near the close of the reign

of Charles II., and for this we have the authority of Lord

Holt in Buller v. Crisp.'^ Beawes is frequently cited

*127 in our *books as an authority on mercantile customs

;

and a new and enlarged edition of his work was pub-

lished by Mx. Chitty, in 1813. The next work on the subject

of bills and notes was by Cunningham, and it was published

about the middle of the last century. It consisted chiefly of

a compilation of adjudged cases, without much method and

observation. It was mentioned by the English judges as a

very good book ; but it fell into perfect oblivion as soon as

Kyd's treatise on bills and notes appeared, in the year 1T90.

Mr. Kyd made free use of Marius and Beawes, and he ingraft-

ed into his work the substance of all the judicial decisions

down to that time. His work became, therefore, a very val-

uable digest to the practising lawyer, and particularly as dur-

ing the times of Lord Holt and Lord Mansfield, the law con-

cerning negotiable paper was extensively discussed and vastly

improved. Mr. Bayley, afterwards a judge of the K. B., pub-

lished in 1789, a little before the work of Kyd, a small manual
or digest of the principles which govern the negotiability of

bills and notes. As a collection of rules, expressed with sen-

tentious brevity and perfect precision, it is admirable. In a

subsequent edition, he stated also the cases from which his

principles were deduced. A work of more full detail and of

a more scientific cast, seemed to be still wanting on the sub-

ject, and that was well supplied by Mr. Chitty's treatise on
bills, notes and checks, first published in 1799. He had re-

course, though in a sparing degree, to the treatise of Pothier,

for illustration of the rules of this part of the general law-

merchant.*" It is obvious that a more free and liberal spirit

* 6 Mod. Rep. 29.

•i The Treatite on Bilk of Exchange, by Mr. Justice Story, which appeared
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of inquiry distinguislies the professional treatises of the pre-

sent age from those of former periods. The works of Parke
and Marshall on Insurance, and Abbott on Shipping, and
Chitty and Story on Bills, and Jones and Story on Bailment,
have all been enriched by the profound and classical produc-
tions of continental Europe on commercial jurisprudence.

The treatise of Pothier on bills is finished with the same
order and justness of proportion, the same comprehensive-
ness ofplan and clearness ofanalysis, which distinguish

his other *treatises on contracts. His work is essentially *128

a commentary upon the French ordinance of 1673 ; and
he had ample materials in the commentary of M. Jousse, and
in the treatises on the same subject by Dupuy de la Serra,

and by Savary, to which he frequently refers. He also cites

two foreign works of learning, on the doctrine of negotiable

paper, and those are Scacchaia de Commerciis et Camhio, and
Heineccius' treatise, entitled, Elementa Juris OawMalis.
The latter work contains very full and satisfactory evidence

of the professional erudition of the Germans on subjects of

maritime law.^ Heineccius refers to the ordinances of va-

rious German states, and of several of the Hanse towns, re-

lating to commercial paper, and he cites eight or ten professed

German treatises on bills of exchange.

^

It has been a frequent practice on the European continent,

to reduce the law concerning bills, as well as concerning other

maritime subjects, into system, by ordinance. The commer-
cial ordinance of France, in 1673, digested the law of bills of

exchange, and it was, with some alterations and amendments,

incorporated into the commercial code of 1807. Since the

publication of the new code, M. Pardessus has written a valu-

able commentary on this, as well as on other parts of the code.

He writes without any parade of learning, and with the clear-

since the fourth edition of this work, has copied largely from Chitty, and it is full

and methodical, and executed with his masterly ability.

* Mr. Justice Story, in his Treatise on Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes,

has emiched his work with copious citations and illustrations drawn from Heinec-

cius, as well as from other continental civilians ; and they are undoubtedly the

most elaborate and complete treatises extant on the elementf ':y principles of the

subject.

^ See Heineccii, Opera, tome vi. infine.
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ness, order and severe simplicity of Pothier. There is also

a clear and concise summary of the law concerning negotia-

ble paper in M. Merlm's Be^ertovre de Jitrisjprudenoe, under

the title of Lettre et Billet de Chomge, Thompson's treatise

on the law of bills and notes in Scotland, combines the Scotch

and English law upon the subject, and is spoken of in very

high terms by persons entirelycompetent to judge of its value.

The law concerning negotiable paper has at length become a

science, which can be studied with infinite advantage in the

various codes, treatises and judicial decisions ; for, in them,

every possible view of the doctrine, in all its branches, has

been considered, its rules established, and its limitations ac-

curately defined.



LECTUEE XLV.

OF THE TITLE TO MEECHAira VESSELS.

The utility of an outline of the code of maritime law must

consist essentially in the precision, as well as in the perspi-

cuity, with which its principles are illustrated by a series of

positive rules. Every work on this subject will unavoidably

become, in a degree, dry and minute in the detail ; but it

would be destitute of real value, unless it were practical in its

design and application. The law concerning shipping and

seamen, negotiable paper and marine insurance, controls the

most enterprising and the most busy concerns of mankind

;

and it consists of a system of principles and facts, in the shape

of usages, regulations and precedents, which are assimilated

in the codes of all commercial nations, and are as distinguished

for simplicity of design and equity of purpose, as they are

for the variety and minuteness of their provisions. I have

wished (and I hope not entirely without success) to be able to

give to the student a faithful summary of the doctrines of

commercial jurisprudence, and to awaken in his breast a

generous zeal to become familiar with the leading judicial

decisions, and especially with the writings of those great

masters in the science of maritime law, whose talents and

learning have enabled them to digest and adorn it.

The law of shipping may be conveniently arranged under

the following general heads : 1. Of the title to vessels. 2. Of

the persons employed in the navigation of merchant ships.

3. Of the contract of aifreightment. This arrangement is

very nearly the same with that pursued by Lord Ten-

terden, in his treatise on the subject, and which, *after *130

comparing it with the method in which these various

topics have been discussed by other writers, I do not think

can be essentially improved. It has been substantially adopted

by Mr. Holt, in his " System of the Shipping and Navigation
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Laws of Great Britain ;" and still more closely followed by

M. Jacobsen, the Danish civilian, in his treatise on the " Laws

of the Sea." The law of shipping, as thus arranged and di-

vided, will form the subject of this, and of the two succeeding

lectures.

(1.) Requisites to a valid title to vessels.

The title to a ship, acq^uired by purchase, (for title by cap-

ture has been abeady considered, ») passes by writing. A
bill of sale is the true and proper muniment of title to a ship,

and one which the maritime courts of all nations will look for,

and, in their ordinary practice, require.^ Li Scotland, a writ-

ten conveyance of property in ships, has, by custom, become

essential ; and, in England, it is made absolutely necessary

by statute, with regard to British subjects." Possession of a

ship, and acts of ownership, will, in this, as in other cases of

property, be presumptive evidence of title, without the aid of

documentary proof, and wiU stand good until that presump-

tion be destroyed by contrary proof;'^ and a sale and de-

livery of a ship, without any bill of sale, writing or instru-

ment, will be good at law, as between the parties.^ (1) But

• Vol. i. 101—104.
i" Lord Stowell, in The Sisters, 5 Rob. Aim. Rep. 155. Story, J., 1 Mason's

Rep. 1S9. Weston V. Penniman, iizd 306. i ibid. 4S5. Ohl v. Eagle Insurance

Company, 4 ibid. 390. Code de Commerce, art. 196.

" Statute 34 George IIL c. 68, and re-enacted 3 and 4 William IV. c. 55. sec.

31. See, also, Camden v. Anderson, 5 Term Rep.lO^. The Sisters, 5 Rob. Adm.

Rep. 155. Bell's Commentaries on the Laws of Scotland, vol. i. 152. By the act

of Congress of December, 1792, c. 146, an instrument in writing is necessary to

entitle the purchaser to a new register.

4 Robertson v. French, 4 East's Rep. 1 30. Sutton v. Buck, 2 Taunt. 302. Upon

indictment in the Circuit Court of the U. S. of seamen for a revolt, it was held,

that the ownership of the vessel determined her national character, and that the

ownership might be proved in the same manner as that of any other chattel. The

vessel was registered as an American vessel, and was on a whaling voyage without

a license, and the register was held to be sufficient evidence of title to sustain the

indictment. United States v. Jenkins, U. S. Cir. O.for New-York, August, 1838.

• Taggard v. Loring, 16 Mass. Rep. 336. Wcndover & Hinton v. Hogeboom, 7

Johns. Rep. 308. BLxby v. Whitney, 8 Pick. 86. The principle is, that property

(1) Badger v. Bank of Cumberland, 26 Maine R. 428. The evidence requisite to prove sucli

sale, is the same as that required upon the sale of any other personal property. Sale of a ship

on execution does not pass previous earnings. Bichardson v, Kimball, 28 Maine B. 463,
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the presumption of title arising from possession may easily be

destroyed ; and the general rule is, that no person can convey

who has no title ; and the mere fact of possession by
the vendor is not, of itself, *8ufficient to give a title. *131

There is no case in the English law in which it has

been decided that a transfer by parol is sufficient to pass the

title. Though the master of a ship, as we shall presently see,

be clothed with great powers, connected with the employment
and navigation of the ship, he has no authority to sell, unless

in a case of extreme necessity ; and then he has an implied

authority to exercise his discretion for the benefit of all con-

cerned.^

It has frequently been the case, that the sale of a ship has

been procured in foreign countries, by order of some admi-

ralty court, as a vessel unfit for service. Such sales are apt

to be collusively conducted ; and the English courts of com-
mon law do not regard them as binding, even though made
iona fide, and for the actual as well as the intended benefit

of the parties in interest. They hold, that there is no ade-

quate foundation for such authority in the legitimate powers
of the admiralty courts. They have no such power by the

law of nations, and no such power is exercised by the court

of admiralty at "Westminster, b Lord Stowell, on the other

hand, considered the practice which obtained in the vice-ad-

miralty courts abroad, of ordering a sale, under the superin-

tendence of the court, to be very convenient when the fact of

necessity was proved; and he seemed to consider, that it

would be a defect in the law of England, if a practice so con-

ducive to the public utility could not legally be maintained.

The court of admiralty, feeling the expediency of the power,

would go far to support the title of the purchaser. <= The pro-

ceeding, which is condemned by the courts of law, is a volun-

in a vessel may be presumptively sustained by possession, or other indicia of

ownership than the production of the register. Abbott on Shipping, 6th Amer.

edit. Boston, 1846, p. 113.

» Hayman v". Molton, 6 Esp. N. P. Rep. 65. Reid v. Darby, 10 East, 143.

Robertson v. Clarke, 1 Bingham, 445, and see infra, ITl.

i" Beid V. Darby, 10 Easts Rep. 143. Morris v. Robinson, 3 Barnw. d: Cress.

196.

o Fanny and Elmira, 1 Edw. Adm. Rep. 117. The Warrior, 2 Dodson, 288. 293.

295. Story, J., in the case of the Schooner Tilton, 5 Mason, Hi.

YoL. in. 12
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tary proceeding, instituted by the master himself on petition

for a sale, founded on a survey, proof and report of the un-

navigable and irreparable condition of the vessel. It

*132 is essentially the *act ofthe master, under the auxiliary

sanction of the court, founded merely upon a survey of

the ship, to see •whether she be seaworthy ; and it is to be

distinguished from the case in which the admiralty has regu-

lar jurisdiction of the subject, by a proceeding inrem, found-

ed on some adverse claim. In such cases, the power of sale,

in the sound discretion of the court, is indisputable, and binds

all the world. This is a proposition of universal law, founded

on the commercial intercourse of states, and the^ws gentium.^

So, as we have already seen in a former volume,'' capture by
a pubHc enemy divests the title of the true owner, and trans-

fers it to the captor, after a regular condemnation by a prize

court of the sovereign of the captor.

«

Upon the sale of a ship in port, delivery of possession is

requisite to make the title perfect. (1) If the buyer suffers

the seller to remain in possession, and act as owner, and the

seller should become bankrupt, the property would be liable

to his creditors, and, in some cases, also to judgment creditors

on execution. The same rule exists in the case of the mort-

gage of a ship ; but where a sale is by a part owner, it is

similar to the sale of a ship at sea, and actual delivery cannot

take place. "J Delivery of the muniments of title will be suffi-

cient, unless the part owner be himself in the actual posses-

* The court of admiralty has an undoubted right, in cases of bottomry, salvage

and wages, brought before the court, to sell the vessel, and to confer a good title

valid against all the world, and without the delivery of the ship's register. This is

the municipal law of England, and the maritime law of the civilized world. Dr.

Lushington, in the case of The Tremont, Januaiy, 1841. Am. Jurist for April,

1841.

i" See vol. i. 102.

» In the case of the Attorney-General v. Norstedt, 3 Price's Excheq. Rep. 9'7, a

judicial sale of a vessel as derelict by the Instance Court of the Admiralty, was held

to bind even the crown's right of seizure for a previous forfeiture.

* Winsor v. McLellan, 2 Story G. 0. 492.

(1) By an act to provide for recording conveyances of vessels, cfec, passed July 29, 1850, no bill

of sale, &c., of any vessel, is valid against any person other than the grantor, unless such bill, &c.,

is recorded in tlie collector's office where such vessel is registered and enrolled.
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sion.a If the ship be sold while abroad, or at sea, a delivery

of the grand bill of sale, and other documents, transfers the

property, a,s in the case of the delivery of the key of a ware-

house. It is aU. the delivery that the circumstances of the

case admit of; and it is giving to the buyer or mortgagee,

the ability to take actual possession, and which he must
do as soon as possible *on the return of the ship. If *133

the buyer takes possession of a ship sold while at sea,

within a reasonable time after her arrival in port, his title

will prevail against that of a subsequent purchaser or attach-

ing creditor.b But the buyer takes subject to all incum-

brances, and to all lawful contracts made by the master re-

specting the employment and hypothecation of the ship prior

to notice of the transfer. <=

The English cases speak of the transfer of a ship at sea by
the assignment of the grand bill of sale, and that expression

is understood to refer to the instrument whereby the ship was
originally transferred from the builder to the owner, or first

purchaser. But the American cases speak simply of a biU

of sale, and usually refer to the instrument or transfer from

the last proprietor while the vessel is at sea, and which is

sufficient to pass the property, if accompanied by the act of

taking possession as soon as conveniently may be after the

vessel arrives in port."!

(2.) Who is Ualle as owner.

There is no doubt that the owner is personally liable for

' Addis V. Baker, 1 Anst. Rep. 222. Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edit. 1846,

p. 34.

>> Ex parte Matthews, 2 Vesey, 272. Hall v. Gurney, Coolers B. L. 231. Mair

T. GlenDie, 4 Maule dk 8elw. 240. Joy v. Sears, 9 Pick. 4. Abbott on Shipping,

6th Am. edit. 1846, p. 37.

' Mair v. Glennie, 4 Maule S Selw. 240. Hay v. Fairbmn, 2 Barnw. & Aid,

193. Atkinson v. Maling, 2 Term Rep. 462. Portland Bank v. Stnbba, 6 Matt,

Rep. 422. Putnam v. Dutch, 8 Mast. Rep. 287. Badlam v. Tucker, 1 Pick. Rep,

396. As to debts which are, by the French law, privileged, and liens on the ship,

see infra, 168.

' Portland Bank v. Stacy, 4 Mass. Rep. 663. Wheeler v. Sumner, 4 Mason,

183. A bill of sale of a ship, with her apparel, appurtenances, <fec., includes all

things that are necessaiy and incidental to the working of the ship, Abbott on

g, pp. 7, 8, Sth Am. edit. 1846.
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necessaries fornislied, and repairs made to a ship, by order of

the master ;» and the great point for discussion is, who is to

be regarded as contracting party and owner, jpro Jiac vice.^

The ownership in relation to this subject is not detei-mined

by the register, and the true question, in matters relative to

repairs, is, "upon whose credit was the work done ?"" Nor
is a regular biU of sale of the property essential to ex-

*134 empt the former owner *from responsibility for sup-

plies furnished. But where the contract of sale is

made, and possession delivered, the circumstance that the

naked legal title remains in the vendor for his security, does

not render him liable, as owner, on the contracts, or for the

conduct of the master. ^[(1)

It has been a disputed question, whether the mortgagee of

a ship, before he takes possession, be liable to the burdens and

entitled to the benefits belonging to the owner. In the case

of Chimney v. Blackbourne,^ it was held by the K. B. that

the mortgagor in such a case, and not the mortgagee, was to

be deemed owner, and entitled to the freight, and liable for

the repairs and other expenses. The same decision was made
by the C. B. in Jackson v. YernonS But Lord Kenyon, in

* Webster v. Seekamp, 4 Barnw. & Aid. 352. The owner is, of course, liable,

unless the credit ia given to others. So, the captain is liable if he orders the re-

pairs, unless the credit b given to the owner. Eeseiy v. Cobb, 6 Carr. & Payne,

358. Cox V. Reid, 1 ibid, 602. For necessary supplies to a vessel, the owner,

master and charterer are all liable ; and the remedy against each remains good, un-

less credit be given to one exclusively. Henshaw v. Rollins, 5 Miller's Louis. Rep.

335. The owner, who has the more legal title, but not the control and management

of the vessel, or the right to receive her freight and earnings, is not responsible for

supplies and necessaries. Duff v. Bayard, 4 Watls cfc Serg. 240.

'' Brigga v. Williamson, 7 Barnw. & Cress. SO.

' Lord Tenterden, in Jennings v. Griffiths, Ryan dt Moody, 43. Reeve v. Davis,

1 Adolph. & Ellis, 312.

4 Wendover v. Hogeboom, 7 Johns.Rep. 308. Leonard v. Huntington, 16 ibid.

298. Thorn v. Hicks, 7 Cowen'a Rep. 697.

' IK Blacks. Rep. 117. note.

f 1 S. Blacks. Rep. 114.

(1) If the pnTchaaer of a vessel has a right to control the vessel and receive her earnings, he

wiU be liable for supplies, though the vendor had the possession, and actually received the «am-
4Dgs. rianders t. Merritt, 8 Bart. S. C. Rep. 201. The person owning the beneflcial interest,

though not the legal title, will be liable. Strader v. Lambeth, T B. Man. B. 689. If the master

hires the vessel on shares, agreeing to victual, man and navigate her, he is owner during the

•contract, and thegeneralownerisnotresponsibleforsupplies. Webbv. Pierce,! Curtis E.lQi.
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Westerdell v. Dale,^ entertained a different opinion, and he
considered the mortgagee, whether in or out of possession, to

be the owner, and entitled to the freight, and bound for the

expenses of the ship. The weight of our American decisions

has been in favour of the position, that a mortgagee of a ship

out of possession is not liable for repairs or necessaries pro-

cm-ed on the order of the master, and not upon the particular

credit of the mortgagee, who was not in the receipt of the

freight ; though the rule is otherwise when the mortgagee is in

possession, and the vessel employed in his service.'' (1)

The case of Fisher v. Willing," has a strong bearing *in *135

favour of the decisions which go to charge the mort-

gagor ; for it was held that a mortgagee of a ship at sea did

not, merely by delivery of the documents, acquire such a pos-

session as to be liable to the master for wages accruing after

the date of the mortgage. The contract was with the mort-

gagor, and there was no privity between the master and the

mortgagee, before possession taken, sufficient to raise an as-

sumption. A similar decision was made by Ch. J. Abbott

in Ma/rtvn v. Paxton, and cited in the Pennsylvania case.

The case of The Moha/wh Insuromoe Compcmy v. Eckford,

decided in the Court of Common Pleas in the city of New-
Tort, in 1828, and the cases of Thorn v. HicJcs and Lord v.

Ferguson,^ show that the rule is considered to be settled in

New-York andNew-Hampshire, that a mortgagee out of pos-

session is not liable for services rendered, or necessaries fur-

nished to a vessel, on the credit of the mortgagor, or other per.

son having the equitable title. The question seems to resolve

itself into the inquiry, whether the circumstances afford evi-

• 7 Term Rep. 306. In Dean v. M'Ghie, 4 Bingham, 46. S. C, 12 5. Moore, 185,

it was held, that on a mortgage of a ship at sea, and possession taken, the accruing

freight passed to the mortgagee, as incident to the ship.

!> M'lntyre V.Scott, 8 JbAns.TJcp. 158. Champlin v.Butler, 18 iiaii 169. Ring

V. Franklio, 2 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 1. Tucker v. Buffington, 15 Mass. Rep. ill. Ool-

son V. Bonzey, 6 Greenleaf, 4'74. Winslow v. Tarbox, 18 Maine R. 182. Cutler

V. Thurlo, 20 id. 213. Miln v. Spinola, 4 HilVs K T. Rep. 111.

« 8 Serg. d; Rawle, 118. A mortgagor in possession of a vessel may pledge the

freight. Keith v. Murdoch, Wheat. Dig. 586, pi. 11.

i 1 Oowen's Rep. 691. Ring v. Franklin, 2 Hall, 1. S. P. 9 iV. H. R. 380.

(1) Hesketli v. Btevena, T Barb. S, 0. B. 488.
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dence of a contract, express or implied, as regards mortgagees

not in possession. If tlie claimant dealt witli the mortgagor

solely as owner, he cannot look to the mortgagee. To whom
was the credit giyen, seems to be the true ground on which

the question ought to stand. » In a case before Lord Ellen-

borough, in ISie,!" he ruled, that a mortgagee not in posses-

sion, and not known to the plajntiff, was not liable for stores

supplied by the captain's order. The weight of authority is

decidedly in favor of the mortgagee, who has not taken pos-

session ; and if he has left the possession and control of the

ship to the mortgagor, he will not be liable to the master for

wages or disbursements, of to any other person for repairs

and necessaries done or supplied by the master's order, where

the mortgagor has been treated as owner. If, how-

*136 ever, there has been no such dealing with *the mort-

gagor in the character of owner, but the credit has

been given to the person who may be owner, it is a point still

remaining open for discussion, whether the liability will at-

tach to the beneficial or to the legal owner. The principle of

the decision in TrewTvellay. Row was, that a vendee of a ship,

whatever equitable title might exist in him, was not liable for

supplies furnished before the legal title was conveyed to him,

and registered in the manner prescribed by the registry acts,

and when he was unknown to the tradesman who supplied

the materials, ii

There are analogous cases which throw light upon this sub-

Bater t. Buckle, 1 J.B Moore, 349.

' Twentyman v. Hart, 1 Starkie's Rep. 336.

« 11 Easts Eep.iZh.

* The same principle governed the decision in Harrington v. Fry, 2 Bingham,

179 ; and by the English statutes of 4 Geo. IV". c. 41, and of 6 Geo. IV. u. 110,

on a transfer of a ship, or any interest therein, by moi-tgage or assignment in trust

by way of securityfor a debt, the cntiy in the book of registry is so to state it,

and the mortgagee or trustee shall not, by reason thereof, be deemed owner, nor the

mortgagor cease to be owner, except so far as to render the security available.

Under these statutes, the interest of the mortgagor and mortgagee are more dis-

tinctly severed than they were before, and a mortgagor does not cease to be owner.

Irving V. Richardson, 2 Sarnw. & Adolph. 193. TSo act of banki-uptcy, committed

by the mortgagor after the registry of the mortgage or assignment, to affect the se-

cm'ity. This provision is continued in the consolidated registiy statute of 3 and 4

William IV. c. 55. sec. 42, 43.
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ject. Thus, in Young v. Brand&r,^ the legal title remained

for a month, after the sale in the vendor upon the face of the

register, because the vendee had omitted to comply with the

forms prescribed by the registry acts. But it was held, that

he was not liable during that interval for repairs ordered by

the captain, under the direction of the vendee, and who had

no authority, express or implied, from the legal owner. The

vendee ordered the repairs in his own right, and there was no

privity of interest between him and the legal owner, and the

credit was actually given to the vendee. So, again, the regu-

lar registered owner of a ship was held not to be liable for

supplies furnished by order of the charterer, who had char-

tered the ship at a certain rent for a number of voyages. The

owner had divested himself, in that case, of all control and

possession of the vessel during the existence of the

charter-party, and he had no right under *it, to ap- *137

point the captain.^ The question in these cases is,

whether the owner, by reason of the charter-party, has di-

vested himself of the ownership j?rc» hao vice, and whether

there has been any direct contract between the parties, vary-

ing the responsibility.

In Yalejo v. Wheeler," the court proceeded on the ground

that the charterer was owner^o hoc viae, inasmuch as he ap-

pointed the master. The subject was much discussed in

M'lnti/re v. Brown,^ and it was held, that where, by the

terms of the charter-party, the ship-owner appoints the master

and crew, and retains the management and control of the

vessel, the charter was to be considered as a covenant to carry

goods. But where the whole management is given to the

freighter, it is more properly a hiring of the vessel for the

voyage, and in such case the hirer is to be deemed owner for

the voyage. In Hallet v. Ths Oolwrnhicm Insurance Com-
pcmy,^ the owner of the vessel, by the charter-party, let the

• Easfs Rep. 10.

' Frazer v. Marsh, 13 Easts Rep. 238. Eegistered ownership is prima facie

eyidence of liability for the repairs of a ship, but it may be rebutted by showing

that the credit was given elsewhere. Cox r. Reid, 1 Ryan & Moody, 199.

« Oowp. Rep. 143.

^ 1 Johns. Rep. 229.

« 8 Johns. Rep. 272.
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whole vessel to the master, who was to victual and man her

at his own expense, and have the whole management and

control ofher, and he was held to be the owner for the voyage;

and a similar decision was made in Tagga/rd v. Loving.'^ (1)

The case of Fletcher v. BraddAck^ adopted the same prin-

ciple which had been laid down by Oh. J. Lee, in Pa/rish v.

Oromford',<^ and it was declared that the ownership, in re-

spect to all third persons, remained with the original proprie-

tor, when the vessel was supplied and repaired by the owner,

and navigated by a master and sailors provided and paid for

by him. In that case, the ship was chartered by the

*138 *commissioners of the navy, who placed a commander

in the navy on board, and the master was to obey his

orders ; but, with regard to third persons, it was still, notwith-

standing that very important fact, considered to be the ship

of the owners, and they were held answerable for damage

done by the ship. This highly vexed question, and so im-

portant in its consequences to the claim of lien, and the re-

sponsibilities of ownership, depends on the inquiry, whether

the lender or hirer, under a charter-party, be the owner of the

ship for the voyage. (2) It is a dry matter of fact question,

who, by the charter-party, has the possession, command and

navigation of the ship. If the general owner retains the same,

and contracts to carry a cargo on freight for the voyage, the

charter-party is a mere affreightment sounding in covenant,

and the freighter is not clothed with the character or legal re-

sponsibility of ownership. The general owner, in such a case,

is entitled to the freight, and may sue the consignee on the

bills of lading in the name of the master, or he may enforce

his claim by detaining the goods until payment, the law

giving him a lien for freight. But where the freighter hires

the possession, command and navigation of the ship, for the

voyage, he becomes the owner, and is responsible for the con-

16 Masi. Eep. 336. ' 5 Bos. d; Pull. 182.

• Sir. Rep. 1251.

(1) But the owner wiU be liable if he receives a portion of the earnings. Skolfleld v. Potter,

n. S. met. at. Mamw. Lam Rep. July, 1849, p. 115.

(2) The Jiirer of a vessel on shares, and not the general owners, will be liable to the owner of

goods used for the benefit of a vessel. Bproat v. Donnell, 26 Maine Rep. 1 85,
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duct of the master and mariners ; and the general owner has

no lien for the freight, because he is not the carrier for the

voyage. This is the principle declared and acted upon in the

greatly litigated and very ably discussed case of Ohrystie v.

Lewis ;" and it is the principle declared by the Supreme
Court of the United States, in Ma/roardier v. The Chesapeake

Insurance Company,^ and Oracie v. I^almer," and followed

generally by the courts of justice in this country."* It may
be considered as the sound and settled law on the subject.^

• 2 Brod. tfc Bing. 410.
l' 8 Cranch's Rep. 39.

• 8 Wheat. Rep. 605.

^ Pitkin V. Brainerd, 5 Conn. Rep. 451. Clarkson v. Edes, 4 Cowen's Rep. 470.

Reynolds v. Toppan, 15 Mass. Rep. 3*70. Emeiy v. Hereey, 4 Greenleaf's Rep.

407. Lander v. Clark, 1 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 355. Lord Tenterden, in Colvin v.

Newberry, 6 Bligh's Rep. (N. S.) 189. The Schooner Volunteer and cargo, 1 Sum-

ner, 568, 569. In the case of certain Logs of Mahogany, 2 Sumner, 596, 597, it was

decided, that where the owner of a chartered vessel has a lien for freight, the

consignee cannot, by a wiit of replevin, withdraw the cargo from the jurisdiction of

the admiralty court ; and that the owner of the vessel is presumed to be the owner

for the voyage, unless the charter-party contains clear evidence of an intention to

make the chai-terer owner for the voyage ; and that the owner has a lien on the

cargo for the amount due by the charter-party, unless, by the terms of the instru-

ment, delivery of the cargo is to precede payment of the freight, and the owner is

divested of the possession of the goods, without the right to claim immediate pay-

ment ; that a stipulation that the freight is to be paid in five days after the return

and discharge of the vessel, is not a contract to give credit so as to displace the

lien ; and that the stipulation to discharge the cargo is simply to unlade, and not

to deliver it.

« In Massachusetts, the charterer of a vessel is declared to be the owner, in respect

to the responsibility for embezzlements by the crew, in case he navigates the vessel

at his own expense. Revised Statutes of 1835, part 1. c. 32. sec. 3. The litigated

question, who are to be considered as the responsible owners of the ship for repairs

and necessaries, is considered, and the numerous authorities cited and reviewed, in

Abbott on Shipping, 5th American edit Boston, 1846, pp. 38—70. In that same

work, pp. 377, 378, 379, the learned editor. Sergeant Shee, observes, on a review of

the English decisions respecting the ship-owner's lien for freight, that there is great

contrariety, and almost inextricable conflict in the construction of the charter-party

;

that the maritime law is founded upon the principle, that the master is the servant

of the owner, and is entrasted with authority over the property in his charge ; and

by his contract with sub-freighters the owner of a chartered ship is bound, and for

misconduct in him, or in the mariners engaged by him, the owners are responsible

to the extent and value of the ship and freight ; and yet, that by subtle distinctions,

the possession of the master is made out not to be the possession of the owner ; and

learned judges have determined against the ship-owner's lien for freight, and against

his liability for the acts of the master ; that the maritime law of France and Eng-
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*139 *(3.) Of the custom-house doewments.

The United States have imitated the policy of Eng-

land and other commercial nations, » in conferring peculiar

privileges upon American built ships, and owned by our own
citizens ; and I shall now examine the acts of congress, so far

as they go, to ascertain the title to American ships, and the

mode of transferring that title. The object of the registry-

acts is to encourage our own trade, navigation and ship-build-

ing, by granting peculiar or exclusive privileges of trade to

the flag of the United States, and by prohibiting the commu-
nication of those immunities to the shipping and mariners

of other countries. These provisions are well calculated to

prevent the commission of fraud upon individuals, as well as

to advance the national policy. The registry of all vessels at

the custom-house, and the memorandums of the transfers, add

great security to title, and bring the existing state of our navi-

gation and marine under the view of the general government.

By these regulations, the title can be effectually traced back

to its origin.'*

land is founded upon the civil law, and Pothier {Charter Partie, p. 1. sec. 6) holds,

that in the locatio rei et operarum, and the locatio operis, the obligations of the mas-

ter and the merchant are the same. In the French charter-party, the proprietor of

the ship engages to employ her in the same service of the freighter, in the same

waj as the owner of a coach engages to carry goods or passengers. {Oode de Com-

merce, art. 273.) The service of the master and mariners go with the service of the

ship, but they do not cease to be the servants of the owner, to whom the lien for

freight and the responsibilities of owner attach. The leai-ned sergeant seems to

think most favourably of the latter doctrine, and for the removal of doubts, he

recommends an expi-ess agreement in the charter-party, as was done in the case of

Small V. Woates, 9 Bing. 574, which avoided the vexatious question, and vested

the ownership fully in the original owner, and gave him a right of lien, without

considering the question whether the possession of the ship remained in him, or

had passed to the charterer.

• Mr. Prescott refers to a Spanish law, or pragmatic, as early as the year 1600,

prohibiting all persons, whether natives or foreigners, from shipping goods in for-

eign bottoms from a port where a Spanish ship could be obtained. The object of

the law, like the English famous navigation act, was to exclude foreigners from the

carrying trade. Another pragmatic, of IfiOl, prohibited the sale of vessels to for-

eigners. Prescotts Ferdinand and Isabella, vol. iii. 4B.?.

^ A historical view of the laws of England, with regard to shipping and naviga-

tion, is given, with admii-able clearness, method and accuracy, by Mr. Reeves, in his

"History of the Law of Shipping and Navigation," published in 1792 ; and the

policy of that system he considers to have been vindicated and triumphantly

sustained, in the increase of the English shipping, the extension of their foreign
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The acts of Congress of 31st December, 1792, and 18tli

February, 1793, constitute the basis of the regulations in

navigation and trade, and the unrivalled strength of their navy. The policy of the

British statutes was to create skilful and hardy seamen, and to confine the privi-

leges of English trade, as far as was consistent with the extent of it, to British built

shipping. But the quantity of British built shipping was not at first adequate to

carry on the whole trade of the country, and it became a secondary object to confer

privileges on foreign built ships in British ownership. In proportion as British

built shipping increased, the privileges conferred on foreign built ships in British

ownership were from time to time restricted. The English navigation laws, prior

to the famous navigation act of the republican parliament of 1651, and adopted by
the statute of 12 Charles II. c. 18, were crude and undigested. They commenced

with the statute of 5 Richard II., and in the earlier acts, the preference of English

ships and mariners, in English imports and exports, was given in simple and abso-

lute terms, and they kept improving in accuracy of description and justness of

policy, down to the time of the registry acts. The navigation act of Charles 11.

described what were English built and English owned ships, and in what cases a

foreign built ship, owned by an English subject, should have the privileges of an

English ship. The act did not require any foreign ships to be registered ; but a

foreign built ship, unless registered, was to be treated as an alien ship, though

owned by a British subject. The statute of 26 George III. c. 60, was framed by
the elder Lord Liverpool, and it gave rise to the treatise of Mr. Reeve, who dedi-

cated his work to that distinguished nobleman. The navigation act of Charles II.

only requii'ed ships to be the property of British subjects ; but in the progress of

the system, the qualification of being British built was added. The one encouraged

British seamen and merchants, but the other encouraged also British ship-building.

The statute of 26 George III. declared that the time had come when the policy of

employing British built shipping exclusively in the commerce of that country,

ought to be earned to the utmost extent^ and it accordingly enacted, that no foreign

built ship, except prizes, nor any ship built upon a foreign bottom, although British

owned, should be any longer entitled to any of the privileges or advantages of a

British built ship, or of a ship owned by British subjects. This statute likewise

introduced into the European trade the necessity of a register, which had

been introduced into the plantation trade by the statute of 7 and 8 William III.

c. 22. The general principle established by the act of 16 George III. was, that all

British ships, with some few exceptions, should be registered, and a certificate of

the registry obtained in the port to which the ship belonged. All ships entitled

and required to be registered, were made subject to forfeiture for attempting to

proceed to sea without a British register. All ships not entitled to the privileges

of British built or British owned ships, and all ships not registered, although owned

by British subjects, were to be deemed alien ships, and liable to the same penalties

and forfeitures as alien ships. British subjects might still employ foreign ships in

neutral trade, subject only to the alien duties. The statute fm'ther required that,

upon every alteration of the pi'operty, an endorsement was to be made upon the

registry, and a memorandum thereof entered at the custom-house ; and that upon

eveiy transfer, in whole or in part, the certificate of the registry was to be set out

in the bill of sale. The statute of 34 George III. c. 68, was an enlargement of the

statute of 26 George III. and it contained several provisions for granting new cei'-
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*141 this *couiitry for the foreign and coasting trade, and

for the fisheries of the United States ; and they corre-

spond very closely with the provisions of the British statutes

in the reign of George HI.

JN'o vessel is to be deemed a vessel of the United States, or

entitled to the privileges of one, unless registered, and v?holly

owned and commanded by a citizen of the United States. (1)

tificates upon a transfer of property, and it regulated those cases only in which a

title to a certificate had been given, and a certificate was required to he obtained

;

and it required all registered vessels to he navigated by a British master, and a

crew of whom three-fourths were British. The existing British regulations re-

specting the registration and enrolment of ships, are embodied in the act of 3 and

4 William IV. c. 64, and the acts of 8 and 9 Victoria, c. 88, 89, for the encourage-

ment of British shipping and navigation, and for the registering of British vessels.

Vessels under 15 tons, navigating rivers, &c., or under 30 tons, in the Newfound-

land fishery, need not be registered. Foreign ships were those of the build or

prize of the countiy, or British built, and owned and navigated by subjects of the

country ; and natives of India are not deemed to be British seamen. And by the

act of 8 and 9 Victoria, c. 93, for regulating the trade of British possessions abroad,

the Queen may grant free ports in discretion, and give or withhold the privileges

of the reciprocity system.

The navigation laws of Great Britain now fonn a permanent and regular code

;

and they were involved in a labyrinth of statutes, and not easily rendered simple

and intelligible to practical men, until the statutes of 4 Geo. IV. c. 44, 6 Geo. IV. c.

109, 110, 7 Geo. IV. 48, and 3 and 4 Wm. IV. c. 54, 55, successively displacing each

other, reduced all the former provisions, with alterations and improvements, into one

consolidated system. The registiy acts have peculiar simplicity and legal precision

for statute productions of that kind, and they are regarded by English statesmen

and lawyers as highly honourable to the talents, experience and vigilance of Lord

Liverpool, who established on solid foundations the naval power and commercial

superiority of his countiy. The code of laws constituting the navigation system of

England, may be considered as embodied in the statutes of 3 and 4 William IV.,

and which are said to owe much of the merit of their compilation to the industry

and talents of Mr. Hume, of the board of trade. As the code previously existed,

it was well digested, not only in the histoiy of Mr. Reeves, to which I have alluded

but by Lord Tenterden, in his accurate and authoritative " Treatise of the Law
relative to Merchant Ships and Seamen ;" and still more extensively, and very

ably, in SoWs " System of the Shipping and Navigation Laws of Great Britain."

That work contains all the laws on the subject, brought down to the year 1820.

His introductory essay is a clear, but brief synopsis of the history and policy of the

navigation system. In the sixth and seventh chapters of the first volume of Mr.

(1) Under the statute of 8 and 9 Vict. eh. 69, sec. 18, which provides that to entitle a vessel to

registry, it must " wholly belong to her majesty's subjects," and that no foreigner shall be an

owner, " in whole or in part, directly or indirectly," it has been held, that an English corpora-

tion, ofwhich some of the members are foreigners, is entitled to have its vessels registered. The
corporation is declared to be the sole owner. The Queen v. Arnaud, 9 Ad,. <S> M, Jt. 806.
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The American owner, in whole or in part, ceases to re-

tain *liis privileges as such owner, if he usually re- *142

sides in a foreign country, during the continuance of

such residence, unless he be a consul, or an agent for and a

Ckitty's ample " Treatise on the Laws of Commerce and Manufactures, and Con-

tracts relating thereto^' we have also a condensed digest of the same code of

Davigation laws. An abstract ia given in the last Am. edition oi Abbott on Skip-

ping, by Sergeant Shee, pp. '75 to 123, of the enactments of the last English Regis-

try Acts ; and the American editor, Mr. Perkins, has added to the notes the

corresponding sections in the American Registry and Navigation Acta. (1)

(1) The English navigation laws are now essentially abrogated : yet a few additional notices

of this system of policy, so long the cherished object of British legislation, and supposed to bo

the basis of the naval and commercial supremacy of England, may, perhaps, be appropriately

added to those contained in the text

The statute, 12 Car. IT. c. 18, the celebrated navigation act, and sometimes termed the charta

maritima of England, regulated the trade and shipping of England, in respect, 1st, to the

coasting trade; 2dly, the European trade ; 8dly, the trade with Asia, Africa and America; and

4thly, the trade with the British Colonies.

1st. As to fke coaling trade^ itwasmade unlawful for any person to carry, in any vessel whereof

a stranger was owner, part owner or master, and whereof three-fourths of the mariners were

not English, any goods, from one port of England, &c., to another port of the same. By subse-

quent laws, the privileges ofthis trade were confined to ships built (as well as owned) within the

king's dominions, (Act 23 Geo. III. c. 60) ; and the whole of the crew were required to be British

subjects.

2d. Aa to trade of Great Britain tciih Ewrope, the act of 12 Car. ch. 18, sec, 8, prohibited

the importation into England ofany goods of Euasia and Turkey, and certain other enumerated

articles, except inBritish vessels, or SMcA^retgrjifiAipa aswereqfthe tuildofthe country of

which the said goods were the growth orTnanufacture.

By another act of 13 and 14 Car. II. c. 11, the prohibition was rendered absolute as to the im-

portation of certain enumerated articles from the Netherlands and Germany. The restrictions of

those statutes were materially modified by various statutes subsequently passed, and particularly

by the acts of 27 Geo. III. c. 29, and of U Geo. III. c. 68.

3d. Ae to BHtish trade with Asia, Africa and America^ the 3d section of the navigation act

prohibited the importation into England, &c., of goods, the growth or manufacture of those

quarters of the world, except in ships owned by English subjects, &c. By the 4th section of the

act itwas provided, that the trade should be carried on in English built ships directly with the

very countries of which the goods were the produce. Those provisions, like those first men-

tioned, were somewhat varied from time to time, by acts of the British parliament, among which

maybeparticularly mentioned, the act of 87 G^eo. IIL,and53 Geo. 111. c. 155, and 54 ffeo. HI. c.

84, and 56 Geo. III. c. 15, and 57 Geo. III. c, 95.

4th. 2Vo£Z««w<AiA« jBriJzs/t ^o?07iie«,—The navigation act prohibited the importation or ex-

portation of goods into or out of any of the English colonies, except in vessels owned by English
subjects, or of the trnld of the colonies, &c. This was a part of the colonial system, adopted by

other European powers besides Great Britain ; a system which had in a great measure given

way,.under the infiuence of the modem doctrines of free trade before the repeal of the navigation

acts, by the important statute, to which reference is now about to be made.

The navigation laws underwent various modifications and alterations, always reserving, how-

ever, the great principle of confining certain trade to British vessels, until the essential regula-

tions on this subject become embodied in statutes passed in 8 and 9 years of Vict., 7 and 8 Vict,

87 Geo. III., 4 Geo. lY., 5 Geo. lY., and in the 5 and 6 years of Vict.

The policy of the whole system, long so undoubted in England, became the subject of great

discussion with economists and statesmen ; and, finally, on the 26th of June, 1849, a statute was

passed, entitled " An act to amend the laws inforcefor the encouragement of British seamen

and na/cigationt" by whtch all the acts last referred to were repealed, and the navigation laws
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partner in some American house, carrying on trade within

the United States.^ The register is to be made by the col-

lector of the port to which such ship shall belong, or in which

it shall be, and founded on the oath of one of the owners, sta-

ting the time and place where she was built, or that she was

captured in war by a citizen, as prize, and lawfully condemned

orforfeited,forabreachof the laws of the states; and stating

the owners and master, and that, they are citizens, and that

no subject of foreign power is, directly or indirectly, by

way of trust or otherwise, interested therein. The master is,

likewise, in certain cases, to make oath touching his own citi-

zenship.'' Previous to the registry, a certificate of survey is

to be produced, and security given, that the certificate of such

registry shall be solely used for the ship, and shall not be

sold, lent or otherwise disposed of. If the vessel, or any in-

terest therein, be sold to any foreigner, and the vessel be

within the United States, the certificate of the registry shall,

within seven days after the sale, be delivered up to the col-

lector of the district, in order to be cancelled ; and if the sale

be made when the vessel is abroad, or at sea, the certificate

» Act of Congress, Slat December, 1792, sec. 1, 2.

t /6id sec. 3, 4. 11.

of England, for the most part, ceased to exist. The only remains of the system are the following,

viz:

1st The coasting trade between the United Kingdom and the adjacent British islands, con-

tinues restricted to British ships.

2d. No goods or passengers can be carried from one port of any British possession in Asia,

Africa or America, to another part of the same possession, except in British ships.

The Queen in council is authorized, on the address of the legislature of any British possession,

to admit other than British ships to convey goods or passengers from one part of such possession

to another part; and on the address of the legislature of two or more British possessions, to place

the trade between them on the footing of a coasting trade, A similar power is given to the Gover-

nor-General of India, in council.

8d. Power is given to the Queen, when British vessels are subject in any foreign country to

prohibitions or restrictions, to impose, by order in council, such countervailing prohibitions and

restrictions as to place the ships of such foreign country on the same footing in British porta, as

British vessels are placed in the ports of such country.

Further power is given to the Queen toimpose such duties of tonnage on foreign ships in Brit-

ish ports as may countervail the disadvantages to which British trade or navigation is subjected

in the countries to which such foreign ships may belong.

In consequence of this alteration of the Brilish laws, British vessels, after the 1st of January,

1849, were admitted into ports of the United States, with cargoes of the growth or production of

any part of the world, on the same terms as to duties, imports and charges, as vessels of the

United Slates and their cargoes.—(OifOMZor of Treaa'y Depart. Oct. 15, 1849.)

Bee, in Oldfleld v. Marriott, 10 Howard B. 170, a detailed and interesting statement of the vari-

ous measures which preceded and caused the existing liberal regulations of commercial inter-

course between the United States and Great Britain,
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is to be delivered up within eight days after the master's ar-

rival within the United States •,'^ and if the transfer of a regis-

tered vessel be made to a foreigner in a foreign port, for the

purpose of evading the revenue law of the foreign country, it

works a forfeiture of the vessel, unless the transfer be made
known within eight days after the return of the vessel to a

port in the United States, by a delivery of the certificate of

registry to the collector of the port.^ So, if a registered

ship be sold, in whole or in part, *while abroad, to a *14:3

citizen of the United States, the vessel, on her first ar-

rival in the United States thereafter, shall be entitled to all

the privileges of a ship of the United States, provided a new
certificate of registry be obtained within three days after the

master makes his final report upon her first arrival."^ K the

vessel be built within the United States, the ship carpenter's

certificate is requisite to obtain the register ; and when the

ship is duly registered, the collector of the port shall grant an

abstract or certificate of such registry. '^ There are several

minute regulations respecting the change of the certificate,

and the granting of a new register, which need not here be

detailed ;<= but when a vessel, duly registered, shall be sold

or transferred, in whole or in part, to a citizen of the United

States, or shall be altered in form or burthen, she must be re-

gistered anew, and her former certificate of registry delivered

up, otherwise she will cease to be deemed a vessel of the

United States, or entitled to any of the privileges of one. In

every case of sale or transfer, there must be some instrument

of writing, in the nature of a bill of sale, which shall recite at

length the certificate of registry, and without it the vessel

is incapable of being registered anew.f Upon every change

of master, the owner must report such change to the collector,

and have a memorandum of such change endorsed upon the

certificate of registry ; and if any ship so registered be sold.

• Jbid. sec. 6, 7.

• Act of Congress, Slst December, 1792, sec. 1. 16. The Margaret, 9 Wheat.

421.

• Act of the United States, March 2d, 1803, sec. 3.

• Law of the United States, Slat December, 1792, sec. 9.

e Jbid. sec. 12, 13.

f Ibid. sec. 14.
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in whole or in part, by way of trust or otherwise, to a for-

eigner, and the sale be not made known as above directed,

the whole, or at least the share owned by the citizen who
sells, becomes forfeited."

Vessels enrolled and licensed, or licensed only, if

*1M under *twenty tons, are entitled to the privileges of

vessels employed in the coasting trade or fisheries.''

Vessels, to be enrolled, must possess the same qualifications,

and the same requisites, in all respects, must be complied

with, as are made necessary for the registry of ships and ves-

sels ; and the same duties are required in relation to such en^

rolments ; and the ships enrolled, with the master and owner,

are subject to the same regulations as are in those respects

provided for registered vessels.'^ Any vessel may be enrolled

and licensed, that may be registered, upon the registry being

given up ; and any vessel that may be enrolled may be regis-

tered, upon the enrolment and license being given ^pA In

order to obtain a license for cai-rying on the coasting trade,

or fisheries, the owner, or ship's husband and master, must

give security to the United States, that the vessel be not em-

ployed in any trade whereby the revenue of the United States

may be defrauded ; and the master must make oath that he is

a citizen, and that the license shall not be used for any other

vessel or any other employment ; and if the vessel ie less than

twenty tons burthen, that she is wholly the property ofa citi-

zen of the United States. {!) The collector of the district there-

upon grants a license for carrying on the coasting trade, or

fishery.^ Vessels engaged in such a trade or business, with-

out being enrolled and licensed, or licensed only, as the case

may be, shall pay alien duties, if in ballast, or laden with

goods the growth or manufacture of the United States, and

shall be forfeited if laden with any articles of foreign growth

or manufacture, or distilled spirits.*" If any vessel enrolled

• Zaw of the United States, Slst December, 1'792, sec. 15, 16.

' Act of Congress, February 18th, 1793, sec. 1.

« Md. sec. 2. 4 Ibid. sec. 3.

« Ibid. sec. 4.

f Act of Congress, Februai-y 18th, 1793, sec. 6.

(1) An enrolment without the oath is void. tTnited States v. EarUett, Daviea' S, 9,
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or licensed, proceed on a foreign voyage, without first surren-

dering up her enrolment and license, and being duly

registered, *she shall, with her cargo imported into the *14:5

United States, be subjected to forfeiture.^ The other

general provisions relative to the rights and duties appertain-

ing to the coasting trade and the fisheries, need not here be

enumerated, as my object is to consider the subject merely in

reference to the documentary title to American vessels.

It is further provided, by the act of March 2, 1797, that

whenever any vessel is transferred ly process ofla/w, and the

register, on certificate of enrolment or license, is retained by
the former owner, a new one may be obtained upon the usual

terms, without the return of the outstanding paper. Vessels

captured and condemned by a foreign power, or by sale to a

foreigner, whereby there becomes an actual divesture of the

title of the American citizen, are to be considered as foreign

vessels, and not entitled to a new register, even though they

should afterwards become American property, unless the for^

mer owner regain his title, by purchase or otherwise, and
then the law allows of the restoration of her American cha-

racter, by a sort ofjus postliminii.'^ Every registered or un-

registered vessel, owned by a citizen of the United States, and
going to a foreign country, and an unregistered vessel, sailing

with a sea-letter, is entitled to a passport, to be furnished by
the collector of the district. « But no sea-letter, certifying any
vessel to be the property of a citizen of the United States, can

be issued, except to ships duly registered, or enrolled and
licensed, or to vessels wholly owned by citizens of the United

States, and furnished with, or entitled to sea-letters, or other

custom-house documents."*

The English registry acts of 26 Geo. III. and 34 Geo. III.

c. 68, required the certificate of the registry to be truly reci-

ted at length in every bill of sale of a British ship to a Brit-

ish subject; otherwise such bill of sale was declared to be
utterly null and void to all intents- and purposes ; and this

• Ibid. sec. 6.

^ Act of Congress, June 2Y, 1796. Opinions of the Attorneys- General, Yol. i

394.

• Acts of Congress, June 1, 1796, and March 2, 1803,

' Act of Congress, March 26, 1810.

YoL. in. la
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was held to be necessary, even though the ship was at

*146 sea at the tinae, and the vendee took *the grand bill of

sale and possession of the ship immediately on her arri-

val in port.* The laws of the United States do not go to that

rigorous extent; and the only consequence of a transfer, with-

out a writing containing a recital at length of the certificate

of registry, is, that the vessel cannot be registered anew, and

she loses her privilege as an American vessel, and becomes

subject to the disabilities incident to vessels not registered,

enrolled or licensed, as the statute prescribes. But where an

American registered vessel was in part sold, by parol, while

at sea, to an American citizen, and again resold, by parol, to

her original owner, on her return into port and before entry,

that transaction was held not to deprive the vessel of her

American privileges, or subject her to foreign duties, for, in

that case, no new register was requisite. It would have

been, except in date, a duplicate of the old one, and perfectly

useless.''

If a ship be owned by American citizens, and be not docu-

mented according to the provisions of the registry acts, it is

not liable to any forfeitures or disabilities which are not spe-

cially prescribed. The want of a register is not a ground of

forfeiture, but the cause only of loss of American privileges. <=

Every vessel, wherever built, and owned by an American

citizen, is entitled to a custom-house document for protection,

termed a passport, under the act of June 1, 1796 ; for it ap-

plies to " every ship or vessel of the United States, going to

any foreign country." As our registry acts do not declare

void the sale or transfer, and every contract or agreement for

transfer of property in any ship, without an instrument in

writing, reciting at large the certificate of registry ; and as

they have not prescribed any precise form of endorsement on

the certificate of registry, and rendered it indispensa-

*14:7 ble in every *sale, as was the case under the British

• Bolleston v. Hibbert, 3 Term Rep. 406.

I" The United States v. Willings and Francis, 4 Granch's Eep. 48.

• Hatch V. Smith, 5 Ifass. Rep. 42. Philips v. Ledley, ] Wash. Cir. Rep. 226.

Willing V. United States, ibid. 125. The register is the only document which need

be on board in time of peace, in compliance with a warranty of national character.

Catlett T. Pacific Ins. Co. 1 Payne, B94.
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Statutes of 26 Geo. HI. c. 60, and 34 Geo. m. c. 68, we
are happily relieved from many embarrassing questions

which have arisen in the English courts relative to the sale

and mortgage of ships.

There have been great difficulty, and some alternation of

opinion, in the English courts, in the endeavour to recon-

cile the strict and positive provisions of the statute with

the principles of equity, and the good faith and intention of

the contracting parties.* It has even been a question of

much discussion, whether the statutes of 26 and 34 Geo. in.

had not destroyed the common law right of conveying a

ship by way of mortgage, like other personal property;

and whether the mortgagee had not a complete title be-

yond the power of redemption, after the transfer of the

legal title according to the prescribed form of the

endorsement on the certificate of registry. *The *148

language, in many of the cases, "^ was in favour of

the conclusion, that there could be no equitable ownership

- The cases of RoUeaton v. Hibbert, 3 Term Rep. 406. Camden v. Anderson, 5

ibid. "FOg. 'Westerdell v. Dale, 7 ibid. 306. Moss v. Charnock, 2 Easfa Rep. 399.

Heath v. Hubbard, 4 East's Rep. 110. Mossv. Mills, 6 J6«U144. Hayton v. Jack-

Bon, 8 ibid. 511. Hibbert t. RoUeston, 2 Bro. Rep. 571, and the opinions of Wood,
B., and Heath, J., inHubbardv. Johnstone, 3 yaan^.TBep. 177, and of LordEldon, in

ex parte Tallop, 15 Vesey's Rep. 60, and ex parte Houghton, 17 Vesey's Rep. 261,

and of Sir William Grant, in 11 Vesey's Rep. 642, may be selected as samples of

the strictness with which the statutes are construed, and of the defeat of bonafde

transfers of Teasels, by failure to comply with the literal terms of the statutes.

The cases of RoUeston v. Smith, 4 Term Rep. 161, Oapadose v. Codner, 1 Bos. &
Pull. 483, Ratchford v. Meadows, 3 Esp. N. P. Rep. 69, Bloxham v. Hubbard, 5

East's Rep. 407, Kemson v. Cole, 8 Easts Rep. 231, Robinaon v. Macdonnell, 5

Manle & Selw. 228, Curtis y. Perry, 6 Vesei/s Rep. 739, Meataer v. Gillespie, 11

Vese^a Rep. 621. 637, may be selected on the other hand, aa containing evidence of

the influence of equity upon the severity of those provisions. But the British reg-

istry act of 6 Geo. IV. c. 110, sec. 31, and again, the further amended and substi-

tuted statute of 3 and 4 William IV. c. 54, mitigated the strictness of the former

provision. It required the bill of sale, or other instrument of writing of the sale

of a ship after registry, to contain a recital of the certificate of registry, or the prin-

cipal contents thereof, to render the transfer valid ; but with a proviso that no bill

of sale should be deemed void by reason of any error in auch recital, or by the re-

cital of any former certificate of registry, inatead of the exiating certificate.

k Lord Eldon scattered ambigitas voces to that effec tin Curtis v. Periy, 6 Vesey's

Rep. 7S9. Campbell v. Stein, 6 Dou/s P. C. 116. Ex parte Yallop, 15 Vesey's

Rep. 60. Ex parte Houghton, 17 Vesey's Rep. 261. Dixon v. Ewart, 3 Merivale'a

Rep. 333.
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of a ship distinct from the legal title, and that upon a

transfer under the forms of the registry acts, the ship

becomes the absolute property of the intended mortgagee,

and that the terms and the policy of the registry acts were

incompatible with the existence of any equity of redemption.

But these opinions or dicta have been met by a series of

adjudications, which assume the laws to be otherwise, and that

the registry acts related only to transactions between vendor

and vendee, and to cases of real ownership ; and that an equi-

table interest in a ship might exist by operation of law, and

by the contract of the parties, distinct from the legal estate

;

and that notwithstanding the positive and absolute terms of

the endorsement upon the certificate of register, a mortgage

of a ship is good and valid, according to the law as it existed

before the registry acts, provided the requisites of the statutes

be complied with.^ The opinion of Sir Thomas Plumer, in

Thom.;pson v. Smith,"" contained a very clear and masterly

vindication of the validity of the mortgage of a ship consist-

ently with the preservation of the forms of the registry acts.

He effectually put to flight the alarming proposition, that

since the registry acts, there could be no valid mortgage of a

ship ; and he insisted that the defeasance annexed to the bill

of sale ought to be fully endorsed as part of the instrument

on the' certificate of registry, if the ship be mortgaged in port

;

or, if mortgaged while at sea, a copy of the whole transmitted

to the custom-house ; and that though the defeasance

*14:9 should not be noticed *in any of the forms adhered to

at the office of the customs, and the instrument should

be registered as an absolute bill of sale, the mortgagor's right

of redemption would not suffer by the omission. But as no
such questions can possibly arise under the registry acts of

congress, these discussions in the English courts are noticed

only as a curious branch of the history of the English juris-

prudence on this subject."

» Mail' T. Glennic, 4 Maule <fc Selw. 240. Robinson v. Macdonnell, 5 ibid.

228. Hay v. Faiibairn, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 193. Monkhouse t. Hay, 2 Brod. <b

Bing. 114. A mortgage of a ship is good as bet-ween the parties to the mortgage,

without a registry, under the statute of 3 and 4 William IV. c 65. Lister v.

Payne, 11 Simons, 348.

^ 1 Madd. Gh. Rep. 395.

• In 1823, Mr. TroUope published, at London, a distinct treatise, for the veiy
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The registry is not a document required by the law of na-

tions as expressive of a ship's national character. * The regis-

try acts are to be considered as forms of local or municipal

institutions, for purposes of public policy. They are impera-

tive only upon the voluntary transfer of parties, and do not

^Pply *^o transfers by act or operation of law.'' They are said

to be peculiar to England and to the United States, whose

maritime and navigation system is formed upon the model of

that of Great Britain. But by various French ordi-

nances, *between 1681 and the era of the new code, it *150

was requisite that all vessels, in order to be entitled to

the privileges of French vessels, should be built in France,

under some necessary exceptions, and should be owned exclu-

sively by Frenchmen, and foreigners were prohibited from

navigating under the French flag ; and a Frenchman for-

feited his privileges as such owner, by marrying a foreign

wife, or residing abroad, unless in connection with a French

house." The register is not of itself evidence of property, un-

less it be confirmed by some auxiliary circumstance to show
that it was made by the authority or assent of the person

purpose of Tmdicating the Talidity of mortgages of ships. It was entitled, A
Treatise on the Mortgage of Ships, as affected by the Registry Acts ; and it con-

tains a view of all the discussions on the question. The same doctrine is mam-
tained in Mr. Patch's late Practical Treatise on the Lata of Mortgages, p. 34. Mr.

Holt, in a note to his Reports of Cases at Nisi Prius, vol. i. 603, fell into the cur-

rent error, that upon a contract of mortgage, in respect to a British registered ship,

there was no equity of redemption, and that the ship became absolutely the

property of the mortgagee, without any relief to be afforded at law or in equity
;

but subsequently, in his elaborate treatise on shipping, he adopts the doctrine in

Thompson v. Smith, as being in conformity with the letter and spirit of the registry

acts. Holt on Shipping, vol. i. 306—312. The statute of 6 George IV. u. 110,

removed the difficulties which attended the doctrine of mortgages under the former

statutes, by declaring that the transfer of ships, by way of mortgage, or by assign-

ment in trust for payment of debts duly registered, should be valid, and pass the

interest according to the purposes of the transfer. The acts of 3 and 4 William IV.

c. 54, which was a substitute for the former, has a similar provision. The treatise

of Mr. Wilkinson, on " The Law of Shipping as it relates to the Building, Registry,

Sale, Transfer and Mortgages of British Ships," &c., is recommended to the pro-

fession as a very useful work.

• Le Oheminant v. Pearson, 4 Taunt. Rep. 367.

>> 6 Vesei/s Rep. 739. 1,5 Ibid. 68. Bloxham v. Hubbard, 5 Bast's Rep. 407.

• Pardeisus, Cours de Droit Com. tome iii. 11, 12. Bnulay Paty, tome i.

257—260.
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named in it, and who is souglit to be charged as owner.

Without proof to connect the party with the register as being

his direct or adopted act, the register has been held not to be

GYGD.primafacie evidence to charge a person as owner; and

even then it is not conclusive evidence of ownership.^ The

cases of The MoJmwk Insurance Company v. EcTiford, de-

cided in the New-York Court of Common Pleas in 1828, and

Bing v. Franklin, in the Supefior Court of that city in

1829,1' -went upon the same ground, that the register, standing

in the name of a person, did not detennine the ownership of

the vessel, though it might, perhaps, be presumptive evidence,

in the first instance. An equitable title in one person might

legally exist, consistently with the documentary title at the

custom-house in another."

*151 *{i.) Of part owners.

The several part owners of a ship are not partners,

but tenants in common."! Each has his distinct, though undi-

• Tinkler v. Walpole, 14 Eases Rep. 226. M'lver v. Humble, 16 ihid. 169.

Eraser v. Hopkins, 2 Taimt. Rep. 6. Sharp v. United Insurance Company, 14

Johns. Rep. 201. Colson v. Bonzey, 6 Oreenleaf, 474. Baa v. Steele, 3 Wash,

dr. Rep. 381. 1 Greenleaf on Evidence, see. 494. The interest that appears

upon the registry is held to estop the owner from setting np a claim to any other

interest ; but if he deals as owner of a larger share, he is liable to others in that

proportion. This is the Englbh rule upon the policy of the registry acts. Ex
parte Yallop, 15 Vesey, 60.

•> 2 ffall'a Rep. 1.

' By the French law, a verbal sale of a ship may do as between the parties,

but not as respects the claims of third persons. It has been, at all times, the

policy of their law to require the written evidence of a sale. Formerly, every sale

was required to be attested before a notary, but now a private instrument is suf-

ficient. But the law of France places very material checks upon the transfer of

ships ; for, in order to bar the rights and claims of third persons, it is requisite that

the vessel make one voyage at sea at the risk of the purchaser, and without oppo-

sition from the creditors of the vendor; otherwise their claims are preferred to

the title of the purchaser. If the vessel be sold while on a voyage, that voyage is

not computed, and it requires a new voyage subsequent to such sale, to bar the

rights of privileged creditors. This privilege, under the French ordinance of 1681,

applied to creditors of every description existing at the time of the sale ; but under

the new code of commerce, it would rather seem to be confined to the specified

class of privileged creditors. Ord. b. 2. tit. 10. Des Navires, art. 2, 3, and Valm's

Com. ibid, tome i. 602. Code de Com. art. 193, 194. 196. Boulay Paty, Cours de

Droit Com. tome i. 168. 1'70.

^ Ex parte Young, 2 Ves. <fc Bea. 242. 2 Rose, 78, note. Ex parte Harison, 2
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Tided interest ; and when one of them is appointed to manage
the concerns of the ship for the common benefit, he is termed
the ship's husband. Yalin strongly recommends the utility

of these associations of part owners, in the business of navi-

gation and maritime enterprises, in order to unite the wisdom
of joint counsels, as well as to divide the risks and losses inci-

dent to a very extended maritime commerce, which is exposed
to so many hazards and revolutions : tua orrmia uni nunqumn
navi credito.^ The marine law of England, respecting part

owners of vessels, is distinguished for the wisdom and equity

of its provisions, and it has an undoubted pre-eminence over

the common law doctrine concerning a tenancy in common
in chattels. If there be no certain agreement among them-

selves respecting the employment of the ship, the court of

admiralty, under its long established and salutary jurisdic-

tion, authorizes a majority in value of the part owners to em-
ploy the ship upon any probable adventure, and at the same
time, takes care to secure the interest of the dissenting mi-

nority. The admiralty practice is dictated by the plain

*reason, that " ships were made to plough the ocean, *152

and not to rot by the wall."'' Ownership in a ship is,

ordinarily, not Hke the case of joint concern or partnership

;

nor does the English law, like some of the ordinances of other

countries, give power to the majority in value to control, in

their discretion, the whole concern. The court of admiralty

takes a stipulation from the majority, in a sum equal to the

value of the shares of the minority, either to bring back and

restore the ship, or pay the minority the value of their shares.

In that case, the ship sails wholly at the charge and risk and

for the benefit of the majority, and they appoint the officers

and crew, and it must be done in good faith." This security

the minority obtain upon a warrant issued upon their appli-

cation to arrest the ship. This is the only safe proceeding to

Base's Cases in Bankruptcy, 76. Ex parte Gibson, 1 Montagu on Partnership,

102. note. NicoU v. Mumford, 4 Johns. Oh. Rep. 526. See, also, supra, 39, 40.

* Valin's Com. tome i. 684.

^ In the same way the fir-tree, though originally rooted in the mountain soil,

was, according to the beautiful prosopopoeia of the poet, destined to witness the

perils of the deep

—

casus abies visura marinas.

» Card V. Hope, 2 B. (k Cress. 661. 615.
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the minority; for if the ship he sent to sea hy the majority

without this security, and she be lost without any tortious act

in the majority, the minority have no remedy in law or

equity. (1) If the minority have possession of the ship, and

refuse to employ her, the majority, on a similar warrant, may
obtain possession, and send the ship to sea, on giving the like

security. The jurisdiction of the admiralty extends to the

taking a vessel from a wrong-doer, and delivering her over

to the rightful owner ; and this is a most useful part of the

jurisdiction of the court, and one recognised in the courts of

law.^ The court of chancery exercises this sort of equita-

ble jurisdiction in cases where the admiralty cannot, as

where the shares are not ascertained.''

If the part owners be equally divided in opinion in

*153 respect *to the employment of the ship, either party

may obtain the like security from the other seeking to

employ her.e (2) It is said that the court of admiralty has

no jurisdiction to compel an obstinate part owner to sell his

share ;^ and yet it was considered, in the District Court of

» Graves t. Sawcer, T. Raym. Rep. 15. Strelly v. WIdsod, 1 Vern. Rep. 297.

Anon. 2 Ch. Oaa. 36. Ouston v. Hebden, 1 Wila. Rep. 101. Abbott on Shipping,

part 1. c. 3. The Sisters, 4 Rob. 275. The New Draper, ibid. 287. The Experi-

ment, 2 Dodson, 38. The John, of London, 1 Hagg. Adm. 342. The Pitt, id.2iO.

The Maigaret, 2 ffagg. Adm. Rep. 276, 277. In the matter of Blanshard, 2

Samu. <h Cress. 244. In WilliDgs v. Bh'ght, 2 Peters' Adm. Rep. 288, the general

jurisdiction of the admiralty, as stated, seemed to have been assumed. See, also,

The Apollo, 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 306. Steamboat Orleans v. Phcebus, 11 Peteri

R. 176.

Hally v. Goodson, 2 Merivcd^s Rep. 77.

' Abbott on Shipping, ub. sup. sec. 6.

* Ouston V. Hebden, 1 Wils. 101. In the case of The Apollo, 1 Bagg. 306,

Lord Stowell vindicated the legality of the initiatory measure of an'esiing a ship,

on the applieation of a part owner who dissents from her intended employment,

and compelling security for the safe return of the vessel, or for the estimated value

of his share. And while he was extremely cautious of enlarging his jurisdiction

on this subject, he decreed immediate payment of the entire amount of the stipu-

lated sum, upon the loss of the ship. The jurisdiction of the admiralty, in case of

part owners having unequal interests and shares, never has been applied to direct

a sale, upon any dispute between them as to the navigation of the ship engaged in

(1) Nor can they maintain an action for use and occnpation of their part of the vessel, where
the expenses exceeded the earnings. Stardivant v. Smith, 29 Maine R, 8S7.

(2) By a recent statute in Delaware, the part owners of more than one half of a vessel are

authorized to assume the management and control of her. Zaws Del, ch. 95, 1847.
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Pennsylvania, as still an unsettled point, whether the court

might not compel a sale of the shares of the minority who
nnreasonably refused to act. a- If a part owner sells, he can

only sell his undivided right. The interest of part owners is

so far distinct, that one of them cannot dispose of the share

of another ; and this may be considered as a settled princi-

ple.^ The language in the Court of Errors of ISTew-Tork, in

the case which has been already mentioned, does not

lead to an opposite conclusion." That *case only ad- *154:

maritime voyages. The majority of the owners have a right to employ the ship,

on giving the requisite stipulation iu favour of the minority, if they require it. So

the minority may employ the ship iu like manner, if the majority decline to employ

her. Steamboat Orleans v. Phoebus, 11 Peters, 175.

• Willings V. Blight, «6. sup. A sale was decreed upon the petition of one part

owner of a vessel against another, in the District Court of South Carolina. Skrine

V. The Sloop Hope, Bees' Adm. Rep. 2. The remedy for the dissenting owners, in

Scotland, is to compel a sale, or that the other owners shall give or t^te at a price

put. Mr. Bell intimates that the English method is less harsh and perilous. Belts

Commentaries on the Laws of Scotland, vol. i. 603. Mr. Justice Story {Com. on

Partnership, 609—619) strenuously contends for the lawful exercise, by the courts

of admiralty, of the power to decree a sale of the vessel, on a disagreement of the

part owners of a ship upon a particular voyage, whether the ship be owned in

equal or unequal shares. This is the rule of the maritime law abroad, and is sus-

tained by the decision of Judge Washington, in the case cited, infra, 154.n. a.,and

by general convenience and policy.

*• It was so declared by Abbott on Shipping, part I.e. 3 ; and Lord Ch. J. Dallas

observed, in 8 Taunt. Pep. Ili, that one part owner of a ship could not bind the

rest, as in particular cases. The general understanding at the common law is, says

Mr. Justice Story, {Partnership, 691. 698,) that if there be no express or implied

agreement inter se, one part owner of a ship cannot bind the others as to repairs

and expenditures. (1) But the continental jurists and ordinances generally follow

what is deemed the more equitable doctrine, that all the part owners of a ship are

bound to contribute ratably to each other for the expenses of necessary reparations

incurred by one or more of them. The decisions of the Pota of Genoa, tlie Conso-

lato del Mare, Straccha, Roccua, Pothier, Emerigon, Valin, Code de Com. Pardes-

sus, &c., are i-eferred to by Mr. Justice Story, {on Partnership, 593—698. 602,) in

support of the foreign law.

" See ante, 40. The ordinance of Rotterdam, of 1721, gave the owners of above

half the ship the power to sell the same for the general account, as well as to

freight her and outfit her at the common expense, and against the consent of the

minority. (Art. 171, 1 7 2. 2 Magens on Insurance, 108.) On the other hand, the

(1) It was declared in a late case, that one part owner has authority to bind the others for

repairs and supplies, but not on a contract of insurance. Patterson v. Chalmers, 7 S. Mon. It,

595. A part owner cannot maintain assumpsit against another part owner for money paid on
joint account, where no settlement has been made, nor balance struck. Maguire v. Pingree, 80

JTaine B. 508.
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mitted that a ship might be held, not only by part owners,

as tenants in common, but in partnership, by partners, as

any other chattel. And though a part owner can sell only

his share, yet one partner can dispose of the entire subject

;

and the case of vessels does not form an exception, when
they are owned by a partnership, in the commercial sense,

and so it has frequently been held.*

The cases recognise the clear and settled distinction be-

tween part owners and partners. Part ownership is but a

tenancy in common, and a person who has only a part inter-

est in a ship, is generally a part owner, and not a joint ten-

ant or partner. As part owner he has only a disposing

power OTer his own interest in the ship, and he can convey

no greater title. But there may be a partnership, as well as

a co-tenancy in a vessel ; and, in that case, one part

*155 owner, in the character of *partner, may sell the

whole vessel ; and he has such an implied authority

over the whole partnership effects, as we have already seen.

The vendee, in a case free from fraud, will have an indefea-

FreDch ordinance of 1681 prohibited one part owner of a ship from forcing his com-

panions to a sale, except in case of equality of opinions upon the undertaking of a

voyage, and limited the powers of the majority to matters strictly connected with

the ordinaiy employment of the vessel. Liv. 2. tit. 8. Des ProprUtaires, art. 6.

Valin, ibid. Pardesms, Droit Com. tome iii. il. Valin vindicates this interdic-

tion as conducive to the benefit of the trade, though he admits it has its inconven-

iences, and that such is the destiny of all human laws.

• Wright V. Hunter, 1 East's Rep. 20. Lamb v.Durant, 12 Mass. Rep. 54. In

the case of Davis <fc Brooks v. The Brig Seneca, decided in the Cii'cuit Court of the

United States for the District of Pennsylvania, in May, 1829, on appeal from the

District Court, the part owners were equally divided in opinion as to the employ-

ment of the vesseL One party, having equal interest, wished to employ her on his

own terms, and by his own master, and the other party claimed the same right

;

and neither would recede. The District Court decided that it had no power to

award a sale of the vessel. 1 Gilpin, 10. The Circuit Court reversed that deci-

sion, and decreed a sale. Judge Washington admitted that the Englbh admii'alty

bad DO such jurisdiction ; but he went upon broader ground, and held that the

court had jurisdiction of all cases of a maritime natui-e, and was governed by the ge-

neral maritime law of nations, and was not confined to that of England. He con-

sidered the 5th and 6th articles of the marine ordinance of Louis XIV. (liv. 2.

tit. 8. Des PropriHaires,) and Valin's Commentaiy thereon, (tome i. 685,) to be

evidence of the maritime law of nations, that the court could award a sale of the

ship when the part owners were equally divided, as in that case. The articles in

the ordinance were agreeable to the Roman law. See the report of the case in the

American Jurist for January, 1838, 486.
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sible title to the -whole ship. When a person is to be con-

sidered as a part owner or as a partner in a ship, depends

upon circumstances. (1) The former is the general relation

between ship owners, and the latter the exception, and re-

quires to be specially shown.* But as the law presumes that

the common possessors of a valuable chattel will desire what-

ever is necessary to the preservation and profitable employ-

ment of the common property, part owners, on the spot, have
an implied authority from the absent part owners, to order

for the common concern whatever is necessary for the pre-

servation and proper employment of the ship. They are

analogous to partners, and liable under that implied au-

thority for necessary repairs and stores ordered by one of

themselves ; and this is the principle and limit of the liability

of part owners.*"

Whether part owners who render their companions liable

for supplies furnished, or repairs made upon a ship, are to

have their accounts taken, and the assets distributed, as if the

ship was partnership property, or as if they had each a dis-

tinct, separate interest in the vessel as tenants in common,

depends, as we have already seen, upon the fact, whether the

ship was held by them in the particular case, as part owners

or as partners. The laws of Holland and of France consider

it to be prejudicial to trade, to carry the responsibility of part

owners to the extent of the English law ; and the rule in those

• If part owners join in a paiticular adventure on -which the ship is sent, they

become gitaii partners in the adventure. Holderness v. Shackles, 8 Barnw. <b Oress.

612. Mumford v. Nicholl, 20 Johnson, 611. Supra, 40. Part owners in a cargo

and common adventure, have, like partners, a specific lien for their disbursements

and advances, as well as for their share of the profits. Abbott on Shipping, part

1, c. 3. Holderness v. Shackles, 8 B. <b Oress. 612. 618. Slory on, Partnership,

620—628.
>> Bolt on Shipping, Int. 23, and vol. i. 367—869. Wright v. Hunter, 1 last's

Hep. 20. Scottin v. Stanley, 1 Dallas' Rep. 129 ; but see mpra, 153, n. c, where

the general rule at common law is otherwise, without there be ground to infer an

agreement or consent. The place where the repairs are made becomes a material

circumstance ; for if the repairs are made at the port where the owners reside, they

are usually considered to be made upon the credit of the owners, exclusively of the

master. Farrell v. M'CIea, 1 Dallas, 393. James v. Bixby, 11 Mas^. Rep. 84.

(1) Unless there bo a special contract, the relation of the owners of steamboats is that of part

owners. Patterson v. Chalmers, T B. Mon, S. 695.
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countries is, that each part owner shall be answerable in re-

lation to the ship no further than to the extent of his

*156 share.* The English and *Scotch law, on the other

hand, as well as our own, render part owners, in all

cases, responsible m solido as partners, for repairs and neces-

sary expenses relating to the ship and incurred on the au-

thority of the master or ship's husband.'' But where a ship

has been duly abandoned to separate insurers, they are not

responsible for each other as partners, but each one is answer-

able for the previous expenses of the ship, ratably to the ex-

tent of his interest as an insurer, and no further. <= By the

French law, the majority in interest of the owners control the

rest ; and in that way one part owner may govern the ma-

nagement of the ship, in opposition to the wishes of fifty

other part owners, whose interests united are not equal to his,

and make the other part owners to contribute rata"bly for re-

pairs and expenses."! This control relates to the equipment

and employment of the ship, and the minority must contri-

bute ; but they cannot be compelled to contribute against

their will for the cargo laden on board, though they will be

entitled to their portion of the freight. « K the part owners

be equally divided on the subject, the opinion in favour of

employing the ship prevails, as being most favourable to the

• Van Leeuwen's Com. on the Roman Dutch Law, b, 4. c. 2. sec. 9. Vinniiis,

not, in Com. PecJcii. tit. De Excerc. 155. The latter says, it is neither agreeable to

natural equity nor public utility, that each pai't owner should be bound in solido,

or beyond his share. By the French law, part owners, equally with the English

and Scotch law, are liable in like manner as partners, /or their proportion of all the

necessary debts and reasonable expenses incurred for the common benefit. Pothier,

de SocietS, n. 185. 187. Abbott on Shipping, part 1. c. 3. sec. 15. In Louisiana, it

is held, that joint owners of a boat are not, merely from that circumstance, respon-

sible in solido ; though, if they be associated for the purpose of carrying goods for

hire, they become responsible jointly and severally. David v. Eloi, 4 Miller's

Louis. Rep. 106. The law of Louisiana follows the French law on this point.

Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 2796.

' Bladney v. Ritchie, 1 Slarkie's Rep. 338. Westerdell v. Dale, 7 Term Rep.

306. Bell's Com. vol. i. 520. 524. Chapman v. Durant, 10 Mass. Rep. 47. Scher-

mevhorn v. Loines, 7 Johns. Rep. 311. Muldon v. Whitlock, 1 Cowen, 290. Thomp-

son v. Finden, 4 Carr. <h Payne, 158. Story on Partnership, 689. 619.

' The United Insurance Company v. Scott, 1 Johns. Rep. 106.

^ 1 Valin's Com. 575—584. Code de Com. art. 220.

' 1 Valin's Com. 676—580.
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interest of nayigation.i (1) Many of the foreign jurists con-

tend, that even the opinion of the minority ought to prevail,

if it be in favour of employing the ship on some foreign

voyage. Emerigon, Eicard, Straccha, Kuriche and Cleirac,

are of that opinion ; but Yalin has given a very elaborate

consideration to the subject, and he opposes it on grounds

that are solid, and he is sustained by the provisions of the old

ordinance and of the new code.b Boulay Paty" follows the

opinion of Valin and of the codes, and says, that the contra-

ry doctrine would enable the minority to control the majori-

ty, contrary to the law of every association, and the

plainest principles of justice. The majority *not only *157

thus control the destination and equipment of the ship,

but even a sale of her by them will bind the right of privileged

creditors after the performance of one voyage by the pur-

chaser, but not the other part owners.iJ

The ship's husband may either be one of the part owners
or a stranger, and he is sometimes merely an agent for con-

ducting the necessary measures on the return of the ship to

port ; but he may have a more general agency for conducting

the affairs of the vessel in place of the owners, and his con-

tracts, in the proper line of a ship's husband's duty, will bind

the joint owners. His duty is, generally, to see to the pro-

per outfit of the vessel, as to equipment, provisions and crew,

and the regular documentary papers ; and though he has the

powers incidental and necessary to the trust, it is held, that

• Abbott on Shipping, part 1. c. 3. ilolloy, dejure Marit. b. 2. c. 1. sec. 2. 308.

Slnry on Partnership, 609.
I" Ord. de la Marine, liv. 2. tit. 8. ait. 6. tit. Bes Proprielaires, and Valin's Com.

ibid tome i. 5*73—584. Code de Commerce, ait. 220.

" Cours de Droit Commercial Maritime, tome i. 339—34*7. M. Pardesaus, Cours

de Droit Com. tome iii. 48, speaks with less decision on the question.

^ Boulay Paty, ub. sup. 351. Pardessu8, tome ii. 27, is, however, of opinion,

that they are equally concluded with the creditors by the sale, after one voyage.

If the ship be seized for the debt of one of the part owners, and the claim of the

others be put in before judgment, the right only of the part owner can be sold; but

if not until after judgment, the entire right to the ship is sold, and the other part

owners reclaim their share of the proceeds. Boulay Paty, tome i. 227, 228.

(1) One joint owner of a vessel having exclusive posseBsion of her, ttiough such possession and

control was assumed without the assent of the other owners, is not liable, if by his carelessness

and improper conduct the vessel be lost. Moody v. Buck, 1 Sandf. (Law) B, 804.
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he lias no authority to insure or borrow money for the owners,

or bind them to the expenses of law suits.

»

The rights of tenancy in common among part owners, ap-

ply to the cargo as well as to the ship, and they have not a

community of interest as partners, so as to enable one to dis-

pose of the whole interest, and bind the rights of his co-

tenants.''

= French v. Backhouse, 5 Btirr. Rep. 2121. Sims v. Britain, i B. tt Adolph. 875.

Bell V. Humphries, 2 Stark. Rep. 345. Campbell v. Stein, 6 Dovo's Rep. 134.

Bell's Com. vol. i. 504. Bg}Vs Principles of the Law of Scotland, sec. 449. Goll-

yer on Partnerships, 810. Story on Agency, p. 36.

' Jackson v. Robinson, 3 Mason's Rep. 138. The concluding part of Gollyer on

Partnership and of Story on Partnership, have each a valuable chapter on the

law of part owners of ships, in which the established law and doctrine of the cases

on the subject are clearly and skilfully condensed.



LEOTUEE XLVI.

OP THE PERSONS EMPLOYED IN THE NAVIGATION OF MEECHANT

SHIPS.

(1.) Of tJie authority and duty of the master.

The captain of a ship is an officer to whom great power,

momentous interests and enlarged discretion are necessarily

confided ; and the continental ordinances and jurists have, in

a very special manner, required that he should possess attain-

ments suitable to the dignity and the vastness of his trust.

He must be a person of ezperience and practical skill, as well

as deeply instructed in the theory of the art of navigation.

He is clothed with the power and discretion requisite to meet

the unforeseen and distressing vicissitudes of the voyage ; and

he ought to possess moral and intellectual, as well as business

qualifications, of the first order. His authority at sea is neces-

sarily summary, and often absolute; and if he chooses to

perform his duties or to exert his power in a harsh, intempe-

rate or oppressive manner, he can seldom be resisted by phy-

sical or moral force. He should have the talent to command
in the midst of danger, and courage and presence of mind to

meet and surmount extraordinary perils. He should be able

to dissipate fear, to calm disturbed minds, and inspire confi-

dence in the breasts of all who are under his charge. In

tempests as well as in battle, the commander of a ship " must

give desperate commands; he must require instantaneous

obedience." He must watch for the preservation of the health

and comfort of the crew, as well as for the safety of the ship

and cargo. It is necessary that he should maintain perfect

order, and preserve the most exact discipline, under

*the guidance of justice, moderation and good sense. *160

Charged frequently with the sale of the cargo, and the

reinvestment of the proceeds, he should be fitted to superadd

the character ofmerchant to that of commander ; and he ought
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to have a general knowledge of the marine law, and of the

rights of belligerents, and the duties of neutrals, so as not to

expose to unnecessary hazard the persons and property under

his protection.*

*161 *As the master is the confidential agent of the own-

ers, he has an implied authority to bind them, with-

out their knowledge, by contracts relative to the usual em-

» The master of a vessel is liable for indecent and inhuman conduct towards a

passenger ; and he is responsible, in damages, from injuries resulting from the want

of reasonable care, prudence and fidelity. Abbott on Shipping, 6th Amer. edit.

Boston, 1846, p. 152, note, p. 218, and note; and see in/ra, p. 162, v.d. As to his

duty as master of a neutral ship in time of war, see the cases collected in Abbott

on Shipping, sitpra, pp. 221, 222, notes. The owner of a vessel caiTying passen-

gers for hire, is liable for breaches of duty of the officer to the passengers, equally

as he is in the case of merchandise committed to their care. Keene v. Lizardi, 5

Martin's Louis. Sep, 431, Cleirac, in his Jugemens d'Oleron, c. 1, says, that the

title of master of a ship implies honour, experience and morals ; reverendum hono-

rem sumit quisquis magistri nomen acceperit. The French ordinances of 1584, 1681

and 1725, and the ordinances of the Hanse Towns, of Bilboa, of Prussia and Swe-

den, have all required the master to be previously examined and certified to be fit

by his experience, capacity and character. He was, formerly, when trade was con-

stantly exposed to lawless rapacity, required to possess military as well as ordinary

nautical skill : omnibus pHmlegiis militaribus gawdet. Roccus de Navibits et Naitto,

note 7. Emerigon, Traits des Ass. tome i. 192. Valin's Com. liv. 2. tit. Du Capi-

taine, passim. Jacobsen's Sea Laws, by Frick, h. 1. c. 1. Boulay Paty, Cours de

Droit Mar. tome i. 368. 376. 379. Repertoire de Jurisprudence, tit. Gapitaine de

Vaisseau Marchand.

The English writers go directly to the discussion of these subjects, which they

handle dryly and with mathematical precision: while the foreign, and especially

the French jurists, not only rival their neighbours in the accuracy of their minute

details of judicial proceedings and practical rules, but they occasionally relieve the

exhausted attention of the reader, by the vivacity of their descriptions, and the en-

ergy and eloquence of their reflections. It must be admitted, however, that the

decisions of Lord Stowell are remarkable for taste and elegance, and they are par-

ticularly distinguished for the justness and force with which they describe the trans-

cendent powers, and define the delicate and imperative duties of the master. And
the duties of the master, and particularly the necessity of kind, decorous and just

conduct on the part of the captain, to the passengers and crew under his charge,

and the firm purpose with which courts of justice punish, in the shape of damages,

every gross violation of such duties, are no where more forcibly stated than in

Chamberlain v. Chandler, 3 Mason's Rep. 242, in our American admiralty. In the

English statutes of 5 and 6 Wm. IV. (see infra, p. 196,) the master is defined to

mean every person having the charge or command of any ship belonging to a sub-

ject of Great Britain ; and seamen means every person employed or engaged to

serve in any capacity on board the same ; and ship comprehends every description

of vessel navigating on the sea ; and steam-vessels employed in carrying passengers

or goods are trading ships.
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ployment.of a general ship.* This is a reasonable rule, and

founded on just principles of commercial policy. It is to be

traced to the Koman law, which gave to the master, on the

voyage, in whatever matter concerned the ship, the powers of

the exercitor or employer, and he could bind him by his acts

as master ; and all the foreign marine ordinances give this

power, but with greater precision and more exact regulation.''

The master is appointed by the owner, and the appointment

holds him forth to the public as a person worthy of trust

and confidence, and the appointment may be revoked at dis-

cretion. The master is always personally bound by his con-

tracts, and the person who deals with the captain in a matter

relative to the usual employment of the ship, or for repairs

or supplies furnished her, has a double remedy. He may
sue the master on his own personal contract, and he may
sue the owner on the contract made on his behalf, by his

agent, the master. The latter may, however, exempt himself

from personal responsibility, by expressly confining the credit

to the owner, and stipulating against his personal liability. =

K there was no special agreement in the case, the French

• Boson V. Sandford, Garth. Rep. 58. Rich v. Coe, Gowp. Rep. 636. Ellia t.

Turoer, 8 Term Rep. .531. Reynolds v. Toppan, 15 Mass. Rep. 370. Webster T.

Seekamp, 4 Barnw. db Aid. 352. Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. 1846, pp.

162—166.
> By the civil law, the master was the propositus, or agent of the owner or

exercitor, and could bind his principal in all matters relating to the employment.

The exercitor ^as bound for the acts of the master ex contractu and ex delicto.

Voet, Gom. ad Pand. 14. 1. 7. He was the employer, or person who received the

earnings of the vessel Exercitorem autem eum dicimus ad quern obventiones et

reditus omnes perveniunt. Dig.l4:.l.l.l5. Ibid. li. 1.1.1. Jbid.li.l.'I. The

general maritime law of Europe does not allow the master to bind the owners

personally at all, and only to the extent of their interest in the ship and freight.

The foreign ordinances and jurists are referred to on this point by Mr. Justice Story,

in the case of Pope v. Nickerson, 3 Story R. 479, 480, where the marine law is

discussed on the liabilities of the owners and power of the master, with his usual

ability and learning. And when, by the charter-party, the charterer takes the

vessel into his own possession and control, and navigates her by his own master

and crew, the liability of the general owner ceases, and the charterer becomes

owner, pro hac vice, and he alone is responsible for the acts of the master. Thomp-

son T. Snow, 4 Oreenleaf, 264, Emery v. Hersey, ibid. 407. The Phebe, Ware's

Rep. 265. 268.

' Hoakins v. Slaton, Cases temp. Hard. 360. Lord Mansfield, Parmer v. Davies,

1 Term Rep. 108. Lord Ellenborough, Hussey v. Christie, 9 Mast's Rep. 482.

YoL. in. 14
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law, botli in the ordinance of 1681 and in the new code, gave

to the owner the power to discharge the master in his discre-

tion, and without being responsible in damages for the act.

M. Delvincourt and M. Pardessus, in their commentaries on

the new code, condemn the existence of such a power, while

M. Boulay Paty vindicates it, on the ground that the ap-

pointment of the master is an act of pure and volun-

*162 tary confidence, and *the principal necessarily has

that control over an agent, for whose acts he is account-

able, and it is in the power of the master to provide for the

case by a special contract for indemnity in case of dismission. ^

In England, if the master be not an owner, the majority of

the owners may remove him at pleasure ; but if he be part

owner, some si^ecial reason, to be judged of by the court of

admiralty, though not minutely or severely, is requisite

before the court will interpose.'' In the Scottish admiralty

it is also held, that ship owners may dismiss the master at

any time, without cause assigned, and the majority may dis-

miss him in his character of master, even if he be a joint

owner." The master is bound to conduct himself, in all re-

spects, with good faith, diligence and competent skill, and

he is responsible to the owners, as their agent, for his con-

duct.^ (1) His misconduct will subject him to the forfeiture

* Ord. de la Mar. des ProprUtaires, art 4. Code de Commerce, mt. ZIS. M.
Pardessus, tome ii. S5. M. Delvincourt, Inst. Droit Com. tome ii. 294. Boiilay

Paty, tome i. 324—329. In the fourth edition of his Cours de Droit Com. tome

iii. No. 626, M. Pardessus seems to have 'withdrawn his objection to the owner's

discretionary power to dismiss the master.

>> The New Draper, 4 Robinson's Adm. 287. Joban & Siegmund, 1 Md. Adm
a. 242.

« Sell's Com. vol. i. 506. 608. Mr. Curtis concludes, from an examination of the

subject, that by the maritime law the owners have a right to remove the master,

who is a part owner, at their pleasure, paying him for his share of the vessel ; but

if he be removed without good cause, after an engagement for a pai-ticular voyage,

he thinks tliey are bound to pay him damages for his losses and responsibili-

ties incun'ed as master. Treatise on the righla and duties of Merchant Seamen,

Boston, 1841, 165.

• The French law will not allow the master, in a foreign port, to pass a night

from his ship, unless it be necessaiy in the business of his employers. Pardessus,

(1) The master or supercargo, when paid specific wages, have no right to traffic on their own
account Matthewson t. Clarlte, 6 Eow. Jl, 122.
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of his wages, if it be gross in its circumstances, and attended

with serious damage to the owner ; and, in cases of a venial
,

nature, the damages which his unwarrantable acts may have

produced, will be a charge upon his wages.^

The master may, by a charter-party, bind the ship and

freight. This he may do in a foreign port in the usual course

of the ship's employment ; and this he may also do at home,

if the owner's assent can be presumed. The ship and freight

are,, by the marine law, bound to the performance of the con-

tract.'' As the admiralty has no jurisdiction in this case,

unless according to the unsettled doctrine laid down in I>c'

Lovio V. JBoit,'^ and as the courts of common law cannot

carry into effect the principle of the marine law, by which
the ship itself, in specie, is considered as security to

the charterer, it was *supposed by Abbott, that the *163

owners may be made responsible for the stipulations

in a charter-party so made by the master, by a special action

on the case, or by a suit in equity. "i

The master can bind the owners, not only in respect to the-

usual employment of the ship, but in respect to the means of

tome in. 67. The master eannot quit the vessel on the voyage, unless from neces-

sity or on due notice. Whether he be employed for a specific voyage, or the ves-

sel be a general trading vessel, it is his duty to perform his contract, and finish the

voyage, or bring the vessel home if possible ; and in cases of capture, to remain

with the ship until recovery be hopeless. Willard v. Don-, 3 Mason's R. 161. See

J7i/ra, 213.

• Willard V. Dorr, 3 i/ason, 161. Freeman v. Walker, 6 Oreenleaf, 68. The
master of a steamboat, employed in the transportation of passengers, like the mas-

ter of a vessel engaged in the merchant service, can bind the owners in a contract

for freight, to be carried according to the usual course of the boat ; and he is an-

svrerable personally for the diligence of all persons, even for a pilot appointed by

the owners, and from injuries resulting from want of due care. Denison v. Sey-

mour-, 9 Wendell, 1. Porter v. Curry, "7 Louis. Rep. 233. Fatten v. Magrath, 1

Ric^s S, 0. Rep. 162. In this respect, the master of a merchant vessel or steam-

boat differs from the commander of a ship of war in the public service. HTcholson

V. Mounsey, 16 East, 383.

^ Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3. tit. 1. art. 11, and Valin, ibid, tome i. 629. But the

master cannot, merely in the character of master, bind the owners by a charter-

pai-ty under seal, so as to subject them to an action of covenant. Pickering t.

Holt, 6 Greenleaf, 160.

" See vol. J. 367.

* Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 161.
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employing her. (1) His power relates to tlie carriage of the

goods, and the supplies requisite for the ship, and he can

bind the owners personally as to the repairs and necessaries

for the ship
; (2) and this was equally the rule in the Roman

law. But the supplies must appear to be reasonable, or the

money advanced for the purchase of them to have been

wanting, and there must be nothing in the case to repel

the ordinary presumption that the master acted under the

authority of the owners.* If the moneys be advanced to the

master while abroad, it will be incumbent on the creditor, if

he means to charge the owner, to show the apparent or pre-

sumed necessity of the repairs or supplies for which the

money was advanced; and this strictness, requisite to the

exercise of the master's authority, arises from the facility of

misapplication, and the temptation to abuse, to which the

power is incident. But if the money was fairly and regu-

larly lent to supply the necessities of the ship, the misappli-

cation of it by the master will not affect the lender's claim

upon the owner. This is equally the language of the civil

law, and of all the foreign civilians.'' The great case of Gary

* Dig. 14. 1. 8. 10, 11. Speerman v. De Grave, 2 Vern. Rep. 643. Sansum t.

Braggenton, 1 Veaey's Rep. 443. Rosa v. The Ship Active, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 226.

Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edit. 1846, p. 169. Webster v. Seekamp, 4 Barnw.

& Aid. 852. The Ship Fortitude, C. 0. Xf. S.for Mass. August, 1838. 3 Sum-
ner's R. 228. The Law Reporter, vol. i. No. 5. But it ia an established principle,

that the authority of the master as to the employment of the ship, or repairing the

ship, or supplying the ship with provisions, abroad aa well as at home, is limited by

the express or implied authority of the laws of his own country, or the usage of

trade, or the business of the ship, or the instructions of the owner, and he cannot

bind the ship or owner beyond these limits. Story, J., Pope v. Nickerson, 3 Story's

R. 4*77. 480. Judge Story, in this case, after citing and reasoning on the foreign

authorities, arrives at the conclusion that the master can make no contract in a for-

eign country, which shall bind the owners of a ship, except as to what they ex-

pressly authorize, or the general law of his own country has recognised, and that

then it will bind them no further than that law binds them, whether it be in perso-

nam or in rem.

^ Dig. 14. 1. 9. Zoccenitis, lib. 2, t. 6. a. 12. 2 Emerig. 440. Boulay Paty,

(1) The master has no general auUiority to sign bills of lading for goods not received. Grant
v. Norway, Law Journal Heps. May, 1851, C. P. p. 93.

(3) There is no such relation between the owners of a vessel and the master, as will enable

him<to draw bills on them for necessary repairs, and bind them as acceptors. Bowen v. Stod-

dard, 10 Met. M. 875.
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V. WTiite, which underwent much discussion, established the

principle of the personal responsibility of the owners, pro-

vided the creditor could show the actual existence of the

necessity of those things which gave rise to his de-

mand ; and this *doctrine is considered to be equally *164:

well established in the jurispradence of this country. »•

Under the French ordinance of 1681, the master might hy-

pothecate the ship and freight, and sell the cargo to raise

moneys for the necessities of the ship in the course of the

voyage, but he could not charge the owners personally. He
could only bind their property under his charge ; and the

new code of commerce has followed the same regulation.

It declares, that the owner is civilly responsible for the acts

of the master, in whatever relates to the vessel and the

voyage, but the responsibility ceases on the abandonment of

the vessel and freight. The power of the master is limited

to raise money for the necessities of the voyage, by borrow-

ing on bottomry, or pledging, or selling goods to the amount

of the sum wanted.'' The French civilians are zealous in the

vindication of the equity and wisdom of their law, which,

on abandonment of the ship and freight, discharges the

owners as to the contracts, as well as to the defaults of the

master. Emerigon has bestowed an elaborate discussion on

the point ; and this was equally the maritime law of the

middle ages." The law on this subject is the same in Hol-

land as in France ;^ and the learned Grotius, in a work
where we should hardly have expected to find such a mu-

Cours de Droit Com. tome i. 119. Roccus, de Navibus, not. 23, 24. See infra,

pp. \1\, 112. n.

» 1 Bro. P. 0. 284. edit. 1784. S. 0. Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edit. 1846,

p. 173. Eocher v. Busher, 1 Starkie, 27. Wainwright v. Crawford, 4 Dallas' Hep.

225. Milward v. Hallet, 2 Caines' Hep. 77. James v. Bixby, 11 Mass. Rep. 34.

The Jane, 1 Dods. Rep. 461. The Ship Fortitude, G. C. U. S.for Mass. August,

1 838. 3 Sumner's R. 228. The Law Reporter, vol. i. No. 5. Good faith and an

apparent necessity, under the exercise of the judgment at the time, are sufficient

to justify the bottomry loan. This mitigated necessity was allowed by Mr. Justice

Story in the case last cited, after gi'eat research, to be sufficient.

b Ord. liv. 2. tit. 8. Des Proprietaires, art. 2. Code du Commerce, art. 216.

234.

« Co&, art. 216. Emerigon, Cant, a la Oroise,c.i.&eo. \\. Boulay Paty,tome

i. 272—278.
i Van Leeuwen's Com. on the Dutch Law, b. 4. c. 2. sec. 9.
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nicipal provision,* condemns the rule in the Koman law

making part owners personally tound, in soUdo, for these

pecuniary contracts of the master, as very improperly intro-

duced, and as being equally contrary to natural equity and

public utility.

*165 *Sir William Scott, in the case of the Oratitudine,^

doubts whether the master has authority, even in a

case of consummate distress, and in a foreign port, to bind

the owners beyond the value of the ship and freight. But he

admits, in that case, after an admirable discussion of the prin-

ciples and authorities in the marine law on the subject, that

the master has power to hypothecate the cargo in a foreign

port, in a case of severe necessity, for the repairs of the ship,

and that the court of admiralty would enforce the lien. How-
ever, from the cases already referred to, it would seem to be

settled in the English and American law, that the owner may
be personally bound by the act of the master, in respect to

the repairs and supplies necessary for the ship while abroad,

and without other means to procure them ; and if the owner

be personally bound, it must be, as it was in the Koman law,

to the extent of the requisite advances. Emerigon, while he

admitted that the master might hypothecate the ship and sell

the cargo, to raise money to meet the necessities of the ship,

denied that he could bind the owners personally by a bill of

exchange drawn on them for the moneys raised. But Valin

held otherwise ; and Boulay Paty is of opinion, that the new
code gives the captain a discretion on this point, and he con-

curs with Valin and the ancient nautical legislation."^

It has been a question of some doubt, and even contrariety

of opinion in the books, whether the master had a lien on the

* Grot, de Jure Belli et Pads, b. 2. c. 11. sec. 13.

t 3 Rah. Adm. Rep. 240. 274.

• 2 Emerigon, 458. Valin's Com. tit Du Capitaine, art. 19. Bonlay Paty,

tome ii. 73, 74. There is a difference in the foreign ordinances and among the for-

eign jurists, on the question whether the owners of the goods sold during the voy-

age, for the necessaries of the ship, when the ship subsequently perishes in the

voyage, by reason of which all remedy upon the ship is gone, have a Temedy
.igainst the master or owners of the ship personally. Mr. Justice Story, in Pope v.

Nickerson, 3 Story's R. 493, 494, concludes, that in justice the owners ought to be

personally bound for the contracts of the master, not exceeding their interest in the

ship and freight.
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ship or freight for his wages, supplies or advances on account

of the ship, either at home or abroad. Eut the question ap-

pears to be now clearly and definitely settled in England, that

the master contracts upon the credit of the owners, and not of

the ship, and he has no lien on the ship, freight or cargo, for

any debt of his own, as for wages, or stores furnished,

or repairs done at his expense, either at home or on *the *166

voyage. The principle was settled by Lord Mansfield,

in the case of Wilkins v. Carmichael,"- against the master's

claim to a lien on the ship for wages, or money expended for

stores, or repairs done in England, and it was there shown to

have been the previous law and usage.'' It was afterwards

solemnly adjudged in Hussey v. Christie,'^ that the master

had no lien on the ship for money expended, or debts incurred,

for repairs made to it on the voyage ; and in Smith v. Plu-

mer,^ it was decided by equal authority, that the master had

no lien on the freight for his wages or disbursements on ac-

count of the ship during the voyage, or for the premiums paid

by him abroad for the purpose of procuring the cargo. The

captain is distinguished from all other persons belonging to

the ship, and he is considered as contracting personally with

the owner, while the mate and mariners contract with the

master on the credit of the ship. The rule has its foundation

in policy and the benefit of navigation, and it would be a

great inconvenience, if, on the change of captain for misbe-

haviour, or any other reason, he would be entitled to keep

possession of the ship until he was paid, or to enforce the lien

while abroad, and compel a sacrifice of the ship.« Sir Wil-

liam Scott, in the case of the Favourite^ observed, that it

had been repeatedly decided, that the master could not sue in

the admiralty for his wages, because he stood on the security

of his personal contract with his owner, not relating to the bot-

» Doug. Rep. 101.

^ Ragg V. King, Str. 858. Read v. Chapman, ibid. 937.

' 9 East's Rep. 426, contra. Watkinson v. Barnardiston, 2 P. Wms. 367, and

Lord Eldon's opinion. Abbott on Skipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 185
;

but see infra, pp. 169. 171.

^ 1 Barnvj. cfc Aid. 575. See, also, to the same point, Atkinson t. Cotesworth, 5

Dowl. & Ry. 652.

« Lord Mansfield, in Wilkins v. Carmichael, Doug. R. 105.

f 2 Rob. Adm. Rep. 232.
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torn of the ship. The language of the case of Smith v.

Plumer, was equally that he had no lien on the cargo for

money expended, or debts incurred by him for repairs,

*167 or the necessary purposes of the voyage. He *can

hypothecate and create a lien .in favour of others, but

he himself must stand on the personal credit of his owners.

The doctrine before us in the English law remains yet to

be definitely declared and settled in this country.

The case of the ship Orand TurTc,^ is a decision in the Cir-

cuit Court of the United States for ITew-Tork, on the point,

that the master's wages and perquisites were no lien on the

ship ; and it was so ruled, also, in Fisjier v. Willing^ In

those cases, the English authorities were reviewed and cited

by the court, and the principle advanced in them was not

questioned, and seemed to be assumed as settled law. But in

the case of Oa/rdener v. The Ship New-Jersey, '^ it was rather

loosely mentioned, that the master's claim for disbursements

abroad was a lien on the ship ; and more recently, in the Cir-

cuit Court of the United States for Massachusetts, * the rule

was laid down that the master had a lien upon the freight for

all his advances and responsibilities abroad upon account of

the ship, and it seemed to be the strong inclination of the

court to acknowledge the master's lien on the ship for the

same object. The question, therefore, though considered to

be settled in England, is still a vexed and floating one

*168 in our own maritime law.e *The civil law, and the

law of those countries which have adopted its princi-

• 1 Paine's Rep. 72.

'• 8 Serg. & Rawle, 118.

• 1 Peter»' Aim. Rep. 227.

' Ship Packet, 3 Mason's Rep. 255.

• Id the case of the Ship Packet, there is do reference to the decisioD in Smith

V. Plumer, though that decision contained a critical review of all the authorities

and put at rest, in Westminster Hall, the Teiy point as to the lien on freight, and in

opposition to the rule laid down in the Ship Packet. In IngcrsoU v. Van Bokkelin,

(T Cowen, 670, 6 Wendell, 314. S. C.) it was decided, after a review of the Ameri-

can authorities, that a master had a lien on the freight and cargo for his necessary

advances made, and responsibilities incuned, for the use of a ship in a foj-eign port.

The same principle had been previously assumed and declared by the Supreme Court

of Massachusetts, in Lane v. Penniman, 4 Mass. Rep. 92. Lewis v. Hancock <t

Winslow, 11 ibid. 72. Cowing v. Snow, ibid. 415, and was also declared by the

Supreme Court of New-Hampshire, in Shaw v Gookin, 7 New-Hampshire Rep. 19.
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pies, give a Hen upon the ship, without any express contract

for such a claim, to the person who repairs or fits out the

ship, or advances money for that purpose, whether
abroad or at home.^ The English law allows of such *a *169

lien, from the necessity of the case, for repairs and ne-

The general current and language of the American cases seem now to have settled

the question, that the master has such a lien for his advances and responsibilities

as against the owner, though there should be no question as to the owner's solvency

and personal responsibility. The American cases have taken the most reasonable

side of the question. In Drinkwater v. Brig Spartan, War^s Hep. 149, it was

adjudged, in the District Court of Maine, after a full and learned examination of

the cases, that the master had a lien on the freight for his necessary disbursements

for incidental expenses, and the liabilities which he contracts for these expenses

during the voyage, and also for his own wages. But, by the case of IngersoU v.

Van Bokkeliu, as settled in the Court of Errors of New-York, the English law was

recognised, that the master had no lien on the freight, nor on the vessel, for his

wages. See, also, to S. P. Phillips v. Scattergood, Gilpin's Rep. 1. Steamboat

Orleans v. Phoebus, 11 Peters, 175. (1) By thegeneral maritime law, every contract

of the master within the scope of his authority, as the contract of affreightment by

charter-party, or bill of lading, binds the vessel, and gives the creditor a lien upon

it for his security. The Paragon, Ware's Hep. 322. It seems at length to be the

established doctrine iu this country, that the master can sue in the admiralty in

personam, and, to a qualified extent, in rem, when he has a lien on the freight, or

on any fund in court Willard v. Dorr, 3 Mason's B. 91. Hammond v. Essex F.

& M. Ins. Co. i. ib. 196. The Brig George, 1 Sumner's R. 151. 151. Drinkwater

T. The Brig Spartan, Ware's R. 149. Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston,

p. 781.

* Dig. 14. 1. 1. Ibid. 42. 5. 26. 34. 1 Voet's Com. 20. 2. 29. Casaregis, Disc.

18. 1 Valin's Com. 363. 367. The new French code, art. 191, gives the order of

privileged debts which are liens upon the ship, and take preference of each other,

and to all other debts, in the order in which they are placed. The first four items

which have preference, relate to costs of suit and port charges, as, (1.) Legal costs:

(2.) Pilotage : (3.) Expenses of guarding the vessel : (4.) Storage. Then follow,

(5.) The expenses of repairing the vessel at the last port : (6.) Wages of the master

and crew in the last voyage. By the Consolato, and the ordinances of Oleron, and

of 1681, the wages of sailors, for the last voyage, had the preference over all other

claims. (7.) Moneys borrowed by the captain in the last voyage for the necessary

expenses of the ship, and the reimbursement of the price of the goods sold by him

for the same object : if the captain made successive loans, or sales of cargo, from

necessity, the last loan and sale, in point of time, is preferred, if made at a different

port: (8.) Debts due to the vendor, material men and shipwrights, if the ship has

not made a voyage, and to those who fmnished stores and necessary supplies

before her departure, if she had already made a voyage : The Consolato and the

ordinance of 1681 gave those creditors a preference to all others : The vendor

loses his preference after the ship has sailed: (9.) Sums lent on bottomry for the

(1) Tisdale v. Grant, li Barb. H. 411.
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cessaries while the ship is abroad ; but it has not adopted such

a rule as to repairs raade, and necessaries furnished to the ship

while at home,* except it be in favour of the shipwright who

has repaired her, and has not parted with the possession. In that

case, he is entitled to retain possession until he is paid for his

repairs. But if he has once parted with the possession of the

ship, or has worked upon it without taking possession, he is not

deemed a privileged creditor having a claim upon the ship it-

self" In this country, it was formerly, and rather loosely de-

clared, in some ofthe admiralty courts ofthe United States, that

the person who repaired, or furnished supplies for a ship, had

a lien on the ship for his demand. = But the doctrine was ex-

aminedpand the rule declared, with great precision, by the

Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of the Gene-

ral Smith,^ and reasserted in the case of the St. Jago de

Cuba.^ The rule of the English common law^ is explicitly

adopted, that material men and mechanics, furnishing repairs

to a domestic ship, have no particular lien upon the ship it-

self, or its proceeds, in court, under a decree and sale, for the

recovery of their demands, with the exception of the ship-

reparation and equipment of the vessel before her departure : (10.) Premiums of

insurance on the ship for the last voyage. Code de Commerce, art. 191. Pardessus,

Droit Com. tome iii. n. 954. Boulay Paty, Cours de Droit Com. tome i. 1 10—124.

When the master is ready to sail, the ship is not liable to attachment, except for

debts relative to the voyage about to be commenced. Pardessus, Droit Com.

tome iii. 32.

* Watkinson v. Barnardlston, 2 P. Wms. 367. Buxton v. Snee, 1 Vesey's Rep.

154. Sx parte Sha.-dk, I Atk. 2Si. Wilkins v. Carmichael, J)o«j. 101. Hussey

V. Christie, 13 Vesey, 594. S. C. 9 Mast's Rep. 426.

i Franklin V. Hosier, 4 5ornM).c£; >4W. 341. ^a joaWe Bland, 2 i?ose, 91. Abbott

on Shipping, part 2. c. 3. sec 9—14, contains a history of the English cases on the

point. The rule is settled in Scotland in perfect conformity to the English law.

See Hamilton v. Wood, and Wood v. Creditors of Weir, 1 Bell's Commentaries,

527, who says that the deviation in England from that maritime rule which pre-

vails with other nations, has proceeded rather from peculiar notions of jurisdiction

than from any general principle of law or expedience, and that it has been estab-

lished in Scotland by mere adoption.

» Stevens v. The Sandwich, District Court for Maryland, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep.

233. note. Gardener v. The Ship New-Jersey, ibid. 223.

i 4 WJieat. Sep. 438.

^ 9 ^^'^leat. Rep. 409. See, also, Peyroux v. Howard, 7 Peterif U. S. Rep.

324. S. P.

' Buxton V. Snee, 1 Vesey, 154. Knapp's Reports of Cases before tlie Privy

Council on Appeals, voL iii. 95.
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Wright who has possession of the ship. As long as he retains

possession, he has a lien for his repairs. The distinc-

tion is, that if repairs have been made, or *necessaries *1Y0

furnished, to a foreign ship, or to a ship in the port of

a state to which she does not belong, the general marine law,

following the civil law, gives the party a lien on the ship it-

self far its security, and he may maintain a suit in rem, in the

admiralty, to enforce his right.^ But in respect to repairs

and necessaries in the port or state to which the ship belongs,

the case is governed by the municipal law of that state, and
no lien is implied, unless it has been recognised by that law.!*

* The Ship Fortitude, O. C. XT. S.for Mass. August, 1838. 3 Sumner's R. 228.

The Law Reporter, vol. i. No. 5. It has been suggested in some of the cases, that

any place where the vessel and the owner are not together, is to be deemed a

foreign port, in respect to the power of the master, in a proper case, to subject the

vessel to a lien. 5 Conn. Rep. 631. 6 Dana's Ken. Rep. 21, 28.

* The General Smith, 4 Wheaton, 438. Story, J., in the case of the Brig K«ator,

1 Sumner, 74. 19. The Schooner Marion, 1 Slory's R. 68. Read v. The HoU of a

new Brig, id. 24S. See, also, supra, vol. i. 379, 380. The question concerning the

extent of the admiralty jurisdiction in the United States, in the case of ses'vice

bestowed, and suppHea or moneys furnished for a vessel, was elaborately and

intei-estingly considered in Davis v. Child, in the District Court of Maine. Da-

ties' R. 11.) It was declared, that by the general maritime law of Europe,

material men had a privileged lien on a vessel, for repairs and supplies, but that

in this countiy they had no such lien for repairs made or supplies furnished, in

a port of the Mate to which the vessel belonged, unless allowed by the local law

;

though if the vessel was in the port of a state to which she did not belong, she was

considered & foreign vessel, and the general maritime law applied. It was further

adjudged, that the lender of money, or one whose goods were sold in the course of

the voyage for the necessary wants of the vessel, had the same privilege as the

material men, and the ship stood hypothecated for his security. They were con-

sidered as giving credit to the vessel and to the owner, and could maintain a libel

in the admiralty in rem against the vessel, and in personam against the owner.

References were made to the civil law and to the foreign maritime jurists in sup-

port of these established positions, by the learned judge ; but it was further

observed, that the admiralty had no direct jurisdiction over trusts, nor as to mailers

of accounts, merely as accounts, even in maritime affairs. The admiralty takes

cognizance of accounts only as incidental to other matters within its jurisdiction.

Nor could the admiralty enforce the specific performance of any agreement relative

to maritime affairs. These are matters of equity jurisdiction. This declaration as

to the limitations of admiralty jurisdiction is important, and clears doubts and

difficulties that may have been loosely started on the point. State laws frequently

make provision for the security of material men. Thus, in Illinois, boats and ves-

sels of all descriptions, built, or repaired, or equipped in that state, are liable to be

attached for debts contracted by the owner, master, supercargo or assignee, for

work and supplies by mechanics, tradesmen, &.C. Revised Laws of Illinois, edit.
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If a material man gives personal credit, even in the case of

materials furnished to a foreign ship, he loses his lien so far

as to exclude him from a suit m rem, jet he will be entitled,

upon petition, to be paid out of the remnants and surplus re-

maining in the registry.^ (1) This rule is subject to the qual-

ification that an express contract for a stipulated sum is not'

of itself a waiver of the lien, unless the contract contain some

stipulations inconsistent with the continuance of the lien.'>

In New-York, by statute,'' shipwrights, material men
*171 and suppliers of ships, *have a lien for the amount of

their debts, whether the ship be owned within the state

1833, 95. A similar law exists in Indiana, Revised Statutes of Indiana, 1838, 120;

and in Pennsylvania, Purdon's Dig. 79; and in Missouri, by statute, in 1838, and

in Maine, by statute of 19th February, 1839, and in England, by statute, in 1840.

In Connecticut no such lien exists by their municipal la*. Buddington v. Stewart,

14 Conn. R. 404. A specific lien on chattels, in the hands of a tradesman, or arti-

ficer, or bailee, for the labour and skill bestowed on them, was a part of the com-

mon law. Chapman v. Allen, Cro. G. 2'71. Jackson v. Cummings, 5 Meeson &
Wehby, 399. M'Intyre t. Carver, 2 Watts S Serg. 392. The Supreme Court of

the United States has, in the cases above cited, assumed, that the port of another

state was, as respects this rule, a home port. The Court of Sessions, in Scotland,

has also held, that Hull, in England, was, in respect to Scotch owners, a foreign

port. Stewart v. Hall, 1 Bell's Oom. 525, note. But that decision was reversed

in the House of Lords, as being a point unnecessary ; and the question is still open,

as to what shall be deemed a home port in respect to repairs. Mr. Bell suggests

that the natural course would be, to adopt the rule of the navigation laws, and to

hold all British ports as home ports, because access to the custom-house title and

communication with the owners are so easy, and may be so prompt. See supra, 94.

• Zane v. The Brig President, 4 Wash. Cir. Rep. 453.

' Peyroux v. Howard, 1 PeieH U. 8. Rep. 324. In the case of the Brig Nestor,

1 Sumner, 73, it was held, that giving credit for a fixed time for supplies, did not

extinguish the lien for the supplies. A lien may exist for a debt solvendum in

futuro, and many instances of the kind were stated in the case. Mor does the fact

that the master and owner are personally liable for the supplies, destroy the lien.

In the case of The Waldo, in the District Court of Maine, 1841, it was held, that

the shipper may not only sue the owners for injury to goods for the defaults of the

master, but he has a lien on the ship.

« By the Neu)- York Revised Statutes, debts contracted within the state by the

master, owner, agent or consignee of every vessel, are a lien when contracted for

work done or materials furnished for building, repairing, fitting or equipping the

vessel, or for provisions and stores furnished, or for wharfage and expenses of keep-

(1) The law as to claima upon surplus is clearly stated by Mr. Justice Conklin, In the case of
The Velocity, decided in the N". Dist. of Jfeio-Torl:, February, 1S50. The claims interposed

upon the surplus, if it arise under a state statute, must amount strictly to a lien. Law Reporter,
June, 1850, p, 61.
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^i**-??*' ^^^ *^6 ^i^n ceases after due security is given, or

when the vessel leaves the state. ^^
(1)

It is very clearly settled, that the master when abroad, and
in the absence of the owner, may hypothecate the ship,

freight and cargo, to raise money requisite for the completion
of the voyage.'' This authority is, however, limited to objects

connected with the voyage ; and it must appear, in this case, as

well aswhen he binds the owner personally, that the advances
were made for repairs or supplies necessary for the voyage or

safety of the ship, and that the repairs and supplies could not

ing the vessel in port The lien is preferred to any other lien, except mariners'

wages, and it ceases after twelve days from the departure of the vessel from the

port at which she was when the debt was contracted, to some other port in the

state, and immediately on the vessel leaving the state. (2) Every such vessel, un-

less she be under seizure at the time, by virtue of process from an admiralty court

of the United States, or had been sold by order of such court, and the debt con-

tracted prior to such sale, may be attached and sold to satisfy the claim, together

with all other claims of the like kind, duly exhibited and verified. The proceed-

ings under the process of attachment, the sale of the vessel, and distribution of

the proceeds, are specially detailed and prescribed. N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii.

493—500. In several of the other states, the lien is equally extended, by statute,

to repairs made in a home port. In Louisiana, the workmen who repair vessels

have a lien on them, though there be no contract in writing ; but the privilege is

lost if they suffer the vessel to depart. Civil Code, art. 2748.

» In the case of the United States v. Wilder, 3 Sumner's li. 308, it was con-

sidered and held, that sovereignty did not necessarily imply an exemption of its

property from the process'and jurisdiction of the courts of justice. Liens of mate-

rial-men, salvers, wages, and for average, &e., exist against government property

as well as the property of individuals. There is no exception, in this respect,

between public property of a commercial character, and private property, either

upon general principles of justice or jure gentium. United States v. Wilder, 3

Sumner, 308.

• Lord Mansfield, in Wilkins v. Carmichael, 3 Doug. 101. The Gratitudine, 3

Hob. Adm. Rep. 240. Sir Joseph Jekyl, in Watkinson v. Barnardiston, 2 P. Wms.
367. The case of the Ship Fortitude, in the C. C. U. S. for Mass., decided in

August, 1838, 3 Sumner's R. 228, contains a learned confirmation of the doctrine

of the maritime law, that the master of a ship has authority in a foreign port to

procure supplies and repairs necessary for the safety of the ship and performance

of the voyage. The necessaries, though not such as are absolutely indispensable.

(1) There is a similar statute in Mass. iSupp. Rev. St. ch. 290, 1848. It is not necessary that the

ship should be finished ; the lien attaches so soon as the structure assumes the form of a ship.

It attaches so far only as the materials have been used in the building. Phillips t. Wright, 5

Sandf. S. C. B. 842. Smith t. Steamer Eastern Eail-Koad, 1 Owrtis B. 253.

2j Every departure in pursuit of some trade or business, is a departure within the statute,

but it is not sueh if made merely to test the machinery. Eockefeller v. Thompson, 2 Sand/,

(Zaw) B. 395. Hancox v. Dunning, 6 SiWs B. 494. Veltman v. Thompson, 8 Comst, B. 438.
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be procured upon reasonable terms, or with funds within the

master's control, or upon the credit of the owner, independent

of the hypothecation. The master's right exists only in cases

of necessity, and when he cannot otherwise procure the mo-

ney, and has no funds of the owner or of his own,, which he

can command, and apply to the purpose.^- He is to act with

reasonable discretion, and is not absolutely bound to apply

the money of othera in hand, except it belong to the owner,

in preference to a resort to bottomry ; and it has been sug-

gested by Tery high authority, that there may be special

cases in which the master may raise money by hypothecation,

even though he has his own money on board. But if he

should raise money by bottomry in such a case, the admiralty

will marshal the assets in favour of the shippers of the caiigo,

so as to bring their property last into contribution.^ The

power of the master to charge the owners relative to the re-

pairs and freight of the ship, does not exist when the own-

ers are present, or when the ship is at their residence."

must be reasonably fit and proper; and if the master has not suitable funds, or

cannot obtain money on the personal credit of the owner, he may raise it on bot-

tomry. The lender is bound to exercise a' reasonable diligence to ascertain that

the supplies and repairs are necessary, or apparently so ; and it is sufficient if he

acts with good faith; and so it will be if the master acts with reasonable diligence,

discretion and skill. A regular survey m.primafacie evidence of the necessity of

the repairs, so as to justify the master and the lender. The presumption is in

favour of the master and the lender, and the onus probandi to the contrary lies

on the owner who resists the bottomry bond. In that case, all the foreign

civilians are examined in relation to the degree of necessity that will justify the

hypothecation.

• The Aurora,. 1 Wlieaton's Rep. 102. The Ship Fortitude, mpra. The neces-

sity that will justify the resort to a bottomry bond, is more pressing and command-

ing than the necessity which will justify the master in resorting to an ordinary con-

tract for repairs.

'' The Ship Packet, 3 Masons Rep. 255. The lien of the master for repairs

made by his means at a foreign port, may exist without any express hypothecation.

Ibid. American Insurance Company v. Carter, 3 Paige, 323. It is clearly the

rule of the maritime law, supported by the foreign authorities, that the owner of

the cargo, sold by the master for the necessities of the ship, has an implied lien

upon the ship for his indemnity, though there be no express hypothecation. The
owners are liable to pay the shippers the full amount of the proceeds of the ship

appropriated by the master, within the scope of his authority, for the use of the

ship. Abbott on Shipping, part 3. t. 5.

° Code de Commerce, art. 232. Ord. de la Marine, liv. 2. tit. 1. Patton & Diet-

son T. The Randolph, Gilpin's Rep. 456. In the case of the Ship Lavinia v. Bar-
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*But if only a minority of the owners are present, or *1T2
reside at the place, then the captain's power remains
good.a It is incumbent upon the creditor who claims an hy-

pothecation, to prove the actual existence of the necessity, or

of an apparent necessity, of those tilings which gave rise to

his demand, and which are reasonably fit and proper for the

ship, or for the voyage, under the circumstances of the case

;

and he must have acted, after he has used reasonable dili-

gence, with good faith in his inquiries, thdugh he need not

see to the actual and hona fide application of the money.''

The loan miist not exceed the necessity, and it must be made,
and under circumstances, to afibrd reliefs This power of the

master to borrow money on bottomry, and hypothecate the

ship for the payment, may exist as well at the port of des-

tination as at any other foreign port, when the necessity for

clay, 1 Wash. Cir. Rep. 49, it was held tbat the captain could not raise money by
hypothecation, when cue of the owners resided at the port. But in a home port,

the master may bind the owner for necessary and ordinary repairs and equipments

under a presumed authority. Webster v. Seekamp, i Barnw. & Aid. 352. This

is likewise the rule in the Scotch law. 1 Bell's Com. 524. It is held, that a port

in a state in which the owner does not reside, is not a home port in the maritime

law, as applicable to the United States ; and the master of a vessel may in such a

port hypothecate the vessel by a bottomry bond for necessary repairs, if the owner

has no agent there, though he reside in another state. Selden t. Hendrickson, 1

Brockenbrough, 396. Perhaps, however, the distinction between /orefjrn and home

ports, in relation to the mastei''s power in these eases, ought to rest, not in relation

to the government of the country, but to the proximity or remoteness, the facility

or difnculty of communication between the place where the master acts and the

place where the owner resides. This was the doctrine declared in the case of

Hooper v. Whitney, in the Commercial Court at New-Orleans, 1839, and it is rea-

sonable and just; and the other rule would be very unreasonable in many cases,

as, for instance, between the city of New-York and Jersey City. In Johns v. Si-

mons, 2 Adolph. (& Ellis, N. S. 425, held, that in a home as well as in a foreign port,

the master has an implied authority to pledge the credit of the owner, and bor-

row money for the use of the ship, if the owner be absent, and no reasonable

communication with him. The di&tance of eleven miles is not sufficient to imply

the power. Arthur v. Barton, 6 J£ (fc W. 188. S. P. Abboit on Shippiiig, 5th

Am. edit. Boston, 146, pp. 178, 179.

» Boulay Paly, Cours de Droit Com. tome ii. 271.

!> The Ship Fortitude, C. 0. U. S. for Mass. August, 1 838. Story on Agency,

sec. 122.

« Rucher v. Conyngham, 2 Peters' Adni. Rep. 295. Cupisino v. Perez, 2 Dall.

Sep. 194. The Aurora, 1 Wheat. Rep. 96. Rocher v. Buaher, 1 Stark. Rep. 27.

Roccua, De Navibua, not. 23.
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the exercise of the riglit becomes manifest.* A doubt has

been raised, wbether an hypothecation would be valid when
made to the consignee of the owner. The power in that in-

stance would be very liable to abuse and collusion, and the

averment of the necessity and integrity of the transaction

ought to undergo a severer scrutiny, but the weight of author-

ity seems to be, that under circumstances, a consignee may
take a bottomry bond. ^ *

*173 *The master, in the course of the voyage, and when
it becomes necessary, may also sell part of the cargo,

to enable him to carry on the residue ; and he may hypothe-

cate the whole of it, as well as the ship and freight, for the

attainment of the same object. = The law does not fix any

» Read v. Commercial Insurance Company, 3 Johns. Rep. 352.

' See Eucher v. Conyngham, 2 Peters' Rep. 307 ; and Abbott on Shipping, 6th

Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 207. See infra, p. 361, to the S. P. to that point. The

power given to the master to raise money while abroad, for the necessities of the

ship, is the most dangerous form in which his authority can be exerted, and all the

foreign authorities have recommended and enforced the same precautions, and which

have been universally adopted. (Oasaregis, Disc. 71. Roccus, De Navibus, n. 23.

Vinnius ad jPeck.) In Boyle v. Adam, in the Scotch Admii-alty, in 1801 , the doctrine

that the lender, on an hypothecation bond, was not bound to see to the application

of the money, was qualified in a case where the expenditure was enormous, and the

master a weak man. Bell's Cmn. vol. i. 629, note. The question respecting the

lien of the master on the ship, for necessary expenditures, has been extensively

litigated and discussed in the English and American courts, as has been already

shown; and for a more full view of some of the cases, see Abbott on Shipping,

6th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, pp. 181—192. The American editor of Abbott on

Shipping, 5th edit. Boston, 1846, pp. 200—202, has industriously classified the

most material cases in the American admiralty courts, on the power of the master

to borrow money on bottomry : (1.) It must be in cases of necessity, where he

has no other adequate funds in his power, and can obtain none upon the personal

credit of the owner. (2.) If the necessity existed, and the advances were bona fide
made, any subsequent misapplication of them by the master will not vitiate the

hypothecation. (3.) There must have been an inability to procure the funds on

the personal credit of the owner. (4.) The credit must have been given to the

ship as security. (5.) The master cannot give a bottomry bond for antecedent

advances, or for other debts due from the owner to his creditor. (6.) The master

cannot pledge the ship or freight for bis own private interests, or hypothecate the ship

for the benefit of the cargo. (7.) The master may hypothecate the ship, although the

ship be hired upon charter, and the master has been appointed by the charterers.

(8.) The owner is not personally bound by the bottomry bond. (9.) A bottomry

bond may be given to pay off a former bottomry bond on the same foreign voyage.

° Story, J., in Pope v. Nickerson, 3 Story's R. 491, and the authorities, foreign

and domestic, there cited.
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aliquot part or amount of cargo which the master may sell

;

nor could any restraint of that kind be safely imposed. The
power must, generally speaking, be adequate to the occasion.

The authority of the master must necessarily increase in pro-

portion to the difficulties which he has to encounter. (1) There
is this limitation only to the exercise of the power, that it can-

not extend to the entire cargo ; for it cannot be presumed to

be for the interest of the shipper, that the whole should be
sold, to enable the ship to proceed empty to her port of desti-

nation. The hypothecation of the whole may, however, be
for the benefit of the whole, because it may enable the whole
to be conveyed to the proper market.^- This power of the

master to pledge or sell the cargo, is only to be exercised at

an intermediate port, for the prosecution of the voyage ; and
if he unduly breaks up the voyage, he cannot sell any part of

the cargo for repairs for a new voyage, and the power is en-

tirely gone.!" In cases of capture by an enemy or pirate,

the master may redeem the vessel or cargo by a ransom con-

tract for money, or part of the cargo,, and the whole cargo,

as well as the ship, will be bound by the contract made under

the authority of the necessity of the case.<= But if the

voyage is broken up in the course of it by ungovernable cir-

cumstances, the master, in that case, may even sell the ship

or cargo, provided it be done in good Mth, for the good of

all concerned, in a case of supreme necessity, which
sweeps all ordinary rules before it.,'' The *merely *174

acting in good faith, and for the interest of all con-

» The Gratitudine, 3 Roh. Adm. Rep. 240. 263. The United Insurance Com-
pany V. Scott, 1 Johns. Rep. 115. Freeman v. The E'ast India Company, 5 Barnw.

it Aid. 617. Boss V. Ship Active, 2 Wash. 0. Rep. 226.

'' Watt V. Potter, 2 Mason's Rep. 11.

» The Gratitudine, 3 Rob. R. 240. Maisonnaire v. Keating, 2 0ail. R. 325.

See, also, supra, vol. L 104. 106.

^ Hayman v. Molton, 5 Msp. 2f. P. Rep. 65. Mills v. Fletcher, Bong. Rep. 219.

Idle V. The Royal Exchange Insurance Company, 8 Taunt. Rep. 155. Freeman v.

The Bast India Company, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 617. Cannon v. Meaburn, 1 Bingham's

Rep. 243. Robertson v. Clarke, ibid. 445. Fanny and Elmira, Edw. Adm. Rep
117. Reid v. Bonham, 3 Bro. & Bing. 147. Soames v. Sugrue, 4 Car. & Payne,

(1) Pope T. Niokerson, S Story's B. 465. The owners of tie vessel are liable to the owners of

the goods sold, for all the master had a right or authority to sell, but not for goods impiopeily

sold. For the latter the master is liable.

Vol. in. 16
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cerned, is not sufficient to exempt the sale of goods from the

character of a tortious conversion, for which the ship owner

and the purchaser are responsible, if the absolute necessity

for the sale be not clearly made out. (1) ITor will the sanc-

tion of a vice-admiralty court aid the sale when the requisite

necessity was wanting. ^ All the cases are decided and per-

emptory, and upon the soundest principles, in the call for

that necessity. The master is employed only to navigate the

276, Tindal, Oh. J. Scull t. Briddle, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 150. The Schooner

Tilfcon, 5 Mason, 475. 477. Jordan v. Warren Ina. Co. 1 Storifs R. 342. In the

case of The American Insurance Company v. Center, 4 Wendell, 45, it was held,

that in this country the master's right to sell was more extensive than in England

;

for here, if there existed a technical total loss, and the master has reason to believe

the owner would elect to abandon, he might sell the ship. The English rule ia

more strict, and it is the duty of the master to repair the vessel, unless there be an

actual total loss, or he has no means of repairing, and cannot procure any by the

hypothecation of the ship or cargo. The earlier English cases, as well as the

foreign ordinances, denied to the master the authority to sell the ship. 1 Sid. 452.

2d Lord Raymond, 934. But though such a power is not given to the master by

the general maritime law, yet the modern cases have, in some degree, yielded that

power to the master in a case of strong necessity. Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am.

edit. Boston, 1840, pp. 10—26. In this last work, in the notes of the learned

English and American editors, all the authorities fin the question of the power of

the master to sell the ship, are collected and critically examined. In the cases of

Gordon v. The Mass. F. & M. Ina. Co. 2 Pick. 249, and of Hall v. The Franklin

Insurance Company, 9 Fick. 466, the strict doctrine of the English law was asserted

and maintained. The master's authority to sell the vessel was confined to cases of

extreme necessity, and where be acts with the most perfect good faith for the

interest of the owner, and when he has no opportunity to consult the owner or

insurer, and the necessity leaves him no alternative. This strict rule is the one

best supported by reason and authority. See, also, to the same point, the case of

the Brig Sarah Ann, 2 Sumner, 206, where it was held, that in a case of urgent

necessity, the master had a right to sell the vessel, as well on a home as on a

foreign shore, and whether the owner's residence be near or at a distance. Also

the cases of The New-England Insurance Company v. The Sarah Ann, 13 Peters,

387 and of Robinson v. Commonwealth Ins. Co. 3 Sumner's B. 220, and of Hunter

V. Parker, 7 Meeson & Welsby, 322, where the power of the master to sell, in a

case of extreme necessity, and acting in good faith, is fully sustained. (2)

» Van Omeron v. Dowick, 2 Gampb. N. P. Rep. 42. Morris v. Robinson, Barnw.

& Cress. 196. The French code allows the master to sell the ship in the single

case of innavigability ; but by the ancient ordinances the prohibition was entire and

absolute. The innavigability of the ship ought, however, to be first ascertained

(1) Myers v. Baymore, 11 Barr'a It. 114.

(2-) The master cannot hypothecate the ship, and also pledge the owner's personal credit.

Stainbank v. Shepherd, 20 Wng. L. <& K B. 647. 6 Eng. L. <6 X. R. 412. Beldon v. Campbell,

6 Eng. L. & E. B. 473. Johnson v. Wingate, 29 Maine B. 404.
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ship ; and the sale of it is manifestly beyond his commission,

and becomes the unauthorized act of a servant, disposing of

property which he was intrusted only to carry and

convey. The *master in such a case acts, mrtute *175

officii, as master. His agency arises by operation of

law, from the necessity of the case, (1) to prevent a total loss

of the property, and the law treats him as one capable of

selKng in his own name, but for the benefit of the owner.

He can give a sufficient title in his own name, as being by
operation of law substituted owner, ^o hac vice. This was
the view of the subject taken in the case of the Sehooner

TUton,^ and the doctrine appears to rest on clear and solid

principles of law and policy.

"When part of the cargo is sold by the master at an inter-

mediate port, to raise money for the necessities of the

voyage, the general rule has been to value the goods at the

clear price they would have fetched at the port of destina-

tion. But, in Richardson v. Wov/rse^ the price which the

goods actually sold for at the port of necessity was adopted,

and the court did not think that such a criterion of value

was clearly erroneous in point of law; and with respect to

these contracts of hypothecation for necessaries, made by
the master in a foreign port, it is the universal understand-

ing and rule, that they are to be made in the absence of the

owner, and not at his place of residence, where he may exer-

cise his own judgment. K the liens be created at different

periods of the voyage, and the value of the ship be insuffi-

cient to discharge them all, the last loan is entitled to priority

in payment, as having been the means of saving the ship.

The contract does not transfer the property of the ship, but

it gives the creditor a privilege or claim upon it, which may

and declared by the local magistrate of the place; or, if in a foreign country, by
the French consul. Code de Commerce, art. 237. Ord. de la Marine, tit. Du
Capitaine, art. 19. 1 Valin's Com. 444. Pardessus, Droit Com. tome iii. 26.

Boulay Paty, tome ii. 85.

« 5 Mason, 481.

•> 3 Barnw. dt Aid. 237.

(1) Joy V. Allen, 2 Wood. <& M. R. 303. When the master has authorily to sell, he has also

authority to receive the proceeds «f the sale, either by himself or his agent. Ireland v. Thomp-
son, 4 Man. O. d> aoott'a B. 149.
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be enforced witli all tlie expedition and efficacy of tlie admi-

ralty process.*

It is the duty of the master engaged in a foreign trade to

put his ship under the charge of a pilot, both on his

*176 outward and homeward voyage, when *he is within

the usual limits of the pilot's employment.'' The

* Alhott on Shipping, part 2. c. 3. eec. 20. 22. Chase, J., Blaine v. The Ship

, Charles Carter, 4 Craneh's Rep. 328. See infra, 358. S. P.

> Law V. HoUiugworth, 7 Term Rep. 160. The William, 6 Rob. Adm. Rep. 316.

But if the master, at a foreigo port, attempts to get a pilot, and fails, and then, in

the exercise of his best discretion, endeavours to navigate himself into port, and

grounds, the underwriter is not discharged, but remains liable for the injuiy. Phil-

lips v. Headlam, 2 Barnw. <fc Adolph. 380. If he attempts to enter a port without

a pilot, and without endeavours to procure one, and a loss happens, the under-

writers would not be responsible. It would be the fault of the master, and the

owners would be liable. But if the loss happens at a point beyond which the

pilot's service was necessary, it would be otherwise. M'Millan v. XJ. Ins. Co. 1

Ric^s S. C. Rep. 248. A vessel is not seaworthy within the implied warranty, if

she proceeds without one in navigating a river, where it is the custom to take on

board a licensed pilot If there be no such custom, the captain, mate or other

person, possessing the requisite skill, may act as pilot. Keeler v. Firemen's Ins.

Co. 3 Hill, 250. In the case of Bolton and others v. American Insurance Company,

tried before Ch. J. Jones, in the Superior Court of New-York, in November, 1836,

it was held, that in every well appointed port, where pilots were to be had, a vessel

aniving upon pilot ground was bound to take a pilot, and the ground was to be

approached cai-efully ; and if in the night, the master was bound to hold out a light

for a pilot, and to wait a reasonable time for one, and to approach one if he can do

it with safety. If he attempted to enter the port without a pilot, or steered negli-

gently or rashly in approaching the ground where it was unsafe to navigate without

a pilotj and damages ensued, the undei-writers would not be responsible for them.

The duty of the master is the more imperative on the approach to New-York, which

is of dangerous access, as the 'channel is only a mile and a half wide between the

bai's, and the coast is lined with shifting sand bars. In cases of great danger,

as in the case of a storm, if the captain cannot wait with safety for a pilot, he must

come in without one. The system of pilotage in New-York is excellent. Branch

pilots were fonnerly appointed by the Governor and Senate, and had to perform

an apprenticeship of five years before they could become deputy pilots ; and three

yeai's before they became branch or licensed pilots. They undei-went examination

before the wardens of the port, and gave security. See Laws of New- York, Febru-

ary 19, 1819, c. 18, and particularly sec. 1 and 12. April 12, 1822, c. 196. April

16, 1830, c. 207. March 30, 1831, c. 93. In 1837, the statute laws of New-York,
relative to pilots, were redigested and essentially amended, and all former statutes

repealed. A board of five commissioners was established for licensing, regulating

and governing pilots and deputy pilots, and they were clothed with large powers.

Applicants for license were to be examined before the commissioners as to their

fitness, skill and character, and they were to enter into cognizances with sureties

for the faithful execution of their trast Laws of New- Torh, 1 837, c. 1 84. Further
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pilot, while on board, has the exclusive control of the ship.

He is considered as master j^ro Jmo vice, and if any loss or

regulations were made, and the mode and rate of compensation for pilotage estab-

lished by the act of New-York of April 12, 1838, c. 1 97. Fourteen pilots are directed

to be appointed by the Governor and Senate, upon the recommendation of the board

of wardens, for the channel of the East River, called Hell-gate. N. Y. R. 8. 3d edit,

vol. i. p. 119. In England, the statute of 6 George IV. c. 125, consolidated all

the prior English laws, with respect to the licensing and employment of pilots

;

and an abridged view of its provisions is given in ifOidlocKs Com. Diet. tit.

Pilots. In Massachusetts, the law of pilotage is as well and carefully digested as

anywhere else. The Governor appoints the pilots for the several harbours and

coasts of the state, under certain exceptions. Rev. Sts. c. 32. Smith v. Swift, 8

Metcalf, 332. Every branch pilot may nominate his deputy pilots for the appro-

bation of the Governor, and they all give bond, with sureties, for their faithfulness.

Revised Statutes of Massachusetts, part 1. tit. 12. c. 32. Every Boston pilot who
oflfers bis services to an inward bound vessel, before she has passed a designated

line, and they are not accepted, is nevertheless entitled to full fees of pilotage.

The master may pilot his own vessel into Boston harbour, but it is at the peril of

the owners, and he must pay the pilotage fees, if a pilot seasonably offers his

services. But, in such case, if he employs a person not authorized as a pilot, such

person subjects himself to a penalty. Commonwealth v. Ricketson, 5 Metcalf R.

41 2. Martin v. Hilton, 9 Metcalf R. Sll. The Revised Statutes of Masscu:husetts,

of 1836, c. 32, contain their pilot regulations. The Governor and Council appoint

the pilots for the state, with the exception of pilots for the harbours and ports of

Boston, New-Bedford and Fairhaven, where special provisions for those harbours are

made. The case of Martin v. Hilton contains a well-digested view of the Statute

Law of Massachusetts on the subject. The pilot regulations in the other gi-eat

commercial states are doubtless of the same efficient character, and the general

commercial law on the subject applies equally to all the states. Though Congress

may establish a system of pilotage in ports and harbours within the United States,

and give the district courts jurisdiction of the same, yet they have not done it. In

Georgia, pilots are licensed by a permanent board of commissioners, and they are

required to give bonds, with sureties, for the due execution of their duty, and to

take a special oath in relation to the same ; and the commissioners are to settle all

disputes between pilots and masters of vessels, and with power to revoke licenses

for incompetency, negligence or misbehaviour. Prince's Dig. 1837, 759. Botch-

kisi Code of Georgia Statute Laws, 1845, p. 279. The only congressional pro-

vision on the subject is contained in the act of Oongi-ess of August 7, 1789, c. 9. sec.

4, which still remains in force, and in which it is declared, that " All pilots in the

bays, inlets, rivers, harbours and ports of the United States, shall continue to be

regulated in conformity with the existing laws of the states respectively wherein

such pilots may be, or with such laws as the states may respectively thereafter

enact for the pui-pose, until further legislative provision shall be made by Congress."

The police regulations of ports and harbours, in respect to pilots, are left by Con-

gress to the states. By a resolution of the legislature of New-York, on the 10th of

March, 1846, the members of Congress from the state were i-equested to endeavour

to procure an act of Congress to regulate and establish the pilot system of the

United States, and to give to each state the power to pass laws for the appoint-
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injury be sustained in the navigation of the vessel while

under the charge of the pilot, he is answerable as strictly as

if he were a common carrier, for his default, negligence or

unskilfulness ; and the owner would also be responsible to

the party injured for the act of the pilot, as being the act of

his agent, a Though some doubt had been raised by the

ment and regulation of the pilots for themselves. Cognizance of the cases under

state laws' as to pilotage, belongs at present to state courts. Marshall, Ch. J., in

Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 207. The Schooner Ware v. Hyer, on appeal to the

Circuit Court of the United States for the Southern District of New-York, 2

Payne'i Rep. Low v. Commissioners of Pilotage, R, M. CharltoriH Oeo. Rep. 314.

But in the case of Hobart v. Drogan, 10 Peters' U. S. Rep. 108, it was held, that

suits for pilotage on the high seas and on tide waters, were within the admiralty

jurisdiction, and the state courts had only concurrent jurisdiction with the district

courts in suits of pilotage. The act of Congress of 2d of March, IBS'?, c. 22, de-

clared that it should be lawful for the master or commander of any vessel, coming

into or going out of any port situate upon the waters which are the bouudary be-

tween two states, to employ any pilot duly licensed or authorized by the laws of

either state bounded upon said waters. Concurrently in point of time with this act

of Congress, the statute of New-Jersey was passed for establishing and regulating

pilots for the porta of that state, within Sandy Hook. Elmer's Dig. 400. The

ordinance of the city of Charleston, in S. C, of 1842, founded on state authority,

respecting pilotage, declared that every coaster, or commander of any vessel, bear-

ing towards the coast or harbour of Charleston, should pay a pilot fee to the first

pilot who should offer to go on board and take charge of the vessel, and the pilot

fee should be due and recoverable, even on refusal to receive on board a licensed

pilot. All steamboats cariying United States mails, and all vessels trading between

any of the ports of South Carolina, and wholly owned in the state, were declared

to be exempted from pilotage. But this discrirnination between coasters wholly

owned in the state, and coasters owned in whole or in part in other states, and em-

ployed with the Carolina coasters, was declared void by the Court of Appeals, in

the case of Chapman v. Miller, 2 Speeds 3. C. Rep. 769. It was in conflict with

the act of Congress of 1793, regulating the coasting trade, and giving equal privi-

leges to licensed coasting vessels of every state. The regulation of the coasting

trade was a power vested exclusively in Congress, as being a regulation of com-

merce and navigation ; and this doctrine was fully declared in Gibbons v. Ogden

,

in 9 Wheaton R. 1. The decision in South Carolina is perfectly sound and con-

clusive.

* Bussy V. Donaldson, 4 Dallas' Rep. 206. Huggett v. Montgomery, 5 Bos. <&

Pull. 446. Yates v. Brown, 8 Pick. 23. Pilot-boat Washington v. Ship Saluda,

U. S. District Court, 8. C. April, 1831. Williamson v. Price, 16 Martin's Louis.

Rep. 399. The Neptune the 2d, 1 Dodson's Adm. R. 467. But in the case of the

Agricola, Adm. Court, Hill Term, 1843, it was considered, (and certainly with good

reason,) that if the master of a vessel be bound to take a pilot, and a collision arises

from the fault of the pilot, the owners are not responsible for his conduct. By the

English statute law, as declared by their adjudications, the master or owner of a

vessel trading to or from the port of Liverpool, is not answerable for damages oc-
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dictum of Oh. J. Mansfield, in Bowoher v. Nordstrom,''- yet

the weight of authority and the better reason is, that the

master, in such a case, would not be responsible as master,

though on board, provided the crew acted in regular obe-

dience to the pilot.''

The mate is the next officer to the master on board, and
upon his death or absence, the mate succeeds virtute officii,

to the care of the ship and the government and management
of the crew. He does not cease to be mate in such cases,

but has thrown upon him cumulatively the duties of master.

He is quasi master, with the same general powers and re-

sponsibilities, pro hao viae, and with the preservation of his

character and privileges as mate. He may sue in the admi-

ralty for his wages as mate, and is entitled in that character

to be cured, if sick, at the expense of the ship.<= The master,

and even the consignees, may appoint a substitute in a foreign

port, in cases of necessity. "i Even a supercargo, in cases of

necessity, and acting with reasonable discretion, may bind

the owner, e

(2.) Of the rights omd duties of seamen.

We come next to treat of the laws applicable to seamen

;

and it will appear, for obvious reasons, that in the codes of

all commercial nations they are objects of great solicitude

and of paternal care. They are usually a heedless, ignorant,

audacious, but most useful class of men, exposed to constant

hardships, perils and oppression. From the nature of their

employment, and their " home on the deep," they are ne-

caaioned by the fault of the pilot. Caruthera v. Sydebotham, 4 Maule & Selw, 77.

The Maria, 1 Rob. N. Ad. R. 95. The Protector, id. 45.

• 1 Taunt. Rep. 568.

^ In the case of the Portsmouth, 6 Rob. Adm. Rep. 317. Saell v. Rich, 1 Johns.

Rep. 305. By the statute of 6 George IV. c. 125, sec. 53, owners and masters of

ships are exempted from liability for any damage arising from the want of a licensed

pilot, unless the want arose from a refusal to take one on board, or from wilful

neglect in using all due means to take on board one who may offer. He is equally

exempted from the responsibility for the incapacity or defaults of the pilot.

« Read v. Chapman, Sir. 937. Orne v. Townsend, 4 Mason, 548. The Brig

George, 1 Sumner, 161. United States T. Tayloi-, 2 Sumner, 685. U. S. v. Rob-

erts, i N. Y. Legal Observer, 99.

• Poihier, Oharte-Parlie, No. 49. The Alexander, 1 Dods. Adm. R. 278.

• Foh'estier T. Bordman, 1 Story's B. 43.
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cessarily excluded, in a great degree, from the benefits of civil-

ization, and the comforts and charities of domestic life.

Upon their own element they are habitually bufi'eted by

winds and waves, and wrestling with tempests ;
and

*1Y7 in time of war they *are exposed to the still fiercer

elements of the human passions. In port they are

the ready and the dreadful victims of temptation, fraud and

vice.^ It becomes, therefore, a very interesting topic of in-

quiry, to see what protection the laws have thrown around

such a houseless and helpless race of beings, and what spe-

cial provisions have been made for their security and indem-

nity.

The seamen employed in the merchant service are made
subject of special regulations, prescribed by acts of congress

for their government and protection.'' Shipping articles are

contracts in writing, or in print, declaring the voyage and

the term of time for which the seamen are shipped, and the

rate of wages, and when the seamen are to render themselves

on board ; and the articles are to be signed by every seaman

or mariner, on all voyages from the United States to a foreign

port, and, in certain cases, to a port in another state, other

than an adjoining one.'= If there be no such contract, the

* The recklessness with -which sailors dissipate their -wages, and the facility -with

-which they are cheated out of them, are proverbial; and those persons who have

the superintendence of marine hospitals well know how severely and extensively

sailors are afflicted, beyond all other classes of men, by those odious diseases which

so terribly chastise licentious desire. Such a scourge is far worse to them than the

storms and the monsters of the ocean ; than either the prcBcipitem Africum decer-

taniem aquilonibuSj the rabiem noti, the monstra nalandia, or ih^infames scopuloSf

aeroceraunia.

' Acts of the United States, 20th July, 1790,0. 29; 28th May, 1796, c. 36; 16th

July, 1798, c. 94; 3d May, 1802, c. 61 ; 28th February, 1803 ; 2d March, 1805, c.

88 ; 8d March, 1813, c. 184 ; 19th June, 1813, c. 2 ; 2d March, 1819, e, 170; 3d

March, 1829, c. 202 ; 20th July, 1840, c. 28.

" A foreign voyage, in the language of trade and commerce, means a voyage to

some port or place within the teri-itoij of a foreign nation. The termimis of the

voyage settles the description. In this view, neither fishing nor whaling voyages

are strictly foreign voyages. This is the sense in which foreign voyages are under-

stood in the Duties Collection Act of 1799, c. 128, and in the acts of 1790, u. 66,

and of 1813, c. 2, relative to shipping articles ; and the above act of 1799 still con-

stitutes the leading statute to regulate our commercial intercourse with foreign na-

tions. Taber v. United States, G. 0. U. 8. for Mass., October, 1839. 1 Storifs R. 1.

The shipping contract in the whale fisheiy is universally reduced to writing, though
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master is bound to pay to every seaman who performs the

voyage the highest vrages given at the port for a similar

voyage, within the three next preceding months, besides for-

feiting for ever seaman a penalty of twenty dollars. The
seamen are made subject to forfeitures if they do not render

themselves on board according to the contract, or if they de-

sert the service ; and they are liable to summary imprison-

ment for desertion, and to be detained until the ship be ready

to sail. a If the mate and a majority of the crew, after the

voyage is begun, but before the vessel has left the land,

deem the vessel unsafe, or not duly provided, and *shall *178

require an examination of the ship, the master must

proceed to or stop at the nearest or most convenient port,

where an inquiry is to be made, and the master and crew

must conform to the judgment of the experienced persons

selected by the district judge or a justice of the peace. If

the complaint shall appear to have been without foundation,

the expenses and reasonable damages, to be ascertained by
the judge or justice, are to be deducted from the wages of the

seamen. But if the vessel be found or made seaworthy, and

the seamen shall refuse to proceed on the voyage, they are

subjected to imprisonment until they pay double the advance

made to them on the shipping contract.'' Fishermen engaged

such voyages are not in terms •within the statute. The New-Bedford whalemen's

shipping paper, Mr. Curtis says, (Treatise on the Rights and Duties of Merchant

Seamen, 1841, p. 60,) is the best constructed instrument of the hind in use in the

United States.

" The authority given by the act of congress of 20th July, 1790, to arrest desert-

ers by a magistrate's warrant, does not supersede the authority which the master

has under the general maritime law to retake a deserting seaman, and confine him

on board. Turner's Case, Ware's R. 83.

•> Act of Congress, July 20tb, HGO, c. 29,sec. 1, 2, 3. 5. 7. The Act of Congress

of 1829, u. 202, provided for the apprehension of deserters from certain foreign

vessels in the ports of the tTnited States. The Act of Congress of July 20th,

1840, c. 23, authorizes an examination by the consul or commercial agent in a for-

eign port, into the complaints of the mariners, and a copy of the shipping articles

shall be produced by the master to the consul, and if the complaints are well

founded, he may discharge the seamen on terms ; and it is made the duty of the

consuls to reclaim deserters by every means within their power, and lend their aid

to the local authorities for that purpose. They are, upon complaint, to examine

into the sea-worthiness of the vessel when she left home, and if found deficient, they

may discharge the crew with additional wages, except in cases free from neglect

or blame. This act has much enlarged the discretionary power of consuls and
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in the fisheries are liable to the like penalties for desertion

;

and the fishing contract must be in writing, signed by the

shipper and the fishermen, and countersigned by the owner.*

The articles do not determine exclusively who are the owners,

and the seamen may prove, by other documents, the real and

responsible owners. The object of the articles is to place

the crew of a fishing vessel upon a footing with seamen in

the merchant service, and to mate them liable to the same

restrictions, and entitled to the same remedies.'' Provision

is made for the prompt recovery of seamen's wages, of which

one third is due at every port at which the vessel shall unlade

and deliver her cargo, before the voyage be ended ; and at

the end of the voyage, the seamen may proceed in the dis-

trict court, by admiralty process, against the ship, if the

wages be not paid within ten days after they are discharged.<=

The seamen having like cause of complaint, may all join in

one suit, and they may proceed against the vessel within the

ten days, if she be about to proceed to sea ; but this remedy,

in rem, does not deprive the seamen of their remedy

*179 at common law for the *recovery of their wages."! Ti^e

statutes further provide for the safety and comfort of

the seamen, by requiring that every ship belonging to a citi-

zen of the United States, of the burthen of one hundred and
fifty tons or upwards, navigated by ten or more persons, and

bound to a foreign port ; or of the burthen of seventy tons or

upwards, and navigated with six or more persons, and bound

from the United States to any port in the West Indies, shall

commercial agenta in foreign ports. In the state of Missouri, there' are statute

provisions for the regulation of boatmen on the navigable waters of that state, their

contracts, their duties, their protection, and the remedies against them, as in analo-

gous cases of seamen on the high seas. Revised Statutes of Missouri, 1835, 99.

» Act of Congress, June 19th, 1813, c. 2. sec. 1. 2.

' Wait V. Gibbs, 4 Pick 298.

• The voyage is ended when the vessel has arrived at her last port of destination,

and is safely moored at the wharf. But the seamen may, by the terms of the

conti'act, or the usage of the port, be bound to remain by the vessel after the voy-

age is ended, and assist in discharging the cargo, and their wages will be continued

until that takes place. The Mary, War^s Rep. 454.

* Act of Congress, July 20th, ^90, c. 29. sec. 6. The statute of 59 Geo. IIL c.

58, provided, also, an expeditious remedy for the recovery of seamen's wages, by

allowing them to apply to the summary jurisdiction of a justice of the peace, when

the wages do not exceed £20.
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be provided with a medicine chest, properly supplied with

fresh and sound medicines ; and if bound on a voyage across

the Atlantic Ocean, with requisite stores of water, and salted

meat, and wholesome ship-bread, well secured under deck.'"'

It is further provided by statute, for the just and benevo-

lent purpose of affording certain and permanent relief to

sick and disabled seamen, that sffund be raised out of their

wages, earned on board of any vessel of the United States,

and be paid by the master to the collector of the port, on

entry from a foreign port, at the rate of twenty cents per

month for every seaman. The like assessment is to be made
and paid on the new enrolment or license for carrying on

the coasting trade, and also by persons navigating boats and
rafts on the Mississippi. The moneys so raised are to be

expended for the temporary relief and maintenance of sick

and disabled seamen, in hospitals or other proper institutions

established for such purposes ; and the surplus moneys, when
sufficiently accumulated, shall be applied to the erection of

marine hospitals, for the accommodation of sick and disabled

seamen. These hospitals, as far as it can be done with con-

venience, are to receive sick foreign seaihen on a

charge of seventy-five cents *per day, to be paid by *180

the master of the foreign vessel. ^ And to relieve

* Act of Congress, July 20, 1*790, c. 56, sec. 8, 9, and ihid. March 2d, 1805, c. 88.

Act of Congress, March 2d, 181 9, c. 110. The Act of Congress of July 20th, 1T90,

sec. 9, gives to the seamen double wages for every day that they are put on short

allowance, and the vessel has not the quantity and quality of provisions required.

The British statute of 43 Geo. IIL c. 56, has another very humane provision for

the health and security of the passengers and crew. It provided that no British

ship should clear out'from a British port with a gi'eater number of persona on board,

including children and the crew, than in the proportion of one person for eveiy two

tons of the burthen of the ship, as appearing in the certificate of registry, or of that

part of the ship unladen. A penalty of £60 is forfeited for each extra person. (1)

' Acts of Congress, July 16th, ITSS, March 2d, 1799, and May 8d, 1802. By
the act of March 1, 1843, c. 49, the provision in the act of 1798 for hospital money

is extended to the masters, owners and seamen of registered vessels employed in

carrying on the coasting trade.

(1) See an act to regulate the carriage of passengers in merchant vessels, passed February

22, 1847 ; and an act to provide for the Tentilation of passenger vessels, &o., passed May 17, 1318 ;

and an act to extend the provisions of all laws now in force, relating to the carriage of passengers

in merchant vessels, and the regulations thereof, passed March 8, 1849. The acta show that the

health and security of passengers and crews have engaged the attention of the American Con-
gress as well as of the British Parliament.
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American seamen who may be found destitute in foreign

places, and as evidence of the constant and paternal solici-

tude of the United States for the preservation and protection

of their seamen abroad, it is made the duty of the American
consuls and commercial agents, to provide for those who
may be found destitute within their consular districts, and

for their passages to some •port in the United States, in a

reasonable manner, at the exp«ise of the United States;

and American vessels are bound to take such seamen on

board, at the request of the consul, but not exceeding two

men to every hundred tons burthen of the ship, and trans-

port them to the United States on such terms, not exceeding

ten dollars for each person, as may be agreed on. So if an

American vessel be sold in a foreign port, and her company
discharged, or a seaman be discharged with his consent, the

master must pay to the consul or commercial agent at the

place, three months' pay, over and above the wages then

due, for every such seaman, two thirds of which is to be

paid over to every seaman so discharged, upon his engage-

ment on board of any vessel to return to the United States

;

and the other third to be retained for the purpose of creating

a fund for the maintenance and return of destitute American
seamen in such foreign port.a

The act of congress of March 3d, 1813, c. 184, declared

that no seaman who was not a native or naturalized citizen

of the United States, should be employed on board of any
public or private vessel of the United States. But the pro-

vision against the employment of foreign seamen is probably

without any efficacy, for it applies only to those nations who
shall, in like manner, have prohibited the employment of

American seamen. There is no other act of congress which
prohibits the employment of foreign seamen in our ships ; and
while foreigners are employed as seamen in our merchant
ships, they are deemed mariners and seamen within the act

of congress of 1803, c. 62, respecting provision for them by

' Act of Congress, February 28th, 1803, c. 62. The three months' extra -wages,

under the Act of Congresa, applies only to a voluntary sale of the vessel in a for-

eign port, and not when the sale is rendered necessary by shipwreck. The Dawn,
War^s R. 485.
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consuls when destitute abroad. » And in the navigation act

of 1st March, 1817, c. 204, a discrimination is made in favour

of American citizens as seamen, relative to the fishing bounty
and to foreign tonnage.

G-reenwich hospital, in England, is a noble asylum
for decayed *and disabled seamen belonging to the *181

royal navy ; but another national establishment was
wanting for seamen maimed or disabled by sickness or accir

dental misfortunes, or worn out by age, in the merchant ser-

vice. This was provided for by the statute of 20 Geo. II. c.

38, which created a corporation attached to Greenwich hos-

pital, and laid the foundations of a magnificent charity, with
liberal, careful and minute provisions, some of which have
been copied into our own statutes ; and it is sustained by an
assessment similar to our own, of sixpence sterling per month,

out of seamen's wages. In one respect, the English charity

is much broader than ours, for it reaches to the poor widow
and infant childi-en of every seaman who perishes in the ser-

vice, and who shall be found to be proper objects of charity. •>

' Matthews t. Ofley, 3 Sumner, 116. ,

' The contributions from merchant ships to the trustees of Greenwich Hospital,

in 1828 and 1829, exceeded £20,000 sterling a year, and yet there was not on the

establishment a single individual who had been exclusively employed in the mer-

chant service. The statute of 4 and 6 Wm. IV, c. 34, directed, therefore, that the

contribution of sixpence per month by seamen in the merchant service should cease

from 1st January, 1835, and that £20,000 a year should be advanced from the

consolidated fund to the hospital to make good the deficiency. The act of Wm.
IV. repealed the statute of 20 Geo. II., except so far as it related to the establish-

ment of the corporation; and it repealed so much of the act of 37 Geo. III. c. 13,

as related to the wages of seamen dying while employed in the West India trade,

and it introduced a new system. This system provides contributions for a new

fund ; and every master and owner of a British merchant ship or vessel is to pay

2s. per month, and every seaman serving on board such ship or vessel. Is. per

month ; and the institution is to provide in its hospital for seamen becoming in-

capable by sickness, wounds or other accidental misfortunes, or worn out by age,

and in certain cases for their widows and children. The masters and owners, and

their widows and children, being objects of charity as aforesaid, are to partake of

the bounty; the contributions to the fund are estimated to amount hereafter to

£50,000 sterling a year. M'Gulloch's Com. Diet. tit. Seamen. A summary of the

acts of congress for the protection and relief of seamen, and the decisions of the

federal courts in relation thereto, is given in the notes to Abbott on Shipping, 5th

Am. edit. Boston, 1846, pp. 257 to 264.

The Athenians had humane institutions for the relief and support of disabled
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"With respect to the behaviour of the master and seamen,

and the discipline on board of merchant ships, it is held, that

the master is personally responsible in damages for any in-

jury or loss to the ship or cargo, by reason of his negligence

or misconduct. Being responsible over to others for his con-

duct as master, the law, as well on that account as from the

necessity of the case, has intrusted him with great authority

over the mariners on board. Such authority is requisite to

the safe navigation of the ship, and the preservation of good

order and discipline. He may imprison, (1) and also inflict

reasonable corporal punishment upon a seaman, for disobe-

dience to reasonable commands, or for disorderly, riotous or

insolent conduct ; and his authority, in that respect, is

*182 analogous to *that of a master on land over his ap-

prentice or scholar.^ The books unite in the lawful-

soldiei's, and which afterwards embraced the aged, the sick, the blind and infirm of

every description ; and this charitable provision has been attributed to Solon.

St. John's History of the Manners and Customs of Ancient Greece, vol. iii. 69

—

74.

The ancient Romans never provided any asylum for the poor. Humanity was no

part of their national character. Its cultivation, as a public duty, is one of the

inestimable blessings of the introduction of Christianity. Constantine, the first

Christian Cajsar, founded the first public system of relief of pauperism. There did

not exist in the Roman legislation any provision for the poor, unless, says Hugo,

(^History of the Roman Law, sec. 154,) we may consider the law of the twelve

tables, which regulated funeral expenses, to have been introduced in their favour,

as a means to prevent the ruin of families. But there was a provision in favour of

the Roman soldiers, which shows the wise policy, if not humanity, of the Roman

discipline. Half of the donatives of the soldiers was withdrawn and placed in

security in camp for their use, to prevent its being wasted in extravagance and

debauchery. Tegetius considered it a divine institution. There was likewise a

contribution by each soldier, to a common fund in camp, to defl-ay his funeral

expenses. Vegetius, De Re Militari, 1. 2. c. 20. Chelsea Hospital, in England, for

the reception of sick and superannuated soldiers, has infinitely better pretensions

than the Roman provision to be regarded as divinitus institutum.

« Molloy, b. 2. c, 3. sec. 12. Thorne v. White, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 168. Rice

v. The Polly and Kitty, 2 ibid. 420. The United States v. Smith, 3 Wash. Cir.

Rep. 525. Michaelson v. Deniaon, 3 Day's Rep. 294. Coraersford v. Baker, before

Lord Stowell, June, 1825. The United States v. Dewey, New-York Circuit, June,

1828. Lord Stowell, in the case of the Agincourt, 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep. i'jZ. The

Lowther Castle, ibid. 384. The United States v. Freeman, 4 Mason's Rep. 612.

Turner's Case, 1 Ware, 83. Butler v. M'Lellan, District Court of Maine, ibid. 219.

(1) Something more than a suspicion that a sailor ia a dangerous man, is required to justify

his imprisonment. Jay v. Almy, 1 Wood, <& M. B. 262.
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ness and necessity of the power. Without it, authority could

not be maintained nor navigation made safe. Subordination

is essential to be strictly enforced, among a class of men
whose mannere and habits partake of the attributes of the ele-

ment on which they are employed. (1) Disobedience to law-

ful commands is a more noxious offence, and the most dan-

Bangs V. Little, ibid. 506. Carleton v. Davis, id. N. Y. Legal Observer, vol. iii. 86.

Fuller V. Colby, C. G. XI. 8. Mass. 1846. Though the maritime codes of continental

Europe, such as the Consolalo, the laws of Oleron, of Wisbuy, of the Hanse

Towns and of Denmark, carefully avoid the direct mention of any legal authority

of the captain to coiTect, by corporal chastisement, the misbehaviour of mariners

;

yet, as the learned judge of the District Court of Maine observed, in the case above

mentioned, this power in the master seems either to have been inferred, or to have

become silently established by usage. Gasaregis [Disc. 136. u. 14) admits, that the

master may inflict slight chastisement, by analogy to the power of a father or do-

mestic master; and the ordinance of Louis XIV. (liv. 2. tit. 1. art. 22,) confers a

strong power of personal punishment on the captain, in aggravated cases, and

acting under the advice of the mate and pilot. The Act of Congress, 8d March,

1835, c. 40. sec. 3, makes it an indictable offence, punishable by fine and imprison-

ment, for the master or other oiKcers of any American vessel, on the high seas or

other waters, within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States,

from malice, hatred or revenge, and, without justifiable cause, to beat, wound or

imprison any of the crew, or withhold from them suitable food and nourishment, or

inflict upon them any cruel and unusual punishment. In the case of the United

States V. Proctor, in the Circuit Court of the United States for the Southern Dis-

trict of New-Tork, in November, 1S35, it was held, that, as a general rule, seamen

must obey the last order coming from any officer, as it may arise from some sud-

den emergency requiring it; and that for unjustifiable disobedience, moderate

personal punishment might be inflicted. Again, in the Circuit Court U. S. for

Massachusetts, in 1841, in the case of United States v. Hunt, it was held, that

the right of the mate to inflict punishment on the seamen, when the master is on

board and at hand, is justified only by the immediate exigencies of the sea service,

or as a necessaiy means to suppress mutinous, illegal or flagrant misbehaviour on the

part of the seamen, or to compel obedience to pressing orders. In the case of the

United States v. Colby, District Court U. S. for Massachusetts, (the Zaw Reporter

for March, 1846,) it was decided, that if the master of a ship at sea, in the exer-

cise of a sound and honest judgment, believes danger to be imminent, and to re-

quire the use of a dangerous weapon, (a loaded pistol, for instance,) to reduce to

obedience a seaman in open mutiny, with deadly weapons in his hand, and threat-

ening the lives of the officers, and the master should use such a weapon from hon-

est motives, he would be justified.

(1) By an act of congress, passed 2Sth September, 1S50, " flogging in the navy, and on board

vessels of commerce, was abolished, from and after the passage of the act." Acts 81 Cong. eh.

80. Mr. Justice Curtis considers this act as extending to vessels engaged in the whale or other

fisheries. Charge to Grand Jury, 1 Ourtis B. B09.
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gerous in its nature, for it goes at once to the utter annihila-

tion of all authority. But care must he taken that the pun-

ishment be administered with due moderation. The law

watches the exercise of discretionary power with a jealous

eye. If the correction be excessive or unjustifiable, the sea-

man is sure to receive compensation in damages on his return

to port, in an action at common law.* And it must be an ex-

treme case that will justify a master to confine a seaman

in a common jail in a foreign port. He cannot do

*183 *it as a punishment, but only by way of precaution

imder the existing circumstances.'' The master may
also restrain, or even confine a passenger who refuses to sub-

mit to the necessary discipline of the ship."^

The master has also the right to discharge a seaman for

just cause, and put him ashore in a foreign country ; but the

causes must be, not slight, but aggravated, such as habitual

disobedience, mutinous conduct, theft or habitual drunken-

ness ; and he is responsible in damages if he discharges him
without just cause."* This power of discharge extends to the

mate and subordinate officers, as well as to the seamen, for

the master must be supreme in the ship, and subordination

and discipline are indispensable to the safety and welfare of

the service. But it would require a case of flagrant disobe-

dience, or gross negligence, or palpable want of skill, to au-

thorize the captain to displace a mate, who is generally cho-

sen with the consent of the owners, and with a view to the

• Watson V. Christie, 2 Bos. tfc FvU. 224.

> United States V. Ruggles, 6 Mason's Rep. 192. Magee v. Ship Moss, 1 Gilpin,

219. 233. Wilson v. Brig Mary, 1 Gilpin's R. SI. The subordinate officers have

no authority to punish a seaman when the master is on board, unless by his orders.

El-well V. Martin, Ware's Rep. 53. Butler t. M'Lellan, ibid. 219. United States

V. Hunt, mpra.

" Boyce v. Bayliffe, 1 Campb. N. P. Rep. 58. Prendergast v. Oompton, 8 Car. &
Pa. 454. See, also, the remarks of Mr. Justice Story, on the duty of decorous

deportment to passengers by the master. Chamberlain v. Chandler, 3 Mason, 242.

^ Relf T. The Ship Maria, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 186. Black v. The Ship Louisi-

ana, 2 ibid. 268. Hull v. Heightman, 2 East's Rep. 145. Sir William Scott, in

the case of The Exeter, 2 Bob. Adm. Rep. 261. The French law affords peculiar

protection to seamen ; and among other things, in this, that it prohibits the master

from discharging a seaman, in any case, in a foreign countiy. This was by a royal

declaration of 18th December, 1128, art. 1, mentioned in 1 Valin's Com. 734; and

it is adopted in th3 Code de Commerce, art. 270.
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better safety of the ship, and the security of their property.»

The marine law requires the master to receive back a seaman
whom he has discharged, if he repents and offers to return to

his duty and make satisfaction ; and if the master refuses, or

if the seaman has been unduly discharged, he may follow

the ship, and recover his wages for the voyage, and

*the expenses of his return. •> The laws of the United *184:

States make it highly penal, and subject the master to

fine and imprisonment, if, without justifiable cause, he ma-
liciously forces an officer or mariner on shore while abroad, or

leaves him behind in any foreign port or place, or refuses to

bring home those whom he took out, and who are in a condi-

tion and willing to return. =

It was a question which received a profound discussion,

and led to a learned research, in Harden v. Gordon,^ whether

a seaman, who became sick and disabled on the voyage, was

entitled to medical advice and aid, such as medicine, suste-

nance and attendance, at the expense of the ship. It was there

shown and decided, that the expense of curing a sick seaman

in the course of the voyage, was a charge upon the ship ac-

cording to the maritime law of Europe, « and the rule recom-

mended itself as much by its intrinsic equity and sound

policy, as by the sanction of its general authority. Such an

expense was in the nature of additional wages during sick-

ness, and it constituted a material ingredient in the just re-

muneration of seamen for their labour and services. The
statute law of the United States^has not changed the maritime

law and exempted the vessel, except so far as respects medi-

cines and medical advice, and which must be borne by the sea-

» Atkyns v. Burrows, I Peters' Adm. R. 244. ThompsoD v. Bush, 4 Wash. Cir.

R. 338.

* Laws of Oleron, ai't. 13. Laws of Wisbuy, art. 26. Code de Commerce, art.

270. Relf V. Tbe Ship Maria, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 193, 194. Hutchinson v.

Coombs, District Court of Maine, Ware's Rep. 65. The Nimrod, ibid. 9.

° Act of Congress, 3d March, 1825, c. 67. sec. 10. So, by the statutes of 5 and

6 Wm. IV. i;. 19, the master of a merchant ship is indictable, if he wilfully and

wrongfully leaves a seaman behind, before the termination of the voyage.

^ 2 Mason's Rep. 641.

^ Laws of Oleron, art 1. Laws of Wisbuy, a.rt. 19. Laws of the Hanse Towns

,

art. 45. Code de Commerce, art. 262, 263.

t Vide supra, 179.

YoL. in. 16
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men and not by the owner, when there was a proper medicine-

chest and medical directions on hoard the ship ; and it does

not apply to nursing, diet and lodging, or even medical ad-

vice, if the seamen be carried ashore, and which, under the

general maritime law, are to be borne by the vessel.* The

claim for such expenses, equally with a claim for wages-, may
be enforced in the courts of admiralty ; and Judge Story, in

the case of Harden v. Oordm, (1) with great force, and

moving on solid principles, vindicated the admiralty

*185 jurisdiction over the whole *compensation, in all its

varied forms, when due to seamen for their maritime

services.''

The act of congress requires, that in seamen's shipping

articles, the voyage, and term of time for which the seamen

may be shipped, be specified.": The regulation relates to

voyages from a port in the United States, and it does not

apply to a voyage commencing from a foreign port to the

United States. The voyage, within the intendment of the

statute, means one having a definite commencement and end,

and a general coasting and trading voyage from state to state

is within the statute.'' The terminus a quo, and the terminus

ad quern, must be stated precisely ; and in a case of a general

adventure, the term of service must be specified. A voyage

from New-York to Curacoa, and elsewhere, means, in shipping

« The Nimrod, 1 Ware's Rep. 19. The Forest, ibid. 420.

> This subject received ample discussion in Reed v. Caufield, 1 Sumner, 195, and

it was shown to be a settled principle ofmaritime policy, that a seaman was entitled

to be cured at the expense of the ship, of all sickness and all injuries sustained in

the service of the ship. The rule applied not only during the voyage, but when
the vessel was in her home port, either at the commencement or termination of the

yoyage, so long as the seaman was in the service of the ship, and as one of the

crew. The acts of congress, supra, 179, for the relief of sick and disabled seamen,

were deemed to be auxiliaiy to the maritime law.

« Act of Congress, 20th July, 1790, c. 29. This principle, as Mr, Curtis observes,

Treatise on Seamen, 1 06, may be traced, with remarkable uniformity, through the

marine laws and ordinances of all maritime states. It has been recognised as a

universal rule by the text-writers of France and England, and fully carried into

effect by the courts in this country.

^ The Crusader, Ware's Rep. 444.

(1) In a aubaequent reference to this case, Mr. Juatice Story favoura a construction of the act

of congress more favourable to the sailors. The Brig George , 1 Sum. B. 164.
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articles, a voyage from New-York to Curacoa, and the word
elsewhere is rejected as being void for uncertainty."'

Seamen in the merchant service are usually hired at a cer-

tain sum, either by the month or for the voyage. The ancient

form of the mariner's contract was for one entire sum for the

voyage, and the modifications of the entirety of the contract,

^y apportionment, when the services of the seamen have been
interrupted pending the voyage, are distinguished by equita-

ble and minute provisions in the foreign ordinances and codes.

The modern mode of hiring is at monthly wages. The con-

tract is for a definite voyage, at the rate of so much per

month for the whole time that the voyage continues.'' In the

fishing trade, the seamen usually serve under an engagement
to receive a portion of the profits of the adventure. The
share, or profits of the voyage, are a substitute for regular

wages, and are treated as stipulated wages are treated, and
the mariners are not partners with the owners in the profits

of the voyage. (1) The act of congress^ extends the admi-

ralty jurisdiction to the cognizance of suits for shares in

whaling voyages, in the same form and manner as in ordinary

cases of wages in the merchant service.'^

Every seaman engaged to serve on board a ship is bound,

from the nature and terms of the contract, to do his duty in

the service to the utmost of his ability ; and, therefore, a pro-

mise made by the master, when the ship is in distress, to pay
extra wages, as an inducement to extraordinary exertion, is

illegal and void. It would be the same if some of the crew
had deserted, or were sick or dead, and peculiar efforts

*became requisite ; for the general engagement of the *186

seamen is to do all they can for the good of the service,

under all the emergencies of the voyage. Lord Kenyoa puts

» Decision in the District Court of Maryland, by Judge Winchester, 1 ffaU's L.

J. 209. Magee v. The Moss, Oilpin, 219.

Potbier, Louage des Matelots, No. 172. Walton v. The Ship Neptune, 1 Peters'

Adm. R. 142.

"= Act of Congress, 19tb June, 1813, c. 2. sec. 1, 2.

^ In whaling voyages from the New-England states, three tenths of tha earnings

of the ship are the share of the seamen.

(1) In such cases the seamen Uaye no claim for wages, except oathe proceeds of the Jiahing,

Jay T. Almy, 1 Wood. <& M. E. 262.
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the illegality of such a promise on the ground of public policy,

and Lord EUenborough on the want of consideration." It re-

quires the performance of some service not within the scope

of the original contract, as by becoming a voluntary hostage

upon capture, to create a valid claim, on the part of the sea-

men, to compensation, on a promise by the master, beyond

the stipulated wages.*" So, no wages can be recovered when
the hiring has been for an illegal voyage, or one in violation

of a statute. The law will not countenance a contract e» turpi

causa, nor permit any one to lay claim to the wages of ini-

quity."

A seaman is entitled to his whole wages for the voyage,

even though he be unable to render his service by sickness or

bodily injury, happening in the course of the voyage, and

while he was in the performance of his duty. This is not

only the invariable usage in the English admiralty, but a pro-

vision of manifest justice, pervading all the commercial ordi-

nances.* But if the seaman, who enters himself as competent,

fails in his duty from the want of competent knowledge or

health, the master may make a reasonable deduction from his

wages.«= He will be entitled to his wages to the end of the

voyage, when wrongfully discharged by the master in the

course of it.f The marine law very equitably distinguishes

« Harris v. "Watson, Peak^s N. P. Rep. 72. Stilk v. Myrick, 2 Cambp. N. P.

Rep. 317. The same rule applies to a promise by a passenger to any of the crew

of a -wrecked vessel. Mesner t. Suffolk Bank, Mass. U. S. Z>. C. 1838.

>> Yates v. Hall, 1 Tim Mep. 1Z.

• The Vanguard, 6 Rob. Adm.Rep. 207.

' Chandler v. Grieves, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 606, note. Abbott on Shipping, part

4. a 2. sec. 1. Williams v. The Brig Hcj)e, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 138.

' Atkyns v. Burrows, 1 Peters' Adm. Decisions, 247. Mitchell v. The Ship

Orozimbo, id. 260. Sherwood v. M'Intosh, Ware's R. 109.

I Eobinett v. The Ship Exeter, 2 Rob. Adm. Rep. 261. The Beaver, 3 ibid. 92.

Keane v. T^& Brig Gloucester, 2 Dallas' Rep. 36. 2 Peters' Adm. Rep. 403.

Rice V. The Polly and Kitty, ibid. 420. In this labt case, the seamen were forced

to quit the ship by the cruelty and dangerous threats of the master, and their

wages were allowed. If the seaman be wrongfully discharged after he had signed

the shipping articles, and before the voyage begins, the rule has been asserted of

allowing his wages for the whole voyage, deducting the wages earned elsewhere

in the mean time. He is entitled to a complete indemnity for his illegal discharge.

Case of the city of London in the English Admiralty, November, 1889. See note

to Curtii Treatise on the Rights and Duties of Merchant Seamen, 299. Emerson

V. Howland, 1 Mason's R..6S. Curtis, ub. supra, 299, 300, 301.
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*between the cases in which seamen's services are *187

not rendered in consequence of a peril of the sea,

and in which they are not rendered by reason of some illegal

act, or misconduct, or fraud, of the master or owner, inter-

rupting and destroying the voyage. In the latter case, the

seamen are entitled to their wages,'' and the rule of the

French ordinance is just and reasonable. It declares, that if

the seamen be hired for the voyage, they shall, in such case,

be paid the entire wages for the voyage ; and if they be hired

by the month, they shall be pai'd for the time they served,

with the allowance of a reasonable time for their return to the

port of departure.'' Bat if a loss in respect to ship or cargo

arises from the gross negligence of a mariner, the damage may
be set off in the admiralty against a claim for wages." If a

seaman be wrongfully discharged on the voyage, the voyage
is then ended with respect to him, and he is entitled to sue for

his full wages for the voyage. "^

The general principle of the marine law is, that freight is

the mother of wages, and if no freight be earned, no wages
are due. This principle protects the owner, by making the

right of the mariner to his wages commensurate with the

right of the owner to his freight ; but that the rule may duly

apply, the freight must not be lost by the fraud or wrongful

act of the master. The policy of the rule applies to cases of

loss of freight by a peril of the sea ; and it was truly and dis-

• Wells T. Osinan, 2 Lord Raym. 1044. Parry v. The Peggy, 2 Bro. Adm.
App. 533.

'' Ord, den Layers des Malelots, art S. Pothier's Louage des Matelots, n. 203

.

Cushing's Translation, 123. lioccus, de Nav. et Naulo, n. 43. IngersoVa Transla-

tion, 46. Hoyt V. Wildfire, 3 Johns. Rep. 518.

« Abbott on Shipping, 472. The New Phoenix, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 420.

<• Sigard v. Roberts, 3 Esp. iV. P. Rep. 11. Id the case of The Castilia, 1 ITagg.

Adm. Rep. 69, a seaman who had left the ship in the course of the voyage, the

master failing to supply him with provisions, was held not to have forfeited his

wages. And in The Elizabeth, 2 Bodson's Adm. Rep. 403, it was held, that though

a master be not at liberty, by the general rule, to discharge his crew in a foreign

port without their consent, yet that circumstances, as in a case of semi nat4fragium,

where repairs may be doubtful or difficult, might vest in him an authority to do so,

upon proper conditions, as by providing and paying for their return passage, and

their wages up to the time of their arrival at home. Curtis on the Rights of Sea-

men, p. 801. S. 0.
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tinctly stated by tlie Court of K. B. in tie time of

*188 Charles *n.,a that if the ship perished by tempest,

fire, eaemies, &c., the mariners lose their wages ;
" for

if the mariners were to hare their wages in such cases, they

would not use their.endeavours, nor hazard their lives for the

safety of the ship." If the voyage and the freight be lost, be-

cause the ship was seized for debt, or for having contraband

or prohibited goods on board, or from any other cause pro-

ceeding from misconduct in the master or owner, it would be

unreasonable and unjust th'at the innocent seamen should be

deprived of compensation for their services, and the marine

law holds them still entitled to their wages.'' The wages are,

in such casep, allowed pro tanto to the time of the loss of the

voyage, and with such additional allowance as shall be deemed

reasonable under the circumstances."

*189 *Seamen's wages, in trading voyages, are due pro

rata itineris. This has been so decided in the Scottish

courts, and upon principles of controlling equity.^

If the seaman dies on the voyage, there is no settled Eng-

» AnoD. 1 Sid. Rep. Vl9.

^ Malyne's Lex Mercatoria, 105. Molloy, de Jure Maralimo, b. 2. c. 3. sec. 7.

Hoyt V. Wildfire, 3 Johns. Rep. 518. Jacobsen's Sea Laws, b. 2. c. 2. The Malta,

2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 158.

' la 'Woolf V. The Brig Oder, 2 Peters' Adm. Rep. 261, where the voyage was

broken up by seizure for debt, -wages up to the time were allowed, and one addi-

tional month's pay. Wages are not lost if the voyage be broken up by reason of

civil process against the vessel, on a claim of ownership. If the claim be un-

founded, adequate damages are presumed to be awarded for the unfounded libel,

and if well founded, the wages are lost by the default of the shipper. Van Beu-

ren v. Wilson, 9 Cowen, 158. In Hoyt v. Wildfire, where the seamen were hired

for a voyage from New-York to the East Indies, and back to New-York, and the

vessel was captured and condemned on the outward voyage for having contraband

goods on board, wages, according to the rate of the contract, were allowed from the

commencement of the voyage until the return of the seamen, with reasonable dili-

gence, to New-York, deducting wages received while in other service, on the cir-

cuitous return. The court observed, that the rule in the French law (Ori des

Layers des Matelots, art. 3. Pothier, Lmcage des Matelots, No. 203) ordained, that

if the seamen were hired for the voyage, they should, in such a case, be paid their

entire wages for the voyage ; and if hired by the month, the wages due for the time

they had served, and for the time necessary to enable thera to retui-n to the port

of departure; and that there was no reason to question the soundness of the rule,

or the propriety of following it in that case.

•i Ross V. Glassford, and Morrison v. Hamilton, cited in 1 BeWs Com. 515. But

the rule may be varied by agreement. Appleby v.Dods, 8 East's Rep. 800.
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lish rule on the subject of his wages. In one case, the court

intimated, that his representatives might be entitled to a pro-

portion of the wages up to his death, when the hiring was by
the month, and there was no special contract in the way ;*

and a similar opinion was mentioned by one of the judges of

the C. B. in another case.'' In a still later case," it was as-

sumed by the Court of 0. B., that wages of a seaman, who
died on the voyage in which wages arose, were due to his

representatives; but the case was silent as to the precise time

to which they were to be computed. In this country, there

have been contradictory decisions on the point. In the Cir-

cuit and District Courts of the United States, in Pennsylva-

nia, it was decided, upon the authority of the laws of Ole-

ron, that the representatives of the seaman dying during the

voyage, were entitled to full wages to the end of the voyage.^

On the other hand, it was subsequently decided, in the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for South Carolina,^ and in

the District Court in Massachusetts,^ the full wages, by the

marine law, meant only full wages up to the death of the

mariner ; and in this last case, a very able and elabo-

rate review was taken of *all the marine ordinances *190

and authorities applicable to the subject. The court

examined critically the provisions in the Oonsolato del Ma/re,

and in the laws of Oleron, of Wisbuy, and of the Hanse
Towns, the ordinances of Charles V. and Louis XIY., the

commentaries of Cleirac, Valin and Pothier, and all that had
been said and decided in England or Massachusetts in relation

to the question. If the two decisions in Pennsylvania out-

weigh in point of American authority, the opposite adjudica-

tions are best supported in the appeal to those ordinances of

• Cutter V. Powell, 6 Term Rep. 320. In this case the sailor took a note from

his employer for a certain sum for the voyage, provided he continued to do hia

duty, and he died on the voyage. It vras held, that being an entire contract, it

could not be apportioned, and no wages could be claimed either on the contract or

on a quantum meruit.

^ Heath, J., in Beale v. Thompson, 3 Bos. tfc Full. 425.

« Armstrong v. Smith, i Bos. S Pull. 299.

' Walton V. The Ship Neptune, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 142. Sims v. Jackson,

ibid. 157. note. 1 Wash. Cir. Rep. 414. S. 0.

' Gary v. The Schooner Kitty, Bee's Adm. Rep. 255.

t Natterstrom v. The Ship Hazard, 2 Sail's L. J. 359.
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European •wisdom and policy, in which we discern the deep

foundations of maritime jurisprudence.^

As the payment of wages, in general, depends upon the

earning of freight, if a ship delivers her outward cargo, and
perishes on her return voyage, the outward freight being

earned, the seamen's wages on the outward voyage are con-

sequently due.b By the custom of merchant^, seamen's wages

are due at every delivering port ; and their wages are not

affected, without their special agreement, by any stipulation

between the owners and the charterer, making the voyages

out and home one entire voyage, and the freight to depend

on the accomplishment of the entire voyage out and in.<= The

owners may waive or modify their claim to freight as

*191 they *please, but their acts cannot deprive the sea-

men, without their consent, of the rights belonging to

them by the general principles of the marine law. The doc-

trine of wages was discussed at the bar and upon the bench

in the case of the Two Catharines,^ with distinguished force

and research ; and it was held, that where a ship sailed from

• If the seaman be hired by the voyage, and die during it, the standard books of

maritime law, says Mr. Bell, seem to give the outward wages, if he dies during the

outward voyage, and the whole, if he dies during the homeward voyage. But if

he be hired hy the month, it rather seems that wages will be due only to the time

of his death. Belts Com. vol. i. 614.

^ Anon. Holt, Oh. J., 1 Lord Raym. 639.

« Ifotes of Judge Winchester's decisions, 1 Peterf Adm. Rep. 186. note. Abbott

on Shipping, part 4. c 2. sec. 4. Blanchard v. Bucknam, 3 GreenUaJ's Rep. 1.

In Thompson v. Faussat, 1 Peters' Cir. Rep. 182, where the vessel was lost on her

homeward voyage, full wages were held due to the seamen up to the arrival at

the last port of delivery of the outward cargo ; and half wages from that time

until her departure from the last port at which the return cargo was taken on

board. This rule was elaborately supported by Mr. Justice Story, in the C. C.

IT. S. for Massachusetts, 1838, in the case of Pitman v. Hooper, 3 Sumner, 50.

286. 298, 299, in opposition to the decision of Judge Hopkinson, in Bronde v.

Haven, Gilpin's Rep. 606. 613; and he considers it to be the settled rule, that

when the ship is lost in her homeward voyage, the seamen are to' be paid their

wages up to the last port of discharge, and for half the time the ship lay there.

Half the time passed in port is attributed in practice to the concerns and business

of the discharge of the outward voyage, and half the time to employment by the

seamen, in preparations or business connected with the homeward voyage ; and it

is considered to be an equitable and just apportionment, and the wages for that

last half or period of time, are deemed lost by the loss of the ship on the home-

ward voyage. The American Jurist, 1839, 428.

' 2 Mason's Rep. 319.
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the United States to Gibraltar, and there landed, her cargo,

and went in ballast to Ivica, and after taking in a return

cargo, was lost on the voyage back to the United States, the

seamen were entitled to wages up to the arrival and stay at

Ivica. It made no difference that the vessel was in ballast in

the intermediate voyage. The voluntary neglect of the owner
will not operate, in such a case, to the injury of the seamen.

They are entitled to wages, not only when the owner earns

freight, but when, unless for his own act, he might earn it.

The wages are due by an arrival at a port of destination,

when no cargo is on board, or when the owner chooses to bring

the cargo back again, and when the port of destination be

not, in point of fact, the port of delivery. Even if the ship

perishes on the outward voyage, yet, if part of the outward

freight has been paid, the seamen are entitled to wages in

proportion to the amount of the freight advanced, for there

is an inseparable connection between freight and wages.^ (1)

Capture by an enemy extinguishes the contract for sea-

men's wages ; and Sir "William Scott, in the case of The
Friends^ held, that the recapture of the vessel did not re-

vive the right, or restore him to his connection with the ship,

inasmuch as he was not on board at the recapture, and did

not render any subsequent service. The doctrine of this case

was overruled in Bergstrom v. Mills','^ and the American
decisions have fully discussed the question, and they

lay down *a different rule, and proceed on the just *192

principle, that the owner recovers his freight, and that

is the parent of wages. They accordingly allow to .the sea-

men taken prisoners by the captor, and detained, their wages
for the whole voyage, if the same be afterwards performed,

with a ratable deduction for the expenses of salvage. The
like rule applies to the case of a vessel captured, and after-

Anon. 2 Shrno. Rep. 291. Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 443.

4 Rob. Adm. Rep. 143.

3 E»p. N. P. Rep. 36.

(1) In a late case, llie maxim that " freight is the mother of wages," has been very ably dia-

cusaed, and sustained and illustrated with ample learning. The Niphon's Crew, C. 0. U. B. for

the Diat. of Mass., Lam Reporter, Oct. 1850, p. 266. The vessel was set Are to and abandoned

at sea, by order of the captain. The crew, engaged on monthly wages, were held not entitled

to recover.
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warda ransomed, and enabled to arrive at her port of destina-

tion. » Nothing can be more equitable than the rule which

allows to seamen, suffering in the service, their compensation,

when the fund out of which it was to raise is ultimately re-

covered and enjoyed by the owner.'" And, upon the same

principle, if a foreign power seizes the ship, and imprisons the

seamen, and they be afterwards released, and re-assume and
complete the voyage, and earn "freight, their wages are con-

tinued during the interruption of the voyage, in like manner
as in a case of capture and recapture. The Court of K. B.

declared the law to this effect in Beetle Y.Thonvpson,'' and

they proceeded on the sound and incontestable principle of

the marine law, that the title to wages depended on the ship

earning her fright for the voyage, connected with the further

fact, that the mariners were not guilty of any breach of duty.

If a neutral ship be captured, and even condemned, and the

sentence be afterwards reversed, and freight for the voyage

allowed in damages, the seamen are entitled to their wages.^

So, in the case of shipwreck, if any part of the cargo be saved,

the wages of the seamen are to be paid without any deduc-

tion. « "Whenever freight is earned, wages are due,

*193 and must be paid, and *every agreement that goes to

separate the validity and equity of the demand for

wages, from the fact of freight being earned, is viewed with

distrust and jealousy, as being an encroachment on the rights

of seamen. The courts of maritime law extend to them a

peculiar protecting favour and guardianship, and treat them
as wards of the admiralty

; (1) and though they are not inca-

» Girard v. Ware, 1 Peters' Gir. Rep. 142.

t Hart V. The Ship Little John, 1 Peteri Adm. Rep. IIB. Howland v. The

Brig Lavioia, ibid. 123. Siogstrom v. The Schooner Hazard, 2 ibid. 384. Brooks

V. Dorr, 2 Masa. Rep. 39. Wetmore v. Henshaw, 12 Johns. Rep. S24. Brown v.

Lull, 2 Sumner, 443.

<= i-East's Rep. 646.

^ Willard v. Dorr, 3 Mason, 161. Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 443. S. P. See

post, p. 299. n. c.

Pitman v. Hooper, 3 Sumner, 60. 61. 67.

<1) When a vessel is let to the master to be employed by him, and he is to pay the owner a

certain portion of the earnings, the owner will be liable lo seamen for wages, though the master

has by agreement entire control of the vesseL Skolfield v. Potter, Diet. C. TT, S. /or Maine.

Law Ueporier, p. 115, July, 1849.
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pable of making valid contracts, they are treated in the same
manner that courts of equity are accustomed to treat young
heirs dealing with their expectancies, wards with their guard-

ians, and cestuis que trust with their trustees. They are con-

sidered as placed under the influence of men who have natu-

rally acquired a mastery over them.^ Every deviation from

the terms of the common shipping paper, (which stands upon
the general doctrines of maritime law,) is rigidly inspected

;

and if additional burdens or sacrifices are imposed upon the

seamen without adequate remuneration, the courts will inter-

fere, and moderate or annul the stipulation. ^ It has, accord-

ingly, under the influence of these just and humane considera-

tions, been held, that an additional clause to the shipping

articles, by which the seamen engaged to jpay for all medi-

• The Mioerya, 1 Hagg. Adm. Sep. 347. The George Home, ihid. SYO. Ship-

piDg articles are only conclusiTe as to the amount of -wages and the voyage. On
all collateral points the courts of admiralty will consider how far the stipulations

in regard to seamen are reasonable and just. The Prince Frederick, 2 ibid. 394.

BrowD v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 443. S. P. The voyage must be designated with as

much particularity and precision as the case admits of, and the articles must not

be so loosely drawn as to leave the seamen exposed to unanticipated and experi-

mental voyages. Vide 1 Hagg. supra. The English statute of 6 Wm. IV. c. 19,

has made new and more strict regulations relative to shipping articles for the

greater protection of the rights of seamen. It is a point not precisely settled, how
far the duty of obedience on the part of the seamen extends beyond the service of

their own ship. (1) The contract does not extend to any other service. But the

Gonsolato, c. 148, par Boucher, tome ii. 224, allows the master to order the sea-

men, in certain cases, to help another vessel in distress ; and it is said, in the case

of The Centurion, War^s R. 482, that if a wreck be met with on the voyage, the

master may send his seamen to attempt to save it. So, according to the sense

and usages of the general maritime law, the master may employ his vessel and
crew in rescuing life, and even property, from destruction, under certain circum-

stances. I Sumner's R.iZ&. See infra, 313. The learned author of the JVea(u«

on the Rights and Duties of Merchant Seamen, Boston, 1841, 35, seems to con-

clude, that the seamen are not bound, striclojure, to obey orders for services not

within the contract. But in my view of the subject, a strict construction of the

articles must in many cases give way to a larger construction, founded on the

necessities of mankind, the controlling influences of the moral sense, and the im-

perative duties of humanity.

(1) On the 14th Aug., 1850, a new and Important statute was passed by the British Parliament,
entitled, "An actfor irruproving ilie condition ofmasters and seamen, and maintaining dis-

cipline in tJie merchant service." Even an analysis of this important statute cannot be given
in a note. The act is intended as the complement of the present maritime system of England,
commenced by the repeal of the navigation laws."
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cines mid medical aid fwrther tJum the meMcal chest af-

forded, was void, as being grossly inequitable, and contrary

to the policy of the act of congress.* It has likewise been

decided, that a stipulation that the wages ofthe seamen, earned

in the intermediate periods, should depend upon the ultimate

successful termination of a long and divided voyage, was in-

operative and void.!"

*194 *Mariners are bound to'^ontribut^ out of their wages

for embezzlements of the cargo, or injuries produced

by the misconduct of any of the crfew. But the circumstan-

ces*mu8t be such as to iix the wrong upon some of the

crew
; (1) and then, if the individual be unknown, those of

the crew upon whom the presumption of guilt rests, stand as

sureties for each other, and they must contribute ratably to

the loss. Some of the cases in the books have established a

general contribution from all the crew for such embezzlements,

even when some of them were in a situation to repel every

presumption of guilt ; but neither public policy, nor princi-

ples of justice, extend the contribution or forfeiture of wages

for such embezzlements, beyond the parties immediately m
delicto. This just limitation of the rule was approved of by
the English Court of C. B. in Thompson v. Collm8,<^ in their

construction of the clause in the usual shipping articles, in-

serted to enforce this regulation of the marine law. It was

* Harden v. Gordon, 2 MasorCs Rep. 641.

^ The Juliana, 2 Dodnon's Adm. Rep. 504. Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edit.

Boston, 1 846, p. 748. See, also, to the same effect. Judge Winchestei-'s decision in

the District Court of Maryland, in 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 187. note. Millett v.

Stephens, in Mass. 1800, cited in Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. 743. 746.

The decision of Lord Stowell, in the Juliana, is made with great force and spirit.

He took a wide view of the subject, and concluded, on the authority of the court

of admiralty, of the court of chancery, and of the courts ofcommon law, that where

a voyage was divided by various ports of delivery, a proportional claim for wages

attached at each of such ports ; and that all attempts to evade or invade that

title, by renunciations obtained from the mariners without any consideration, by

collateral bonds, or by contracts inserted in the body of the shipping articles, were

ineffectual and void. The statute of 6 Wm. IV. c. 19. sec. 5, has declared all such

clauses in the articles of shipment to be inoperative and void. Abbott on Shipping,

5th Am. edit. p. 749.

" 4 Bos. & Pull. 347.

(1) Joy T. Allen, 2 Wood. diM.Jl.SOi.
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also adopted by the Supreme Court of 'New-York, in Zewis
V. Davis,^ and afterwards ably and thoroughly vindicated,

even against the high authority of Yalin, by the Circuit

Court of the United States for the district of Massachusetts,

in the case of Spurr v. Pearson.^ The doctrine of that case

is so moral and so just, that it may be said to rest on im-

movable foundations. The substance of it is, that where
the embezzlement had arisen from the fault, fraud, connivance

or negligence of any of the crew, they are bound to

contribute to the reparation *of the loss, in proportion *195

to their wages. If the embezzlement be fixed on any
individual, he is solely responsible ; and where it was made
by the crew, but the particular offender is unknown, and
from the circumstances of the case strong presumptions of

guilt apply to the whole crew, all must contribute. "Where
no reasonable presumption is shown against their innocence,

the loss must be borne exclusively by the owner or master.

In no case are the innocent part of the crew to contribute

for the misdemeanors of the guilty ; and in case of uncer-

tainty, the burden of the proof of innocence does not rest

on the crew, but the guilt of the parties is to be established

beyond all reasonable doubt, before the contribution can be
demanded. In case of shipwreck, and there be relics or

materials of the ship saved, many of the old ordinances, as

well as the new commercial code of France, allow a com-

pensation to the seamen, out of the remains which they had

by their exertions, or as salvors, contributed to preserve.<=

There were no English decisions on the point when Lord

Tenterden published the third edition of his work ; but some
of the decisions in this country seem to consider the savings

of the wreck as being bound for the arrears of the seamen's

wages, and for their expenses home ; and Lord Stowell has,

since the Pennsylvania decisions, allowed to the seamen,

by whose exertions part of a vessel had been saved, the

• 3 Johns. Rep. 17.

'' ] Masons Rep. 104. See, also, Edwards t. Sherman, Gilpin's Rep. 461.

" The Laws of Oleron, art. 3 ; of Wisbuy, art. 15 ; the Hanseatic Ord. art. 44
;

the Ord, of Philip II. tit. Average, art. 12 ; the Ord. of Rotterdam, art. 219, and

the French Ord. of the Marine, liv. 3. tit. 4, des Layers des Matelots, art. 9. Code

de Commerce, art. 259.
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payment of their wages, as far as the fragments of the

materials would form a fund, although there was no' freight

earned by the owners. » In such cases, where the

*196 voyage is broken up by vis major, *and no freight

earned, no wages, eo nomine, are due ; and the equi-

table claim which seamen may have upon the remains of

the wreck, is rather a claim for salvage, and seems to be in-

correctly denominated in the books a title to wages. Wages,

in such cases, would be contrary to the great principle in

marine law, that freight is the mother of wages, and the

safety of the ship the mother of freight.^ If, however, the

seamen abandon the wreck of a ship as being a hopeless

case, and without the intention of returning to possess and

save it, the contract between them and the owners is dis-

solved, and they lose their lien or privilege for any equitable

compensation, whether as wages or salvage. Their claim is

extinguished, and though other persons may possess the

» The Neptune, 1 Fajr^f. J (£»!. iSep. 227. 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 5i. 195. iibid.

426. Fiothinghara v. Prince, 3 Mass. Rep. 663. Lewis v. The Elizabeth and

Jaue, 1 Ware's Rep. 49. In Adams v. The Sophia, Gilpin, 11, and in Brackett v.

The Hercules, ibid. 184, Judge Hopkinson held, that where a portion of the vessel or

her cargo was saved by the meritorious exertions of the seamen, a new lien arose

thereon for their wages, though the freight be lost.

Dunnett v. Tomhagen, 3 Johns. Rep. 164. The Saratoga, 2 Oallison, 164.

The opinion of Judge Story in the case of the Two Catharines, 2 Mason's R. 339,

concludes with the declaration, that his " review of American judicial decisions es-

tablishes it as a common and received doctrine, that the wages recovered in cases

of shipwreck are I'ecovered in the nature of salvage, and as such form a lien on the

property saved. And in this view they are perfectly consistent with the rule that

makes the earnings of freight generally a condition of the payment of wages.''

But in the case of the Massassoit, U. S. District Court, Mass. 1844, 7 Law Rep.

522, the allowance of claim to mariners as salvers in the case of shipwreck, is con-

sidered as a startling violation of a principle of maritime policy. So, Lord Stow-

ell, in the case of the Neptune, 1 Bagg. Adm. R. Ill, rejected the claim to the

seamen as salvage, and said that it rested on the ground of wages, and indeed it is

said that they are nailed to the last plank of the ship, and the last fragment of the

freight. See the cases examined, and the discussions refen-ed to, in Abbott on Skip-

ping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, pp. 750—766. The question seenjs to be rather one of

verbal discussion and criticism, than of a substantial distinction. (1)

(1) The maritimo law, on principle of public policy, malces an exception to the rule of the

common law, and allows, in case of shipwreck, an extra reward in the nature of salvage to sea-

men, according to their merit, beyond their wages, against the property saved, which ought not

to be less than the expenses of their return home. The Dawn, 1 Davies' Diat, Ct. B. 121.
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property which had become derelict, it belongs to the origi-

nal owner, burdened with their claim for salvage.

»

By the act of congress,'' one third of the seamen's wages
is due at every port where the ship unlades and delivers her

cargo, unless there be an express stipulation to the contrary

;

* Lewis V. The Elizabeth and Jane, District Court of Maine, Ware's Rep. 41.
I" Act of Congresf, 20th July, 1790, c. 29. sec. 6. The English statute law rela-

tive to seamen in the merchant service, has been revised and improved by the

statute of 5 and 6 Wm. IV. c. 19, which has greatly bettered the condition, and

secured the protection of the rights of seamen. The provisions of the statute are

commented upon with learning, candour and strong approbation, in the Law Maga-
zine, No. 30. art. 3, an article well worthy of the student's perusal. The act is en-

titled " An act to amend and consolidate the laws relating to the merchant seamen

of the United Kingdom, and for forming and maintaining a register of all the men
engaged in that service." It repeals the acts of 2 and 3 Ann, 2 Geo. II., 2 Geo.

III., 31 Geo. III., 37 Geo. III., 45 Geo. III., 58 Geo. III., 59 Geo. III., 4 Geo. IV.

and 3 and 4 Wm. IV. By sec. 2, no seamen to be taken to sea, without a written

agreement signed by the master and seamen. (2.) Form prescribed. (4.) Penalty

for taking seamen to sea without such articles. (5.) Agreement not to affect the

seamen's lien for wages, and all agreements contrary to the act void. (6.) If the

seaman shall refuse to join the ship, or go to sea, or absent himself, he may be ap-

prehended by warrant, and committed to the house of correction, at hard labour,

for thirty days ; though if he and the master consent, he may be delivered on board,

paying costs, to be abated from bis future wages. (7.) After the voyage has^com-

menced, if the seaman wilfully absents himself, he forfeits a. ratable share of

wages. (8.) Mode of ascertaining it when the seaman contracts for the voyage.

(9.) Forfeiture for absolute desertion. (10.) Penalty for harbouring deserters. (11.)

Periods for payment of wages. (12.) Payments valid, and no assignment or bill of

sale of wages valid. (13.) When discharged, the master to give a certificate of his

service and discharge. (14.) Remedy for wages by summons, &c., and the master

forfeits £5 for default in prompt payment. (15.) Summary mode of recovery of

wages not exceeding £20. (16.) When no costs. (17.) If ship be sold in a foreign

port, the crew to be sent home at the expense of the master or owner. (18.) If

hurt in the service, to be helped gratis. (19.) A register office is established.

(21.) Masters of ships trading abroad, and in the home trade, to deliver list of their

crews on their return. (23.) Return to be made in cases of ship lost or sold abroad.

(25.) line consul takes charge of their effects, dying abroad. (26 to 37.) Regula-

tions as to parish boys put out apprentices in the sea service. (40.) A misdemean-

or to force on shore, or leave behind any of the crew. (41.) Seamen not to be dis-

charged abroad but under the sanction of a public functionary. (42.) Not to be

left abroad on any plea without such sanction. (44.) When allowed to be left be-

hind, to be paid their wages. (48.) Ship's agreement, on arrival at a foreign port

to be left with the consul. (4 9.) No seaman to be shipped at a foreign port without

the privity of the consul. A corresponding summary is given of the American

regulations in Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 223, note (1.)

The subject of those regulations has been already mentioned in this volume, ante,

pp. 177—180.
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and when the voyage is ended, and the cargo or ballast fully

discharged, the wages are due, and if not paid within ten

days thereafter, admiralty process may be instituted in rem

against the ship.^' But there is no fixed period of time by
the marine law, within which mariners must proceed to en-

force their lien for wages, though the lien way be lost to the

seamen and other privileged creditors, by unreasonable de-

lay, and suffering the vessel to pass into the hands of a bona

fide purchaser ignorant of the claim.'' It does not, like other

liens, depend upon possession. Seamen's wages are hardly

earned, and liable to many contingencies, by which they

may be entirely lost, without any fault on their part. Few
claims are more highly favoured and protected by law, and

when due, the vessel, (1) owners and masters, are all liable

for the payment of them." The seamen need not libel the

» The law of England, in ordinary cases, requires the mariner to stay by the ship

till the discharge of the cargo, when the other party has done nothing to supersede

the existing contract. The Baltic Merchant, 1 Edw. Adm. R. The Cambridge, 2

Hagg. Adm. E. 245, 246. In Cloutman v. Tunison, 1 Sumner's R. 873, Mr. Justice

Story declared the same general principle ; but Judge Peters, in Hastings v. The

Ship Happy Return, 1 Peters' Adm. R. 253, was inclined to the opinion that the

seamen were not bound to unlade the ship after the voyage is ended, unless spe-

cially bound by the articles. A spontaneous deviation of importance will entitle

the seamen to their discharge ; but by the Danish and Dutch Marine Codes, though

the master enlarges or alters the voyage, he may compel the seamen to remain in

the service, on a reasonable addition to their wages. This is not the English law.

Jacobsen's Sea Laws, 142. Institutes of the Laws of Holland, hy Vander Linden,

629. The usage in the United States is to discharge the crew before unlading the

vessel, and to employ other persons to perform that service. It has now become

one of the implied terms of the contract. The voyage is ended when the vessel is

safely moored at the wharf, and then the ten days for the payment of the wages

begin to run. But if, by the tei'ms of the contract or usage of the port, the seamen

are bound to remain and assist in discharging the cargo, then the ten days only

begin to run from the discharge of the cargo. When, in either case, the seamen are

discharged, the wages ai-e due. The Mary, D. O. U. S. Maine District, August,

1838, War^s R. 454. Judge Peters, in the case of Edwards v. The Ship Susan,

I Feters' Adm. R. 1 67, adopted fifteen working days as a reasonable time from

the end of the voyage, for the unlading of the cargo and the payment of wages.

> Ware's Rep. 186. 212.

° Pothier, Louage des Matelots, sec. 226. Abbott on Shipping, part 4. c. 4. see.

(1) It is yet an open 'question, wliether a person hired to load stones on board a vessel, to

navigate a vessel in a river to the sea, and there lay the stone, &c., are engaged in such mari-

time service as will give a claim on the vessel for their wages. Packard v. The Sloop Louisa, 2

Wooa. & U. R. 48.
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vessel at the intermediate port where they are discharged.

They may disregard bottomry bonds, and pursue their

lien for *wages afterwards, even against a subsequent *197

lona fide purchaser. (1) It follows the ship and its

proceeds, into whose hands soever they may come, by title or

purchase, from the owner. (2) Their demand for wages takes

precedence of bottomry bonds, and is preferred to all other

demands, for the same reason that the last bottomry bond is

preferred to those of a prior date. Their claim is a sacred

lien ; and as long as a single plank of the ship remains, the

sailor is entitled, as against all other persons, to the proceeds,

as a security for his wages, for by their labour the common
pledge for all the debts is preserved.* The seamen's lien

exists to the extent of the whole compensation due them.

There is no difference between the case of a vessel seized

abroad and restored in specie or in value : the lien re-attaches

to the thing, and to whatever is substituted for it. This is

not only a principle of the admiralty, but it is found incor-

porated into the doctrines of the courts of common law.i"

In the French law, the seamen's lien upon the vessel is ex-

tinguished after a sale and a voyage, in the name and at

the risk of the purchaser ; and the preference of the seamen's

10. Wytham v. Roesen, 11 Johnson's R. 12. Valin, tome L 751. Wait v.

Gibbs, 4 Fick. R. 298. In the case of the Betsy and Rhoda, in the District Couit

of Maine, Davies' R. 112, very marked protection was thrown over the wages of

seamen. It was held, that a negotiable note, taken by a seaman for his wages,

will not extinguish his claim for wages, nor his lien against the ship, unless he be

distinctly informed at the time that such would be the effect, and some additional

security or advantage be given him for renouncing his lien on the ship. (3)

» Consulat de la Mer, c. 138. 2 Valin's Com. 12. Madonna d'Idra, 1 Dodsoris

Rep. 31. Sydney Cove, 2 ibid. 11. The Ship Mary, 1 Payne's Rep. 180. Shep-

pard v. Taylor, 5 Peters' U. S. Rep. 615. Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 443. 462.

Pitman v. Hooper, 3 ibid. 51.

k Sheppard v. Taylor, 5 Peiers' U. S. Rep. 675.

(1) The Louisa Bertha, 1 Mig. Lam Jc Eq. R. 665.

(2) The question when a maritime lien, not accompanied with possession, will expire, was
much discussed by Mr, Justice Woodbury, in Packard v. The Sloop Louisa, 2 Wood. & M. H.

49. It seems that it will continue until the end of the next voyage, or until such time after it as

the rights of third persona accrue. See, also, Leland v. The Ship Medora, id. 92. In this case,

a doubt is expressed whether a lien on a foreign vessel for repairs is not waived by allowing

her to depart without any attempt to enforce the lien.

(8) As to the effect of taking a note for repairs of foreign vessels, see 2 JT. <£ M. R. 92, mpra.

Vol. IIL 17
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claim is confined to the wages of the seamen employed in

the last voyage, a

*198 *Desertion from the ship -without just cause, and

animo non revertendi, or the justifiable discharge of

a seaman by the master for bad conduct, will woi-k a for-

feiture of the wages previously earned ; and this is a rule of

justice and of policy which generally pervades the ordinances

of the maritime nations. By the English statute law,'' and

by the act of congress," desertion is accompanied with a for-

• Ord. de la Mar. tit. Be la Saisie des Navires, ait. 1 6. De TEngagement, art. \ 9.

Code de Commerce, art. 191. 198. The Commercial Code of Napoleon settles the

order and rights of privileged debts much more fully and precisely than the marine

ordinance of Louis XIV. ; and this priority in favour of seamen's wages pervades

both the maritime ordinances. See supra, 168. The venerable code of the Con-

solato del Mare, t. 138, expressed itself on the subject with the energy of Lord

Stowell, when it declared, that manners must be paid before all mankind, and that

if only a single nail of the ship was left, they were entitled to it Consulat de la

Mer, par Bcuchtr, tome ii. 205. See, also, Chirac upon the Jiidgments of Oleron,

art. 8. 11. 31, and Boulay Paty, Cours de Droit Com. tome i. 115. The preference

given to seamen for their wages, over all other claims, upon the ship and freight,

is the universal law of maritime Europe. The wages of seamen are a lien on the

vessel and freight, and even on the cargo to tlte amount of the freight due upon it.

The seaman has no lien on the cargo as cargo—it is on the ship, and on the freight

as appurtenant thereto ; and so far as the cargo is subject to freight, he may attach

it as security for the freight that may be due. The Lady Durham, 3 Hagg. Adm.

200. When the general owner, and when the hirer of the ship for the voyage, are

personally liable to the mariners for their wages, see the cases, and the examination

of them, in Curtii Treatise on the Rights and Duties of Merchant Seamen, 326

—

336, The master has his lien on the cargo for his freight. The cai-go is hypo-

thecated for the freight, and the freight is hypothecated for the seamen's wages.

The lien on the freight is not taken away by the statute of the United States,

allowing to seamen process agaiost the vessel. See Poland v. The Brig Spartan,

in the District Court of Maine, 1 Ware, 1 34, and the Paragon, ibid. 330, 331, where

the question as to the extent of the lien of seamen for theu° wages, is learnedly dis-

cussed.

k 11 and 12 William IIL c. 7, and 2 George IL c. 36. See, also, The Jupiter, 2

Hagg. Adm. Rep. 221.

« Act of Congress, 20th July, 1790, c. 29, sec. 2. 5. In Cloutman v. Tunison, 1

Sumner, 373, Judge Story held, that by the maritime law, the voyage is ended

when the ship has arrived at her port of destination, and is safely moored, though

her cargo be not delivered, and desertion afterwards does not forfeit the wages at

large, but a partial forfeiture may be decreed by way of compensation for breach

of duty. So, in another case, Judge Hopkinson held, that if a seaman leaves the

vessel after she is moored at the wharf, at the last port of delivery, and before the

discharge of the cargo, he forfeits a ratable deduction from his wages. To subject

the seaman to the forfeiture of his wages, under the act of Congress of 1790, the
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feiture of all the wages that are due, and an absence of forty-

eight hours without leave, is made conclusive evidence of de-

sertion
; (1) and whatever unjustifiable conduct will warrant

the act of the master in discharging a seaman during the

voyage, will equally deprive the seaman of his wages. But

the forfeiture is saved if the seaman repents, makes compen-

sation or offer of amends, and is restored to his duty.'' Pub-

lic policy and private justice here move together, and the

maritime ordinances unite in this conclusion. The master

has power to remit a forfeiture, and the penalty of forfeiture

is not applied to slight faults, either of neglect or disobedi-

ence. There must be either an habitual neglect, or disobedi-

ence, or drunkenness,'' or else a single act of gross dis.-

. honesty, or some other act of a heinous and aggravated na-

ture, to justify the discharging a seaman in a foreign port, or

the forfeiture of wages ; nor will the admiralty courts, except

in cases of great atrocity, visit the offences of seamen with

the cumulated load of forfeiture of wages and compensation

in damages. They stop at the forfeiture of the wages antece-

dently earned, and in the application of the forfeiture,

the advance wages are made' a charge on the *for- *199

entiy in the log book, on the day of absence, is indispensable. Knagg t. Gold-

smith, Gilpin, 207. Ibid. 219. Oloutman v. Tunison, 1 Sumner, 373. The Rovena,

Ware's Rep. 309. The Bulmer, 1 Hagg. Adm. R. S7S. The Pearl, 5 Rob. Adm.

R. 224. The Baltic Merchant, Edw. Adm. R. 86. Quitting the ship before the

voyage is ended, is desertion ; but quitting her afterwards, and before the unlivery

of the cargo, is a mere absence. The forfeiture of wages is not so absolute and

total in the one case as in the other. The Act of Congress of 20th July, 1790, c.

56, sec. 2. 6. 7, makes a distinction between wilful absence of a seaman after he has

signed the articles, and before the commencement of the voyage, and the like ab-

sence after the voyage has commenced. In the first case he forfeits wages, clothing

and damages, and in the latter case he is liable to be arrested as a deserter, and to

be imprisoned. Cotel v. Hilliard, 4 Mass. R. 664. Curtis' Tr. on Seamen in the

Merchant Service, 1S2—136. 140, 141.

• The master is bound, in such a case, to receive back the seaman, as a case fit

for condonation, unless his previous misconduct would justify a discharge. Clout-

man V. Tunison, 1 Sumner, 373. S. P. Coffin v. Jenkins, 3 Story R. 108.

•> Lady Campbell, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 5. The Malta, ijjd. 168. The Blake, be-

fore Dr. Lushington, July, 1839. Am. Jurist for April, 1841, 205.

(1) The forfeiture extends to the share in the proceeds allotted to seamen in whaling voyages

and if the seaman be prevented from returning by the sailing of the ship within the forty-eight

hours, the forfeiture attached for his absence is mo perieulo. Coffin v. Jenkins, 3 Story's B-

108.
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feited wages, but the hospital money is apportioned ratably

on the wages for the whole Toyage. In these regulations the

moderation of the courts, and the solicitude which the pecu-

liar condition and character of seamen excite, are equally

manifest, a So, if the seaman quits the ship involuntarily, or

is driven ashore from necessity, from want of provisions, or

by reason of cruel usage and for personal safety, the wages

are not forfeited, and he will be entitled to receive them in

full to the prosperous termination of the voyage. *> On the

other hand, it is the duty of the seaman to abide by the ves-

sel as long as reasonable hope remains ; and if they desert

the ship under circumstances of danger or distress from

perils of the sea, when their presence and exertions might

have prevented damage, or restored the ship to safety, they

forfeit their wages, and are answerable in damages."^ And

• Whitton V. The Brig Commerce, 1 Petert' Adm. Rep. 160. Thorne v. White,

ibid. ns. Keif V. The Maria, ibid. 186. The Ship Mentor, 4 Mason's Rep. 84.

102. The Malta, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 159. The Susan, ibid. 229, note. Hutchin-

son V. Coomba, District Court of Maine, 1 Ware, 65. In the case of the Ship Men-

tor, Mr, Justice Story made some practical regulations as to the disposition of the

forfeited wages, and he did not consider it to be a settled rule, that even the com-

mission of the offence of endeavouring to make a revolt, was in all cases to be visit-

ed with a total forfeiture of wages. Though a seaman be justly discharged during

the voyage for disobedience of orders, it was said, by Dr. Lushington, in the case

of The Blake, in the Admii-alty, (July, 1839,) to be a very infirm test of the fit

ness of depriving him of his wages. Wages may be forfeited where the disobe-

dience of orders is to such an extent as to render the discharge of the seaman

imperatively necessaiy to the safety of the ship, and the due preservation of dis-

cipline. Where a seaman was sent home from a foreign port, in irons, by order of

the American consul, for bad conduct of an aggravated chaiacter, and was thereby

disabled, by his own fault, from the performance of his duty, his wages were deemed

forfeited. Smith v. Trust, District Court of Maine, 1845. New-York Legal Obser-

ver for January, 1846.

• Jugemens dOleron^ art. 13. Limland v. Stephens, 3 Esp. N. P. Rep. 269.

The Favourite, 2 Rob. 232. Bell's Com. c. 4. sec. 1. 4. Sberwood v. M'Intosh, 1

Ware, 109. Rice v. The Polly and Kitty, 2 Peten' Adm. Rep. 420. Magee v. The

Moss, Gilpin's Rep. 219. Refusal to proceed on a voyage not designated by the

articles, is not.such a desertion as works a forfeiture. 1 Hagg. 182. 248. 347. So,

if the master has an avowed intention to go on a different voyage previous to the

completion of a voyage for which a seaman had signed the shipping articles, such

an intended departure will be sufficient to justify the seaman leaving the ship and

suing for his wages during the time he served on board. Hayward v. Main, Kerr's

J\r.jB. iJep. 292.

• Sims V. Mariners, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 395. The Dawn, in the District Court of

Maine, February, 1841, reported in American Jurist for October, 1841, 216.
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even when a seaman might well have heen discharged in the

course of the voyage, for gross misbehaviour, if the master

refuses to discharge him, and leaves him in imprisonment

abroad, he will, in that case, be entitled to his wages until

his return to the United States, after deducting from the

claim his time of imprisonment."'

« Buck T. Lane, 12 Serg. <k Rawle, 266. If a seaman leaves the ship without

just cause, the master may enter the desertion in the log-book, under the act of

Congress of 1790, which will work a forfeiture of wages antecedently due; or he

may have the seaman imprisoned until the vessel ia ready to sail, and then the con-

tract continues, and the wages go on. The imprisonment is the punishment. Brower

V. The Maiden, Gilpin's Rep. 294. By the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation

between the United Stales and the Kingdom of Hanover, May 20, 1840, art. 6, and

between W. S. and Portugal, of 23d April, 1841, art. 11, consuls, vice-consuls and

commercial agents were authorized to require the assistance of the local authorities

for the search, an'est and imprisonment of deserters from the ships of war and mer-

chant vessels of their countiy. Application is to be made in writing, with the ex-

hibition of the registers of the vessels, muster-rolls, or other official documents,

proving that such individuals formed part of the crews, and then the surrender ia

not to be refused. The deserters to be placed at the disposal of the consuls, &c.,

and confined in the public prisons, at the request and cost of those claiming them,

in order to be sent to the vessels, &c.; no such imprisonment to exceed four

months.

In the examination of the maritime law concerning seamen, I have been led to

consult, very frequently, the admiralty decisions in the District Court of Pennsyl-

vania; and I feel unwilling to take my leave of this branch of the subject without

expressing my grateful sense of the obligation which the profession and the coun-

try at large are under, to the venerable author of those decisions. They discover

a familiar acquaintance with the maritime ordinances of continental Europe, those

abundant fountains of all modern nautical jurisprudence. They have investigated

the sound principles which those ordinances contain, in a, spirit of free and liberal

inquiry ; and they have uniformly discussed the rights and claims of mariners, under

the influence of a keen sense of justice, a strong feeling of humanity and an ele-

vated tone of moral sentiment.



LECTUEE.XLVII.

OF THE CONTRACT OF AFFEEIGHTMENT.

(1.) Of the chwrter-fmty.

A charter-party is a contract of affreightment in writing,

by which the owner of a ship lets the whole, or a part of her,

to a merchant, for the conveyance of goods on a particular

voyage, in consideration of the payment of freight.

All contracts under seal were anciently called charters, and

they used to be divided into two parts, and each party inter-

ested took one, and this was the meaning of the ohwrta-pa/r

tita. It was a deed or writing divided, consisting of two
parts, like an indenture at common la\\ .» Lord Mansfield

observed, that the charter-party was an old informal instru-

ment, and by the introduction of different clauses at different

times, it was inaccurate, and sometimes contradictory. But
this defect has been supplied, by giving it, as mercantile con-

tracts usually receive, a liberal construction, in furtherance

of the real intention and the usage of trade.

202 *This mercantile lease of a ship describes the

parties, the ship and the voyage, and contains, on the

part of the owner, a stipulation as to seaworthiness, and as to

• Butler, u. 138. to lib. 8. Co. Lite. Fothier's Charter-PaHy, by C. Gushing,

II. 1. Vdlin's Com. tome i. 617. The translation of Pothier's Treatise on Maritime

Contracts, by Mr. C. CusHng, and published at Boston, in 1821, is neat and accurate,

and the notes which are added to the volume are highly creditable to the industry

and learning of the author. But the work was limited to the treatises on Charter-

Party, Average and Hiring of Seamen. It would contribute greatly to the cir-

culation and cultivation of maritime law in this countiy, if some other treatises of

Pothier, and also the Commentaries of Valin, could appear in an English dress.

Since the third edition of this work, Mr. L. 8. Cashing has published, at Boston,

a translation of Pothier's Treatise on the Contract of Sale; and if duly encouraged,

as we hope and trust he will be, he promises a translation of the other excellent

treatises of Pothier on the various commercial contracts.

*i
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the promptitude with which the vessel shall receive the cargo,

and perform the voyage ; and the exception of such perils of

the sea for which the master and ship-owners do not mean to

be responsible. = On the part of the freighter, it contains a

stipulation to load and unload within a given time, with an
allowance of so many lay, or running days, for loading and
unloading the cargo, and the rate and times of payment of

the freight, and rate of demurrage beyond the allotted

days-t"

When the goods of several merchants, unconnected with

each other, are laden on board, without any particular con-

tract of aflfreightment with any individual for the entire ship,

the vessel is called a general ship, because open to all mer-

chants ; but when one or more merchants contract for the

ship exclusively, it is said to be a cha/rtered ship. The ship

may be let in whole or in part, and either for such a quantity

of goods by weight, or for so much space in the ship, which is

letting the ship by the ton. (1) She may also be hired for a

gross sum as freight for the voyage, or for a particular sum
by the month, or any other determinate period, or for a cer-

tain sum for every ton, cask or bale of goods put on board
; (2)

and when the ship is let by the month, the time does not be-

gin to run until the ship breaks ground, unless it be other-

wise agreed.i^ The merchant who hires a ship, may either

* The usual form of tbe charter-party contains the exception to the owner's and

mastei-'e responsibility, of the " acts of God, or public enemies, detentions and re-

straints of kings, princes, rulers and republics, fire, tbe dangers and accidents of

the seas, riTcrs and navigation, and all other unavoidable dangers and accidents."

' Abbutt on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, part 4. c. 1. sec. 1, 2, 3. S.

The master may let the ship by charter-party in a foreign port, as agent of the

owner, and without his knowledge ; but in the home port, or residence of the

owners, their assent is requisite to bind. It is not an incident to the general autho-

rity as master, and there must be peculiar circumstances to presume such a super-

added agency. Pothier, Gkarte-Partie, KTo. 48. The Schooner Tribune, 3 Sum-

ner's R. 144. 149.

" Pothier, Charte-Partie, TSo. 4. Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edit part 4. c. 1.

(1) The ship-owner may take merchandise for ballast, if it occnpy no more space than cm-
ternary ballast. Towse v. Henderson, Law Journal Sep. Mccheq. p. 163, May, 1850.

(2) If a charter-party provides for the carrying of apecilled articles at a stipulated price, and
contains also a general clause for other articles, the stipulated price as to the former will govern

as to the latter. Cockburn v, Alexander, 6 Man. Q. & Scott, 791.
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lade it with his own goods, or wholly underlet it upon his own

terms ; and if no certain freight be stipulated, the owner wiU

be entitled to recover, upon a quantum meruit, as much
freight as is usual under the like circumstances, at the time

and place of the shipment."

*203 *It is the duty of the owner of the ship not only to

see that she is duly equipped, and in a suitable con-

dition to perform the voyage, but he is bound to keep her in

that condition throughout the voyage, unless he be prevented

by perils of the sea.*" If, in consequence of a failure in the

due equipment of the vessel, the charterer does not use her,

he is not bound to pay any freight ; but if he actually em-

ploys her, he must pay the freight, though he has his remedy

on the charter-party for damages sustained, by reason of the

deficiency of the vessel in her equipment." The freighter is

bound on his part not to detain the ship beyond the stipulated

or usual time, to load, or deliver the cargo, or to sail. The

extra days beyond the lay days, (being the days allowed to

load and unload the cargo,) are called days of demurrage /

and that term is likewise applied to the payment for such de-

lay, and it may become due either by the ship's detention, for

the purpose of loading or unloading the cargo, either before,

or during, or after the voyage, or in waiting for convoy.^ If

the claim for demurrage rests on express contract, it is strictly

enforced, as where the running days for delivering the cargo

under the bill of lading had expired, even though the con-

signee was prevented from clearing the vessel of the goods by

the default of others.

«

» Pothier, Charte-Partie, No. 8. Abbott on Shipping, id. Hunter v. Fi-y, 2

Sarna. d Aid. 421.

' Putnam v. Wood, 3 Mass. Rep. 481. Ripley v. Scaife, 5 B. & Cress. 167.

• Havelock v. Geddes, 10 Easts Rep. 565.

• Lavees on Charter-Parties, 130. Sunday is included (in the absence of custom)

in computation of the lay days at the port of discbarge. Brown y. Johnson, 10

Meeson <fc Welsby, 331. The running-days in charter-parties mean consecutive

days, and include Sundays and holidays. But if the contract speaks of working-

days, Sundays and holidays are excluded. Cochran v. Retberg, 3 Esp. 121.

Brown v. Johnson, sup. Field v. Obase, Sup. Court, N. Y. 1844, 3 N. Y. Legal

Observer, 8.

• Leer t. Tates, 3 Tannton, 387. Harman v. Gandolph, 1 EoUs N. P. 35. The

argument is fairly stated, and this rigorous rule ably vindicated, by Mr. Holt, in a
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The old and the new French codes of commerce require the

charter-party to be in writing, though Valin holds that the

contract, if by parol, would be equally valid and bind-

ing. » *In the English law, the hiring of ships with- *204:

out writing is undoubtedly valid ; but it would be a

very loose and dangerous practice, at least in respect to

foreign voyages. In the river and coasting trade, there is

less formality and less necessity for it ; and the contract is,

no doubt, frequently without the evidence of deed or wri-

ting.''

If either party be not ready by the time appointed for load-

ing the ship, the other party, if he be the charterer, may seek

another ship, or if he be the owner, another cargo. This right

arises from the necessity of precision and punctuality in all

maritime transactions. By a very short delay, the proper

season may be lost, or the object of the voyage defeated. (1)

And if the ship be loaded only in part, and she be hired ex-

clusively for the voyage, and to take in a cargo at certain

specified rates, the freighter is entitled to the full enjoyment

of the ship ; for he is answerable to the owner for freight, not

only for the cargo actually put on board, but for what the ves-

sel could have taken, had a full cargo been furnished." The

master has no right to complete the lading with the goods

of other persons without the consent of the charterer ; and if

he grants that permission, the master must account to him for

the freight. He has no right to complain, if the charterer re-

fuses to grant the permission, or complete the lading, provided

note to the case last refeiTed to, and that note was afterwards transfen'ed to his

Treatise on Shipping, vol. ii. 17, note.

• Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3. tit. des Oharte-Parties, art. 1, and Valin's Com. ibid.

Code de Commerce, art. 273. The contract for demurrage beyond the lay days is

frequently an express covenant in a charter-party, binding the cargo for the per-

formance of the covenant to pay demurrage, as well as of the covenant to pay

freight ; and the lien is the same in both cases, unless subsequently waived by some

explicit act on the part of the owner. See the case of The Volunteer, 1 Sumner'

t

Rep. 551.

^ MoUoy, de Jure Mar. b. 2. c. 4. sec. 3. Boulay Paty, tome ii. 268, 269.

• Duffie V. Hayes, 15 Johns. Rep. 327.

(1) So, a material delay discharges a charterer of his liability to load the vessel. Olive v.

Booker, 1 VUs. E. & Gor. B. 416.
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he has cargo enough to secure his freight. This was the

regulation of the French ordinance, and it has been adopted

into the new code.^

By the contract, the owner is bound to see that the ship be

seaworthy, which means that she must be tight, staunch and
strong, well furnished, manned, victualled, and, in all

*205 *respects, equipped in the usual manner for the mer-

chant service in such a trade.'' The ship must be fit

and competent for the sort of cargo and the particular service

for which she is engaged. If there should be a latent defect

in the vessel, unknown to the owner and undiscoverable upon

examination, yet, the better opinion is, that the owner must

answer for the damage occasioned by the defect. It is an im-

plied warranty in the contract, that the ship be sufficient for

the voyage, and the owner, like a common carrier, is an in-

surer against everything but the excepted perils." To this

head of seaworthiness may be referred the owner's obligation

to see that the ship is furnished with all the requisite papers

according to the laws of the country to which she belongs, and

according to treaties and the laws of nations. Such docu-

ments are necessary to secure the vessel from disturbance at

home, on the high seas, and in foreign ports.^ If the charter-

party contains any stipulation on the part of the owner to

keep the ship in good order during the voyage, the entire ex-

pense of the repairs requisite in the course of the voyage are

* Ord. du Fret. art. 2. Pothier, Charte-Fartie, n. 20, 21, 22. 24, 25. Code de

Commerce, n. 287.

• Emerigan, t. i. pp. S73, 3'?4, StS. Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edit. Boston,

1846, pp. 417—421.
« Lyon V. Mells, 5 East's Rep. 428. Putnam v. Wood, 3 Mass. ijep.481. Silva

T. Low, 1 Johns. Oas. 184. Whitall v. The Brig William Kenrj,i Miller's Louis.

Rep. 223. Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3. tit. 3. Du. Fret, art 12. Pothier, Oharte-

Partie, No. 27. Valin's Com. h. t. says, (and in this he agrees with the English

law,) that the owner is answerable, on his contract, for latent defects, even though

the ship had been previously visited by experienced shipwrights, and the defect

had escaped detection ; though Pothier (OAaWe-Z'arties, n. SO) dissents from this

opinion of Valin, so far as it relates to latent defects unknown to the owner.

^ Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 427. Baring v. The Royal

Exchange Assurance Company, 5 East's Rep. 99. The Same v. Christie, ibid. 398.

Baring v. Claggett, 3 Bos. & Pull. 201. Lothian v. Henderson, iJtd. 499. Ord de

la Mar. liv. S. tit. 1. Charte-Parlies, avt. 10. Valin's Com. h.t The ship must

be provided with a bill of health, when it is requisite, at the port of destination.

Levy V. Costerton, 4 Oampb. 389. S. 0. 1 Starkie, 212.
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then to be borne by the owner, and are not, in that case,

the *subject of general average or contribution. » But *206

the owner does not insure the cargo against the perils

of the sea. He is answerable for his own fault or negligence,

or those of his agents, and for defects in the ship, or her

equipments ; and generally, as a common carrier, he is an-

swerable for aU losses other than what arise from the excepted

cases of the act of God and public enemies. •> (1) The respon-

sibility of the owner begins where that of the wharfinger ends,

and when the goods are delivered to some accredited person

on board the ship.<= The cargo must be taken on board with

care and skill, and be properly stowed, and the contract by the

bill of lading imports that the goods are to be safely stowed

under deck
; (2) and if they are stowed on deck without the

consent of the shipper, or without the sanction of custom, they

are at the risk of the ship-owner or master, and he and the

owners of the vessel would not be protected from liability

for their loss by the exception in the bill of lading of the

domgers of the seasA K the ship has been advertised by
the agent of the owner for freight as a general ship, and the

notice had stated that she was to sail with convoy, this would
amount to an engagement to that effect ; and if she sails

without convoy and be lost, the owner becomes answerable

to the shipper in damages for the breach of that representa-

tion. ^

* Jaekaon v. Chamock, 8 Term Hep. 509. '' See vol. ii. [59"?—607.]
' Cobban v. Downe, 5 Mp. N. P. Rep. 41.

i Code de Commercc,ari.229. Valin'a Com. tome i. 391. The Paragon, TKare's

if. 322. The Waldo, District Court of Maine, 1841. Gould v. Oliver, 2 Manning
d; Granger, 208. The Rebecca, War^s Rep. 188. Sarhei v. Brace, S Conn. Rep.

9. Dorsey v. Smith, 4 Miller's Louis. Rep. 211. Shackleford v. Wilcox, 9 Louis.

Rep. 33. If goods are put on board a vessel without the knowledge of the master,

he may put them ashore, for there is no implied contract of affreightment. But
if they are not discovered until he sails, the better opinion is, that the master is not

to leave them at an intermediate port without necessity, but to carry them to the

port of destination. Ord. du Fret. art. 7. Pothier, de Charte-Partie, Nos. 10—12.

Code de Commerce, No. 292. Boulay Paty, tome ii. 373. Bonney v. The Hun-
tress, District Court of Maine, 1840.

» RuDguist V. Ditchell, 3 Esp. N. P. R. 64. Magalhaem v. Busher, 4 Campb. 64.

(1) King V. Shepherd, 8 Story's B. 849.

(2) Sproat v. Donnell, 26 Maine Bep. 185. Clarke v. Barnwell, 12 How. B. 272. Eich v.

Lambert, 12 How. B. 84T.
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(2.) Of the nil of lading.

In execution of the contract of charter-party, the master of

the ship signs a bill of lading, which is an acknowledgment

of the receipt of the goods on board, and of the conveyance

of them which he assumes. (1) The bill of lading contains

the quantity and marks of the merchandise, the names
*207 of the *shipper and consignee, the places of departure

and discharge, the name o^he master and of the ship,

with the price of the freight. The charter-party is the con-

tract for the hire of the ship, and the bill of lading for the

conveyance of the cargo ; and though it be signed by the

master, he does it as agent for the owners, and it is a contract

binding upon them.* By the bill of lading, the master

engages as a common carrier to carry and deliver the goods

to the consignee, or his order, dangers of the sea except-

ed ;•> (2) and, by the common law, owners were responsible

for damages to goods on board, to the full extent of the loss.

But in England, by the statute of 53 Geo. HI. c. 159, owners

and part owners of ships are not liable beyond the value of

the ship and freight, even though the loss was occasioned by
the misconduct of the master and a part owner." (3) This

statute assimilated the common law of England to the mari-

time law of France, and other commercial countries ; and

the great principle was, to limit the responsibility of part

» Beams' Lex Mercatoria, 133. 142. Ferguson v. Cappeau, 6 Harr. cfc Johns,

394. See Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edii Boston, 1846, pp. 396—417, the

cases cited and considered at large on this subject.

• This was formerly the only exception in bills of lading ; but in later times,

says iaaifs' Treatise on Oharter-Parties, 317, captains and ship-owners have wisely

extended the exception to the acts of Ood, public enemies, fire and all other dan-

gers and accidents of the seas, rivers and navigation. Piracy ia deemed a peril of

the sea, as seepost, 216.

' The statutes of Massachusetts, in 1818, u. 122, and of 1835, c. 82, are to the

same purport.

(1) A paper signed only by the consignor, stating tlie sliipment, and entrusted to the master,

is not a bill of lading. Covill Y. Hill. 4 Dmio't B. 828.

(2) Embezzlemen t is not a peril of the seas ; and robbery and theft are not, unless they amount

to piracy, and are committed when the ship is on the Mgh seas. The act ofGod must be the

proximate cause of the loss, to excuse the carrier. King y. Shepherd, 8 Story^s JR. 849.

(8) They are liable to the extent of the value of the vessel, in case of collision, invmediaiely

before the accident ; and, therefore, it is not material that the vessel instantly founders. Brown
V. Wilkinson, IS Jlf. <S> W. Sep. 891.
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owners to the amount of their respective capitals embarked
in the ship. The vahie of the ship was to be calculated at

the time of the loss, and the freight, in the statute, means
all the freight, whether paid in advance or not."

There are commonly three bills of lading; one for the

freighter, another for the consignee, factor or agent abroad,

and a third is usually kept by the master for his own use.

It is the document and title of the goods sent ; and, as such,

if it be to order or assigns, is transferable in the market.

The endorsement and delivery of it transfers the property in

the goods from the time of the delivery.'' The hona fide

holder of the bill of lading, endorsed by the consignee, is

entitled to the goods, if he purchasid the bill for a valuable

consideration.

*Where there are several bills of lading, each is a *208

contract in itself as to the holder of it, but the whole

make only one contract as to the master and owners. If the

several parts of the bill of lading be endorsed to different

persons, a competition may arise for the goods ; and the rule

generally is, that if the equities be equal, the property passes

by the bill first endorsed.'^ (1)

(3.) Of the carriage of the goods.

When the ship is hired, and the cargo laden on board, the

duties of the owner, and of his agent, the master arise in

respect to the commencement, progress and termination of

the voyage. Those duties are extremely important to the

* Wilson V. DicksoD, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 2.

' See vol. ii. [548—550.] This is also the law in France. Code de Oommerce, axt.

281. A shipping note of goods at sea does not amount to a bill of lading, and it

is not endorsable so as to effect a change of property, and arrest the right of

stoppage in transitu by the consignor. Akerman v. Humphrey, 1 Carr. &
Payne, 53.

' Caldwell v. Ball, 1 Term Rep. 205. 1 Bell's Com. 545. When goods are sent

by a ship hired by a charter-party, the bills of lading are delivered by the master

to the person by whom the ship is chartered. But if they are sent by a general

ship, employed as a general carrier, each individual who sends goods on board

receives a bill of lading for the same.

(1) When the master has signed bills of lading for cargo on board, his power la exhausted

;

and he cannot, by signing bills for cargo not on board, charge his owner. Hubberstjr v. Ward,

18 Eng. L. & E. B. 551.
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interests of commerce, and they have been well and accu-

rately defined in the marine law."

*209 *When the voyage is ready, the master is bound to

sail as soon as the wind and tide permit ; but he ought

not to set out in very tempestuous weather. •> If, by the

charter-party, the ship was to sail by a given day, the master

must do it, unless prevented by necessity ; and if there be

an undertaking to sail with confoy, he is bound to go to the

place of rendezvous, and place himself under the protection

and control of the convoy, and continue, as far as possible,

under that protection during its course." He is bound, like-

wise, to obtain the requisite sailing instructions for the con-

voy ;'J but these covenants to sail with the first fair wind, and

* See Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, c. 5. part 4 p. 417, for a

view of tlae authorities and the law, on the general duties of the master and owners

on this very interesting head, respecting the preparation, the commencement, the

course and the completion of the voyage. The duties of the captain are described

minutely in the French statute codes. Every ship must be inspected by the cap-

tain, under the forms prescribed, before she sails, and if he has no such official

report of the vessel, he becomes responsible for every accident. He must keep a

regular journal of events on the voyage ; and the ordinances prescribe very sage

regulations in case of the death of any seaman on board, touching his effects. He
must be exact in providing the requisite ship's papers before he sails ; such as the

bill of sale, register, role d'equipage, bill of lading and charter-party, process ver-

bal, clearance at the customs, and a license to sail. He must be on board when
the vessel breaks ground. He is answerable for damages even by cas/orteii, when >

the goods were on deck, unless he had the consent of the owner in writing, or it

was a coastiDg voyage ; and if he sails not in conformity to the regulations of the

ordinances, he becomes responsible for all damages, and cannot invoke the exception

otforce majeure, when those regulations have not been observed. {Ord. de la Mar,
art. 10, tit. Testament, art. 4. Ord. 1720. 1739. 1779. Code de Com. art. 224, 225,

226. 228, 229. Code Civil, art. 59. 86. 1 Mnerigon, 374. B&ulay Paty, tome ii.

1—35. The foreign marine ordinances usually make special provision for the pro-

per storage of the cargo. We have seen, in the preceding part ofthese lectures, that

the master was responsible, as a common carrier, for the carnage and safe delivery

of the goods; and in the case of Sprott v. Brown, in the Scottish courts, {Bell'a

Com. vol. i. 557, note,) a large mirror was shipped from London to Edinburgh, in

a case marked glass, and the master had assumed to carry it safe, and it was found

broken, on delivery, without any known cause, and the master was held responsible.

• 7Eoc«<», note 56. Ord. of Rotterdam, a.Yt. li%. Abbott on Shipping, &i\i Km.
edit. Boston, p. 431.

« Morley v. Bordieu, Str. Rep. 1266. Lilly v. Ewer, Doug. Rep. 72. Jefferies

v. Legendra, Carth. Rep. 216.

^ Wehh y. Thomson, 1 Bos. & Pull. 5. Anderson v. Pitcher, 2 tiW. 164. Vic-

torin V. Cleeve, Str. Rep. 1250.
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with convoy, are not conditions precedent to the recovery of

freight, and a breach of them only goes to the question of

damages.^

The master is hound, likewise, to proceed to a port of de-

livery without delay, and without any unnecessary deviation

from the direct and usual course. If he covenants to go to a

loading port by a given time, he must do it, or abide the for-

feiture i^ and if he be forced by perils out of his regular

course, he must regain it with as little delay as possible.

Nothing but some just and necessary cause, as to avoid a

storm, or pirates, or enemies, or to procure requisite supplies

or repairs, or to relieve a ship in distress, will justify

a deviation *from the regular course of the voyage." *210

If he deviates unnecessarily from the usual course,

and the cargo be injured by tempest during the deviation,

the deviation is a sufficiently proximate cause of the loss to

entitle the freighter to recover ; though if it could be shown

that the same loss not only might but must have happened

if there had not been any deviation, the conclusion nlight be

otherwise. "1 Nor has the captain any authority to substitute

another voyage in the place of the one agreed upon between

his owners and the freighters of the ship. Such a power is

altogether beyond the scope of his authority as master.* In

cases of necessity, as where the ship is wrecked, or otherwise

disabled, in the course of the voyage, and cannot be repaired,

or cannot, under the circumstances, be repaired without too

great delay and expense, the master may procure another

competent vessel to carry on the cargo and save his freight.

If other means to forward the cargo can be procured, the

master must procure them, or lose his freight; and if he

offers to do it, and the freighter will not consent, he will

• Constable V. Oloberie, Palmer's Rep. 397. Davidson t. Gwynne, 12 East's

Rep. 381.

>> Shubrick V. Salmond, 3 Burr. Rep. 1637.

» Roecus on Ins. note 52. Patrick t. Ludlow, 3 Johns. Cas. 10. Post v. Phoe-

nix Ins. Co. 10 Johns. Rep. 79. Reade v. Com. Ins. Company, 3 ibid. 352. Suydam

V. Marine Ins. Company, 2 ibid. 138. Marshall, Ch. J., Mason v. The Ship Blaireau,

2 Cranch's Rep. 257, note.

4 Davis v. Garrett, 6 Bingham, 716.

• Burgon t. Sharpe, 2 Campb. If. P. Rep. 699.
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then be entitled to his full freight. ^^ The Khodian law*" ex-

empted the master from his contract to carry the goods, if

the ship became unnavigable by the perils of the sea. Faber

and Yinnius were of opinion, that by the Eoman law the

master was not hound, in such a case, to seek another

*211 ship, because the contract related only to the *ship

that was disabled.<= The laws of Oleron, and the

ordinances of Wisbuy, gave th^j)ower to the master to hire

another vessel, if he chose to do so, and earn freight ; but

the marine ordinance of Louis XIV. declared it to be the

duty of the master to hire another ship in such a case, if it

be in his power.^ The French jurists differ in opinion in re-

spect to the obligation of the master to hire another vessel to

carry on the cargo, when his own becomes irreparable. Va-

lin and Pothier contend, that the master is no further bound

to procure another vessel, than by losing his freight for the

entire voyage if he omits to do it ; for, by the contract of af-

freightment, he only engaged to furnish his own vessel, and

when, by the perils of the sea, or by some superior force, for

which he is not responsible, he becomes unable to furnish it,

all that he is bound to do, by the principles of the contract, is

to discharge the freighter from the freight for the residue of

the voyage. But Emerigon insists that they are mistaken in

their construction of the ordinance, and that the master is

guilty of a breach of duty, if he refuses to procure another

vessel, and take on the cargo, if it be in his power, and that

this duty results from the nature of his trust. <=

The new French code has followed the words of the ordi-

nance, and declared, that if the vessel becomes disabled, and

the master can have her repaired, the freighter is bound to

• Molloy, b. 2. c. 4. eec. 5. Griswold t. New-York Insurance Company, 3 Johns.

Rep. 321. Bradhurst t Oolumbian Insurance Company, 9 ibid. 11. Schiefifelin

v. New-York Insurance Company, ibid. 21.

' Dig. U. 2. 10. 1.

« Vinnius, notce ad Com. Peckii, ad Bern Nauiicam, 294, 295, and Anthony

Faber, Com. ad Pand, whom Vinnius cites and follows.

^ Jugemens d' Oleron, art. 4. Laws of Wisbuy, art. 16. Ord. de la Mar. tit

DuFret. art. 11.

• Valin, tit. Du Fret. art. 11. tome i. 618. Pothier, Charte-Partie, d. 68.

Emerigon, tome i. 428, 429.
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wait, or pay the whole freight ; and that if the vessel cannot

be repaired, the master is bound to hire another, and if he

cannot hire another, the freight is due only in proportion to

the voyage performed. Boulay Paty, in his commen-
taries *on the new code, adopts the construction of *212

Emerigon, and holds his reasoning to be conclusive. =•

Pardessus is also of the opinion, that if the vessel in the course

of the voyage becomes unnavigable, the master is bound, if

it be in his power, to procure another. ^

The English rule undoubtedly is, that if the ship be dis-

abled from completing the voyage, the ship-owner may still

entitle himself to the whole freight by forwarding the goods

by some other means to the place of destination ; and he has

no right to any freight, if they be not so forwarded, unless

it be dispensed with, or there be some new contract upon the

subject. = In this country we have followed the doctrine of

Emerigon and the spirit of the English cases, and hold it to

be the duty of the master, from his character of agent of the

owner of the cargo, which is cast upon him from the necessity

of the case, to act in the port of necessity for the best interest

of all concerned ; and he has powers and discretion adequate

to the trust, and requisite for the safe delivery of the cargo at

the port of destination. If tl" 3re be another vessel, in the

same or in a contiguous port, which can be had, the duty is

clear and imperative upon the master to hire it ; but still the

master is to exercise a sound discretion adapted to the case.

He may tranship the cargo, if he has the means, or let it re-

main. He may bind it for repairs to the ship. He may sell

part, or hypothecate the whole. Ifhe hires another vessel for

the completion of the voyage, he may charge the cargo with

» Code de Commerce, art. 296. Boulay Paty, Cours de Droit Com. tome ii.

400—405.
> Cours de Droit Com. tome iiL n. 664.

« Lord Ellenboi-ough, 10 Sast^s Rep. 393. The English law has gone no further

with the case than to state that the master is at liberty to procure another ship to

transport the cargo to the place of destination, and earn his full freight, according

to the original contract. Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit, Boston, 1846, p. 446.

In Shipton v. Thornton, 9 Adolph. d; Ellis, 314, the Court of K. B. leave it as a

doubtful point whether it be the duty as well as the right of the master to procure

another vessel, if he can, and carry on the cargo.

Vol. III. 18
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the increased freight, arising from the hire of the new ship

;

and this power is expressly given him by the old and the new
ordinances of France, and it is established by decisions in

New-York. =^ The master may refuse to hire another vessel,

and insist on repairing his own ; and whether the freighter be

bound to wait for the time to repair, or becomes entitled to

his goods without any charge of freight, will depend
*213 upon circumstances. *What would be a reasonable

time for the merchant to wait for repairs, cannot be

defined, and must be governed by the facts applicable to

the place and the time, and to the nature and condition of the

cargo. A cargo of a perishable nature may be so deterio-

rated as not to endure the delay for repairs, or may be too

unfit and worthless to be carried on.i" The master is not

bound to go to a distance to procure another vessel, and en-

counter serious impediments in the way of putting the cargo

on board another vessel. His duty is only imperative when
another vessel can be had in the same or in a contiguous port,

or at one within at reasonable distance, and there be no great

diflSculties in the way of a safe reshipment of the cargo.^

In the course of the voyage, the master is bound to take all

possible care of the cargo, and he is responsible for every in-

jury which might have been prevented by human foresight

and prudence, and competent naval skill. He is chargeable

with the most exact diligence. "^ If the ship be captured

* Mumford v. The Commercial Insurance Company, 5 Johns. Rep. 262. Searle

V. Sooville, 4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 218. Lord Denman, in Shipton v. Thornton, 9

Adolph. & Ellis, 314, said, that no case of that sort had occurred in England, and he

seemed to suppose, that in a case where the transhipment could not be made but

at the charge of an increasedfreight, and when it would be greatly for the benefit

of the freighter that the goods should be sent forward, the master, in his character

of agent of the owner, ought to do it. If the cargo be charged with the increased

freight, it becomes an average loss to be borne by the insurer.

In Shultz v. Ohio Ins. Co. 1 B. Monroe Ken. R. 339, it was held, that the in-

surer was not chargeable with such extra freight Id. 339. 343. He only gua-

ranties the safe arrival of the goods.

' Herbert v. HaUett, 3 Johns. Cas. 93. Clark v. Mass. F. & M. Ins. Co. 2 Pick.

104. Hunt V. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 6 Maule cfc Belw, 47.

= Saltus V. Ocean Ins. Co. 12 Johns. Rep. 107. Tredwell v. Union Ins. Co. 6

CamerCs Rep. 270. See infra, 321.

4 JJoccus, n. 40. 55. Dale v. Hall, 1 TFiii!. -Kep. 281. Vinnius,notce adPeckium,

269. 1 Emerigon, 373. Proprietors of the Trent Navigation v. Wood, 3 Esp. N.
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during the voyage, the master is bound to render his exertions

to rescue the property from condemnation, by interposing his

neutral claims, and exhibiting all the documents in his power
for the protection of the cargo."' "We have already seen in

what cases and to what extent the master may hypothecate

or sell the cargo at a port of necessity ; and if the ship, re-

lieved at the expense of the goods pledged or sold, should

afterwards perish with the residue of the cargo on board,

before arrival at the port of destination, the better opinion is,

that the owner is not entitled to payment for the goods sold.

The merchant is not placed in a worse situation by the

sale of the goods *than if they had remained on board *214

the ship. But the foreign authorities are very much
at variance on the point, and it remains yet to be settled in

the English and American law.!"

(4.) Of the deli/oery of the goods at theport of destination.

On the arrival of the ship at the place of destination, the

cargo is to be delivered to the consignee, or to the order of

P. Rep. 127. The master, on his amval in port, in case of a disaster, is bound to

give, in writing, a verified statement of the circumstances attending the voyage, and

the loss. The French law requires the master, within 24 hours after his arrival in

port, to make his report, {rapport, and which, in the language of the English and

American mercantile law, is termed a protest,) containing the place and time of

his departure, the course he has kept, the dangers he has run, the accidents and

all the remarkable circumstances of the voyage. The report is to be made to the

Tiibunal of Commerce, and if in a foreign port, before the French consul, or in the

absence of either, before a magistrate, and the report is to be verified by the mas-

ter, and under circumstances, together with the crew. Code de Commerce, art.

242—248. By the English practice, the master's protest is made before a notary,

and, since the English statute of 6 "Wm. IV. verification is made by solemn decla-

ration instead of an oath. Ahhott on Shipping, by Bkee S Perkins, p. 4()5, edit.

Boston, 1846. Though the protest is not evidence for the master or his owners,

yet it is evidence against them, and is received as evidence in foreign courts, and it

is of great utility in matters of adjustment of losses, and much consideration is

given to it by merchants. Abbott, id. 466.

Oheviott V. Brooks, 1 Johns. Rep. 364.

I" Emerigon has collected all the authorities, pro and con, on this veiy debatable

question. See HalVs Emerigon on Maritime Loans, 92. Non nos rum tantas

componere Hies. In favour of the right of the merchant to be paid, see the Zatos

of Wisbuy, art. 68. Valin's Com. tit. Du Fret. ai-t. 14. vol. i. 665. Gushing'

s

Fothier on Maritime Contracts, 19. Charte-Partie, n. 34, and Chirac, Jugtmxni-

d'Oleron, art. 22. n. 2. In opposition to such a claim, Emerigon reasons from the

provisions and omissions in the Oonsolato del Mare and the Ordimmces of Oleron,
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the shipper, on production of the bill of lading and payment

of the freight. The English practice is, to send the goods to

the wharf, with directions to the wharfinger not to part with

them until the freight and other charges are paid, provided

the master be doubtful of the payment ; for by parting with

the possession, the master loses his lien upon them for the

freight. = The cargo is bound to the ship as well as the ship

to the cargo ; but the master cannot detain the goods onboard

the ship until the freight be paid, for the merchant ought to

have an opportunity to examine the condition of them pre-

vious to payment. •> The foreign ordinances of Wisbuy, and

of Louis XIV., allow the master to detain the goods, while in

the lighter or barge, on the passage to the quay, for

*216 they are still *in his possession. = The manner of de-

livery, and the period at which the responsibility of

the owners and master ceases, will much depend upon usage."*

The general rule is, that delivery at the wharf (when there

are no special directions to the contrary) discharges the mas-
ter.e But the very reasonable qualification of the rule is,

that there must be a delivery at the wharf to some person au-

thorized to receive the goods, or due previous notice must have
been given to the consignee of the time and place of delivery

;

and the master cannot discharge himself, by leaving them
naked and exposed at the wharf. So, if the master gives a

receipt for goods for shipping left on the dock, they are as

much at the risk of the ship as if actually put on board.f His

and Antwerp, that the merchant is not entitled to pay. Pothier also admits that

experienced persons, -whom he consulted on the subject, were against his opinion.

Abbott, in his Treatise on Shippivg, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 456, is also

against the claim of the shipper to be paid for the goods sold. (1)

» Abbott on Shipping, part 3. c. 3. sec. 11. Soldergreen v. Flight, cited in 6

East's Rep. 622.

i Abbott on Shipping, tup.

° Laws of Wisbuy, art. 57. Ord. de la Mar. liv. S. tit. Du Fret, art. 23.

* Wardell t. Mourillyan, 2 Eip. N. P. Rep. 693. Heran v. Ship Grafton, IS. T.

D. Court, U. S. infra.

" Hyde v. Trent and Mersey Navigation Company, 5 Term Rep. 389. Chicker-

ing T. Fowler, 4 Picli. S71. Cope v. Cordova, 1 Rawle, 90. Fox v. Blossom, New-
York Common Pleas, October, 1828.

' Fisher v. Brig Nerval, 8 Martin's Lout. Rep. N. S. 120.

(1) See amte, p. 165, and Pope t. Nickerson, 3 Story^s B 493.
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responsibility will continue until there is actual deliveiy, or

some act which is equivalent, or a substitute for it, unless the

owner of the goods, or his agent, had previously assumed the

charge of the goods •,<> or at least until the consignee has had
notice of the place and time of delivery, and the goods have
been duly separated and designated for his use.''

It is often difficult for the master of a vessel to know to

whom he can safely deliver the goods, in case of conflicting

claims between consignor and consignee, or consignor and the

assignee of the consignee. (1) Prudence would dictate that

he deliver the goods to the party iipon whose indemnity he
can most safely rely. But he ought not to be put to the peril

and necessity of indemnity ; and it is desirable that he should

know to whom of right he can deliver the goods. If the

consignee has failed, he ought to deliver to the claim-

ant, on *behalf of the consignee ; and if the consignee *216

has assigned the bill of lading, and the rights of the

consignor be still interposed and contested, it is safest for the

master to deposit the goods with some bailee, until the rights

of the claimants are settled, as they can always be, upon a

bill of interpleader in chancery, to be filed by the master."

Having made a consignment, the consignor or seller has not

an unlimited power to vary it at pleasure. He may do it

only for the purpose of protecting himself against the insol-

vency of the buyer or consignee.'^

* Strong V. Watally, 4 Bog. <k Pull. 16. Ostrander v. Brown, 15 Johnson, 39.

^ Chickering V. Fowler, Cope V. Cordova, and Fox V. Blossom, SMjora. 1 Valin'i

Com. 636. See toI. il. 604, 605. S. P. In Heran, Lees & Co. v. The Ship Grafton,

(District Court of U. 8., N, Y., November 1844,) Judge Betts held, that according to

the well settled course and usage of trade, delivery of goods on freight at the dock,

with notice to the consignee of the time and place, discharges the ship-owner or

common carrier from liability, and that the rule applied equally to the coasting and

the foreign trade. But uniform usage will control and regulate the mode of deliv-

ery ; and an exception to the general rule would also exist, if a reasonable discre-

tion was not exercised by the carrier, and perishable goods be put on the dock in

hazardous or improper weather, against the consent of the consignee. Ostratider

V. Brown, 15 Johnson's R. 39. Cope v. Cordova, 1 Bawle, 203. S. P.

" Abbott on Shipping, part 3. c. 9. sec. 25.

^ The Gonataotia, 6 Rob. Adm. Rep. 52}. 1 EmerigondesAss.Z11. The mas-

ter may unite in himself the character of consignee as well as master, and in that

CI) If the consignee of the bUl of lading endorse the same before an actual dolivery of the

goods, he will not be liable for freight. Merian v. FonclCj 4 Denid'a B. 110.
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(6.) Of the responsiliUty of the ship-owner.

The causes which will excuse the owners and master for

the non-delivery of the cargo, must be events falling within

the meaning of one of the expressions, act of God, and public

enemies ; or they must arise from some event expressly pro-

vided for in the charter-party. It is well settled in the Eng-

lish and in our American law, that carriers by water (and

whether the carriage relates to foreign or inland navigation)

are liable as common carriers, in alltbe strictness and extent

of the common law rule, unless the loss happens by means of

one of the excepted perils.* (1) Perils of the sea denote natu-

ral accidents peculiar to that element, which do not happen

by the intervention of man, nor are to be prevented by human
prudence. (2) A casusfortuitus was defined in the civil law

to be quod damnofatali contingit, cuivis dMigentissimopos-

sit contingere. It is a loss happening in spite of all human
effort and sagacity. The only exception to this definition is,

the case of a vessel captured and plundered by pirates,

*217 and that has been adjudged to be a peril of the *sea.'>

A loss by lightning is within the exception of the act

of God ; but a loss by fire, proceeding from any other cause,

is chargeable upon the ship-owner." The moment the goods

case he stands in the relation of agent to two distinct principals. In the safe cus-

tody and delivery of the cargo he is the agent of the ship-owner ; and in the sale of

it after the cargo has arrived at the place of destination, he is the agent of the

shipper or consignor. Thompson, J., and Kent, Ch. J., in U. Ins. Co. v. Scott, 1

Johnson's R. 111. 115. Williams v. Nichols, 13 Wendell's R. 58. The Waldo, U.

S. District Court of Maine, 1841.

- See vol. ii. [698—600.]
• Pickering t. Barkley, Styles, 132. Barton v. WoUiford, Comb. 56.

• Forward v. Pittard, 1 Term Rep. 21. Hyde v. Trent and Mersey Navigation

Company, 6 ibid. 389. Gilmore t. Carman, 1 Smedes <Ss Marshall Miss. R. 279.

In Hunt v. Morris, 6 Martin's Louis. Rep. 676, it was held, that the owners of a

steamboat destroyed by fire were not liable to the freighters, if proper diligence

was used. But that decision was according to the civil law, which is not so strict

(1) It is no defence for the carrier, that the goods are taken by a foreign power on suspicion

of being contraband, and confiscated, if the owner be not in default. Spence T. Ohadwiclc,10

Ad. <& El. N. S. 61T.

But the owners of vessels engaged in the whale fishery are not held to the liability of common
carriers of the products which they own jointly with the crew. They are like other trustees,

liable only for ordinary care. Joy v. Allen, 2 Wood. Jb M. B. 808.

(2) Embezzlement is not a peril of the sea, by the maritime law. King v. Shepherd,

8 .Story's it. 849.
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are transferred from the ship or the lighter to the warehouse,

this extraordinary responsibility ends, and the warehouseman
is not so responsible. !>•

It is often a difficult point to determine, whether the disas-

ter happened by a peril of the sea, or unavoidable accident,

or by the fault, negligence or want of skill of the master. If

a rock or a sand bar be generally known, and the ship be not

forced upon it by adverse winds or tempests, the loss is to be

imputed to the fault of the master. But if the ship be forced

upon such rock or shallow by winds or tempests, or if the bar

was occasioned by a recent and sudden collection of sand, in

a place where ships could before sail with safety, the loss is

to be attributed to a peril of the sea, which is the same as the

vis major or casusfortuitus of the civil law."* "What is an
excusable peril, depends a good deal upon usage, and the

sense and practice of merchants ; and it is a question of fact,

to be settled by the circumstances peculiar to the case. The
English statute law of 26 Geo. III. c. 86, and 63 Geo. m. c.

159, has exempted ship-owners in some of these hard cases;

but, with the exception of a statute in Massachusetts, passed

in 1818, and re-enacted in the Revised Statutes of 1835, limit-

ing the responsibility of owners for the acts of the master and
mariners to the value of the ship and freight, and of a similar

statute in Maine," I do not know of any such statute exemp-
tions in this country.^ (1) The owner is bound for the whole

on this point. But the owner is liable to the freighter for damages arising from fire

to the ship, occasioned by gross and culpable negligence in the mode of fitting up
the ship, or otherwise. Hunter t. The Owners of the Morning Star, Newfound-
land Rep. 270.

• Garside v. Trent and Mersey Navigation Company, 4 Term Rep. 581.

' Smith V. Shepherd, cited in Abbott on Shipping, part 3. c. 4. sec. 1.

« Laws of Maine, vol. i. c. 14. sec. 8.

* The authority of the master to contract for and bind the owners, without

some special provision to the contrary, must be measured by the laws of the coun-

try to which the ship belongs. He cannot bind the owners beyond the laws of

their own country, and by the foreign law. Pope v. Ifickerson, 3 Story's R.

475, 6.

(1) A recent act of congress, entitled an act to Ivrmt (lie UaMUly ofsMp-ovmers, &c. (passed

March 3, 1851,) has Introduced new and important provlBions in the laws of the United
States.

The owners of ships are not to be held liable for loss or damage to the cargo, by reason of
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amount of the injury done by the master or crew, unless

where ordinances or statutes have established a different rule.*

Not so abroad, for by the general maritime law of Eu-

*218 rope, the Responsibility of owners of vessels for the

wrongful acts of masters, is limited to the value of the

vessel and freight, and by abandoning them to the creditor,

they may discharge themselves.'' And it appears very clearly,

that by the general maritime l^w, a lien exists in favour of

the merchant who ships merchandise in a vessel on freight,

against the vessel for the non-performance of the contract of

affreightment, under the bill of lading, entered into by the

master in his quality of master, and that it may be enforced

by process m rem. The ship itself, in specie, is considered

as a security to the merchant who lades goods on board of

her, and it makes no difference whether the vessel be in the

* See vol. ii. 606, and supra, p. 207, 'where the exemptions from responsibility

under the English statutes are stated. 2 Story's E. 474.

I" Consulat de la Mer, tome ii. 41. Codigo de Commercio of Spain, 1829, art.

622. Emerigon, Contrats a la Grosse, t. 4. sec. 11, who refers to the principal

foreign authorities on the point. Boulay Paty, Gours de Droit Com. tome i. 263

—

298. The latter discusses the subject with his usual comprehensive erudition.

See, also, Pope v. Nickerson, 3 Story's S. 465. 474.

Are happening to or on board the vessel, unless the Arc was caused by fJieir design or Tieglect,

but any other special contract may be made.

Nor Tvill they be liable as carriers for the value of any platina, or other precious metals, stones

or jewelry generally, or for the bills of any bank or public body, unless, at the time of their

lading, a note in writing, of their true character and value, be given to the owners or their

agent, and the same be entered on the bill of lading therefor ; and in no case will they be liable

beyond the value so notified and entered.

Nor will they be liable for any loss or injury to property on board, whether by embezzlement,

collision, forfeiture, or any other cause, beyond the value of their respective interests in such

vessel and freight then pending, unless such loss or injury occur by their knowledge or privity.

Where the sum to which the shippers may be entitled is to be paid to several, it is to be paid

in proportion to their respective losses ; and proceedings for an apportionment may be taken in

any court. The owners will discharge their duty under the act, by transferring their interests,

under the direction of a proper court, to a trustee, for the benefit of the persons entitled.

Charterers who man, victual and navigate vessels at their own expense, or by their own pro-

curement, will be deemed owners for the purposes of the act The foregoing prorisions do not

aflFect the liability of masters, officers or mariners, on account of embezzlement, loss or injury to

property, or by reason of their fraud, negligence or malversation, even though they be part-

owners.

The shipping of oil of vitriol, unslacked lime, inflammable matches or gunpowder, onboard a

vessel taking freight for divers persons, without giving a note in writing at the time, expressing

their nature to the proper olScer in charge, subjects the person so doing to a forfeiture to the

United States of one thousand dollars.

The act docs not apply to the owners of canal-boats, barges or lighters, nor to vessels of any
descripUort whatsoever, vsed in rivers or inland navigation.
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employment of the owner directly, or be let by a charter-

party to a hirer, who was to have the whole control of her.

By custom, says Cleirac, the ship is hound to the merchandise,

and the inerchandise to the ship.^

By the civil law, the owners were responsible in soUdo, for

all the obligations of the master, in his character of master,

to their full extent, whether arising ex contractu or ex de-

licto. But by the maritime law, the owner is not respon-

sible for the wrongful acts of the master beyond his interest

in the vessel and freight, and by abandoning them he is dis-

charged, while the ship continues liable in specie, and the

shipper has so far a privilege against it over the general

creditors.''

(6.) Of the duties of the shipper.

"We have seen what are the general duties of the master.

Those on the part of the charterer are, to use the ship in a

• Us et Coutumes de la Mer, 12. Ibid. 503. Navigation des Rivieres, art. 18,

19. Consulat de la Mer, tome ii. pp. 80. 90. 1 04. 456. c. 58. 63. '?2. 259. 289. Ord.

de la Marine, 1. 14. 16. 1 Valin's Com. 362. Lord Tenterden, in his Treatise on

Shipping, HO, admits this to be the rule of the maritime law, but denies that the

court of admiralty, in England, has jurisdiction to enforce the lien upon the ship in

behalf of the shipper. That principle of maritime law, therefore, lays dormant, from

the want of a court of law or equity to enforce it in rem. But in the case of The

Rebecca, in the admiralty court of the District of Maine, Judge Ware thought him-

self bound, and on solid grounds, to adopt the principle of the marine law, and he

gave a remedy in rem against the yessel, in favom- of the shipper, for the wrongful

acts of the master. War^e Rep. 188. The Pbebe, ibid. 263. S. P.

'' This, says Emerigon, (Contrats a la Grosse, c. 4. sec. 11,) was the nautical law

of the middle ages, and of the north of Europe, as well as of the ordinance of the

marine, and he refers, for the support of his assertions, to all the leading text autho-

rities ; and it is, no doubt, the settled law of the maritime nations of continental

Europe. But this limitation of the owner's responsibility, so far as regards the

faults of the master, has never been adopted in England or in this countiy, except

by special statute authority, as we have already mentioned, and the common law,

like the civil law, holds the owner responsible, without any such limitation. Ab-

bott on Shipping, part 3. c. 6. Mr. Justice Ware, in the case of The Rebecca, above

cited, has examined this subject with deep and accurate research, and airives at the

same conclusion with the judges in the Louisiana cases. Porter, J., in Malpica v.

M'Kown, 1 Miller's Limis. Rep. 259. Martin, J., in Arayo v. Carvell, ibid. 539.

The note of the case of The Rebecca, in the third edition of this volume, was taken

from the Jurist. The opinion of the learned judge is now more fully and correctly

given in his own volume of reports, and it is, as far as the subject extends, a mas-

terly examination of the maritime jurisprudence of Europe.
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lawful manner, and for the purpose for wliieli it was let.

Usually, the command of the ship is reserved to the owner,

and to the master by him appointed, and the merchant has

not the power to detain the ship beyond the stipulated time,

or employ her in any other than the stipulated service, and if

he does he must answer in damages.* If the freighter puts

on board prohibited or contraband goods, by means whereof

the ship is subjected to detention and forfeitui-e, he must an-

swer to the ship-owner for the consequences of the act.^ And
if the merchant declines to lade the ship according to con-

tract, or to furnish a return cargo, as he had engaged to do,

he must render in damages due compensation for the loss

;

and the English law leaves such questions at large to

*219 a jury, without *defining beforehand the rate of com-

pensation, in imitation of some of the ordinances in the

maritime codes.

(7.) Of the payment offreight.

Freight, in the common acceptation of the term, means the

price for the actual transportation of goods by sea from one

place to another ; but, in its more extensive sense, it is ap-

plied to all rewards or compensation paid for the use of ships,

including the transportation of passengers. <= The personal

obligation to pay freight rests either on the charter-party, or

on the bill of lading, by which the payment of freight is made
a condition of delivery

; (1) and the general rule is, that the

delivery of the goods at the place of destination, according to

the charter-party, is necessary to entitle the owner of the ves-

sel to freight. The conveyance and delivery ofthe cargo form

a condition precedent, and must be fulfilled. A partial per-

formance is not sufficient, nor can a partial payment or rata-

ble freight, be claimed, except in special cases, and those cases

- Lewin v. East India Company, Peahe's Rep, 241.

"> Smith V. Elder, 3 Johns. Rep. 105.

" Giles 7. The Cynthia, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 206.

(1) The transfer of a general ship, before the delivery of the cargo, passes the right to sue for

the freight. Pelayo v. Fox, 9 £arr B. 489.
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are exceptions to the general rule, and called for by the prin-

ciples of equity.* (1)

The amount of freight is usually fixed by agreement be-

tween the parties, and if there be no agreement, the amount

is ascertained by the usage of the trade and the reason of the

case. If the hiring be of the whole ship, or for an entire part

of her for the voyage, the merchant must pay the freight,

though he does not fully lade the ship. But if he agrees to

pay in proportion to the amount of the goods put on board,

and does not agree to provide a full cargo, the owner can de-

mand payment only for the cargo actually shipped. If the

merchant agrees to furnish a return cargo, and he furnishes

none, and lets the ship return in ballast, he must make com-

pensation to the amount of the freight ; and this is sometimes

termed dead freight, in contradistinction to freight due for the

actual carriage of goods.''

*It is supposed to be the doctrine of the case of Bell *220

V. PuUer,<' that the master would be entitled to freight

for bringing back the outward cargo, if it could not be dis-

posed of, though the charter-party was silent as to a return

cargo. It would stand upon the equity of the claim to dead

freight. "1 The French law, in such a case, allows freight for

bringing back the cargo, because it could not be sold, or was

not permitted to be landed.^

» Mr. Justice Stoiy, id the case of The Ship Hooper, XT. S. 0. C. Mass. May,

1839, 3 Sumner, 542, laid down the geoeral rule, that freight for the entire voyage

could only be earned by a due performance of the voyage; and that the only

acknowledged exception is where there is no default or inability of the carrier-ship

to perform the voyage, and the ship-owner is ready to forward tliem, but there is

a default on the part of the owner of the cargo, or he waives a further prosecution

of the voyage.

•> Roceus, note, Y2, 'IZ, 74, 75. Edwin v. East India Company, 2 Vern. Rep. 210.

Atkinson v. Ritchie, 10 EasCs Rep. 530. Peters, J., in_ Giles v. The Brig Cynthia,

1 Feteri^ Adm. Rep. 207.

• 2 Taunt. Rep. 286.

^ Lawes on Charter-Parties, 152.

« Boulay Paty, tome ii. 391. In the case of the Schooner Volunteer and cargo,

1 Sumner, 577, Mr. Justice Stoiy, after a skilful criticism of the English cases, was

(1) It is no defence to an action for freiglit, that there was an unnecessary deviation, and a

breach of stipulation, not to take the goods of others on board, and a subsequent injury to the

defendant's goods, unless such defaults be shown to bo the cause of the injury. Souter v. Bay-

more, 1 Barr'eB. 415.
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If there be no agreement in the case, the master is not

bound to part with the goods until the freight be paid, for by

the common law, there is a lien on the goods shipped for the

freight due thereon, whether it arise under a common bill of

lading, or under a charter-party, though the lien may be

waived or displaced by any special agreement inconsistent

with the lien. a But if the master refuses to deliver the goods

for other cause than the non-payment of freight, he cannot

avail himself of the want of a tender. "When the regulations

of the revenue require the goods to be landed and deposited

in a public warehouse, the master may enter them in bis own
name, and preserve the lien. The shipper of goods on freight

has a lien on the vessel for the loss of the goods, by reason

of the non-performance of the contract entered into by the

master in the bill of lading. By a common clause in char-

ter-parties, the owner binds the ship, and the charterer binds

the cargo, to the performance of all the covenants in the char-

ter-party, though the right of lien for freight does not abso-

lutely depend on any covenant to pay freight. If there be

such a covenant, it creates a lien or pledge on the cargo, to be

enforced by a suit in rem, or by detaining the cargo until the

freight be paid.i" The English courts of common law will not

allow such a lien to be enforced by the admiralty in rem; but

the justice and necessity of such a jurisdiction are admitted,

and not invoked in vain in this country, and the lien may be

enforced by process in rem, against the vessel or the proceeds

of the cargo, in the district courts." The ship-owner's lien

for freight is gone when the charterer is constituted owner.

of opinion that the owner would be entitled to hold the cargo by way of lien for

the freight in 8uch a case. But the owner cannot rightfully refuse to land the cargo

before the freight is paid or secured, for the shipper has a right, after the goods are

unlivered, to examine them, and to see whether they are damaged, and to have

the damages, if any, ascertained, and then, after the discharge, the owner has the

right to detain the cargo in custody until payment or security of the freight. Ah-'

bott on Shipping, 6th Amer. edit. Boston, 1846, 460. 1 Valin, lib. 3. tit. S. art. 21.

p. 665. Pardessus, Droit Com. part 3. tit. 4. c. 2. art. 719. Case of certain Logs

of Mahogany, 2 Sumner, 601, 602.

• The Schooner Volunteer and cargo, 1 Sumner, 551.

^ The Schooner Volunteer and cargo, 672, 573.

° Cleirac, Us et Coutumes de la Met, 72. Boulay Paty, vol. ii. 297. Crane v.

The Rebecca, Ware's Rep. 188. The Schooner Volunteer and cargo, 1 Sumner,

561.
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and takes exclusive possession for the voyage, *or *221

when the payment of the freight is, by agreement,
postponed beyond the time, or at variance with the time and
place, for the delivery of the goods. But without a plain in-

tent to the contrary, the ship-owner will not be presumed to

have relinquished his lien on the cargo for the freight, not-

withstanding he has chartered the vessel to another, a The
general right of the master and owner to retain the goods for

the freight, is equally perfect, whether the merchant takes the

whole vessel by a charter-party, or sends his goods in a ge-

neral ship. The lien applies, whether the hire of the vessel

be stipulated in a charter-party, or the freight be stipulated

in the bill of lading. The owner is equally the carrier in both

cases. But if, instead of letting the use of the ship to freight, the

vessel itself be let to hire, then the charterer has the possession

and right of control ; he is then considered as owner for the

voyage, and the general owner, (1) who has parted with the

possession, has no lien on the cargo for the hire of the ship.'' (2)

When the goods are to be delivered to the consignee on pay-

ment of freight, the consignee makes himself responsible by
receiving the goods under the usual condition expressed in

the bill of lading. <= And if the goods, by the bill of lading,

were to be delivered to B., or his assigns, he or they paying
freight, and the assignee receives the goods, he is responsible

to the master for the freight, under the implied undertaking

to pay it. 'I So, if the master delivers the goods without pay-

• Chandler v. Belden, 18 Johns. Rep. ISY. Claikson v. Edes, 4 Cmmn's Rep.

470. Ruggles V. Bucknor, 1 Paine's Rep. 358. Christie v. Lewis, 2 Brod. & Ring.

410. Pickman v. Wood, 6 Rick. Rep. 248. Drinkwater v. The Biig Spartan,

Ware's Rep. 149. Fernandee v. Silva, 1 Miller's Louis. Rep. 274.

I" Drinkwater v. The Brig Spartan, Ware's Rep. 149. Christie v. Lewis, 2 Brod.

<fc Ring. 410. Story, J., in Kleine v. Catara, 2 Gall. Rep. 68.

« Roberts v. Holt, 2 Show. Rep. 432.

^ Cock V. Taylor, 2 Campb. N. P. Rep. 687, afterwards affirmed in K, B., 18

East, 399. Dougall v. Kemble, 3 Bing. Rep. 383. S. P.

(1) See ante, p. 21T, note 1.
•

(2> Where a vessel is hired for a voyage, persons whose goods are carried by such vessel cannot

be held responsible to the owners for freight, but only to the hirer. Perkins v. Hill, 2 Wood, <fe

3f. B. 153. But if the owners, by the terras of the charter-party, appoint the master, and control

the furnishing and navigation, they continue in possession as o)vner, and have a lien for freight

stipulated to be paid by the charter-party. Holmes v. Pavenstedt, 5 SanAf. S. C, B, 9T.
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ment of the freight, he may sue the consignee to

*222 *whom the goods were to be delivered, on payment of

freight, upon an implied promise to pay the freight, in

consideration of his letting the goods out of his hands before

payment.* It was once held, that if the master parted with

the goods to the consignee without securing his freight, he

was depriyed of all recourse to the consignor ; but it is now
decided otherwise. If the master cannot recover the freight

from the consignee to whom he has delivered the goods, with-

out receiving the freight, he still has his remedy over on the

charter-party against the shipper, and the condition precedent

to the delivery inserted in the bill of lading was intended only

for the master's benefit.^ The buyer of the goods from the

consignee is not answerable for the freight, for that would

prove to be a most inconvenient check to the transactions of

business ; and the buyer takes independently of the charge

of freight, unless that charge forms part of the terms of sale.

JSTor would he be liable even if he should enter the goods at

the custom-house in his own name, while the freight was un-

paid.o

If part of the cargo be sold on the voyage from necessity,

the owner, as we have seen, pays the value at the port of de-

livery, dedxicting his freight, equally as if the goods had ar-

rived. But if the goods be prohibited an entry by the govern-

ment of the country, and such prohibition takes place after

the commencement of the voyage, and the cargo be brought

* Mansfield, Ch, J., in Brounoker v. Scott, 4 Taunt. Rep. 1.

•> Tapley v. Martens, 8 Term Rep. 451. Christie y. Rowe, 1 Taunt. Rep. 300.

Shepherd v. De Bernales, 13 East, 565. Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Bos-

ton, 1846, p. 513. Spencer v. White, 1 Iredell's N. 0. Rep. 236. Laying v. Stew-

art, 1 Watts & Serg. 222. Barker v. Havens, 11 Johnson, 234. But in this last

case, the goods were owned by the consignor, and shipped on his account, and had

that not been the case, the action would not have been sustained. If there be no

charter-party, the shipper was held, by Lord Tenterden, not to be liable in such a

case. Drew v. Bird, 1 Moody & Mason, 156. In Sanders v. Van Zeller, 2 Gale &
Dav. 244. S. C. 3 Adol. & Ml. N. S. it was held by the Q. B. that the acceptance

of the goods under the bill of lading by the consignee, did not raise an inference in

law of a contract to pay the freight, though the bill of lading stated, he paying

freight for the same. But it was admitted that the circumstances might be

evidence to a jury of such a contract. Independent of this case, I should have

thought that the law would have raised such a contract.

° Artaza v. Smallpiece, 1 Msp. Jff. P. Rep. 23.
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back, the freight for the outward voyage has been held to

have been earned ; and the case was distinguished (though I

think the distinction is not very obvious) from that of a

blockade of the port of destination, and decided on the au-

thority of the French ordinance of the marine.'' ilToth-

ing can be more just, observes *Yalin, than that the *223

outward freight should be allowed, in such a case,

since the interruption proceeds from an extraordinary cause,

independent of the ordinary marine perils.^ The case of

a blockade of, or interdiction of commerce with the port of

discharge, after the commencement of the voyage, is held to

be different ; for, in that case, the voyage is deemed to be

broken up, and the charter-party dissolved ; and if the cargo,

by reason of that obstacle, be brought back, no freight is

due." The same principle applies if the voyage be broken

up and lost, by capture upon the passage, so as to cause a

complete defeasance of the undertaking, notwithstanding

there was a subsequent recapture, as in the case of the Hi-
ramA On the other hand, an embargo detaining the vessel

at the port of departure, or in the course of the voyage, does

not, of itself, work a dissolution of the contract. It is only a

temporary restraint, which suspends, for a time, its perform-

ance, and leaves the rights of the parties in relation to each

other untouched. If the ship be laden, and be captured be-

fore she breaks ground, and afterwards recaptured, but the

voyage broken up, the ship-owners are not entitled to any

freiglit, though, by the usage of the trade, the ship was laden

at their expense. It is requisite that the ship break ground,

to give an inception to freight.^ It is the same thing with a

' Morgan t. Insurance Company of North America, 4 Dallas' Rep. 455.

> Ord. tit. Du Fret. art. 15. Valin, ibid. Code de Commerce, art. 299.

<= Scott T. Libby, 2 Johns. Hep. 336. Liddard v. Lopes, 10 Sast's Rep. 526.

But in the case of the Two Friends, in Edw. R. 246, Lord Stowell allowed a pro

rata freight, though the vessel did not reach her port of destination, owing to a

blockade; though in general, if the voyage be not performed, the rule of the

admiralty, like that of the common law, is to deny freight. The Louisa, 1 Dodson,

317.

i 3 Roh.Adm.Rep. 180.

" Hadley v. Clarke, 8 Term Rep. 259. M'Bride v. Marine Insurance Company,

5 Johns. Rep. 398. Baylies v. Fettyplace, 1 Mass. Rep. 325.

' Curling v. Long, 1 Bos. & Pull. 634.
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blockade or hostile investment of the port of departure.

Such an obstacle does not discharge the contract of affreight-

ment because it is merely a temporary suspension of

*224 *its performance ; and the ship-owner may detain the

goods imtil he can prosecute the voyage with safety, or

until the freighter tenders him the full freight. This was the

decision in the case of Pakn&r v. Lorilla/rdj^^ in which the

doctrine was extensively examiiied ; and it was shown, by a

reference to the foreign ordinances, and the soundest classical

writers on maritime law,'' that the master, in the case of such

an invincible obstacle of a temporary nature to the prosecu-

tion of the voyage, is entitled to wait for the removal of it,

so that he may earn his freight, unless the cargo consists of

perishable articles which cannot endure the delay. He stands

upon a principle of equity which pervades the maritime law

of Europe, if he refuses to surrender the cargo to the shipper

without.some equitable allowance in the shape of freight, for

his intermediate service.

"When the goods become greatly deteriorated on the voyage,

it has been a very litigated question, whether the consignee

was bound to take the goods, and pay the freight, or whether

he might not abandon the goods to the master in discharge of

the freight. Valin and Pothier entertained opposite opinions

upon this question." The former insists, that the regulation

of the ordinance holding the merchant liable for freight on

deteriorated goods, without the right to abandon them in dis-

charge of the freight, is too rigorous to be compatible with

equity. He says the cargo is the only proper fund and pledge

for the freight, and that Casaregis^ was of the same opinion.

Pothier, on the other hand, was against the right of the owner
to abandon the deteriorated goods in discharge of the

*225 *freight ; and this is the better opinion, and the one
adopted in the case of Griswold v. The New-York

* 16 Johns. Rep. 348.

>> Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3. tit. 3. Fret. art. 16, and tit. Oharte-Parlie, art. 8. Va-

lin, h. t. Pothier, Charte-Partie, KToa. 69. 100, 101. Laws of Oleron, art. 4. Oon-

sulat, par Boucher, c. 80. 82. 84. Roccus, de Nav. n. 54. Jaeobsen's Sea Laws, by
Frick, 295.

« Valin's Com. tome i. 610. Polhier, Charte-Partie, '^o. 59.

* Disc. 22. n. 46, and Disc. 23. n. 86, 87.
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Insurance Company.'^ It is in accordance with the ordi-

nances of the marine, and of Rotterdam, and with the new

commercial code of Erance ; and the latter puts an end to all

further doubt and discussion on the subject in France.'' The

ship-owner performs his engagement when he carries and de-

livers the goods. The right to his freight then becomes ab-

solute, and the carrier is no more an insurer of the soundness

of the cargo, as against the perils of the sea, or its own in-

trinsic decay, than he is of the price in the market to which

it is carried. If he has conducted himself with fidelity and

vigilance in the course of the voyage, he has no concern with

the diminution of the value of the cargo. It may impair the

remedy which his lien afforded, but it does not affect his per-

sonal demand against the shipper.

If casks contain wine, rum or other liquids, or sugar, and

the contents be washed out, and wasted, and lost, by the

perils of the sea, so that the casks arrive empty, no freight is

due for them ; but the ship-owner would still be entitled to

his freight, if the casks were well stowed, and their contents

were essentially gone by leakage, or inherent waste, or imper-

fection of the casks. =

Should the cargo consist of live-stock, as is frequently the

case in voyages from this country to the West Indies, and

some of the horses or cattle, for instance, should die in the

course of the voyage, without any fault or negligence of the

master or crew, and there be no express agreement respecting

the payment of freight, the general rule is, that the freight is

to be paid for all that were put on board. But if the

agreement *was to pay for the transportation of them, *226

then no freight is due for those that die on the voyage,

as the contract is not, in that case, performed. <* The foreign

« 3 Johns. Rep. 321. Mr. Bell says, it 13 likewise the law in Scotland. 1 Bell's

Omn. 570. Jordan v, Warren Ins. Co. 1 Story's B. 342.

•> Ord. tit. Du Fret. art. 25. Ord. of Rotterdam, art. 155. Code de Oom. art.

303. 310. Boulay Paty, tome ii. 488. The foreign ordinances and the discussions

of the foreign jurists on this litigated question, whether the merchant can abandon

the deteriorated goods when brought to the place of destination, and thereby dis-

charge himself from the freight, are stated at large in Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am.

edit. Boston, 1846, pp. 616—523.

' Molloy, b. 2. c. 4. sec. 14. Frith v. Barker, 2 Johns. Rep. 327.

i Dig. 14. 2. 10. Molloy, b. 2. c. 4. see. 8.

Vol. in. 19
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marine law allows freight paid in advance to be recovered

Lack, if tlie goods be not carried, nor the voyage performed,

by reason of any event not imputable to the shipper. =• The

reason is, that the consideration for payment, which was the

carriage of the goods, has failed. But the marine ordinances

admit that the parties may stipulate that the freight so pre-

viously advanced shall, at all events, be retained. In Watson

V. Duykincls,^ the rule of the imarine law was recognised,

though it was not applied to that case, because the contract

there appeared to be, that the freight was paid for receiving

the passenger and his goods on board ; and, in such a case,

the payment is to be retained, though the vessel and cargo be

lost on the voyage. The general principle of the marine law

was admitted in the fullest latitude, in Griggs v. Austin ^"^

and whether the freight previously advanced is to be retained

or returned, becomes a question of intention in the construc-

tion of the contract. The French ordinances require a spe-

cial agreement to enable the ship-owner to retain the freight

paid in advance ; and Valin says,^ that many authors on

maritime jurisprudence, as Kuricke, Loccenius and Straccha,

will not allow even such a special agreement to be

*22'r valid.e *The English law is not so scrupulous, and

does not require any such express stipulation, and

allows the intention of the parties to retain the previously ad-

vanced freight to be more easily inferred. In De Silvale v.

Kendall,^ the Court of K. B. adopted a directly opposite prin-

ciple, and observed, that if the charter-party was silent, the

' Ord.jie la Mar. tit. Du Fret. art. 18. Boccus, de Nav. et Nmdo, n. 80. Glei-

rac, les TTs et Coulumes de la Mer, 42. Code de Commerce, art. 302.

" 3 Johns. Rep. 335.

' 2 Pick. Rep. 20.

* Com. tome i. 661.

• Straccha, in his Tractatus de Mercatura, tit. Be Nav. part 3. n. 24, as refeired

to by Valin, does not support the reference. He only says it was a question

whether the advanced freight was to be returned when the goods were not carried,

and that a ratable freight, in such case, was equitable.

' 4 Maule & Selw. SI. In Saunders v. Drew, 3 Barnw. <k Adolph. 445, the

doctrine of the case of De Silyale v. Kendall was admitted, that freight paid in

advance could not be recovered back without an agreement to that effect. The

rule in this country is more reasonable, and it requires a stipulation that the freight

paid in advance is not to be returned if the voyage be not performed, otherwise

the shipper may recover it back. Pitman v. Hooper, 3 Sumner, 50.
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law would require a performance of the voyage before freight

was due ; but the parties might stipulate, that part of the

freight be paid in anticipation, and be made free from subse-

quent contingency of loss, by reason of loss of the subsequent

voyage. If freight be paid in advance, and there be no ex-

press stipulation that it shall be returned in the event of freight

not being earned, the inference is, that the parties did not in-

tend that the payment of the part in advance should be sub-

ject to the risk of the remainder of the voyage ; and without

some provision of that kind, a new implied contract to that

effect could not be raised.* (1)

The question as to the right to a ratable freight, arises

in two cases : (1.) when the ship has performed the whole

voyage, and has brought only a part of her cargo to the

place of destination
; (2.) when she has not performed her

whole voyage, and the goods have been delivered to the

merchant, at a place short of the port of delivery. In the

case of a general ship, or one chartered for freight, to be
paid according to the quantity of goods, freight is due for

what the ship delivers.^ The contract, in such a case, is

divisible in its own nature. But if the ship be chartered at

a specific sum for the voyage, and she loses part of her cargo

by a peril of the sea, and conveys the residue, it has been a

question, whether the freight could be apportioned. The
weight of authority, in the English books, is against the

apportionment of freight in such a case,<= and the

question has been repeatedly discussed *and deter- *228

mined of late years. It has been held that the con-

tract of affreightment was an entire contract; and unless

fully performed by delivery of the whole cargo, no freight

* See Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, pp. 496, 497.

>> Ritchie V. AtkinsoD, 10 Easfs Rep. 295.

" Bright y. Cowper, 1 Brownlow, 21, and this case is cited with approbation by
Grose, J., iu 1 Term Sep. 385. Malynes, in his Lex Mercainria, 100, is of opinion

that there is no freight due, though he speaks in a loose and questionable manner.

•But Abbott, in his Treatise on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, p. 524, thinks it

(4) Held, in Phelps v. Williamson, 5 Sandf. S. 0. B. 578, that freight, paid in advance on the

usual bill of lading, may in all cases, when the goods have not been carried and delivered, be
recovered back, unless there be a special agreement to the contrary.
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was due under the charter-party, in the case where the ship

was chartered for a specific sum for the Toyage. The de-

livery of the whole cargo is, in such a case, a condition pre-

cedent to the recovery of freight. The stipulated voyage

must be actually performed. A partial performance is not

sufficient, nor can a partial payment be claimed, except in

special cases. '^

The apportionment of freight* usually happens when the

ship is forced into a port short of her destination, and cannot

finish the voyage. In that case, if the owner of the goods

will not allow the master a reasonable time to repair, or to

proceed in another ship, the master will be entitled to the

whole freight, because the freighter is the cause of the con-

tract not being performed. But if he consents, and the mas-

ter refuses to go on, he is not entitled to freight, because he

has not performed his contract. To entitle himself to freight,

the master must proceed, or offer to proceed, in another ves-

sel, or repair his own, and take on the cargo ; and if he pro-

ceeds, he reassumes his usual risk of losing the freight

*229 by *the loss of the cargo in the subsequent part of the

voyage, or of earning freight by its safe arrival and

delivery at the port of destination. If, however, the merchant

accepts the goods at the intermediate port, the general rule of

the marine law is, that freight is to be paid according to the

proportion of the voyage performed, and the law will imply

such a contract. This doctrine pervades the marine ordi-

nances and writers on marine law ;'' and it is now equally well

settled in the English and American law, that freight, jpro

rata itineris, is due, when the ship, by inevitable necessity,

hard that the owners should lose the -whole benefit of the voyage, Tvhere the

object of it has been in part performed, and no blame is imputable to them. Holt,

in his System of Shipping, Int. 89, says that a partial freight is due -when the ship

has brought part of the goods in safety to the place of destination, for a propor-

tionate benefit has been received.

« Post & Russel V. Robertson, 1 Johns. Hep. 24. The Ship Hooper, U. S. C. C.

Mass. May, 1839. 3 Sumner, 842. See, also, Clarke v. Gurnell, 1 Bulst.lGl.

Cook V. Jennings, 1 Term Rep. 381. Osgood v. Groning, 2 Campb. iV. P. Rep. 466,

in -which the necessity of a precise performance of the covenant to transport and

deliver the cargo is required, before an action for the freight can be maintained.

' Laws of Oleron, art. 4. Ord. of Wishiy, art. 16. Rooms, n. 81. Siraccha,

de Navibus, part 3. n, 24. Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3. tit. 3. Su Fret. art. 21, 22.
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is forced into a port short of her destination, and is unable to

prosecute the voyage, and the goods are there voluntarily ac-

cepted by the owner. Such acceptance constitutes the basis

of the rule for a^o rata freight ; and it must be a voluntary

acceptance, and not one forced upon the owner by any illegal

or violent proceeding. The numerous cases upon which this

doctrine is sustained, are all founded upon that of iMhe v.

Jjyde, and that case rested upon the decision in the House of

Lords, in 1Y33, in Lutwidge & How v. Cfrey.'^ If the outward

and homeward voyages be distinct, freight is recoverable for

the one, though the other be not performed. But if, by the

terms of the contract, they be one voyage, and the ship per-

form the outward, and fails to perform the homeward voyage,

no freight is recoverable.''

*The rule by which the amount of the ratable freight *230

is to be ascertained, is, to ascertain how much of the

voyage had been performed when the disaster happened,

which compelled the vessel to seek a port, according to the

mode of adjustment pursued in Luke v. JJyde ; or else to cal-

culate how much of the voyage had been performed, when
the goods arrived at the port of necessity, according to the

better course pursued in the cases in this country. "=

• Cited in Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boaton, 529, 530. Luke v. Lyde,

2 Burr. 883. Cook v. Jenoings, 1 Term Rep. 381. Hunter v. Prineep, 10 Easts

Rep. 378. Liddard v. Lopes, ibid. 526. Abbott on Shipping, id. 631. Eobinson

T. Marine Insurance Company, 2 Johns. Rep. 323. Hurton v. Union Ins. Compa-

ny, cited in Gondy's Marshall on Ins. 281. 601. Caze & Eichard v. Baltimore In-

surance Company, 7 Granch's R. 358. Armroyd v. Union Insurance Company, 3

Binney, 437. Welch v. Hicks, 6 Gowen's R. 504. Vance v. Clark, 1 Miller's

Louis. R. 324. Tie v. Vance, 11 Louis. R. 199. The Ship Hooper, U. S. G. G.

Mass. May, 1839, 3 Sumner, 542. Vlierboom v. Chapman, 13 Meeson <fc Welsby,

230. In Baillie v. Moudigliani, ParJc. on Ins. c. 2. p. 70, it was held by Lord Mans-

field, that as between the owners of the ship and cargo, in case of a total loss, no

freight is due; but if part of the cai'go be saved, and the merchant takes it, freight

pro rata is due. But as between the owners of the cargo and the insurer, the lat-

ter is not re^onsible for freight. See Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston,

634, note 1. In this last work the learned American editor, pp. 547—550, and id.

pp. 564—566, has collected and sunomarily stated the American cases on this re-

fined and vexatious question of a pro rata freight.

•> Lawes on Charter-Parties, 149, 150. Mackrell v. Simond, 2 Ghitiy's Rep. 666.

' Marine Insurance Company v. Lenox, cited and approved of in Eobinson v

.

Marine Insurance Company, 2 Johns. Rep. 323. Coffin v. Storer, 5 Mass. Rep.

252.
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(8.) Of lossfrom collision of ships.

This has been a diflBcult subject for discussion and decision,

and various opinions have been entertained by the writers on

maritime law. The evidence as to the true cause of the col-

lision is of difficult access. Tlie accident usually happens in

the darkness of night, or in a storm, and is necessarily accom-

panied with confusion and agitation. When the fact is clear,

that a fault was committed by one party, or that he was in

want of due skill or care, and the disaster was the conse-

quence thereof, the party in fault must pay all the dam-

ages. (1) The plaintiff may be in fault to a certain extent,

and yet not to such an extent as to prevent his recovering

;

though it would seem, that if he or his agents substantially

contributed to the injury, he cannot recover.* (2) There are

settled nautical rules, by which, in most cases, the want of

skill, or care, or duty, may be ascertained. Thus the vessel

that has the wind free, or is sailing before or with the wind,

must get out of the way of the vessel that is close-hauled, or

sailing by or against \i.^ The vessel on the starboard tack

Raisin v. Mitchell, 9 Garr. & Payne, 613. Baron Parke, in the case of The

Bridge v. The Grand Junction Railway Company, 3 Mee. & Weh. 244. Butterfield

V. Forrester, 11 East, 60. 38, E. O. L. R. 254, note. Sills v. Brown, 9 Garr. &
Payne, 601. By whose fault the collision happened, is a question of fact for a

jury, and the actual damage at the time and place of the injui'y, and not the

probable profits at the port of destination, is the measure of value in damages, in

cases of collision, as well as in cases of insurance. Smi(h y. Condry, 1 Eoward^a U.

S. Rep. 28.

' Sills V. Brown, 9 Garr. dh Payne, 601. The custom in England, in the case of

carriages on land meeting each other is, that each driver must pass to his own

left hand. The rule is directly otherwise in this countiy, or at least in Massachu-

setts and New-York. iV. T.E.S.Sd edit. Tol. i. 8'73. Kennard v. Burton, Law

Reporter, July, 1846. By the New-York Revised Statutes, Sd edit. vol. i. 869,

steamboats on the waters of that state meeting each other, the boats are to pass

on the starboard, or right side of each other. Careful regulations are made in re-

spect to the safe landing of passengers. "When two steamboats are going in the

(1) What is reasonable care will depend on alHlie circumstances of the navigators. Much

more precaution is required during foggy weather or near the shore, than on the open sea. See

Wells V. The Bay State, Diet. O. U. S.for N. Y. N. T. Leg. Observer, p. 199, May, 1S48. The

Uuropa, reported in R S. Law Mag. Dec. 1860, p. 497. In the last case, the subject of inevita-

ble accidents is well discussed, and is declared by Dr. Lushington to exist " where a man is

pursuing his lawful avocation in a lawful manner, and something occurs which no ordinary

sltill or caution could prevent, and, as a consequence of that occurrence, an accident talies

place."

(2) Bee post, p. 231, note 1.
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has a right to keep her wind, and the vessel on the larboard

tack is bound to give way to the other, or bear up or heave

about to avoid danger, or be answerable for the consequences. =•

The vessel to windward is to keep away when both vessels are

going the same course in a narrow channel, and there is dan-

ger of running afoul of each other. •> But in the case

of a steam-vessel, *which has greater power, and is *231

more under command, she is bound to give way to a

vessel with sails." (1) So a neglect of due means to check a

vessel entering a river or harbour where others lie at anchor,

is a fault which creates responsibility for damages which may
ensue."! Where the collision arose by vis inc^or, or physical

same direction, they must not approach within twenty yards of each other ; and ia

the night time, each boat and all vessels on the waters of the state, must show

good and sufficient lights.

• The Woodrop Sims, 2 Dod. Adm. Rep. 83. The Thames, 5 Rob. Adm. Rep. 345.

Jameson v. Drinkald, 12 Moore, 148. The Celt, 8 ffaffg. Adm. Rep. 821. Raisin

V. Mitchell, 9 Carr. d; Payne, 613.

^ Marsh v. Blythe, 1 M-Cord, 360. In many ports there are Trinity House

regulations, rec[uiring vessels at anchor in a navigable river, or port of much com-

merce, to have it light hung out conspicuously in dark nights. It was said, in

Oarsly v. White, 21 Pick. 254, that there was no general and absolute usage on

the subject, and that the omission of the light might or might not be a fatal uegU-

genoe, according to the circumstances. But the Oh. J. of Pennsylvania, in Simpson

V. Hand, 6 Wharton, 324, more justly considered, that the hoisting of a light in a

river or harbour at night, amid an active commerce, was a precaution imperiously

demanded by prudence, and he did not see how it could be considered otherwise

than as negligence per se. Train v. Steamboat N. A. 2 N^. Y. Legal Observer, 67.

S.P.
•= The Shannon, 2 Higg. Adm. Rep. 173. In the case of Lowry v. The Steam-

boat Portland, in the V. 3. D. 0. for Mans., January, 1839, it was certified by ex-

perienced navigators, and adjudged by the court as the rule on the subject, that

when two vessels approach each other, both having a free or fair wind, each vessel

passes to the right ; and that a steamer was considered as always sailing with a

fair wind, and is bound to do whatever u, sailing vessel going free, or with a fair

wind, would be required to do under similar circumstances. A steamer must back

her engines immediately when hailed in a fog. Case of The Perth, 8 Hagg. Adm.
R. 414.

^ The Neptune 2d, 1 Dod. Adm. Rep. 467. But if a vessel anchors in an im-

proper place, as in the thoroughfare pass of a river, her owner must abide the

consequences of a collision, unless other circumstances alter the equity of the case.

Strout V. Foster, 1 Howard's U. S. Rep. 89. The Trinity House Charter of Dept-

(1) See 8t John v. Paine, 10 ITow, H. 557, where the Supreme Court of the United States

adopt these rules of navigation. See, also, Newton r. Stebbins, id. 586.
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causes exclusively, and without a/ny negligence or fault in

any one, open or concealed, the proprietors of the ship or

cargo injured must hear their own loss, and it is not the sub-

ject of apportionment, or contribution, or of general average

in any form. This was the doctrine of the Eoman law, and

this is the rule of the maritime law of Europe.^ The great-

est difficulty on the subject has arisen in the cases in which

the collision proceeded evidently from error, neglect, or want

of sufficient precaution, but the neglect or fault was either,

inscrutable, or equally imputable to both parties. In this

case, of ila/me existing which is undiscoverable, the marine

law, by a rusticum judicium, apportions the loss, as having

arisen equally by the fault of both parties.^ The rule is

ford Strong, for the London trade, was first granted by Heniy VIII, and has been

renewed and modified by subsequent kings. The Trinity Souse Rules of 1 840, as

stated in the case of The Friends, in the Admiralty, Hill. Term, 1843, 1 Robinson,

Jr. Adm. R. 484, declared that vessels having the wind fair shall give way to those

on the wind ; that when both are going by the wind, the vessel on the starboard

tack shall keep the wind, and the one on the larboard tack bear up, thereby passing

each on the larboard hand ; that when both vessels have the wind free, large or

abeam, and meet, they shall pass each other in the same way on the larboard hand,

and to effect it the helm must be put to port.

Steam vessels are considered in the light of vessels navigating with a fair wind,

and should give way to sailing vessels on a wind on either tack. When steam

vessels on different courses must necessarily cross so near, that by continuing their

courses there would be a risk of coming in collision, each vessel should put her

helm to port, so as always to pass on the larboard side of each other. A steam

vessel passing another in a narrow channel must always leave the vessel she is

passing on the larboard hand. There must be exceptions to these rules, says Dr.

Lushington, implied by common sense ; and if a steamer goes with great rapidity

in hazy weather or dark nights, she is responsible for collision. The Rose, Adm.
Hill. Term, 1843. See MeCullocKs Diet, for the Trinity House Regulations. The
difiiculties occurring in the application of these general rules, and the cases which

have arisen on the vexed questions, are leai-nedly examined in a work where we
should not have expected such a discussion, Westminster Review for September,

1844, p. IIT. See, also, the chapter on "Collision," in Abbott on Shipping, 6th

Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 228.

* Dig. 9. 2. 29. Consulat de la Mer, par Boucher, 200—203. Abbott on Ship-

ping, part 3. c. 8. sec. 12. Marshall on Insurance, 493. Pardessus, Droit Com.

tome iii. No. 682. Jameson v. Drinkald, 12 Moore, 148. The Ligo, 2 Hagg. Adm.
Rep. 356. The Woodrop Sims, 2 Dod. Rep. 85. BeWs Com. vol i. 579, 580, 681.

Stoiy, J., in 2 Phillips, 183, 2d edit.

"> Cleirac, Us et Coutumes de la Mer, 68. The Woodrop Sims, 2 Dod. Adm.
Rep. 85. The De Cock, Eng. Adm. 1839. The Am. Jurist, January, 1840, p. 464.

Le Neve v. Edin. and London Shipping Company, Bell's Com. vol. i. 581, note, 2d
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universally declared by all the foreign ordinances and jurists

;

and its equity and expediency apply equally where both

parties are to blame, and where the fault cannot be detect-

ed. But, according to the English and American rule in

the courts of common law, if there be fault or want of care

on both sides, or without fault on either side, neither party

can sue the other.a (1) The general rule of the maritime

law is, to make the ships contribute equally, without regard

to their relative value, and Valin considers this to be the

shorter, plainer and better rule.^ (2) There has been much

edit. Beeves t. The Ship Constitution, Oilpin, ST 9. Rogers v. Rival, District

Coart of Mass., Law Reporter for May, 1846, p. 28.

* Vanderplanck v. Miller, 1 Moody & Malk'm, 169. Vennall v. Garner, 1 Cromp.

db Meeson, 21. Simpson v. Hand, 6 Wharton, 311. Stoiy, J., in the case of The

Paragon, Phillips on Ins. vol. ii. 183. Abbott on Shipping, by Story, edit. 1829,

p. 854.

'' Com. tome ii. 166. The Marine Ordinance of the city of Rotterdam, in 1721,

declares that the damage I'esulting from collisions of ships shall be borne equally,

unless, indeed, the collision happened by design, or any remarkable fault, and then

(1) Broadwell v. Swigert, T R Mbn, Jt. 89. See ante, p. 230. But the doctrine of the text, if

to be understood to mean that a party in a/ny degree in default cannot recover, has been since

qualified. In a late case, the district judge of the southern district of New-York, after express-

ing himself better satisfied with the rule forbidding a recovery in such cases, said, " the English

admiralty has distinctly laid down (he opposite rule, (2 Dods. B. 88, The Woodrop Sims,) and
that case has been constantly adhered to." See, also, Gilpvn^s B. 579. Waring v. Clarke, 5

How. B. 503. Story on BaUm?8, 608. It was deemed, therefore, in accordance with the Eng-
lish rule, that each party should pay one Jialfof the loss. "Wells v. The Bay State, Jf. Y. Legal

Obsercer, p. 199, May, 1848. See 2 Arnold on Ina. 808.

In cases of collision on land, if both parties are guilty of negligence, neither can recover

against the other. Parker v. Adams, 12 Met. B. 415. Kennard v. Burton, 12 Bh&pUy^s {Maine)

7S. 89.

(2) In a late case it was held, that where a steamer is towing a vessel, and a collision occurs,

injuring a third vessel, both the steamer and its tow arejointly and severally liable, if both were
in default

But it would seem that if the collision occurred exclusively by the fault of one, that alone is

liable. Livingston v. Steam B. Express, U.S.C.C. New-Yorla Legal OfisenJer, p. 401, Nov.,

1848. S. C. id. Dec, 1848, p. 484. On appeal, it was held, that, under the circumstances, the

steamer was liable. The Express, 1 Blatchford B. 865.

Where a vessel was towed by a steamer, under an agreement that the tow should be at the

risk of its masters and owners, it was held that the owners of the steamer were, nevertheless,

liable for injuries to the tow, arising from their gross negligence. Alexander v. Greene, 7

nm B. 683. See. also. Sprout v. Hemmingway, 14 Pick. B. 1. Ante, vol. ii. p. 608, note a
and (1.)

But see the case of Wells v. The Steam Navigation Company, 2 Cormt. B. 204, where Alex-

ander V. Greene was pointedly condemned, and it was decided that the owners of a towing boat

are not common carriers, and may contract for a restricted liability.

Common carriers are liable for losses caused by collisions with other vessels at sea, though no
fault be imputable to either vessel. Plaisted v. Boston & K. S. N. Co. 27 Maine B. 182.

But it has been held, in another case, that such losses are within the exception of " dangers of

the river." Whitesides v. Thurlkill, 12 S. &. MBep. 599.
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difference in the codes and authorities in maritime

*232 law, whether the cargo, as well as the *ship, was to

contribute to the loss. Valin contends that the con-

tribution is only between the ships, and that the cargoes are

totally excluded from the benefit, as well as from the burthen

of contribution in the case of such a disaster. But in Le
Neve T. Edmburgh amd London Shipping Corrvpcmy, the cargo

of the ship that was sunk and tost by the collision, received

the benefit of the contribution.

*

(9.) Of general amerage.

The doctrine of general average grows out of the incidents

of a mercantile voyage, and the duties which it creates apply

equally to the owner of the ship and of the cargo. General,

gross or extraordinary average, means a contribution made
by all parties concerned, towards a loss sustained by some

of the parties in interest, for the benefit of all ; and it is

called general or gross average, because it falls upon the

gross amount of ship, cargo and freight.''

the guilty party must bear the whole loss. Ord. of Rotterdam, sec. 256, 256. The

Ordinance of Bamhurg, of 1731, tit. 8, is to the same effect, though even still nar-

rower in the exception. The loss, under that ordinance, is assessed as a common
average upon both vessels, freights and cargoes, and is to be borne one half by each

vessel. The foreign law and the sentence of a foreign marine court, in a case of

collision within its jurisdiction, and in a proceeding in rem, are conclusive as to the

fact and faultlessness of the collision, and of the apportionment
; (2 Phillips on

Ins. 2d edit. 182. Smith v. Condry, 1 HowarcCs U. S. Rep. 28,) and where there is

no proof of negligence on the part of the master or crew of the damaged ship, the

insurer is liable for damages occasioned by collision. Stevens & Benecke on Aver-

age, by Phillips, 368. Peters v. WaiTen Ins. Co. vide infra, p. 302.

* This case was decided in the House of Lords in 1824. See BelVs Com, vol, i.

580—583, who has collected and digested the foreign authorities on the subject.

By the English statute of 53 Geo. IIL c. 159, ship-owners were protected from loss

by damage done to other vessels without their fault, beyond their property in the

ship, freight, apparel and furniture. The value of the ship doing the damage is

the price at which she could be sold, ascertained by a valuation and appraise-

ment. (1) Dobree v. Schroder, 2 Mylne S Craig, 489. In the case of the Dundee,

it was held, that fishing stores of a Greenland ship were liable to contribute in

compensation for damages done to another ship by collision, as appurtenances to a

ship of that chai'aoter. The Dundee, 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 109.

'' Particular average is the same as partial loss, and is to be borne by the par-

(1) Under this statute it has been held, that the whole freight due or to grow due during the

voyage, is liable to make good the damage arising fiom collision. 1 Sag. L, & Zq. R. 637.

iThe Benares.)
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By the Khodian law, as cited in the Pandects, ^ if goods

were thrown overboard, in a case of extreme peril, to lighten

and save the ship, the loss, being incurred for the common

benefit, was to be made good by the contribution of all. The

goods mnst not be swept away by the violence of the

waves, *for then the loss falls entirely upon the mer- *233

chant or his insurer, but they must be intentionally

sacrificed by the mind and agency of man, for the safety of

the ship and the residue of the cargo. (1) The jettison must be

made for sufficient cause, and not from groundless timidity.

It must be made in a case of extremity, when the ship is in

danger of perishing by the fury of a storm, or is labouring

upon rocks or shallows, or is closely pursued by pirates or

enemies ; and then, if the ship and the residue of the cargo

be saved by means of the sacrifice, nothing can be more

reasonable than that the property saved should bear its pro-

portion of the loss. The doctrine of general average is one

of those rules of the marine law which is built upon the

plainest principles ofjustice ; and it has, accordingly, recom-

mended itself to the notice and adoption of all the commer-

cial nations of the world. The title in the Pandects, De lege

Hhodia de Jactu, has been the basis of the ordinances ofmodern

Europe, on the subject of general average ; and the doctrine

of jettison was transplanted into the Roman law from the in-

stitutes of the ancient Ehodians. A jettison is only permitted

ties immediately intereated. Primage and average, which are mentioned in bills

of lading, mean a small compensation or duty paid to the master, over and above

the freight, for his care and trouble as to the goods. It belongs to him of right,

and it is not understood to be covered by the policy of insurance. For these

charges, as well as for freight, the master has a lien on the cargo. Park, ore Ins,

c. 6. 134. Best V. Saunders, 1 Damon & Lloyd, 183.

* Dig. 14. 2. 1. This Rhodian law is discussed in the Pandects by Paulus, Papi-

nian and other eminent lawyers. It forms the subject of the distinguished com-

mentaries of Peckiua and Vinnhts, in the treatise Ad Pern Nauticam, and of a

treatise of Bynkershoeck ; and it has received most ample illustrations in the dis-

sertations upon it by numerous other civilians, among whom may be selected Eme-

rigon and Abbott.

(1) Where a vessel, in imminent peril of being driven on a rocky coast, "where wreck would

be inevitable, is voluntarily stranded on a less dangerous part of the coast, a proper case for

general average occurs. Barnard v. Adams, 10 How. JR. 370.
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in cases of extreme necessity;^ and the foreign ordinances'"

require that the officers of the ship, and the supercargo, ifon

board, should, if practicable, be previously consulted ; and if

the master, in a case of false alarm, makes a jettison, there is

no contribution. The master is responsible for the due exercise

of his own judgment in the case of a jettison. He has the

authority, and if he shows a necessity of the sacrifice, he will

be excused, whether he follows the advice of the crew or not.

The crew of a vessel are not authorized to make a jettison of

any part of the cargo, even in a case of distress, without the

order of the master. This is the general rule, without refer-

ence to extreme cases." A regular jettison, says Emerigon,

is that which takes place with order, and without confusion,

and is founded on previous deliberation. Consultation is not

indispensable previous to the sacrifice. A case of imminent

danger wiU not permit it. But it must appear that the act

occasioning the loss was the effect of judgment and will

;

and there may be a choice of perils when there is no possi-

bility of safety. There must be certain loss volnn-

*234: tarily incurred for the common benefit, and it *is not

necessary that the vessel should be exposed to greater

danger than she otherwise would have been. To avoid an

absolute shipwreck, it may sometimes be necessary to run

the vessel ashore in a place which appears to be the least

dangerous, and that will form a case of general average.^

The irregular jettison is valid, for it takes place in the instant

of a danger which is imminent and appalling, and when all

formality and deliberation would be out of season, or impos-

sible. All acts are precipitate, and commanded by that

sense of self-preservation when life is in jeopardy, which is

irresistible, and sways every consideration. Such a jettison

is a species of shipwreck, and it is called semi-naufragium.^

« Sir Wm. Scott, in The Gratitudine, 3 Rob. Adm. Rep. 240.

b Laws of Oleron, ai't. 8, of Wisbuy, 20, 21. 38. Consulat de la Mer, tome ii. c.

99. Code de Commerce, art. 410.

« The Nimrod, 1 War'^s Rep. 14, 15.

^ Sims V. Gumey & Smith, 4 Binney, 613. 1 Emerigon, 408. Tavga says,

that dming the sixty years he was a magistrate in the Consulat of the Sea, at Ge-

noa, he met with only four or five cases of a regular jettison, and they were suspi-

cious by reason of their very formalities.

1 Consulat de la Mer, c. 284. Targa, c 58. Oasaregis, Disc. 45. n. 28.
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The captain must first begin the jettison with things the

least necessary, the most weighty, and of least value, and
nothing but the greatest exti-emity would excuse the master

who should commence the jettison with money, and other

precious parts of the cargo.*^

Before contribution takes place, it must appear that the

goods sacrificed were the price of safety to the rest,

and if *the ship be lost, notwithstanding the jettison, *235

there will be no ground for contribution. ^ All damage
arising immediately from jettison, or other act of necessity, is

to be a matter of general average ; and, therefore, if, in cutting

away a mast, the cargo by that means be injured, or if, in

throwing over any part of the cargo, other parts of the cargo

be injured, the damage goes into general average, because it

is to be considered as part of the price of safety to the residue

of the property." So, if a ship be injured by a peril of the

sea, and be obliged to go into port to refit, the wages and pro-

visions of the crew, during the detention, constitute the sub-

ject of general average, according to the decisions in ISTew-

Tork and Massachusetts. '^ Those decisions are supported by

* Code de Commerce, art. 411. Emerigon, tome i. 609, has beautifully illustra-

ted, from Juvenal, the growth and progress of an irregular jettison, and that immi-

nent danger and absorbing terror which justify it. At first the skill of the pilot

fails ;

Ntdlam prudentia cani

Recloris conferret opem.

Catullus becomes restless with terror as the danger presses, and at last he cries

:

Fundite qum mea sunt—
Prcecipitare volens pulcherrima.—Juvenal, sat. 12.

'' Pothier, tit. Avaries, n. 113. No contribution, if at the time of sacrificing the

cargo there was no possibility of saving it. Crockett v. Dodge, 3 Fairfield, 190.

No loss or expense is considered and appUed as general average, unless it was in-

tended to save the remaining property, and unless it accomplished the object.

Williams v. Suffolk Ins. Co. U. S. C. C. Mass. May, 1839, 3 Sumner's R 510.

" Maggrath v. Church, 1 Caines' Rep. 196.

^ Walden v. Le Roy, 2 Caines' Rep. 263. Padelford r. Boardman, 4 Mass. Rep.

548. Potter T. Ocean Ins. Co. 3 Sumner, 21. In Pennsylvania, it is decided that

the wages and provisions of the crew during an embargo, go into a general average,

and, as the Ch. J. observed, the criterion of general average is, when the expenses

were " necessarily and unavoidably incurred for the general safety of the ship and

cargo." Ins. Company of N. America v. Jones & Clark, 2 Binney, 547. The case

of a vessel forced into port by sea perils and damage to refit, would doubtless be

considered as equally within the principle. See infra, p. 302.
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the rule as laid down in Beawes,^- and they are in coincidence

with the law and practice of Holland and France.^ Lord

Tenterden, in his treatise on shipping," observed, that the

English law books furnished no decision on this point, and he
thought it susceptible of a reasonable doubt, though his opi-

nion was evidently against the justice and policy of the charge

for contribution. Since he wrote, the question has been de-

cided in the K. B. according to his opinion, and in a case

in which he sustained and enforced a contrary opinion in his

character of counsel."^ The result of the decisions in PlMmm&r
V. Wildman, and Power v. Whitmore,^ is, that where the

general safety requires a ship to go into port to refit, by rea-

son of some peril, the wages and provisions of the crew

*236 during the *detention, are not the subject of general

average ; but the other necessary expenses of going into

port, and of preparing for the refitting the ship, by unloading,

warehousing and reloading the cargo, are general average.^

» Lex Mercaioria, vol. i. 161.

'' Eioard, nSgoce dAmsterdam, 280. Emerigon, TraiU des Ass. tome i. 624.

' Abbott on Shipping, 5tli Am. edit. 1846, p. 592.

" Power V. Whitmore, 4 Maule & Selw. 141.

« 3 Maule & Selw. 482. 4 Ibid. 141. S. P. In De Vaux T. Salyador, 4 Adol.

do Ellis, 420, Lord Deuman, in that case, relied upon the nisi prius case of Fletcher

V. Pole, before Lord Mansfield, in l'i'69, and cited by Parlce on Ins. vol. i. TO; and

also in Robertson v. Ewer, 1 Term, 131. He seemed to admit that the expenses

of wages and provisions, in such cases, might go into contribution as between

owners and freighters, though not as against underwriters. In Charleston, in South

Carolina, the average of provisions and wages of the crew, while the vessel is de-

tained in a port of necessity, is not charged to the underwriters. The English rule

is the one that prevails. Union Bank v. Union Ins. Co. Dudley's Law and Eq.

R. 171.

' Beawes, L. M. 161. Abbott on Shipping, 280. Ist edit. Bedford Com. Ins.

Company v. Parker, 2 Pick. 8, and Thornton v. U. S. Ins. Company, 3 Fairfield,

150, support the position, that the necessary expenses of unloading and reloading

the cargo, when a vessel is forced into a port to refit, are to be brought into general

average, for all persons concerned are interested in the measures requisite to com-

plete the voyage. But again, the labour and board of the master and crew, in

relieving a vessel cast ashore in a storm, are not the subject of general average, or

chargeable on the insurer ; though the extra hire and loss on the sale of outfits are

general average. Giles v. Eagle Ins. Co. 2 Metcalfs R. 140. The case of Walden
V. Le Roy, 2 Oaines' Rep. 263, assumes, that those expenses, in such a case, go

into a general average ; and there seems to be no doubt from the cases, that where

the wages and provisions of the crew are to be borne by general contribution, those

other expenses are equally a part of it. The survey to ascertain the necessity and
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The costs of the repairs, so far- as they accrue to the ship alone

as a benefit, and would have been necessary in that port, on ac-

count of the ship alone, are not average. Yet, if the expense of

the repairs would not have been incurred but for the benefit of

the cargo, and might have been deferred with safety to the

ship, to a less costly port, such extra expenses is general

average.

It has likewise been held, that the wages and provisions of

the crew, during a capture and detention for adjudication, are

a proper subject for general average ;» while in the case of a

vessel detained by an embargo, they are not so subject, and

are chargeable exclusively upon the freight.'' The French

ordinance of the marine, Pothier and Eicard, all agree, that

wages and provisions are not a subject for contribution in the

case of an embargo ; and yet, it has been held, on the other

hand, by the Court of Errors in Pennsylvania, in 1807,

that *they were in such case the subject of general *23T

average.<= In respect to the wages and provisions of

the crew, while the vessel was detained at an intermediate

port, by fear of enemies, and waiting for convoy, they were

allowed to form the subject of general average by the courts

in Holland, amidst conflicting opinions, and after very pro-

tracted and exhausting litigation.'' We cannot but lament the

extent of repairs at a foreign port, may be ordered by a court of admiralty, or by

the American consul, or by persons voluntarily appointed by the master, and if the

damages were the result of a peril insured, the underwriters bear the expense of

the survey. Potter v. Ocean Ins. Co. 3 Sumner, 27. 42. The whole subject is

discussed and the authorities collected in Abbott on Shipping, 6th Am. edit. Bos-

ton, 1846, pp. 595—602. (1)

» Ricard, negoce cFAmsterdam, 219. Baulay Paty, tome iv. 444. Leavenworth

v. Delafield, 1 Coined Eep. 574. Kingston v. Girard, i'Dallas' Rep. 274.

i" Robertson v. Ewer, 1 Term Rep. 127. Penny v. New-York Insurance Com-
pany, 3 Coined Rep. 155. M'Bride v. Marine Insurance Company, 7 Johns. Rep.

431. Harrod v. Lewis, 3 Martin's Louis. Rep. 311.

' Insurance Company of North America v. Jones, 2 Binney's Rep. 547.

1 Bynk. Quasi. J. Priv. lib. 4. c. 26. Bynkershoeck, in one of the adjudged

(1) Two statutes ofNew-Tork, passed Feb. 19, 1819, and March 29,1844, gives the Wardens of

the port of New-York exclusive powers to make surveys of vessels deemed unfit to proceed

to sea, and to judge of repairs necessary for the safety of the vessels on their intended voyage ;

Held, that this did not prevent the employment of a private individual to survey a vessel just ar-

rived in a damaged condition, before discharge of cargo, or any measures taken for a future voy-

age. One of the judges considered the laws unoonstitntional, as attempting to regulate com-
merce. Port-wardens v, Cartwright, iSandf. S. 0, B. 286.
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uncertainty and confusion whieli the contradictory rules on

this subject have created. There is no principle of maritime

law that has been followed by more variations in practice

than this perplexed doctrine of general average ; and the rules

of contribution in different countries, and before different tri-

bunals, are so discordant, and many of the distinctions are so

subtle and so artificial, that it becomes extremely difficult to

reduce them to the shape of a connected and orderly system.

The French jurists complain that their ancient nautical legis-

lation left the question of contribution very much at large,

and subject to arbitrary discretion, and they commend
*238 very highly the regulations *of the ordinance and of

the code as just and equitable, and marked with cer-

tainty and precision, a-

If part of the cargo be voluntarily delivered up to a pirate,

or an enemy, by way of ransom or contribution, and to induce

them to spare the vessel and residue of the goods, the property

saved must contribute to the loss, as being the price of safety

to the rest. The expense, also, of unlading the goods, to re-

pair damages to the ship, or to lighten her when grounded,

miist be sustained by general contribution ; for all the parties

concerned are interested in the measures requisite for the

prosecution of the voyage. If the masts, cables and other

equipments of the vessel be cut away, to save her in a case

of extremity, their value must be made good by contribution.'*

cases which he cites, complains that the existing usages had extended contribution

to every kind of danger, and frequently comprehended wages and provisions of the

crew as proper objects of it, and that the practice might be abused to the destruc-

tion of the merchant. His history of the vexatious litigation in these cases is quite

curious. In one of them, the Maritime Court at Amsterdam, in November, 1697,

and again, in November, 1698, adjudged that the wages and provisions were a

proper subject for contribution. The decisions were affirmed, on appeal, in July,

1700, and reversed on a further appeal, in July, 1710. On a still further appeal

to the Supreme Senate, of which Bynkershoeck was a member, after great discus-

sion and much division in opinions the original decisions of the Amsterdam maritime

judges were restored, in March, 1713. Magens, in his Essay on Insurance, vol. i.

66—69, shows the uncertainty and difficulty abroad, as well as in England, of

settling the proper items for a general average, and particularly as to the wages

and provisions of the crew.

» Ord. de la Mar. tit. Avaries, art 1 ,
Code, art. 400, 401. Boulay Paty, tome

iv. 466.

Ord. de la Mar. tit. Avaries, a.it. 6. FafcVs Com. tome ii. 165. 1 Emerigon,

620, 621. Hennen v. Monro, 16 Martin's Louis. Rep. 449.
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It was attempted, in the case of Covington t. Roberts,'^ to ex-

tend the application of the general rule to the case of the

loss of a mast, in carrying an unusual press of sail to escape

from an enemy, and to make that the subject of general

average ; but the court considered that to be no more than a

common sea risk. All casual and inevitable damage and loss,

as distinguished from that which is purposely incurred, are

the subject of particular and not of general average.'"

*If the ship be voluntarily stranded, to escape dan- *239

ger from tempests, or the chase of an enemy, the dama-
ges resulting from that act are to be borne as general average,

if the ship be afterwards recovered and perform her voyage."*

But if the ship be wholly lost or destroyed, by the act of run-

ning her ashore, it has been a question much discussed, and
different opinions entertained, whether the cargo saved was

* 5 Bos. d Pull. 378. Shiff V. Louisiana State Ins. Co. 18 Martin, 629, to S.P.

Where a vessel was stranded near her port of destination, and for the purpose of

relieving her, the cargo was put into lighters and forwarded to the port, and during

the passage in the lighters, part of the cargo was injured, such a loss to the cargo

was held to be a proper subject for general average. Lewis v. Williams, 1 Hall's

N. Y. Rep. 430.

' Emerigon, tome i. 622, states an interesting case to illustrate the general

doctrine. A French vessel, being pursued by two cruisers of the enemy, the master,

as soon as it was dark, hoisted a boat into the sea, furnished with a mast and sail,

and a lantern at the mast-head, and then changed bis course, and sailed during the

night without any light on board his ship. In the morning no enemy was in sight

;

and the value of the boat thus voluntarily abandoned for the common safety, was

made good by general contribution.

» Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 587. In a case of volun-

tary stranding, if it be done to save the cargo, the damage to the ship and cargo is

the subject of general average ; but if it was resorted to in order to save the lives

or liberty of the crew, it is particular average. This distinction, Mr. Benecke says,

is conformable to the practice of all countries. Benecke on the Principles of In-

demnity, 220, 221. The principle is, that if a vessel be run ashore voluntarily to

save life, and is lost, and would unavoidably have been lost without the act, it is not

a case for contribution or general average, for nothing was saved, and no property

sacrificed to save property. Benecke, 219. Stevens & Benecke, by Phillips on

Average, 84. Meech v. Robinson, 4 Wharton, 360. But when a vessel is stranded,

and part of the cargo taken on shore and conveyed to the place of destination by

land, and the vessel is afterwards recovered, and other parts of the cargo reshipped

and carried to the port of destination, the owners of the cargo landed and conveyed

by land are bound to contribute to the extra charges and expenses incurred by the

master, after the landing of siwh cargo, as general average. The rule of equity,

reciprocity and equality requii-es it. Bevan v. Bank of United States, 4 Wharton's

Rep. 301. See, also, Benecke, 306, 307, to the same point.

Vol. in. 20
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bound to contribute to bear the loss of the ship. In Brad-
hurst V. The CohimMan Insurcmce Oorwpany,^ the ship, in a

case of extremity, was voluntarily run ashore, and lost, but

the cargo was saved ; and it was held that no contribution

was to be levied on the cargo for the loss of the ship. The
marine ordinances, and writers on maritime law, were con-

sulted, and the conclusion drawn from them was, that the

cargo never contributed for the 'ship, if she was lost by means
of the act of running her ashore. But in two subsequent

cases, where the ship was lost under like circumstances, it was

decided, on a like review of the European law, that the loss

was to be repaired by general average.'' The question, there-

fore, in which the foreign and domestic authorities so materi-

ally vary, remains yet to be definitely settled.^

A temporary safety is all that is requisite to entitle

*240 the *owners of the property sacrificed to contribution

;

and if the ship survives the disaster, and be afterwards

lost by another, still the goods saved in the second disaster

must be contributory to the original loss, for without that loss

they would have been totally destroyed.^ Goods shipped on

• 9 Jolins. Rep. 9. Eppes T. Tucker, 4 Call. 346. Scudder v. Bradford, 14 Pick.

13. S. P.

i" Caze V. Reilly, 3 Wash. Gir. Rep. 298. Gray t. Wain, 2 Serg. & Rawle, 229.

In Scudder v. Bradford, 14 Pick. 13, Tvhere the masts were cut away, but the

vessel afterwards, notwithstanding that sacrifice, went ashore and was lost, it was

held, that the cargo saved was not liable to a general average, for the sacrifice was

unavailing.

« It remains to be settled in the English law. Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am.
edit. Boston, pp. 590, 591. (1) But this question was finally settled in the Supreme

Court of the United States, in the case of the Columbian Ins. Company v. Ashby,

13 Peters' Rep. 331. The court reviewed the principal authorities, foreign and

domestic, and decided, that in a case of a voluntary stranding of the ship for the

common safety, and to save the crew and cargo from impending peril, followed by

a total loss of the ship, but with a saving of the cargo, a clear case of general

average existed, in which the insurers of the cargo were held liable to contribute

upon that principle to the loss of the ship and freight. See the cases collected and

condensed in Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, 1846, p. 588, note.

i Vinnius, in Peckium ad legem Rhodiam, 246. 250. Boulay Paly, tome iv.

443.

(1) The rule is now settled in the English courts, in accordance with the decision in 33 Peters^

B. 381, supra. The shipper who pays the whole amount of salvage, has a lieu on the goods

for the amount of the contributions, so as to give him an insurable interest therein. Briggs v.

The Ship Joan, &c., Association, IS Lom Jimmal Hep. p. ITS.
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deck contribute, if saved, but if lost by jettison, they are not

entitled to the benefit of general average, and tbe owner of

the goods must bear the loss without contribution ; for they,

by their situation, increase the difficulty of the navigation,

and are peculiarly exposed to peril. Nor is the carrier in

that case responsible to the owner, unless the goods were

stowed on deck without the consent of the owner, or a general

custom binding him, and then he would be chargeable with

the loss.'i

It becomes an important inquiry on this subject, what goods

are to contribute, and in what proportions, to a loss volunta-

rily incurred for the common safety. The general doctrine

is, that all the merchandise, of whatever kind or weight, or to

whomsoever belonging, contributes. Goods of the govern-

ment are liable to contribute equally with those of other

shippers. The contribution is made, not on account of incum-

brance to the ship, but of safety obtained, and, therefore, bul-

lion and jewels put on board as merchandise, contribute

according to their full value. By the Rhodian law,'' it was

deemed just that all should contribute to whom the jettison

» Consulat de la Mer. c. 183. Ord. de la Mar, 3. 8. 13. Emerigon, c. 12. see.

42. Smith v. Wright, 1 CaineS Rep. 43. Lenox v. U. I. Company, 3 Johns. Oas,

178. Boulay Paty, tome ir. 566. Code de Commerce, ait. HI. Dodge v. Bartol,

6 GreenUaf, 286. Tbe Brig Thaddeus, 4 Martin's Louis. Rep. 682. Abbott on

Shipping, 5th Am. edit. p. B'ZS. Story on Bailments, 339. Johnston v. Crane,

Kerr's N. B. Rep. 356. Wolcott T. Eagle Ins. Company, 4 Pick. 429. But if they

be laden on deck, according to the custom of a particular trade, they are entitled

to contribution from the ship-owners for a loss by jettison. Gould v. Oliver, 4

Bingham, N. 0. 134. In the 5th Am. edit, of Abbott, p. 578, there is a learned

note by the English editor. Sergeant Shee, on the exclusion of goods stowed on

deck from the benefit of general average, and the general rule is considered to be

quite inflexible, that goods so stowed do not go into general average. But the

consent of the owner would undoubtedly relieve the master from responsibility for

the loss of goods so disposed. In addition to the case of Gould v. Oliver, the case

of Milward v. Hibbard, in the Q. B. 2 Gale d: Doc. 241. 2 Mann. & O. 208, de-

clared against any general inflexible rule of law, that for goods stowed on deck the

owner should be excluded from the benefit of general average, and that the rule

depended upon circumstances, and the evidence of commercial men respecting the

usages of the trade. See Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. Boston, pp. 535, 636.

There is the late statute of 5 Vict, prohibiting the cargo of vessels clearing from

.British North America, between September and May, to be stowed on deck, if the

vessel be laden wholly or in part with timber or wood goods.

"> Dig. 14. 2. 2.
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had been an advantage, and the amount was to be apportioned

according to the value of the goods. It extended to the effects

and clothes of every person, and even to the ring on the

finger, but not to the provisions on board, nor to the persons

of freemen, vrhose lives were of too much dignity and worth

to be susceptible of valuation. The modem marine codes do

not generally go to the extent of the Ehodian law, and they

vary greatly on the subject. By the English law, the wearing

apparel, jewels and other things belonging to the persons of

passengers or crew, and taken on board for private use,

*24:1 and not as *merchandise for transportation, and the

provisions and stores for the crew, do not contribute in

a case of general average.* The common rule, according to

Magens,'' is, that what articles pay freight must contribute,

and what goods pay no freight pay no average ; and that

articles contribute according to their value, and not according

to weight. By the Erench ordinance of the marine, as well

as by the new commercial code, provisions and the clothes of

the ship's company do not contribute; but usage goes further,

and does not subject to the charge of general average either

clothes, jewels, rings or baggage of the passengers, for they

are considered accessory to the person. Emerigon, who has,

according to his usual manner, collected and exhausted all

the learning appertaining to the subject, inclines to think

with Pothier, that by strict law and by equity, the clothes

and jewels of passengers ought to contribute. But Boulay

Paty, in his commentaries on the new code, and in which he

draws most liberally on the resources of Emerigon, thinks

they ought to be exempted, and that the existing French

usage is proper."

Instruments of defence and provisions do not contribute,

because they are necessary to all ; and yet if they are sacri-

• Abbott on Shipping, part 3. c. 8. sec. 14.

l" Magens on Inturance, vol. L 62, 63.

« Ord. de la Mar. tit. Du Fret. art. 11. Oode de Commerce, art. 419. Pothier,

tit. Dea Avaries, n. 125. 1 Emerigon, 645. Boulay Paty, tome iv. 561, 662. In

Brown r. Stapleton, 4 Bingliam, 119, 12 B. Moore, 334, S. C, the general rule was

declared to be, that provisions for the crew on board a ship are jiot merees put on

board for the pui-pose of commerce, and do not contribute to the general average,

even when the cargo of the ship consists only of passengers.
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ficed for the common safety, they are to be paid for by con-

tribution ; nor do the wages of seamen contribute to the gene-

ral average, except in the single instance of the ransom of the

ship. They are exempted, lest the apprehension of personal

loss should restrain them from making the requisite sacrifice,

and the hardships and perils they endure will entitle

*them to an exemption from farther distress." If part *242

of the cargo be sold for the necessities of the ship, it is

in the nature of a compulsive loan for the benefit of all con-

cerned, and bears a resemblance to the case of jettison ; and

if the ship be afterwards lost, the goods saved must contribute

towards the loss of the goods sold, equally as if they had been

thrown overboard to lighten the vessel. In such a case, a

portion of the cargo, according to Lord Stowell, is abraded

for the general benefit.''

"Without entering minutely into the doctrine of adjusting

and settling a general average,'' it will be sufficient to observe,

that, as a general rule, the goods sacrificed, as well as the

goods saved, if the vessel arrives at the port of destination,

are to be valued at the clear net price they would have
yielded, after deducting freight, at the port of discharge ; and
this rule is founded on a plain principle of equity. <* The per-

son whose loss has procured the safe arrival of the ship and
cargo, should be placed on equal ground with those persons

whose goods had safely arrived, and that can only be by con-

sidering his goods to have also arrived. The owners of the

ship contribute according to her value at the end of the voy-

age, and according to the net amount of the freight and earn-

* 1 Emerigon, 642.

•" Hall's Emerigon on Maritime Loans, 94. The Gratitudine, 3 Rob. Adm. R. 264.

• Mr. Benecke has discussed at large, and very ably, the complicated and difficult

subject of general average, and the adjustment of it; and to him I must refer for

a more minute detail of the learning and principles applicable to the case. Prin-

ciples of Indemnity, c. 5. 1.

^ Tudor V. Maoomber, 14 Pick. 34. The Consolato del Mare, and the usage of

divers countries, made a distinction as to the rule of valuation, and they took the

value at the place of departure, if the jettison took place before the middle of the

voyage, and the value at the place of discharge, if afterwards. But the ordinance

of the marine did not make any such distinction. 1 Emerigon, 654. If the vessel

returns to the port of departure, or to some neighbouring port, the price of i-eplacing

the goods sacrificed, or the cost price, including charges, is the rule for settling the

general average. Tudor v. Macomber, 14 Pick. 34.
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ings. The value of the vessel lost is estimated accord-

*243 ing *to her value at the port of departure, making a

reasonable allowance for wear or tear on the voyage

up to the time of the disaster ; and the practice in this coun-

try, or at least it is the practice in Boston, 'i to ascertain the

contributory value of the freight, by deducting one third of the

gross amount. As to losses of the equipment of the ship, such

as masts, cables and sails, it is usual to deduct one third from

the price of the new articles ; for, being new, they will be of

greater value than the articles lost.!" The subject of the ad-

justment of a general average has been very much discussed

in some of the modern cases. In Leavenworth v. Delafield,'^

which was the case of a vessel captured and carried in for

adjudication, and where the wages and provisions of the

crew went into general average, a rule of adjustment some-

what peculiar to the case was adopted ; for no disaster had

happened to injure the vessel or cargo. In Bell v. Smith,^

the vessel had been so deteriorated by the perils of the sea,

as to render a sale of her abroad necessary ; and the general

average was calculated on the price she sold for, and not on

four fifths of her original value, as in the preceding case of

capture. In adjusting the difficult subject of contribution to

a general average, one rule has been to take the value of the

ship and cargo at the port of necessity, or place where the

expense was incurred ; and if there be no price of ship and

cargo at such a place to be well and satisfactorily ascertained,

the parties concerned may be forced to recur to the value at

the port and time of departure on the voyage.^ The doctrine

of adjustment underwent a very full discussion in

*24:4 Strong v. The New- TbrJc J^iremen^s *InsurcmGe Oom-
^cmy,f and it was there declared to be the duty of the

• 3 Mason's Rep. 439.

"> Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. COT. Strong v. Fire Ins. Company, 11

Johns. Rep. 323. Simonds v. White, 2 Earnw. & Cress. 805. Gray v. Wain, 2

Serg. d Rawle, 229. 25'7, 258.

' 1 Caines' Rep. 5T4.

* 2 Johns. Rep. 98.

» As a general rule, the valuation of the cargo in the bill of lading is conclusive

between the owner of the ship and the owner of the cargo, in the adjustment of a

general average in the home port. Tudor v. Macomber, 14 Pick. 34.

'11 Johns. Rep. 323. Lewis v. Williams, 1 Hall's N. Y. Rep. 430. Depau v.

Ocean Ins. Company, 5 Cowen, 63. S. P.
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master, in cases proper for a general average, to cause an ad-

justment to be made upon his arrival at the port of destination,

and that he had a lien upon the cargo to enforce the payment
of the contribution. This was shown to be the maritime law
of Europe. When the general average was thus fairly settled

in the foreign port, according to the usage and law of the port,

it was binding and conclusive as to the items, as well as the

apportionment thereof, upon the various interests, though

settled diflPerently from what it would have been in the home
port. The very same principle was largely examined and re-

cognised in Simonds v. White."- If, however, it was not a

proper case for a general average, and was a partial loss only,

then these cases do not apply, and a foreign adjustment,

founded in mistake, and assuming a case for general average,

when none existed, is not binding.'' With respect to the pay-

ment of the average, each individual is undoubtedly entitled

to sue for the amount of his share when adjusted ; but the

English practice usually is, in the case of a general ship,

where there are many consignees, for the master, before he

delivers the goods, to take a bond from the different merchants

for payment of their portions of the average when the same
shall be adjusted.^ (1)

*(9.) Of salvage. *245

Salvage is the compensation allowed to persons by

• 2 Barnw. & Cress. 805. Dalglish v. DavidaoD, 6 Dowl. & Ryl. 6. Loring v.

Neptune Ins, Company, 20 Pick. 411. Thornton t. United States Ins. Company, 3

Fairfield, 153.

^ Lenox y. ITnited Ins. Company, 3 Johns. Gas. 118. Power v. Whitmore, i
Maule dt Selw. 141.

" Abbott on Shipping, part 3. c. 8. see. 17. The captain may make the giving of

the average bond a condition of the delivery, and it is held to be a reasonable con-

dition in support of a right founded on commercial usage. Cole v. Bartlett, 4 Mil-

ler's Louis. Rep. 130. The absolute owner of goods is liable to pay a general av-

erage ; but if a mere consignee, who is not owner, receives them, and the bill of

lading saying, " he paying freight and demurrage," and is silent as to general aver-

age, the consignee is not bound to pay it, though he would have been if it had been

mentioned. He is liable to pay freight by reason of the condition on which he

receives the goods, and which he agrees to by receiving the goods. Scaife v. To-

bias, 3 Barnw. & Adolph. 623.

(1) And he may retain tlie goods nntil the amount conlrlbutable ia paid. Gillett v. EUis, 11

lU. JJ. 6T9.
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whose assistance a ship or its cargo has been saved in whole

or in part from impending danger, or recovered from actual

loss, in cases of shipwreck, derelict or recapture ; and it often

forms a material ingredient in the discussions and ad-

justment which take place when a voyage has been disas-

trous.* The equitable doctrine of salvage came from the

Eoman law ;*> and it was adopted by the admiralty jurisdic-

tions in the different countries of Europe ; and whether it be

a civil or war salvage, it is equally founded on the principle

of rewarding individual, spontaneous and meritorious ser-

vices, rendered in the protection of the lives and property

of others on the sea, (1) or wrecked on the coast of the

sea." It is chargeable upon the owners, who receive benefit,

and who would have sustained the loss if it had not been

prevented by the exertions of the salvors. The allowance of

salvage depends frequently on positive statute regulations

fixing the rate, and the foreign ordinances contain precise

enactments on this head, though salvage is said to be a

question of the jus gentium, and not the creature of local

institutions, like a mariner's contract. ^ The regulation of

salvage, by the statute law of the United States, is confined

to cases of recapture. (2) In the case of shipwrecks, or dere-

» Salvage, in policies of insurance, says Mr. Phillips, has a meaning somewhat

different, and it applies to that part of the cargo -which survives the peril and is

saved, and is to be charged or credited, as the case may be, on the adjustment of

total losses.

k Dig. 3. 6.

= The Calypso, 2 ffagg. Adm. Rep. 217, 21 8. Ware, J., in The Bee, Ware's Rep.

336. The Schooner Emulous, 1 Sumner, 207. In the case of a ship stranded on

a sand-bank, in the St. Lawrence, infra corpus comitatus, the suit for salvage was
held to be of common law, and not of admiralty jurisdiction. Stuart's Lower Ca-

nada Rep. 21.

4 1 Rob. Adm. Rep. 278. The statute of 9 and 10 Vict.c. 99, enacts regulations

on the subject of Salvage, and its unskilful enactments are exposed in the Law
Magazine for February, 1847, art. 2.

(1) A lien for salvage will not arise, when timber at low tide was secured to prevent it being

carried away by high tide. (Nicholson v. Chapman, 2 H. Macks. R. 254.) And it seems it will

only ariBO for rescuing property wrecked on the ocean, or within the ebb and flow of the tide.

Baker v. Hoag, 8 Baa-b. S. C. Rep. 208. S. 0. T Barb. S. O. Rep. 118. Hennessey v. The Ver-
sailles, 1 Ourtis B. 858. Williamson v. The Alphonso, 1 Curtis R, 876. The rights of the

salvors are only in rem; they have no claim in personam against the owners. The Emblem,
Savies' B. 61.

(2) The Attomey-Qeneral of the United States, in an opinion given to the Secretary of State,
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licfs at sea, and rescue, and most other cases, the law has

not fixed any certain rate of salvage, and it is left to the

discretion of the court of admiralty, under all the circum-

stances. The amount to be allowed varies according to the

labour and peril incurred by the salvors, the merit of their

conduct, the value of the ship and cargo, and the degree of

danger from which they were rescued. » The courts are

liberal in the allowance of salvage in meritorious cases, as a

reward for the service, and as an incentive to effort ; and the

allowance fluctuates between one half, one third and one

fourth of the gross or net proceeds of the property saved,

but one third has been the most iisual rate.'' In a case of

derelict. Sir "William Scott observed, that in no instance,

except where the crown alone was concerned, and where no

claim had been given for a private owner, had more

*than one half of the net proceeds of the property *246

been decreed by way of salvage ; and in that case he

directed the salvage to be apportioned among the crews of

the two vessels which were the salvors, according to the

numbers of the crews.<= The same observations were made

* The Aqnila, 1 Roh. Adm. Rep. 32. The Two Friends, ibid. 235. The Sarah,

cited In a note to ibid. 263. The William Bedford, 3 Rob. 355. Marshall, Ch. J,

2 CrancKs Rep. 267. Bond v. The Brig Cora, 2 Wash. Oir. Rep. 90. The Schoon-

er Emulous, 1 Sumner, 207. The Elizabeth and Jane, 1 Ware's Rep. 35. Bearse

T. 340 Pigs of Copper, 1 Story's R. 314. The leading authorities in respect to sal-

vage, in the various cases of derelict, recapture, rescue and distress, are collected

and classified by Mi'. Perkins, the American editor, in Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am.
edit. Boston, 1846, p. 666.

' If the owner has voluntarily and fairly entered into a contract for a fixed or

reasonable compensation, the service rendered in a maritime case of disti'ess is still

a salvage service ; but the contract is not held binding upon the owner, unless it

appears that no advantage was taken, and that the rate of compensation was rea-

sonable. The Schooner Emulous, 1 Sumner, 207, One sixth is the usual allowance

of military salvage under the general law of nations, as practised in the English

and American courts, where the case is not marked with any extraordinary circum-

stances of difficulty or danger. Opinions of the Attorneys-Oeneral, vol. i. 436.

« L'Esperance, 1 Dod. Rep. 46. But in a case of extraordinary salvage merit,

in bringing in a derelict, the court have not only allowed a moiety for salvage, but

they have charged the costs upon the other moiety. The Frances Mary, 2 Hagg.

Adm. Rep. 89, The Reliance, ibid. 90, note. In the Carlotta, ibid. 361, the court

(20th June, 1849, Weatern Load Journal, p. 326, April, 1850,) considers the rale to be univeraal,

that salvage service rendered by the naval marine of the United States, is to be compensated Id

the same manner as that rendered by the private marine.
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by the court, in Mason v. The Ship Blmreau*- and no

instance was found in which salvors were allowed beyond

a moiety of the value. The court, in that case, reduced

the allowance made in the court below to the salvors, from

three fifths of the net proceeds of the ship and cargo, to two

fifths thereof. In general, neither the master, nor a passen-

ger, seaman or pilot, is entitled to compensation, in the

way of salvage, for the ordin^y assistance he may have

afforded a vessel in distress, as it is no more than a duty

;

for a salvor is a person who, without any particular relation

to the ship in distress, proffers useful service, and renders it

without any pre-existing contract making the service a duty.i>

But a passenger, or an officer acting as such, for extraordi-

nary exertions beyond the line of his duty, has been deemed

entitled to a liberal compensation as salvage." So, also, in a

gave the origiaal aalFors the salvage of two fifths of the whole value. It was a

case of derelict, and of great merit. In cases of derelict, the rule limiting the

salvage to a moiety, seems to be the fixed rule in the English admiralty and in our

own. The Fortuna, 4 Rob.Adm. Rep. 193, and L'Esperance, 1 Dod. Rep. 46. The

Blendonhall, ibid. 414. 421. The Elliotta, 2 ibid. "75. Rowe v. The Brig ,

1 Mason's Rep. 372. The Henry Ewbank, Am. Jurist, Nos. 23. 61. 1 Sumner,

401. S. C. Property is derelict, in the maritime sense of the word, when it is

abandoned without hope of recovery, or without an intention of returning. War^s
Rep. 43.

* 2 Cranch's Rep. 268.
I* The Neptune, 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 236. Hobart v. Drogan, 10 Peten,Vi^. 122.

• Newman v. Walters, 3 Bos. & Pull. 612. Bond v. The Brig Cora, 2 Wash.
Cir. Rep. 80. Case v. Le Tigre, 3 ibid. 567. The Branston, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep.

3, note. The general rule is, that a salvage remuneration is given only to the per-

sons actually occupied in the salvage service. The "Vine, ibid. 1. But where the

service has been performed at some risk to the property of the owners, a. portion of

the remuneration has been allotted to them. In cases of civil salvage, the courts

of admiralty do not recognise the rule of proportion, but award an equitable re-

muneration. Though the master and crew are in strict language the only salvors,

yet the owners of the salvor or saving ship are also allowed salvage, and one third

has been established as the suitable proportion under oi-dinary circumstances. The
Blaireau, 2 Cranch's Rep. 240. The Brig Harmony, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 34, note.

The Cora, 2 ibid. 361. 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 80. The Ship Henry Ewbank, 1 Sum-
ner, 400. The Salacia, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 262. Underwriters may be entitled as

owners to salvage, after an acce])ted abandonment. The Ship Henry Ewbank,
supra. The act ofNew-York, of Feb. 19th, 1819, c. 18, sec. 19, (and which act was
not repealed by the New-York Revised Statutes of 1830,) authorizes the Board of
Wardens of the port of New-York to allow to branch and deputy pilots a. reason-

able reward for extra services for the preservation of vessels in distress. Vide
snpra, 176, note.
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case of extraordinary peril, it is admitted, tliat great exer-

tions and personal hazard may exalt a pilotage service into

something of a salvage service, and salvage will be allowed.*

And if a ship has been abandoned, so as to discharge a sea-

man from his contract, yet if he subsequently contributes to

the preservation of the vessel, he will be entitled to

salvage, b As the *duty of the seamen ceases by cap- *247

ture, any exertion subsequently and successfully made
to recover and rescue the captured ship, will entitle them to

recompense." The case will then be withdrawn from the

operation of the general, if not universal principle, that so

long as the person, be he a seaman, pilot or other person, is

acting within the line of his duty in the given case, he has no

valid claim for a salvage remuneration.

The subject of salvage was largely discussed in our courts

in a case of recapture. "^ The District Court of JSTew-York al-

lowed as salvage one half of the value of the ship. The Cir-

cuit Court reversed the decree, and denied all salvage. The

Supreme Court of the United States corrected both decrees,

and allowed one sixth part of the net value, after deducting

the charges. The court, in that case, admitted the rule to be,

that a neutral vessel, captured by a belligerent, was entitled

to be discharged without paying salvage, on the groiind that

no beneficial service was thereby rendered, as the neutral,

acting properly, would, of course, be discharged by the courts

of the sovereign of the captor ; and they admitted, likewise,

the exception to the rule, when belligerent calJ)tors and courts

were notorious for their unprincipled rapacity. This rule,

» Sir William Scott, in the Joseph Harvey, 1 Rob. Adm. Rep. 257. Phil. edit.

The Frederick, 1 Robinson, 16.

b Mason v. Ship Blaireau, 2 Oranch'a Rep. 240. Hobart t. Drogan, 10 Peters'

XT. S. Rep. 108. In this last case it was decided, that seamen and pilots may, in

extraordinaiy cases, beyond the appropriate line of duty, perfoi-m salvage service,

and be entitled to compensation as salvors. But pilots or engineers of steamboats

do not come within the exception, though the rules of the marine law relative to

disasters at sea, apply generally to navigation by steamboats. Mesner v. Suffolk"

Bank, U. S. D. G. Mass. 1838. (1)

« The Two Friends, 1 Rob. Adm. Rep. 2'71. The Beaver, 3 ibid. 292.

* Talbot v. Seaman, 1 Cranch's Rep. 1.

(1) The Florence, 20 Mg. L. <k M. B. 60T.
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and the exception, have teen frequently declared in the

English admiralty.^ The rule of British jurisprudence in re-

spect to recaptured property, and salvage thereon, is to give

the benefit of the rule applicable to recaptured property of

British subjects to allies, until it appears that they act upon a

less liberal principle, and then the allies are treated according

to their own measure of justice. ^ The same rule has

*248 been *adopted by statute in this country,^ and is

founded on the immovable basis of reciprocal justice.

Though the contract of seamen be not dissolved by ship-

wreck, and it be their duty to remain and labour to preserve

the wreck and fragments of the ship and cargo, yet they

may be entitled to recompense, by way of salvage, for their

peculiar services. The wages recovered in the case of ship-

wreck are in the nature of salvage, and form a lien on the

property saved. The character of seamen creates no inca-

pacity to assume that of salvors ; and were it otherwise, it

would be mischievous to the interests of commerce, incon-

sistent with natural equity, and would be tempting the unfor-

tunate mariner to obtain by plunder and embezzlement in a

common calamity, what he ought to possess upon principles

of justice. The allowance of salvage in such cases is and
ought to be liberal ; not less, in any case, than the wages

would have amounted to ; and even an additional recompense

should be made in cases of extraordinary danger and distin-

guished gallantry, where the service was much enhanced by
the preservation of life, and the great value of the property

at stake. !

« The War Ooskan, 2 Roh. Adm. Rep. 299. The Carlotta, 5 ibid. 54.

' The Santa Cruz, 1 Roh. Adm. Rep. 42. The British editoi-, Sergeant Shee, in

Abbott on Shipping, 5th Am. edit. p. 699, says that this case, the Santa Cruz, is a

most finished model of judicial eloquence. See, also, supra, vol. i. 112.

« Act of Congress, March 3d, 1800, c. 14. sec. 3.

^ The Two Catharines, 2 Mason's Rep. 319. The court of admiralty has no

power of remunerating the mere preservation of life ; but if it be connected with

the preservation of property, it forms a high ingredient of merit in the allowance

of salvage. 1 Sagg. Adm. Rep. 83. 156. If the seamen remain by the ship, and

exert themselves to the utmost to save as much as possible from the wreck, they

are entitled to their full wages, if enough be saved for the purpose ; and the law,

from motives of policy, allows them a further reward in the nature of salvage.

The wages are to be paid exclusively from the materials of the ship ; but the salvage

is a general charge upon the whole mass of property saved, and it ought not, in
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(10.) Of the, dissolution of the contract of affreightment.

The contract of affreightment may be dissolved without

execution, not only by the act of the parties, but, in many
cases, by the act of the law.

If the voyage becomes unlawful, or impossible to be per-

formed, or it be broken up, either before or after it has

actually commenced, by war or interdiction of commerce

with the place of destination, the contract is dissolved. =^

There is *no difference in principle between a com- *249

plete interdiction of commerce, which prevents the

entry of the vessel, or a partial - one in relation to the mer-

chandise on board, which prevents it being landed. The

contract of affreightment in respect to the goods is dissolved,

for the shipper cannot demand the delivery of the goods if

the landing of them would expose the vessel to seizm-e.^

And if the voyage be broken up by capture on the passage,

so as to cause a complete defeasance of the undertaking, the

contract is dissolved, notwithstanding a subsequent recap-

ture.<= So, if there be a blockade of the port of destination,

by means of which a delivery of the cargo becomes impossi-

ble, and the vessel returns to the port of departure, the

voyage is defeated and the contract dissolved. "^

But a temporary impediment of the voyage does not work

a dissolution of the charter-party, and an embargo has been

held to be such a temporary restraint, even though it be in-

such cases, to be less than the expenses of their return home. The Dawn, Ward's

Rep. 485, and the same cases re-decided and illustrated with great force in the

District Court of Maine, February Term, 1841. American Jurist for October, 1841,

p. 216.

» Liddard t. Lopes, 10 East's Rep. 526.

*• Patron v. Silva, 1 Miller's Louis. Rep. 277.

•= The Hiram, 3 Rob. Adm. Rep. 189. Capture does not of \tse\i ipso facto dis-

solve th^ontract of affreightment or wages. It suspends it during the prize pro-

ceedings, and it reattaches upon a recapture, which confers a title to salvage only,

and restores and does not extinguish the rights of neutrals. This is the general

rule, and it is well sustained by Mr. Justice Story, in the case of The Ship Hooper,

in the U. S. C. 0. Mass., May Term, 1839, 3 Sumner, 546, on the ordinary princi-

ples of commercial law, in opposition to some of the admiralty decisions of Lord

Stowell, which proceed upon rather peculiar and enlarged discretion in the ad-

ministration of international law and policy in prize cases. See, also, Spafford v.

Dodge, 14 Mass. R. 72. The Elizabeth, 1 Peters' Adm. R. 129,

J Scott V. Libby, 2 Johns. Rep. 336. The Tuleta, 6 Rob. Adm. Rep. 177.
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definite as to time.^ The same construction is given to the

legal operation of a hostile blockade, or investment of the

port of departure, upon the contract. It merely suspends

the performance of it, and the voyage must be broken up,

or the completion of it become unlawful, before the contract

will be dissolved. b If the cargo be not of a perishable

nature, and can endure the delay, then the general principle

applies, that nothing but occuiTences which prevent abso-

lutely the execution of the contract will discharge it. The

parties must wait until those which merely retard its execu-

tion are removed. The commercial code of France"

*260 declares, that if, before the *vessel sails on her

voyage, an interdiction of commerce with the country

to which she is bound takes place, the charter-party is dis-

solved, though it would be otherwise if a superior force hin-

ders, for a time, the departure of the ship, or if she were

detained by superior force during the voyage.

In parting with the subject of this, and of the two preced-

ing lectures, I readily acknowledge the free use that has been

made of Lord Tenterden's excellent treatise on maritime law.

It has been the basis of the compilation, and it was impossi-

ble to find any other model so perfect, or to make any ma-
terial improvement upon it. It is equally distinguished for

practical good sense, and for extensive and accurate learn-

ing, remarkably compressed and appropriately applied. ii

Another work from which I have derived much assistance, is

Mr. Holt's view of the English navigation laws and of mari-

time contracts. He has followed in the track of Lord Tenter-

den, and with great credit to himself. His work is wholly

» Hadley t. Clarke, 8 Term Rep. 259. M'Bride v. Marine Ins. Company, 6

Johns. Rep. 308. Bayliea v. Fettyplace, "7 Ma,ss. Rep. 325.

^ Palmer v. Lorillard, 16 Johns. Rep. 348.

• Code de Commerce, art. 276, 2*77.

^ The 7th English edit, of Abbott on Shipping, by Sergeant Shee, and the 5th

Am. edit, by Mr. Perkins, -which includes the notes of the other editions and those

of the late Mr. Justice Story, contain a full and elaborate view of the law, with all

its late additions and improvements, both in England and America, on this most
interesting head of commercial jurisprudence. But the original text has become
almost overwhelmed by annotations, and the whole subject will soon require, if

such accumulations are to proceed, to be redigested. The first edition of Abbott,
in 1802, was a beautiful model of conciseness and simplicity.
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free from the incumbrance of foreign learning on the same

subject. This omission gives the appearance of a dry, practi-

cal character to the work, but the reading of it becomes quite

interesting by reason of the clearness of its analysis, the pre-

cision of its principles, the perspicuity of the style, and the

manly good sense of the author. The introductory part is

particularly excellent, for it contains a very condensed, yet

comprehensive and perfectly accurate view of all the prin-

ciples in the work, entirely disembarrassed from adjudged

cases.

No one can observe, at first, without surprise, how exten-

sively and closely subsequent writers follow in the footsteps

of those who preceded them ; but when we come to study the

same topics, handled so often by master spirits, we perceive

that this must necessarily be the case, in ethics and in law,

where discoveries are not to be made, as in the physical

sciences. The entire region of ethical and municipal juris-

prudence has been amply explored, and with more

than a *Denham or a Parry's success.^ Pansetius *251

was the original author of the substance of Cicero's

offices, as Cicero himself acknowledges ; and that consummate

work, in its turn, became the foundation of all that Grotius,

Puffendorf, Cumberland and a thousand other VTriters, have

laid down as the deductions of right reason, concerning the

moral duties of mankind. ~Eo person would think of com-

piling a code of ethics without at least visiting the shades of

Tusculum, and still less would he think of erecting a temple

of jurisprudence, without adorning it with materials drawn

from the splendid monuments of Justinian, or the castellated

remains of feudal grandeur. The literature of the present

day, " rich with the spoils of time," instructs by the aid of

the accumulated wisdom of ages.

• In the immeD8e collection -which was published at Amsterdam in 1669, of the

various -works of Straccha, Santerna and others, on nautical and maritime subjects,

•we have laborious essays, replete -with obsolete learning, on different branches of

commercial la-w, of no less than twenty Italian civilians, -whose -works are now to-

tally forgotten, and even their very names have become obscured by the oblivion

of time. Subsequent civilians may have erected stately tomes from the matter

which their ruins have furnished.



LEOTUEE XLVIII.

OF THE LAW OF MAH.TTiTP', rNSUEAJiTCE.

MAEmE insurance is a contract whereby one party, for a

stipulated premium, undertakes to indemnify the other against

certain perils, or sea-risks, to which his ship, freight and car-

go, (1) or some of them, may be exposed, during a certain

voyage, or a fixed period of time.

In the consideration of a title in the law of such extensive

concern, and upon which so many learned volumes have been

exhausted, it has been found difficult to bring the subject

within manageable limits, and suitably restricted for the ob-

ject of these lectures. It has been my endeavour to state the

leading principles of the contract, and to dwell upon such

parts only as are best adapted for elementary instruction.

The subject will be considered under the following arrange-

ment: (I.) Of the formation and subject matter of the con-

tract. (II.) Of the voyage in relation to the policy. (III.) Of
the rights and duties of the insured in case of loss.

I. Of theformation and subject matter of the contract.

(1.) Of theparties.

All persons, whether aliens or natives, may be insured,

with the exception of alien enemies, for it is a contract au-

thorized by the general law and usage of nations.'^ It

*254: was* for a long time an unsettled question in the Eng-
lish law, whether the insurance of enemy's property

* Pothier terms it a contract du Droit des Oens.

(1) It will perhaps be proper to add to this deflnition, " or other interest," as profits, &a., aro

frequent subjects of insurance. See 1 Arnold on Xnsv/rance, 2. Sanson t. Ball, 4 DaUas''

B. 469.
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was lawful. In the year 1V41, a bill was brought into par-

liament to prohibit insurances on the property of the subjects

of France, then at war with Great Britain ; and the propriety

of such a restriction was much discussed, and the bill was

dropped. But in 1748, such a bill passed into a law.O' It

prohibited, under a penalty, the assurance on ships or mer-

chandises belonging to France ; and the contracts for such

policies were declared void. The statute of 23 Geo. III. c.

27, was to the same effect, though much more severe in its

penalties. Those statutes were temporary, and applied only

to the then existing war ; and they left the question still un-

decided as to the legality of such insurances, independent of

statute.

Lord Hardwicke, in the year 1749, declared,b that there

had been no determination that such insurances were unlaw-

ful, and that it might be going too far to say, that all trading

with enemies was unlawful, and that there had been several

insurances of that sort during the war of 1741. But in Bramr

don V. Nesbit^'^ the Court of K. B. gave a fatal wound to the

opinion, that the insurance of enemy's property was lawful,

though that opinion had received considerable currency under

the sanction of the great name and influence of Lord Mans-

field. <! It was certainly without any just foundation, either in

the English law or in the established policy and principles of

the law of nations. That case was a suit on a policy of insu-

rance, brought in the name of an English agent, for his prin-

cipal, who was an alien enemy ; and it was adjudged that no

action could be maintained either by or in favour of an

clien enemy. The case of Bristow v. Tow&rs^ *was *255

still more directly on the point, and the legality and

expediency of insurances of enemy's property were discussed

very much at large, and with great ability and learning. The

decision of the court was put upon the strict ground, that the

insurance of enemy's property was illegal, and no action

could be sustained on such a policy. A distinction was af-

« Stat 21 Geo. IL c. 4.

•> Henkle v. The Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 1 Vesey's Rep ZV}.

o 6 Term Rep. 23.

i As see Planchfi v. Fletcher, 1 Doug. 251. Gist v. Mason, 1 Term, 84.

e 6 Term Rep. 35.

Vol. m. 21
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terwards taken in Bell t. Crilson,'^ where it was held, that the

insurance of goods purchased in an enemy's country during

war, by a British agent, and shipped for British subjects,

was a lawful insurance. But every distinction of that kind

was subsequently abandoned ;b and in the case of insurances

on French property previous to war, they were held not to

cover a loss by British capture after the war was renewed,

even though the action was not brought until after the resto-

ration of peace. It was declared, that an insurance of ene-

my's property, as^ well as all commercial intercourse with the

enemy, was, at common law, unlawful, and that an insurance,

though effected before the war, made no difference, as a for-

eigner might otherwise insure previous to the war, against all

the evils incident to the war. Insurances of enemy's pro-

perty had been indulged, but neverwere legal. The judicial

language at last was,'= that such insiirances were not only ille-

gal and void, but repugnant to every principle of public

policy. The former opinion in favour of the expediency of

such insurances, had never yet produced one single judicial

determination in favour of their legality.

All the continental ordinances and jurists concur in the

illegality of such insurances."! Bynkershoeck, in a

*256 chapter *devoted to the consideration of this question,

concludes that the reason of war absolutely requires

the prohibition of insurance of enemy's property ; because, by
assuming such risks, we promote the maritime commerce of

the enemy. Valin considered that insuring enemy's proper-

• 1 Bos. (k Pull. 345.

I" Fui-tado V. Rogers, 3 Bos. d Pull. 191. Gamba v. Le Mesurier, 4 ^asi's Eep.

407. Brandon v. Curling, ibid. 410.

• Lord EUenborough, Kellner v. Le Mesurier, 4 Basils Rep. 396. Lord Erskine,

ex parte Lee, 13 Vesejfs Rep. 64. Property liable to capture and confiscation in

war as belonging to the enemy, cannot be lawfully insured within the jurisdiction

of the capturing power. The policy is void in its inception, or becomes so from

the time the property is impressed with a hostile character, Duer on Insurance,

vol. i. 420.

^ The ordinances of Bai'celona, as early as 1484, declared such insurances void.

Conaulat de la Mer, par ^oMcAer, tome ii. 111. See, also, Xe Guidon, c. 2. sec. 5, in

Gleirac, Us et Ooutumes de la Mer, 191, edit. 1671. Ord. of Stockholm, of 1756.

2 Magens, 257. Ord. of the States-General ofthe Netherlands, in 1622, 1657, 1665

and 1689, cited in Bynk. Q. J. Pub. lib. 1. c. 21. Emerigon, des Ass. tome L 128.
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ty, and trading witli the enemy, was substantially tlie same

thing ; and he truly observed, that when the English, in the

war of 1756, insured French ships and cargoes which were

captured and condemned as prize of war, and paid for by
English underwriters, the nation only took with one hand
what it restored with the other. =^

The doctrine of the European law, on this subject, was ex-

tensively discussed and explicitly recognised in Ifew-York, in

the case of Chriswold v. Waddington ;^ and as that doctrine

is founded on the same principle of general policy which in-

terdicts all commerce and trading with the enemy, in time of

war, it may be considered as the established law of this coun-

try.

"With respect to persons who may be insurers, the rule of

the common law prevails with us ; and any individuals, or

companies, or partnerships, may lawfully become insurers

;

and we have no incorporated companies, like those of the

Royal Exchange Assurance and the London Assurance com-

panies, with the monopoly or exclusive right of making in-

surance as a company or partnership on a joint capital. Each
part owner may insure for himself, and may act his pleasure

as to the insurance of his individual proportion of interest. =

During the colonial government of this country, as well as for

the first fifteen or twenty years after the peace of 1783, the

business of insurance was almost entirely carried on

by *private individuals, each taking singly for him- *257

• Valin's Com. tome iL 32. See vol. i. lee. iv. how fer a foreign domicil com-

muDicates to a citizen the disabilities of an alien enemy.
i- 16 Johns. Rep. 438.

' A policy is not divisible, and if bad in part, it is bad in toto ; and if void in

its inception as to one of the owners, it is void as to all. Parkin v. Dick, 1 1 East's

Rep. 502. Camelo v. Britten, iB.& A.lSi. Lord Kenyon, in Bird v. Pigou, cited

in 1 Phillips on Ins. 91. Clark v. Protection Ins. Co. 1 Stori/'s R. 109. In Keir

V. Ardrade, 6 Taunton, 498, it was decided, that if part of the goods were lawful,

and the residue were not, the goods not subject to forfeiture were protected by the

policy. But the rule is too well settled to be disturbed, that the partial illegality

of an entire contract renders the whole void, and it applies as well to the contract

of insurance aa to others. The more equitable rule that the policy is void only as

to the illegal part, prevails in France. Pothier on Ins, n. 44. Duer on Insurance,

324—327. 393. Mr. Duer is for confining the severity of the English rule to con-

ti-acts of insurance necessarily entire, and not susceptible of being treated as dis-

tinct and several.
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self, and not in soUdo, a risk to the amount ofhis subscription. "^

But incorporated companies began to multiply and supplant

private underwriters, and the business of insurance in the

United States is now carried on almost exclusively by in-

corporated companies. Individuals and unincorporated part-

nership companies are still at liberty to carry on the business

of insurance to any extent they please, and the success of any

such competition with the incorporated companies would

depend upon the ability to command confidence, and the

judgment and skill with which the business was con-

ducted.''

(2.) Of the terms and suiject ofthepoUcy, and theforce of

usage thereon.

If the ship be specified in the policy, "= it becomes part of

the contract, and no other ship can be substituted without ne-

cessity'; but the cargo may be shifted from one ship to an-

other, if it be done from necessity, and the insurer of it wiU

» As early as 1125, Francis Rawle, of Philadelphia, proposed the establishment,

under legislative eanetioD, of a mai-ine insurance oflSce. This he did in a small

volume printed by Dr. Franklin, and the first book he ever printed. See App. to

Mr. Wharton's memoir of the late William Rawle, Esq.

I" Marine insurance was formerly a lawful business in New-York, equally open

to all the world; but in' 1829, the legislature, by statute. Laws of New-York,

seas. 52. u. 336,) prohibited marine insurance, or lending on respondentia or bot-

tomry, effected within the state, to all persons and companies residing in any for-

eign country, acting by any agent here. Persons and associations in other states,

effecting such insurances in New-York, were taxed ten per cent, on their premiums.

The same check and prohibition applies to insurances in New-York against fire.

N. Y. Revised Slaiittes, vol. i. in. See further, jn/ra, p. STl. The statute law of

Pennsylvania also prohibits all kinds of insurance by foreign corporations or com-

panies within the state. Furdon's Dig. 545. The law in Massachusetts is more

liberal, and it allows incorporated insurance companies in other states and in foreign

countiies, to insure by their agents, upon compliance with certain conditions,

intended to guard against abuse. Act of 1816, and Revised Statutes of 1836.

Every incorporated insurance company in Massachusetts may insure vessels, freight,

money, goods and effects, and against captivity of persons, and on the life of any
person at sea, and on money lent upon bottomiy and respondentia, and against fire

:

on dwelling houses and other buildings, and on merchandise or other property

within the United States. Statutes, ISll. 1819. Revised Statutes, 1835, part 1.

tit. 13. c. 37. sec. 2.

« A policy of insurance must be in writing, according to uniform usage and prac-

tice, and this is specially required by the statute of 35 Geo. III., and by most of
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still be liable.3- An insurance on the body of a ship, except

when varied by special agreement, sweeps in, by the compre-

hensiveness of the expression, whatever is appurtenant to the

ship. This is the doctrine taught in all the continental wri-

ters on insurance, as well as in the English law.^ An insu-

rance on a ship meansprmia facie the legal interest in the

vessel, and not the mere equitable interest; and if the

policy be intended to cover the equitable interest only, that

the foreign ordinances. (1) Printed forms of policies are universally in use. Duer

on Insurance, vol. i. 60. 62 and 64. n. 3. Tliere are said to be six essential parts to

every policy : 1. The parties. 2. The premiums. 3. The subject insured. 4. The

amount insured. 6. The risks. 6. The voyage or term of the risk ; and by the sta-

tute of 35 George III. no duration of the term of any policy can be for a longer term

than 12 months. J)uer,ub. sup. 69.101.101. n.S,4:. The application for insurance

is usually made in writing. The policy need only be signed by the insurer, for the

obligations on the part of the assured are conditions merely on the performance of

which his right to indemnity'depends. The policy itself contains an acknowledge-

ment of the premium. Id. 65. It is perfect and binding as soon as the terms are

agreed on, and the policy signed by the designated officer, without actual delivery.

Kohne v. Ins. Co. If. America, 1 Wftsk. 0. 0. Rep. 93. Even if the terms of the

policy be agreed on in writing, equity will enforce the execution of the policy or

payment, though a loss occurs in the mean time. Motteux v. The London Ass. Co.

1 Atk. 545. Perkins v. Wash. Ins. Co. 4 Cowen, 646. MoCulloch v. Eagle Ins.

Co. 1 Pick. 278. This last case allows a remedy in such case at law. Mead v.

Davison, 3 Adol. & Ellis, 303.

* The owner may change the master of the vessel insured in his discretion, with-

out prejudice to the insurance, provided it be done in good faith, and a substitute

of competent skill be provided. Piatt, J., Walden v. Firemen's Ins. Company, 12

Johnson, 138. It is immaterial whether the written words of a policy be inserted

in the body of the instrument, or written on its face, or in the margin. Dattahn v.

Hartley, 1 Term, 343. Bean v. Shepart, Davy. 11. Kenyon v. Berthon, id. 12. n-

But Mr. Duer thinks, and justly, that a memorandum on the back of a policy, not

refeiTed to in the instrument, nor signed by the insurer, is a nullity. Duer on In-

surance, vol. i. 76. So a material alteration in a policy, without the consent of the

insurer, though made in the margin or by interlineation, destroys it ; if the alteration

be immaterial, it is othei-wise. The cases to this point are collected in D'mr on In-

surance, vol. i. 143. u. H. /d p. 81. Insurances are to be liberally construed in fa-

vour of the assured, for that is most consonant to the intentions of the party. So

an exception to the risks is to be construed strictly against the insurer, and for the

same reason. Id. 161.

•> Emerigon, tome i. 423. JBovlay Paty, tome iii. 379. Pardesms, tome iii. u.

758. Plantamour v. Staples, 1 Term Rep. 611, note.

(1) So held in this country, and that a verbal waiver of forfeiture ia not valid. Cockorill v.

Cincinnati Mut. Ins. Co. 16 OJdo B. 148.
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*258 *interest ouglit to he disclosed to the insurer. =• An
insurance will be valid without naming the ship, as

upon goods on board owy ship or ships,' and it becomes

sometimes a nice question as to the application of the loss,

when there are two or more policies of that loose description

on different parcels of goods.'' So, it will be valid if made on

account of A., or of whom it ma^ concern.'^ In England, the

statute of 25 Geo. m. c. 44, prohibits insurances in blank, as

to the name of the insured ; and the name of the party in in-

terest, or some agent in his behalf, must be inserted, and the

policy cannot be applied to any property which does not be-

long to the party named, or in which he is not interested;

but the suit on the policy may be brought in the name of the

principal or agent.'' The interest of the real owner may be

averred and shown ; but if one partner insures in his own
name only, the policy will cover his undivided interest in the

partnership, and no more.e If the policy has the words, cmd
whomsoever it may concern, then it will cover the whole part-

nership interest;*' and Yalin and Boulay Paty think it

covers the whole, if the policy be generally on his goods, s

On such a policy an action may be maintained by atiy one

of the owners whose interest was intended to be insured by
it. It will cover a person who has but a special interest, as

by lien or otherwise. •> Those general words, whom it may
concern, will only apply to the person having an interest in

the subject insured, and who was in the contemplation of the

contract.' But a policy may be applied to cover the interest

* Ohl V. Eagle Ins. Company, 4 Mason's Rep. 390.

1" Mmerigon, tome i. 1*73. Kewley v. Ryan, 2 H. Blacks. 343. Henchman v.

Offley, ihid. 345, note.

» Boulay Paty, tome iii. 628. 631, tome iv. 28.

^ Cox V. Parry, 1 Term Rep. 464. It may be brought in the name of the party

by whom or for whom the contract was made. Bayley, J., in Sargent v. Morris, 3

B. tb Aid. 280, 281.

° FaKn's Com. tome ii. 34. 1 Mmerigon, 29S, 29i. Graves & Barnwell v. Bos-

ton Marine Ins. Company, 2 Crunch's Rep. il9. Dumas v. Jones, 4 J/ass. iJep.

64'7. Turner v. Burrows, 5 Wendell's Rep. 641.

' Lawrence v. Sebor, 2 Gaines' Rep, 203.

» Valin, tome ii. 34. Boulay Paty, tome iii. 386.

• The Pacific Ins. Company v. Catlett, 1 Wendell's Rep. 561. S. C. 4 ibid. %.
' Newson v. Douglass, 7 Johnson & Harris' Rep. 417. Bauduy t. Union Ins.

Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep, 391. De BoUe v. Pennsylvania Ins. Company, 4
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intended to be insiu-ed, though the owner of it was not known
to the parties, provided the terms of the policy will per-

mit it.=i

The form of the policy in England and the United States,

contains the words lostornot lost; and if the subject insured

be lost, or has arrived in safety when the contract is made, it

is still valid, if made in ignorance of the event, and the

insurer must pay the loss, or not pay it, as the *case *259

may be.'' This is laid down by the foreign jurists as a

general principle of insurance, without reference to those

words which are said to be peculiar to the English policies

;

and, it is said, that without them the policy would be void, if

the subject was lost when the insurance was made." There

is no English adjudication to that effect ; and the point may
well be doubted, inasmuch as all the continental authorities

hold such insurances to be valid, if made in ignorance of the

existing loss."* (1)

Wharton, 68. The insured must have an interest in the property when the insu-

rance was made, and at the time of the loss. Hancox r. Fishing Ins. Company, 3

Sumner, 142.

* Buck V. Chest. Ins. Company, 1 Peters' 8. C. Rep. 151.

'• A policy with those words will cover the loss if the interest was not acquired

until after the loss. Sutherland v. Pratt, 11 Meeson & Welshy, 296.

« 5 Burr. Rep. 2803, 2804, Park on Insurance, 31.

* Sola Genuce JDecisio, i2. n. 8. Roccus,de Ass. D. 51. Smerigon,U>meu.l21.

Ruggles V. Gen. Int. Ins. Company, 4 Masons Rep. 1i. Kohne v. Ins. Company

of North America, 1 Wash. Cir. Rep. 93. In Hammond v. Allen, 2 Sumner, 39'7,

Mr. Justice Story thinks that the policy would be binding, though the ship was

lost at the time, and though the policy had not the words lost or not lost, if the

parties acted in mutual ignorance of that event

(1) It is said, ia ArTWidd on the Lam of Marine Insurance, that this clause is not strictly

necessary, as tliere can be no reason wliy a previous loss should prejudice the insurance, if both

the assured and the underwriters were equally ignorant of the loss at the time. 1 Amould Ins,

26. Am. edit.

Since the publication of the last edition of the Commentaries, a treatise on insurance, "with

tbe above mentioned title, has been published in England, by Joseph Amould, Esq., barrister at

law. This work has been published in this country with very valuable notes, by J. 0. Perkins,

Esq.

It is to be wished that this admirable work had met the eye of the commentator himself Its

perspicuous style, orderly method, fullness of learning and clearness of reasoning, entitle it to a

high place among the works on insurance, mentioned at the close of this lecture.

The American lawyer is gratified to find, what is not often seen in English treatises, a gene-

rous and abundant reference to American decisions and writings on a subject common to all

commercial nations.
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A policy on a voyage from abroad may he good, though

it omits to name the ship, or master, or port of discharge, or

consignee, or to specify and designate the nature or species

of the cargo, for all these may he unknown to the insured

when he applies for the insurance.^- The policy, in such a

case, will he good to the amount insured, if effects he laden

in any ship, to any port, and to any consignee. The text

writers, however, require cargo of the same form,and species?

and the policy will not cover the same thing under a new
modification, if the essential character of the article has

changed ; as a policy on cargo of wheat will not cover a

cargo of flour.i' A policy on cargo or goods generally will

not cover goods stowed on deck, nor live stock, unless there

he some local mercantile usage to give extension to the terms."

And a policy may he on bills of exchange, if they truly^

exist.^ If bottomry, or respondentia interest, be insured by
the lender, it has been required to be insured eo nomine, and

not under the general description of goods.^ But this rule

was originally adopted on the ground of mercantile usage

;

and where the usage was shown to be different, such

*260 an interest was allowed *to be covered by a policy on

goods.f If any of the terms used in a policy, or repre-

sentation made to the insurer, have, by the known usage of

trade, and the practice, as between the insurers and the

insured, acquired an appropiate or commercial sense, they

* Le Chddon, c. 12. ait 2. Ord. de la Mar. tit. des Aemrances, art. 4. Code de

Commerce, art. 387. Bovlay Paty, Cowrs de Droit Com. tome iii. 411, 412.

•> Bovlay Faty, tome iii. 888, 389. See infra, p. 310.

« Lenox v. United Ins. Company, 8 Johns, Cas. 118. AUegre v. Mainland Ins.

Company, 2 Gill & Johnson, 136. Wolcott v. Eagle Ins. Company, 4 Pich. 429.

Smith V. Miss. Mar. and Fire Ins. Company, 11 Louisiana Rep. 142. Taunton

Copper Company v. Merchants' Ins. Company, 22 Pick. R. 108. A general policy

on freight will only cover freight earned by canning goods under deck. Adama

V. Warren Ins. Company, ibid. 163.

' Palmer v. Pratt, 2 £ing. 186. Gold and silver have been considered by the

text writers to be covered by a policy on goods, wares and merchandise. Marshall

on Ins. 32*7. Hughes on Ins. 128. Phillips on Ins. 66. And current bank bills

have been adjudged to be covered under the generic name of property. Whiton

V. Old Colony Ins. Co. 2 Metcalfs R. 1.

• Glover v. Black, 3 Burr. 1394. Robertson v. Union Ins. Company, 2 Johns.

Gas. 250. Kenney v. Olarkson, 1 Johns. Rep. 385.

' Gregory v. Christie, 1 Oond^s Marshall on Insurance, 118.
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are to be construed according to that sense. All mercantile

contracts, if dubious, or made with reference to usage, may
be explained by parol evidence of the usage.^ But the rule

is checked by this limitation, that the usage, to be admissi-

ble, must be consistent with the principles of law, and not

go to defeat the essential provisions of the contract. *> Kpart

* Coit V. Com. Ids. Company, 7 Johns. Rep. 385. AUegre v. Maryland Ins.

Company, 6 Harr. & Johns. 408. Robertson v. Clarke, 1 Bing. 445. Renner v.

Bank of Columbia, 9 Wlieat. 591. Columbia Ins. Company v. Catlett, 12 ihid. 383.

Hancox v. Fishing Ins. Company, 3 Sumner, 142.

' Palmer v. Blackburne, 3 Bing. 61. Bryant v. Com. Ins. Company, 6 Pick.

131. Rankin v. American Ins. Company, 1 SalVs JV. T. Rep. 619. No particular

usage or custom can be admitted to alter or impair a clear and express -written

contract of the parties. The evidence of usage can only be admitted when the

intention of the parties is indeterminate, and the language of the contract may
admit of various senses. Schooner Reeside, 2 Sumner's Rep. 56'7. Mr. Justice

Story, in that case, and in Donnell y. Columb. Ins. Company, 2 Sumner, S11,

thought that usages among merchants ought to be very sparingly adopted as rules

of law, as they are often founded in mere mistake, and in a want of comprehensive

views of the full beaiing of principles. So Lord Denman observed, in Trueman v.

Loder, 1 1 Adolph. & Ellis, 589, that the cases on the custom of trade go no further

than to permit the explanation of words used in a sense different from their ordi-

naiy meaning, or the addition of known terms not inconsistent with the written

contract, and the court in that case leaned strongly against the appeal to custom to

explain or vary written contracts. The general i-ule on this subject of the admission

of parol evidence to explain, by custom and usage, the meaning of the parties, is,

that if the words used in the contract be technical, or local, or generic, or indefinite,

or equivocal, on the face of the instrument, or are made so by proof of extrinsic cir-

cumstances, parol evidence is admissible to explain by usage their meaning in the

given case. If there be no such ingredient of uncertainty, then the evidence is not

admissible. This seems to be the result of the decisions on the subject. Yeates

V. Pyrr, 6 Taunton's R. 445. Blacket v. The Royal Exchange Ins. Co. Cromp. &
Jervis' R. 244. Fowler v. The ..Etna Ins. Co. 7 Wend. 270. Dow v. Whetten, 8

Wend. 160. Astor v. The Union Ins. Co. 7 Cowen, 202. Coit v. The Comm. Ins.

Co. 7 Johnson's R. 385.(1) A particular word, says the Court of Exchequer, in

MaUan v. May, 13 Meeson & Welsh/, 611, may be shown by parol evidence, to have

a different meaning in some particular place, trade or business, from its proper

and ordinary acceptation. Mr, Duer contends, from a critical examination of the

cases, that usage may control or supersede construction or rule of law if the usage

be general, uniform, notorious, reasonable and consistent with the terms of the

policy, and to a certain extent with the rules of law. A valid usage is part of the

contract. Duer on Insurance, vol. i. 255—282, and the Proofs and Illustrations,

pp. 283—311. The doctrine for which Mr. Duer contends, is illustrated and en-

forced with admirable analysis of the authorities, and with surpassing ability and

(1) Child V. Snn M. Ins. Co. 8 Sandf. 8. 0. B.
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of the policy should be wiitten and part printed, and there

should arise a reasonable doubt upon the meaning of the

conti'act, the greater effect is to be attributed to the written

words : they are the immediate language selected by the par-

ties, and the printed words contain the formula adapted to

that and all other cases upon similar subjects.*

The ancient laws of insurance required the insured to bear

the risk himself, of one tenth of liis interest in the voyage.

This was to stimulate him by a sense of his own interest, to

watch more vigilantly for the preservation of the cargo. The
Dutch ordinances of Antwerp, Middleburg and Amsterdam,
and the Le Guidon, had such provisions.'' But these pro-

visions have been omitted in all the modem codes, as being

odious and useless, and the merchant can have his interest

insured to the entire extent of it.

Policies are generally effected through the agency of bro-

kers ; and the insurance broker keeps running accounts with

both parties, and becomes the mutual agent of both the un-

derwriter and the insured. His receipt of the premium
places him in the relation of debtor to the one party, and
creditor to the other. The general rule is, that the broker is

force. Mr. Justice Story even states it as a general rule, that a contract is under-

stood to contain the customaiy clauses, although they are not expressed, according

to the known maxim

—

In contractibua tacite veniunt ea, guce sunt maris et consue-

tudinis. Story on Bills, 161. In Wallace v. Bradshaw, 6 Sana's Ken. Rep. 385,

it was held, that a commission merchant, receiving goods on general consignment

from a distant owner, and making advances therefor, might, for his own interest

and safety, be authorized, by the usage of the place, in certain circumstances, at his

discretion, and for the benefit of himself and the consignor, to ship the goods to a

more advantageous market, or one deemed so, especially if a sale at the place would

not indemnify him for his advances ; and that if such was the known custom of

the place, {New-Orleans,) it would be reasonable to sustain the authority. Mr.

Duer, in his Treatise on Insurance, vol. L lectures 2d and 3d, pp. 158—312, gives

a lucid and full collection and illustration of the rules of interpretation of policies

of insurance under the admission and control of parol evidence and mercantile

usage ; and to which I refer, as well as to the very able and complete title on the

admissibility of parol evidence to affect written contracts, in Professor Greenleaf 's

Treatise on the Law of Evidence, vol. L 329—374. In Finner v. Bedford Com.

Ins. Co. 5 Metcalf, 348, it is held, that the rule excluding parol evidence to con-

tradict or vary a written agreement, applies as well to policies of insiurance as to

other agreements.

» Lord EUenborough, 4 East, 136. Coster v. Phoenix Ins. Company, C. O.

Penn. April, 1807.

^ 2 Magens, 26. 68. Le Guidon, c. 2. art. 11.
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the debtor ofthe underwriter for the premiums, and the under-

writer the debtor of the assured for the loss. The receipt of

the premium in the policy is conclusire evidence of payment,

and binds the insurer, unless there be fraud on' the part of

the insured.* If the agent effects an insurance for his princi-

pal without his knowledge or authority, and the principal

afterwards adopts the act, the insurer is bound, and

cannot *object to the want of authority.'' But if A. ./261

insures the property of B. without authority, (and the

master of a vessel, merely as master or a part owner, as such,

has no such authority,) and without any adoption of the act

by B., the contract is not binding. <= A merchant who has

effects of his foreign correspondent in hand, or who is in the

habit of insuring for him, is bound to comply with an order

to insure, and the order may be implied in some cases from

the previous course of dealing between the parties. If the

agent neglects or imperfectly executes the order, he is

answerable as if he himself was the insurer, and is entitled

to the premium. "J

If the subject matter of the policy be assigned before loss,

the policy may also be assigned, so as to give a right of action

to a trustee for the assignee. But if there be no statute pro-

vision, (as there is in Pennsylvania,)^ the assignee in a case of

assignment in trust, must sue in the name of the assignor,

who will not be permitted to defeat or prejudice the right of

action of the assignee. The declaration, in such a suit, may
contain the averment that the plaintiff sues as mere trustee,

and that the whole interest is in others.^

» Dalzell V. Mair, 1 Oampb. Rep. 632. Foy v. Bell, S Taunt. Rep. 493.

^ Bridge V. Niagara Insui-ance Company of New-York, 1 Hall's N. Y. Rep.

247.

"
,
Bell V. Humphreys, 2 StarUe, 346. French v. Backhouse, 5 Burr. 2'72'7. Fos-

ter V. United States Ins. Company, 11 Pick. 85.

1 Buller, J., in Wallis v. Tellfair, 2 lirm Rep. 188, note, and in Smith v. Las-

callas, 2 Term Rep. 188. De Taslett v. Crousillat, 2 Wash. Oir. Rep. 132. Mor-

ris V. Summer], ibid. 203. A commission merchant is not bound to insure, for the

benefit of his principal, goods consigned to him for sale, without some express or

implied directions to that effect ; though he has such an interest in the goods that

he may insure them to their full value in his own name. Brisban v. Boyd, 4

Paige, 11.

e 1 Binney'e Rep. 429.

' Candy's Marshall on Insurance, 800. 803. 808. 1 PhiUipa on Insurance, 11.
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*262 *(3.) Of msurahle interests.

The assured must have a lawful interest subsisting at

the time of the loss in the subject insured, to entitle him to re-

cover upon his policy. That interest may be absolute or con-

tingent, legal or equitable. It may exist in him not only as

absolute owner, but also in the character of mortgagor or

mortgagee, borrower or lender, consignee, factor or agent,

and may arise from profits, freight or commissions, or other

lawful business. (1) The subject will be better illustrated by
considering it with its qualifications under the following

heads, viz : 1. IlUoit trade. 2. Contraband of wa/r. 3. Seor

men'swages. ^. Freight,profits and cormnissiorhs. 5. Open

and valuedpolicies. 6. Wager policies. I shall treat of each

of them in their order.

1. Of illicit trade.

The proper subject of insurance is lawful property en-

gaged in a lawful trade ; and if the voyage, as originally in-

Caiter v. Union Ins. Company, 1 Johns. Ch. Rep, 463. Wakefield v. Martin, 3

Mass. Rep. 658. Bell v. Smith, 5 Barnw. & Cress. Rep. 188. Ashhurst, J., in De-

lancey v. Stoddart, 1 Term Rep. 26. Craig v. The United States Ins. Company, 1

Peters' Cir. Rep. 410. A clause in a policy that it shall be void if assigned with-

out the consent in writing, of the insurer, is taken strictly, and means an effectual

transfer or pledge of the particular policy. In Massachusetts, it has been decided,

that if there be an absolute transfer of the subject insured before loss, the contract

of insurance is avoided, for the assured cannot sue, as he has not suffered any loss,

and the assignee cannot sue, for he is no party to the contract. But if the assign-

ment be in the nature of a moilgage, or in trust, the insured may nevertheless sue

and recover to the extent of Ms residuary interest. Carroll v. The Boston Marine

Ins. Company, 8 Mass. Rep. 515. Lazarus v. Commonwealth Ins. Company, 5

Pich. 76. In Delancey v. Stoddard, 1 Term, 22. Ashhiu-st, J, said that a policy

might be assigned in equity ; and that in the K' B. an action would be permitted

to be brought by trustees. So, also, in Powles v. Innes, 11 Meeson & Welshy, 10,

Parke, B, observed, that pai-ties might sue as trustees for the pm'chaser. It would

seem from the cases, that an assignment of a policy is only available when trans-

ferred in trust. Heath v. American Ins. Company, iVT Y. Superior Court, May,

1841. See, also, infra, 371. 375, as to the assignment of policies against fire. The
principle seems to be the same in both cases, -that if the interest insured be assigned

before loss without the consent of the insurer, (and then it becomes a new contract,)

the policy ceases.

(1) A testator bequeathed certain chattels, iusored them, and embarked with them in a ship.

He and the chattels were lost Held, that the legatee had not an insurable interest. Durrant r-

Friend, 11 Eng. L. & E. B. 2.
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sured, be lawful, a subsequent illegality does not affect it, if

the loss be not tainted with such illegality. We have seen

that the property of enemies, and a trade carried on with ene-

mies, do not come within this definition. So, an insurance

on a voyage, undertaken in violation of a blockade, or of an

embargo, or of the provisions of a treaty, is illegal, whether
the policy be on the ship, freight o;- goods, embarked in the

illegal traffic. = Any illegality in the commencement of an
entire voyage, will render the whole illegal, and destroy the

policy intended for its protection.''

It is a clear, settled and universal principle, that an insur-

ance on property, intended to be imported or exported, con-

trary to the law of the place where the policy is made, or

sought to be enforced, is void. The illegality of the voyage
in all cases avoids the policy, and the voyage is always ille-

gal when the goods or trade are prohibited, or the mode of

its prosecution violates the provisions of a statute. = No court,

consistently with its duty, can lend its aid to carry into exe-

cution a contract which involves a violation of the laws the

court is bound to administer. "J

*It has been a question of great discussion, whether *263

a trade prohibited by one country, might be made the

subject of lawful insurance, to be protected and enforced in

" The Hurtige Hane, 3 Rob. Adm. Rep. 324. Delmada t. Motteux, K. B. 25

George 111. Parke on Insurance, 311. Harratt v. Wise, 9 B. tk 0. 712. Medei-

ros V. Hill, 8 Ring. 231. Sir W. Scott; in The Eenrom, 2 Rob. Adm. Rep. 6.

Hughes on the Law of Insurance, 70.

'' Wilson V. Mari-yatt, 8 Term Rep. 31. Bird v. Appleton, ibid. 662. But the

transportation of prohibited goods ought not and does not affect a distinct policy

upon the lawful goods in the eanae voyage, of a distinct owner. The Jong Clara,

1 Ed. Adm. 371. Pieschell v. AUnutt, 4 Taunt. 792.

« Duer on Insurance, vol. i. See Proofs and Illustrations, 380—387.
J Johnston v. Sutton, Doug. Rep. 254. The United States v. The Paul Sher-

man, 1 Peters' Rep. 98. 1 Phillips on Insurance, 35. 1 Hmerigon, 210. c. 8. sec.

5. And see his opinion in a note to 2 Valin, 130, in which he refers to Straccha

de Assecur. Glossa, 5. n. 2, 3, where we have the establishment of the above

doctrine, that the insurance of prohibited goods is null and void, founded on the

sound principle, that in mercibus illicitis non sit commereium. The same principle

is in Roccus, de Assecur. u. 21, and he copied it almost verbatim from Santerna,

de Assecur. el Spons. Merc, part 4. n. 17. A policy on goods shipped in breach of

municipal laws, affects -not only the policy upon the goods themselves, but also

those upon the ship and freight, for a voluntary reception of the goods on board is

a violation of law. Gray v. Sims, 3 Wash. C. 0. ii!. 216.
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the courts of another in which the prohibition does not exist.

This question involves principles in politics and morals of

momentous importance, and yet the jurists of England and

France have differed widely in opinion upon it. Yalin and
Emerigon consider the insurance of goods, employed in a

foreign smuggling or contraband trade, to be valid, provided

the insurer was duly informed, when he entered into the con-

tract, of the nature of the trade. The French admiralty of

Marseilles, in 1T68, sustained and enforced a contract of in-

surance in favour of a French merchant who attempted to

export silks from Spain, contrary to the law of that country,

and whose vessel was, in consequence thereof, seized, and the

cargo confiscated. Emerigon justified the decision in France,

under the broad terms of the policy, which assumes the

aversio pericuU, and by the usage of the commercial nations,

who permit their subjects to carry on, at their own risk, a

smuggling trade, contrary to the revenue laws of other coun-

tries.'^ Yalin concurs in the opinion with Emerigon ;•' biit

their conclusions were met and opposed by the manly sense

and stern moral principles of Pothier, who denied that it

was permitted to Frenchmen to carry on, in a foreign country,

a contraband trade prohibited by the laws of the foreign

country.'' They who engage in foreign commerce are bound

by the law of nature and nations, to act in obedience to the

laws of the country in which they transact business. Every
sovereign possesses a rightful and supreme jurisdic-

*264: tion within his *own territory. He has a right to reg-

ulate the commerce of his subjects in his discretion
;

and so far as foreigners interfere with that commerce within

his dominion, they are equally bound with natives to obey

the laws which regulate it. If Frenchmen, trading in Spain,

were not bound by the Spanish laws, the subjects of Spain

are bound by them, and it is immoral for foreigners to seduce

Spaniards into an illicit trade. In every view, according to

Pothier, the commerce was illicit, and contrary to good faith,

and the insurance of it was equally inadmissible, and created

no valid obligation.

» 1 Emerigon, 210—215. 2 Valin, 128, note.

•" Com. de Assur. tome ii. 1 27.

" Traite des Ass. n. 58.
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Emerigon, who was enliglitened, as he admits, in the whole

course of his work, by the luminous mind of Pothier, as the

latter was by Yalin, bows to the irresistible energy of the

principles of Pothier, and concedes, that the insurance of a

foreign smuggling or contraband trade, is rather tolerated

than justified, and allowed only because other nations have

indulged in the same vicious practice.^

*In England, the law of insurance is the same as it *265

is in France. A policy, unlawful by the law of the

land where it is made, is void everywhere ; but an insur-

ance upon a smuggling voyage, prohibited only by the law of

the foreign country where the ship has traded, or intends to

trade, is good and valid, on the principle, which has been

adopted from a motive of supposed policy, that one country

does not take notice of the revenue laws of another, nor

hold itself bound to repudiate commercial transactions which

violate them. If the underwriter, therefore, vrith full know-

ledge that he was covering a foreign smuggling trade, makes
the insurance, it is held to be a fair contract between the

parties, and he is bound by it.^ The decisions of Lord

Mansfield on this subject, must be considered as laying down
an exceedingly lax morality, particularly in the case of

Planche v. Fletcher, where an insurance upon a voyage in

which it was intended to defraud the revenue of a foreign

state, was held not to be illegal, though fictitious papers

were fabricated for the purpose of facilitating the fraud.

Lord Hardwicke had advanced similar doctrines in Boucher

V. La/wson,'^ when he declared, that the unlawfulness, by
the Portuguese laws, of exporting gold from Portugal, made

• It is admitted that such ao iDeurance is not binding, if the underwriter was
not informed of the prohibited trade. He must know that he was insuring a con-

traband or smuggling trade. Roccus, de Ass. u. 21, eays, that such an insurance is

not binding ignorante assecuraiore ; and Santerna, de Assecurat, part 4. u. 17,

whom Roccus cites, uses the same words. Roccua copied from him ; and yet those

qualifying expressions, and which ai'e so material to the question, do not appear in

Mr. IngersoU's translation of Roccus. I mention this without the least intended

disparagement of that veiy useful translation, the general accuracy of which is un-

doubted.

!> Planche v. Fletcher, Dotig. Rep. 288. Lever v. Fletcher, Sil. Vac. Il80, cited

Parke on Insurance, 313, 6th edition.

Cases Temp. Hard. 183.
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no difference in the action at London, for in England it was

a lawful trade. The statute of 19 Geo. 11. c. 37, was made

even with a view to favour the smuggling of bullion from

the Spanish and Portuguese colonies. Lord Kenyon, in the

case of Wa/ymell v. Reed,^ seemed to have felt the pressure

of the unsound and immoral principle involved in the doc-

trine of the English courts, for he purposely waived the in-

quiry, whether or not it be immoral for a native of one coun-

try to enter into a contract with the subject of another,

*266 to assist the latter in defrauding the revenue *laws

of his country. The English writers on insurance

have not concurred entirely in opinion on the question

;

for while Miller, in his essay on The Elements of Insv/rwnee,

approves of the English rule, and Mr. Justice Parke admits

it without any complaint, there are other writers, equally in-

telligent, who most pointedly condemn the doctrine.'' (1)

In this country, we have followed the English rule, as de-

clared by Lord Mansfield, to the full extent ; and the under-

writer is liable for losses in consequence of violations of the

trade laws of foreign states, provided he was apprised of the

intention, on the 'part of the insured, to violate such laws,

either by the terms of the policy, or the standing regulations

of the place to which the vessel is insured, or the known
usages of the trade. But it is well understood and settled,

that the underwriter is not liable for any loss arising from

foreign illicit trade, unless he underwrote with full knowledge,

that such a trade was the object of the voyage. An insurance

to a port does not include the risk of going into the port in

violationof law, unless the peril of illicit entry at the port be

also within the provision or contemplation of the policy. All

the authorities, foreign and domestic, recognise this doctrine.

If the trade be known by the underwriter to be illicit, and he

makes no exception of the risk of illicit trade, it will be pre-

sumed he intended to assume it. The implication would be

* 5 Term Rep. 599.

^ Miller on Insurance, 23. Parke on Insurance, 313. Candy's Marshall on

Insurance, vol. i. 60. Chitty on Commercial Law, voL i 82. 84.

(1) In 1AnumWi Ins. 706—708, this able anther discuBses the snbject, and supports the legalitj

as well as morality of sach contracts.
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very fair and just, and would supply the place of more direct

proof. 8- It is certainly matter of surprise and regret, that

in such countries as France, England and the United States,

distinguished for a correct and enlightened administration of

justice, smuggling voyages, made on purpose to elude the

laws, and seduce the subjects of foreign states, should

be countenanced, *and even encouraged by the courts *267

of justice. The principle does no credit to the com-

mercial jurisprudence of the age.''

(2.) Of contrahomd of wa/r.

The insurance by a neutral of goods usually denominated

contraband of war, is a valid contract, for it is not deemed
unlawful for a neutral to be engaged in a contraband trade.

It is a commercial adventure which no neutral nation is bound
to prohibit, and which only exposes the persons engaged in it

to the penalty of confiscation. But, on the other hand, all

articles contraband of war are subject to seizure in transitu,

by the belligerent cruisers, and so far it is a case of imper-

fect right." Mr. Phillips, in his Treatise on the Lcmo of In-

surance, intimates, that the trading in articles _^contraband of

war is illegal by the law of nations, which forms part of the

municipal law of every state ; and that the property cannot,

therefore, bethe lawfal subject of insurance, even in a neutral

• Talin, tome iL 127. Planche v. Fletcher, Doug. Rep. 251. Roccus, de Ahs.

not. 21. Gardiner v. Smith, 1 Johns. Gas. 141. Richardson v. Maine Ins. Company,

6 Mass. Rep. 102. Parker v. Jones, 13 ibid. 173. Andrews v. Essex Fire and

Marine Ina. Company, 3 Mason's Rep. 18. 20. Archibald v. M. Ins. Company, 3

Pick. Rep. 70. It has been usual in American policies, for the assured to warrant
" free from damage or loss in consequence of seizure, or detention of the property

for, or on account of, any illicit or prohibited trade." But notwithstanding the

warranty, the insurer is liable for loss by seizure and confiscation for an illicit

traflBc barratrously carried on by the master and crew at a foreign port, without the

knowledge or privity of the owner. Suckley t. Delafield, 2 Gained Rep. 222.

Dunham &, Co. t. American Ins. Company, 2 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 422.

•> In the case of La Jeune Eugene, 2 Mason's Rep. 459, 460, a case that pleads

the cause of humanity with admirable eloquence, the rule supporting smuggling

voyages is admitted, but pretty plainly condemned.

" See vol. i. 142, and the authorities there cited; and in addition thereto see

Seton &, Co. v. Low, 1 Johns. Gas. 1. Barker v. Blakes, 9 East's Rep. 283. Pond

V. Smith, 4 Gonn. Rep. 297. Juhel v. Rhinelander, 2 Johns. Gas. 120, and affirmed

on eiTor, ibid. 487.

Vol. in. 22
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state. =1 But though it may be difScult to answer this reason-

ing, it is certain that the established doctrine is not so rigor-

ous. Yattel'' admits, that it is not an act in itself unlawful

or hostile, for a neutral to carry on a contraband trade ; and

if the neutral right to carry, and the belligerent right to

seize and confiscate, clash with and reciprocally injure each

other, it is a collision of rights, which happens every day

in war, and flows frorft the effect of an inevitable

*268 *necessity. The Chief Justice of Massachusetts, in

BiohardsonY. Maine Insurance Company,'' examined

this subject with very accurate discrimination, and he con-

sidered that illicit voyages may be ranked in several classes

:

(1.) When the sovereign of the country to which the ship

belonged interdicted trade with a foreign country or port

;

and in that case, the voyage, for the purpose of trade, would

be illicit, and all insurances thereon void. (2.) Where the

trade in question is prohibited by the trade laws of a foreign

state ; and in that case, the voyage, in such a trade, may be

the subject of insurance in any state in which the trade is

not prohibited, for the municipal laws of one jurisdiction

have no force in another. (3.) When neutrals transport to

belligerents goods contraband of war. The law of nations

does not go to the extent of rendering the neutral shipper of

eoods contraband of war an offender against his own sove-

reign. While the neutral is engaged in such a trade, he is

withdrawn from the protection of his sovereign, and his

goods are liable to seizure and condemnation by the powers

at war. To this penalty the neutral must submit, for the

capture was lawful. The neutral may lawfully transport con-

traband goods, subject to the qualification of being rightfully

liable to seizure by a belligerent power ; but he is never

punished by his own sovereign for his contraband shipments.

In like manner the neutral may lawfully carry enemy's

property, and the belligerent may lawfully interrupt him
and seize it. An insurance, then, by neutrals, in a neutral

country, is valid, whether it relates to an interloping trade

in a foreign port, illicit lege loci, or to a trade in transporting

» Phillips on Insurance, vol. i. 101. 429. 2d edit.

>• B. 8. c.1. sec. 111. " 6 Mass. Rep. 102.
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contraband goods, which is illicit jure helU. But to render

the insurance in either case valid, the nature of the trade

and of the goods should be disclosed to the insurer, or

there should be just ground, *from the circumstances *269

of the trade or otherwise, to presume that he was duly

informed of the facts.*

(3.) Of seamen^s wages.

The commercial ordinances have generally prohibited the

insurance of seamen's wages, and the expediency of the pro-

hibition arises from the consideration, that if the title to

wages did not depend upon the earning of freight by the

performance of the voyage, seamen would want one great

stimulus to exertion in times of difficulty and disaster.

Though there be no statute ordinance on the subject in the

English law, yet it is everywhere assumed as a settled prin-

ciple in the marine law of England, that seamen's wages are

not insurable.'' But the goods that seamen purchase abroad

with their wages, do not fall within the reason, nor do wages

* Parsons, Ch. J., in Richardson v. Maine Ins. Co. mpra. In New-York, it baa

been beld, that the underwriter is presumed to assume the I'isk of contraband of

•war, without a previous disclosure of the nature of the cargo ; and on the ground

of that presumption the contraband cargo need not be disclosed. Seton v. Low, 1

Johns. Cas. 1. Juhel v. Rhinelander, 2 ibid. 120. 48T. These cases were decided

as early as 1799 ; but the principle does not appear to be sound, and the authority

of the cases may now be considered as overruled. Right ami duty are correlative.

As Sir Wm. Scott observed, there are no conflicting rights between nations at

peace. If trade in contraband is unlawful by the laws of war, the neutral violates

his duty if he engages in it, and the belligerent exercises a lawful right when he

seizes and confiscates the articles. An insurance of a voyage laden with contra-

band articles is insurance on an illegal voyage. Mr. Duer, in his Treatise on

Insurance, vol. i. 751—766, exposes the error of Vattel, and of the American deci-

sions referred to in the text, with conclusive force. But though the better opinion

on sound doctrine be, that such a trade is unlawful for a neutral, yet it is the pre-

valent rule in continental Europe, that an insurance made in a neutral country on

articles contraband of war and destined to a belligerent power, is permitted, and

seems to be an exception to the general principle, that an insurance in a. neutral

country on a trade prohibited by the law of nations, is illegal and void. This point

remains, however, to be settled in the jurisprudence of England and of the United

States, though it has received the sanction of the courts of law in New-York and

Massachusetts, already alluded to. See Duer on Insurance, vol. i. 759—761.

• Magens on Insurance, 18. Lord Mansfield, in 3 Burr. Rep. 1912. Web-

ster V. De Tastet, 7 Term Rep. 157. Lord Stowell, in 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep.

239.
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already earned and due ; and yet if a seaman, at an interme-

diate port, by a refusal to proceed, coerces tlie master to have

his wages already earned insured, such a policy has been

held void in the French courts.*

(4.) Offreight., profits and commissions.

In France and Spain, freight not earned cannot be insured,

and for the same reason that seamen's wages are not in-

surable. (1) Several of the commercial tribunals wished,

however, to adopt the practice of the English, and give a

greater extension to the liberty of insurance. To this it was

answered, that risk was of the essence of the contract,

*270 and that there *could be no real loss of that which is

a nonentity, and had no certain existence, as future

contingent freight and profits. i" By leaving the freight to be

earned uncovered, the master has stronger inducements to be

vigilant in the preservation of the,ship and cargo. This is

the reason assigned by Cleirac ; but Emerigon says, the true

ground of the prohibition is, the uncertainty of the existence

of any future freight." In England and the United States,

future, or expected and contingent, and even dead freight, is

held to be an insurable interest. It is sufficient that the in-

sured had an interest in the subject matter from which the

freight is to arise. It is necessary, however, that the ship

should have actually begun to earn freight, in order to entitle

the insurer to recover, for, until then, the risk on the freight

does not commence. An inchoate right to freight is an in-

surable interest. The risk generally begins from the time

the goods, or part of them, are put on board; and if the ship

has been let to freight under a charter-party of affreightment,

' Emerigon, tome i. 286.

•> BmiXay Paly, tome iii. 482, 483.

• Ori. de la Mar. du Fret. art. 15. Code de Commerce, art. 34'7. Cleirac, mr
U Quidon, c. 15. art. 1. 1 Emerigon, 224. Ord. of Bilboa, c. 22. But freight

already earned and due may be iusured, for it has then ceased to be uncertain.

Pardessus, Cours de Droit Com. tome. iii. n. 764, '765.

(1) Freight, as a subject ofmarine insurance, has been defined to be " the remuneration lobe

paid to the ship-owner for the hire of his ship, under an express contract of affreightment for a

certain voyage, or the price to be paid to him for the carriage of goods, irrespective of such

voyage. 1 Arnold Ins. 201.

It also includes the benefit which the ship-owner expects to derive from the carriage of his

own goods in his own ship. Ibid,
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the right to freight commences, and is at risk so soon as the

ship breaks ground ; and if the charterer omits to put on

board the expected cargo, and the ship performs the voyage
in ballast, the right to freight is perfect. But when the

freight arises from the transportation of the goods, it com-
mences when the goods are put on board, and the policy

attaches, to the extent of the goods on board, or ready to be
shipped.^ (1)

*Profits are, equally with freight, a proper subject *3'rl

of insurance. The right to insure expected or contin-

gent profits is settled in England, and has received repeated

and elaborate confirmation.'' They are likewise, in this coun-

try, held to be an insurable interest." The consignee of

goods consigned to him for sale, has an insurable interest

therein to their full value, and he may insure them in his

• Tonge V. Watts, Sir. Rep. 1251. ThompBon v. Taylor, 6 Term Rep. 478.

Forbes v. Aspinall, 13 East's Rep. 823. Davidson v. Willasey, 1 Mmde dt Selw.

313. Riley v. Hartford Ids. Company, 2 Oonn. Rep. 368. Livingston v. Colum-

bian Ins. Company, 3 Johns. Rep. 49. Davy v. Hallett, 3 Caines' Rep. 16. Mr.

Beneclce, in his Treatise on the Principles of Indemnity, 51, says, that the practice

of insuring ship and freight separately, is attended -with many difficulties, and that

the bestj if not the only way to obviate them, and to put the owner, under all cir-

cumstances, in the same situation in which he would have been in case of a safe

arrival, would be, to insure the ship andfreight jointly, as one individual risk, in

the same policy. (2) In Adams v. Pennsylvania Ins. Company, 1 Rawle, 97, in the

case of a valued policy on freight, thei'e was specie on board belongiug to the

owner of the ship, and the ship was lost before any cargo was purchased, or con-

tracted for, or procured ; and it was held, that there was no claim upon the insurer,

for there was only a reasonable expectation of profit upon a cargo expected to be

procured and shipped. The contingency of expected freight was too remote.

' Grant v. Piirkinson, cited in Park on Insurance, 354, 6th edition. Le Cras T.

Hughes, ibid. 358. Craufurd v. Hunter, 8 Term Rep. 13. Barclay v. Cousins, 2

Eas(s Rep. 644. Hendrickson v. Margetson, ibid. 549. note. Profits must be insured

as profits. 3 Neville & Manning, 819. An insurance on outfits in a whaling voy-

age does not terminate pro tanto with their consumption or distribution, but at-

taches t.0 ihe proceeds of the adventure. Hancox v. Fishing Ins. Co. 3 Sumner's

R. 132.

« Loomis V. Shaw, 2 Johns. Gas. 36. Tom v. Smith, 3 Oaines' Rep. 245. Ab-

bot V. Sebor, 3 Johns. Gas. 39. Fosdiok v. Norwich Marine Ins. Company, 3

Dajfa Rep. 108.

(1) Where the cargo was delivered, bat the ship abandoned for a total loss, and the abandon*

ees received the freight : Held, that the owners could not recover against the insurers on freight,

it having been lost by their own act, and not by the perils ot the sea. Scottish Marine Co. v.

Turner, 20 Bng. L. & K B. 24.

(2) See this subject illustrated, in 1 AvTiolci on Ins. 809.
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own name " Insurances on freights, profits and commissions,

are required by the course and interests of trade, and have

been found to be greatly conducive to its prosperity. But the

doctrine that pervades the cases is, that the insured must

have a real interest in the subject matter from which the

profits are expected. There must be a substantial basis for

the hope or expectation of profits, in order to prevent the

;^olicy from being considered a wager. Commissions are a

species of profit expected to arise from the sale of property

consigned to an agent or supercargo, and they are an insur-

able interest in England, and other countries, where insur-

ances on profits are legal.''

In France, assurances on profits are unlawful, and contrary

to the code, as they were also to the ordinances of the

*272 marine, *and for the same reason that insurances on

freight are not allowed. The subject insured must

have a physical existence, and be a substance capable of

being exposed to the hazards of the sea. And yet there seems

to be no more objection to the insurance of a thing having

only a potential existence, than to the sale of it ; and it is ad-

mitted, that the sale of the proceeds of a future vintage, or of

the next cast of the net by a fisherman, is a good and valid

sale. The hope or expectation of profit, in these cases, is,

says Pothier,<= a moral entity susceptible of value, and of

being sold. But in Italy, Portugal and the Hanse Towns,

they are held lawful ; and Santerna, and after him Straccha,

and then Koccus, all show that the profits of goods may law-

fully be estimated in an insurance on goods. ^ The English

cases have required the insured to show, in an insurance on

profits, that some profit woiild have been produced upon the

adventure, if the peril to the property from which the profits

were to arise had not intervened.^ (1) I should apprehend

• De Forest v. Fulton Ins. Company, 1 HalVs Sep. 84. Brisban v. Boyd, 4

Paige, 11. Pouverin v. Loui. F. & M. Ins. Co. 4 Bob. Loui. R. 284.

i" Benecke on Indemnity, 32.

" Traite du Con. de Vente, n. 5, 6.

^ Roectts, n. 31. 96. Santerna, de Ass. et Spans. Merc. Tract, part 3. n. 40, 41.

Straccha, de Ass. Gloss. 6. u. 1. Ord. of Bamburg, 2 Magens, 213. Benecke, 35.

° Hodgson V. Glover, 6 Ei^t's Rep. 316.

(1) See Arnold on Ins. 240.
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that was the proper course, though the cases in this country-

have not explicitly declared that the party must show af-

firmatively that the goods, if they had arrived safe, would

have come to a profitable market, or that the state of the for-

eign market was such as to have afibrded, as in Grant v.

Parlcinson, a very strong expectation of profits. Such an

expectation seems to have been assumed in the American

cases.

(5.) Of open and valued policies.

An open policy is one in which the amount of interest is

not fixed by the policy, but is left to be ascertained by the

insured, in case a loss should happen. A valued policy is

where a value has been set on the ship or goods in-

sured, *and inserted in the policy in the nature of *273

liquidated damages.

If a policy on profits be an open one, there must be proof

given of the amount of the profits that would probably have

been made, if the loss had not happened ; there would not

otherwise be any guide to the jury, in the computation of the

loss. In Mumford v. Hallett,^ it was supposed that every

policy on profits must, of necessity, be a valued one, because,

without the valuation, it would be extremely difficult to ascer-

tain the amount to be recovered. A loss on the profits must

be regulated by the loss of the property from which the profits

were to arise.'" "Where the ship and cargo were lost on the

voyage, the whole amount of the valued profits was held re-

coverable, without showing that there would have been any

ultimate profit if the loss had not happened."^

The value in the policy is, or ought to be, the real value

of the ship, or the prime cost of the goods, including the in-

cidental expenses of them previous to the shipment, and the

premium of insurance.'^ It means the amount of the insura-

ble interest ; and if the insured has some interest at risk, and

there is no fraud, the valuation in the policy is conclusive

between the parties ; for they have, by agreement, settled the

« 1 Johns. Rep. 433.

' Abbot V. Sebor, 3 Johns. Cas. 89.

« Patapsco Ins. Company v. Coulter, 3 Peteri XT. 8. Rep. 222.

' Pothier, des Ass. n. 43.
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value, and not left it open to future inquiry and dispute as

between themselves. = If the valuation should, however, be
grossly enormous, as in the case put by Lord Mansfield,

where cargo was valued at £2,000, and the insured had only

the value of a cable on board, there is no doubt it would
raise a strong presumption of fraud ; and either the valuation

or the policy would be set aside. A valuation, fraudulent in

fact, as respects the insurer, or 'so excessive as to raise a ne-

cessary presumption of fraud, entirely vacates the policy and
discharges the insurer ; and the English, American and
French law of insurance contain the same general doctrine

on the subject. •>

*274 *There are cases which suggest that the valuation is

applicable only to cases of total loss, aud does not ap-

ply to average losses.'' But the better opinion of the text

• Shawe V. Felton, 2 Easfs Rep. 109. Lord Abinger, in Touog v. Turing, 2

Manning & Oranger, 693.

• Lord Mansfield, in Lewis v. Rucker, 2 Burr. Rep. \111. Shawe v. Felton, 2

East's Rep. 109. Feiae v. Aguilar, 3 Taunt. Rep. 506. Haigh v. De la Cour, 3

Camph. Rep. 319. Lord Ellenborough, in Forbes v. Aspinall, 13 East's Rep. 323.

Aubert v. Jacobs, Wightaick's Rep. 118. Wolcott v. Eagle Ins. Company, i Pick.

Rep. 429. Marine Insurance Company v. Hodgson, 6 Cranch's Rep. 206. Candy's

Marshall, 290, 291. 1 Phillips on Insurance, 305—313, Ist edit. Valin's Com.

tome ii. 147. Pothier,des Ass.n.\5\.Wi. J?o«iaj) Pais/, tome iii. 397, 398. M.
Delvincourt, in his Institutes de Droit Com. tome ii. 345, 346, contends, that though

the valuation be made without fraud, if there be palpable evidence of mistake in

the valuation, the policy may be opened ; and Valin, Pothier and Emerigon are of

that opinioa But Boulay Paty thinks that the excess in the valuation, by mistake,

is not sufficient to open the policy ; and there must be proof of actual fraud going

to the destruction of the contract. Cours de Droit Com. tome iii. 401. The Ordi-

nance of the Marine, h. t. art. 8, and the Code de Commerce, art. 336, make fraud the

basis of opening the valuation. Le Guidon, c. 2. art. 1 8, and Valin, Com. tome ii.

52, consider an over valuation of a moiety, or one third, or even of one fourth, to

be evidence of fraud ; but other text writers justly conclude that every case will

depend upon its own circumstances, without being governed by any such rule. Mr.

Benecke has referred to the various and discordant provisions of the principal

commercial nations of Europe, concerning valuations, and they are generally

held to be conclusive, unless shown to be fraudulent. Benecke on Indemnity,

161, 162.

« Lord Mansfield, in Le Craa v. Hughes, cited in 2 East's Rep. 113. Sewall, J.,

1 Mass. Rep. 370. AUegre v. Insurance Company, 6 ITarr. cb Johns. 408. The
New-York Board of Underwriters, May 20, 1837, resolved, that in cases of a tech-

nical total loss of a vessel, the only basis of ascertaining her value shall be her valu-

ation in the policy, and if not so valued, her actual value at the time of the incep-

tion of the risk at the port to which she belonged.
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writers is, that in settling all losses, total or partial, the valu-

ation of the property in the policy is to be considered as cor-

rect in the adjustment of the loss, and the true measure and

basis of the valuation according to the contract of indemni-

ty. (1) The adjustment is to be the same as if the goods had

actually cost, or the ship and freight were actually worth, the

sum at which they were valued. » Mr. Benecke concludes,

from a consideration of the cases, that the opinion, that in a

case of a partial loss the valuation ought to be disre-

garded, *is as destitute of authority as it is void of *275

justice and sound reason.

A valuation does not preclude the inquiry, whether the

whole interest valued has been at risk. If the valuation of

freight of a whole cargo be made, the underwriter will not

be liable beyond the extent of the freight of the goods put on

board. •> This doctrine applies equally to an insurance upon
cargo ; and the insured, on a valued policy on cargo, will not

recover beyond the interest he had at risk. There must be a

total loss of the whole subject matter of insurance to which
the valuation applied, whether the insurance was on goods

or upon freight. The valuation fixes the price of the whole
subject at risk, but it does not admit that the property on
which the valuation was made was on board the vessel." If,

* Stevens & Benecke on Average and Adjustment of Losses in Marine Insu-

rance, Boston, 1833, 48—58. Stevens on Average, part 2, 168. Phillips on Inavr

ranee, vol. i. 313. 315. Benecke on Indemnity, 152, 153. 157. In the case of

Allegre v. Insurance Company, the court considered it to be an open and unsettled

question, whether, in the case of a partial loss on a valued policy, the insured was
to be indemnified according to the valuation, or the actual value of the subject at

the port of shipment, and they omitted to express any opinion on the point, though

it had been warmly contested in the argument. Mr. Benecke says that the ques-

tion, whether a valuation should be opened in cases of partial loss, had never oc-

curred in the English courts.

'' Forbes v. Aspinall, 13 Mst's Rep. 323.

« Parker, Ch. J., Haven v. Gray, 12 Mass. Rep. 11. Wolcott v. Eagle Ids. Com-
pany, 4 Fick. Rep. 429. Brooke v. Louis. Ins. Company, 4 Martin, N. S. 640. 681.

If much less property was shipped than was expected to be on board, the assured,

though it be a valued policy, can recover only, in case of loss, a proportion pro rata.

Alsop V. The Comm. Ins. Company, 1 Sumner, 451.

(1) The law of valued policies has been put at rest in England, by a solemn decision in the

House of Lords. The opinion of the commentator, as expressed in the text, is now the es-

tablished English law. Irving v. Manning, 9 Mem. 0, & Scott's B. 891.
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therefore, certain articles be comprised in a valuation, and

part are safely landed before the ship is lost, the valuation

must be opened, and the claim of the insured reduced in the

proportion to which the articles actually lost bore to the valu-

ation of the whole at the commencement of the risk.»-

(6.) Of wagerpoUdes.

A mere hope or expectation, without some interest in the

subject matter, is wager policy, and all such marine policies

are, by statute, in England, declared void.'' But the English

courts have refined greatly, in considering what is an interest

sufficient to sustain a policy, and to place it out of the reach

of the prohibition. If a person be directly liable to loss

in the happening of any particular event, as if he

*276 be an insurer, or *be answerable as owner for the

negligence of the master, he has an insurable interest."

A creditor, to whom property is assigned as collateral secu-

rity, has an insurable interest to the amount of his debt.i^ In

the case of Znioena v. Craufurd,^ the distinction between a

reasonable expectation of gain in the shape of freight, com-

missions or profits, founded on some interest in the subject

matter which was to produce them, and a mere shadowy hope

or expectation, was fully and very ably investigated in the

court of common pleas, and in the House of Lords, and great

talents were displayed and exhausted upon that litigated

point. The decision was, that commissions to become due to

public agents, and all reasonable expectation of profits, were

insurable interests. The interest need not be a property in

the subject insured. It is sufficient if a loss of the subject

would bring upon the insured a pecuniary loss, or intercept a

profit. Interest does not necessarily imply a right to, or pro-

perty in, the subject insured. (1) It may consist in having

» BenecJce on Indemnity, 146.

t 19 Geo. 11. c. Z1.

' Walker v. Maitland, 5 Bdrnw. & Aid. 171.

* WelU V. Philadelphia Ins. Company, 9 Serg. <fc Rawle, 103. A lien, or an

interest in the nature of a lien, is an insurable interest. Hancox v. Fishing Ins,

Company, 3 Sumner, 182.

= 3 Bos. d: Pull 75. 6 ibid. 269.

(1) A common carrier has a sufficient interest to entitle him to Insure the cargo, and he may
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some relation to, or concern in, the subject of the insurance,

and which relation or concern may be so affected by the peril

as to produce damage. Where a person is so circumstanced,

he is interested in the safety of tlie thing, for he receives a

benefit from its existence, and a prejudice from its destruc-

tion, and that interest is, in the view of the English law, a

lawful subject of insurance. »

It was admitted by the judges of the Court of K. B., in

Craufurd v. Hunter,'" that, at common law, prior to the

statute of Geo. II., wager policies were not illegal ; and the

courts havebeen verymuch embarrassed in their endeavours to

draw the line of distinction between wagers that were andwere

not admissible in courts of justice. The law has been

*thought to descend from its dignity when it lends its *27T

aid to recover the fruits of an idle and frivolous wager.

In Good V. Elliot,'^ Mr. J. BuUer made a vigorous but unsuc-

cessful stand, against suits upon wagers in any case ; and

nothing could have been more impertinent than the wager in

that case, which was, whether one third person had pur-

chased a wagon of another. Many of the cases stated by Mr.

J. BuUer were of a nature to draw into discussion, and un-

necessarily affect, the character or feelings of third persons

;

and to sustain suits upon such wanton wagers, would be a dis-

grace to any administration of justice. The case oi Jones v.

Sandall,^ went quite far enough, when it sustained an action

upon a wager, whether a decree in chancery would be re-

versed on appeal to the House of Lords. If wagers are to

be allowed in any case, as valid ground for a suit, the betting

on the return of a ship, in the shape of a policy without in-

terest, is harmless as any that could be devised. In Egerton

V. Furzeman,^ it was ruled in the English courts, that a wa-

» Lawrence, J., in 5 Bos. & Pull. 302, 303, 304. Hughes on Insurance, 30. An
equitable, as well as a legal interest, and an ipterest held under an executory con-

tract, are valid subjects of insurance. Columbian Insurance Company v. Lawrence,

2 Peter^ Sup. C. Rep. 25.

•> 8 Term Rep. 13. ^ Oowp. Rep. SI.

' 3 Term Rep. 693. " 1 Carr. & Payne, 613.

recover to the extent of hla interest. Van Tfatta T. The Mutual 8. Ins. Co. 2 Sand/, (Zaw)

Ji. 490.
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ger on a battle between two dogs was illegal, and not the

ground of action.

In JSTew-Tork, the courts had formerly assumed it to be a

clear and settled principle of the common law, that a policy,

in which the insured had no interest, and which was, in fact,

nothing more than a wager or bet between the parties to the

contract, whether such a voyage would be performed, or such

a ship arrive safe, was a valid contract. =>• It was only re-

quired that the wager should concern an innocent transaction,

and not be contrary to good morals or sound policy.''

*278 *But now, by statute," all wagers, bets or stakes, made

to depend upon any lot, chance, causualty or unknown
or contingent event whatever, are declared to be unlawful,

with the exception of contracts on bottomry or respondentia,

and all insurances made in good faith for the security or in-

demnity of the party insured. The statute has effectually

destroyed wager policies; for they are not within the excep-

tion. (1) In Massachusetts, the supreme court expressed a

strong opinion against the validity of a wager policy, and the

doctrine there is, that all gaming is unlawful, according to

the general policy and laws of the commonwealth. In Penn-

sylvania, every species of gambling policy, and all actions

upon a wager or bet, are reprobated, and they follow the

principles, while they do not acknowledge the authority of

the English statute in the reign of George 11.^ Wager poli-

cies, without any real interests to support them, are con-

» Juhel V. Church, 2 Johns. Ga». 333. Abbot v. Sebor, 3 ibid. 39. Clendening

T. Church, 3 Gained Rep. 141. Buchanan v. Ocean Ins. Company, 6 Cowen'a Rep.

318.

> Bunn V. Riker, 4 Johns. Rep. 426. Mount & Wardell y. Waites, 1 ibid. 434.

Campbell v. Richardson, 10 ibid. 406.

" New-York Revised Statutes, vol. i. 662. sec. 8, 9, 10.

* Amory v. Gilman, 2 Mass. Rep. 1. Babcock v. Thompson, 3 Pick. Rep. 446.

Pi'itchett V. Insurance Co. of North America, 3 Yeatei Rep. 464. Craig t. Murga-

troyd, 4 ibid. 168. Adams v. Pennsylvania Ins. Company, 1 Rawle, lOT. In Ver-

mont it is held, that no suit will lie to recover property won of another by a bet

or wager. Collamer v. Day, 2 Vermont Rep. 144. Wager contracts, or bets on

elections, are void. Lloyd v. Leisenring, 1 Watts, 294. No action upon any wager

or bet can be sustained. Edgell v. M'Laughlin, 6 Wharton, 1'76,

(1) See Like v. Thompson, 9 Bari. It. 815.
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demned also by positive ordinances in France, and in most
of the commercial nations of Europe. "^

(4.) Of reassurance and double insura/ace.

After an insurance has been made, the insurer may have
the entire sum he hath insured, reassured to him by
some other *insurer. (1) The object of this is indem- *279

nity against his own act ; and if he gives a less pre-

mium for the reassurance, all his gain is the difference be-

tween what he receives as a premium for the original in-

surance, and what he gives for the indemnity against his own
policy. If he gives as much for reassurance, he gains nothing

by the transaction ; and if he gives a higher premium, as in-

surers will sometimes do to cover a dangerous risk, he be-

comes^a loser by his original insurance. These reassurances

are prohibited in England, except in special cases, by the

statute of 19 Geo. 11. c. 37 ; and also by every country in

Europe, but they are allowed with us.^" The contract of reas-

surance is totally distinct from, and unconnected with, the

primitive insurance ; and the reassured is obliged to prove

the loading and value of the goods, and the existence and ex-

tent of the loss, in the same manner as if he were the original

insured." He need not abandon to the reinsurer, as soon as

the first insured has abandoned to him, for he has no connec-

tion with the first insurance. If he proves the original claim

against him to be valid, when he resorts over to the reinsurer,

he makes out a case for indemnity. "*

« Ord.ielaMar.\vj.%.'ali.%. DesAss.avt.i2. 1 Emerigon, '264:. In Scotland,

the rule of the civil law relative to Sponsiones ludicrce was early adopted as com-

mon law, and no wager or gaming contract will support an action. 1 BelVs Com.

300. Code de Commerce, srt. 357. Ord. of Genoa, ot Middleburff, of Rotterdam, o{

Amsterdam, of Hamburgh and Stockholm, collected in 2 Magens, 65. 68. 88. 132.

229. 257. Roccus, de Assecur. u. 88. The latter refers to a decision of the Rota

of Genoa, in which the principle is ideclared, si non adest risicum, assecuratio non

valet; nam non adest materia in qtiaforma posset fundari. Decisiones Rotce Ge-

nuw, 55. n. 9.

> Hastie v. De Peyster, 3 Cainea' Rep. 190. MeiTy v. Prince, 2 Mass. Rep. 176.

= Pothier, h. t. n. 163. Emerigon, tome i. 247. 250.

"I Haatie v. De Peyster, ub. sup. When the loss has happened, and been duly

(1) It is not a case of double insurance, when separate risks are insured against by several

underwriters. Perkins T. N. E. Marine Ins. Co. 12 Maai. M. 214. Peters v. Del. Ins, Co. 5

Serg. & M. 478.
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These reassurances are allowed by the French ordinances,*

and the first insurer can reassure to the same amount ; but

the better opinion is, that he cannot insure the premium due

him for the first insurance. Yalin, Pothier, M. Estrangin, the

commentator upon Pothier, and Boulay Paty, are all opposed

to Emerigon on this point, and they certainly bear down his

opinion. >•

The insured may like^^se cause to be insured the

*280 solvency *of the first insurer; but this will not often

be the case, for it lessens greatly the profits of the

voyage, by multiplying the charges upon it ; and Marshall

says, it has never happened in England; for a double insu-

rance answers better the end proposed. The second insurer

does not become strictly a surety for the first insurer. It is a

totally distinct contract, without any participation in the

other, and he is not boimd to render any service to the first

one. It is a conditional obligation of a special kind.'^ Yalin

and Pothier contend, that the second insurer of the solvency

of the first one, becomes a surety for the first, and is entitled

to oppose to the claim the exception of discussion, which is to

require that the first insurer should, at his expense, be first

prosecuted to judgment and execution ; but Emerigon and

Boulay Paty are not of that opinion, though they admit that

the first insurer must be put legally in default after a legal

demand.'

A double insurance is where the insured makes two insu-

ascertained, the reassuver must pay to the first insurer the amount of the loss within

the policy, notwithstanding the first insurer has become insolvent, and can pay only

in part. He must pay the entire sum reassured, and has no concern with any

aiTangement between the first insurer and his creditors. 1 Marshall on Insurance,

143. Emerigon, tome i. 248. He is entitled to make the same defence as the

original insurer. If. Y. State Marine Ins. Co. v. Protection Ins. Co. 1 Story's

n. 458.

» Ord. de la Mar. des Assurances, art. 20. Code de Commerce, art. 342.

^ Valin, h. t. Pothier, h. t. n. 35. 1 Emerigon, 249. 8 Boulay Paty, 432.

« Candy's Marshall, p. 145.

^ Sanlerna, de Ass. part 3. n. 55, 66, 57, 58. Straccha, de Ass. Introduction, u.

48 49, who cites and adopts the opinion of Santerna ; and both of them refer back

to the civil law, and to the doctors who had commented upon it ; and they, in their

turn, are quoted and followed by Emerigon, tome i. 253.

» Pothier, TraiU des Ass. No. 33. Valin, tome ii. 66. De Guidon, c. 2. art. 20.

1 Emerigon, 259. Boulay Paty, tome iii. 440. 442.
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ranees on the same risk and the same interest. But the law

will not allow him to receive a doiible satisfaction in cases of

loss, though he may sue on both policies. The underwriters

on the different policies are bound to contribute ratably to-

wards the loss."- They pay according to the rate of their sub-

scriptions, without regard to the order of time in which

the policies were made ; and if the insured recovers

*his whole loss from one set of underwriters, they will *281

be entitled to their action against the other insurers,

on the same interest and risk, for a ratable proportion of the

loss.'' The doctrine of contribution applies very equitably to

such a case. It was so declared by the Circuit Court of the

United States at Philadelphia, in Thurston v. Kocli;<^ and

though in most countries of Europe the first policy in the

order of time is to be exhausted before the second operates,

yet the rule requiring the insurers in each policy to bear a

ratable share of the loss, was declared, in that case, to be

founded in equity, and in sound principles of commercial

policy. The French rule is, that if there exists several con-

tracts of insurance on the same interest and risk, and the first

policy covers the whole value of the subject, it bears the

whole loss, and the subsequent insurers are discharged on re-

turning all but half per cent, premium. But if it does not

cover the entire value, the subsequent policies, in case of loss,

are bound only to make up the part uncovered. "^ The ancient

rule in England was according to the French ordinance,<= and

it has been deemed more simple and convenient. Merchants

frequently prefer it, and it is perfectly consonant to a strict

construction of the contract with the first underwriter.

Policies have sometimes a clause introduced into them to

prevent the rule of contribution, and to make the insurers re-

sponsible according to the order of date of their respective

' Rogers v. Davis, and Davis v. Gilbeit, decided at If. P., by Lord Mansfield.

Parke on Insurance, 374, 376, 6th edition. Lucan v. Jefferson Ins. Co. 6 Gowen's

Rep. 636.

•> Newby v. Reed, 1 Blacks. Rep. 416. Millaudon v. Western Marine and Fire

Ins. Company, Louis. Rep. by Gurry, vol. ix. p. 27.

« 4 Dallai Rep. 348. App. p. 32.

J Gode de Gommerce, art. 369.

8 Malyne^ Lex Mercatoria, 112. The African Company v. Bull, 1 Show. Rep.

132. Gilbert's Rep. 232.
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policies. "Where two policies were dated upon tlie same day,

it was held, that prior in date was intended to be equivalent

to prior in time, and that the policy first in time, in point of

fact, was to bear the loss.'"-

*282 *As a general rule of construction, and independent

of usage, the first policy, under such a clause as that

to which I have referred, would have to bear the whole loss,

whether partial or total, to the extent of the policy.*" But the

usage of the companies in New-Tork is understood to be, that

partial losses are to be apportioned between the policies, with-

out regard to dates, provided the cargo on board was large

enough to have attached both policies to it. This is the French

rule. In France, if there be goods on board to the amount of

both policies, and a partial loss ensues, the insurers contribute

ratably in proportion to their subscriptions."

(5.) Of representation and warranty.

1. Of rejpresentation.

All the writers who have treated of the contract of insu-

rance, agree, that it is eminently a contract of good faith,

which is peculiarly enjoined upon the insured, as he possesses

' Brown v. Hartford Ins. Company, 3 Day's Rep. 58. The same point was

afterwards so niled in Potter v. Marine Ins. Company, 2 Mason's Rep. 475. The

clause against contribution runs thus :
" It is further agreed, that if the assured shall

have made any other assurance upon the premises, prior in date to this policy, the

assurers shall be answerable only for so much as the amount of such prior insurance

may be deficient." The American clause, as it has been denominated, is stated

in the case of The American Ins. Company v. Griswold, 14 Wendell, 399, to be.

that " in case of any subsequent insurance, the insurer shall, nevertheless, be an-

swerable for the full extent of the sum subscribed by him, without right to claim

contribution from subsequent assurers." The one form is adapted to the first policy,

and the other form to the last policy. This law was held, in the above case, to

bar the claim for contribution from subsequent assurers upon the same cai'go,

although there was aliment for all policies at the time of subscription.

^ Columbian Ins. Company v. Lynch, 11 Johns. Rep. 233. Eogera t. Davis,

Park on Insurance, 374.

» Ord. de la Mar. des Ass. art. 25. 2 Valin, HZ, 74. Code de Commerce, n. 360.

Pothier, h. t. u. 77. The American policies generally contain the clause, that "in

case of any other insm-ance upon the property thereby insured, whether prior or

subsequent to the date of this policy, the insured shall not, in case of loss or damage
be entitled to demand or recover upon this policy any gi-eater portion of the loss or

damage sustained, than the amount hereby insured shall bear to the whole amount
insm'ed on the property."
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an entire knowledge of all those circumstances which com-

bine to form the contract, and is bound to communicate the

facts and'objects which are to determine the will of the in-

surer. A representation relates to facts or information extrin-

sic to the policy, and may be made by parol or in writing

;

and though it be not usually inserted in the policy, it may be

inserted, and yet not require, in that case, the severe con-

struction given to a warranty, provided the statement relates

not to facts, but to the information, expectation or belief of

the party, or provided the parties declare, at the same time,

their intention that the statement should be taken to be a

representation merely.* (1) A positive misrepresentation to

the underwriter, or concealment of a fact material in relation

to the risk, or material in the mind and judgment of the in-

surer, will avoid the policy. It will avoid it, though the loss

arose from a cause unconnected with the misrepresentation, or

even though the misrepresentation or concealment happened
through mistake, neglect or accident, without any fraudulent

intention. A positive representation on a material point is

essentially a part of the contract, and essentially a warranty,

though it be not inserted in the policy. It differs from a

warranty in being more liberally construed, and as requiring

only to be substantially true ; whereas a warranty must be ful-

filled to the letter, and precludes all inquiry as to its

materiality. b Lord Mansfield laid down, *with great *283

» Rice V. New-England Ins. Company, 4 Piclc. 439. Lothian v. Henderson, 3

B. & Pull. 499. Duer's Lecture on the Law of Representations in Marine Insu-

rance, 4A:. edit. New-York, 1844.

• Carter v. Boehm, 3 Burr. Rep. 1905. Pawson v. Watson, Cowp. Rep. 786.

Fitzherbert v. Mather, 1 Term Rep. 12. Ratcliffe t. Shoolbred, Parhe ore Insurance,

249, 6th edition. Mac Dowall v. Eraser, Doug. Rep. 260. Shirley v. Wilkinson,

(1) Mr. Justice Woodbury, in stating tlie distinction between warranties and representations,

says, the former bind the party to them as a condition precedent, whether material or not,

while the latter bind only to a substantial or virtual compliance. Clark v. The Manufacturers'

Ins. Co. 2 Wood. <& Minot's B. 487.

" The main distinction, (says Mr. Arnold,) inform, between a representation and a warranty,

is, that the former may be made either orally or in writing, but in neither case ia it introduced

into the policy ; whereas, a warranty must always be in writing, and inserted in the policy." 1

Arnold, on Ins. 490.

According to Mr. Duer, on the other hand, "it is not essential to representation, that it should

be made by parol, or by a writing not inserted in the policy Itself." 2 Swer on Ins. 644, sec. 2.

JHd. 656. Eice v. N. E. Ins. Co. 4 Piok. 439. Andrews t. The Essex F. & M. Ins. Co. 3
Maton,e. Jd.n.

Vol. ni. 23
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strength and clearness, the general principles which governed

this branch of the subject, and they have been implicitly

adopted in all succeeding cases. The special facts upon

which the contingent chance is to be computed, usually lie in

the knowledge of the insured only, and the underwriter trusts

to his representation, and proceeds upon the confidence that

he does not withhold any facts material to the estimate .of the

risk. The suppression of any such facts, whether by design,

or mistake, or negligence, equally renders the policy void, for

the risk run becomes different from the one assumed in the

policy. The law requires uberrimafides in the formation of

the contract, and yet either party may be innocently silent,

as to grounds open to both, for the exercise of their judgment.

The underwriter need not be told general topics of speculation

and intelligence. He is bound to know every cause which

may occasion natural or political perils. Men argue differ-

ently from natural phenomena and political appearances, and

when the means of information and judging are open to both

parties, each acts from his own skill and judgment. The
question in those cases always is, whether there was, under

all the circumstances, a fair representation or a concealment

;

ifthe misrepresentation or concealment was designed, whether

it was fraudulent ; and if not designed, whether it varied ma-
terially the object of the policy, and changed the risk under-

stood to be run. If the misrepresentation was by fraudulent

design, it avoids the policy, without staying to inquire into

its materiality ; and if it was caused by mistake or oversight,

it does not affect the policy, unless it was material, and not

true in substance ; and in that case it will vitiate the policy

without assuming the ground of fraud, for it is not the con-

tract the party undertook to make. If the representation of

the property insured greatly overrate the value, it will avoid

the policy, whether the misrepresentation be through igno-

rance or design.''

ihid. 293. D. Bridges v. Hunter, 1 Maule <b Selw. 15. 1 Marshall on Insurance,

450. Carpenter v. American Ins. Company, 1 Story's 0. C. Rep. 57; and see

Duer's Lecture on Representations, 45—47. 72, 73, where the subject is discussed

with great clearness and force.

* Catron v. Tenn. Ins. Co. 6 Humphrey's R. 176. Marshall, in his Law of Insu-

rance, 479, questions very strongly the propriety of the decision in Carter t.
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*If the information be stated as mere opinion, expec- *284:

tation or belief, it does not affect the policy, provided

it was given in good faith ; for the underwriter, in such a

case, takes the risk upon himself. Any such declaration of

expectation or belief, if made with a fraudulent intent, avoids

the policy, a

A representation to the first underwriter, in favour of the

risk, extends to all subsequent underwriters, and on the

ground that they subscribed upon their confidence in his

judgment and knowledge of the risk, and are, therefore, enti-

tled to avail themselves of all the conditions upon which he

subscribed.'' This rule has not been favourably received by

Boehm, from which I have chiefly drawn the above principles. But -whatever

may be the opiuion as to the application in that case of the doctrine stated, there

is DO question as to their solidity, independent of the case, and they were confirmed

by Lord EUenborongh, in 4 East's Rep. 596, and recently by the Supreme Court

of the United States, in M'Lanahan v. the Universal Ins. Company, 1 Peten' Rep.

\10. See, also, Flinn v. Tobin, \ Moody dk Malkin, 367. S. P. A positive repre-

sentation may be proved by evidence, provided the terms of the representation do

not plainly contradict, or are not directly repugnant to the terms of the policy, and

it becomes, in many cases, when proved, like a usage, a part of the contract. It is

also understood, that u, representation may supersede an implied warranty, or a

usage, if it be a representation of facts inconsistent with the usage, or the truth or

obligation of the warranty. Duer's Lecture on Representations, 6i. 61. 63, 64.

173, 174.

* Loid Mansfield, Oowp. Rep. 788. Barber v. Fletcher, Doug. Rep. 305. Hub
bard v. Glover, 3 Campb. Rep. Z12. Bowden v. Vaughan, 10 East's Rep. 415.

Rice V. Kew-England Marine In^ Company, 4 Pick. Rep. 439. AUegre v. Mary-

land Ins. Company, 2 6iU d: Johnson, 136. X>wer on Representations, 96, 97, and

note 27. p. 214. In the cases of Rice v. The New-England M. Ins. Co. 4 Pick.

439; Bryant v. Ocean Ins. Co. 22 Pick. 200; Whitney v. Haven, 13 Mass. Rep.

172, and Alston v. Mech. M. Ins. Co. 4 Hill's N. Y. Rep. 330, it is declared, that a

representation to the insurer imports an affirmation of some past or existing fact

material to the risk, and not a statement of matters resting merely in expectation

or intention. If the representation be in the nature of a promise for future eon-

duct, it must be inserted in the policy as a part of the contract, for otherwise a pro-

missory expectation is of no avail. But Mr. Duer, in his 7th Lecture on Repre-

sentation, has, with much research and ability, examined this doctrine on the ground

of principle and authority, and questions its accuracy. He insists, that a positive

promissory representation that the specified event will happen, or an act be pei'-

' formed, is clearly deducible from the cases, and sustained by an irresistible weight

of authority. Duer's 1th Lecture on the Law of Representations in Marine Insu-

rance, 52, and note 9. pp. 139—156, New-York, 1844.

t Barber v. Fletcher-, supra. Stackpole v. Simon, Park on Insurance, 582, 6th

edit. Robertson v. Majoribanks, 2 Starkie's N. P. 503. Duer's Lecture on Repre-

sentations, 65—69.
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later judges, and it is strictly confined to representations

made to the first underwriter, and not to intermediate ones.^

N"or does it extend to a subsequent underwriter on a dif-

ferent policy, though on the same vessel and against the

same risks.''

"Whether the knowledge or information was material to the

insurer to know, and necessary to be communicated to him
when the contract is made, is a question of fact for a jury,

and they are to judge of the materiality of the informa-

tion, under a consideration of all the circumstances

*285 that belong to the case." This point was fully con-

sidered, and with a review of the English and Ameri-

can authorities, in the case of the New- York Firemen's In-

surance Company \.Walden ;^ and that doctrine has since

received the unqualified sanction of the Supreme Court of the

United States.* The books abound with cases relative to the

much litigated question, as to what are and what are not,

necessary disclosures, and it is not consistent with my pur-

pose to do more than bring into notice the leading principles

* Brine v. Featherstone, 4 Taunt. Rep. 869. Lord Ellenborough, Forrester v.

Pigou, 1 Maule & Seho. 9. Bell v. Cavstairs, 2 Campb. Rep. 543.

' Elting v. Scott, 2 Johns. Rep. \5l.

• It is an unsettled question iu the English and American law of insurance,

whether the opinions of witnesses of experience and skill, such as insurers, insurance

brokers and merchants, are admissible in evidence to guide the decision of thejury

as to the materiality of a representation. It ap^ars to me that the weight of

authority, and the manifest reason of the thing, are in favour of the admission of

such evidence. (1) The authorities are collected by Mr. Duer, in note 19 to bis

Lecture on Representaliotis, with his approbation ofthe admission of such evidence,

on the sound maxim that cuique in sua arte credendum est. See Holroyd, J., in

Berthon v. Longham, 2 Siarkie, 229. Littledale v. Dixon, i B. S Puller, 151.

Haywood v. Rogers, 4 East, 590. Lord Tcnterden, in Richards v. Murdock, W B.i:

Cressw, 52'7. Tindal, Ch. J., in Chapman v. Walton, 10 Bingham, 5*7. Story, J.,

in M'Lanahan v. Universal Ins. Co. 1 Peter^ U.S. Rep. 188, for the admission ; and

Lord Mansfield, in Carter v. Boehm, 3 Burr. 1906. Gibbs, Ch. J., in Durell t.

Bederley, 1 Soil's N. P. R. 283. Lord Denman, in Campbell v. Richards, 6 B.S
Adolph. 840. Sutherland, J.,in Jefferson Ins. Co. v. Cotheal, 7 Wendell,'! 2, agaioBt

the admission of such proof.

4 12 Johns. Rep. 513.

" M'Lanahan v. Universal Ins. Company, 1 Peters' Rep. 170.

(1) See, on this subject, 1 Amould rni. Ins. 570. Mr. Arnould says, the question is yet un-
decided, but his opinion is in favoxir of the admission of the testimony.
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which govern this very practical branch of the law of in-

surance.

It is the duty of the insured to communicate every species

of intelligence which he possesses which may affect the mind
of the insurer, either as to the point whether he will insure

at all, or as to the rate of premium. The decisions, in some
of the old cases, contain strict doctrines on the subject of con-

cealment, which have never been- shaken i^ and the modern
cases are equally sound and exact in their requisitions.'' But
the insured is not bound to communicate loose rumors, nor

any facts which the underwriters may be presumed to know
equally with himself. General news stated in the newspa-

pers and open to all, need not be stated, unless there be some-

thing known to the assured, and applying peculiarly to his

case, or unless he has particular information not in possession

of the public, and then the withholding of it is material. <=

The underwriters are presumed to have the ordinary marine

intelligence appearing in the gazettes, or when they are fairly

put upon inquiry. <!

The insured is not bound to disclose all by-gone calamities,

or produce his portfolio of letters ; and he need only disclose

the material facts known to him at the date of the last intel-

ligence.^ The underwriter is bound to know the na-

ture *and general course of the trade and of the voy- *286

age, and he assumes that kind of knowledge at his

peril.f The general rule is, that all facts material to the risk,

• Dacosta r. Scandi-ett, 2 P. Wms. 170. Seaman v. Fonereau, Str. 1183.

'' Lynch v. HamiltoD, 3 Taunt. Rep. 37. Beckwaite v. Walgrove, cited ibid.

Eiehards v. Murdock, 1 Zloijd & WeUhy, 132. 10 Barnw. & Cress. 527. S. C. In

this last ease, orders to an agent to wait thirty days after the receipt of the order,

before he insures, to give every chance for the arrival of the vessel, were deemed
material, and the fact of the delay ought to have been disclosed to the insurer. In

the subsequent case of Richards v. Campbell, in 1832, the agent was held respon-

sible for his great ignorance in not knowing the necessity of the disclosure, and in

not making it.

" Lynch v. Dunsford, 14 Easfs Rep. 494. Moses v. Delaware Ins, Company,

Wharton's Dig. 310. pi. 18.

'^ Greene v. Merchants' Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 402. Alsop v. Commer-

cial Ins. Company, reported in 2 Phillips on Insurance, 85, Ist edit.

8 Freeland v. Glover, 6 Esp. N. P. Rep. 14. 7 Easfs Rep. 457. S.C. Kemble

V. Bowne, 1 Caines' Rep. 15. Vallance v. Dewar, 1 Campb. N. P. Rep. SOS.

' Planche v. Fletcher, Doug. Rep. 251. Galbraith v. Gracie, 1 Oondy's Mar-
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and known to the one party and not to the other, must be

disclosed when the policy is to be affected ; and they must be

fully and fairly disclosed. » But if the subject on which dis-

closures would otherwise be requisite, be covered by a war-

ranty, either express or implied, in that case it need not be-

come a matter of representation.'' It is likewise sufl&cient in

the case of a representation, that it be equitably and substan-

tially complied with ;: and in furtherance of that perfect

good faith which is so strongly called for in the formation of

this contract, it is adjudged, that if the party, after having

given instructions for effecting a policy, receives intelligence

material to the risk, he must forthwith, or with due and rea-

sonable diligence, communicate it, or countermand his instruc-

tions."* If a person be an agent {or^ocuring insurance, the

assured is, of course, answerable for his information, and as-

sumes the responsibility of its truth. So, if the master of the

vessel or consignor be the agent to communicate to the as-

sured the requisite information, and the assured adopts such

information, and makes it the basis of his contract of insu-

rance, he becomes responsible for its truth, and any conceal-

ment or misrepresentation in respect to such information by
the agent, avoids the policy.^ When the insured acts with

shall, 388. a. note. Delonguemere v. N. T. Firemen's Ids. Company, 10 Johns.

Rep. 120. Kingston v. Knibbs, 1 Campb. N. P. Rep. 508, note. Vallance v. De-

war, ibid. 503. Stewart v. Bell, 5 Barnw. dt Aid. 238. Seton v. Low, 1 Johns.

Cas. 1.

> Ely V. Hallett, 2 Caines' Rep. 51. Kohne v. Ins. Company K America, 6

Binney's Rep. 219. Hoyt v. Gilman, 8 Mass. Rep. 336.

i" Shoolbred v. Nutt, Park on Ins. 300. 6th edit. Haywood v. Rogers, 4 East's

Rep. 590. Walden v. N. Y. Firemen's Ins. Company, 12 Johns. Rep. 128. De

Wolfe V. N. Y. Firemen's Ins. Company, 20 ibid. 214. S. C. 2 Cowen's Rep. 56.

' Pawson T. Watson, Cowp. Rep. 185. De Eabn v. Hartley, 4 Term Rep. 343.

Suckley v. Delafield, 2 Caines' Rep. 222.

^ Emerigon, tome ii. 148. Valins Com. tome ii. 95. Grieve v. Young, Miller

on Insurance, 65. Watson v. Delafield, 2 Caines' Rep. 224. 2 Johns. Rep. 526.

S. C. M'Lanahan, v. Universal Ins. Company, 1 Peters' Rep. 170. But the as-

sured, it is held, is not bound to use all accessible means of acquiring information

material to the risk, up to the last instant of time, as the omission to call at the

post-office on the day of the insurance, if he acts with entire good faith. Neptune

Ins. Company v. Robinson, 11 Gill & Johnson, 256.

• Fitzherbert v. Mather, 1 Term, 12. Gen. Int. Ins. Company v. Buggies, 12

Wheat. Rep. 408. S. C. 4 Mason's Rep. "74. The decision in Gladstone v. King

,

1 Maule & Selw. 36, was, that if the master conceals a loss or other material fact
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good faith, tlie validity of the policy will not be affected by
the fraudulent misconduct of the master, in withholding from

his owner information of the loss, until after the policy was
underwritten.

*The French ordinance of the marine had no posi- *287

tive provision on this subject, and yet the same prin-

ciples which prevailed in the English law were recognised as

sound principles applicable to the government of the contract.*

In the new code,'' it is provided, that any concealment or

misrepresentation on the part of the insured, which would

diminish the opinion of the risk, or change the subject mat-

ter of it, annuls the insurance. It is held to be void even

when the concealment or misrepresentation would have had
no influence on the loss. Nor is it deemed necessary, under

the French law, to prove fraud in fact ; and the concealment

or misrepresentation is equally fatal, whether it proceeds from

design, forgetfulness or negligence." The severe dispositions

of the code are much commended by the French lawyers, as

an improvement upon their ancient jurisprudence, and a great

protection to the insurer against impositions of which he was
often the victim. <i

from the owner, in the letter to him, and the owner, upon the receipt of the letter,

and in ignorance of the fact, effects an insurance, the policy is void so far as respects

the previous loss; for that the captain was bound, as agent of the owner, to com-

municate to him the loss, and what was known to the agent was impliedly known

to the principal.

• Emerigon, tome i. 69. The ordinances of Hamburgh, and of the marine, and

the Code of Commerce, required generally that eveiy condition or covenant stipu-

lated between the parties, should be inserted in the policy. This would seem to

include all positive representations, and yet they require only the substantial per-

formance of them, unless a literal fulfilment be made a condition. Ord. de la Ma-
rine, 2 Valin, 31. Code de Commerce, art. 332. Benecke, cited by Mr. Duer on

Representations, p. 133. The English judges have regretted that all material

representations were not inserted in the policies, to avoid dispute and litigation.

Lord Tenterden and Sir Vicary Gibbs, 9 B. <& Cress. 693. 4 Taunton, 639.

k Code de Commerce, art. 348.

"= Par&s««», tome iii. 330. Boulaj/ Paty,tomeiu. 610. The latter writer cites

several decmions from the Journal de Jurisprudence, Gommerciale et Maritime de

Marseilles, made within the ten preceding years, by which contracts of insurance

were declared void on this very ground of misrepresentation and concealment ; and

they do great credit to the exemplary justice of the French tribunals. Ibid. 614

—527.
' Under this head of representations, the lectui-e of Mr. Duer, recently published,
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2. Of warranty.

There is, in every policy, an implied wan-anty that the

ship is seaworthy when the policy attaches. (1) This means,

as we have already seen, that the vessel is competent to re-

sist the ordinary attacks of wind and weather, and is compe-

tently equipped and manned for the voyage, with a sufficient

crew, and with sufficient means to sustain them, and with a

captain of general good character and nautical skill.a (2) It

and to which I have frequently referred, contains an excellent analysis of the

cases, and a logical deduction of the principles they sustain, and it increases our

earnest desire that he may be encouraged to go on, and examine and illustrate the

whole body of insurance law, in the same critical and masterly manner.

Law T. Hollingworth, 1 Term. Rep. 160. Wilkie t. Geddes, 3 Dow's Rep. 57.

Silva V. Low, 1 Johns. Cas. 184. Brown v. Girard, 4 Teates' Rep. 115. Walden

T. Firemen's Ins. Company, 12 Johnson, 128. In the nisi prius ease of Clifford t.

Hunter, 3 Carr. d: Payne, 1 6, Lord Tenterden ruled, that a ship was not seaworthy

for a voyage from India to England, with no other person on board except the

master, capable by hh skill in navigation of taking the command of the ship, in

the case of the death or sickness of the master, and that the mate must have that

nautical skill. This is a new doctrine, and it may be questioned as a general rule,

applicable to all voyages. Lord Tenterden admitted it to be a question, not of

law, but of fact, for a jury. The warranty would seem to imply no more than

that the assured must have a sound and well equipped vessel in reference to the

voyage, and have on board a competent person as master, and a competent person

as mate, and a competent crew as seamen. In the American coasting and West

India trade, Lord Tenterden's rule would be oppressive, and is contradicted by

usage, and is not the law in respect to any such trade. Treadwell v. Union Ins.

Company, 6 Oowen, 2l0. In the case of Gillespie v. Forsyth, tried before Mr.

Justice Bowen and a special jury, in the K. B., at Quebec, October, 1839, the doc-

trine of Lord Tenterden was discarded, in reference at least to voyages between

the West Indies and Quebec, and it was shown to be contraiy to usage. Law
Reporter for January, 1840. But in Copeland, in N. E. Marine Ins. Company, 2

Metcal/'s R. 432, it was held, after great discussion, that a vessel to be seaworthy.

(1) It is not sufficient to satisfy this warranty, that the ship has been pronounced seaworthy

by skilful shipwrights, after a careful examination. Brig Casco, Pwoies' J). C. R. 192, per

Ware, J.

It is now settled in England, that a warranty of seaworthiness attaches to time policies as

well as to others ; and that it relates to the time when the risk of the insurers attaches. Small v.

Gibson, Law Journal Rep. 2 B. May, 1860, p. 147. The case was carried to the Exchequer
Chamber, It was there held, that there is no implied warranty, in a iiTne policy, that the ship

is seaworthy at the commencement of the risk or term, wherever she might be, and in whatever
circumstances she was placed ; but it seems there may be an implied warranty that the ship

is seaworthy for the voyage, if she is on a voyage ; or for the port, if in a port ; or if at sea,

when that voyage commenced. 3 JElng. L. & E. R. 29d.

(2) A regular survey which pronounces a vessel unseaworlhy is not a bar, within the " rotten

clause " of the policy, unless it appears that the rottemiess was the sole cause of the unseaworthi-

ness. Junes y. The Alliance Mut. Ins. Co. 1 Sandf, (Law) R. 810.
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is also an implied condition, that the goods, tackle of the

ship, &c., sliall be properly stowed,'' (1) and that there should

be a pilot on board of competent skill.'' (2) This war-

ranty of seaworthiness relates to the commencement
*of the risk, and the warranty is not broken if she be- *288

comes nnseaworthy afterwards." (3) But it is the duty

of the assured to keep the vessel seaworthy during the

voyage, if it be in his power to do so ; and if, from the

neglect or want of good faith of the owner or his agents,

the vessel becomes unseaworthy, by damage or loss in her

hull or equipments during the voyage, the owner must re-

pair the damage or supply the loss, at the port of refuge,

refreshment or trade. The underwriter will be discharged

from liability for any loss, the consequence of such want of

faith or diligence. Unseaworthiness arising after the com-

mencement of the voyage, and produced by a peril insured

against, does not, of itself, discharge the insurer. It imposes

upon the assured the duty of using reasonable diligence to re-

must not only have a competent master, but a mate, competent to act as master in

case of necessity.

' Roccus, note 22. Brooks v. Oriental Ins. Company, H Pick. 259.

^ Tide supra, p. 175.

« Peters v. Phcenix Ins. Company, 3 Serg. & Rawle, 25. Holdsworth v. Weir,

1 Manning & Ryland, 673. American Ins. Company v. Ogden, 20 Wendell, 287.

The want of seaworthiness in a vessel when the voyage commences, is a good de-

fence, though she arrived in safety at the port of destination. Prescott v. U. Ins.

Company, 1 Wharton, 399. Seaworthiness at the commencement of the voyage

is a condition precedent ; and if seaworthiness does not then exist, the policy is

void, and the insurers are not responsible for subsequent loss, even if it arises from

another cause ; for the policy never attached. Starbuck v.N. E. Ins. Company, 19

Pick. R. 199. If a vessel be warranted neutral, it is sufficient that she be so when

the risk commences. Eden v. Parkinson, Doug. 733. Tyson v. Gurney, 3 Term,

ill. If the wari'anty or representation be falsified by iiTesistible force or unavoid-

able accident, after the risk has attached, the validity of the contract remains

unimpaired.

(1) Stowing on deck all the water on board a vessel, in Tlolation of the act of Cnngress, (St.

1790, c. .^6, § 9,) does not render the vessel even prima fa&ie unseaworthy. Deshon v. Mer-

chants' Ins. Co. 11 Met. R. 199.

(2j It has been held, that a refusal to take a pilot, does not render void the policy, although

the legislature had made such refusal penal, and a loss occurred on pilot grornid. Hanigen v.

Washington Ins. Co. 7 Barr's B. 806.

(8) Seaworthiness being a condition precedent to the attaching of the policy, some proof of its

fulfllment must in all cases be first given by the assured. Moses v. Sun M. Ins. Co. 1 Duer'a

B. 169.
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pair it, and a negligence in that respect may discliarge the in-

surer from any loss arising from the want of such due dili-

gence.'' If a vessel be insured in the latter part of a long sea

voyage, the standard of seaworthiness is more liberal and more

relaxed, and it will be sufficient if the vessel be competent to

be safely navigated home.'' There are numerous cases in

England and in this country on the question of seaworthiness,

and they have generally been ^questions depending upon

matters of fact, and lead to inquiries too minute for general

elementary instruction. <= A breach of the implied warranty

of seaworthiness, in the course of the voyage, has. no retro-

spective operation, and does not destroy a just claim to dam-

ages for losses occurring prior to the breach of this implied

condition. "J The standard of seaworthiness has been gradu-

ally raised within the last thirty years, from a more perfect

knowledge of ship-building, a more enlarged experience of

maritime risks, and an increased skill in navigation.

In many ports certain equipments would now be deemed
essential, which, at an earlier period, were not customary on

the same voyages. Seaworthiness is to be measured by the

standard in the ports of the country to which the vessel be-

longs, rather than that in the port or country where the in-

surance was made.«

Every warranty is part of the contract, and is either ex-

press or implied. If it be an express warranty, it must
appear upon the face of the policy. Any statement or aver-

ment of a fact, or any imdertaking or description on the part

of the insured on the face of the policy, which relates, as a

matter of fact, to the risk, amounts to a warranty. It differs

* Paddock v. Franklia Ins. CompaDy, 11 Pick. 227. HoUingwortli v. Brodeiick,

7 Adolph. (b Mllis, 40. American Ins. Company v. Ogdeo, 20 Wendell, 287. 294.

Copeland v. N. E. Marine Ins. Co. 2 Metealf's Rep. 432.

> Hucks V. Thornton, 1 Holt'a N. T. Rep. 30. Paddock v. Franklin Ins. Com-

pany, 11 Pick. 111.

« The cases are well collected in Phillipi on Insurance, vol. i. 808—329, 2d

edition.

^ The same principle applies as to misrepresentations exempt from fraud. Buer

on Representations, 83. Annen v. Woodman, 3 Taunt. Rep. 299. Sewall, J., in

Taylor v. Lowell, 3 Mass. Rep. 347. Paddock v. Franklin Ins. Company, 11 Pick.

227.

» Tidmarsh v. Washington Fire and Marine Ins. Company, 4 Mason, 439.
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from a representation in this respect, that it is in the nature

of a condition precedent, and requires a strict and literal

performance. "Whether the thing warranted by material or

not, and whether the loss happened be reason of a breach of

the warranty, or did not, is immaterial. A breach of it

avoids the contract ah i/nitio.^ Every condition precedent

requires a strict performance to entitle a party to his

right of action. But seaworthiness *in port may be *289

one thing, and seaworthiness for a whole voyage quite

another ; and a ship may be seaworthy in harbour when under

repair, though she would not be so in that condition at sea.^

It relates to the purposes in contemplation, whether in port

or for the voyage, and seaworthiness is of course subject to

be modified by circumstances. A vessel may be seaworthy

while lying in port for the purposes to which she is to be

there applied, when she would not be for the voyage, and she

may be seaworthy for one voyage and not for another. It is

sufficient if she be seaworthy for the voyage when she sails.?

The general rule is, that the vessel must be seaworthy at the

commencement of the risk, whatever that risk may be, in

order to make the policy attach and charge the insurer. "^ It

was held, in the case of Weir v. Aberdeen,^ that though a

ship be unseaworthy at the commencement of the risk, yet if

the defect be cured before a loss, a subsequent loss is recover-

able under the policy. The argument of Lord Tenterden in

favour of this doctrine is very weighty, but a doubt seems to

« De Hahn v. Hartley, 1 Term Rep. 243. Kenyon v. Bertbon, Douglass, 12

note 4. Goix v. Low, 1 Johnson's Cases, 341. Barker v. Phoenix Ins. Co. 8

Johnson's R. SOY. Goicoechea v. Louisiana State Ins. Company, 6 Martin, N. S.

51. "Wood V. Hartford F. I. Company, 13 Conn. Rep. 533. So, in the French

law, a false declaration, as that a. vessel was armed, or would sail with convoy,

though made by mistake, and without fraud, avoids the policy. Pothier, Traiti

cCAssurance, n. 196.

>> Annen v. Woodman, S Taunt. Rep. 299. Bond v. Kutt, Cowp. Rep. 601.

Pawson V. Watson, ihid. 785. De Hahn v. Hartley, 1 Term Rep. 343. Worsley

V. Wood, 6 Hid. 710. Forbes v. Wilson, 1 Park on Insurance, 344. Fowler v.

^tna Fire Ins. Company, 6 Cowen's Rep. 673.

» Taylor v. Lowell, 3 Mass. Rep. 331. Merchants' Ins. Company v. Clapp, 11

Pick. 56,

^ Paddock v. Franklin Ins. Company, 11 Pick. 227.

• 2 Barnw. d Aid. 320.
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have been thrown over its solidity by the Supreme Court of

the United States."

There has been much discussion respecting the doctrine of

seaworthiness, in its application to the successive stages of

the voyage subsequent to its commencement. The owner is

bound to keep the vessel in a competent state of repair and

equipment during the voyage, as far as it may be in his

power. If this be not the case, and a loss afterwards hap-

pens, which could not by any means be either increased or

affected by a prior breach of the implied warranty of sea-

worthiness when the policy attached, as, for instance, if the

master should omit to take a pilot at an intermediate port,

when he ought and might have done it, and the vessel be

two years afterwards lost by capture, or if he sailed without

sufficient anchors, and the vessels be afterwards struck with

lightning, would the insurer be discharged ? (1) The better

opinion would seem to be that he would not be discharged.''

A clause is frequently inserted in policies, that if a vessel

upon a regular survey be declared unseaworthy, by reason of

her being unsound or rotten, the insurers shall be discharged.

This clause is intended to save the underwriters from the

vexatious and difficult investigation of the latent defects of a

ship to which the disaster was to be attributed. It is suffi-

cient if the survey be made within a reasonable time after

the termination of the voyage ; and if the survey states that

the vessel was condemned solely on account of rottenness

existing at the time of the survey, it is a conclusive bar to

the assured.^

» M'Lanahan v. The Universal Ids. Compaoy, 1 Peters' Rep. 170.

'' Shaw, Ch. J,, Paddock v. Fraoklin Ids, Company, 11 Pick. 227. Weir v.

Aberdeen, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 320. M'Millan v. Union laa. Company of Charleston,

S. C. 1838. American Ins. Company v. Ogden, 16 Wendell, 632. Copeland v. N.

E. Marine Ins.' Co. 2 Metealfs Ti. 432.

« Steinmetz v. United States Ins. Company, 2 Serg. & Rawie, 296. Brandegee

V. National Ins. Company, 20 Johns. Rep. 328. Griswold v. National Ins. Compa-

ny, 3 Ouaen's Rep. 96. Rogers v. Niagara Ins. Company, 2 Hall's N. Y. Rep. 86.

(1) The duty of the assured to keep the vessel in a fit state of repairs during the voyage, was
much discussed in Copeland v. N. E. Ins. Oo. 2 Met. R. 432. The use of the word 8eawortIii~

ness in expressing this duty, was considered as having led to ambigaity in the language of the

adjudged cases. But it was held, that the assured must, as promptly as it is in his power, from

time to time during the voyage, make such repairs as the service In which the vessel was en-
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The most visual express warranties are, that the ship was
safe at such a time, or would sail by such a day, or would
sail with convoy, or a warranty against illicit and contraband

trade, or that the property insured is neutral. During the

long maritime war that grew out of the French revolution,

and while we continued in our neutral position, the warranty
of neutrality attracted great attention, and became a very
fruitful topic of discussion in the courts of justice. It was
understood and settled, that it was not sufficient, under this

warranty, that the ship and cargo were in fact neutral. They
must be neutral to the pui-pose of being protected, and, there-

fore, the ship must have the requisite insignia of neutrality

by being duly documented as a neutral vessel, and by being

unaccompanied with documents that go to falsify the war-

ranty. She must also have been conducted, throughout the

voyage, according to the duties which particular treaties and
the general rules of neutrality enjoin, so as to be entitled to

protection, by the law of nations, in the courts of the bellige-

rent powers. To construe the engagement to be less

*than that, would be to render it, in a great degree, *290

idle and nugatory. On such a warranty the insurer

lays out of view the risk of loss, by reason of the want of due

proof of neutrality, and of a strictly neutral conduct. The
insured having in his own hands the means to maintain his

averment, he is bound to do it whenever and wherever the neu-

trality of the property, or its privileges as such, are called in

question.'! The warranty imposes upon the insured the exact

observance of all those duties which belong to a neutral ves-

sel ; and by the violation, or by the omission, of any clear and

certain neutral duty, the vessel forfeits her neutrality, and

* Blagge V. New-York Ins. Company, 1 Oaines' Rep. 549. Baring v. Royal

Exchange Ins. Company, 5 East's Hep. 99. Carrere v. Union Ins. Company, Can-

dy's Marshall, 406. a. note. Galbraith v. Gracie, ibid. Phcenix Ins. Co. v. Pratt,

2 Binn. Rep. 308. Wilcocks t. Union Ins. Company, ihid. 674. Coolidge v. N.

Y. Firemen's Ins. Company, 14 Johns. Rep. 308. The register is the only requi-

site document in time of peace in evidence of the national character of the vessel.

Catlett T. Pacific Ins. Company, 1 Payne, 594.

gaged should require ; and that any loss which might occur in consequence of any neglect to

make such repairs, could not be recovered of the underwriters. Hazard v. N. E. Ins. Co. 1 Sum.
B. 218. 230. S. C. 8 Prf. R. 65T. Starbuek v. N. E. Marine Ins. Co. 19 Pick. 198.
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the warranty is broken. The neutral is bound to submit to

visitation and search, and resistance thereto would be a

breach of the warranty. *

Many interesting questions arise in the course of a mari-

time war, upon the warranty of neutrality, but which attract

no attention while they remain dormant in a season of general

peace. One of those questions held a prominent place some

years ago in the jurisprudence of this country, and led to

very vexed disussions and contradictory results. The con-

troversy to which I allude was concerning the legal effect, in

a suit upon the policy, of a sentence of condemnation in the

admiralty courts of. the belligerent powers, of property war-

ranted neutral but captured, libelled and condemned as

enemy's property. ^ The general result of those discussions

has been already stated, and they will probably not be re-

vived until some maritime war shall hereafter arise, to stimu-

late cupidity, and disturb the commerce of the ocean.

*291 *(6.) Of theperUs within thejpoUffy.

The general rule is, that the insurer charges himself

with all the maritime perils that the thing insured can meet

with on the voyage : prcestare tenetur quodcunque damnum
dbveniens in ma/ri. It was an ancient opinion stated by San-

terna, that the insurer was not responsible for very unusual

and extraordinary perils not specially stated. But such a

principle is now utterly exploded, and the policy sweeps

within its inclosure every peril incident to the voyage, how-

ever strange or unexpected, unless there be a special excep-

tion." The perils enumerated in the common ^policy are

sufficiently comprehensive to embrace every species of risk

to which ships and goods are exposed from the perils of the

sea, and all other causes incident to maritime adventure.

The enumerated list may be enlarged or abridged at the

pleasure of the parties. In England and in this country, a

specification of the risks is an essential part of the contract.

In most of the countries of Europe, where there is no special

• See vol. i. 153.

• See vol. ii. 120, 121.

" Santerna, de Ass. part 3. d. 12. Ord. de la Mar. tit Ass. art 20. Code, art.

350. Bmday Paly, tome iv. 9.
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agreement of the parties, the perils that the policy is to cover

are defined by law.^

A person may protect himself by insurance against all

losses, except such as may be repugnant to public policy or

positive prohibition, or occasioned by his own misconduct or

fraud. Against the latter it is not to be presunied any insu-

rance could be effected, nor would the courts tolerate such a

vicious principle ; for this would, as Pothier says, be a con-

tract which would invite ad ddiTiquendum.^

1. Of the acts of the government ofparties.

An insurance against loss by reason of the acts of one's own
government as an arrest or embargo, is valid. There is no

distinction on this point between a foreign and domestic em-

bargo ; and if the embargo intervenes after the commence-
ment of the risk, it suspends, but does not dissolve,

the contract *of insurance, and the insxired may aban- *292

don and claim a total loss.^ The same principle is in-

corporated into the new French commercial code, and it per-

vades universally the law of insurance.* A distinction has,

however, been taken between that case and a claim arising

between subjects of different states, and it has been held, that

a foreigner could not claim against a British underwriter,

founded on the act of his own state, any more than if the

claim was created by his own act, and on the principle that

he was to be deemed a party to the public authoritative acts

of his own government. <^ But Lord Ellenborough afterwards

threw a doubt over the doctrine, and explained away the force

of it, by raising refined distinctions. He said, the exclusion

of risk 'occasioned by the act of the assured's own govern-

ment, was only an implied exclusion from the reason and fit-

• Dtier on Insurance, vol. i. 62-3.

^ Goix V. Knox, 1 Johns. Gas. 337. Simeon v. Bazett, 2 MauU <b 8elw. 94.

Pothier, Traite de Ass. TSo. 65.

" Page V. Thompson, cited in Park on Insurance, 109. n. 6th edit. Odlin v.

Pennsylvania Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Oir. Rep. 312. Delano v.Beiiford Ins. Com-
pany, 10 Mass. Rep. 847. M'Bride v. Marine Ins. Company, 5 Johns. Rep. 299.

^ Code de Commerce, art. 369. 1 Emerigon, 541. Pothier, h. t. Nc 69.

« Conway v. Gray, 10 East's Rep. 536. Mennett v. Bonham, 1 5 East's Rep. 477

.

Flindt V. Scott, ibid. 525.
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ness of the thing, and might be rebutted by circumstances. ^^

The distinctions were afterwards pointedly disclaimed, and
the whole doctrine exploded, on a writ of error, in the ex-

chequer chamber j^ and it was there established, that it was

no objection to the right of recovery by the insured, that the

loss happened by the act of the government of his country,

though he and the insurer were subjects of different states.

The latter rule has, likewise, after^a clear and accurate review

of the cases, been adopted as just and solid by the Supreme
Court of New-York ; and it was declared, that a subject was
not to be deemed a party to the legislative, and much less to

the judicial acts of his own country, so as thereby to

*293 deprive him of remedy on *a policy by a foreign in-

surance oflSce, by reason of any acts or judgments of

his own country. The contrary doctrine was founded on a

fanciful and unreasonable theory."

(2.) Of interdiction of commerce.

An interdiction of commerce with the port of destination,

or a denial of entry by the power at the port, or by a

blockade, has been held not to be a loss within the policy, by
decisions in England and in this country. The loss must be

occasioned by a peril, acting upon the subject insured imme-
diately, and not circuitously, and a just fear of capture is not

suflticient.<i But there are other cases which have declared

that an interdiction of commerce with the port of destination

by means of a blockade, or the possession of the port by an
enemy, was a peril within the policy. It is considered a loss

by restraint of princes which could not be resisted, and ope-

rates as effectually as if the vessel was actually seized. It

would be unreasonable to require the insured to rush into

» Simeon v. Bazett, 2 Maule & Selw. 9i.

*• Bazet V. Meyer, 5 Taunt. Rep. 824.

' Francis v. Ocean Ins. Company, 6 Cowen's Rep. 404. S. C. 2 WendeWs
Rep. 64.

^ Hadkinson v. Robinson, 3 Bos. & Full. 388. Lubback y. Rowcroft, 5 Eap. N.
P. Rep. 50. Akin v. Tunno, 11 East's Rep. 22. Richardson v. Maine Ins. Com-
pany, 6 Mass. Rep. 102. King v. Delaware Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 300.

Smith v. Universal Ins. Company, 6 Wheaton's Rep. 176. Story, J., in Andrews v.

Essex Ins. Company, 3 Mason, 6.
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danger with the moral certainty of loss.^ There is no doubt

about the general principle, that if the voyage be relinquished

merely tlirough fear of capture, the loss is not covered by the

policy. The apprehension of capture, or of any other peril

in trwnsitu, is no ground of abandonment. But a just fear

of one of the perils insured against has been deemed equiva-

lent to the presence of vis major, when it applied directly

and effectually, as in the case of a blockading squadron, so

as to break up the voyage. The danger was imminent, and

might be said to be present and palpable, as well as ap-

parently remediless and morally certain. If, therefore, the

danger be so great as to amount to almost a certainty

*of capture, it becomes a restraint in contemplation of *294:

the policy, and this is the doctrine which is best sup-

ported by authority.

A warranty against illicit trade was introduced into some
of our American policies in 1788. It was intended to apply

only to seizures for breaches of the laws of trade, and the

commercial regulations of ports. It does not extend to seiz-

ures for offences against the law of nations, nor to acts of

lawless violence, though committed under a pretext of some

municipal regulation; nor to arbitrary seizures under the

pretence of illicit trade, when in truth no such thing existed.

It only applies to protect the insurers against illicit trade ac-

tually carried on or attempted.''

(3.) OfrisTcs excluded iy the usual memorandum.
To prevent disputes respecting partial losses, arising from

the perishable quality of the goods insured, or from trivial

• 1 Emerigon, 601—512. Sjmoadn y. Voioalaa. Company, i Dallas' Rep. ill

.

Schmidt v. Union Ins. Company, 1 Johns. Rep. 219. Craig v. Union Ins. Compa-

ny, 6 ibid. 226. Barker v. Blakes, 9 East's Rep. 283. Olivera v. Union Ins. Com-
pany, 3 Wheaton's Rep. 183. Saltus v. Union Ins. Company, 15 Johns. Rep. 523.

Thompson v. Read, 12 Serg. & Rawle, 440. Symonds v. Union Ins. Company, 1

Wash. Pir. Rep, 382. Vigers v. Ocean Ins. Company, 12 Louisiana Rep. 362. If

the loss be occasioned by the illegal act of a foreign government, it is a loss within the

perils of the policy, even though the master refused to submit to the illegal order

provided his actual conduct was bona fide in furtherance of the voyage. Williams

V. Suffolk Ins. Company, C. C. TJ. S. Mass., August, 1838. 3 Sumner R. 210.

^ Faudell v. Phcenix Ins, Company, 4 Serg. & Rawle, 29. Cuculu v. Orleans Ins.

Company, 18 Martin's Louis. Rep. 11.

Vol. in. 24
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subjects of difference, it has been a general practice to intro-

duce into policies a stipulation, by way of memorandum, that

upon certain enumerated articles, the insurer should not be

liable for any partial loss whatever, and upon others for none,

under a given rate per cent. This clause was first introduced

into the English policies about the year 1Y49. Before that

time the insurer was liable for every injury, however small,

that happened to the thing insured. In France, if there be

no such express stipulation, the ordinance of the ma-

*295 rine, and the new code, provide that the insurer *shall

Hot be liable, if the partial loss does not exceed one

per cent, of the value of the article damaged.

»

The memorandum clause alluded to, usually declares that

the enumerated articles, and any other articles that are per-

ishable in their own nature, shall be free from average under a

given rate, unless general, or the ship he stranded. (1) In con-

sequence of this exception, all small partial losses, however

inconsiderable, are to be borne by a general average, provided

they were incurred in a case proper for such an average ; and

in Ca/ntillon v. London Assurance Corrvpany^ it was held,

that the exception amounted to a condition, and that if the ship

was stranded, the insured was let in to prove his whole par-

tial loss. But in Wilson v. Smith,'' that decision was over-

ruled, and it was held that those words did not make a con-

dition, but only an exception; and that in the case of strand-

* 3 Burr. Rep. 1651. Ord. de la Mar. tit Assurances, art. 47. Code de Com-

merce, art. 408.

• Cited 3 Burr. Rep. 1553.

« 3 Burr. Rep. 1 550.

(1) The usual clause in the English policies is this

;

1. " Com, fish, fruit, Ac, are warranted free from average, unless general, or the ship be

stranded.

8. " Sugar, tobacco, &c., are warranted free from average, under five per cent

8. "All other goods, also the ship and freight, are warranted free of average, under three per

cent., unless general, or the ship be stranded."

The ambiguity chiefly arises from the use of the word a/verage, which has various meanings,

as applied to sea losses. As here used, says Mr. Arnould, it va&&uipartial loss hy sea damage;

and the purport of the words, free of average, is, that the underwriter, as to the articles enume-

rated in clause (1,) stipulates to be free from liabilily for any extent of deterioration by sea

damage, however great, which does not amount to a total loss.

And as to the articles enumerated in clause (2,) he malces the same stipulation as to all sea

damage, which does not amount to five per cent, of their previous cost or insured value ; it

being understood in both cases, that if the loss be total, he engages to pay the full amount. 2

Arnold on Ins. 854.
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ing, and in all cases proper for a general average, and in those

cases only, the memorandum did not apply. Afterwards, in

Mason V. Skurry,^ Lord Mansfield held the same doctrine

;

and in Cocking t. Fraser,^ the principle was carried still

further, and received its due expansion, and was clearly and

precisely defined. It was settled, by a strong determination

of the Court of K. B., that though a total loss may exist, in

certain cases, when the voyage is defeated, yet in case of per-

ishable articles within the memorandum, the insurer is secure

against all damage to them, whether great or small, whether

it defeats the voyage, or only diminishes the price of the

goods, unless the article be completely and actually destroyed,

so as no longer physically to exist. Considering the difficulty

of ascertaining how much of the loss arose by the

perils of the sea, and how much by *the perishable *296

nature of the commodity, and the impositions to which
insurers would be liable in consequence of that difficulty, the

rule of construction, as settled in that case, is very salutary,

by reason of its simplicity and certainty.

But this decision was shaken, and the original doctrine of

Lord Ch. J. Eyder, in Cantillon v. London Assurance Com-
pany, revived by the decision of the K. B., in Burnet v. Ken-
sington,'^ which declared, that if the ship be stranded, it de-

stroyed the exception, and let in the general words of the

policy. It was also shaken by the observations of Lord Al-

vanley, in Dyson v. Boweroft,^ and of Lord Ellenborough,

in Cologan v. London Assurance Company.^ In our Ameri-
can courts, the doctrine of the case of Cooking v. Fraser is

the received law. It was explicitly and pointedly recognised

as a sound decision by the Supreme Court of New-Tork, in

Maggrath v. Church,^ and it has received a similar sanction

in subsequent cases, in that and in other courts ;% and the

* Park on Insurance, 160.

^ Park on Insurance, 151. In some of our American policies the exceptiou in

these words, " or the ship he stranded," is omitted.

<= 7 Term Rep. 210.

i 3 Bos. & Pull. 474.

e 6 Maide <k Selw. 447.

f 1 Gaines' Rep. 196.

E Neilson v. Columbia Ins. Company, 3 Caines' Rep. 108. Saltus v. Ocean Ins.

Company, 14 Johns. Rep. 138. Marcardier y. Chesapeake Ins. Company, 8i Cranch's
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weight of authority is in fayour of the doctrine, that in order

to charge the insurer, the memorandum articles must be

speciiically and physically destroyed, and must not exist in

specie. It has been frequently a vexed point in the discus-

sions, whether the insurer was holden, if the memorandum
articles physically existed, though they were absolutely of no

value. The dicta of some of thp judges, in the cases referred

to, are in favour of the doctrine, that an extinguishment of

the memorandum articles in value, was equivalent to an

extinguishment in specie^ and there is much plausible

reasoning in favour of that explanation of the rule.

*297 *Lord EUenborough, in Cologan'v. LondonAssura/nce

Compcmy, expressed himself strongly on the point, and

declared, that it could not be less a total loss because the com-

modity subsisted in specie, if it subsisted only in the form of

a nuisance. There was a total loss of the thing, if by any of

the perils insured against, it was rendered of no use what-

ever, although it might not be entirely annihilated." (1)

If there be a total loss of the voyage by reason of ship-

wreck, or any other casualty, and there be no other means to

forward the cargo, there is no distinction between the memo-
randum articles and the rest of the cargo. The total loss ap-

plies equally to the whole.'' When part of the articles in the

Rep. 39. Morean v. United States Ins. Company, 1 Wheat. Rep. 219. Skinner <&

K. V. Western M. & F. Ins. Company, 19 Louis. R. US.
• 6 Mauleit Selw.iil. Pariy y. Aberdein, 9 Bornm tf; Cress. 411. Mr. Beneckc

says, that the prevalent opinion now is, that if the memorandum articles are, by

sea damage, rendered of no value, there is a total loss, thongh they exist in specie-

And yet he puts, and leaves unanswered the question, whether, if a cargo of fish,

valued at 100 pounds, be entirely rotten, and can be sold for one shilling, for

manure, is that deemed of any value ? Beneeke on Indemnity, 379. He might

have answered in the negative, for the cargo was of no value as fish, or in contem-

plation of the contract.

> Manning v. Newiiham, Candy's Marshall, 586. Cologan v. London Assurance

Company, 5 Maxde S Selw. 447. Morean v. United States Ins. Company, 1 Wheat.

Rep. 219. Maggrath v. Church, 1 Caines' Rep. 214. And see Phillips on Insur-

ance, vol. ii. 467— BIO, 2d edition, where the cases are collected and stated. Poole

V. Protection Ins. Co. 14 Conn. R. 47. The French code, art. 409, exempts the

insurer, under the clause,/rec from average, for all partial losses, except in cases

(1) If the public authorities order articles to l)o thrown overboard at the port of distress, or if

Ihcy cannot bo carried further, by reason of danger to the health of the crew, it is a case oftotal

loss. Hugg V. Augusta Ins. & B. Co. 7 Eow. R. 692.
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memorandum are totally destroyed by the perils insured

against, and the residue remain partially damaged, it has

been a Tery unsettled question, whether the insured was enti-

tled to recover for the part so totally lost. The case of Davy
T. Milford,'>-is a strong determination in favour of the

*recovery. It was said that there was no case, nor *298

no reason to maintain, that where the least particle of

the thing insured subsisted in specie, though the greater part

was actually destroyed, the insured should be precluded from

recovering the value of that which was totally lost. The lan-

guage of some of the judges, afterwards, in Oologan v. Lon-
don Assurance Company^'^ was to the same effect. But in

opposition to that doctrine, we have the case of Hedhurg v.

Pea/rson,'^ in which the hogsheads of sugar covered by the

memorandum were saved, but the greater part of the loaves

in each hogshead were washed out and destroyed by a peril

of the sea, and yet it was held to be only an average loss, and

the insurer wholly discharged. So, in Ouerlain v. Gol. Insu-

rance Company,^ part of the memorandum articles (and which

were distinctkinds of provisions, and speciiically enumerated

in the policy) were lost by shipwreck, and the insured was
not allowed to recover, on the ground that the insurance was

upon so much cargo as an integral subject, and the insurer

was not liable for any particular item, though it was totally

lost. The court referred to several decisions in the French

tribunals, as reported by Emerigon,« and to the doctrine of

that writer, by which it appears, that in France, under the

clause free of average, the insurer is not holden, though part

of the subject insured be totally destroyed. The principle is,

that the parties have a right to make their own contracts, and

if the contract be lawful, it becomes a law to the court ; and

it would introduce uncertainty and confusion to undertake to

modify the contract (as they do in Italy, under this very

clause)'' upon assumed principles of equity. The cases of

which authorize an abandonment ; and in such cases the insurer has the optioD

between the abandonment and the claim for average loss.

« 15 East's Rep. 569.

t 5 Maule do Selw. 447. ^ 1 Johns. Hep. 527.

« 7 Taunt. Rep. 154. ° 1 Emerigon, 662—670.

' Targa, c. 52, note 18. Casaregis, Disc. 47. n. 10.
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Biays v. The Chesapeake Insuramie Compamy, Morean

*299 V. The * United States Insurance Conypamy, and of

Humphreys v. The Union Insurance Compamy,^ have

established the same rule, that the underwriter pays nothing

if the loss of the memorandum articles be partial, and not

total ; and it is partial only when part of the cargo arrives

in safety, however deteriorated in value, though another part

of the cargo had been wholly destroyed by disasters on the

voyage. This may now be considered as the settled law of

this country on the subject.'' (1)

The French law requires that goods, subject by their na-

ture to particular detriment or diminution, be specified in the

policy ; otherwise, the insurer is not liable for the losses which

may happen to those articles, unless the insured was ignorant

of the nature of the cargo at the time the contract was made.^

This a valuable rule, calculated to guard against dispute and

imposition.

(4.) Of the usual perils covered lyy the policy.

It will not be necessary, nor will this course of instruction

permit me to do more, than take notice of a few of the prom-

inent perils which accompany the voyage, and surround it

with danger. The general and sweeping clause in the policy

which follows the list of enumerated perils, " and of all other

perils, losses and misfortunes, to the hurt, detriment or dam-

age of the goods, ship," &c., cover other cases of marine dam-

• 7 Craneh, 415. 1 Wheat. Rep. 219. 227, note. 3 Mason, 429.

•> Wadsworth v. Pacific Ins. Company, 4 Wendell, SS. In that case it was de-

cided, that the underwriter was not answerable for a partial loss on memorandum

articles, except for general average, unless there be a total loss of the whole of the

particular species, whether the particular article be shipped in bulk, or in separate

boxes or packages. So, in Brooke v. Louisiana Ins. Company, 17 Martin, 680,

where the insurance was of a cargo of mules as memorandum articles, it was held,

that there must be a physical total loss of the whole number insured, to authorize

a recovery. See 16 Martin, 640. 681, discussions on the same case, and Insurance

Company v. Bland <fe Coleman, 9 Dana's K. Rep. 156 to S. P.

• Ord. de la Mar. tit. JDes Ass. art. 31. Code de Commerce, art. 355.

(1) In 2 Arnouid on Int. 1038, the settled English rule is said to be, that if a cargo of perish-

able goods be made up of several distinct packages, each capable of distinct valuation, and any

one of them be entirely destroyed or lost, that is an actual total loss of parL
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age of the like kind with those specially enumerated, and oc-

casioned by similar causes.=^ (1)

The ignorance or inattention of the master or mariners,

is not one of the perils of the sea."" Those words ap-

ply to all *those natural perils and operations of the *300

elements which occur without the intervention of hu-

man agency, and which the prudence of man could not fore-

see, nor his strength resist. Quod fato contingit, et cui/ois

jpatrifaTnilias^ quamvis diUgentissimo possit contingere. The

imprudence, or want of skill in the master, may have been

unforeseen, but it is not a fortuitous event. "= (2) The insurer un-

• CuUen V. Butler, 6 Maule & Selw. 461.

^ Polhier, h. t. No. 64. Gregson v. Gilbert, Park on Insurance, 83. Lodowick

V. Ohio Ins. Company, 5 Hammond, 435.

"= In Straccha, Glossa, 22, casus fortuitus is defined to be accidens, quod per

custo'-iiatn, curam et diligentiam mentis humanm evitari nan potest. Santerna, de

Ass. part 3. n. 66, adds, ubi diligentissimus pracavisset, et providisset non dicitwr

proprie casus fortuitus. In Andrews v. Essex Marine Ins. Company, 3 Mason's

Rep. 26, and in the case of Cammann y. N. Y. National Ins. Company, tried in the

Superior Court in New-York, in December, 1834, it was held to be an unsettled

question, whether a loss proceeding from the negligence of the captain, would affect

the policy as fully as fraud ; and the proper rule was suggested by Oakley, J., to

be, that the neglect of the captain to use those precautions against damage, which

a prudent man would have used under like circumstances, would be a case of gross

negligence, within the meaning of the law. In the case of Bolton v. American Ins.

Company, tried in the Superior Court of New-York, before Ch. J. Jones, (November,

1835,) it -was held, that the underwriters were liable for a loss arising, not from

negligence merely, but from gross negligence by the master. But it is very diffi-

cult to draw the line of distinction between the cases where gross negligence ends

and ordinary negligence begins, or to distinguish between pure accident and acci-

dent from negligence. The courts seem to be approximating in effect to the French

meaning of barratry, for they hold, that in a case not amounting to barratry within

the meaning of the English law, if the proximate cause of the loss be a peril enu-

merated, the insurer is liable, though the remote cause of that loss was the negli-

gence of the master or crew. Shore v. Bentall, 1 Barnw. & Cress. 708, note.

Busk V. Royal Exchange Ass. Company, 2 Barnw. d; Aid. 73. "Walker v. Mait-

land, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 171. Bishop v. Pentland, 7 Barnw. & Cress. 219. Redman
V. Wilson, 14 Meeson <& Welsby, 476. In this last case the immediate cause of the

loss was a peril of the sea, though the cause of the unseaworthiness was remotely

the negligence in the loading of the vessel. Patapsco Ins. Company v. Coulter, 3

(1) The words in the general clause do not cover all losses, but are restricted to losses of a

similar nature, and arising from similar causes to those enumerated. Hence, they do not cover a

loss from the consumption of the cargo by the crew or passengers, or fl-om a sale to pay for re-

pairs. Moses V. Sun. M. Ins. Co. 1 Duer R. 169.

(,2) Magnus v. Buttemer, 9 Eng. L. •& E. R. 461.
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dertakes only to indemnify against extraordinary perils of the

sea, and not against those ordinary ones to which every ship

must inevitably be exposed ; but it is often diflacult to dis-

criminate between damage occasioned by the ordinary ser-

vice of the voyage, and which falls upon the owner, and by a

peril of the sea, for which the insurer is responsible. Dam-
ages resulting from the ordinary employment of the ship, or

the inherent infirmity of the article, as the loss of an anchor

by the friction of the rocks, or the wear and tear of the equip-

ment of the ship, or her destruction by worms, or the dimi-

nution of liquids by the ordinary leakage to which they are

naturally subject, or hemp taking fire in a state of efi'erves-

cence, may be mentioned as instances of losses which are not

within the policy, because they are not losses attributable to

a casus fortMitus.'^ (1) It has even been a vexed question.

Peter^ 8. G. Rep. 222. See, also, ijifra, p. 30*7, note, and 2 Sumner's Rep. 200.

In Copeland v. N. E. Marine Ins. Co. 2 Metcalfs R 432, it was decided, after great

consideration, that if a vessel be seaworthy when the voyage commences, and the

master afterwards becomes incompetent from misconduct, and the vessel be lost for

that cause, the insurer was still held liable. Parke, Baron, in Dixon v. Sadler, 5

Mees. & Welsh. 405. Shore v. Bentall, note to 7 .B. if; Cress. 798. S. P., assuming

the act was not barratrous.

It was declared, in the American Ins. Co. v. Bryan, 26 Wendell, 563, that in the

case of an insurance against barratry of the master and mariners, the assured is

entitled to recover if the loss happened by theft, without proving due diligence and

still on the part of the master. The burden of proof of negligence, not bairatrous

in itself, and yet causing the loss, is on the insurer, if he claims to be excused from

liability on the ground of the negligence or want of skill of the master or mariners.

But in Perrin v. Protection Ins. Co. 11 Ohio Rep. 147, negligence in the agents of

the insured was held to be no defence to the insurer.

• Valin, tome ii. 81. Pothier, des Ass. No. 66. I Emerigort, 390. Rhol v.

Parr, 1 Esp. N. P. Rep. 444. Martin v. Salem Marine Ins. Company, 2 Mass. Rep.

420. Boyd v. Dubois, 3 Campb. N. P. Rep. 133. Mr. Phillips, in his Treatise on

Insurance, vol. i. 639, very properly adds, that if the injury to the ship by worms,

arose from the loss, by a sea peril, of the protection of the copper sheathing, the

insurer may reasonably be charged. But if the loss of the sheathing might have

been repaired, before the vessel became exposed to the action of the worms, it was

an act of negligence in the master, which would exonerate the underwriter. Haz-

ard V. N. E. Marine Ins. Company, 1 Sumner, 218. The insurer is liable for all

accidents arising from any extraordinary circumstances or cause, and not from the

inherent weakness or ordinaiy wear and tear of the vessel. Potter v. Suffolk Ins.

(1) There is no presumption that defects in the hull, found during the voyage, were produced

by perils of the sea. The burden is on the assured to prove this. Bullard v. Eoger Williams Co.

1 Curtis Jl. 148.
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whether damage done to a ship by rats was among the casu-

alties comprehended under perils of the sea, and the authori-

ties are much divided on the question. The better

opinion would, however, seem to be, that the insurer *is *301

not liable for this sort of damage, because it arises

from the negligence of the common carrier, and it may be

prevented by due care, and is within the control of human
prudence and sagacity." (1)

When a missing vessel shall be presumed to have perished

by a peril of the sea, depends upon circumstances, and there

is no precise time fixed by the English law.'' In the French

law, a vessel not heard from is presumed to be lost after the

expiration of one year in ordinary voyages, and of two years

in long ones." The ordinances of foreign states have been

very arbitrary on this point. Thus, by the ordinance of

Hamburg, a ship was presumed to be lost, if bound to any

place in Europe, and not heard from in three months ; and

by the Secopilacion des Loyes de Indias, in Spain, if a ves-

Company, 2 Sumner, 197. Fletcher v. Inglis, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 315. In the case

of McCayo v. Merchants' Ins. Co., before the Supreme Court of Louisiana, Feb-

ruary, 1 845, it was held, that in a policy on a cargo of slaves, the insurer is not

liable for a loss from an insurrection or mutiny of the slaves, unless there was an

express assumption of risk from an insurrection, for that arises from the inherent

vice of the subject insured, and this was held to be the English law. It was the

case of The Creole, and the policy stated that the insurer should not be liable " for

suicide, desertion or natural death, but chiefly for the risk of detention, capture and

seizure of foreign power."

* Dale v. Hall, 1 Wih. Rep. 281. Hunter v. Potts, 4 Camph. N. P. Rep. 203.

Aymar v. Astor, 6 Cowen's Rep. 266. Roccus, de Ass. n. 49. Cleirae, sur le Gui-

don, c. 5. art. 8, and Emerigon, tome i. 377, 378, who cites the Dig. 18. 2. 13. 6, and

Casaregis, Straccha, Santerna, Kuricke and Targa, may all be considered as main-

taining the principle that the owner, and not the insurer, is holden for an injury by

rats; and the only case that I have met with directly to the contrary, is Garrigues

V. Coxe, 1 Binn. Rep. 592. The ojiinion of Santerna, de Ass. part 4. n. 31, 32, is

not consistent with his own principles; for, while he admits that an injury by rats

Cannot properly come under the name of casus forluHus ; magis est improvises

proveniens ex alterius culpa, quam fortuitus, he still concludes it to be a peril gener-

ally and absolutely assumed, when not controlled by usage.

i" Green v. Brown, Str. Rep. 1199. Brown v. Neilson, 1 Caines' Rep. 626.

Gordon v. Bowne, 2 Johns. Rep. 160. Houstman v. Thornton, 1 Holt's N.P_

Rep. 242.

" Code de Commerce, ai't. 375.

(1) Laveroni v. Drury, 16 Sng. L. <S>E.B. BIO.
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sel whicli goes to the Indies is not heard from within a year

and a half, it is presumed to be lost.'' In the case of missing

vessels, the loss is presumed to have happened immediately

after the date of the last news ; so that if an insurance be

for three months, and the vessel not being heard from,

*302 a further insurance ismade for a year, and the vessel *is

never heard from, in that case the first insurer pays

the loss.i"

What degree of peril changes it from an ordinary to an
extraordinary character, so as to bring it within the stipulation

of indemnity, is frequently a perplexing question, to be de-

termined by the circumstances of the particular case. And
to prevent uncertainty and dispute, it is a settled rule, that

the peril, whatever it may be, upon which the policy attaches,

must be the proximate, and not the remote cause of the loss.

Causaj^oxvma non remota spectatur.'^ (1) If a ship be driven

* 1 Magens, 89, 90. Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, b. 2. tit IT. c. 1.

' Borulay Paty, tome iv. 245.

' Walker v.Maitland, 5 jBarnra.(i.4W. 171. It is upon the principle raentioDed

in the text, that the iosurer on goods is not liable when they are sold by the captain

of a ship to defray the expenses of repairs, rendered necessary by a tempest.

Powell V. Gudgeon, 6 Maule d: Selw. 431. Sarguy v. Hobson, 4 Bingham, 131.

Danaages to another Teasel by collision, in which the vessel insured, according to

the admiralty rule, in a case of mutual error, was bound to bear half the damage,

were held by the K. B. not chargeable upon the insurer, for the proximate injury is

what the insurer has to sustain, and not what the ship has to pay for damages to

another, by an accident remote and incidental. De Yauz v. Salvador, 4 Adolph, Jk

Ellis, 420. This decision was examined and questioned by Mr, Justice Story, in

the case of Peters v. Warren Ins. Co. in the C. C. XT. S. for Massachusetts, in Octo-

ber, 1 839, 3 Sumner's R. 389. 1 Stmy's ^. 463. S. 0.(2) In this case it was held,

that an accidental collision with a foreign vessel was not a case of general average

by the American law, unless the loss be ». sacrifice voluntarily incurred for the

common benefit. 2 Phillips on Insurance, 2d edit. 181—1 90. In that case the ship

Paragon came in collision in the river Elbe with the galliot Franc Anna, and sunk

(1) Montoya v. London Ass. Co. 4 Ung. Z. & E. B. 600.

(2) This case was confirmed on writ of error by the Supreme Court of the U, S. See 14
Peters' Rep. 99. Bee, also. Hale v. Washington Ins. Co. 2 Story's B. 1T6.

But Mr. Amonld is of opinion, that where the collision is entirely owing to the negligence of the

master and crew of the insured, not amounting to barratry, the underwriters are exempt from

liability 2 Arnold on Ins. 805.

The Supreme Court of the U. 8. (Gen. Mut Ins. Co. v. Sherwood, 14 Row. B. 351) held, that

under a policy insuring against the usual perils, including barratry, the underwriters are not

responsible to the assured for damages paid by him to the owners of another vessel, caused by a

collision through the negligence of the master of the vessel insured. See, also, Mathews v. The
Howard Ins. Co., 1 Kern. B., p. 1, in the Court of Appeals, reversing the decision of the Su-
preme Court, 13 Sari. B., 234, and adopting the rule laid down by the Supreme Court of the

United States,
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ashore by the wind, and in that situation be captured by an

enemy, the loss is to be imputed to the capture, and not to

the stranding.* "When a partial loss is followed by a total

loss, the former may be considered as merged in the latter.

The courts are not to be seeking about for odds and ends of

previous partial losses, when there is an overwhelming cause

of loss which swallows up the whole subject matter.'' So, on

the other hand, if the first loss be distinct and total, and be

followed by abandonment, the rights of the parties are fixed,

and the courts are not to cast their eyes forward to see what
further perils awaited the property."

By the rule and practice in the United States, the wages

and provisions of the crew during the necessary detention

of the vessel for repairs requisite in the course of the

voyage, by reason of perils insured against, are considered

as included in the perils of the sea, and made
chargeable upon *the insurer ;* and we have already *303

her ; no fault on cither side. The marine court at Hamburg apportioned one half

of the loss upon the Paragon, which the master was compelled to pay, and for which

the underwriters were held liable, on the ground that the damages apportioned

on the Paragon were a direct and proximate effect of the collision. The great point

in discussion was not the principle that causa proxima non remola spectatur, but its

application. Lord Bacon (Maxims of the Law, regula 1) gives this sound reason for

the maxim, that " it were infinite for the law to consider the causes of causes, and

their impulsions one of another ; therefore, it contenteth itself with the immediate

cause." The French codes and jurists, in a case of mere accident by collision, with-

out the fault of either party, and where the damages are apportioned, declare that

the insurers bear the part of the damages which belong to the vessel insured by

them. Emerigon, Valin, Pothier, Boulay Paty and Estrangin, the commentator on

Pothier, all concur in this rule, and it appears to me that the decision of Mr. Justice

Story was well sustained by just reasoning and sound authority.

* Green v. Elmslie, Peake's N. P. Rep. 212. In De Hahn v. Cobbett, 2

Bingham, 205, a ship was stranded, and in that condition captured, and the

proxima causa was held, in that case, to be the shipwreet, aud not the capture, as

the former was a total loss. So, if a ship be captured, and while under capture is

destroyed by fire, or accident, or negligence of the captors, the loss is attributable

to the capture, for the subsequent loss was incidental, and a natural consequence of

the capture. Magoun v. N. E. Marine Ins. Co. 1 Stores B. 167.

' Livie T. Jansen, 12 East's Rep. 648.

* Schieffelin v. N. Y. Ins. Company, 9 Johns. Rep. 27.

^ Walden v. Le Roy, 2 Oaines' Rep. 263. Barker v. Phoenix Ins. Company, 8

Johns. Rep. 307. Padelford v. Boardman, 4 Mass. Rep. 548. Clark v. TJ. S.

Fire and Marine Ins. Company, 7 Mass. Rep. 365. In Guzzam v. Cincinnati Ins.

Company, 6 Ohio Rep. 73, it was held, that in a policy on time, the insurer was
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seena how far wages and proTisions constitute an item of

general average in the cases of capture, embargo or detention.

But I cannot undertake to specify more particularly the vari-

ous kinds of losses which are deemed to be covered by the gene-

ral stipulation to indemnify against perils of the sea. Many
subtle distinctions have been raised and discussed in the books

on this point, and several of them have been stated or referred

to by Mr. Phillips. •>

The enumerated perils of the sea, pirates, rovers, thieves,

include the wrongful and violent acts of individuals, whether

on the open character of felons, or in the character of a mob,

or as a mutinous crew, or as plunderers of shipwrecked goods

on shore. = The theft that is insured against byname, means
that which is accompanied by violence, {latrooinium,) and

not simple theft
; furtv/m non est casus fortuitusA But the

Dot liable for the wages of the crew, while the vessel is stranded within the time.

The wages were considered to be the ordinary expense. Webb v. Protec. Ins.

Company, ibid. 456. S. P. But in the case of Potter v. The Ocean Ins. Company,

C. G. U. S. Mass., October, 1831, S Sumner, 27, Judge Story held, that it made no

difference in the application of the principle, that the wages and provisions of the

crew, while the vessel went into port to repair, constituted a general average,

when the insurance was on time ; nor that there happened to be no cargo on

board, and consequently no contribution by cargo or freight. The principle call-

ing for a general average existed, when there was a common sacrifice for the

benefit of all.

• Supra, 236.

' Phillips' Treatise on Insurance, vol. i. 635—647.

' Nesbit V. Lushington, 4 Term Rep. 783. Brown v. Smith, 1 Dow's Rep. 349.

Bondrett <!. Hentigg, 1 Holt's N. P. Rep. 149. Pirates, rovers, thieves, are perils

expressly mentioned in the policy ; but in the early history of insurance, it was

quite a vexed question, whether they were included among the general perils of

the sea; and Santerna, and after him Straccha, have noticed the discueeions, and

compiled learning on the point. It was conceded, that piracy was a casus fortui-

ius of the sea, but not theft. Santerna, De Ass. and Spons. part 3. n. 61—66.

Straccha, Olossa, 22. passim. Piracy, according to the old authorities, was held

to be included in the perils of the sea. 2 Roll. Abr. 248. pi. 10. Cojnb. 66.

But as piracy is now among the enumerated perils in policies, the point is of no

importance.

* Boulay Paly, tome iv. 35. Roccus, note 42. Emerigon, tome i. o. 12. sec.

29. These cases refer to simple theft committed on board the vessel, and which

the law presumes might have been prevented by due vigilance in the master. It

is now held, that the clause in the modern policies against loss by thieves, applies

to the acts of thieves who stole from the ship while she lay at the wharf, but who
had no connection with the ship, though the master and ship-owners might also be
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stipulation of iodemiiity against takings at sea, arrests, re-

straints and detainments of all hvngs, princes a/nd people,

refers only to the acts of government for government pur-

poses, whether right or wrong. An arrest in the domestic

port, after the voyage commenced, justifies an abandonment;

but if made before the risk commenced, the contract

*is discharged, a An arrest by the admiralty process, *30i

at the instance of an individual, on a private claim, is

not a case within the policy, and it is to be presumed the

court of admiralty would indemnify the owner or insured in

the award of costs and charges against the unjust prosecutor. •>

It is a very ancient rule, that the insurer does not run the

liable as common carriers. It need not now be shown that the goods were taken

by assailing thieves, by violence from without. It seems to be intimated, that the

clause might even apply to simple theft by persons belonging to the ship. The
Atlantic Ids. Co. v. Storrow, 6 Paige, 293. This decision overrules all the old

authorities and text-books, for they all apply the term furtum or simple theft, as

well as latrocinium, or robbery, to assailants from without the ship, and exclude

from the policy simple theft, as not being properly a casualty. All the English

text-writers follow the same rule, as Malynes, [Lex Mer. c. 25,) Molloy, {de Jur.

Mar. b. 2. c. 7. sec. 7,) Beawes, {Lex Mer. 313,) Weskett, {onlns. tit. Theft,) Park,

(30, 31,) Millar, (145, 146,) and Marshall, (by Oondy, vol. i. 243.) Park, in his

6th edition, says, that the English law is silent on the subject. The decision by
Chancellor Walworth may be reasonable, and it is according to the popular accep-

tation of the word thieves, but it is against all the text authorities, foreign and

domestic. It b also in contravention of the principle that thefts are not casualties

;

and it may be a matter of questionable policy whether the owners and masters of

ships ought to be indemnified against thefts of goods under their own care, and
occasioned by their own lack of vigilance. This decision was followed in Bryan v.

The American Ins. Co., in the Superior Court of New-York, in April, 1840, where

it was held, that an insurance against thieves, and barratry of the master and crew,

covered a loss by simple theft on the voyage, unaccompanied with force. S. 0.

afiirmed on error. American Ins. Co. v, Bryan, ] Hill's K Y. R. 25. See, also,

26 Wendell, 563. Marshall v. Insurance Co. 1 Humphrey's Tenn. R, 99. It ia

intimated, in the learned discussions in the case of The American Ins. Co. v. Bryan,

that a contrary doctrine in the elementary works was probably advanced, without

adverting to the difference in the terms of the European and American policies. (1)

» Boulay Paly, tome iv. 238.

" Nesbit V. Lushington, supra. Ord. of Hamburg, 2 Magens, 218.

(1) The word " rohhers,^^ in the English policies, means loss by violence ; and " doffigera of.

the roads" mean either dangers of the road when ships lie at anchor, or such dangers on land

as more immediately occur on roads, e. g., overtnming of carriages, Eothsohild v. Eoyal Mail

8. P. Co. 14 Mig. L.diKB 82T.
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risk of obstructions occasioned by tbe debts or misconduct of

the assured." Under the insurance against fire, it is held,

that if the ship be burnt under justifiable circumstances, to

prevent capture, or from an apprehension of a contagious

disease, the insurer is liable.'' If sails and rigging, put on

shore while the vessel is repairing at a foreign port, be burnt,

they are covered by the policy.^ It has likewise been held,

after a very learned discussion, that the insurer is answerable

for a loss by fire occasioned by the negligence of the master

and mariners.'' This decision is subsequent to that of Orim
V. Phmnix Insurance Company," in which it was held, after

a discussion equally searching and elaborate, that a loss by

fire arising from carelessness, was not covered by the insur-

ance. The French law coincides with the English deci-

sion.'' Every species of capture, whether lawful or unlaw-

ful, and whether by friends or enemies, is also a loss within

the policy. Barratry is a peril specially insured against,

and Lord Mansfield thought it very strange that the

*306 underwriter should undertake *to indemnify against

the misconduct of the master, who is the agent of the

insured, and subject to his control. ? It means a fraudulent

• Le Guidon, c. 2. sec. T.

>> Poihier, h. t. n. 63. Targa, c. 56. Emerigon, tome i. 434. 2 Valin, 75.

Gordon v. Rimmington, 1 Camph. N. P. Rep. 123.

" Pelly V. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 1 Burr. Rep. 341.

• Busk V. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 2 Barnw. <b Aid. 73. See,

also. Walker v. Maitland, 5 ibid. 171, and Bishop v. Pentland, 7 Barnw. & Cress.

219. S. P. Gilmore v. Carman, 1 Smedes tk Marshall Miss. R. 279. In this last

case it was held, that owners of steamboats engaged in the caiTying trade on the

Mississippi, were i-esponsible as common carriers, and that a loss by fire was not

within the exception of acts of God, and not within the exception of dangers of

the river. It is not inevitable, and may be counteracted by human sagacity. See,

also, infra, p. 306. It may here be added, that loss of goods by spontaneous

ignition, is not covered by the policy. Boyd v. Dubois, 3 Campb. 133.

• 13 Johns. Rep. 451.

' Boulay Paty, tome iv. 23. The rule appears to be settled by the weight of

authority in the United States, that in a marine policy in which fire is expressly

insured against, the insurer is answerable for a loss by fire, occasioned by the neg-

ligence of the master or crew. Patapsco Ins. Company v. Coulter, 3 Peters! U. 8.

Rep. 222. Columbia Ins. Company v. Lawrence, 10 ibid. 617. Waters v. Mer-

chants' Ins. Company, 11 ibid. 213.

e We are told by Roccus, De Ass. n. 89, that barratiy is expressly excepted in

the policies at Ifaples. So, by the ordinance of Philip II. for Antwerp, and by the
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breach of duty on tlie part of the master, in his character of

master, or of the mariners, to the injury of the owner of the

ship or cargo, and without his consent, and it includes every

breach of trust committed with dishonest views." Barratry

is used by the French writers in its larger sense, as compre-

hending.negligence, as well as wilful misconduct;'' therefore,

no illustration can be safely drawn from the French authori-

ties, when the term is used as in the English and American
law in a more limited sense, and applicable only to the wil-

ful misconduct of the master or mariners. To trade with an
enemy without leave of the owner, though it be intended for

his benefit, or for a neutral to resist search, though his motive

be to serve the owner, or for a letter of marque to cruise, and
take a prize, though done for the benefit of the owner, if the

ship be lost by reason of the acts, are all of them acts of bar-

ratry. So, sailing out of port in violation of an embargo, or

without paying the port duties, or to go out of the regular

course upon a smuggling expedition, or to be engaged in

smuggling against the consent of the owner, are all of them
acts of barratry, equally with more palpable and direct acts

of violence and fraud, for they are wilful breaches of duty

by the master, in his character of master, to the injury of

the owner. = It makes no difference in the reason of

the thing, *whether the injury the owner suffers be *306

owing to an act of the master, induced by motives of

usage at Rotterdam and Cadiz, barratry in the captain or mariners was not insur-

able. On the other hand, at Hamburg, and Genoa, and Bilboa, it might be insured

against. Emerigon, Dea Ass. tome L 366, 367. Ord. de Bilboa, u. 22, n. 19. In

the Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by Asso & Manuel, b. 2. tit. 17. c. 1, it is

laid down that the insurer is not liable for damages arising from the fault of the

captain or pilot. In some of our American policies, the risk from barratry is qual-

ified ; it is, " Barratry of the master [unless the assured be owner of the vessel) and

mariners."

* Aston, J., Cowp. 156. Willes, J., 1 Term, 260. Lord Ellenborough, in Earle

T. Rowcroft, 8 East, 126. 2 Maule cfc Selw. 172. Stone v. National Ins. Company^

19 Picle. 36, 37. Cook v. Coram. Ins. Co. 11 Johnson, 40.

' Pardessus, Cours de Droit Com. tome iii. n. 772.

« Stamma T. Brown, Str. Rep. 1173. Knight v. Cambridge, as cited by Lord

Mansfield, in Cowp. Rep. 153, and by Lord Ellenborough, in 8 East's Rep. 135, 136.

Vallejo V. Wheeler, Cowp. Rep. 143. Robertson t. Ewer, 1 Term Rep. 127.

Havelock v. Hancill, 3 Term Rep. 111. Moss v. Byrom, 6 Term Rep. 379. Phyn

V. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 7 Term Rep. 565. Earle v. Rowcroft, 8
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advantage to himself, or of malice to the owner, or a disre-

gard of those laws which it was the master's duty to obey,

and which the owner relied iipon him to observe. It is, in

either case, equally barratry. If the ship be barratrously

taken out of her course, that act takes the whole property

from the possession of the insured, and produces a total loss.''

But it is requisite that the loss resulting from the barratry

must actually happen during the continuance of the voyage

;

and if the ship be not seized for a smuggling act until she

has been moored twenty hours in safety at the port of desti-

nation, the insurer is discharged.'' (1)

We have seen that it is a vexed question, rendered the

more perplexing by well balanced decisions, and in direct

opposition to each other, whether a loss by fire proceeding

from negligence, be covered by a policy insuring against fire.

It has been made a question, also, whether a loss by any
other peril in the policy, operating immediately and proxi-

mately upon the property, be chargeable upon the insurer,

when the remote cause of that loss was the negligence or mis-

conduct of the master and mariners, not amounting to bar-

ratry. Among a number of cases that bear upon the ques-

tion, the case of Cleveland v. Union Insurance Company,"

may be selected as a strong decision in favour of the in-

surer ; and the more recent case of Walker v. Maitland,^ as

East's Rep. 126. Hood v. Nesbitt, 2 Dallas' Rep. 131 Kendrick v. Delafield, 2

Cables' Rep. 67. Brown v. Union Ins. Company, 6 Da'^a Rep. 1. Cook v. Com-
mercial Ins. Company, 11 Johns. Rep. 40. Grim v. Phoenix Ins. Company, 13

Johns. Rep. 451. Wilcocks v. Union Ins. Company, 2 Binn. Rep. 574. Millaudon

v. New-Orleans Ins. Company, 11 Martin's Louis. Rep. 602. Abbott on Shipping,

6lh Am. edit. Boston, 1846,. 243. The insurer is answerable for a loss from barra-

try of the master, in attempting to smuggle, though the policy contains a warranty

by the assured against illicit or prohibited trade. Suckley v^Delafield, 2 Caines'

Rep. 222. Amer. Ins. Co. v. Dunham, 15 Wendell, 1. But deviation through

mere ignorance, or a mistaken sense of duty, is not barratry. Phyn v. Royal Ins.

Co. 7 2'erm, 505. Wiggin v. Amory, 14 Mass. R. 1. Hood v. Nesbitt, sup.

» Dixon V. Rcid, 5 Barnw. d Aid. 597.

> Lockyer v. Offley, 1 Term Rep. 262.

« 8 Mass. Rep. 308.

i 5 Barnw. S Aid. 171.

(I) "Where the second mate, by the death of his superior oflBcers during the voyage, had be-

come acting master, his barratry was held to be Tvithin a policy, which excludes the barratry of

the " master." Tate v. Protection Ins. Co. 20 Conn. It. 481.
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one equally strong against *him, on that very point. *307

The doctrine in the last decision seems to be gaining

ground as the prevalent and better opinion.'^ (1)

II. Of the voyage in relation to thepolicy.

(1.) When the policy attaches and terminates.

The commencement and end of the risk depend upon the

words of the policy. (2) The insurer may take, and modify

what risk he pleases. The policy may be on a voyage aut, or

» The authority of the case of Cleveland v. Union Ins. Company is much weak-

ened by the ciicumstances attending it, as stated by Mr. Justice Story, in Williams

V. The Suffolk Ins. Company, C. C. U. S. Mass., August, 1838. It has received,

however, a confirmation by the decision of the Supreme Court of Ohio, after a full

and learned discussion, in Fulton v. The Lancaster 0. Ins. Company, 7 Ohio Rep.

part 2. pp. 1. 25. It was there decided, that a river insui'ance policy, without any

clause against barratry, did not cover a loss by a peril within the policy, the

remote cause of which was the negligence of the master or crew. The court went

upon the authority of former decisions in Ohio, and earlier English cases, and upon

the principle that it was just and politic to hold the insurer discharged, when the

more remote cause of the loss was negligence of the master or mariners, notwith-

standing the immediate cause of the loss was a peril insured against. But I ap-

prehend that the rule, that cauaa proxima nan remota spectatur, has now become a
controlling and settled rule, not only in the English, (3) but in the general Ameri-

can insurance law. The Supreme Court of Massachusetts, afterwards, in Delano t.

The Bedford Ins. Company, 10 Mass. Rep. 354, recognised the general rule, that

the immediate and direct, not the remote or contingent cause of the loss, was to be

regarded in maintaining the right of the assured to recover ; and in the Supreme
Court of the United States, the doctrine has been repeatedly declared, in conformity

with the English rule as laid down in the later cases. Patapsco Ins. Company v.

Coulter, 3 Peters' Rep. 222. Columb. Ins. Company v. Lawrence, 10 ibid. 511.

Waters v. M. L. Ins. Company, 11 ibid. 213. Williams v. Suffolk Ins. Co. 3 Smi-
nei's R. 276, 277. Vide supra, 300. u., and infra, 374. Independent of all

authority, the Ohio rule would appear to be the moat just, and the other the most

practicable, convenient and certain. It is now adjudged in Ohio, in conformity to

the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States, that on a policy of insur-

ance on a steamboat destroyed by the explosion of the boiler, arising from negli-

gence of the master, and other agents of the insured, the insurer was liable. Ad-
ministrators of Perrin v. Protection Ins. Co. 11 Ohio R. 147.

(1) This last Englidh case has received a strong confirmation in the case Godman v. Wilson,

14 M. & W. Bep. 476. So, also, in this country. Georgia Ins. & Trust Co. v. Dawson, 2 CW's
B. 865. American Ins. Co. v. Insley, 1 Barr's B. 223. In this last case, the question is ably and
thoroughly discussed, both upon authority and principle, by Ch. J. Gibson.

(3) The risk may end before the vessel has actually entered the port; as when she has been
moored for the requisite time as near the port as she could approach by reason of her too great

draft to pass the bar. Whitwell v. Harrison, 2 Wels. E. <& Gordon, 127.

(g) Mr. Arnould lays this down as the settled English rule. 2 Arnovtd on Ins. 764, 766.

Vol. in. 25
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on a voyage in, or on the whole complex voyage out and in,'

or may heforpart of the ronte, or for a limited time, or from

port to port, in an intermediate stage of the voyage." If in-

surance on a ship be from snch a place, the risk does not

commence until the vessel breaks ground. If at and, from,

it then includes all the time the ship is in port after the

policy is subscribed, if the ship be at home ; and if abroad,

it commences, according to a decision in Pennsylvania, only

from the time she has been safely moored twenty-four hours

after her arrival.'' But if a ship be expected to arrive at

a foreign port, and be insured at and from that place, or

from Tier a/rrival there, other cases say the risk attaches

*308 from her *first arrival.'' The risk is usually made to

continue until the vessel has been anchored for twenty-

• A policy on time insures no specific voyage, but covers any voyage within the

prescribed time, and the loss and damage the ship may sustain by the perils in-

sured against within the limited period. Bradlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company,

12 Peters, 3'78, A deviation does not apply to a policy on time, for it has no pre-

scribed track. Union Ins. Co. v. Tysen, 3 Bill, 118.

' Garrigues v. Coxe, 1 Bin. Rep. 592. In Pittagrew v. Pringle, 3 Barnw. &
Adolph. 614, the general principle was admitted to be, that if a ship quits her

moorings, and removes, though only to a short distance, being perfectly ready to

proceed on her voyage, it is a sailing on the voyage, though she be detained by
some subsequent occurrence. It is othci-wise if she be not in a condition for the

voyage, when she quits her moorings and hoists sail. So, in Union Ins. Co. v.

Tysen, 3 Hill, 118, the least locomotion, with readiness of equipment and clear-

ance, satisfies a warranty to sail, though the vessel be afterwards driven back. It

is othei-wise in a warranty to depart, for that imports an effectual leaving of the

place. In Treadwell v. Union Ins. Co. 6 Cowen's Rep. 270, the court said, that a

policy at andfrom North Carolina to New- York, did not attach, at least as to sea-

worthiness, until the vessel had passed the boundary lines of the stale, though the

voyage had commenced when the vessel sailed with the cargo from Perquimions'

river, at or near the town of Hertford, in that state. This was giving too narrow

a construction to the words at and from ; for though it had been justly held, that

the warranty of seaworthiness has not the same extended application in as out of

port, while the vessel is dismantled, and undergoing necessary repairs, (Smith v.

Surridge, 4 Esp. N. P. Rep. 25,) yet, to every reasonable extent, such a policy

covers the risk of the vessel while within port, or within the line of the state.

But a policy ou a vessel at andfrom her port of lading, means one indicated port

or place only, and going to another within seven miles, after she had begun to take

in cargo, is a deviation. Brown v. Tayleur, 4 Adolph. & Ellis, 241.

° Motteaux v. London Assurance Company, 1 Atk. Rep. 648. Candy's Marshall,

261. 1 Caines' Cases in Error, 172. In Parmenter v. Cousins, 2 Gampb. N. P.

Rep. 235, the ship was insured at and from St. Michael to England, and the ship

arriving there in distress, was blown out to sea and destroyed, after lying at anchor
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four hours in safety, and no longer ; and the rule has been

applied, though the loss proceeded from a cause, or death

wound, (1) existing before the ship's arrival. » But the risk

abore twenty four hours ; and Lord EUenborough ruled, that the insurer was not

liable, because the vessel had not once been at the place in good safety, and the

policy on the homeward voyage had not attached. It is surprising that the con-

struction of the policy at and from should still remain to be settled. The words

ought long since to have been defined and fixed with mathematical precision. Lord

Hardwicke says, the policy attaches from thejirat arrival. Ch. J. Tilghman says,

it attaches as soon as the vessel ha> been safely moored twentyfour hours. Lord

EUenborough requires the vessel to be at the place in good safety, whether the loss

takes place within, or not until above twenty-four hours after she has arrived and

anchored. Mr. Justice Porter, in Zacharie v. Orleans Ins. Company, 5 Martin N.

S. es*?, required the same'anchorage for twenty-four hours in good safety. In Wil-

liamson V. Innes, 8 Bingham, 79, note, it was held, that on a homeward policy on

freight at andfrom A., it attaches when the ship was in condition to begin to take

in her cargo. There are excepted cases in which the risk in a policy at andfrom
will not attach until the time of sailing, as where the ship is not finished, or is under-

going repairs, or where there is a particular usage to that efifect. The general rule

is, that in policies at andfrom a given place, the risk attaches while the vessel is at

the place. Palmer v. Marshall, 8 Bing. 79 ; and in Taylor v. Lowell, 3 Mass. Rep
331, and which was confirmed in Merchants' Ins. Company v. Olapp, 11 Pick. 56, it

was held, that in an insurance on cargo and freight at and from a foreign port, the

policy attaches, though the vessel, while in port with the cargo on board, may need

repairs to enable her to imdertake the voyage. There is much nicety and difiiculty

in settling precisely when the policy attaches so as to charge the insurer, or when
the voyage insured is, under the circumstances, to be"considered as discontinued or

abandoned. The case of Tasker v. Cunningham, 1 Bligh. 87, which floated through

several courts in Scotland, and was finally disposed of in the British House of

Lords, ia a sample of much subtlety in discrimination. In Hutton v. The Ameri-

can Ins. Co. 7 HilVs N. T. B. 321, Chancellor Walworth held, that if a vessel be

driven by stress of weather, or by superior force, into a port of necessity, she is

still at sea in reference to her port of departure, and destination, and of discharge.

• Lockyer v. Offley, 1 Term Rep. 262. Meretony v. Dunlope, cited in ibid. 260.

Howell V. The Protection Ins. Company, 7 Ohio Rep. 284. In Peters v. Phoenix

Ins. Company, 3 Serg. & Rawle, 25, the court overruled this case of Meretony v.

Dunlope, and held, that where a vessel received her death wound during the voy-

age, or suffered damage above fifty per cent., she might be abandoned, though she

had been mooored twenty-four hours in safety in the port of destination, and that it

was of no moment at what time the loss was ascertained, if it occurred during the

voyage.

(1) If the injury happened during the risk, it is no objection to a recovery that its extent was

not ascertained until afler the expiration of the rislc. Knight v. Failh, Law Jowmal Sep. Q. B.

p. 509, Dec, 1850. Where a loss occurred after the policy expired by the time of the place of

loss, but during its continuance by the time of the place of contract, the insurer was held to be
liable. Walker v. Protection Ins. Co. 29 Maine It. 817,
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continues during quarantine, thougli after tlie twenty-four

hours.^

If the policy be to a country generally, as to Jamaica, the

risk ends at the first port made for the purpose of unloading,

after the vessel has been moored there in safety for twenty-

four hours.'' But in France, where insurances are generally

to the French West India Islands, the risk continues

*309 until the cargo is discharged at the last place of *dea-

tination." So, if a vessel be insured from the West
Indies to a ;port of discha/rge m the United States, and she

sailed from the "West Indies for Savannah, after inquiring

at that port into the state of the markets, and procuring some

repairs and supplies, and staying only a reasonable time for

those purposes, and without discharging any part of her

cargo, sails for Boston, it was held, that she was protected by

the policy on her passage to Boston, as Boston was the port

of discharge within the policy.^ If the policy contains a

liberty to touch, stay and trade, or to touch a/nd stay, or if

there be a known usage of trade, the risk will be prolonged

according to that usage, or the terms of the policy, and in-

termediate voyages may be covered by the insurance."

The risk upon the cargo is subject to much modification by
the agreement of the parties, but it usually commences from

the loading thereof aboard the ship. By the French law, the

policy covers the goods while on the passage in lighters from

the wharf to the ship, in the harbour where she is anchored,

though not if the goods are to ascend or descend a river to

the ship.f The risk continues while the cargo is actually on

board the ship, and no longer; though if the cargo be tempo-

rarily landed from necessity, during the voyage, it is still pro-

tected by the policy.? If the policy, as is usual, covers the

risk upon the goods until safely landed, then the risk con-

« Waples T. Eames, Sir. Rep. 1248.

' Leigh V. Mather, 1 Esp. N. P. Hep. 412.

« 2 Emerigon, 1i.

4 Lapham v. Atlas Ins. Co. 24 Pick. R. 1.

» Salvador v. Hopkins, 3 Burr. Hep. 1101. Gregory v. Christie, cited in Condjft

Marshall, 11Z. Farquharson v. Hunter, Park on Insurance, 67.

' Boulay Paty, tome iii. 419. Code de Commerce, ai-t. 828.

» Boulay Paty, tome iii 427.
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tinues during their passage to the shore, and until all the goods

are landed." Policies of insurance are construed according

to the usages of trade ; and, therefore, if it be the ordinary

course of the trade for the owner to employ a common public

lighter to remove the goods from the ship to the shore, the

policy covers them ; though if he was to employ his own
lighter, or take the goods under his own charge, the

insurer would be discharged.'' *There are usually dis- *310

tinct policies on the outward and on the homeward
voyage ; and if the ship perishes in the harbour abroad, after

having discharged part of her outward, and received part of

her homeward cargo, there may arise questions as between

the different policies on the cargo. It is stated in the French

law, that the policy on the outward cargo does not end but

by the total, or almost total discharge of the outward cargo

;

and I should presume the risk on the homeward cargo attaches

as fast as it is received on board, and that the case may hap-

pen in which there was aliment sufficient to sustain both poli-

cies concurrently in point of time. If the policy be on the

voyage out and home, on cargo to such a value, or on a trading

voyage, the policy will attach on every successive cargo taken

on board in the course of the voyage, and the amount of

property on board to the sum mentioned, remains covered,

without regard to the fact, that part of the original cargo was
landed at the intermediate port, and the cargo on board at

the time of the loss was the proceeds of the outward cargo.

The policy attaches on goods taken in exchange, or substituted,

in the course of a trading voyage, as often as the goods may
be changed.'^ But if the policy be on goods outward, and
upon their^rooeeds home, and the same goods are brought

back in the same vessel, without having been changed or

landed at the port of destination, they are not covered by the

» Tiernay v. Etherington, cited in 1 Burr. Rep. 348. Gardiner T. Smith, 1 Johns.

Oas. 141.

^ Rucker T. London Assurance Company, cited 2 Bos. & Pull. 432, in noiis.

Hurry v. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, ibid. 430. Matthie v. Potts, 3 ibid.

23. Strong v. Natally, 4 ibid. 16. Coggeshall v. American Ins. Company, 3 Wen-

dell, 283. See supra, 260, as to usage.

° Mansfield, Ch. J., in Grant v. Paxton, 1 Taunton, Hi. Columbia Ina.

Company v. Catlett, 12 WJieat. 383. Coggeshall v. American Ins. Company, 3

Wendell, 283.
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policy on the homeward voyage. The policyhad reference to

a change of cargo at the port of destination, and meant
*311 a substituted *cargo for the one carried out, and not the

cargo itself. The homeward cargo, procured by money
or credit advanced on the outward cargo, may, and has been

deemed, by a reasonable construction, as the proceeds of the

outward cargo ;» but it would be too extravagant a departure

from the terms of a written contract, to make the issues and

profits of a cargo stand in this case for the original cargo. •>

In insurances on freight, the risk usually begins from the

time the goods are sent on board, and not before." But if

the ship, sailing under a contract, be lost on her way to the

port of lading, or at the port of lading to which she had ar-

rived in ballast, before any goods are put on board, or when
part of the cargo is on board, and preparations are making to

receive passengers, the insurer on freight and passage money
is liable ; because an inchoate right to freight, which is an

insurable interest, had commenced, and there was an incep-

tion of the risk, which attaches on the whole freight for the

voyage."^

If the policy be an open one, the recovery is limited to the

actual amount of freight which would have been earned ; and
it is necessary to prove that goods were on board from which
freight was to arise, or that there was some contract, under

which the ship-owner would have been entitled to freight, if

the peril had not occurred. In a valued policy, if the insured

has done something towards earning the freight, and there

was nothing to prevent earning it but the occurrence

*313 *of the peril, his interest in the whole freight has

commenced and been put at risk ; and the weight of

authority is, that he is entitled to recover the amount of the

valuation, though only part of the cargo be on board.^ In

* Haven v. Gray, 12 Mats. Rep. 71. Whitney v. The American Ins. Company,

3 Cowen, 210.

> Dow V. Hope Ins. Company, 1 ffall's JT. T. Rep. 166.

' Tonge T. Watts, Str. Rep. 1251.

* Thompson v. Taylor, 6 Term Rep. 478. Mackenzie v. Shedden, 2 Campb. If.

P. Rep. 431. Horncastle v. Stewart, 1 East's Rep. 400. Truscott v. Christie, 2

£rod. <k Ring. 320. Riley v. Hartford Ins. Company, 2 Conn. Rep. 373. Hart Y.

Delaware Ins. Company, Oondy's Marshall, 281, note.

* Montgomery T. Eggington, 3 Term Rep. 362. Davidson v. Willasey, 1 Maule
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the case of Be Longuemere v. Fire Insurance Company,'^ the

court did not question the decision in Forbes v. Aspinall,^

where a valued policy on freight was opened, and a recovery-

allowed only as to the portion of the cargo on board when the

peril occurred ; and they rather concurred in it, on the ground

that the residue of the cargo, which was to be the aliment for

the freight, was not in that case ready to be shipped, and the

vessel was, in fact, a mere seeking ship, and for aught that

appeared, the residue of the cargo might never have been

obtained.

(2.) Of deviation.

The policy relates only to the voyage described in it, and

to the route proper for the voyage insured ; and if the vessel

departs voluntarily, and without necessity, from the usual

course of the voyage, the insurer is discharged, for it is a va-

riation of the risk, and the substitution of a new voyage. The

meaning of the contract of insurance for the voyage is, that

the voyage shall be performed with all safe, convenient and

practicable expedition, and in the regular and customary

track. In the case of an unjustifiable deviation, the insurer

is discharged ; not indeed from loss occurring previous to the

deviation, but from all subsequent losses. These are elemen-

tary principles in the law of insurance, and pervade the in-

stitutions of every country on the subject. <=

*The shortness of the time, or of the distance of a *313

deviation, makes no difference as to its effect on the

contract ; if voluntary and without necessity, it is the substi-

tution of another risk, and determines the contract.^ (1) So

(k Selw. 313. Livingston v. Columbian Ins. Company, 3 Johns. Rep. 49. De Lon-

guemere V. Phoenix Ins. Company, 10 Johns. Rep. 127. Same v. Fire Ins. Com-

pany, ibid. 201.

» 10 Johns. Rep. 201. "> 13 HasCs Rep. 323.

"= Roccus, de Ass. n. 20. 52. Emerigon, tome ii. 28. 69, 60. 9 Mass. Rep. HI.
Candy's Marshall, 184, 185. 1 Phillips on Insurance, 181, 1st edit.

^ Fox V. Black, and Townaon v. Guyon, cited in Beawes, vol. i. 306. 9 Mass. Rep.

449. Martin v. Delaware Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 254. 1 Doug. 291.

7 Cranch, 30.

(1) Child T. San. Mnt Ini. Co. S Sandf. S. 0. B. 26.
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strictly has this doctrine been maintained, that where a ves-

sel, having liberty in sailing down the Frith of Forth to tonch

at Leith, touched at another port in its stead, equally in her

way, it was held to be a fatal deviation, though neither risk

nor premium would have been increased if it had been per-

mitted.*

The great cause of litigation in the courts, on this subject

of deviation, is as to the facts and circumstances which will

be sufficient to justify it on the ground of usage or necessity,

or of the true construction of the policy ; and these are mostly

questions of law for the determination of the court.

Stopping, or going out of the way to relieve a vessel in dis-

tress, or to save lives or goods, may, perhaps, under certain

circumstances, not be considered as a deviation which dis-

charges the insurer. Mr. Justice Lawrence intimates, in one

case,*" that it might be justifiable; but Judge Peters ob-

served, that such deviations were justified to the heart on

principles of humanity, but not to the law. If, however, the

object of the deviation was to save life. Judge "Washington

afterwards observed, that he would not be the first judge to

exclude such a case from the exception to the general*rule,

though he could not extend the exception to the case of

saving property." The chief justice observed, in the

*314 case of Mason *v. Shvp Blaireav,,^ that the Supreme

' Elliott V. WilsoD, 1 Bro. P. 0. 469.

>> 6 East's Rep. 54.

• 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 40. 64. 2 Ibid. 378. Bond T. The Brig Cora, 2 Wash.

Cir. Rep. 80 . This distinction was sustained by Mr. Justice Story in the case of

Foster v. Gardner, Am. Jurist, No. 21, and in the case of The Henry Ewbank, 1

Sumner, 400 ; and he agreed that any stoppage on the high seas, except for the

purpose of saving life, would be a deviation, and discharge the underwriter. The

Schooner Boston and Cargo, 1 Sumner, 328. S. P. But in Williams v. Box of Bul-

lion, U. S. District Court in Mass. 1843, it was held not to be an injurious delay to

deviate so as to speak at sea to a vessel with a signal of distress, or to delay three

hours to take in shipwrecked mariners. 6 Law Reporter, 363.(1)

* "2 CrancKs Rep. 257, note.

(1) The same doctrine has been beld in other cases. Walsh v. Homer, 10 MU. B. 6. Tomer
V. Protection Ins. Co. 25 Maine if. .515. The language of the court, in the latter case, sustains a

more extended right of deflation when made in good faith, and with a view to advance the

voyage. See American Ins. Co. r. Francia, 9 Barr's JR. 890.
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Court of the United States had great doubts whether stopping

to relieve a vessel in distress was an unjustifiable deviation in

regard to the policy.

The courts are exceedingly strict in requiring a prompt and

steady adherence to the performance of the precise voyage

insured ; and, considering the particular state of facts upon

which calculations of the value of risks are made, and the

uncertainty and danger of abuse that relaxations of the doc-

trine would introduce, the severity of the rule is founded in

sound policy, a

If there be liberty granted by the policy to touch, or to

touch cmd stay at an intermediate port on the passage, the

better opinion now is, that the insured may trade there, when
consistent with the object and the furtherance of the adven-

ture, by breaking bulk, orby discharging and taking in cargo,

provided it produces no unnecessary delay, nor enhances nor

varies the risk.'' And if there be several ports of discharge

mentioned in the policy, and the insured goes to more than

one, he must go to them in the order in which they are

named in the policy ; or if they be not specifically named,

he nlust generally go to them in the geographical

order in which they *occur, though there may be *315

cases in which he need not follow the geographical

* If a steamboat be lost in an attempt to take a vessel in tow, and there be no

clause in the policy allowing it, and no acquiescence of the insurers in such a usage,

they are not liable. Hermann v. Western Marine and Fire Ins. Company, 15

Louis. Rep. 516. Taking a vessel or boat in tow on the Mississippi, held to be a

deviation and a discbarge of the insurers on the steamboat. Stewart v. Tennessee

M. & P. Ins. Co. 1 Humph. 242. Natchez Ins. Co. v. Stanton, 2 Bmedes & Marshall

Miss. R. 340.

^ Raine v. Bell, 9 EaM's Rep. 195. Cormack v. Gladstone, 11 ibid. 347.

Laroche v. Oswin, 12 ibid. 131. Urquhart v. Barnard, 1 Taunt. Rep. 460. Kane

V. Columbian Ins. Co. 2 Johns. Rep. 264. Hughes v. Union Ins. Company, 3

Wheaton's Rep.lh^. Thorndike v. Boardman, 4 Pickerinc^s Rep. ill. Chase v;

Eagle Insurance Company, 5 ibid. 51. This liberal construction is also given to

the liberty to touch and make port freely, contained in the French policies; and if

new goods be taken in at such stopping port, the policy on cargo attaches on them

as a suhstitute for the others. If the policy be on cargo to such an amount, and

the ship discharges part of her cargo at the stopping port, but reserves sufficient

on board as an aliment for the policy, and pursues the voyage, the policy attaches

on the residuum of the cargo. Emerigon, tome ii. c. 13. sec. 8. Boulay Paty,

Cowrs de Droit Com. tome iv. 140—147.
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order. » (1) This liberty to touch, stay and trade, is always con-

strued to be subordinate to the voyage insured, and to the

usual course of that voyage, and for purposes connected with

it. It does not extend to ports and places opposite to or

wide of the usual course, or wholly unconnected with the

voyage insured. The principle is as old as the law of in-

surance, and has accompanied it in every stage of its pro-

gress.''

The law requires the voyage, so far as concerns the under-

writer, to be performed with reasonable diligence ; and every

unnecessary delay, in or out of port, or in commencing the

voyage insured against, will amount to a deviation.*^ Devia-

tion is always understood to be an after thought, arising sub-

sequent to the commencement of the voyage, and produced

by the perception of some new interest, or the influence of

some strong temptation. A premeditated intention to de-

viate, amounts to nothing, unless it be actually carried into

execution ; and this rule is adopted in England and in the

courts of the United States. ^ If the ship quits, from ne-

cessity, the course described in the policy, she must pursue

such new voyage of necessity, in the direct course a»d in

the shortest time, or it will amount to a deviation. This

• Beatson v. Haworth, 6 Term Rep. 581. Marsden v. Reid, 3 Host's Hep. 572.

Clason V. Simmonds, cited ia 6 Term Rep. 533. Kane v. Col. Ins. Company, 2

Johns. Rep. 264. Metcalfe v. Parry, 4 Campb. N. P. Rep. 123. Houston v. New-
England Ins. Company, 5 Pickering's Rep. 89.

'' Straccha, Oloss. U. Caaaregis, Disc. &'J.'a. 23, &nA Disc. IZi. Fa^jn, tome ii.

T?, Is. Emerigon, tome ii, c. 13, sec. 6 and 8, passim. Clason t. Simmonds, 6

Term Rep. 633. note. Gardiner v. Senhouse, 3 Taunt. Rep. 16. Langbom v.

AUnutt, 4 ibid. 511. Hammond v. Reid, 4 Barnw. tb Aid. 72. Lolly t. Whitmore,

5 ibid. 45. Bottomly v. Bovill, 5 Barnw. d Cress. 210. Rankin v. Reave, Park,
on Insurance, 7th edit. 445. Rucker v. AUnutt, 15 Mast's Rep. 278.

« Jarratt v. Ward, 1 Campb. Jf. P. Rep. 263. Smith v. Surridge, 4 Esp. N. P-
Rep. 26. Oliver v. Maryland Ins. Company, 7 Cranch's Rep. 487. 9 Mass. Rep.

447. Earl v. Shaw, 1 Johns. Cos. 317. Mount v. Larkins, 8 Bingham, 108.

Fremen v. Taylor, ibid. 124. Grant v. King, 4 Eap. N. P. Rep. 176. Seamans
V. Loring, 1 Mason, 127.

^ Foster v. Wilmer, Sir. Rep. 1249. Lord Mansfield, in Doug. Rep. 18. 365.

8 Cranch's Rep. 357. 7 Mass. Rep. 352. ^,

(1) It seems it would be such a case where the liberty was to touch at all, or any ports gene-
raUy. Ashley v. Pratt, 16 M. & Wela. B. iSi.
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*was the doctrine as declared by Lord Mansfield in *316

the case of Lamdbie v. Wilson,^ and that case is re-

ported at large in Emerigon,'' with a liberal and exalted

eulogy (pronounced in the midst of war between the two

countries) on the wisdom and probity of the English admin-

istration of justice : tcmta vis jproMtatis est, ut earn in hoste

etiam diligamus. All permissions given by the policy out

of the ordinary course and incidents of the voyage, are to

be construed strictly. If the vessel have liberty to carry

letters of marque, she may deviate for the purpose of defence,

but not for the purpose of capture." In Ha/oen v. Hollamd,^

an enlarged discretion, and one carried to the very verge of

the law, was confided to the captain as to the best mode of

defence, and it was held, that the letter of marque might

chase and eaptui'C hostile vessels in sight, in the course of

the voyage, without its being a deviation ; and if he captures

the vessel, the master may make the victory effectual, and

man out the prize, and the delay for those purposes is not a

deviation. If liberty be given her to chase a/nd capture, that

will not enable her to convoy her prize into port,« though she

may* do it if she be not thereby led out of the way;'' and to

cruise for six weeks, means six consecutive weeks, and not

at different times.?

The object of the deviation must be considered, in order

to determine its effect upon the policy. It must be commen-

surate only with the necessity that produces it, and that ne-

cessity will justify a deviation on account of a peril not

insured against.'' And when the deviation is gov-

erned by that *necessity, as a deviation from stress of *317

weather, or to procure necessary repairs, or to join

convoy, or to avoid capture or detention, it works no injury

to the policy.'

* Doug. Rep. 284. "> Traite des Ass. tome ii. 62.

" Parr t. Anderson, 6 Sasfs Rep. 202.

' 2 Mason's Rep. 230.

• Lawrence v. Sidebotham, 6 East's Rep. 45.

' Ward v. Wood, 13 Mass. Rep. 539.

s Syers v. Bridge, Doug. Rep. 609.

^ Scott V. Thompson, 4 Bos. & Pull. 181. Robinson v. Marine Ins. Company,

2 Johns. Rep. 89.

' Oondj/s Marshall, 202. b. to 213. Phillips on Insurance, vol. i. 2d edit. 480
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There has been considerable discussion in the books rela-

tive to the identity of the voyage described in the policy,

and the voyage actually begun. If the vessel sails on a

different voyage, the policy never attaches ; but if she be

lost before she comes to the dividing point, between the

course of the voyage in the policy and the course of the

new voyage, the change of the voyage often beconaes a con-

tested question as to the intention of the party. If the ship

really sailed on another voyage, the policy never attached,

though the vessel be lost before she came to the dividing

point ; but if the termini of the voyage described in the

policy be the same as those upon which the vessel sailed, it

is the same voyage, and a mere intention, afterwards formed,

to deviate, is of no consequence, if the vessel be lost before

she came to the dividing point. The distinction between an

alteration of the voyage, and a mere deviation in the course

of it, is very reasonable and solid. The one is adopted pre-

vious to the commencement of the risk, and shows that the

party had receded from his agreement, but the other takes

place after the risk had commenced, and relates only to the

execution of the original plan.^ It has, however, been held,

in one case, after much discussion,'' and suggested in

*318 another, in opposition to the established *rule, that

the identity of the voyage does not always consist in

the identity of the ternmii,"^ and that though the terminus

ad quern be dropped, and another substituted in the course

of the voyage, it may be still the same voyage ; and if the

vessel be lost before she comes to the dividing point between

the course to the original, and to the substituted port of des-

tination, it is an intention to deviate, and nothing more.''

—676. The latter work has collected and digested all the EDglish and American

cases on this very diffusive head of deviation, and to which I must refer for a more

particular knowledge of the distinctions and exceptions with which the books

abound.

' Woolbridge v. Boydell, Doug. Rep. 16. Kewley v. Ryan, 2 B. Slacks. Rep.

843. Middlewood v. Slakes, 1 Term Rep, 162. Silva v. Low, 1 Johns. Cas. 184.

Henshaw v. Marine Ins. Company, 2 Caines' Rep. 273. Marine Ins. Company v.

Tucker, 5 Cranch's Rep. 357. Boulay Paty, tome iv. 56, 67.

I" Lawrence v. Ocean Ins. Company, 11 Johns. Rep. 241. S. 0. 14 Ibid. 46.

° Johnson, J., in 3 Oranch's Rep. 385.

^ The foreign jurists distinguish between the voyage insured, and the voyage of
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III. Of the rights and duties of the insured in cases of loss.

(1.) Of abandonment.

A total loss within the meaning of the policy may arise

either by the total destruction of the thing insured, or, if it

specifically remains, by such damage to it as renders it of

little or no value. A loss is said to be total if the voyage be
entirely lost or defeated, or not worth pursuing, and the pro-

jected adventure frustrated. It is a constructive total loss if

the thing insured, though existing in fact, is lost for any bene-

ficial purpose to the owner. In such cases the insured may
abandon all his interest in the subject insured, and all his

hopes of recovery, to the insurer, and call upon him to pay
as for a total loss. The object of the provision is to enable

the insured to be promptly reinstated in his capital, and be

thereby enabled to engage in some new mercantile adventure.

Long interruption to a voyage, and uncertain hopes of re-

covery, would often be ruinous to the business of the mer-

chant; and, therefore, if the object of the voyage be lost, or

not worth pursuing, by reason of the peril insured against,

or if the cargo be so damaged as to be of little or no
value, or *where the salvage is very high, and further *319

expense be necessary, and the insurer will not engage

to bear it, or if what is saved be of less value than the

freight, or where the damage exceeds one half the value of

the goods insured, or where the property is captured, or

arrested, or even detained by an indefinite embargo ; in these

and other cases of a like nature, the insured may disentan-

gle himself, and abandon the subject to the underwriter, and

call upon him to pay a total loss. (1) In such cases, the insurer

stands in the place of the insured, and takes the subject to

himself with all the chances of recovery and indemnity. A
valid abandonment has a retrospective effect, and does of

itself, and without any deed of cession, and prior to the

ihe ship. Independenter se hahet aisecuratio a viaggio navis. If a ship sails on a

voyage from Saint Male to Toulon, and is insured from Saint Malo to Cadiz, the

latter is the voyage insured, but the former is the voyage of the ship, and the

voyage insured is known by its two extremes, or the terminus a quo and the

terminus ad quern. Oasaregis, Disc. 67. n. 5. 31. Boulay Paty, tome iii. 416,

ill.

(1) Beimer t. Bingrose, 4 Eng. L. & E. B. 888.
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actual payment of tlie loss, transfer the right of property to

the Insurer to the extent of the insurance ; and if after an

abandonment, duly made and accepted, the ship should be

recovered, and proceed and make a prosperous voyage, the

insurer, as owner, would reap the profits.*

These considerations have introduced the right of abandon-

ment into the insurance law of every country, and yet the

text writers have generally condemned the privilege as in-

consistent with just notions concerning the nature of the

contract of insurance, which is a contract of indemnity. But

it has now become an ingredient so interwoven with the

whole system of insurance, that it cannot be abolished, though

the late English cases, says Mr. Benecte, show a stronger

inclination in the courts to restrict than to enlarge the right.

The laws of Hamburg distinguish themselves from all

*320 others, *by restricting the right of abandonment to

the only case of a missing ship.^

As soon as the insured is informed of the loss, he ought

(after being allowed a reasonable time to inspect the cargo,

and for no other purpose,) to determine promptly whether he

will or will not abandon, and he cannot lie by and speculate

on events. If he elects to abandon, he must dqiiit in a rea-

* Guidon, c. 1. Bee. 1. Goss v. Withers, 2 Bwr. Rep. 683. Hamilton v. Men-

iea, ibid. 1198. Mills v. Fletcher, jDomj. iJep. 231. Manning v. Newnham, Pori
on Insurance, 221. Cazalet v. St. Barbe, 1 Term Sep. 187. Queen v. Union Ins.

Company, 2 Was/i. Cir. Rep. 331. The abandonment canies with it to the insurer,

not only the title to the subject insured, but its proceeds, if recovered, and any com-

pensation awarded by way of indemnity. The benefit of the ipes recuperandi

passes, and all that may be collateral or incidental to the ownership. Bleauwpot

V. Da Costa, 1 Eden, 130. Randell v. Cochi-an, 1 Vet. sen. 98. Comegys v. Vasse,

1 Peters' U. 8. Rep. 193. Atlantic Ins. Company v. Storrow, 1 Edw. Ch. Rep.

621. Rogers V. Hosack's Executors, 18 Wendell,Zl9. Matthews, J., in Mellon v.

Bucks, 5 Martin's Louis. Rep. N. S. 371. Mr. Benecke justly observes, that the

principles in some of the above cases, before Lord Mansfield, were too generally

expressed to serve as a basis of the law of abandonment, and that it was from ac-

tual decisions, and not from such general observations, that the law must be col-

lected. Benecke on Indemnity, 348.

^ Ord. of Hamburg, tit. 11. The insurance companies of Philadelphia, in 1807,

agreed that their policies should provide against abandonment in cases of captm-e
or detention, until sixty days after advice received of the act, unless the property
be sooner condemned ; and in cases of embargo, until after four calendar months
and against any abandonment on account of seizure or detention in port under
French decrees, or on account of the port of detention being blockaded.
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sonable time, and give notice promptly to the insurer of his

determination; otherwise he will be deemed to have waived

his right to abandon, and will be entitled to recover only for

a partial loss, unless the loss be, in fact, absolutely total. » If

the thing insured exists in specie, and the insured wishes to

go for a total loss, an abandonment is indispensable.'' The

same principle which requires the insured who abandons, to

do it in a reasonable time, also requires the insurer who
rejects an abandonment, to act promptly." The object of the

abandonment is to turn that into a total loss which otherwise

would not be one ; and it is unnecessary, and would be idle, to

abandon in the case of an entire destruction of the sub-

ject. "^ It is only necessary when the loss is construe- *321

tively total within the policy, and not an actual total

loss. The right of abandonment does not depend upon the

certainty, but upon the high probability of a total loss, either

" Mitchell V. Edie, 1 Term Bep. 608. The reasonable time for giving notices of

abandonment depends upon circumstances ; and five days' delay, after intelligence

received, has been held too late. Hunt v. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 6

Maule & Selw. 47.

•> Mitchell V. Edie, 1 Term Rep. 608. Martin v. Crokatt, 14 Mast's Rep. 466.

Hunt T. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 5 Maule d Selw. i1. Smith v.

Mannfac. Ins. Co. 1 Metcalf, 448.

• Hudson V. Hamson, 3 Brod. & Bing. 97. The insurer may take possession of

a vessel stranded and abandoned to him, and repair her, provided he does it dili-

gently, or in a reasonable time ; and if he has not accepted the abandonment, and

the I'epairs amount to less than half the value, he may restore the vessel. Peele v.

Suffolk Ins. Company, 7 Pick. Bep. 254.

^ MuUett V. Sheddesf 1 3 Easts Rep. 304. Green v. Royal Exchange Assurance

Company, 6 Taunt. Rep. 68. Cambridge v. Anderton, 2 Barnw. <Ss Cress. 697.

Casaregis, Disc. 3. n. 23. J)isc. 70. D. 5. 33. Roux v. Salvador, 1 Bingham, iV.

R. 526. 1 Scott, 4:91. S Bingham's N'. O. Rep. 266. In this last case, in the Ex-

chequer Chamber, Lord Abinger gave a learned historical review of the law of

abandonment, and the decision of the court was, that if the goods insured are dam-

aged by sea perils during the course of the voyage, and at an intermediate port of

necessity, became perishable and could not be reshipped, the assured might recover

as for a total loss without abandonment, even though the perishable articles (hides)

did exist in specie, for they could not be reshipped with safety, and they were
deemed totally lost as a shipment for the voyage. An abandonment in a policy on

freight is held to be unnecessary when the ship is hopelessly stranded, for then there

is nothing to abandon. Idle v. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 8 Taunt. Rep,

755. Mount V. Han-ison, 4 Bingham, 388. See, also, Robinson v. Commonwealth

Ins. Co. 3 Sumner, 220, the combination of circumstances stated which will author-

ize an abandonment.
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of the property, or voyage, or both. (1) The insured is to act,

not upon certainties, but upon probabilities ; and if the facts

present a case of extreme hazard, and of probable expense,

exceeding half the value of the ship, the insured may aban-

don, though it should happen that she was afterwards recov-

ered at a less expense.^ Though the subject may physically

exist, yet there may be a technical total loss to the owner if

the things be taken from his free use and possession. Such
are the common cases of total losses by embargoes, by cap-

tures, and by restraints, and detainments of princes. The
right to abandon exists when the ship, for all the useful pur-

poses of the voyage, is gone from the control of the owner

;

as in the cases of submersion, or shipwreck, or capture, and

it is uncertain, or the time unreasonably distant, when it will

be restored in a state to resume the voyage ; or when the

risk and expense of restoring the vessel are disproportioned

to the expected benefit and objects of the voyage. All these

general doctrines concerning abandonment have been entirely

incorporated into our American law, and they exist to all es-

sential purposes in the French jurisprudence. •'

» Fontaine v. Phosnix Ins. Company, 11 Johns. Hep. 293. Robertson v. Caiu-

thers, 2 Starkie's Hep. 571 Biadlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peteri

Rep. 378. 398. Though the yessel be disabled on the voyage, and it becomes rea-

sonable, under the circumstances of the case, that the master should procure another

vessel to send on the cargo, and though he may not be able to do it at the port of

distress, or at a contiguous port, yet it has been held not to be a proper case for

abandonment of the cargo, inasmuch as the cargo in the given case was light, and
might, without great expense, have been transported to another port for shipment
Bryant v. Commonwealth Ins. Company, 6 Pick. Rep. 131^ Each case will be gov-

erned on a reasonable view of its special circumstances. If the master must send

the cargo, not to a contiguous port, but to distant places for reshipment, and the

transportation be difBcult and hazardous, the master is not bound to attempt to

reship the cargo. Treadwell v. Union Ins. Company, 6 Cowen'a Rep. 270. Vide
supra, 213.

•> .EOTeri^on,tomeii. 194—197. Pothier,des Ass.n.\Zl.lZ&. Gardiner v. Smith
1 Johns. Cas. 141. Abbott v. Broome, 1 Caines' Rep. 292. U. Ins. Company v.

Robinson, 2 Caines' Rep. 280. Lee v. Boardman, 3 Mass. Rep. 238. Marine Ins.

Company v. Tucker, 3 Cranch'a Rep. 857. Chesapeake Ins. Company v. Stark, 6
ibid. 268. Peele v. Merchants' Ins. Company, 3 Mason's Rep. 27. Submersion is

not per se a total loss of a vessel. It will depend upon circumstances whether it

be or be not total. Sewall v. United States Ins. Company, 11 Pick. Rep. 90.

(1) This is clearly the English doctrine. Chapman v. Benson, 5 Man, O. & ScoWa B. S80.
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*The case of Peele v. Merchants^ Insurance Com- *322

pony,''- contains a very elaborate review of the whole

law of abandonment, and the conclusion is, that the right of

abandonment is to be judged of by all the circumstances of

each particular case existing at the time of abandonment, and

that there was no general rule that the injury to the ship by
the perils insured against, must in all cases exceed one half

her value, to justify an abandonment. The law, as declared

in the great cases before Lord Mansfield, of Goss v. Withers,

Hamilton v. Mendes, and Mills v. Fletcher, has been acted

upon for half a century, and their doctrine has never been

shaken ; and the case of M^Iver v. Henderson^ left the law

on the subject of abandonment exactly where those cases had

placed it."

The French ordinance of the marine confined abandonment

to the five cases of capture, shipwreck, stranding, arrest of

princes, and an entire loss of the subject insured.^ But the

new commercial code has modified and enlarged the privilege

ofabandonment. It applies to the cases of capture, shipwreck,

stranding with partial wreck, disability of the vessel occa-

sioned by perils of the sea, arrest of a foreign power, or arrest

on the part of the government of the insured after the com-

mencement of the voyage, and a loss or damage of the prop-

erty insured, ifamounting to at least three fourths of its value."

The English and American law of abandonment applies not

When the insurance is on the ship, it is a total loss, if at the time of abandonment

the ship was absolutely lost to the owner, as by capture or detention; or she

was in such a state that the expense of making her available would exceed half

her value.

» Z Mason's Rep. 27. See, also, Bradlie v. The Mai-yland Ins. Company, 12

Peters' Rep. 378. S. P.

!> 4 Maule & Selw. 576.

» In the case of the American Ins. Company v. Ogden, 20 Weiidell, 287, it was

held, that if the ground for abandonment, in the case either of a technical or actual

total loss, was the result of culpable negligence, or want of due diligence, on the

part of the owner or his agent, the insurer was not liable. And if there has been

a want of ordinary prudence in the owner in furnishing funds or credit to the mas-

ter, to enable him to make the necessary repairs, and the master was thereby de-

prived of the means to obtain funds or credit, an abandonment cannot be made as

for a constructive or technical total loss.

d Ord de la Mar. art. 46.

« Code de Commerce, art. 369.

YoL. in. 26
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only to those cases, but to every case where the perils cov-

ered by the policy have occasioned a loss, either of the

subject or oJF the voyage. It is understood, that mere

*323 *stranding of the ship is not, of itself, to be" deemed a

total loss
;
yet it may be attended with circumstances

that will justify an abandonment, even though the hull of the

ship should not be materially damaged ; as if shebe stranded

where there are no means of adee[uate relief, and the expense

of the removal would exceed the value of the ship.a The

foreign writers distinguish innavigabUityfrom shipwreck, and

there has been some difficulty as to the true definition of

shipwreck.'' (1) But the right to abandon does not turn

*324: upon *any definition, and the cases on the subject

» Bpsley V. CheBapeake Ins. Company, 3 Gill & Johns. 460.

i> There are two kinds of shipwreck : (1.) When the vessel sinks, or is dashed to

pieces. (2.) When she is stranded, which is, when she grounds, and fills with

water. The latter may tei-minate in shipwreck, or may not, and it depends on cir-

cumstances whether it will or will not justify an abandonment The shades of

difference between shipwreck of the two kinds, and wreck absolute and partial, and

sti'andiTtg with and without wreck, are minutely stated by the French civilians.

See Bmlay Paty, tome iv. 12—14. 230, 231, and Ord.de la .afar. h. t. art 46,

which distinguishes between shipwreck, wreck and stranding. In Bishop v. Pent-

land, 1 Sarnw. <t Cress. 219, 1 Manning <k Ryland, 49, stranding was held to be

when a ship, by accident, is on the ground or strand, and is injured thereby. A
stranding in the sense of the policy is, when a ship takes ground, not in the ordinary

course of navigation, but by accident, or the force of wind, or the sea, and remains

stationaiy for some time. The vessel must gi-ound from an accident happening out

of the ordinary and usual course of navigation. She must be on the strand under

extraordinary circumstances, or from extraneous causes. Wells v. Hopwood, 3

Barnw. d Adolph. 20. Kingsford v. Marshall, 8 Bingham,i58. Lake v. Columb.

Ins. Co. 13 Ohio E. 48. But the cases make a stranding to depend so much upon

special circumstances, and they make so many distinctions, that it is difiicult to give

any precise definition or rule uniformly applicable to the subject. M'Dougal v.

Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 4 Oampb. 283. 4 Maule & Selw. 603.

Rayner v. Goodmand, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 225. Burnett v. Kensington, 1 &p. N.

P. Rep. 417. Carruthers v. Sydebotham ,4 Maule & Selw. '11. Banow v. Bell, 4

Barnw. <fc Cress. 736, are cases to show the perplexities and nice refinements on

this point Innavigability, in the sense of insurance law, is when the vessel, by a

peril of the sea, ceases to be navigable by irremediable misfortune : in eum Stalum

qui provideniia humana reparari non potest. The ship is relatively innavigable

when it will require almost as much time and expense to repair her, as to build a

new one. This is the doctrine of Targa and Emerigon, and of the judicial decisions

(1) Stranding is when the ship takes ground, under any extraordinary circumstances of time

or place, by reason ofsome unusual or accidental occun'ence. Corcoran v. Gumey, 16 Ung. Z.

<& E. B. 215.
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have been governed by their own peculiar circumstances,

connected with the property at the time, and with reference

to the general principles and analogies of law."

The English rule is, that an abandonment, though rightfully

made, is not absolute, but it is liable to be controlled by sub-

sequent events ; and that if the loss has ceased to be total

before action, the abandonment becomes inoperative. The
rule was suggested, but left undecided, in Ha/milton v.

Mendes, but it was explicitly declared and settled- in subse-

quent cases.'" The English rule does not rest, however, with-

out some distrust as to its solidity. It was much doubted in

the House of Lords, by Lord Eldon, in Smithy. Rdbe/rtsonp
every question as to the principle was expressly waived, and
it has since been very much shaken."! But in the United

States a different rule prevails ; and it is well settled in

American jm-isprudence, that an abandonment once right-

fully made is binding and conclusive between the parties, and

the rights flowing from it become vested rights, and are not

to be devested by subsequent events.^ The right to abandon
is to be tested by the actual facts at the time of the aban-

whicb the latter reports. Targa, c. 54. p. 239. and c. 60. p. 256. Emerigon,

tome i. 591—598. Innavigability, when duly established, constitutes a total loss

and a right to abandon. When it is established by an official survey and report,

{proces verbaux,) it creates a presumptio juris of innavigability, by a peril of the

sea, against the insurer, and which he may contradict; but without such a survey

which is required by the French ordinances, the presumption is juris et de jure
against the insured, that the innavigability proceeded from inherent defects. Mine-

rigon, tome i. S'TT.

• Wood V. L. & K. Ins. Company, 6 Mass. Rep. dtg. Peele v. Merchants' Ins.

Company, 3 Mason's Rep. 42, 43, 44.

t Bainbridge T. Ifeilson, W blast's Rep. 329. Patterson v. Ritchie, i Maule dii

Selw. 394.

c 2 Dow's Rep. 474.

4 Holdsworth v. Wise, 1 Sarrno. do Oress. 794. It was there held, that if a ship

has been once necessarily abandoned, the ownei's may recover for a total loss

though she is afterwards recovered and brought into port. This was coming to the

true and sound doctrine on the subject. See, also, Naylor v. Taylor, 9 ibid. 718.

" Bradliev. Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peters' U. S. Rep. 378. In Peele v.

Suffi Ins. Company, 7 Pich Rep. 254, it was held, that if a vessel be stranded and
abandoned to the underwriters, and they take and repair her at a cost of less than

fifty per cent, of her value, they may in a reasonable time return her to the owners
without their consent, and exonerate themselves. A contrary doctrine was held in

Peele v. Merchants' Ins. Company, 2 Mason, supra, and the French law is dearly
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*325 donment, *and not upon the state of the infonna-

tion received.^ The opinion of Lord Mansfield, in

Samilton v. Mendes, was very destitute of precision on this

point, and the American rule is founded on principles of

equity and public convenience. The opposing doctrine, said

a great authority,'' appeared to trench very much upon the

true principles of abandonment, and not to be supported by
very exact or cogent analogie|f The court of session in

Scotland even went so far as to consider the right to abandon

to depend merely upon the information at the time, and that

if the right be exercised J>ona fide upon the state of facts

received, the transaction was closed and definitive, and was

not to be opened or disturbed by any subsequent event, or any

event of which the intelligence subsequently arrived.^

*326 *There is a material difference between an insurance

on ship and on cargo, and some confusion is introduced

by blending the cases ; but the essential principles ofabandon-

ment, with some variation, apply equally to each. (1) A total

otherwise in a case proper for abandonment, and abandonment duly made. Emer-

igon, Traite dea Asa. tome iL 195. Pothier, TraiU des Ass. n. 138. Pardessua,

Coura de Droit Cam. tome iii. n. 854.

» Churcb V. Bedient, 1 Cainei Cases in Error, 21. Depau v. Ocean Ins. Com-

pany, 5 Covien's Rep. 63. Dutilh v. Gatliff, 4 Dallas' Rep. 446. Marsliall t.

Delaware Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 64. 4 Cranch, 202. Rbinelander v.

Ins. Company of Pennsylvania, 4 Granch's Rep. 29. Lee v. Boardman, 3 Mass.

Rep. 238. Wood v. L. & K. Ins. Company, 6 ibid. i19. Adams v. Delaware Ids.

Company, 3 Binn. Rep. 28'7. Peele v. Merchants' Ins. Company, 3 Mason's Rep.

27. Maryland and Ph. Ins. Company v. Bathm-st, 5 Oill & Johns. 169. Bradlie

T. Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peters, 318.

> Story, J., S Mason's Rep. 37.

» Smith V. Robertson, 2 Dow's Rep. 474. In the opinion in Peele v. Merchants'

Ins. Company, supra, 322, it was observed by the court, in reference to the definitive

nature of an abandonment, when once duly made, that it was " no slight recom-

mendation of the American doctrine, that it stands approved by the cautious

learning of Valin, the moral perspicacity of Pothier, and the practical and saga-

cious judgment of Emerigon." But an observation of Valin, in the place referred

to, makes me doubt whether he merited the eulogy, in respect to that point ; for

he says, that though there should be information of a loss justifying an abandon-

ment, yet, if the ship should be repaired by the care, and at the expense of the

(1) " An insurance on goods is a contract to indemnify the assured for any loss he may sus-

tain 5yMs goods Velng prevented ly theperils ofthe seasfrom arriving in safety at theirport

of destination." 2 Arnold on Ins. 1119. Cologan y. London Assorance Co. 5 Mavle <& 8.

Jiep. 45S.
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loss of cargo may be effected, not merely by destruction, but,

in Tery special cases, by a permanent incapacity of the sbip

to perform the voyage, as when it produces a destruction of the

contemplated adventure. A loss of the voyage for the season,

or a case of retardation only, unless the cargo be of a perish-

able nature, does not amount to a total loss of the cargo.* It

is only in particular cases that the loss of the voyage will be

a ground of abandonment of the cargo. The goods are not so

necessarily connected with the ship, that if tiie ship be lost,

there must of course be a loss of voyage with respect to

the goods. In Oernon v. Boyal Exchange Assv/rcmoe,^ the

ship was forced back by stress of weather, and the cargo

found to be so damaged as not to be in a state to send on,

and an abandonment was held good. There must be an ac-

tual total loss, or one in the highest degree probable, to justify

an abandonment of the cargo." In Hudson v. Ha/rrison,^ it

was admitted to be extremely difficult to deduce any general

rule from the circumstances under which the insured has a

right to abandon the cargo. It is a very entangled branch of

the law of insurance. If the ship has been lost, and the cargo

materially damaged, the cases and text writers vary as to the

right of the insured to abandon, or whether he must send on

the goods when half is saved, or a third, or a quarter.^ The

doctrine of the old cases, that the insured may abandon

when the voyage is *lost, is narrowed. Every such *327

loss will not justify it. A retardation is not suffi-

insurer, he thinks the insurer 'wtjuld have a right to compel the insured to receive

back the vessel and cargo, notwithstanding the abandonment, and put up with the

payment of a partial loss. Vidin's Com. tome ii. 144, or lib. 8. tit. 6. art. 60. That

opinion of Vcdin I take to be heresy in American law, and it is pointedly con-

demned by Emerigon, tome iL 195.

» Anderson v. Wallis, 2 Maide & Selw. 240. Everth v. Smith, ihid. 278. Mere

retardation of the voyage by a peril insured against, unless it produces a total inca-

pacity of the ship to perfoim the voyage, does not constitute a technical total Joss

of the ship. Bradlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peters' Rep. 318.

•> 6 Taunt, Rep. 383.

" Anderson v. WaUis, 2 Maule <b Selw. 240. Hunt v. Royal Exchange Ass.

Company, 5 ibid. 47. Wilson v. Royal Exchange Ass. Company, 2 Campb. N. P.

Jtep. 624.

J 3 Brod. & Sing. 91.

« See mtpra, 212, 213. 321, note, when it is or is not the duty of the master to

send on the cargo by another vessel.
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cient. (1) If the profits be reduced one half, it was said the

owner was not bound to prosecute the voyage ; but every

case seems to rest upon its own circumstances.

When a case proper for abandonment exists, and it be duly

made,» the underwriter cannot intercept the exercise of the

right, and destroy its efi'ect, by an offer to pay the amount of

the repairs. In a case proper for abandonment, the insured

may stand upon his rights, uncontrolled by the underwriter,

for the option.to abandon rests with him, and not with the

other party. If by his acts and interference he shows that he

intends to act as owner, and elects to repair, he loses his

right to abandon, or it is a waiver of it if made.'' (2) He may
elect to repair the damage at the expense of the insurer, even

if it amounts to the whole value of the ship ;< and, on the

other hand, he is not obliged, against his consent, to take the

remnants and surpluses of a lost voyage, and claim under the

policy the average or expenses incurred by the calamity.

This is the more recent, and, I think, the more solid doctrine

on the subject, and it is enforced with great strength in the

case of jPeele r. Merchants' Insurance Company,^ which has

fully investigated and explained all the prominent points un-

der this interesting title in the law of insurance.

In JPole V. Fitzgerald,^ decided in the Exchequer Cham-
ber, in the middle of the last century, on error from the K. B.,

it was held, after great discussion and consideration, that on

an insurance of a ship for a voyage, it was not sufficient that

the voyage be lost, if the ship was safe. It was declared, that

the insurance was of the ship, and not of the voyage, and the

decision was affirmed in the House of Lords, notwithstanding

» To render an abandonment efifectual, it is held that the cause of the loss of the

ship must be stated in the letter of abandonment, for the benefit of the insurer.

Hazard v. N. E. Marine Ins. Company, 1 Sumner, 218. i

•> Dickey v. N. T. Ins. Company, i Cowm, 222. S. C. 3 Wendell, 668. Columb.

Ins. Company v. Ashby, 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 139.

" Story, J., in Humphrey? v. Union Ins. Company, 3 Mason, 436.

^ 8 Mason, %1.

' Willes' Rep. 641.

(1) Navara v. Haddon, C. P. JEhig. Law Journal Ji. 161, Jan., 1S50.

(2) In the case of Dickey v. American Ins. Co., full repairs by the master were held to take
away the right of abandonment ; but in Saurez t. The Bun Mut. Ins. Co. 3 Sand/. (Law) S,
482, it was held, that partial repairs made by the master, to carry his vessel to another port for

full repairs, did not impair the right ofabandonment
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Lord Mansfield' made a very strong argument against it in

his character of counsel. » After Lord Mansfield came into

the Court of K. B., he introduced and established

*the doctrine which he had maintained as counsel, *328

that on the insurance of a ship for a specified voyage,

a loss of either the ship, or the voyage, was the same thing,

and justified an abandonment. This, according to Lord El-

don,'' was an act of the King's Bench, reversing a judgment

of the Exchequer Chamber and the House of Lords. The
case of FitzgeraM v. Pole, after having slept unnoticed and

disregarded for half a century, was mentioned with respect,

first in the Supreme Court of iN'ew-Tork,': and then in Had-
Tdnson v. Hobinson,^ and more recently by Lord EUenbo-
rough,e who intimated, that the loss of the voyage had no-

thing to do with the loss of the ship, and that it was well to

resort to the good sense of the judgment in Pole v. Fitz-

gerald, to purify the mind of those generalities. It is settled,

that a loss of the voyage as to the cargo, is not a loss of the

voyage as to the ship, for a policy on a ship is ah insurance

of the ship for the voyage, and not an insurance on the ship

and the voyage.^ And, under this qualification, I apprehend

the doctrine of the case of Manning v. Newnha/m, to be the

established doctrine, that if the ship be prevented by a peril

within the policy from proceeding on her voyage, and be ir-

reparably injured, and the voyage be thereby lost, it is a

total loss of ship, freight and cargo, provided no other ship

can be procured to carry on the cargo.? It must be admitted,

however, that the extreme variety and apparent conflict of

many of the cases on this subject of abandonment, are enough

to justify the complaint of Lord Eldon, that there is as much
uncertainty on this, as on any other branch of the law.

*It is understood to be a fixed rule, that if the ship *329

be so injured by perils as to require repairs to the ex-

« 5 Bto. p. a IS"?—142. " 1 Dav^s Eep. 359. 2 Ibid. ill.

» 1 Johns. Gas. 309.

i 3 Sot. & Pull. 388.

« 2 Maule d Selw. 293.

' Alexander v. Baltimore Ins. Company, i Cranch's Rep. 370. See, also, 1

Mason's Pep. 343.

e Candy's Marshall, 585, 686.
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tent of more than half her value at the tinie of the loss, the

insured may abandon
; (1) for if ship or cargo be damaged so

as to diminish their value above half, they are said to be con-

structively lost. The rule came from the French law, and is

to be found in the treatise of Le GvMon,^ where it is applied

to the case of goods ; and in respect to both ship and cargo,

the rule has been incorporated into the American jurispru-

dence. •> There has been considerable discussion in the text-

books, as to the right to abandon, when a part only of the

property insured is damaged above a moiety, or lost, and this

will depend upon the manner in which it is insured. If the

insurance be upon different Mnds of goods indiscriminately,

or as one entire parcel, it is then an insurance upon an inte-

gral subject, and an abandonment of part only cannot be

made. But if the articles be separately specified and valued,

it has been considered so far in the nature of a distinct insu-

rance on each parcel, that the insured was allowed to recover

as for a total loss of the damaged parcel, when damaged above

a moiety in value. Mr. Phillips has suggested a doubt

whether this distinction be well founded. The rule was taken

from the French treatises, and unless the different sorts of

cargo be so distinctly separated and considered in the policy,

as to make it analogous to distinct insurances on dis-

*330 tinct parcels, there *cannot be a separate abandon-

ment of a part of the cargo insured. <=

* Condy, c 1. art. 1. 9.

'' Valin's Com. tome iL 101. Potliier, des Ass. n. 121. Code de Commerce, art.

369. Gardiner v. Smith, 1 Johns. Cas. 141. Dickey v. N. T. Ins. Company, 4

Cotnen's Rep. 222. Marcardia v. Chesapeake Ins. Company, 9 CrancKs Rep. 39.

Ludlow T. Columbian Ins. Company, 1 Johns. Rep. 335. Peters t. Phoenix Ins.

Company, 3 Serg. & Rawle, 25. Wood v. L. and K. Ins. Company, 6 Mass. Rep.

479. Story, J., 3 Mason's Rep. 69. The loss must exceed one half of the goods

insured, or the gross amount paid for them. Budd v. Union Ins. Company, 4

M'CorSs Rep. 1. In Hall v. Ocean Ins. Company, 21 Pick. i1% it was held, that

in making the estimate to ascertain whether the loss was technically total, or to

the amount of fifty per cent, on the sum insured, including the premium, items

which should be carried to the account of general average are not to be included.

• Guerlainv. Columbian Ins. Company, "7 Johns. Rep. 627. DeidericksT. Com.

Ins. Company, 10 ihid. 234. Condjfs Marshall, 600. 2 Phillips on Insurance,

f

(1) It has been held, that the additional expense of repairs, by reason of the decayed state o

the ship, is not to be excluded in determining the right ofabandonment Phillips v. Ifaime, 4

Man. G. db Scott's B. 348.
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The meaning of tlie words in the rule, " one half of the

value," has been held to be, the half of the general market

value of the vessel at the time of the disaster, and not her

value for any particular voyage or purpose.^ The expense of

the repairs at the port of necessity, including the expense of

getting the ship afloat, if stranded, is the true test for deter-

mining the amount of the injury, and such sum is to be taken

as will fully reinstate the vessel, and, in general, with the

same kind of materials of which she was composed at the time

of the disaster. It has also been considered that the three

objects of insurance, vessel, cargo and freight, stand on the

same ground as to a total loss by a deterioration of more than

one half of the value.''

In ascertaining the value of the ship, and the quantum of

expense or injury, difficulties have arisen, and they were

fully discussed, and very clearly explained, in Peele v. Mer-

chants' Insurance Corwpcmy.<^ * The valuation in the policy

is conclusive in case of a total loss ; but in some respects it is

inapplicable for the purpose of ascertaining the quantum of

injury in case of a partial loss of goods. The rule in that case

is, to ascertain the amount of injuryby the difference between

the gross proceeds of the sound and damaged goods."!

*Thi8 is also the true rule as to the ship, though there *331

is greater difficulty in the application. The value of

the ship at the time and place of the accident, is the true

basis of calculation.^ And with respect to the arbitrary and

370. Valin, tome ii. 108. Pothier, h. t. TSoa. 121. 131, 132. Smerigon, tome ii.

214. Le Guidon, u. 7. sec. 8, 9. In Seton v. Delawai-e Ins. Company, 2 Wash.

Cir. Rep. 175, it was held, that a partial loss of an entii'e cargo, by sea damage, if

amounting to more than half, might, under circumstances, be converted into a tech-

nical total loss ; but not if a distinct part of the cargo be destroyed, and the voy-

age be not thereby broken up.

* As the true basis of the valuation is the value of the ship at the time of the

disaster, if after the damage is or might be repaired, the ship is not, or would not

be worth, at the place of repairs, doable the cost of repairs, it is a technical total

loss. Bradlie v. The Mainland Ins. Company, 12 Peters, 378.

' Center v. American Ins. Company, 7 Comeris Rep. 564. 4 "Wendell, 45. S. 0.

Sewall V. United States Ins. Company, 1 1 Pick. 90.

« 3 Mason's Rep. 70—78.

* Johnson v. Sheddon, 2 East's Rep. 581.

« Patapsco Ins. Company v. Southgate, 5 Peter^ U. 8. Rep. 604. The valuation

in the policy, at the home port, or in the general market of other poi-ts, constitutes
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fluctuating rule as to the allowance of one third new for old,

there is no doubt of its application in cases of partial loss

;

but such a deduction is not allowed, and does not apply to

cases of total loss. ^ The reason of this allowance to the un-

derwriter, of one third of the expense of the reparations, is

on account of the better condition in which the ship is put by
them, than she was when insured, and the owner, when he

comes again into the possession of his vessel, receives the

benefit of the repairs. But neither the reason of the rule,

nor the rule itself, applies to the case of a ship suffering a

partial loss on her first voyage, when she is new, and cannot

be made better by repairs. •* (1) The half value which author-

izes an abandonment, is half the sum which the ship, if re-

paired, would be worth, without any such deduction."

no ingredient in ascertaining whether ftie injury by the disaster is more than one

half of the vessel or not. Bradlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peters, 378

This decision, pronounced by Mr. Justice Story, was in conformity with the doc-

trine declared by him in the case of Peele v. The Merchants' Ins. Company, 3 Ma-
son's Rep. 2l ; but a different rule has been adopted in Massachusetts and New-

York, in avowed contradiction to the decision in the federal court It is held, in the

courts in those states, that the value of the vessel, as agreed upon by the parties

and inserted in the policy, is to be taken as the true value, in determining whether

the repairs could exceed half her value, in reference to the question of abandon-

ment ; and that it governs, as well when the assured claims for a technical total

loss, as when he claims for a loss by a total destruction of the ship ; and further,

that in determining the same question, the deduction of one third new for old was

to be made from the estimated amount of the repairs. Deblois v. The Ocean Ins.

Company, 16 Pick. Rep. 312. American Ins. Company v. Ogden, 20 Wendell,

287. 297—300.
* Peele v. The Merchants' Ins. Company, 2 Mason's Rep. 28. 73—77.

' In Pirie v. Steele, 8 Carr. & Payne, 200, it was a matter of dispute when a

vessel may be said to be on her first voyage. Lord Abinger thought the best

method was to make the deduction of one third new for old depend upon the age

of the ship, to be specified in the policy.

" Dupuy V. IT. Ins. Company, 3 Johns. Cos. 182. Contra, Smith v. Bell, 2

Gained Gases in Error, 153. Ooolidge v. Gloucester Ins. Company, 15 Mass. Rep.

341. Peele v. Marine Ins. Company, 3 MasorCs Rep. 76, 77. WilUams v. Sufiblk

Ins. Company, 3 Sumner, 270. The extent of loss, in the case of a ship, says Bou-

lay Paty, is estimated by a comparison of the value in the policy with the value at

the place of loss, and not with the amount of the expense requisite to repair.

Cours de Droit Oom. tome iv. 262.

(1) In the United States, the deduction is made whether the vessel be new or old ; on her
first or any subsequent voyage. S&epost, p. [889.] See, also, Orrok v. Commonwealth Ins. Co.

21 Plch. B. 456. Nickels T. Maine Fire & Mar. Ins, Co. 11 Mass. B. 258.
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•

Upon a valid abandonment, either of tlie vessel or of the

cargo insured, the master becomes the agent of the insurer,

and the insured is not bound by his subsequent acts unless he

adopts them.a The owner or insured, equally with the mas-

ter, becomes the agent of the insurer on abandonment, and he

cannot purchase in the property on his own account, without

the consent of his principals ; and if he does, it revokes the

abandonment, and turns the total into a partial loss.'' It is

the duty of the master, resulting from his situation, to act

with good faith,. and care and diligence, for the protec-

tion and recovery of the property, for *the benefit of *332

whom it may eventually concern. The master of an

insured ship injured by the perils of the sea, and not compe-

tent to complete the voyage, may sell her in a case of neces-

sity, as when the ship is in a place in which she cannot be

repaired ; or the expense of repairing her will be extravagant,

and exceed her value ; or when he has no moneys in his

possession, and is not able to raise any." (1) In cases of cap-

ture he is bound, if a neutral, to remain and assert his claim

until condemnation, or the recovery be hopless.^ His wages,

and those of the crew, are a charge on the owner, and ulti-

mately, in case of recovery, to be borne as a general average

by all parties in interest ; and if the abandonment be ac-

cepted, the underwriter becomes owner for the voyage, and in

that character liable for the seamen's wages, and entitled to

the freight subsequently earned.e if the master purchases in

» 2 Phillips on Ins. 439. 449. 1 Johnson's R. 514. 9 lb. 21. 13 76. 451. 4

Peter^ R. 39. Natchez Ins. Co. v. Stanton, 2 Smedes <k Marshall's Miss. R. 340.

^ Robertson v. Western M. & F. Ins. Company, 19 Louis. R. 227.

« Soames v. Sugrue, 4 Carr. & Payne, 276.

Marshall t. Union Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 452. The dnty of the

mariners is the same. The Saratoga, 2 Oallis. Rep. 164. Brown v. Lull, 2 Sum-

ner, 443.

« Hammond v. Essex Fire and Marine Ins. Company, 4 Mason's Rep. 196. It

has been made a question whether the tmderwriter, after an accepted abandonment,

(1) If the ship insared exist in specie, and even though the expense would be so great that no
prudent man would repair her, a sale without an abandonment wUl not entitle the insured

to recover for a total loss. American Ins. Co. v. Francia, 9 Sarr'a E. 390. But see Knight
V. Faith, Zam Journal Mep. 2. b. p. 509, Dec, 1850. Mutual Safety Ins. Co. v. Cohen, 8 CHllfs

There is no such loss known in insurance law as a sale Tyy the master, unless it be barratrous.

Knight V. Faith, supra.
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the vessel, or ransoms her, the insurer will be entitled to the

benefit of the purchase or composition ; and, on the other

hand, if the insured aflBrms the purchase of the master, it will

be at the option of the insurer a waiver of the abandonment.

The insurer can accept of the repurchase of the master, as

his constructive agent, and afl&rm the act, or he may leave it

to fall upon the master.*

The assured has the right of abandoning the freight when
there has been a constructive total loss of the ship ; and he

has sustained a total loss of the freight, if he abandons the

ship to the underwriters on the ship, when the case justifies

it, (1) for after such abandonment, he has no longer the means

of earning the freight, or ofreceiving it if earned, forthe

*333 freight goes to the underwriters on the ship.'' But *it

has been a very controverted question, whether an

abandonment of the ship transferred the freight in whole or

in part. It was finally settled in the jurisprudence of l^ew-

Tork and of Massachusetts, and adopted as the true rule in

the Circuit Court of the United States for Massachusetts, that

on an accepted abandonment of the ship, the freight earned

previous to the disaster was to be retained by the owner,

or his representative, the insurer on the freight, and appor-

tioned ]^o rata itineris / and that the freight subsequently

earned went to the insurer on the ship." In the case of Arm-

is bound, in hia new character of owner, to go on and complete the voyage. In

Case T. Davidson, 5 Maule it Selw. 89, Hohroyd, J., was of opinion, that he was

under no such obligation to the freighter, whose rights as owner of the goods were

personal, lying in contract with the ship-owner, and not running with the ship.

There is a suggestion of Mr. Justice Putnam, to the same effect, in Coolidge v.

Gloucester Marine Ins. Company, IS Mass. Rep. 843. The underwriter cannot

claim salvage property unless there has been an abandonment of the property

made and accepted. The Ship Henry Ewbank, 1 Sumner, 400.

* Saidler & Craig v. Church, cited in 2 Gained Rep. 286. United Ins. Company
v. Robinson, ibid. 280. Jumel v. Marine Ina Company, 1 Johns. Rep. 412. Wil-

lard V. Dorr, 3 MasonCs Rep. 161. Boulay Faty, tome iv. 309, 310.

^ Benson v. Chapman, 6 Manning & Cfranger, 810.

• United Ins. Company v. Lenox, 1 Johns. Oas. 317. 2 Ibid. 443. Davy v.

(1) The contract of insurance upon freight will be confltmed independently of the interest of

the insured or underwriters on the cargo.

If the vessel is in a condition to carry on the cargo, or if another vessel can be procured, the

cargo must be carried on, Hugg v. Augusta Ins. and Banking Go. 7 Sow. J2. 595. Moss v.

Smith, Lma Journal Sep. C. P. p. 225, Jan., 1850.
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royd V. Union Insurcmce Corn^cmy,'^ the question was raised,

but left undecided, whether the entire, or only a pro rata

freight, in such a case, went, on abandonment, to the insurer

of the ship. This litigated question has now been set-

tled in England ; and in Case v. Dawidson,^ where *ship *334:

and freight were separately insured, and each subject

abandoned as for a total loss, it was adjudged that the aban-

donment of the ship transferred the freight as an incident to

the ship, and that an abandonment was equivalent to a sale

of the ship to the abandonee." The French jurisprudence on

this subject has been equally embarrassing and unsettled.

The ordinance of 1681 had no textual regulation relative to

freight, in cases of abandonment. It was left to the decisions

of the tribunals, and they denied to the insurer on the ship

any freight for the goods saved. Yalin exposed the error, <!

and maintained that freight on abandonment, whether paid

in advance or not, ought to go to the insurer. In 1778, it

was settled at Marseilles, under the sanction of Emerigon,

that freight was an accessory to the ship ; and in abandoning

the ship, the freight acquired during the voyage went with

it.e The ordinance of 1779 followed that doctrine, and de-

Hallet, 8 Cainei Rep. 20. Marine Ins. Company v. United Ins. Company, 9

Johns. Rep. 186. Coolidge v. Gloucester Marine Ins. Company, 15 Mass. Rep. 341.

Hammond v. Essex Fire and Marine Ins. Company, 4 Mason's Rep. 196. So, in

the case of a mortgage of a ship whilst at sea, and possession taken under it, the

accruing freight passes to the mortgagee, as incident to the ship. Dean v. M'Ghie,

12 B. Moore, 186.

» 3 Binney'a Rep. 437.

• 5 Maule & Selw. 19. S. C. affirmed on error, 2 Brod. & Ring. 379. In this

case the underwriter claimed and recovered the entire freight, and no distinction

was made between the freight arising prior and subsequent to the loss, or prior

and subsequent to the abandonment.

" Mr. Beneche, Principles of Indemnity, 408, after giving an interesting histoiy

of the progress of the question, concludes that the insurer on the freight, in case of

an abandonment of that also, will still have a personal claim on the owner for the

freight subsequently earned, and which, but for the abandonment, would have be-

longed to him. Though the decision of Lenox and United Insurance Company, in

New-York, supra, 333, n. 6, had been in print for eighteen or twenty years, it

seems to have been entu-ely unknown to the English courts, and to Mr. Benecke,

in 1824, though he has, in the course of his work, ransacked the local laws and

ordinances of most of the petty as well as great commercial states and cities in

Europe.

< Com. liv. 3, tit. 6. Dei Assurances, art 15.

e Mmerigon, tome ii. 217—227.
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clared that acquired freight already earned on the Toyage,

was insurable, and did not go with the ship on abandonment,

but that the future freight to be earned on the goods saved,

would go to the insurer; if there was no stipulation to the

contrary in the policy, save the wages of seamen and
*335 bottomry *liens. The new code^' declared that the

freight of goods saved, though paid in advance, went,

upon abandonment, to the insurer on the ship. The construc-

tion given to the code by the Koyal Court at Eennes, in 1822,

in the case of Blaize v. Cornpomy of General Assurcmce at

Pa/ris, was, that the future freight did not go to the insurer

on the ship, but only the freight on the goods saved and al-

ready earned at the time of the loss.!*

(2.) Of the adjustment ofpartial losses.

In an open policy the general rule is, that the actual or

market value of the subject insured is to be estimated at the

time of the commencement of the risk. The object of in-

quiry is, the true value of the subject put at risk, and for

which an indemnity was stipulated; and the question of

total or partial loss does not turn on the estimated value, in

a valued policy, but upon a view of all the circumstances

attending the loss." (1)

There are two kinds of indemnity that may lawfully be

obtained under a contract of insurance. The first is, to pay
what the goods would have sold for if they had reached the

place of destination ; and the value there consists of the

prime cost and expenses of the outfit, the freight and expenses

* Code de Commerce, art. 886.

k Boulay Paly, tome I7. 397—tl7.

« Young T. Turing, 2 Manning & Granger, 593. 597. 601. The'question whether

a loss be total or partial is, whether, in the condition of the ship, the owner, as a

man of prudence and discretion, would, under the circumstances, if uninsured, have
sold the ship, or have endeavoured to get her off and repair her. Domett v.

Young, 1 Carr. cfc M. 465. S. P. A. partial loss is frequently termed a particular

average, in distinction from a general average, and Mr. Benecke savs, that it de-

notes, in general, every kind of expense or damage, short of a total loss, and which
Is to be borne by the proprietor of the particular concern ; and he says ; it is ex-

pressive, and ought to be retained. Stevens & Benecke on Average, by Phillips, 841.

(1) The Law Reporter for Feb., 1848, contains an elaborate discussion of the rules of adjust-
ment in cases of partial loss on profits.
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at the port of delivery, and the profit or loss arising from

the state of the market. This species of indemnity puts the

insured in the same situation as if no loss had happened. The

other kind of indemnity is to pay only the first cost of the

goods, or the market value at the time and place of the com-

mencement of the risk, and the expenses incurred ; and this

places the insured in the situation he was before he undertook

the adventure.^ It annuls the speculation, and excludes the

consideration of any eventual profit or loss. The first kind

of insurance is, in the opinion of Mr. Eenecke,'' more con-

formable to the nature of mercantile transactions, and affords,

in every case, an exact indemnity ; but the second

kind of insurance *of goods is the one in practice in *336

England and other commercial countries."

The actual or market value at the port of departure may
frequently be different from the invoice price, or prime cost,

and when that happens, or can be ascertained, it is to be pre-

ferred.^ In Qahn v. Broome," the invoice price was adopted

as the most stable and certain evidence of the actual value

;

but in Ze Soy v. United Insurance Compamy,^ the invoice

price was understood to be equivalent to the prime cost, and
that was commonly the market value of the subject at the

commencement of the risk. The court, in that case, did not

profess to lay down any general rule, but they, nevertheless,

adopted the prime cost as being a plain and simple, and,

generally speaking, the best rule by which to test the value

of the subject. The English Court of King's Bench, in

» See mpra, Hi. n. b. Maichesseau v. The Meichacts' Ins. Co. 1 Robinson's

Zouis. R. 488.

' Treatise on the Principles of Indemnity in Marine Insurance, c. 1.

» The underwriters, in cases of partial loss, have nothing to do with remote or

contingent losses. They have nothing to do with bottomry bonds given to raise

money for repairs, though they must bear their share of the extra expenses of

raising the money, as part of the partial loss. They are not bound to supply funds

in a foreign port for repairs. They are simply bound to pay the partial loss.

Bradlie v. The Maiyland Ins. Company, 12 Peters, 3*78. In Oriental Bauk v. Tre-

mont Ins. Co. 4 Metcalf R. 1, it was held, that interest is not payable on a policy

of insurance, if there be no agreement to pay interest, or the insurer be not in de-

fault in payment.

4 Snell V. Delaware Ins. Company, 4 Dallas' Rep. 430. Carson v. Marine Ins.

Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 468.

• 1 Johns. Qas. 120. ' 1 Johns. Rep. 343.
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TJsher V. N6bl6,°^ pursued, in effect, tlie same rule, by esti-

mating a loss on goods in an open policy, at tlie invoice price

at the loading port, and taking witli that the premium of in-

surance and commission, as the basis of the calculation.^

If goods arrive damaged at the place of destination, the

way to ascertain the quantity of damage, either in open or

valued policies, is to compare the market price, or gross

amount of the damaged goeds, with the market price or

gross amount at which the same goods would have sold if

sound.<= But this mode of adjustment affords no per-

*337 feet indemnity *to the insured, for he has to pay freight

for the goods as if they were sound, and which freight

he cannot recover of the insurer. Various expedients have

been suggested to remedy the inconvenience, and the true

one is to insure the sum to be paid for the freight and charges

at the port of delivery. "^

We have seen, in a former lecture,^ that an adjustment of

a general average at a foreign port is conclusive ; and it is

equally so between the parties to the policy, and between the

parties in interest in the adventure.*' It is the rule in all the

foreign countries for the underwriter to be.bound by foreign

adjustment of general average, unless there be a stipulation

to the contrary in the policies, as is the case in those of the

insurance companies at Paris.? There is a material differ-

ence between the adjustment of a partial loss, and of a gen-

eral average, since the former is adjusted according to the

value at the time and place of departure of the vessel, and

* 12 Easts Bep. 639.

' This is admitted in the French law to afford all the indemnity that waa stipu-

lated by the policy. Boulay Paty, tome iv. 41, 42. The premium of insurance ia

considered as part of the value of the goods.

" Lewis V. Rucker, 2 Burr. Rep. lie*?. Johnson v. Shedden, 2 East's Rep. 681.

Usher v. Noble, 12 ibid. 639. Benecke on Indemnity, 426.

d Benecke on Indemnity, Vl—26.

» Ante, lee. 47, p. [244.]

' Though the foreign adjustment be conclusive as between the pai'ties to it, yet

the party to whom the contribution has been made, is not restricted, in his claim

under the policy, to the sum apportioned as his share of the lose, when it falls short

of a complete indemnity. Thornton v. United States Ins. Company, 3 Fairfield,

164.

s Molloy, b. 2. c. 6. sec. 16. 7 Mass. Rep. 370. 5 Cowen'a Rep. 63. Benecke

on Indemnity, 331.
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tlie latter according to the value at the foreign port.* And,

as in cases of partial loss, it is to be adjusted upon a com-

parison of the gross proceeds of the sound and damaged
goods, the underwriter has nothing to do either with the state

of the market, or with the loss on landing expenses, freight

and duty, accruing in consequence of the deterioration

;

for no premium is paid for those items, and all other modes
of adjusting particular average, except that founded on the

principle of the gross proceeds, are erroneous.'' In settling

losses under the memorandum in the policy, which declares

articles free of average, under say five per cent., if a partial

loss to an article be found, on survey and sale, to have been

five per cent., the insurer pays the damages and the

eoc^enses. If under five *per cent., he pays nothing, *338

and the insured iea/rs the expenses. The expenses are

like costs of suit, and fall upon the losing party. The expen-

ses are not taken to make up the five per cent."

• 1 Emerigon, 659. Ord. de la Mar. tit Du Fret, art 6.

^ Beiiecke on Jndemniti/, 426, 427. In the adjustment of loss on a policy on

profits, it is not necessary to show what the profits would have been if the loss

had not happened. It is sufficient to show interest in the cargo, and the loss thereof.

The loss of the cargo carries with it the loss of the profits, either in whole or in

part, as the case may be. If the cargo be totally lost, the loss on the policy on

profits is total. K partial on the cargo, it is partial on the profits, and to the same

extent The salvage on what is saved of the cargo, is credited to the insurer on

profits, as well as to the insurer on cargo. They stand on the same footing pre-

cisely. Henrickson v. Margetson, 2 Easts Rep. 549, note. Barclay v. Cousins, 2

Easts Rep. 544. Patapsco Ina Company v. Ooulter, 3 Peteri U. S. Rep. 222. In

some of the New-York policies, this principle is specially recognised by the intro-

duction of the clause in policies on profits, that the policy is mbject to the same

average and benefit of salvage as cargo.

' Beneche on Indemnity, 436. Mr. Benecke, in c. 9, has gone into particular cal-

culations on the subject of the adjustment of particular average, on every kind of

expense or damage short of a total loss, and applied his principles to almost all the

variety of cases that can arise ; and to his lucid explanations I must refer the stu-

dent for a more practical knowledge of the subject The five per cent is to be

computed upon the valuation in the policy, after deducting the premium. Several

or distinct losses happening to the ship at different times, are not to be added to make

up the five per cent Brooks v. Oriental Ins. Company,? PicTc. 259. Distinct suc-

cessive losses to the ship cannot be added together to make up the five per cent,

though it may be otherwise as to the cargo. In the one case, many trifling losses

may fall within the common wear and tear of the ship borne by the owner ; but

in the other, the entire damage cannot be ascei-tained until the cargo is unladed.

Jbid. See, also, Stevens on Average, 214. Benecke, 473. But in the case of Don-

Vol. m. 27
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If extraordinary expense and extra freight be incurred

in carrying on the cargo in another vessel, when the first one

becomes disabled by a peril of the sea, the French rule is, to

charge the same upon the insurer of the cargo.* This ques-

tion is left undecided in the English law, but in this country

we have followed the French rule.'' "With respect to leakage,

the rule, in cases free from special stipulation, is, that the

insurer is not liable for waste occasioned by ordinary leakage,

and only for leakagebeyond the ordinary waste, and produced

by some extraordinary accident. The practice is, to ascertain,

in each particular case, what amount of leakage is to be at-

tributed to ordinary causes, or the fault of the insured, or bad

stowage, and what to the perils of the sea ; and, in pursuing

this inquiry, the season of the year, the nature of the

*339 articles, the description of the vessel, *the length of

the voyage, and the stowage, are all to be considered."

An adjustment of a loss cannot be set aside or opened ex-

cept on the ground of fraud, or mistake of facts not known.

It is only prima fade evidence of the claim, and the party

must have a full disclosure of the circumstances of the case

before he will be concluded by it. In the language of Lord

EUenborough, they must all be blazoned to him as they really

existed.^ And in making the adjustment, in the case of a

partial loss, the rule is to apply the old materials towards the

nell V. Columb. Ins. Company, 2 Sumner's Rep. 366, a different view was taken of

the subject under the memoraDdum in the policy, and after a thorough examination

of the English and the French law of insurance, it was held, that if there be sue.

cessive losses on the ship or cargo, each less than five per cent, but amounting in

the aggregate to more than five per cent., they were not within the exception, and

were to be borne by the insurer. The exception of all losses not amounting to five

per cent, means all losses during the voyage, and the exception applies to all

losses, ejusdem generis, below five per cent, and not amounting in the aggregate to

five per cent. Mr. Justice Story drew the conclusion that there was no distinction

in the insurance law of Europe, between the aggregate averages of the whole voy-

age, and an average loss at a particular period.

• Emerigon, tome i. 429—133. Code de Commerce, TSos. 391. 893.

' Mumford v. Commercial Ins. Company, 6 Johns. Rep. 262. Searle v. Scovell,

4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 218. Dodge v. Marine Ins. Company, 11 Mass. Rep. 411.

« Phillips on Insurance, vol. i. 246, 24T. Miller on Insurance, 132. 2 Valin,

14. 80. 83. Emerigon, vol. i. 391.

^ Dow V. Smith, 1 Caines' Rep. 32. Shepherd v. Chewter, 1 Camph. N. P.

Rep. 214. Steel v. Lacy, 3 Taunt. Rep. 286.
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payment of the new, by deducting the value of them from

the gross amount of the expenses for the repairs, and to allow

the deduction of one third new for old upon the balance."

In England, if the injury be sustained, and the repairs made,

when the vessel is new, and on her first voyage, no deduction

of new for old is made ; because, the vessel being new, it is

not supposed that she is put in better condition by the re-

pairs. i> But in this country that distinction has not been

adopted, and the deduction of one third new for old is made,

whether the vessel be new or old.«

The insurer is liable for all the labour and expense attend-

ant upon an accident which forces the vessel into port to be

repaired ;^ and in conseq[uence of the general permis-

sion in *the policy for the insured to labour for the re- *340

covery of the property, the insurer may be rendered

liable for the expenses incurred in the attempt to recover the

lost property, in addition to the payment of a total loss.<= It

has been a question much contested in the French tribunals,

• Burnes v. Nat. In3. Company, 1 Cowen, 265. Savage, Ch. J., in Dickey t.

New-Tork Ins. Company, i ibid. 245. Brooks y. Oriental Ins. Company, 7 Pick,

259. Eager v. Atlas Ins. Company, 14 ibid. 141. See supra, 331. The rale ap-

plies equally to steam-vessels insured on our interior waters. Wallace v. Ohio Ins.

Company, 4 Ohio Rep. 284. In Potter v. The Ocean Ins. Company, C C. U. 8.

Mass., October, 1837, 3 Sumner, 27, it was held, that in case of repairs to the ship,

by the perils insured against the deduction of one third new for old was applicable

only to the labour and materials employed in the repairs, and to the new articles

purchased in lieu of those lost or destroyed.

" Fenwick v. Robinson, 1 Danson S Lloyd, 8. 3 Oarr. & Payne, 323.

• Dunham v. Com. Ins. Company, 11 Johns. Bep. 315. Sewall v. IT. S. Ins.

Company, 11 Pick. 90. Temporary repairs in the course of the voyage are held

to be particular average ; but other repairs abroad, from strict necessity, to enable

the vessel to return, and which become useless afterwards, are general average.

Brooks V. Oriental Ins. Company, 7 ihid. 259.

"I Shiff V. Miss. Ins. Company, 1 Miller's Louis. Rep. 304.

« 1 Gaines' Rep. 284. 450. 7 Johns. Rep. 62. 424. 433. 4 Taunt. Rep. 367.

Emerigon has taken notice of this stipulation in the English policies, by means of

which the insurer may become chargeable beyond the amount of his subscription,;

and there is the same stipulation, by which they may be so charged, in the policies,

at Antwerp, Rouen, Nantes and Bordeaux ; and there is the same clause in the

formula given by Loccenius. In the form used at Marseilles, there is no such

clause ; and without such clause, and as a general rule, the insurer is not chargeable

beyond his subscription. But with such a special clause, Valin and Emeiigon both

agree, that the expense must be borne by the insurer, though it go beyond the

effects recovered. This, however, is denied by Boulay Paty, who insists thab the
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whetlier the insurer can, in cases distinct from the above

stipulation, be held chargeable at the same time, and cumu-

latively, with the amount of an average, and also with the

amount of a subsequent total loss, in the same voyage. (1)

This is said to be contrary to all principle, and the elements

of the contract ; and it was decided in the Court of Cassation,

in 1823, after great litigation, that the insurer was not holden

beyond the amount of his subscription, and for which he

received a premium, notwithstanding the prior partial and

subsequent total loss.*

(3.) Of the relmrn ofpremmm.
The premium paid by the insured is in consideration of the

risk which the insurer assumes, and if the contract of

*34:1 *insurance be void oih initio, or the risk has not been

commenced, the insured is entitled to a return of pre-

mium. If the insurance be made without any interest what-

ever in the thing insured, and this proceeds through mistake,

misinformation, or any other innocent cause, the premium is

to be returned. So, if the insurance be made with short

interest, or for more than the real interest, there is to be a

ratable return of premium. K the risk has not been run,

whether it be owing to the fault, pleasure or wiU of the in-

sured, or to any other cause, the premium must be returned,

for the consideration for which it was given fails.'' If the

sum subscribed limits all claim upon the insurer. 1 Emerigon, 484. 2 Ibid.

202—213. Valin's Cam. tome ii. 99. Bonday Paty, tome iv. 312, 313. In some

of our American policies, the stipulation is, that the assured may labour and travel,

for, in and about the safeguard and recoveiy of the property, to the charges whereof

the insurers will contribute, according to the rate and quantity of the sum insured.

* Kermet v. La Campagnie Royal DAssurance, reported in the Journal de

Cassation, 1823, and quoted at large in Soulay Paty, tome iv. 519—532; and see,

also, ibid. 272—276.
" Tyrie v. Fletcher, Cowp. Rep. 666. Loraine v. Thomlinson, Doug. Sep. 685.

8 Term Rep. 156. arg. Holmes v. Union Ins. Company, 2 Johns. Cas. 329.

Taylor T. Sumner, 4 Mass. Rep. 66.

(1) It was declared by Lord Campbell, in a recent case, that the insurers would not be liable

for such prior partial loss whicb had not been repaired, or which did not prove prejudicial to

the assured. If a total loss happen after the expiration of the risk, this does not exempt the

insurers for a partial loss happening before the expiration of the risk. Enight T. Faith, Zaw
. Journal Rep. 2. b. p. 509, Dec, 1850.
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vessel never sailed on the voyage insured, or the policy be-

came void by a failure of the warranty, and without fraud,

the policy never attached; but ifthe risk has once commenced,

though the voyage be immediately thereafter abandoned,

there is to be no return or apportionment of premium. And if

the premium is to be returned, it is the iisage in every country,

where it is not otherwise expressly stipulated in the policy, for

the insurer to return one half per cent, by way of indemnity

for his trouble and concern in the transaction.^

The insurer retains the premium in all cases of actual fraud

on the part of the insured or his agent. » So, if the trade be

in any respect illegal, the premium cannot be reclaimed."

If the voyage be divisible, there may be an apportionment of

the premium ; and if the risk as to the one part of the

voyage has not commenced, the premium may be pro- *34:2

portionably retained. But the premium cannot be

divided and apportioned, unless the risks were divisible and

distinct in the policy. K the voyage and the premium be

entire, there can be no apportionment. It is requisite that

the voyage, by the usage of trade or the agreement of parties,

be divisible into distinct ranks ; and, in that case, if no risk

has been run as to one part, there may be an apportionment

of premium."*

The French code provides for the apportionment of pre-

mium, in the case of an insurance on goods, when part of

the voyage has not been performed.^ M. Le Baron Locre, in

his commentary upon this article, vindicates it by very inge-

nious reasoning, which M. Boulay Patyf thinks, however, does

not remove the difficulty ; and he contends that such a pro-

vision is contrary to a principle of the contract, that when the

• Mnerigon, tome ii. 164. 2 Phillips on Insurance, 526. Code'de Commerce,

art. 349. Hendricks v. Com. Ins. Company, 8 Johns. Rep. 1.

•> Tyler v. Hern, Park on Insurance, 285. Chapman v. Fraser, Marshall on
Insurance, 662. Hoyt v. Oilman, 8 Mass. R. 336.

• March t. Abel, 3 Bos. & Pull. 35. Van Dyck v. Hewitt, 1 last's Rep. 96.

^ Stevenson v. Snow, 3 Burr. Rep. IIZI. Long v. Allen, Marshall on Insurance,

660. Donath v. Lis. Company of Korth America, 4 Dallag Rep. 463. Ogden t.

Firemen's Ins. Company, 12 Johns. Rep. 114. 2 Phillips on Insurance, 538.

" Code de Commerce, art. 356.

' Cours de Droit Commercial Maritime, tome iv. 98, 99.
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risk has once commenced, the right to the entire premium is

acquired. (1)

(1) Insurance companies, differing in some material particulars from those heretofore existing

in jSTew-Tork, and probably from those existing in the other states of the Union, have lately been

Introdnced, and have, as to marine insurance, become the more numeroos class of underwriters

in the former state.

The peculiar features of these companies have led to some litigation ; and decisions have been

made which demand a brief notice.

The old companies possessed a specific capital stock, defined in their charter, and paid or

secured at the organization of the companies. The new companies have no such capital stock.

Their capital at the commencement of the business consists essentially of the pledge or loan of

the credit of those who are insured in the company, or who loan their individual credit with the

expectation of taking out policies, or to enable the company to gain credit Trith the community.

The ultimate capital stock of the companies is the accumulation of earnings above the losses.

An act of 1849 {Laws ofNefUi'Y&r'k^ 1849, ch. 217. § 7. § 12,) contains provisions which define the

character of this capital, § 7 provides " that a book may be opened to receive applications for

insurance ; and after receiving applications for insurance, to be approved by them, i^he trustees,")

to the amount of five hundred thousand dollars, the company may be organized." § 12 provides

that " the company, for the better security of its dealers, may receive notes for premiums in ad-

vance, of persons intending to receive its policies, and may negotiate such notes for the purpose

of paying claims or otherwise, in the course of its business," Ac
The notes above mentioned, being intended to constitute a fund for the security of creditors,

and the statute securing to the makers a participation in the profits of the business transacted on
the faith and credit of the notes, would seem to be given upon a snfBcient and even valuable

consideration. . The mutual agreement and association of the parties, each giving his notes upon
the condition of the others giving theirs, would also, it would seem, form a valid consideration.

It has accordingly been held, that the notes are available securities, though the premiums re-

ceived by the makers amoimted to only a part of the note, or the company failed to underwrite

for the makers. Beraismes v. The Merch. Mut Insurance Company, 1 Comet. B. 371. Hone v.

Folger, 1 Scmdf. ila/io) R. 177. Brown v. Crooke, 4 C<ymst, H. 51.

It may be laid down generally, that these not^ are valid, like other notes, in the ha7ds of all

1)071/1fAe holders, whether before or after maturity, whether negotiated by the company itself or

by receivers after its insolvency, or whether g^ven before or subsequent to the time the company

goes into business. And notes given in renewal of the original notes stand on the same footing

as the original notes. Howland v. Myer, 3 Comst, R. 290. Aspinwall v. Meyer, 2 Sandf. {Law)

B, 180. Brouwer v. Appleby, 1 Sam4f. {Law) B. 158. Hone v. Allen, id. ITl. Hone t. Fol-

ger. 1 Sa/ndf. {Law) B. 177. Merch. Mut, Ins, Co, v. De Puga, 1 iSandf. {La/w) B. 184. Brower

V. Harbeck, 1 Ihter B. 114 If after a note is given, the maker pays premiums to the company

on insurances made, he is entitled to have such sums endorsed on the note. Merch. Mut
Ins. Co. V. Leeds, 1 Sand/. {La/w) B. 183. But if, before the maturity of such note, pren^ums

have become due, which, at its maturity, he pays, and renews the note without any deduction

for such premiums, he cannot, at the maturity of the second note, demand a deduction from

it of the premiums paid before the renewal of the flnt note. Hone v. Ballin, 1 Sand/. {La/w)

B. 181.

If a note be given to the company to enable the maker to vote, and with a knowledge, express

or implied, that the note would appear on the statement ofthe assets of the company, the maker
will be liable on such note. Brouwer v. Hill, 1 Samd/. {Lam) B. 629.

These notes being given to the company for the security of parties dealing with It, the trustees

or president have no right to return the notes to the makers, unless for a valuable consideration

;

and, it seems, a court of equity will compel an endorsement in favour of the company by any

maker who may thus have obtained possession of notes loaned to the company, Brouwer v.

Crosbj,! SoTid/. {Law) B.5i6. Same v. Hill, i<?. 629. Hone v. Allen, «f. 175. Brouwer v,

Appleby, id. 159. See Emmet v. Eeed, 4 Sand/. 8. 0. B. 229. The maker of the premium note

is not liable to assessments to meet the deficiencies of other members. Bangs, Matter o^ 15

Barb. B. 364. Herkimer County M. L Co. v. Fuller, 14 Barh. B. 3T3.

The Legislature of New-York, at its session in 1849, {La/ws 1849, ch. 808,) enacted a general

insurance law, containing minute and comprehensive provisions for the formation and govern-

ment of companies, for the insurance of lives, buildings and veraele, either with or without a
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IV. Of the, writers on, Insura/nce Law.
I have now finished a survey of the leading doctrines of

marine insurance, which is by far the most extensive and

complex title in the commercial code. There is no branch of

the law that hasbeen more thoroughly investigated, and more

successfully cultivated in modern times, not only in England,

but upon the European continent. Maritime law in general,

partakes more of the character of international law than any

other branch of jurisprudence ; and I trust I need not apolo-

gize for the free use which has been made, for the purpose of

argument or illustration, not of English authorities

only, *but of the writings of other foreign lawyers, and *343

the decisions of foreign tribunals, relative to the various

heads of the law-merchant. I am justified, not only by the

example of the most eminent of the English lawyers and

judges, but by the consideration that the law-merchant is

part of the European law of nations, and grounded upon

principles of universal equity. It pervades everywhere the

institutions of that vast combination of Christian nations,

which constitutes one community for commercial purposes and

social intercourse ; and the interchange ofprinciples and spirit

and literature, which that intercourse produces, is now work-

ing wonderful improvements in the moral and political con-

dition of the human race.

The general principles of insurance law rest on solid foun-

dations of justice, and are recommended by their public utili-

ty ; and yet it is a remarkable fact, that none of the nations

of antiquity, though some of them were very commercial, and

one of them a great maritime power, appear to have used, or

even to have been acquainted with this invaluable contract.*

« Bynkershoeck and Emerigon both agree, that the contract of insurance was not

to be found in the Roman law, though some traces of it have been supposed to be

perceived in the Roman history. Bynk. Qumst. J. Pub. lib. 1. e. 21. Emerigon,

des Ass. Pref. John Duer, Esq., has recently bestowed a learned examination and

able argument upon the question, whether marine insurance was known to the

ancients, and he gives strong presumptive reasons in favour of the use of that

insurance among the Romans. See his Preliminary Lecture to a Course of Lec-

speciflc capital stock. See Laws of iTeno-Tork, March 30, 1849, p. 289, imposing a duty of two

per cent, on premiams annually earned by Are insurance, by persons not incorporated under the

laws of the state. See Aet, April 8, 1831, Laws, p. 16T.
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It -was equally a stranger to the early maritime codes com-

piled on the reyival of arts, learning and commerce, at the

conclusion of the middle ages. The Consolato del Mare, the

laws of Oleron, and the laws of the Hanseatic Association,

were all silent upon the subject of the contract of insurance.

The first allusion to it is said to have been made in the latter

part of the fourteenth century, and where we should not, at

that early age, have first expected to find it : in the laws of

"Wisbuy, compiled in the Teutonic language, on the bleak

shores of an island in the middle of the Baltic Sea.* It

tures on Marine Insurance, New-Tork, ] 844, and wbich now constitutes the first

Lecture of the Introductory Discourse to his great work on The Law and Practice

of Marine Insurance, vol. i. edit. ITew-Tork, 1845. If he should finish the exten-

sive work which he is engaged in preparing for the press, (and in which I wish him

eveiy encouragement,) he will, judging from his known erudition and talents, as

well as from the sample before us, give to the public a treatise of exhausting re-

search, skilful criticism and consummate ability.

• The allusion to marine insurance, in art. 66 of the Laws of Wisbuy, is so ob-

scure or equivocal, that the most celebrated jurists have differed in opinion as to

the origin of the contract Cleirac, in his commentary on that article of the Laws

of Wisbuy, applies it directly to insurances ; and he had studied that compilation

thoroughly, for be translated it into French, from the old German, or Tudesque lan-

guage, in which the code had been preserved to his day. In the collection of Sea

Laws, published at London, under Queen Anne, the article, as translated, applies to

marine insurance. Emerigon, also, in the preface to his treatise, gives that construc-

tion to the article, and he and Cleirac are great authorities on the point. On the

other hand, Emerigon admits that Stypmannus, Ansaldus Gibalinus and Casaregis,

would not allow that the use of insurances was introduced into commerce until

towards the fifteenth century; and Valin intimates thai the contract of in-

surance came from the Italians, and passed from them to the Spaniards, Dutch

and other commercial nations. Malynes, as early as 1622, traced the Jjractice of

insurance from Claudius Csesar to the inhabitants of Oleron, and then to Antwerp
and London. OlHracs les Us et Coutumes de la Mer, 156, Malyne's Lex Merca-

toria, part 1. 105. Emerigon, TraiU des Ass. Pref. Valin's Com. tome ii. 2T.

Bynkershoeok said, he had no evidence that the contract of insurance was in use

in Holland in the fifteenth century, though he found it to have been in established

use by the middle of the following century. Qiuest. J. Priv. lib. 4. c. 1 . Mr. Duer,

{on Insurance, &c., vol. i. 28—32,) after a critical examination, concludes that ma-
rine insurance first came into use in Italy at the close of the 12th, or beginning of

the 13th century. Don Antonio de Capmany, in his History of the Commerce of
Barcelona, refen'ed to in M'Culloch's Dictionary of Commerce, art. Insurance

gives an ordinance in Spanish relative to insurance, issued by the magistrates of

that city in 1436. This is done more effectually by Duer, in his work on Insurance,

vol. i. 84, 35, and in the App. to vol. ii., for he gives an English translation of the

ordinance. Barcelona must, therefore, be regarded as the birth-place of the earliest

ordinance on the subject of marine insurance.
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is SO necessary a contract, tliat Yalin concludes *ma- *344

ritime commerce cannot well be sustained without it,

for no prudent ship-owner would be willing to risk his own
fortune, and that of others, on an unprotected adventure at

sea. The business of uncovered navigation or trade would be

spiritless or presumptuous. The contract of insurance pro-

tects, enlarges and stimulates maritime commerce ; and under

its patronage, and with the stable security which it affords,

commerce is conducted with immense means and unparalleled

enterprise, over every sea, and to the shores of every country,

civilized and barbarous. Insurers are societies of capitalists,

who are called by their business to study with profound saga-

city, and with exactness of calculation, the geography and

navigation of the globe, the laws of the elements, the ordi-

nances of trade, the principles of international law, and the

customs, products, character and institutions of every

*country where tide-waters roll, or to which winds can *3i5

waft the flag of their nation. =

Many of the states and great commercial cities of Europe,

in the early periods of modern history, made and published

ordinances relating to insurance, and most of them have been

collected in Magens' Essay on Insurcmce, published in 1Y55.

The most important of these compilations were the ordinances

of Barcelona, Bilboa, Florence, Genoa, Antwerp, Eotterdam,

Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Stoctholm and Konigsberg, as

• The French lawyers have described the contract of insui-ance in strong and

eloquent language, deat une espece dejeu, said Emerigon, truly and gravely
;
qui

exige beatwoup de prudence de la part de cenx qui ^y adonnent. Ilfautfaire Van-

alyse des hazards, et posseder la science du calcul des probabilities; prhoir les

ecueils de la mer, et ceux de la mauvaise foi; ne pas perdre de vue les cas insolites

et extraordinaires ; combiner le taut, le comparer avec le taux des primes, et juger

quel sera le resultat de VensemUe. But the French counsellors of state, Messrs.

Coi-vetto, B^gouen and Maret, in their report to the legislative body, on the 8th

September, 1807, declared, that Ce beau central est le noble produit du g&nie de

Vhomme, et le premier garant du commerce maritime. II a consults les saisons; il

a parti ses regards sur la mer; il a interrogi ce terrible element; il en ajuge Vin-

constance ; il en a presenti les orages ; il a ipii la politique ; il a reconnu les

partes et les cites des deux mondes ; il a tout soumis A des calculs savans, cl des the-

ories approximatives, et il a dit au commercant habile ; au navigateur intrepide

:

eertes il y a des disastres sur lesquels Vhumaniti ne peut que gemir; mais quant A

voire fortune allez, francessee les mers, diployez voire activity et voire Industrie :

Je me charge de vos risques.
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well as royal ordinances of the kings of France, Spain and

Portugal. They are authentic memorials of the prosperity of

commerce, and evidence of the early usages in respect to a

contract governed by general principles of policy and justice.

We may also refer to the decisions of the Eota of Genoa, (of

which so much use is made by Koccus,) to show how early

and extensively insurance questions became a source of

*346 litigation and topic of discussion in the courts of *jus-

tice." But without dwelling upon these historical

views, my object at the close of this lecture is, merely to di-

rect the attention of the student to the character and value

of the most distinguished works which have elevated and

adorned this branch of the law.

The earliest work extant on insurance, is the celebrated

French treatise entitled Le Ouidon. It was digested and

prepared some centuries ago, by a person whose name is un-

known, for the use of the merchants of Kouen. It was pub-

lished by Cleirac, in 1671, in his collection entitled Les Us et

Coiotumes de la Mer ; but it was a production of a much ear-

lier date, and it contains decisive evidence that the law of

insurance had become, in the sixteenth century, a regular

science. Emerigon viewed it as containing the true principles

of nautical jurisprudence, and valuable for its wisdom and for

the great number of principles and decisions which it con-

tained ; and when Cleirac gave to the world his revised and

corrected edition of the Le Chiidon, he regretted that he was

not able to rescue from oblivion the name of an author who
had conferred signal honour on his country, by the merit

and solidity of his production, though it wanted the taste and

elegance of later ages.^"

The treatise of Eoccus on insurance has been universally

regarded as a text-book of great authority. He was an emi-

nent civilian and judge at Naples, and published his work in

1655 ; and Mr. IngersoU, the American translator, perceives

* Those decisions, under the title of Decisiones Rota Oenuce de Mercatura, are

contained in the voluminous compilation, which includes the works of Santerna and

of Straccha, and was published at Amsterdam in 1669. They amount to two hun-

dred and fifteen decisions, and many of them relate to insurance questions, and they

settled principles which govern at this day.

'' Cleiradt Pre£ to Le Ouidon.
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an analogy between the treatises of Eoccus and Littleton's

Tenures. That analogy does truly exist in the sound logic,

admirable precision and vast power of compression,

*which are displayed throughout his works. He made *34T

free use of the treatises of Santema and Straccha on in-

surance law, and gave authority to those very creditable pro-

ductions of the latter part of the sixteenth century-^i Bynk-

ershoeck has devoted the fourth book of his Qucestiones Ju-

ris Privati to the contract of insurance. It constitutes a

large treatise, which discusses, with his usual freedom of

thought and expression, almost every important branch of

the law of that contract. His work, which occasionally refers

to the Eoman law, is almost entirely grounded on Dutch
edicts, and judicial decisions in the courts of Holland. It is

essentially a collection of reports of cases adjudged in the

Dutch courts, and I do not perceive that he ever refers to the

decisions of the Rota of Genoa, or to the writings of Santema,

Straccha or Koccus, which were before his eyes. Such re-

serve, or proud disdain of foreign illustration and aid, detracts

greatly from the scientific character and liberal temper of

the work. But we proceed to the mention of authors, by
whose learned labours the utility of all preceding treatises

on insurance was superseded, and their fame and lustre

eclipsed.

* Yalin's copious commentary upon that part of the *348

ordinance of Louis XIV. which relates to insurance, is

deserving of great attention, and it has uniformly and every-

where received the tribute of the highest respect, for the

» The treatise of Santema, a Portuguese lawyer, De Assecuraiionibus et Sponsi-

onibus Mercaiorum, and the later work of Straccha, of Ancoaa, De Assecuraiioni-

bus, equally abound in references throughout the body of their works, to the civil

law and the early civilians. The latter is essentially the gi-oundwork of the treatises

of Roccus, and yet both Straccha and'Santema are rudely termed, by Bynkershoeck,

semi-barbarous writers, though they were familiar not only with the Roman law,

but with the Roman classics. Emerigon and Valin make free use of the works of

these authors, as they do also of the commercial discourses of Casaregis, who is

without contradiction, as Valin says, i^Gom. sur. Ord. Pref.) the best of all the

writers whom he had enumerated, and he had already mentioned Clcii'ac, Straccha,

Stypmannus, Loccenius, Kuricke, Peckius, Vinnius and Weysten. Casaregis has

also received the highest and warmest eulogy from the learned and eloquent author

of the article No. 15, in the North American Review, vol. vii. 823.
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good sense, sound learning and weight of character which

are attached to his luminous reflections. Pothier's essay on

insurance is a concise, perspicuous, accurate and admirable

elementary digest of the principles of insurance, and it con-

tains the fundamental doctrines and universal law of the con-

tract. But the treatise of Emerigon very far surpasses all

preceding works, in the extent, value and practical applica-

tion of his principles. It is tEe most didactic, learned and

finished production extant on the subject. He professedly

carried his researches into the antiquities of the maritime

law, and illustrated the ordinances by what he terms the ju-

risprudence of the tribunals ; and he discussed all incidental

questions, so as to bring within the compass of his work a

great portion of international and commercial law connected

with the doctrines of insurance. In the language of Lord

Tenterden, no subject in Emerigon is discussed without being

exhausted, and the eulogy is as just as it is splendid. Eme-
rigon was a practical man, who united exact knowledge of the

details of business with manly sense and consummate erudi-

tion. He was a practising lawyer at Marseilles, for perhaps

forty years, and the purity of his private life corresponded

with the excellence of his public character. Valin acknow-

ledges that he owed some of the best parts of his work to the

genius and industry of that eminent civilian, who gratuitously

pressed upon him, with a cordiality and disinterestedness

almost without example, a rich collection of materials, con-

sisting of. decisions and authorities, suitable to illustrate and
adorn the jurisprudence of the commentary. It would be

difficult to peruse the testimony which Yalin has so frankly

borne to the moral, as well as literary and professional accom-

plishments of Emerigon, without being sensibly touched with

the generosity of the friendship of those illustriousmen.
*349 *Since the renovation of the marine ordinance of

Louis XrV., in the shape of the commercial code of

France of 1807, there has arisen a host of commentators, such

as the Baron Locre, Pardessus, Laporte, Delvincourt, Toullier

and Boulay Paty, of various and tmequal merit. The treatise

of M. Pardessus, on commercial law, in five volumes, contains

a neat and excellent digest of the law of marine insurance

;

and though he has not enriched his work with citations from

the text-writers, or with references to judicial decisions, it con-
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tains intrinsic evidence of extensive and accurate research, as

well as of clear and solid judgment. TouUier, thougli al-

ready quite voluminous, has not as yet touched on the com-

mercial code. On the law of insurance, I would select and

recommend Boulay Paty as the latest and test writer. He
has explained and illustrated every part of the code, but de-

voted nearly half of his voluminous work to the single head

of insurance, and he has treated the subject very much in the

style of Emerigon. He has trodden in his footsteps, adopted

his copious learning, applied his principles with just discrim-

ination, and gives us a complete treatise on every branch of

insurance, according to the order and under the correction of

the new code.

The first notice of the contract of insurance that appears in

the English reports, is a case cited in Coke's Eeports,'^ and

decided in the Slst of Elizabeth ; and the commercial spirit

of that age gave birth to the statute of 4:3d Elizabeth, passed

to give facility to the contract, and which created the court of

policies of assurcmce, and shows by its preamble that the bu-

siness of marine insurance had been in immemorial use, and

actively followed. But the law of insurance received very

little study and cultivation for ages afterwards; and Mr.

Park informs us that there were not forty cases upon matters

of insurance prior to the year 1766, and even those cases were

generally loose nisiprims notes, containing very little infor-

mation or claim to authority. From that time forward the

decisions of the English courts on insurance assumed new
spirit and vigour, and they deserve to be studied with the ut-

most application. When Sir William Blackstone published

the second volume of his Commentaries, Lord Mansfield had

presided in the Court of Eing's Bench for nearly ten years
;

and in that short space of time the learning relating to marine

insurance had been so rapidly and so extensively cul-

tivated that he concluded, that if the principles *8et- *350

tied were well and judiciously collected, they would

form a very complete title in the code of commercial juris-

prudence. Mr. Park (now a judge of the Court of King's

Bench) took the suggestion, and published his System of the

« 6 Cokis Rep. 47. b.
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Lam ofMarine Insurances inlT86, and lie had the advantage

of the labours of the whole period of Lord Mansfield's judicial

life ; and the decisions are collected and digested with great

copiousness, erudition and accuracy. He extracted all that

was valuable from the compilations of Malynes, Molloy,

Magens, Beawes and "Weskett ; and he had the good sense

and liberality to enrich his work with the materials of those

vast and venerable repositories of commercial learning, the

Le Ouidon, the foreign ordinances, and the writings of Eoc-

cus, Bynkershoeck, Yalin, Pothier and Emerigon.

About the time that Park published his treatise, the Ele-

ments of the LoAJo relating to Insv/ramoes, by Mr, Miller, a

Scotch advocate, appeared at Edinburgh. He evidently com-

piled his work without any knowledge of the contemporary

publication of Mr. Park ; and though the English cases are

not so extensively cited and examined by him, he supplied

the deficiency by a digest of cases in Scotland ; and he ap-

pears to have been equally familiar with the continental ci-

vilians, and to have discussed the principles of insurance with

uncommon judgment and freedom of inquiry. Since the pub-

lication of Miller's treatise, no work appeared in Scotland on

the subject of insurance, until Mr. Bell took a concise view of

that, as well as of other maritime contracts, in his very valu-

able Commentaries / and he states, that since the period of

1787, the mercantile law of Scotland has been making rapid

strides towards maturity.

The treatise of Park had passed through five editions, when
Mr. Marshall published, in 1802, his Treatise on the Loajo of
Insura/nce. It contains a free and liberal discussion of prin-

ciples, and it is more didactic and elementary in its instruc-

tion than the work of his predecessor, but it abounds
*351 *with citations of the same cases at Westminster, and

a reference to the same learned authors in France and

Italy. Mr. Park is entitled to the superior and lasting merit

of being the artist who first reduced the English law of insu-

rance to the beauty and order of a regular science, and at-

tracted to it the rays of foreign genius and learning. The
American edition of Marshall, by Mr. Oondy, is greatly to be
preferred to any other edition ; and even that improved work
is now in a considerable degree superseded by Mr. Phillips'

Treatise on the Law of Insurance, the first volume of which
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was published at Boston in 1823, and the second in 1834, and

a new and improved edition ofthe entire work, in two volumes,

inl840. This authorhasvery diligently collected andingrafted

into his work not only the English cases, but the substance of

all the American cases and decisions on insurance, which had

been accumulating for a great number of years. In that view

it is an original work of much labour, discrimination and

judgment, and of indispensable utility to the profession in this

country, a

The treatise of Mr. Benecke, on the Principles of Indem-

nity in Mcmme Insurcmoe, may be considered as an original

work of superior merit, written by a business man, on the

most useful and practical part of the law of insurance. It

contains great research, clear analysis, strong reasoning, and

an accurate application of principles, and was intended for

the use of the merchant and ship-owner, as well as of the

practising lawyer. The work was the result of much study,

research and experience ; and the public expectation of its

value, from the ^ell-known character and ability of

*the author, had been highly raised, a long time be- *352

fore the publication.''

• In' 1 828, a new Treatise on the Law relating to Insurance, by David Hughes,

Esq., of the inner temple, was published at London. It goes OTer the same ground

already fully and sufficiently occupied by his two eminent predecessors, Park and

Marshall ; and with very scanty reference to any foreign authorities, it cites all the

modern English cases. It is a plain, methodical and correct treatise, and must be

valuable to an English lawyer, so far as it has incorporated into the work the sub-

stance of the recent decisions not to be found in the former works. Beyond that

information, the treatise is entirely supei-flaous.

i> The treatise of Mr. Benecke was published in 1824, and yet, in Jacobsen's

works on the Laws of the Sea, published at Altona, in 1814, he speaks of this

treatise, by its title, as being in preparation by a master-hand. This treatfie of

Mr. Benecke is said to be only an inconsiderable portion of his great original work

on Insurances and Maritime Loans, iiuhVisbei at Hamburgh, between 1805 and

1810, and translated into Italian, and published at Trieste in 1828. It is the most

comprehensive and perfect work on insurance and maritime loans, says Mr. Duer,

that has yet appeared. Lecture on Representations, 135. (1)

(1) Since the last edition of tliis work, the second volnme of Mr. Duer's Treatise on Marino

Insurance has been published. It is to be hoped that this learned lawyer and accomplished

scholar, now elevated to the bench of the New-Tork Saperior Court, may And time, amidst his

important and multifarious judicial labours, to complete soon his most able and valuable

treatise.



LECTUEE XLIX.

OF MAEITIME LOANS.

The contracts of lottomry and resjpondemtia are maritime

loans of a very Mgh and privileged nature, and they are

always upheld hy the admiralty with a strong hand, when

entered into iona fide, and without any suspicion of fraud.

The principle on which they are founded and supported is of

great antiquity, and penetrates so deeply into it, that Emeri-

gon says its origin cannot be traced. It was borrowed by

the Romans from the laws of the ancient Rhodians, and it is

deeply rooted in the general maritime law of Europe, from

which it has been transplanted into the law of this country.

The object of hypothecation bonds is to procure the necessary

supplies for ships which happen to be in distress in foreign

ports, where the master and owners are without credit, and
in cases in which, if assistance could not be procured by
means of such instruments, the vessels and their cargoes

must be left to perish. The authority of the master to hy-

pothecate the ship and freight, and even the cargo, in a case

of necessity, is indisputable.* (1) The vital principle of a

bottomry bond is, that it be taken in a case of unprovided

necessity, where the owner has no resources or credit for ob-

taining necessary supplies.'' If the lender knew that the

» The Gratdtudine, 8 Roh. Mm. Rep. 240. 267. The Hero, 2 Dods. Rep. 139.

Case of the Duke of Bedford, 2 Sagg. Adm. Rep. 294. Vide supra, 113. Sea

stores, particularly for the subsistence of passengers, are objects of a bottomry

bond. 2 Eagg. Adm. Rep. 301.

•i Vide supra, 111. The degree of necessity that will justify the master in

(1) If goods of a shipper be taken to discharge a bottomry bond, which the master had
properly giTcn, the owner of the vessel is liable for such goods, though he had refused to ratify

the bond. Duncan v. Benson, 1 Wels. K efc Gordon's B. 53T. See 8 Id. 644, where the de-

cision was aifirmcd in Bschequer Chamber. But he ianol liable for goods wrongfully sold by
the master. Pope v. Nickerson, S Story's B. 465.
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owner had an empowered consignee^ or agent in the port,

willing to supply his wants, the taking the bond is a fraiud
;

but if fairly taken under an. ignorance of the'fact^ the

*courts of admiralty are disposed to uphold such bonds, - ^354

as niecessary for the support of commerce in its ex-

tremities of distress.* And if the lender of money 'on a bot-

tomry or respondentia bond, be willing to stake' the money
upon the safe arrival of the ship or cargo, and. to take upon

himself, like an insurer, thei risk' of sea perils, it is lawful,

reasonable and just, that he should be authorized to demand
and receire an extraordinary interest, to be agreed on,- and'

which thei lender' shall deem commensurate' to the hazard he

runs.'" :
'

A })ottomry hond is a loan of money upon the ship, or ship

and accruing freight,; at an extraordinary interest, upon mari -

time risks,, to beiborne by the lender, for a specifiq voyage, or

for a;definite period. It is in the, nature of a mortgage, by
which the ship-owner, or the master on his behalfj pledges :

the ship as a security for the money borrowed,:and it covers

the freight of the voyage, or during the limited time. (1) A

taking up money on bottomry for repairs, and that will justify the creditor in lending
'

it, is examined with great learning and judgment in the case of The Ship Fortitude,

G. 0. U. 8. Maes^ August, 1838., '• See: the Zaw Reporter, vol. i. So. 5. 3' Sum-'

nei^s R. 228.
,

, ! .

" The Nelson, 1 Sagg. Aim. Rep. 169. Lord Stowell, in the case of Tiie Grati-

tudine, 3 Rob. Adm. Rep. 271, 11%.
'

^ For the historical learning', on the subject of maritime loans, see Dig. 22. 2.

De nautieo fmiore. Code, 4. 33. Ibid. Bynk. Q. J. Priv. lib. 3. c. 16. pp. 506.

509. Emerigon, h. t. c. 1. sec. 1, has collected all that the Roman law has said on

the subject. The speeches of Demosthenes against Zenothemis, Apaturius, Phor-

mio, Lacritus and Dionysodorus, relate to ihe fmlius nauticum of the Roman law,

or the bottomry contract of the modim commercial nations. See, in the American

Jurist, No. 6. p. 248, an account of naaritime loans in ancient Athens, taken from

the treatise on the Public Economy of Athens, by the learned Augustus Boekh,

Greek Lecturer and Professor at the University of Bel'lin. The goods were

generally, and so'metimes the vessfl was pledged for the security of the loan, with

maritime interest. See, also, Lord Stowell, in the case of The Gratitudine, 3 Rob.

Adm. Rep. 267. The Alexa'hder, 1 Dodson'a Adm. Rep. 278. The Augusta, ibid.

283. TheHero, 2 JiJi. 139.

(1) A Britiflli ship, whose master and crew had been murdered in a mutiny, Went into a
'

foreign port, where the British consul gave a bottomry on the ship ; Bond pronounced for _

The Cynthia, 20 Mig. L. & E. S. 623.

Payment of bottomry bond into the admiralty, is a good defence to an action for the freight.

Place V. Polls, 20 .Eisor. Z. c6 .E iJ. 605. ,,:

YoL. in. 28
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respondentia lond is a loan upon the pledge of the cargo,

though an hypothecation of both ship and cargo may be made
in one instrument ; and generally, it is only a personal obli-

gation on the borrower, and is not a specific lien on the goods,

unless there be an express stipulation to that eflfect in the

bond ; and it amounts, at most, to an equitable Hen on the

salvage, in case of loss.* The condition of the loan is

*355 *the safe arrival of the subject hypothecated, and the

eiitire principal as well as interest is at the risk of the

lender during the voyage. The bottomry holder undertakes

the risk of the voyage as to the enumerated perils, but not as

to those which arise from the fault or misconduct of the mas-

ter or owner. Quia suspidt m se jpericulum navigationis,

suscepitp&riculumfortunm non culpm. The money is loaned

to the borrower, upon condition that if the subject pledged

be lost by a peril of the sea, the lender shall not be repaid,

except to the extent of what remains ; and if the subject

arrives safe, or if it shall not have been injured, except by its

own defect, or the fault of the master or mariners, the bor-

rower must return the sum borrowed, together with the mari-

time interest agreed on, and for the repayment, the person of

the borrower is bound, as well as the property pledged. This

is the definition of the contract given by Pothier ;'' and it was
taken from the Koman laws, and has been adopted by Emeri-

gon, and he says the definition is given in nearly the same
terms by all the maritime jurists. "= (1)

Money may also be lawfully loaned at any rate of interest.

' 2 Bteis. Com. 459. Bask v. Fearon, 4 -E'asJ's iJep. 319. Axxardimg to JEme-

rigon, vol. ii 4'76. 661, the respondentia lender has a lien ou the cargo of the bor-

rower on board ; and if the loan be for the outward and homeward voyage, the

lien affects the return cargo, being the proceeds of the outward cargo. By the

foreign laws the lender on respondentia has the pledge of the goods as a security.

Pothier, Bynkershoeck and Emerigon. Abbott on Shipping, 5th Ana. edit. Boston,

1846, p. 197. But this is not the English law. Respondentia loans have been

disused in England since the statute of 19 George II. c. SI.

^ Contrat & la grosse, n. 1.

' Emerigon, Traite des Contrats & la grosse, c 1. sec. 2. 2 Hogg. Adm. Rep.

53. 57. Story, J., in the case of The Brig Draco, 2 Sumner, 186. S. P.

(1) If a bottomry bond is void for fraud, there is no valid implied lien for money advanced.

Brig Ann Pratt, 1 Ourtia M. 340.
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upon the mere hazard of a specific voyage, to be mentioned

in the contract, without any security either upon the ship or

cargo. But this last species of maritime loan, depending

upon the event of the voyage, has a tendency to introduce

wagering and usurious contracts, and it has been restrained

in England, by the statute of 19 Geo. II. c. 37, as to East India

voyages. If the borrower has no effects on board, or hav-

ing some, he borrows much beyond their value, it will afford

a strong ground to suspect fraud, and that the voyage will

have an unfortunate end.* Such loans were entirely sup-

pressed in France, by the marine ordinance of 1681. They

were considered to be wagers, in the form of bottomry con-

tracts ; and it was declared that, in case of loss, the borrower

upon goods should not be discharged without proving

*that he had goods on board at the time of the loss, *356

on his own account, to the amount of the sum lent.*"

The same prohibition was continued in the commercial code,

and the loan on bottomry, or at respondentia, is valid to the

extent only of the value of the subject matter on which the

loan is effected.^ Sergeant Marshall says,'' that there is no

common law decision that sanctions such a loan, and he con-

siders it to be a gambling contract. The weight of authority

is, however, in favour of the validity of these maritime loans,

where nothing is hypothecated.^ The lender runs the risk of

the voyage, and receives extraordinary interest by way of

compensation. (1) The contract is not usurious, for the princi-

pal loaned is put at risk.f

The general rule is, that the power of the master to take

• CasaregU, Disc. 62, u. 1. Omdon, c. 19. sec. 10.

^ Ord. de la Mar. tit Des Oontrait A grosse aventure, art. 14. Ibid. art. 3,

" Oode de Commerce, art. 317.

^ Gondifs MarsluM, vol. ii. 745.

e 2 Blacks. Com. 459. Molloy, b. 2. o. 10. sec. 13.

' Soome V. GleeD, 1 Sid.Bep.S1. The ^ew-Tork Bevised Slatutes,vol.i. 662,

declare void all wager contracts, except contracts on bottomry or respondentia.

See supra, 218. It is essential that the principal and interest should both be put

at iTsk, if the interest resei'ved be more than legal interest, in order to constitute

a bottomry conti'act Jennings v. Insui-anoe Company of Pennsylvania, 4 Binney's

Bep. 244.

(1) If a bond amounts to a mere pledge to secure a debt and simple Interest, it is not a bot.

tomry bond. Leland v. Tlie Sliip Medora, 2 Wood, & M..K. 93.
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up .Bio^iey upon hotpomxy ox, respoBdi^n{^a,,-,e^sts, only; ,a£^j;r

the Toyage has commenced^ anid, is,t^l^ei.exerQisie^ in some,

foreign port where the
,
owner 4oes not reside, for in siich cases

o^lj is the hypothecation presunied tg be.necessary, a, rBut it

is npt; indispensable to
,
ilie , validity of an hypotljecation bond,

that, the ship or cai'goshould^bpfiii,^, fci^eign,poyfi .i'tk^ <l^y^..

does not looi:, to the mere loqahty of the transaction, b,wt,-1iO^

th,e difficulty of comm'uniqatipnbetweenthe. waster aiid hip;

o^j^ners. If forced intp a port of the. saipe country in.^hich,

the owner jrpsides, the master .may hypothecate the ship and,

cargo, in; a case of extreme i|fic^s^ty,-and Tyit^en, Jiephad no

opportunity o;rm,eaiis, pr it -^as extrefli^ly . diffipvlt to cojut,

, ,
,
municate with the owners.

,
Occasions may .arise ijij

*S5Y which the ,d}ffei;erit *ports o^ the same country maybe
'

,
r .: as much; separated and, cut pflf, from a/ll pompapBipatiok:

with each (Other, as if they were situated i^,|^i^j:ai^^ parl^ of

thpglobe.b^ ,- .. ,/ ,, (,,,_,., ,,j J, ,^ ,,,,;:;, ;;,;,.„; ,.^

There ;ia great analogy bet^iVjeen the, opn.trac^g. pf bottomry

and insurance. They are 'i&:equeptiy goyerneid jby, th.e same^

principles, though each, of tiheni/has a pharacter, peculiar tpj

itself. They cpntribujte, in^ii^pr^ep^ grpportiojiSjto,thie,fapilxty

and security of maritime commerce. ; but the immense capi-

tals iioWr,engaged in eyery branch of commerce,, andihes
.
ex-

tension pf;Baair^np^, insurance, have very essep|;ially abridged

the practice, of, such loans. The master pannot hypothecate

for a pre-'f>jxi^tipg debt, and thp necessity of tbe,loan mustbp,

shown to have existeid at the time itwas.madejO aufithat th&

master h^d, no other means of raising rthe money at marine

» Candy's Marshall, vol. ii. ,^il. h. c Eeade v. Commgji-<aal Insjij'apce .CompaDy,

3 Johns. Rep. 3,60. 1 Emerigon ^^toxa^ ii. 42*. 4.36.
,
Code ^ Commerce^ art. 32].

Lister v. Baxter, Str. Rep. 695. Abioit on Shipping, 6th Am. edit. 193.

,

' La Tsabel, 1 Dodson's Rep. 273. See, also,, The Ehadamanthe, 1 Do4iop.'s

Adm. Rep. 201. Gi-eeley t. 'Waterhouae, .19 J^ajne JJ. 1.
, , .,.,,,,

" The Brig Hunter, Ware's Rep. 249. ,Dr. LushiDgton, in, the saee of jthe.ship

Vibelia, in the English Admiralty, in pecember, 1838, held,.|that where, the genera,!

character of the transactjon.was clearly thajt of bottomrj', the -whole was to be pre-

sumed to be of ; the same character, unless expressly disproved ; and th^t it was

competent for a foreign merchant, without any express agreement at all for a

bottomry bond, to make advances on the security of the ship as a liengiten by the

law of his own country, and that it was not necessary to have a bottomry Ijond, or

any agreement for one, till the ship was about to sail. The Law Reporter for

September,'l889. ' '
,

,
', ,, . /' '

''

!
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interest; and when that fact i^ established, the misapplication

of it by thes ih'aster^ without the knowledge and assent of the

lendeir, will not aifect its' validity. » The marine interest de-

pends entirely u;^on the ri^k, and, therefore, if the^rop6sed

voyage be abandoned before the risk has attached, the co'n-

tract'is turned into a simpl6 and absolute loan at ordinary

legalinterest. So, if the borrower ha(i|' hot goods on board

lie ship' to the value of the suni borro'vVed, the' contract, in

case of' loss, is reduced in prb'portion to thd diminished value,

and' the 'borrower' is boiind at ^11 evenis to retui-h the sui'plus

of the sum borrowed, 'with the ordinary interest. The rii^ri-

time interestisin a raiio'to the maritime risk or value of 'the

goods shipped.!* After the voyage has commenced, and the

loan has been for a moment at hazard, though the Vessel be

shortly forced back, by the perils of the sea, intd the pOrt of

departure, and the ^bfkge broken up, the lender is en-

titled to *his principal, with the marine interest, for *358

the whole had been put at hazard."^ The same prin-

ciple of necessity, which upiholdsa bottomry bond, entitles a

bond of a later date, fairly given at a foreign port, under a

pressure '6f necessity, to priority of payment over One of a

formet date, notwithstanding this is contrary' to the usual

rule in other cases of security.'^ The equity of it consists in

this, that the last loan furnished' the means of presfei^ving the

ship, and without it the former lenders would entirely have

lost their security, and therefore it supersedes a prior mort-

gage as well as any other prior lien.e The bottomry bond is

also-to be paid-before any prior insurance, f and it supersedes

a previous mortgage of thjp ship.s (1) The bottomry bond

' The Jstae,l Dodson'sRep.iO^X. Bmerigon,tomeiuiBi. Hurry v. The SWp
John, 1 Wash. Cir. Hep. 293. Vide supra, 16S and IVl, n. d. ,,

^ : Emerigon, Traiie des Gontrgis d, la groaae, c. 6. sec. 1. FraDklin Ins. Company

T. lord, 4JKa5on,'«;iffip.,248.,,
.

• Boulay Paty, Goursde Droit (Iprn.-iom^m.'li—T6. 167-—169. .

•

d The Rhadamanthe, 1 SpdsQn's Rep. 204. The ^fitaey, ibij. 289. The Jeru-

B?i\em,i GalUson'^tRyi.ii^Q., Code de, Oommerce,ari.Si3.,

« The Sloop Mary, 1 Paints Sep. 671. S. P. supra, 175.

' BoulayPaiy,i6mem.i2S.232.

t The Dnkebl'Bedford, 2 ZTa^jr. ^(^»t. iSep. 294.

(1) In the case of The Catharine, 1 Eng. lam tfc 'tlq. B. 879, it was deoidedi that when a
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cannot be made to cover advances made upon the personal

security of the borrower, and not upon the exclusive security

of the ship ; but taking biUs of exchange at the same time,

by way of collateral security, does not exclude the bottomry

bond, nor diminish its solidity.* (1)

The perils which the lender on bottomry runs, are usually

specified in the bond ; and, accprdingto the forms in common
use, they are essentially the same as those against which the

underwriter, in a policy of insurance, undertakes to indem-

nify. By the French law, the lender can insure the money

lent, for he runs the risk of it. He can insure the principal,

though not his maritime interest.^ The respondentia bonds

in Philadelphia are said to be peculiar. The lender is enti-

tled to the benefits of salvage, and is liable for general

*359 *and particular average. They extend to perils by

fire, enemies, men of war, or any other casualties.*

There is not, in respect to the contract, any constructive total

loss. Nothing but an utter annihilation of the subject hy-

pothecated, will discharge the borrower on bottomry.^ The

property saved, whatever it may be in amount, continues sub-

ject to the hypothecation. The lender can look only to what

is saved ; and if that be not equal to the value of the loan,

the lender must bear the loss of the residue, and he cannot

recover the deficiency of the borrower. By the general ma-

rine law, the lender on bottomry is entitled to be paid out of

the effects saved, so far as those effects go, if the voyage be

disastrous.®

• The Augusta, 1 Dodsoris Rep. 283. The Jane, iUd. 461. The Hunter, Ware')

Rep. 249.

i" Guidon, c. 18. sec. 2. note, by Cleirac. Rooms, De Navibus, n. 61. Valin,

tome ii. 12. Appleton v. Orowninshield, 3 Mass. Rep. 443. Code de Commerce,

art. 347.

• Insurance Company of Pennsylyania v. Duval, 8 Berg. & Rawle, 188. By the

Code de Commerce, art. 330, the lender, on bottomry and respondentia, is also

chargeable for general and for particular average.

^ Thompson v. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 1 Maide dk 8dw. 30.

« Parker, J., and Scwall, J., in Appleton v. Orowninshield, 3 Mass. Rep. 448.

British ship, upon which a bottomry bond had been taken, was sold at Bahia, by the master, at

public auction, as unseaworthy, and with the assent of the conenl, the ship was still subject to

the bond, though the purchaser had no notice ofit

(1) The bill of exchange, in such case, is not an independent security, payable at all events.
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The position laid down by Lord Mansfield, and afterwards

by Lord Kenyon,=- that the lender on bottomry or respondentia

was not Kable to contribjition, in case of a general average, has

been much and justly questioned in the elementary works.''

It is contrary to the maritime law of France, and of other

parts of Europe, and in Louisiana we have a decision

*against it.o The new French law, contraiy to the *360

ordinance of 1681, charges the lender with simple

average, on partial losses, unless there be a positive stipula-

tion to the contrary ; but such a stipulation, to exempt him
from gross or general average, would be void, and contrary to

natural equity.^ The reasoning of Emerigon is conclusive in

favour of the right of making the lender chargeable with his

equitable proportion of an average contribution. K he owes

the preservation of his money lent to the sacrifice made by

others for the preservation of the ship and cargo, why should

he not contribute towards a jettison, ransom or composition,

made for the common safety ? If no such sacrifice had been

made, he would have lost his entire loan, by the rapacity of

pirates, or the violence of the storm.

If the ship or cargo be lost, not by the perils of the sea, but

by the default of the borrower or master, the hypothecation

bond is forfeited, and must be paid. If the ship be lost on

the voyage, and the cargo forwarded by another ship, in that

case the borrowers must pay the debt, for such is the spirit of

Wilmer v. Stnilax, 2 Peters' Adm. Rep. 295, note. Valin's Com. tome ii. 12.

Code de Commerce, art. S27. Magens on Insurance, vol. ii. 52. 56. 196—198. 430.

Emerigon, tome ii. 544. 547.

• Joyce V. Williamson, and Walpole r. Ewer, Park on Insurance, 6th edit. 563.

665. In the former case, Lord Mansfield declared it to be a clear point, that by

the law of England there was neither average nor salvage upon a bottomiy bond-

This must be understood with the exception in the statute of 19 Geo. IL c. 37,

which, on East India risks, allows the benefit of salvage to the lender on bottomry

or at respondentia.

•> See Corubfs Marshall, vol. ii. 160, 761. 1 Phillips on Insurance, 735—737.

2d edit.

° Chandler v. Gamier, 18 Martin, 599.

* Ord. de la Mar. h. t. art. 16. Code, art. 330. Emerigon, TraitS des Oontrats

d, la grosse, c. 7. sec. 1.

It is collateral to the bond, and is subject to the same oonlingenoles. The Hunter, «ofo (a),
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the contract.'' The lender, who is, in ^effect, an insurer, 'does

not^. as in ordinary cases of insurance, assume the risk of bar-

ratry, orrlosft by the &aud; or misconduct of the borrower or

his agents.> And 4hei'dclctrine of ; seaworthiness, deviation,

and the necessity of diligence and correct conduct on the part

of the[borEOwer,Mare! equally applicable to this contract, as to

that of insurance. The lender is not/to.bear losses proceeding

from the- want of seaworthiness, or from unjustifiable devia-

tion, or from the fault of the borrower, or the inherent infir-

,:
jnity of the cargo^ . ISTor does he run theirisk of the goods

1 1 shipped on board another ship, without necessity.?

*361 *These maritime ;loans my be safelyieflFected'in a

fair and; iproper case!, as we (have already seen, at the

port of destination,; as weli^as at any other foreign port.'' So,

-,the consignee: of the cargo^i and even the agent of the owner

. or charterer, of the ship, under- special circumstances, may
;take a [boittomryi bond, by wayiof security for advances made
by himl^ .)The owner himself may also^executea bottbmry

ibond abroad, and it will be enforced in our ^American admi-

ralty courts, which have undolibted jurisdiction over such

contracts, though executM- on land and under seal.^

It has been made a: question^ whether a loaa on bottomiy

or respondentia be good, if the ship or goods be already at

sea when it is effected, inasmuch as the motives to the loan

' Ins. Company of Penn. v. Duval, 10 Serg. cfc Rawle, 138. ,

' i" Roccus, DeNaviluii,n.5\. Western v. Wildy./SiJTCner, 152. Ord.delaMar.

tit. Contrats A la grouse, art. 12. Mnerigoti, tome ii. 609—512. Code de Com-

merce, art. 326.

» Gon'dfs Marshall, vol. ii. 763—VSS. Boulay Paty, tome" iii. 168—164. 171^

176. Ibid. 1^2. So, if tHe vessel be sold or transferred after the risk ha^ com-

menced, or the voyage be in any manner broken up by the borrower, the maritime

risk t^rmindtes, and the bond becomes presently payable, 'in like' manner as a policy

of insurance becomes in a like ' case functus iyfficioai'ia future risks. The Bng
Draco, 2 Sitmner, 193, 194.

_

'

^ Z Jbhris. Rep. Z^i:

« The Alexander, 1 Sodson, 278. The Hero, 2 ibid. 139. Case of the Ship

Venus, Abbott on Shipping, 5\h edit. Bostonj 1846, p. 208.

' The Slobp Jiary, 1 Poine'siJep. 671. Menetone v. Gibbons, 3 Term JJep.2§7.

The bottomi-y bond may be given by the ovraer, without the concurrence of the

master, or by- thfr mastei^ according to circumstances. The Duke of Bedford, 2

Hagg. Adrrt,~Rep. 294. And it may be made by the owner, eitheri in a foreigUTor

home port. The Brig Draco, 2 Sumner, 167. .;
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are supposed to have ceased aftei* the ship's departure. Valin

is in favoilr of the validity of the loan, and he considers that

the presumption is, either that the money has been usefully

employed in the things put 'at risk, or in paying what was

due onthat account ; and this reasoning is deemed solid by

Marshall, notwithstanding' it stands opposed to the high au-

thority of Emerigon.=^ It 'has, likewise, been recently sanc-

tioned by the decision of the Supreme Court of the United

States, who have adjudged that it' is not necessary that a re-

spondentia loan (and the law on this point is the same; whe-

ther applied to respondentia or bottomry bonds) should be

made before the departure of the Ship oh the voyage, and

that: it may be made' after the goods are at risk. Nor is it

necessary that the money should be employed in the outfit

of the vessel, or invested in the goods on which the risk is run.

It is sufficient that the risk of the voyage be substantially

and really taken, and the advance made in good faith

for a maritime' premium.'' The *lender is not pre-' '
*362

sumed to lend upon the faith of any particular' appro^'

priation of the money ; and if it Were otherwise, his security

could not be avoided by any misapplication of the fund, where

the risk was honafide run upon other goods. The loan may
be made, and the risk taken, upon the usual footing of poli-

cies of insurance, lost or not lost, and precisely as though the

ship was then in port ; and if, before the hypothecation be

given, the property be actually lost by a;ny of the perils

enumerated in it, the losS: must be borne by the lender.^ .^

After the risk has ceased, by the safe arrival Of thei ship,

marine interest ceases, and gives place to the ordinary legal

interest, on the aggregate amount of the debt due, consistiag

FaKji's Com. tome i. 366. ^mmjoa, to)me ii. 484. 06ni^sMarshaU,\o\.'-a.

'741 a.
' '

' •• Whether a bottomry bond, executed by th« cwner in hia own place of resi-

dence, be valid, has been questioned, but when executed by him in a foreign port,

it is undoubtedly binding. The Sloop Mai-y, 1 Paine, c. BTl. It is not necessaiy

to the validity of a bottomry bond made by the'owner of the veasel, that the

money borrowed should be advanced for the necessities of the ship, or ca^go, or

voyage. The owner may eiDploy the money as he pleases. But if rdade by the

-master, mrtiite officii^ it must be for the ship's necessities, for the implied authority

of the master extends no further. The Brig Draco, 2 /SMBjner, ISTi - ,
.

,f;

« Conard v. Atlantic Insurance Company, I Peterif U. 8. Rep. 386.
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of the money lent with the maritime premium. (1) This is

understood to be the rule in the French law. The ordinary

interest begins upon the accumulated sum when the marine

interest ceases; and Boulay Paty follows the authority of

Emerigon, and of the French judicial decisions, in support of

this rule, and in opposition to the doctrine of Pothier and

Pardessus, who insist, that no interest whatever accrues be-

tween the cessation of the maritime interest and the judicial

demand of the debt.''

*363 *The French code'' prohibits all loans, in the nature

of bottomry or respondentia, upon seamen's wages or

voyages. A sailor is not generally in a situation to expect

any great profit which would justify a loan upon maritime

interest, and wages are too slender a basis for a maritime loan,

and the provision is dictated by sound policy. The English

and American courts of admiralty have a broad equity juris-

diction over such contracts. The bottomry bond may be good

in part, and bad in part ; and if the premium has been unduly

enhanced from a knowledge of the master's necessities, the

court of admiralty, which acts ex cequo et iono, may mode-

rate it, or refuse to ratify it.^ But if marine interest has not

been stipulated, no court can supply the omission, and it will

be taken to be a contract upon ordinary interest ; for no new

* Emerigon, tome ii. 414. Pothier, Traits du Pret, d lagrosse aventure, No. 51.

M. Pardessus, Oonrs de Droit Com. tome iii. u. 91V. Boulay Paty, tome iii. 80

—

89. Marshall on Insurance, vol, ii. 762, lays down the I'ule according to the

opinion of Pothier, who holds that the ordinary interest, after the risk has ceased,

commences only on the principal sum lent, and not on the joint principal and

maritime interest, for that would be compound interest. There are no English

decisions on the point, and if the French law is to govern, it is decidedly against

the opinion of Pothier. There is ground for the conclusion, that when the risk has

been run, and the peril ceases, the loan, with the extraordinary premium, becomes

an absolute debt, which ought to carry interest if the payment be delayed. The

French law declares, and it is also the doctrine of Oasaregis, that a bottomry con-

tract, if made payable to order or bearer, is negotiable like a biU of exchange, and

is to be dealt with and protested in like manner. Caseregis, Disc. 65. Boulay

Paty, tome iii. 97. Code de Commerce, art. 313.

' Code de Commerce, art 319.

• 1 Dodson, 211. 283. The Ship Packet, 3 Mason, 255. The Nelson, 1 Sagg.

Adm. R. 116. 326, 327. The Cognac, 2 ihid. S11. The Hunter, Ware's R. 265.

(1) Such was the decree in the case ofThe Ship Packet, S Maion'a B, 255. And Mr. Arnold

considers such to be the rule in Bngland, 2 Arnold on Ins, 1840.
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obligation can be inferred or reasoned out by a commentary
on the contract itself. ^

» Pothier, Traits du Fret, cl, la grosae, n. 19, See, for further information on

the subject of maritime loans, Emerigon's Essay on Maritime Loans, which is the

most complete treatise extant on the subject. The substance of it has been ably

incorporated into the work of M. Boulay, Paty, on a Course of Maritime Commer-

cial Law, and it has been closely and accurately translated by John E. Hall, Esq.,

of Baltimore.



LEOTUEE h.

OF mSHEAJTCE OF LIVES, AKD AGAINST FIEE.

(1.) Of insurcmce of Uves.

These insurances are liberal contracts, and while they create

an advantageous investment of capital, they operate benevo-

lently towards the public. Their usual purpose is to provide

a fund for creditors, or for family connections in case of death.

The insurer, in consideration of a simi in gross, or of periodi-

cal payments, undertakes to pay a certain sum, or an annuity,

depending upon the death of a person whose life is insured.

The insurance is either for the whole term of life, or for a

limited period. Such is the nature of these contracts, that

they are weU calculated to relieve the more helpless members
of a family from a precarious dependence, resting upon the

life of a single person ; and they very naturally engage the

attention and influence the judgment of those thinking men,

who have been accustomed to reflect deeply upon the past,

and to form just anticipations of the future.

The practice in Europe, of life assurances, is in a great de-

gree confined to England, and it has been introduced into the

United States.^ It is now slowly but gradually attracting

the public attention and confidence in our principal cities.

According to a maxim of the civil law, the life of a freeman

was above all valuation ; Uberum corpus cestimationem

*366 nan recvpit / and the nautical *legislation of some
parts of Europe, on this subject, has been founded upon

the principle, that it was unfit and improper to allow insu-

rances on human life. They have been tolerated in Naples,

Florence, and by the ordinances of Wisbuy, but they were

condemned in the Ze Chiidon, as contrary to good morals.

" The Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance Company was incorporated in

1818.
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aji^.as tieing tlie source of;,infinitis :^t)use.;, So, ipguranceSj

;

%i:lifei,-jy^^ere e?j)reissly fprbidjien by the^qrdiaance of Louis

XIjY^ ;, and, thSj prohrbijaon, yif^s , piade, ,tQ rest oji
i
tTpje, rea^qn-. -

gijpti in;thejciyil,law. Tbe ordiaanpes of 4-nisterdam,,Eot- .

tey,d,ap]., and ]M^iddle,bui'g, adopted the same rule, wjiicb,

:

though true in some reppects,,was,jn-this case vei^y absm^dly ,

applied.*, The new French
, code^ has omitted any express

provision on ,th^i subject, though Bpulay Paty thinks that a; t

prohibition is ppyertly,but essentially contained,, in art,i334 :o^
,

th,e. .qodft; and he inveighs vehemently agftiwt, policies upon •

human,life,, ap bping, gambling contracts, of the n^ost pe^rpi-i

dous Mnd.;'?; Most of .lihenCpmrnentators on theinew code, as

I)elvincourt,"= Locre,"! J)e Laporte and, Estrangin, concur in.,

the sanie opinion, i Pardessus,<' on the pther hand,iis, in favpur
,

of th^ legality iP;f , suc|h insurance ; and .this niupt. have, been

thp, ppi^uon of, the. Fren,c)i; government, for a:royal .>;,.!.;,!

*.9rdinance of 1820 established' a company fp^ the pur- f,QQT,

pose of, insuring lives, r ,
. ;

,
, .

.

:,Theiie, are, ,twOi,chartered life assurance companies est3,b-

1

lished in France, and though the terms of insuranQe;are niodr:

erate, and; ^^Jip, compani,es ^tremply respectable, they have

met with very littl§,^cpuragement,; and this. gr?,ve, species,of

insprance dp^s.iiot seem tOibe congenial, tp.the, taste and hab-

its,o;feithe]:^th,e;Fr^ch. or Italians,.,: In the.I^etherlands, life

ass,urance societies ai;e le^tablished Tvith, reasonable anticipa-.:

tions of success. An ordinance of the government gives them ,

a monopoly, by excluding all foreign conapaniesfrpininterfer-

" il« OuicUii, c; I'e. 'art. 5. Ord. ofWishuy, ai'f. 66. Ord. deia Mar. tit:'

Assurances, axt. W. 7aK«, tome iL 64. Pothier,\i.t.Ti.S,1." Smerigon,\Qm6 u

W8.. ,;, .,:,,i .,.,.. ;,.,. ;,,.•,,,.,, ,., K,,.
,,i,. ,,.,, ... I, ,,,,,,-,,;; ,.., : ,

'^ O0^rs,de. Droit Opip,.^ tope iij. 366. ,368. 496—506, Istm con^iii^ones stfnt _

plena iristissimi fventus, ^t.possunt invitare ad, delinquendwm. Grival, dec. 6Y. n.

;

4'8." Bdiilay'Paty ga^'s, that these life assuranbea ought to be left to their Eoglish'

iJeighbo'urs. iTbe English are wililiDg'they should be>Bo"left, and! exult in the'dis-'

tinctioD,,fdr SergeantjMai'eBall, in, his Treatise, on ,lxisurance, vol. ii., '768, suggests

,

that the prohibition of insurance on lives in France and Italy proceeds from motives

of policy, .founded on a startling senseqf the great infirmity of their public moi:als,,

which would expose to hazard lives so insured.

» Inst, de Droit Com^ Franfais, |»me ii. 345.,
, ,,.,.,

'" ^ Esprit du Qode.de Commerce, tomeiy. 15.
_ , , .

» Tome ii.
303.'

"

" "

'

,

,",'
'

,

'

,

',
,
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ing with the business on their native soil. The same exclu-

sion exists in Denmark, while the life assurance institutions

in that kingdom are said to be nothing. They are more likely

to flourish in Germany than in any other part of Continental

Europe, judging from the experiment already made, and the

character and dispositions of the people.*

The life assurance companies in England commenced with

the ArrdccMe Society, in the Beginning of the last century

;

and in 1827 there were in the united kingdom forty-four life

assurance companies, all maintaining a zealous and dangerous

competition. The companies used formerly to select and take

only lives of health and vigour ; but now it is said to be the

practice to accept all lives proposed, where no positive disease

is manifested. So, residence in any part of Europe is univer-

sally admitted, and the companies are very much exposed to

frauds, and the consequent diminution of credit and confi-

dence, by the assurance of bad lives,'and sinking the average

duration of lives insured much below the average duration of

human life.'' There is no doubt, a good deal of intrinsic dif-

ficulty in the subject; and it requires no ordinary degree of

science, skill and experience, to form just and accurate

*368 rates of insurance, or tables of annuities on *8cales

measuring truly the probabilities and value of life, in

its various stages of existence, in different climates, in dif-

ferent employments, and in the vicissitudes of action to which

it is subject.

(1.) The party insuring must have an interest in the life

insured. The English statute of 14 Geo. HI, c. 48, prohibited

insurances on lives, when the person insuring had no in-

terest in the life, and it prohibited the recovery under the po-

licy of a greater sum than the amount or value of the interest

of the insured in the life, and required the insertion in the

policy of the person's name interested therein, or for whose

benefit the policy was made. A bona fide creditor has an

insurable interest in his debtor's life to the extent of his

debt, for there is a probability, more or less remote, that the

• Edinburgh Eeview, vol. xlv. 488—490. In 1828, a life insurance company

^aa established at Ootha, in Germany, and haa been attended with great success.

•" Edinburgh Eeview, vol. xlv. 498. 500.
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debtor would pay the debt if he lived.^ The insurance is fre-

ijnently made a part of the creditor's security in loans of

money. A person may insure his own life for the benefit of

heirs or creditors, or he may insure the life of another in

which he may be interested, and assign the policy to those

who have an interest in the life. (1) The policy is good for

the creditor as a collateral security, though he may have

other aocui'ity ; and being substantially a contract of indem-

nity against the loss of the debt, it ceases, as to the creditor,

with the extinguishment of the d^fct.^ If it be assigned by
way of security, it is not, in that case, extiilguished by the

payment of the debt, but the reversionary interest in the

insured becomes the means of credit to him on other occa-

sions. The insurable interest in the life of another person,

must be a direct and definite pecuniary interest, and a person

haa not such an interest in the life of his wife or child, merely

in the character of husband or parent. <= But if a child be
supported by his father, who is dependent on some fund ter-

minable by his death, the child has an insurable inter-

est *in the father's life.<i So, it has been held, that *369

* Anderson v. Edie, Park on Insurance, 6th edit. 575.

' Goodsal v. Boldero, 9 Easts Rep. 1i.

' Halford v. Kymer, 10 Barnw. & Cress. 724. By the New-York Statute of

April Ist, 1840, entitled " An act in respect to insurances for lives, for the benefit

of married -women," it is made lawful for any married woman, by herself and in

her name, or in the name of any thu-d person, with his assent, as her trustee, to

cause to be insured, for her sole use, the life of her husband, for any definite period,

or for the term of his natural life ; and in case of her surviving her husband, the

net amount of the insurance becoming due, shall be payable to her, to and for her

own use, free from the claims of the representatives of the husband, or of any of

his creditors. Such exemption not to apply where the amount of premium annu-

ally paid shall exceed $300 ; and in case of the death of the wife before her

husband, the amount of the insurance may be made payable after her death to her

children, or their guardianj for their use. (2)

^ Lord V. Dall, 12 Mass. Rep. 115. A sister has an insurable interest in the

life of a brother on whom she depends for support.

(1) A deposit of the policy, and an agreement to assign it by way of security for debt, consti-

tutes in equity a valid assignment against the assurers. In this case there was no condition in

the policy against assignment. Cook v. Black, 1 Sare^s B, 390.

(2) There is a similar statute in Vermont. By this statute, an unmarried female is also autho-

rized to insure for her benefit the life of her father or brother. Laws of Vermont, 1849. In

Ehode Island, the wife's right of insuring under the like circumstances, is protected by stringent

provisions. Lofuos B, I., 1848.
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a trustee who had "a legal technical' interest as' executor,-

though not the beneficial interest, in theilife of another^ may>
insure it.* Themecessity of alnjinterest an i the lifei^ insured,

in order to support the policy, prevails generally in this coun-

;

try, because wager coatracts are almost universally held to be r

unlawful, either in consequence! of 'Isome statute provision, or

upon principles of the common laW.i» ,

(2.) We have seen that the terms a/nd ooncldtions>if^ the. >

English .policies are more relaxed now than formerly, but: this r

is.'not the case with the American policies upon lives., i They
contain a condition, when relating to the; lives of persons in

the northern states, that the policy is.tb beivoidif the insured f

shall die upon the high seks or the great lakes ; or shall, with-

out the previous
i consenti of the company,,pass r beyond the

settled linlite of the United Staites, and of the British prov-

inces of the twoCanadas, ISTova Scotiai andtlTew Brunswick,.!

or south of the states of Yirginia
: and. Kentucky ; and they

all contain the like CQnditio;n or excieption, if
i the assured enter

into the military or naval service ; or in case he [shalU dieby

suicide, ;or in a duel, or by the- handsiof justice. <= The life,i

insurance would be avoided upon the general policy of the

law, on the execution of the assured for felony, witljout the

insertion of this last condition. ^ The basis ,of . the. insurance

• Keiiyon, Gb. J, in Tidswell v. Ankersteio, Peahe'g Cases, 15 1. '
<

> Tidfe siipr^a,' 278; Thei Ifew-York Stetite '(/i;. S. wl.i. 662,) against wagers, •

does not, in express terms, extedd to insuranoeson lives, as the staitute of Geo. III.

does ; but tlie general prohibitioh of wagers; bets or stakes, depending " upon any '

casualty, or unknown or i contidgeBt event whatever,'? may constructively apply."

The' lOth section of:the Ifew-Tork actishows thatmsuraneeswere included in the

prohibition, for it; declares that the; prohibition shall not extend so as to affect'

insurances " made in .good.faithj for the secwrity' or indemnity of the J)arty insured.''*

This implies that the.insured must have. a real beneficial interest inthe' life of
another.. .. The bona fide^ assignee of a life policy may sue in the name of the'

assignor, and equity will compel the assiguor to permit the assignee to use his.

name. , Ashley v. Ashley, % Simons, 149.' •

! ,. ; , - :
'

« If the assured died by suicide while insanej lie case is not within the excep-f

tion. (1) ,Borradaile V. Hunteii C. B. 1843, Breasted v. Famiers' L. & T. Com-
pany, 4 S'WsiS^! K iJe;?. 73.

<i Amicable AsW. Society v. Bolland, k^' Dow. <& Clari, 1. Holland v. Disney 3
Eusseii/sSh i Bligh. iu.:S.S. '

'

, ,

'

(1) It,was,held the msurers ^eie liable Tvherp suicide vaa.iiolmtarily.mnmmsiij a person
of unsonnd mind. The case was discussed both by the counsel and the judges with remarkable
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is a declaration in writing of tlie person making the insurance,

as to the birth-place, age, residence and employment of the

party insured, with a description of the diseases or infirmity

(if any) with which he has been afiiicted. This declaration,

not being spread out at large upon the policy, is not strictly

a warranty, and it is sufficient if it be given in good faith,

and be true in substance. (1) Whatever averment or repre-

sentation is inserted in the policy becomes a warranty, and

must be strictly true. But if there be no warranty, or

*representation, or fraud, the insurer runs the risk ofthe *370

goodness ofthe life •,'^ and even a warranty that the person

is in good health, is not falsified by the fact that he was at the

same time subject to great inconvenience, and a partial palsy,

in consequence of an old wound not dangerous to life ; or that

he was troubled with spasms and cramps from fits of the gout.

This has been held to be a reasonable good state of health

within the warranty. The' seeds of death are in every human
constitution, and it is only requisite that there be not at the

time any existing disorder tending to shorten life.''

(3.) The life in the given case maybe insured for the term

of natural life, as is usual, or it may be insured for a definite

period."^ In the case of a policy of the latter kind, if the

party receives a mortal wound within the period, and dies

after it has expired, the underwriter is discharged."! All con-

• Stackpoole v. Simon, at N. P., 2 Marshall on Insurance, 772.

' Ross V. Bradshaw, 1 Blacks. Rep. 312. Watson v. Mainwaring, 4 Taunton,

763. Willis v. Poole, at K. P., 2 Marshall on Insurance, 111.

" It is said to be now usual in the English policies on lives, to state the day of

the commencement, and of the termination thereof, and to declare that both are

inclusive. Mlis on the Law of Fire and Life Insurance, 136, A life policy may
be assigned to a bona fide creditor, but it will not avail as to third persons, creditors

of the insured, without notice to the insurers before the death of the insured, and

the acceptance of the assignment by the assignee before that date. Succession of

Risley, 1 1 Rob. Louis. iJ. 298. The general rule is, that if a party has been absent

seven years without having been heard from, the presumption of law arises that

he is dead, but there is no legal presumption as to the time of his death. Nepean

V. Doe, 2 Meeson & Welsby, 694.

J Willes, J., 1 Term Rep. 260.

fulness, vigour and learning, and upon the final hearing in the exchequer chamber, the Judges

were not unanimona in the opinion. Olift v. Schwabe, 8 Man, G. & Scott B. 487.

(1) The concealment of a material fact, though no specific question was asked, will avoid the

policy. Vose v. Eagle L. & H. I. Co. 6 OueUng B. 42.

YoL. in. 29
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cealment or suppression of material facts avoids the policy.

The same good faith is as requisite in this as in all other

policies ; and whether the suppression arises from fraud or

accident is quite immaterial, if the fact be material to the

risk, and that is a question for a jury.a

n. Of insurance against fire.

By this insurance the underwriter, in consideration of the

premium, undertakes to indemnify the insured against all

losses in his houses, buildings, furniture, ships in port, or mer-

chandise, by means of accidental fire happening within a

prescribed period. (1) Thepremium is usuallypaid in advance,

and the contract effected by the parties without the interven-

tion of a broker. •>

It has been made a question by some persons, whether the

negligence and frauds which the insurance of property from

fire has led to, did not counterbalance all the advantages and

Lindeneau v. Desborough, 8 Barnw. & Cress. 586. Morrison v. Musprattj 12

B. Moore, 231. 4 Bingham, 61. S. 0.

' The offices of fire insmance companies usually annex to their policies the

various classes of hazards and rates of annual premiums. The lowest rate of pre-

mium is for buildings exposed to the least degree of hazard, as buildings of brick

or stone covered with tile, slate or metal, the window-shutters of solid ii'on, gutters

and cornices of brick, stone or metal, and party-walls above the roof. The rate of

premium rises in proportion to the increase of hazard, and is highest in buildings

entirely of wood. The rate of premium depends likewise upon the fact, by whom
and by what trade, or for what purpose the building is occupied, and whether as

a private dwelling or otherwise, and its situation with respect to contiguous build-

ings, and their construction, materials and use. Goods are also classed, in respect

to the rates of premium, into such as are not hazardous, hazardous, extra hazardous,

and such as compose cases of extraordinary risk, and are the subject of special

agreement In England it is sometimes part of the contract of insurance, that the

insurer is not to be liable for loss arising from ignition occasioned by natural heat-

ing of the articles insured, or by the misapplication of fire heat under process of

manufacture. Ellis on Fire and Life Insurance, 25. Mr. Ellis infers, from the

case of Austin v. Drewe, 6 Taunton, 486, that damage by heat alone, without igni-

tion, is not covered by the ordinary fire policy, even though there be no express

provision against a damage of that kind.

(1) If the company's offer to insure be accepted, and an answer placed in tlie post-office before

the loss of the property, the company is liable, though the answer was not received until after-

wards. Taylor v. Merchants' P. Ins. Co. 9 Bow. R. 890. Palm v. Medina F. Co. 20 Ohio B.
529.

Whether a valid contract of insurance against fire can be made by parol, was discnssed, but

left undecided, by Walworth, Ch., in Sanford v. The Trust Fire Ins. Co. 11 Paige Ji. 64T.
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relief which such insurances have afforded in cases of extreme

distress. But the public judgment in England and in this

country has long since decided that question ;* and in-

surance companies against fire have *multiplied ex- *381

ceedingljr, and extended their dealings to every part

of the country, and excited and deserved public confidence,

by reason of the solidity of their capital, and the skill, pru-

dence and integrity of their operations.''

* A late English traveller, Mr. Elliott, saya that nearly all the houses in Berlin,

the capital of Prussia, are insured against fire.

' The gi-eat conflagration in the city of New-York, on the night of the 1 6th and

morning of the 17th December, 1835, was unexampled in this country since fire

insurance was in practice, in the rapidity and violence of its ravages, and in the

amount of property destroyed. It, of course, absorbed the capital of many of the

most solidly established Fire Insurance Companies, and rendered them insolvent.

This was an extraordinaiy case, and without precedent, and was not within the

reach of ordinary calculation. Fire insurance in England commenced about a

century and a half ago, and is carried on by joint stock companies with large

capital, though there are others called contribution societies, in which every person

insured becomes a member or proprietor, and participates in the profit and loss of

the concern. M'Culloch's Dictionary of Commerce, art. Insurance. A Mutual In-

surance association of this kind existed in New-York for many years after the

peace of 1783, and before incorporated companies with capital stock came in

fashion. The New-York Contributionship Fire Company was incorporated in April,

1822, on that basis. There are others of that kind existing now in some of the

states, and mutual insurance companies have of late become more frequent and

attractive. And since the public confidence in the incorporated insurance com-

panies, with comparatively small capitals, became impaired by reason of losses by

the great fire in New-York, a voluntary private association of that kind, under the

title of the Alliance Mutual Insurance, was instituted December 23d, 1835..

Formerly the English Fire Insurance Companies were at liberty to insure property

in New-York, by means of an agency established here. This was deemed by our

citizens as the safest source, owing to their great capitals, to apply to for indemnity

against fire. But a different policy prevailed and finally gained the ascendancy

with our legislature. A prohibitory act applicable to such cases was defeated in

Apiil, 1807, and again in March, 1809, by the objections of the Council of Revision,

which were drawn and submitted to the Council by the author of this note, then a

member of the Council. But on the 18th of March, 1814, the prohibition passed

into a law. The Council of Revision at that time abandoned their former ground,

though the individual member who brought forward the objections on the two

former occasions, persevered in raising the same objection. The prohibition was

originally confined to all foreign insurances against fire. But by the act of May
Ist, 1829, c, 336, the prohibition was extended to marine insurance and bottomry.

The law by the N. Y. R. Statutes, 3d edit. vol. i. 896, 897, now is, that all foreign

insurances against fire in this state are prohibited, and a ratable two per cent.

premium is to be paid into the state treasui-y by the agent of foreign individuals

or associations, not authorized by law for effecting insurances against losses by fire.
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We will consider, (1,) the interest : (2,) the terms and con-

struction of the policy : (3,) the adjustment of the loss.

(1.) Of the interest in thepoUey.

If policies were without interest, they would be peculiarly

hazardous, by reason of the temptation which they would

hold out to the commission of arson, and they would fall

within the general prohibition, hj statute, of wager policies."

According to Lord King and Lord Hardwicke,'' an insurance

against fire, without an interest by the insured in the property

lost, at the time of insuring and at the time of the loss, wasToid

even at common law. (1) A creditor may have a policy on

the house and goods of his debtor, upon which he has a Hen

or mortgage security, for that gives him a sufficient iatere8t.<=

So, a trustee or agent, or factor, who has the custody of goods

for sale on commission, may insure them, and a hona fide

equitable interest may be insured. i^ (2) In the case of De

and against marine risks. The prohibition extends equally to lending money by

such individuals and associations on respondentia or bottomry, or of effecting any

contract by way of insurance or loan, or any other business which marine insurance

companies under the laws of New-York may do.

Vide supra, 278.

^ Lynch v. Dalzell, 3 Bro. P. G. 497. Saddler's Company v. Babcock, 2 Atk.

554.

" On a sale by a master on a foreclosure of a mortgage, and before the report of

the sale is confirmed, the premises are destroyed by fire, it was held, in the Ciicuit

Court of New-York, that the interest of the assured was existing at the time of the

loss. McLaren v. H. F. Ins. Co. 4 N. T. Legal Observer, \Z*i.{%)

i Lucena v. Crawford, 3 Bos. & Full. 75. 95. 98. 5 Jbid. 289. S. 0. 2 Marshall

on Insurance, 789. Locke v. North American Ins. Company, 13 Mass. Rep. 67.

An equity of redemption b an insurable interest. Strong v. Manufacturers' Ins

.

Company, 10 Pick. 40. A mortgagor and mortgagee may each insure the same

building, so as to recover their respective interests therein, without disclosing the

qualified nature of the interest, except the same be required. Traders' Ins. Com-
pany V. Robert, 9 Wendell, 404. Jackson v. Mass. Mutual Fire Ins. Company,

Sup. Court, Mass., 1840. S. P. If the mortgagee insures on his own account, and

for his debt, when that is extinguished, the policy ceases, and the mortgagor has

(1) Where there was an insurance on the joint properly of two, and one conveyed to the other

before loss, it was held that a joint suit by the two could not be maintained. Howard v. The
Albany Ins. Co. 8 Deniti'a R. 301. A conveyance by one partner to his co-partner renders the
insurance void, so far as rights of third parties have not intervened. Tillou v. Kingston M. Ins.

Co. 1 SOdm B. 405.

(2) Swift V. Vermont Mutual Ins. Co. 18 Tt. B. 384

(3) This decision was reversed. liSelden B. 151. Seep. 448. n.
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Forrest v. Fulton Fire Insurance Compwny,'^ the court car-

ried this question of constructive interest to a still greater

extent, and it was decided that a commission merchant, con-

signee or factor, having goods of the consignor or principal in

his possession, has an insurable interest therein, not merely to

the extent of his commissions, but to the full value of the

goods, without reference to his lien. He was to be

*deemed owner as to all the_world, except his principal, *3T2

for the purpose of an insurable interest. But it is •

usually made a condition in our American policies, that the

nature of the property be disclosed ; and goods held in trust,

or on commission, must be insured as such, or they will not

be confered by the policy.'' A person having an interest in

the rent of buildings, may insure the rent from loss by fire

within the prescribed period, and the claim would be for the

loss of so much rent as would have arisen between the time

of the fire, and the end of the given period, if the peril had

not intervened," And as in the case of marine insurance, if

no interest in it, and cannot take advantage of it. If the premises be destroyed by-

fire before the debt is extinguished, the insurer must pay the debt to the amount

of the insurance to the mortgagee, and he will then be entitled to an assignment of

the debt, and recover it of the mortgagor; for the payment of the insurance is no

discharge of the debt, but it only changes the creditor. If the mortgagor insures,

he will, in case of loss, be entitled to recover the amount of it, for it is his owq loss,

and he may insure to the full value of his property, notwithstanding any incum-

brance thereon. Carpenter v. The Providence Washington Ins. Company, 16 Pe-

ieri R. 495. The mortgagee has no right to claim the benefit of a policy on the

mortgaged property made for the mortgagor, as he has no more title under the

contract than any other creditor. Policies are special contracts with the assured,

and are not deemed in their nature incident to the property insured. (1)

« 1 Hall's N. Y. Rep. 84
•i If there be no such condition in the policy, and there be no questions put, the

assured is not bound to disclose the nature of his title. Strong v. Manufacturer's'

Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 40.

;

« If the policy be on a house which is rented to a tenant, and it be destroyed by
fire, Mr. Bell considers it to be a difficult and unsettled question, whether the policy

would cover the rent lost, as being part of the ownei-'s loss, when the policy was

(1) A mortgagee is not, as a matter of course, entitled to insure the mortgaged premises, and
add tlie premium to the mortgage debt The mortgagee Is not strictly a trustee for the mort-
gagor. Dobson V. Laud, Law JowrnaZ Bep. Ch. p. 484, Deo., 1850. See, also. Law Reporter,
Sept., 1850, p. 24T, where the above case is discussed. A mortgagor has no Insurable interest

remaining, after a sale under a decree, and part payment, though the decree be not enrolled

nor the deed delivered. McLaren v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co. 1 Sdden B, 151.
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the policy be f<yr whom it may concern, it will cover any

interest existing at its date.=-

(2.) Of the terms and construcHon of tJiepoUoy.

A policy against fire is strictly a policy on time, and the

commencement and termination of the risk are stated with

precision. The English policies (and I presume the Ameri-

can also) contain the exception of damage by fire happening

by " invasion, foreign enemy, or any military or usurped

power whatsoever." It is sometimes added, " or by riot or

civil commotion ;" for the words " usurped power " mean in-

vasion from abroad, or an internal rebellion, and not the

power of a common mob.**

The insured is bound in good faith to disclose to the

*3Y3 insurer *every fact material to the risk, and within his

knowledge, and which, if stated, would influence the

mind of the insurer in making or declining the contract." (1)

silent as to rent eo nomine. See 1 BdVs Com. on the Laws of Scotland, 627.

But I apprehend that with us such consequential damages would not be estimated,

and that the claim of the assured would be confined to the du-ect loss of the build-

ing. On the insm-ance of a house or ship, the possible profits that might have

arisen if the loss had not happened, is an incidental part of the loss, and not re-

coverable under such a policy. 1 Adolph. & Ellis, 621. But a policy on a store,

and $1,000 on the stock of goods therein, for six years, attaches to any goods the

assured may have in the shop, to the amount insured at any time within the six

years. Lane v. Maine M. Fire Ins, Company, 3 Greenleaf, 44.

> Jefferson Ins. Company ada. Cotheal, N. Y. Superior Court of Common Pleas,

March, 1829.

i Drinkwater v. London Assurance Company, 2 Wils. 363. Fire by lightning

is usually declared to be a loss within a fire policy. (2) But books of accounts,

wi-itten securities or evidences of debt, title deeds, writings, money or bullion, are

not deemed objects of insurance, and they are usually specially excepted. Nor are

jewels, plate, medals, paintings, statuary, sculptures and curiosities, included in a

policy of insurance, unless specified. Conditions annexed to a policy on the same

sheet, are to be taken as hemg primafacie as part of the policy, though there be

no express reference to them in the policy itselfc Roberts v. Ch. M. Ass. Co. 3

Bill, BOl.

' Columbia Ins. Company v. Lawrence, 2 Peters' Sup, Court Sep. 26. Cunj
V. Com. Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 635.

(1) Clark T. Mann&ictareis' Ins. Co. 8 Howard's B. 235. Dehabay v. Memphis Ins. Co. 8

Bumph. B. 634. Gates v. Madison Co. M. Ins. Co. 1 Sdden R. 469. Davenport v. N, England
M. F. Co. 6 OusAing B- 840.

(2) On a policy whicli makes tlie insurers liable for " fire by lightning," they are not liable for

an injury by lightning 'which does not produce ad/iKil ignition. Babcock v. Montgomery Co.
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The strictness and nicety required in the contract of marine

insurance, do not, it has been said, bo strongly apply to insu-

rances against fire, for the risk is generally assumed upon ac-

tual examination of the subject by skilful agents on the part

of the insurance offices.^ Reasonable grounds of apprehen-

sion of loss from existing facts known to the insured, and de-

noting impending danger, must be stated to the insurer, or

the policy will be void, even though there was no intentional

fraud in the case.'' If there be a representation of facts, it is

sufficient if the same be fairly made and substantially true

;

and if the representation be referred to in general terms in

the policy, and not spread out at large on the face of the in-

strument, it is only a representation, and does not amount to

the technical warranty. <= "When the policy contains a war-

ranty or condition appearing upon the face of it, although

written in the margin or transversely, or on a subjoined paper

referred to in the policy, it must be strictly complied with. "^ (1)

And yet, where a policy contained a clause prohibiting the

use of the building for storing therein goods denominated in

the memorandum annexed to the policy as hazardous, the

keeping of such goods as oil, or spirituous liquors, by a gro-

cer, in ordinary quantities, for his ordinary retail, was held

not to be, under the circumstances, a storing of them within

the policy.e A representation that ground contiguous to the

• Jolly V. Baltimore Equitable Society, 1 Harr. & Gill, 295. But Oh. J. Savage,

in Fowler v. JEtna Ins. Company, 6 Oowen, 673, held differently, and he saw no

reason for a difference on this point between marine and fire insurance policies.

• Bufe T. Turner, 6 Taunton, 338. Waldron v. Louisiana Ins. Oompany, 12

Xouis. Hep. 134.

" Jefferson Ins. Company ads. Cotheal, JV. Y. Superior Court of Common Pleas,

March, 1829. Delonguemere v. Tradesmen's Ins. Company, ibid. 2 HaWs N. Y.

Rep. 589. Snyder v. Farmers' Ins. and Loan Company, 13 Wendell, 92.

J Worsley v. Wood, 6 Term Rep. 710. Fowler v. .iEtnaFire Ins. Company, 6

Cowen, 673. S. C. 7 Wendell, 270. Ellis on Fire Insurance, 29, 30. Faulkner

V. Central F. Ins. Company, Kerr's N. B. Rep. 279.

" Langdon v. New-York Equitable Ins. Company, 1 Hall, 226. See 3 Comst.

B. 122.

Mut. Ins. Co. 6 Bari. 8. O. Rep. 637. 4 Oomst. B. 326. And see Kenniston v. Mer. Co. Mnt
Ins. Co. 14 N. Hump. R. 341. A clause in a policy, providing tliat suits founded thereon must

be brought within twelve months from cargo assured, held to be valid. Gray v. Hartford Ins.

Co. 1 BkOahf. B. 280.

(1) O'Niel v. The Buffalo F, Ins. Co. 8 Oomst. B. 122. A warranty is a condition precedent
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building insured is vacant, does not amount to a war-

*3Y4: ranty that it shall *continue vacant during the continu-

ance of the risk, (1) or prevent the insured from erect-

ing a building upon it, provided he had not already formed

and concealed that intention, and that the erection was not,

in point of fact, in any way the cause of the loss, a-
(2) So, if

it was represented at the time of the insurance, that the

building was connected with another building on one side

only, and before the loss happened, it became connected on

two sides, this does not avoid the policy, unless, in point of

fact, the risk thereby becomes increased.^ The assured may
ezercise the ordinary and necessary acts of ownership over

his buildings, and make the requisite repairs, without pre-

judice to his policy. (3) A contrary rule would be so incon-

venient as, in a great degree, to destroy this species of insu-

rance."^ But if a loss accrues by means of a gross negligence

or misconduct of the workmen, (4) or if the alterations in the

building materially enhance the risk, and are not necessary

to the enjoyment of it, or were not the exercise of ordinary

acts of ownership, the insurers will be released from their

contract.'^ (5)

» Stibbins v. Globe Ids. Company, 2 HalVs N. Y. Sep. 632.

' Stetson V. Mass. Fire Ins. Company, 4 Mass. Rep. 330.

' Grant v. Howard Ins. Co. 5 HilVs N. T. Rep. 10.

^ Stetson V. Mass. Fire Ins. Company, 4 Mass. Rep. 330. Jolly v. Baltimore

Glen T. Lewis, 20 Eng. L. <& E. R. 864. Mason t. Harrey, 20 ibid. 541. As to the constmctioii

of the clause against hazardous articles, see £lchards t. Protection Ins. Co. 30 MaAn&, 273.

(1) "When an insurer inquires as to the situation of the building to be insured with respect to

other buildings, the applicant must at his peril give a fair and full answer. Gates v. The Madi-

son M. Ins. Co. 8 Ba/rb. S. O. Bep. T8. 1 Sdden, 469. Frost v. Saratoga Mut. Ins. Co. 5 Smio's
S. 154. Gates v. Madison Co. MuL Ins. Co. 3 Comtt. B. 43. Smitti v. Bowditch M. F. Co.

448. Kennedy t. St Lawrence Co. 10 Barl. R. 285. Baxtun t. Montgomery Co. M. F. Co. 9

Barb. B. 191.

(2) An assertion, in an application, that an act material to the risk idU be done^ it seemSy

amounts to a warranty. Mnrdock t. Chenango Co. Mnt. Ins. Co. 2 Oomat. B. 210.

(3) O'Niel T. The Buffalo Fire Ins. Co. 8 Co?nat. B. 122.

(4) The insured is entitled to indemnity, though the loss occur from the gross carelessness of

his servant The proximate cause is only looked to, frand being absent Gates v. M. C. Mat
Co. 1 Selden, 469.

(5) A question has been made whether, in the absence of any special agreement, a material

enhancement of the risk will per se avoid the policy, if it does not appear that such Increased

risk was the occasion of the loss.

Mr. Greenleaf thinks it will render the policy void. 2 Greerdf. Ik. § 408. Meriam v. Middle-
sex Ins. Co. 21 Pick. R. 162.

This position is questioned by a writer in the Western Lam Journal^ vol. v. p. 802, April, 1848.

He cites the following cases : Pim v. Eeid, 6 Gran. & Scott, 22. Lounsbery v. Prot Ins. Co.
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The English statute of 9th May, 1828, has prudently pro-

tected the insurer from the impositions to which he is natu-

rally exposed, by the practice of covering under one policy

extended and cumulated subjects of risk. The statute re-

quires that detached buildings, or goods therein, occasioning

a plurality of risks, be valued and insured separately ; and all

insurances against fire, made upon two or more separate sub-

jects or parcels of risk collectively, in one sum, are declared

void. It is a condition of the policy, in most cases, that if

there be any other insurance already made against loss by

fire on the property, and not notified to the insurers,

*the policy is to be deemed void ; and if there be any *3Y5

other insurance on the property afterwards made, the

insurers are to have notice of it with reasonable diligence,

and the same is to be duly acknowledged in writing, or that

omission will also render the policy void.*

Fire policies usually contain a prohibition against the as-

Equitable Society, 1 Harr. <k Gill, 295. Curry v. Commonwealth Ins. Company,

10 JPick. Rep. 535. A losa by fire, in policies againat fire on land, occasioned by

the mere fault and negligence of the assured, his servants or agents, without fraud

or design, is a loss within the policy. "Waters v. M. L. Ids. Company, 11 Peters'

U. S. Sep. ilS. S.G.lM'Lean's R.215. Shaw v. Eobberds, 1 iVm«e cfc Perry,

279. S. C. 6 Adolph. & Ellis, 75. Henderson v. M. <St F. Ins. Company, 10 Robin-

son's Louis. R. 164. In Shaw v. Robberds, the rule was stated to be, if the policy

be silent as to alterations with trade or business carried on upon the premises,

such alteration does not avoid the policy, though the trade be more hazardous, and

no notice of the alteration. Pim v. Reed, 6 Manning & Changer, 1. S. P. The

same rule in marine policies. Supra, 307.

' Carpenter v. Providence W. Ins. Company, 16 Peteri R. 495. Reassurance

is a valid contract, in cases of fire, as well as in marine policies. The reassurance

operates not upon the risk, but upon the property covered by the original policy,

and the requirements of the contract are satisfied when those in the original policy

are, and notice thereof be given to the reassurer. (1 ) This species of insurance re-

qulies, as well as the primitive contract, the communication of all material infor-

mation. New-York B. Fire Ins. Company v. New-York Fire Ins. Company, 17

Wendelts Rep. 359.

Corm. JR. 449. N. T. Eq. Ins. Co. v. Langdon, 6 Wend. B. 62S. StebbinB v. Globe Ins. Co. 2

Ban N: Y. Bep. 647. »

(1) The references in a policy of reassvranee to other policies prior or subsequent, will be

treated as having regard to prior or subsequent reaasurancee, and not to Ihe original insurance.

The Mutual Ins. Co. v. Hone, 2 Oomst. B. 235.

The contract of reassurance is "wholly independent of the original contract of insurance ; and

in case of the insolvency of the insurers, the insured has no equitable lien on the sum of money
due on the reinsurance. Herckenrath v. The American Mut. Ins. Co. 8 £arl. Oh. B. 68.
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signment of ttem, without the previous consent of the com-

pany. (1) But without this clause, they are assignable in

equity, like any other chose in action ; though, to render the

assignment of any value to the assignee, an interest in the

subject matter of the insurance must be assigned also, for the

assignment only covers such interest as the assured had at

the time of the assignment.* This restriction upon assign-

ments of the policy applies only to transfers before a loss hap-

pens, and it applies only to voluntary sales, and not to sales

on execution.'' In some cases, the statute creating a fire in-

surance company, authorizes assignments of policies to the

purchaser of the subject insured, and authorizes the assignee

to sue in his own name, provided notice be given of the as-

" Marshall on Insurance, 800. The aasigament of a policy without notice to the

office, will not, under the English bankrupt system, prevent the interest in the

policy from passing by a subsequent assignment in bankruptcy, on the ground that

the policy, without the notice, remained under the disposing power of the bankrupt

as reputed owner. Mx parte Colville, 1 Montagu's Rep. 110. If buildings insmed

be mortgaged, the policy is ispo facto assigned to the mortgagee. Farmers' Bank

V. M. A. Society, 4 Leigh, 69. Policies against fires, being personal contracts, do

not pass to a purchaser of the property before loss, without the assent of the

insurer, and the policy ceases if the prop'erty be sold without that assent, for no

person is entitled to claim for a subsequent loss. Mtoa. Fire Ins. Company v.

Tyler, 16 Wendell, 385. Wilson v. Hill, 3 UetcaXfs R. 66. See, also, supra, 262,

as to marine policies.

^ Brichta v. Fayette Fire Ins. Company, 2 HalVs N. T. Rep. S12. Strong v.

Man. Jns. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 40. And if the assured contract to sell at a

future day on payment, and before the day arrives the premises are destroyed by

fire, this is not an alienation to defeat the poUcy, for the assured has the legal title

and possession, and an insurable interest and equity equal to the purchase money. (2)

Trumbull v. Portage M. Ins. Company, 12 Ohio R. 305.

(1) Post, note (1), 875.

(2) Under the New-Tork statates, (.Slat. 1S36, p. 41. § T,) whicli make a policy on properly

void in case of its alienation by sale or otherwise, it has been held that a mortgagej>f the pro-

perty was not an alienation. Oonover v. Mat. Ins. Co. &c 3 Denio's B. 25i. 8. 0, 1 Comst. B,
390. Nor is a contract to sell an alieuatioa within the policy. Masters v. Madison Co. I. Co. 11

Barb. B. 624. An alienation ofone of several estates, separately insured in a policy, avoids the

policy only as to the estate alienated. Clark v. N. England Co. 6 Gushing B. 842. See, as to

the usual provision of the policy, that notice must be given by the insured of any other insu-

rance by him effected. 'Westlake v. St. Lawrence M. Ins. Oo. 14 Barb. B. 206.

And it was also decided that the secretary would be presumed to have the authority to give

the required consent in writing in case of an assignment. Id.

An assigamcnt without notice to the insurers has been held to render the policy void, even
though the assignment was itself void under the insolvent laws. Dadmum Manuf. Co. v. The
"Worcester Mat Ins Co. 11 Jifet. B. 429. A sale by one of several owners to the other owners is

not such an alienation as will avoid the policy. 7 Barb. S. O. Sep. 570. Adams v. Bocking-
ham M. P. Co. 29 Maine B. 292.
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signment before a loss happens, so as to allow the company,

at their election, to return a ratable proportion of the pre-

mium, and be exonerated from the risk.

(3.) Of the acljustment of the loss.

Settlements of losses by fire are made on the principle of

a particular average, and the estimated loss is paid without

abandonment of what has been saved."- (1) Damages and

reasonable charges on removing, at a fire, articles insured,

are covered by the policy. So there may be a general aver-

age for a sacrifice made by the insured for the common good,

in a case of necessity. It is analogous to the law of contribu-

tion by co-securities.ti If a tenant erects a building on a lot

held under a lease, with liberty to renew or remove

the building *at the end of the lease, and the building *376

be destroyed by fire a few days before the end of the

lease, though the building as it stood was worth more than

the sum insured, and if removed, would have been worth

much less, yet the courts look only to the actual value of the

building as it stood when lost, and they do not enter into the

consideration of these incidental and collateral circumstances,

in fixing the true standard of indemnity. <= (2)

» As loss by fire ia not generally a total loss, the valuation in the policy, says

Mr. Bell, {Oom. vol. i. 62'?,) is rather fixing a maximum beyond which the under-

writers are not to be liable, than a conclusive ascertainment of the value. In France,

valued policies against fire are rejected ; and in Wallace v. Insurance Company, 4

Miller's Louis. Rep. 289, the policy, and even the legality of valued policies on fire,

seemed to be questioned. With us, policies against fire are taken to be open ones,

unless otherwise expressed. They are not invariably open policies. Laurent v.

Chatham Fire Ins. Company, 1 Ball's N. Y, Rep. 41. Alchorne v. Saville, 6 /. B.

Mome, 199.

I" Welles V. Boston Ins. Company, 6 Fiek. Rep. 182.

» Laurent v. Chatham Fire Ins. Company, 1 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 41.

(1) The rule applicable to marine losses, of deducting from expenses of new for old, in cases

of partial loss, does not apply to fire policies. And in case of a total loss of the subject insured,

there is no other rule than an indmvni^ to the insured for his actual losSf to be found by the

jury. Brinley v. Irrational Ins. Co. 11 Met. B. 195.

(2) The insurers are only responsible for direct and immediate damage, and their liability

does not extend to damage occasioned by removing goods, though it p& done under a reasona-

ble apprehension that they would be reached by the Are. Hillier v. Alleghany Mutual Ins. Co.

S Sarr's B. 470.

An insurance on an unfinished house does not cover materials not then in the house. Ell-

maker V. Franklin Fire Ins, Co. 5 Barr's B. 183.
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It is usually stipulated in the policy, that in case of any

prior or subsequent insurance on the same property, and of

which due notice has been given, and a loss occurs, the as-

sured is not to recover beyond such ratable proportion of the

damages as the amount insured by the policy shall bear to

the whole amount insured, without reference to the dates of

the different policies. The loss is to be certified upon oath,

and the certificate of a magistrate, notary or clergyman, is

made necessary to be procured in favour of the truth and fair-

ness of the statement of the loss, and the strict and literal

compliance with the terms of these conditions is held indis-

pensable to a right of recovery.^ If it be part of the contract

that the insurer is to be liable only to the extent of the sum

insured, and after payment for a partial loss a total loss en-

sues, the insurer is liable only for the difference between the

sum already paid, and the sum insured.'' (1) The contract is

confined to the parties, and, as a general rule, no equity at-

taches upon the proceeds of policies in favour of any third

persons, who, in the character of grantee, mortgagee or cre-

ditor, may sustain loss by the fire, without some contract or

trust to that effect. If the subject of the insurance be burnt

during the continuance of the policy, the benefit of the policy

goes to the personal representatives of the insured, unless by
some act of the party entitled to the proceeds, they become

clothed with the character of real estate."

• Worsley v. Wood, 6 Term Sep. 110. Rowmege v. Mechanics' Fire Ins. Com-

pany, 1 Green's N. J. Rep. 110. Columb. Ins. Company T.Lawrence, i Peters'

Rep. 25. Savage, Ch. J., in Dawes v. N. R. Ins. Company, 1 Cowen's iJ. 462. Lead-

better v. Insurance Company, 13 Maine Rep. 266. This last is a very strong case.

If there be any fraud or false swearing by the assured, in the exhibition of his

proofs of loss, he forfeits his claim to a recovery. Regnier v. Louisiana State Marine

and Fire Ins. Company, 12 Louis. Rep. 344. Howai-d v. City Fire Ins. Co. iV. T.

Superior Court, May, 1843. The courts are strict in holding the assured to the

utmost candor and good faith in rendering to the insurer the amount of his loss

;

and a false and fraudulent exaggeration of the amount of the property lost, avoids

the policy, and destroys the right to recover.

i" Curry v. Commonwealth Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 535. The law of ma-

rine insurance respecting salvage does not apply to fire policies. Liscom v. Boston

M. F. Ins. Co. 9 Melcalf, 205.

= Mildmay v. Folgham, 3 Vesey, 472. Lord King.ia Lynch v. Dalzell, 4 £ro, P.

(1) If property, insured at less than Its value, be partly destroyed, the insured is entitled to
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C. 432. edit. Tomlins. Xorria v. Harrison, 2 Madd. Oh. Rep. 268. Ellis on the

Laws of Fire and Life Insurance, 81. Columb. Ins. Company v. Lawrence, 10

Peter^ U. S. Rep. 601. Carpenter v. Proyidence "W. Ins. Co. 16 Peters' R. 496.

A mortgagee of the property has no right or title to the benefit of the pohcy, taken

by the mortgagor for his own benefit, unless it be assigned to him. But if the

mortgagor was bound by covenant or otherwise to insure the premises for the bet-

ter security of the interest of the mortgagee, the latter will have an equitable

lien upon the money due on the policy to the extent of his interest in the pro-

perty destroyed. Vernon v. Smith, 5 B. d: Aid. 1. Neale v. Reid, 3 Dowl. &
Ryl. 158. Thomas v. Vankaff, 6 QUI & Johns. 372. Carter v. Rockett, 8 Paige,

437. Fire policies usually contain a provision for a renewal on payment of the

premium ; and some of the London policies of insurance against fire for one year

or longer, are understood to operate for fifteen dAys beyond the time of the expira-

tion of their policies. This is the case with the Sun Fire, and Royal Exchange, and

Phoenix Insurance Companies. Hughes on Insurance, 508.

There is an admirable summary of the law of contracts, express and implied,

treated of in this and the preceding volume, to be seen in the Principles of the

Law of Scotland, by Professor Bell, of the University of Edinbm-gh, 3d edition,

1833. The essential principles of the law of contracts, of sale, hiring, bailment,

surety, negotiable paper,partnership, maritime cohtracts of affreightment, average,

salvage, bottomry and respondentia, marine insurance and insurance against fire

and of lives, are stated with all possible brevity consistent with perspicuity, precision

and accuracy. The cases and authorities are annexed to each proposition, and the

adjudged cases are given at large in some succeeding volumes as illustrations of the

principles declared. I do not know of a more convenient and useful manual of the

kind to the student and practising lawyer. Though the principles of the Scotch

law are drawn from the civil law, yet they agree in most of the material points

with the doctrines and ajudications in the English and American law. Mr. More,

the learned editor of the last edition of Lord Stair's Institutions of the Law of

Scotland, 1832, vol. 1. notes from A. to Q., has likewise given a very full and cor-

rect view of the law of contracts, conjugal, domestic and commercial, in all their

various incidents and relations, founded on judicial decisions and the principles of

the Roman law. The Treatise on the Law of Sale, by M. P. Brman, Edin. 1821,

has interwoven the principles of the English law of sale with the same in Scotland,

(the main object of the treatise,) with great utility and practical convenience.

be paid his whole loss, If it do not exceed the amonnt insured. UnderhiU v. AgawaH F. I. Co.

6 Gushing It. 441.





PART VI.

OF THE LAW CONCERNING REAL PROPERTY.

LECTURE LI.

OF THE FOUMDATION OF TITLE TO LAITD.

In passing from the subject of personal to that of real pro-

perty, the student will immediately perceive that the latter is

governed by rules of a distinct and peculiar character. The
law concerning real property forms a technical and very arti-

ficial system ; and though it has felt the influence of the free

and commercial spirit of modern ages, it is still very much
under the control of principles derived from the feudal policy.

We have either never introduced into the jurisprudence of

this country, or we have, in the course of improvements upon
our municipal law, abolished all the essential badges of the

law of feuds ; but the deep traces of that policy are visible in

every part of the doctrine of real estates, and the technical

language, and many of the technical rules and fictions of that

system, are still retained.

(1.) It is a fundamental principle in the English law, de-

rived from the maxims of the feudal tenures, that the king

was the original proprietor, or lord paramount of all the land

in the kingdom, and the true and only source of title.

»

» 2 Blacks. Crnn. 51. 53. 59. 86. 105. Sir William Blackstone, in his chapter on

property in general, Gom. vol, ii. c. 1, (and which, for clearness and accuracy, as

well as for the elegance of its style, remains unrivalled,) considers prior occupancy

to be the foundation of title to property ; and that when the occupant became un-

willing or incapable to continue his occupancy, the disposition of property by sale,

by will, and by the law of successions and inheritance, was dictated by mutual

convenience, and the peace and interests of civil society, and rests for its founda-

tion on municipal law. Sir Francis Palgrave says, that the practical establishment

of the theory that the king was the original proprietor of all the lands in the king-
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*378 In this country we have *adopted the same principle,

and applied it to our republican governments ;* and it

is a settled and fundamental doctrine with us, that all valid

individual title to land within the United States is derived

from the grant of our own local governments, or from that of

the United States, or from the crown, or royal chartered go-

vernments established here prior to the revolution. This was

the doctrine declared in JSTew-York, in the case of Jackson v.

Ingraha/m^ and it was held to be a settled rule, that the

dom, was to be attributed to the constant working of the crown lawyers, who

always presumed that the land was held by feudal tenure, until the contrary could

be shown. Rise and Progress of the English Gommonwealth, vol. i. 584. The

same principle of feudal tenure prevails in Scotland. Bell's Prin. of the Law of

Scotland, sec. 676.

» The Revised Constitution of New-York, of 1846, declares that the people, in

their right of sovereignty, are deemed to possess the original and ultimate property

in and to all lands within the jurisdiction of the state, and that all lands, the title

to which fails from a defect of heirs, reverts or escheats to the people. Art. 1.

sec. 11.(1)

i- 4 Johns. Rep. 163. Jackson v. Waters, 12 ibid. S65. S. P. By the iV. T.

Revised Statutes, 8d edit. vol. ii. p. 2. sec. 1, the people are declared to possess the

original and ultimate property in and to all lands within the jurisdiction of the state.

It was declared by statute in Connecticut, in 1718, that no title to lands was valid,

unless derived from the Governor and Company of the colony. Revised Statutes

of Connecticut, 1784, 113. In the elaborately discussed case of De Armas v.

Mayor, &c., of New-Orleans, 5 Miller's Loids. Rep. 132, it was admitted to have

been uniformly the practice of all the European nations having colonial establish-

ments and dominion in America, to consider the unappropriated lands occupied by

savage tribes, and obtained from them by conquest or purchase, to be crown lands,

and capable of a valid alienation, by sale or gift by the sovereign, and by him only.

No valid title could be acquired without letters patent from the king. See ibid.

188. 195—197. 206. 213. 216. But it is said that purchases made at Indian

treaties, under the competent sanction of the government of the United States, vest

a valid title in the purchaser, without any patent. Baldwin, J., in Mitchell v.

United States, 9 Peters' IT. S. Rep. 748. 756, 757. This opinion is, however, so

contraiy to the previous authorities on the subject, that I should apprehend it

would be proper for further consideration. The law, however, seems to bo con-

sidered as settled, that purchases made at Indian treaties, with the approbation of

the government agent, cany a valid title without the necessity of a patent fi'om

the United States. Coleman v. Doe, 4 Smedes <fc Marshall, 40.

In the English law it has always been considered a fundamental principle, that

the king, by his prerogative, w.is entitled to all mines of gold and silver, whether in

lands belonging to the crown or to a subject. Lord Coke says that the king has

no such right, by virtue of his prerogative, in any other metals than gold and silver,

(1) People V. LlTiDgston, 8 Barb. B. 25S.
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courts could not take notice of any title to land not derived

from our own state or colonial government, and duly verified

for those metak alone are requisite for the ooiaing of money for the use of his

subjects. 2 Inst. 577, 578. In the great Case of Mines, in the Exchequer, [Plowd.

310. 336,) it was resolved, by a majority of the twelve judges, that if the mine, iu

the lands of a subject, was of copper, tin, lead or iron, and had gold or silver inter-

mixed, though of less value than the baser metals, the whole mine belonged to the

crown, because the nobler metal attracted to it the less valuable, and the king

could not hold jointly with the subject, and consequently he took the whole. The

minority of the judges, and Plowden himself, dissented from this severe and unrea-

sonable doctrine, and it was corrected by the statutes of 1 Wm. tk Mary, u. 30,

and 5 Win. d; Mary, c. 6, which declared, that no mine of copper, tin, lead or iron,

should be adjudged a royal mine, though gold or silver might be ^tracted from it

;

but the crown was allowed to take the proceeds of the mine in such cases, provided

that the king paid the owner within thirty days after the ore should have been

extracted and raised, at certain specified rates.

The statute law of New-York has asserted the right of the state, as sovereign

over mines to the extent of the EnglUh statutes, and with more definite limits.

The provision in the New-York R. 8. sS edit. vol. i. 322, is that all mines of gold

and silver discovered, or hereafter to be discovered in this state, belong to the

people in then- right of sovereignty ; and also, all mines of other metals on lands

owned by persons not citizens of any of the United States ; and also, all mines of

other metals discovered on lands owned by a citizen of any of the United States,

the ore of which, upon an average, shall contain less than two equal third parts in

value of copper, tin, iron and lead, or any of those metals ; also, all mines and all

minerals and fossils discovered upon lands belonging to the people of the state,

shall be the property of the people. But all mines, of whatever description, other

than mines of gold and silver, discovered upon any lands owned by a citizen of any

of the United States, the ore of which, upon an average, shall contain two equal

third parts or more in value of copper, tin, iron and lead, or any of those metals,

shall belong to the owner of such land. N. Y. R. 8. 3d edit. vol. i. 322. The

statute contains some qualifications in favour of the discoverer of mines.

What is the law of the other states on the subject of royal mines, I am not able

to say, though it is to be presumed that the exception of mines of gold and silver,

is the usual formula in all government patents and grants by the United States,

as well as by the several states.

Mr. Justice Clayton, of Georgia, in the case of The State of Georgia v. Canatoo,

a Cherokee Indian, brought up on habeas corpus, (reported in the National Intelli-

gencer of October 24, 1843,) held, that the right and title to land included a right

to all the mines and minerals therein, unless they were separated from the lands

by positive grant or exception; and that if the state made a grant of public lands

to an individual, without any exception of mines and minerals, the mines and

minerals would pass to the grantee as part and parcel of the land ; and that the

Cherokee Indians had a right to dig and take away gold and silver from the lands

in their reserves, or lands not ceded to the state, and were not amenable in trespass

for so doing, inasmuch as they had as good a right to the use of the mines and

minerals as to the use of the land and its products in any other respect ; that they

were lawful occupants, not chargeable with waste ; for the right of the state was

Vol. in. 30
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by patent. This was also a fundamental principle in tlie co-

lonial jurisprudence. All titles to lands passed to individuals

from the crown, through the colonial corporations, and the

colonial or proprietary authorities. = Even with respect to the

Indian reservation lands, of which they still retain the occu-

pancy, the validity of a patent has not hitherto been per-

mitted to be drawn in question in a suit between citizens of

the state, under the pretext that4;he Indian right and title, as

original lords of the soil, had not been extinguished.'' It was

also declared, in Fletcher v. Peck,'' to be the opinion of the

Supreme Court of the United States, that the nature of the

Indian title to lands lying within the territorial limits of a

state, though^ntitled to be respected by all courts until it be

legitimately extinguished, was not such as to be absolutely

repugnant to a seisin in fee on the part of the government

within whose jurisdiction the lands are situated.^

*3'r9 *(2) The history and grounds of the claims of the

European governments, and of the United States to

the lands on this continent, and to dominion over the Indian

a right of pre-emption only, and never considered otherwise by the government of

Great Britain, when it claimed and exercised dominion over this country, nor by
our own government which succeeded to the British powers.

• Dr. Arnold, in his History of Rome, vol. i. 267—270, considers it to have been

a general principle in the ancient states of Greece and Italy, that all property in

land was derived from the government by allotment to individuals in absolute

right. Conquered lands were won for the state, and not for individuals. That

portion which was assigned to individuals they took absolutely, but the great mass

of the lands was left as the demesne of the state, and the occupiers of it held only

by a precarious tenure.

" Jackson v. Hudson, 3 Johns. Rep. 375. It is judicially settled in Kentucky

and Ohio, and in the Supreme Court of the United States, that a patent for land

conveys the legal title, but leaves all equities open ; and the courts go behind the

patent for lands, and examine the equity of the title. Brush v. Ware, 15 Peteri

XT. S. Rep. 98.

6 Cranch's Rep. 87.

^ This was the language of a majority of the court in the case of Fletcher v.

Peck. It. was a mere naked declaration, without any discussion or reasoning by
the court in support of it ; but Judge Johnson, in the separate opinion which he

delivered, did not concur in the doctrine. He held that the Indian nations were
absolute proprietors of the soil, and that practically, and in cases unaffected by
particular treaties, the restrictions upon the right of soil in the Indians amounted
only to an exclusion of all competitors from the market, and a pre-emptive right

to acquire a fee simple by purchase when the proprietors should be pleased to

sell.
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tribes, have been since more largely and fully considered. In

discussing the rights and consequences attached by the inter-

national law of Europe to prior discovery, it was stated in

Johnson V. M''Intosh,^ as an historical fact, that on the dis-

covery of this continent by the nations of Europe, the dis-

covery was considered to have given to the government by
whose subjects or authority it was made, a title to the coun-

try, and the sole right of acquiring the soil from the natives,

as against all other European powers. Each nation claimed

the right to regulate for itself, in exclusion of all others, the

relation which was to subsist between the discoverer and the

Indians. That relation necessarily impaired, to a consider-

able degree, the rights of the original inhabitants, and an as-

cendancy was asserted in consequence of the superior genius

of the Europeans, founded on civilization and Christianity,

and of their superiority in the means and in the art of war.

The European nations which respectively established colonies

in America, assumed the ultimate dominion to be in them-

selves, and claimed the exclusive right to grant a title to the

soil, subject only to the Indian right of occupancy. The na-

tives were admitted to be the rightful occupants of the soil,

with a legal as well as just claim to retain possession of it,

and to use it according to their own discretion, though notto

dispose of the soil at their own will, except to the govern-

ment claiming the right of pre-emption. The practice

of Spain,^ France, Holland and England, *proved the *380

very general recognition of the claim and title to

• 8 Wh^at. Rep. 543.

> By the laws of Spain, particular portions of the soil of Louisiana were allotted

to the Indians, and care was taken to make the acquisitions valuable, by preventing

the intrusion of white settlers. The Laws of the Indies directed, that when the

Indians gave up their lands to the whites, others should be assigned to them ; and

the lands allotted to the Indian tribes by the Spanish officers, in pursuance of the

laws of the Indies, were given to them in complete ownership, equally as if they

were held under a complete grant. But as the Indians were considered in a state of

pupilage, the authoiity of the public officers, who were constituted their guardians

was necessaiy to a valid alienation of their property. Recap, des las Indiae,, cited

by Porter, J., in 18 Martin's Rep. 367—359, who speaks most liberally of the

humane policy and justice of the Spanish laws in relation to the Indian tribes.

See, also, translations from the Recopilacion de Leyes de las Indias, in Wliite's

new Recopilacion, vol. ii. Si. 41. 59. 95, which shows the anxious and paternal.cara

with which the Spanish laws guarded the Indians from abuse and fmud.
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American territories given by discovery. The United States

adopted the same principle, and their exclusive right to ex-

tinguish the Indian title by purchase or conquest, and to

grant the soil, and exercise such a degree of sovereignty as

circumstances required, hasneverbeen judicially questioned.^^

The rights of the British government within the limits of the

British colonies, passed to the United States by the force and

effect of the act of independence ; and the uniform assertion

of those rights by the crov?n, by the colonial governments, by

the individual states, and by the Union, is, no doubt, incom-

patible with an absolute title in the Indians. That title has

been obliged to yield to the combined influence which mili-

tary, intellectual and moral power gave to the claim of the

European emigrants.''

(3.) This assumed but qualified dominion over the Indian

tribes, regarding them as enjoying no higher title to the soil

than that founded on simple occupancy, and to be incompe-

tent to transfer their title to any other power than the govern-

* As early as 1782, the American minister, Mr. Jay, told the Spanish minister,

Count d'Aranda, that our right to the territories of the Indian nations compre-

hended within the colonial chartered limits, was a question to be discussed and

settled between us and the Indians; that we claimed the right of pre-emption

with respect to them, and the sovereignty with respect to all other nations. Life

and Writings of John Jay, vol. ii. 4H. The Indians in the N. W. Tenitoiy of the

United States did not concur in any such logic, for the delegates of the confederate

nations who met in council the American commissioners at Sandusky, in 1793, to

attempt the negotiation of a peace, declared that they had never yielded to or

agreed with the King of England, or the United States, to surrender any exclusive

right of pre-emption, and that they consider themselves free to make any bargain

or cession of lands whenever and to whomsoever they pleased.

> The right of discovery was not recognised in the Roman law. It is an imper-

fect title unless followed by occupation, and unless the Intention of the sovereign

or state to take possession, be declared or made known to the world. Vattel, b. i.

t. 18. sec. 207, 208. Marten!^ Precis, p. 37. Khiber, Droit des gens modernes de

VEurope, sec. 126. This is the language of the modern diplomatists and publicists,

on the part of England, Spain, Russia and the United States. Mere transient

discovery amounts to nothing, unless followed in a reasonable time by occupation

and settlement, more or less permanent, under the sanction of the state. In the

disputes and discussions between the British government and Spain, in 1790, rela-

tive to Nootka Sound, on the N. W. Coast of America, the former claimed as an

indisputable right, the possession of such establishments as they should form, with

the consent of the natives of the country, not previously occupied by any of the

European nations. See Oreenhow's History of Oregon and California, 4th edit.

204.
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ment whicli claims tte jurisdiction of their territory by right

of discovery, arose, in a great degree, from the necessity of

the case. To leave the Indians in possession of the country,

was to leave the country a wilderness ; and to govern them

as a distinct people, or to mix with them, and admit them to

an intercommunity of privileges, was impossible under the

circumstances of their relative condition. The peculiar cha-

racter and habits of the Indian nations rendered them
incapable *of sustaining any other relation with the *381

whites than that of dependence and pupilage. There

was no other way of dealing with them than that of keeping

them separate, subordinate and dependent, with a guardian

care thrown around them for their protection. ^^ The rule that

the Indian title was subordinate to the absolute, ultimate title

of the government of the European colonists, and that the In-

dians were to be considered as occupants, and entitled to pro-

tection in peace in that character only, and incapable of trans-

ferring their right to others, was the best one that could be

adopted with safety. The weak and helpless condition in

which we found the Indians, and the immeasurable superiori-

ty of their civiHzed neighbours, would not admit of the appli-

cation of any more liberal and equal doctrine to the case of

Indian lands and contracts. It was founded on the pretension

of converting the discovery of the country into a conquest

;

and it is now too late to draw into discussion the validity of

that pretension, or the restriction which it imposes. It is es-

tablished by numerous compacts, treaties, laws and ordi-

nances, and founded on immemorial usage. The country has

been colonized and settled, and is now held by that title. It

is the law of the land, and no court ofjustice can permit the

right to be disturbed by speculative reasonings on abstract

rights.

This is the view of the subject which was taken by the Su-

preme Court, in the elaborate opinion to which I have re-

ferred. The same court has since been repeatedly called upon

to discuss and decide great questions concerning Indian rights

* It was shown in the case of Mitchell v. United States, 9 Peters' IT. S. Rep,

740, that it was part of the governor's oath in the Spanish colonies, as prescribed

by the laws of the Indies, that he should take care of the welfare, increase and
protection of the Indians.
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and title ; and the subject has of late become exceedingly

grave and momentous, affecting the faith and character, if

not the tranquillity and safety, of the government of the

United States.

In the case of Cherokee Nation v. State of Georgia,'^ it was
held by a majority of the court, that the Cherokee nation of

Indians, dwelling withia the jurisdictional limits of

*382 *the United States, was not 21.foreign state in the sense

in which the term is used in the constitution, nor enti-

tled as such" to proceed in that court against the state of

Georgia. But it was admitted that the Cherokees were a

state, or distinct political society, capable of managing its

own affairs, and governing itself, and that they had uniformly

been treated as such since the settlement of our country. The
numerous treaties made with them by the United States, re-

cognise them as a people capable of maintaining the relations

of peace and war, and responsible in their political capacity.

Their relation to the United States was nevertheless peculiar.

They were domestic, dependent nations, and their relation to

us resembled that of a ward to his guardian ; and they had
an unquestionable right to the lands they occupied, until that

right should be extinguished by a voluntary cession to our

government. The subject was again brought forward, and
the great points which it involved, reasoned upon and judi-

cially determined, in the case of Worcester v. State of
Georgia^ which was another case arising out of the operation

of the laws of Georgia.

The legislature of that state, in the years 1828, 1829 and

1830, passed several penal statutes in reference to the Chero-

kee nation and territory. The purpose and effect of those

laws was, to demolish the Cherokee government and institu-

tions, and annihilate their political existence as a nation, and
to divide their territory among the adjoining counties in

Georgia, and extend the civil and criminal law of the state

over the Indian territory. Those laws dealt with them as if

they were alike destitute of civil and political privileges, and
were mere tenants at sufferance, without any interest in the

• January Term, 1831, 5 Peteri U. 8. Rep. 1.

t 6 Peters' IX. S. Rep. 515.
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soil on which they dwelt, and which had been uninterruptedly

claimed and enjoyed by them and their ancestors as a nation

from time immemorial. Their lands had been guarantied to

them as a nation, and the protection of the United States

pledged to them in their national capacity ; and their exist-

ence, competence and rights, as a distinct political

*80ciety, recognised, by treaties made with them in the *383

years 1785, 1791, 1798, 1805, 1806, 1816, 1817 and

1819, by the government of the United States, under all the

forms and solemnities of treaty compacts. The statutes of

Georgia, nevertheless, prohibited the Oherokees, under highly

penal sanctions, from the exercise, within the territory they

so occupied, of any political power whatever, legislative, ex-

ecutive or judicial. They were declared not to be competent

witnesses in any court of the state to which a white person

might be a party, unless such white persons resided in the

Cherokee nation ; and they were also declared to be incompe-

tent to contract with any white person. Their territory was

divided into sections, and directed to be surveyed and subdi-

vided into districts, and disposed of by lottery among the

citizens of Georgia. Their gold mines were taken possession

of by force, and the use of them by the Indians prohibited.

They were, however, declared to be protected in the posses-

sion of their impraoements, until the legislature should enact

to the contrary, or the Indians should voluntarily abandon

them.ii

» In the session of 1831-32, the legislature of Alabama also extended the civil

and criminal jurisdiction of that state over all the Indian territory within its limits,

and dealt with the Indians (Creeks and Oherokees) as being under the absolute

control of the state. So, also, in the session of 1833, the legislature of Tennessee

extended the laws and jurisdiction of the state over the tract of country within the

boundary limits of the state in the occupancy of the Oherokees. But the extension,

though in violation of the treaties existing between the United States and the

Oherokees, was made with mild and reasonable qualifications, in respect to the

Oherokees, compared with similar acts in some other states. It secured them in

the enjoyment of their improvements and personal property, and allowed them to

enjoy their native usages, and prevented entry upon, or occupancy of, any of the

lands in their territory, by white men, and exempted the Cherokee Indians from

any criminal jurisdiction under the act for offences committed by them within their

territory, except for murder, rape and larceny. It was in the spirit of the act of

the legislature of New-York, of 12th of April, 1822, asserting exclusive criminal

jurisdiction over all crimes and offences committed within the Indian Reservations
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The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of
TFowes^er, reviewed the whole ground of controversy, relative

to the character and validity of Indian rights within the ter-

ritorial dominions of the United States, and especially in re-

ference to the Cherokee nation, within the territorial limits of

Georgia. They declared that the right given by European
discovery was the exclusive right to purchase, but this right

was not founded on a denial of the right of the Indian pos-

sessor to sell. Though the right to the soil was claimed to be

in the European governments as a necessary consequence of

the right of discovery and assumption of territorial jurisdic-

tion, yet that right was only deemed such in reference to the

whites ; and in respect to the Indians, it was always under-

stood to amount only to the exclusive right of purchasing

such lands as the natives were willing to sell. The royal

grants and charters asserted a title to the country against

Europeans only, and they were considered as blank

*384 *paper, so far as the rights of the natives were con-

cerned. The English, the French and the Spaniards,

were equal competitors for the friendship and the aid of the

Indian nations. The Crown of England never attempted to

interfere with the national affairs of the Indians, further than

to keep out the agents of foreign powers, who might seduce

in the state, by and between Indians. The Tennessee act was founded on the

necessity of the case, o-ming to the very reduced population of the Cherokees

within the state of Tennessee, and the too great imbecility of their oi'ganization

and authority to preserve order, and protect themselves from atrocious crimes.

The criminal jurisdiction ofNew-York was vindicated on that ground in Goodell v.

Jackson, 20 Johns. Rep. '716
; and on the same ground the act of Tennessee was

vindicated in their Supreme Court, in the case of The State v. Poreman, a Cherokee

Indian, October, 1835. 8 Yerger, 256. But even that decision, ably as it was

supported, was resisted with equal ability by Judge Peck, one of the members of

the court, on the ground of subsisting treaties between the United States and the

Cherokees, recognising their national and self-governing authority, and which treaties

did not exist in the case in New-York. In Wall v. Williamson, Alabama iJ.N. S.

vol. viii. p. 48, it was adjudged that a mamage between two Indians belonging to

the Choctaw tribe, and entered into according to the laws and customs of the tribe

at the place where it took place, was valid, even though the laws of Alabama had

been extended over that Indian territory. The laws and customs of the Choctaws

were not in fact abrogated by the extension of the Alabama jurisdiction, so far as

the members of the tribe were affected ; and as by Choctaw law the husband may
at pleasure dissolve the marriage tie, the dissolution as between the Indians is

recognised in Alabama as valid.
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them into foreign alliances. The English government pur-

chased the alliance and dependence of the Indian nations by
subsidies, and purchased their lands when they were willing

to sell, at a price they were willing to take, but they never

coerced a surrender of them. The English crown considered

them as nations competent to maintain the relations of peace

and war, and of governing themselves under her protection.

The United States, who succeeded to the rights of the British

crown in respect to the Indians, did the same, and no more

;

and the protection stipulated to be afforded to the Indians,

and claimed by them, was understood by all parties as only

binding the Indians to the United States as dependent allies.

A weak power does not surrender its independence and right

to self-government, by associating with a stronger, and receiv-

ing its protection. This is the settled doctrine of the law of

nations; and the court concluded and adjudged that the

Cherokee nation was a distinct community, occupying its

own territory, with boundaries accurately described, inwhich

the laws of Georgia could not rightfully have any force, and

into which the citizens of Georgia had no right to enter, but

with the assent of the Cherokees themselves, or in conformity

with treaties, and with,the acts of congress. The court accord-

ingly considered the acts of Georgia which have been men-

tioned, to be repugnant to the constitution, treaties and laws

of the United States, and consequently that they were, in

judgment of law, null and void.

The decision of the Supreme Court of the United States

was not the promulgation of any new doctrine ; for the several

local governments, before and since our revolution, never

regarded the Indian nations within their territorial do-

mains *as subjects, or members of the body politic, *385

and amenable individually to their jurisdiction. They

treated the Indians within their respective territories as free

and independent tribes, governed by their own laws and usa-

ges, under their own chiefs, and competent to act in a national

character, and exercise self-government, and while residing

within their own territories, owing no allegiance to the mu-

nicipal laws of the whites. The judicial decisions in I^ew-

Tork and Tennessee, in 1810 and 1823, correspond with those

more recently pronounced in the Supreme Court of the

Union, and they explicitly recognised this historical fact and
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declared this doctrine, a^ The original Indian nations were

regarded and dealt with as proprietors of the soil which they

claimed and occupied, but without the power of alienation,

except to the governments which protected them, and had

thrown over them and heyond them their assumed patented

domains. These governments asserted and enforced the ex-

clusive right to extinguish Indian titles to lands, enclosed

within the exterior lines of their jurisdictions, by fair purchase,

under the sanction of treaties ; and they held all individual

purchases from the Indians, whether madewith them individ-

ually or collectively as tribes, to be absolutely null and void.

The only power that could lawfully acquire the Indian title

was the state, and a government grant was the only lawful

source of title admitted in the courts of justice. The colonial

and state governments, and the government of the United

States, uniformly dealt upon these principles with the

*386 Indian nations dwelling *within their territorial limits.

The Indian tribes placed themselves under the protec-

tion of the whites, and they were cherished as dependent al-

lies, but subject to such restraints and qualified control in

their national capacity, as was considered by the whites to be

indispensable to their own safety, and requisite to the due

discharge of the duty of that protection.'"

• Jackson v. Wood, 1 Johns. Rep. 295. Goodell v. Smith, 20 ibid. 693. Holland

v. Peck, Peel's Tenn. Rep. 151. In 1830, the Supreme Court of Tennessee stated,

that the act of North Carolina of 1783, (and which yrsa pai't of the statute law of

Tennessee,) admitted that the Cherokees were an independent people, and not

citizens of that state; that they were governed by their own laws, &ad not subject

to the legislature of North Carolina. The court declared that grants from that

state of Indian lands were valid as between the state and grantees, but that they

were subject to the Indian right and title of exclusive occupancy and enjoyment.

Blair <fe Johnson v. Pathkiller, 2 Yerger, 407. The legislature of New-York, so

late as 1813, by statute, authorized the governor "to hold a treaty or treaties on

the part of the people of this state, with the Oneida nation of Indians, or any other

of the Indian nations or tribes within this state, for the purpose of extinguishing

their claim to such part of their lands lying within this state as he might deem

proper, for such sums and annuities as might be mutually agreed upon by the

parties." laws of New- York, 36th sess. o. 130.

•• In Mitchell v. TTnited States, 9 Peters' U. 8. Rep. 711. 745, 746, the Supreme

Court once more declared the same general doctrine, that lands in possession of

friendly Indians were always, under the colonial governments, considered as being

owned by the tribe or nation, as their common property, by a perpetual right of

possession ; that the ultimate fee was in the crown or its grantees, subject to this
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(4.) There has been considerable diversity of opinion and

much ingenious speculation, on the claim of right to this

country by the Europeans, founded on the title by discovery.

We have seen that with respect to the English colonists in

America, the claim was modified, and much of its extrava-

gance destroyed, by conceding to the native tribes their politi-

cal rights and privileges, as dependent allies, and their quali-

fied title to the soil. As far as Indian rights and territories

were defined and acknowledged by the whites by treaty, there

was no question in the case, for the whites were bound by
the moral and national obligations of contract and good

fai^h ; and as far as Indian nations had formed themselves

into regular organized governments, within reasonable and

definite limits necessary for the hunter state, there would

seem also to be no ground to deny the absolute nature of their

territorial and political rights. But beyond these points our

colonial ancestors were not willing to go. They seem to have

deemed it to be unreasonable, and a perversion of the duties

and design of the human race, to bar the Europeans, with

their implements of husbandry and the arts, with their laws,

their learning, their liberty and their religion, from all en-

trance into this mighty continent, lest they might trespass

upon some part of the interminable forests, deserts and hunt-

ing grounds of an uncivilized, erratic and savage race of men.

Nor could they be brought to entertain much respect for the

loose and attenuated claim of such occupants, to the exclu-

sive use of a country evidently fitted and intended by Provi-

dence to be subdued and cultivated, and to become the resi-

dence of civilized nations.

It was part of the original destiny and duty of the

human *race to suhdue the earth, and till the ground *387

from whence they were taken. The white race of men,

right of possession, and could be granted by the crown upon that condition ; that

individuals could not purchase Indian lands without license, or under rules pre-

scribed by law ; that possession was considered with reference to Indian habits

and modes of life, and the hunting gi-ounds of the tribes were as much in their

actual occupation as the cleared fields of the whites, and this was the tenure of

Indian lands by the laws of all the colonies. Grants and sales by the Indians at

Indian treaties, under the sanction of the local governments, gave a valid title. The

doctrine was in that case applied to grants of lands in Florida, from the Creek and

Seminole Indians, under the sanction of the Spanish authorities.
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as GrovemorPownall observed, liave been "land-workers from

the beginning ;" and if unsettled and sparsely scattered tribes

of hunters and fishermen show no disposition or capacity to

emerge from the savage to the agricultural and civilized state

of man, their right to keep some of the fairest portions of the

earth a mere wilderness, filled with wild beasts, for the sake

of hunting, becomes utterly inconsistent with the civilization

and moral improvement of mankind. Yattel did not place

much value on the territorial rights of erratic races of people,

who sparsely inhabited immense regions, and suffered them
to remain a wilderness, because their occupation was war, and

their subsistence drawn chiefly from the forest. He obser^d

that the cultivation of the soil was an obligation imposed by
nature upon mankind, and that the human race could not well

subsist, or greatly multiply, if rude tribes, which had not ad-

vanced from the hunter state, were entitled to claim and re-

tain all the boundless regions through which they might

wander. If such a people will usurp more territory than they

can subdue and cultivate, they have no right to complain, if

a nation of cultivators puts in a claim for a part, and confines

the natives within narrower limits. He alluded to the estab-

lishment of the French and English colonies in North Amer-
ica, as being, in his opinion, entirely lawful ; and he extolled

the moderation of William Penn, and of the first settlers in

New-England, who are understood to have fairly purchased

of the natives, from time to time, the lands they wished to

colonize.'^

The original English emigrants came to this country with

no slight confidence in the solidity of such doctrines, and in

their right to possess, subdue and cultivate the American wil-

derness, as being, by the law of nature and the gift of Provi-

dence, open and common to the first occupants in the

*388 *character of cultivators of the earth. The great pat-

ent of New-England, which was the foundation of the

subsequent titles and subordinate charters in that country,

and the opinions of grave and learned men, tended to con-

firm that confidence. According to Chalmers, the practice of

the European world had constituted a law of nations which

• Droit des Gent, c. 1. sec. 81. 209.
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sternly disregarded the possession of the aborigines, because

they had not been admitted into the society of nations.'' But

• Chcdmer's Political Annals, 676. The Puritans circulated a paper in England,

immediately preceding their projected emigi-ation to Massachusetts Bay, entitled,

General Considerationsfor the Plantation of New-Eingland. Mather's Magnalia,

vol. i. 65. edit. 1820. It was published at large in Hutchinson's State Papers,

(Boston, 1769, p. 27,) and it declared that " the whole earth was the Lord's gar-

den, and he had given it to the sons of Adam, to be tilled and improved by them.

Why then should any stand starving for places of habitation, and in the mean time

suflFer whole countries, as profitable for the use of man, to lie waste without any

improvement !" In answer to the objection that they had no warrant for taking

land a long time possessed by other sons of Adam, it was stated, that what " was

common to all was proper to none. This savage people ruleth over many lands

without title or property, for they enclose no gi-ound, neither have they cattle to

maintain it. There was more than enough for them and us. By a miraculous

plague tt great part of the country was left void of inhabitants. Finally, they

would come in with good leave of the natives." We may also refer to an able

paper, written by the Rev. Mr. Bulkley, of Colchester, in Connecticut, in 1724, en-

titled, " An Inquiry into the Right of the Aboriginal Natives to the Lands in

America, and the Titles derived from them." Massachusetts Historical Oollections,

vol. iv. 159. In that treatise the learned author confines Indian titles, which have

any solidity or value, to those particular pai'cels of land which they had subdued

and improved ; and insists that the English had ati undoubted right to enter, and

appropriate, for agricultural purposes, all the residue of the waste and unimproved

lands in the country, as being common, and open to the first bona fide occupants.

He contended, that in a state of nature the only title to property was the labour

by which the same was appropriated and cultivated, and that the Indian tribes

were still in that imperfect state of civil policy which borders upon a state of na-

ture ; and the extensive tracts of country which they claimed as national property,

were not subject to any regulation, nor defined as property, and lay neglected in

that common state wherein nature had left it. Cotton Mather, also, in his Magnalia

Christi Americana, (voL i. 72,) considered it as an instance of the most imaginable

civility, that the English purchased several tracts of land of the natives, notwith-

standing the patent which they had for the country. The great patent of New-

England, granted by King James, in 1620, to the council at Plymouth, in England,

(and which was by the patent incorporated by the name of " the Council established

at Plymouth, in the county of Devon, for the planting, i-uling and governing of

New-England in America,") recited, that the king's subjects had "taken actual

possession of the continent mentioned in the patent, in the name and to the use of

the king, as sovereign lord thereof; that there were no other subjects of any Chris-

tian king or state, by any authority from their sovereign lords or princes, actually

in possession of any of the lands between the degrees of forty and forty-eight

;

that the country being depopulated by pestilence and devastation, the appointed

time had come in which Almighty God had thought fit and determined that those

large and goodly territories, deserted as it were by their natural inhabitants, should

be possessed and enjoyed by such of his subjects as should be conducted thither
;

that the settlement would tend to the reducing and conversion of such savages as

remained wandering in desolation and distress, to civil society and the Chiistian
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*389 whatever *loose opinions might have been enter-

tained, or latitudinary doctrines inculcated, in favour

of the abstract right to possess and colonize America, it is

certain that in point of fact the colonists were not satisfied, or

did not deem it expedient to settle the country without the

consent of the aborigines, procured by fair purchase, under

the sanction of the ciVil authorities. The pretensions of the

patent ofKing James were not^-elied on, and the prior Indian

right to the soil of the country was generally, if notuniformly,

recognised and respected by the JSTew-England puritans."

They always negotiated with the Indian nations as distinct

and independent powers ; and neither the right of pre-

*390 emption, which was *uniformly claimed and exercised,

nor the state of dependence and pupilage under which

the Indian tribes within their territorial limits were necessarily

placed, were carried so far as to destroy the existence of the

Indians as self-governing communities.'' The manner in

religion, and to the enlargement of the king's dominions.'' The grant was of all

the continent between the fortieth and forty-eighth degi'ees of north latitude, and

"in length by all the breadth aforesaid throughout the main land from sea to sea,

provided the same, or any pai-t, be not actually possessed or inhabited by any other

Christian prince or state," and to be called by the name of " New-England, in

America." The grant was to forty corporators, consisting of noblemen, knights

and gentlemen of high distinction ; and their successors were to be supplied from

time to time by the choice of the company. The whole territory was granted to

the corporation, to be held by the crown in free and common socage, and with ab-

solute power of legislation and government over the whole country, and with a

complete monopoly of its trade. Subsequent giants of the soil of Massachusetts

and Maine issued from this company. See the patent at large in Hazards Slate

Papers, vol. i. 103, and in Bailey's Historical Memoir, vol. i. 160, and in the

Plymouth Colony Laws, edited and published by William Brigham, in 1836. The
charter of the colony of New-Plymouth, in 1629, was granted by that company,

and is also given at large in that last work.

« The excellent Roger Williams, the earliest and clearest asserter of the rights

and sanctity of conscience in matters of religion, wrote an essay, in which he
maintained that an English patent could not invalidate the rights of the native

inhabitants of this country ; and it was at first condenaned by the government in

Massachusetts, in 1634, as sounding like treason against the cherished charter o^

the colony. Bancrofts History, voL i. 400.

^ When the Puritans of New-England first settled at Plymouth, and made trea-

ties with the Indians, those treaties bore the language of dependence and submission •

and the English accepted of the acknowledgements of the sachems that they were
dependent, and allies, and loyal subjects of King James. Morton's New-Evgland
Memorial, 64. 67. 286. Baylie's Historical Memoir, voL i. 66. 82. Plymouth
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which the people of thia coiintry, through all periods of their

colonial history, treated and dealt with the Indians, is a sut-

jeet of deep interest, and well worthy of the thorough and

accurate examination of every person conversant with our

laws and history, and whose bosom glows with a generous

warmth for the honour and welfare of his country.

(6.) The settlement of that part of America now composing

the United States, has been attended with as little violence

and aggression, on the part of the whites, in a national point

of view, as were compatible with the fact of the entry of a

race of civilized men into the territory of savages, and

with *the power and the determination to reclaim and *391

occupy it. The colony of Massachusetts, in 1633, pro-

hibited the purchase of lands from the natives, without li-

cense from the government ; and the colony of Plymouth, in

1643, passed a similar law. Yery strong and authentic evi-

dence of the distinguished moderation and equity of the

New-England governments towards the Indians, is to be found

Colony Laws, App. 805. edit. 1836. But when war was about commencing -with

King Philip, in 16Y5, he insisted that all former agreements with Plymouth were,

as he truly apprehended they were, agreements of amity and not of subjection,

and the Indians regarded themselves as allies, and not as subjects of England.

Those Indian stipulations were regarded by Massachusetts as amounting only to a

state of qualified dependence. The Indians in Connecticut were always treated as

friends and allies, and as a free people, though regarded in some degree as wards

of the colony. The great object of the regulations in the Revised Statutes of Con-

necticut, of 1672 and 1702, was to protect, civilize and Christianize the Indians, and

this protection continues down to this day. Baylie's Historical Memoir, vol. ii.

part 3. 23. Ttumiull's History of Connecticut, vol. i. 342. Revised Statutes of

Connecticut, 1821, 279, note. Ibid. 303. Chalmer's Political Annals, 398. As

further evidence of the truth of the historical deductions mentioned in the text, we
may refer to the king's proclamation of the 7th of October, 1768, after the treaty

of Paris, founded on the immense acquisition of territory by England, under that

treaty. It declared, "that the several nations or tribes of Indians with whom we
were connected, and who live under our protection, should not be molested or dis-

turbed in the possession of such parts of our dominions and territories, as, not

having been ceded or purchased by us, are reserved to them, or any of them, as

their hunting grounds." " And all the lands and territories lying to the westnard

of the sources of the rivers which fall into the Atlantic Ocean from the west or

northwest, were declared to be reserved under the king's sovereignty, protection

and dominion, for the use of the said Indians ; and all purchases, or settlements,

or taking possession of any of the lands so reserved, without the king's special

leave and license first obtained, were strictly forbidden." Dodsley's Ann. Reg. for

1763, 208.
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in the letter of Governor "Winslow, of the Plymouth colony,

of the 1st May, 1676, in which he states, that before King
Philip's war, the English did not possess one foot of land in

that colony but what was fairly obtained by honest purchase
- from the Indian proprietors, and with the knowledge and
allowance of the general court.* The New-England annals

abound with proofs of a just dealing with the Indians in re-

spect to their lands. The people of aU the New-England
colonies settled their towns upon the basis of a title procured

by fair purchase from the Indians with the consent of govern-

ment, except in the few instances of lands acquired by con-

quest, after a war deemed to have been just and necessary. •>

Instances are to be met with in the early annals of New-Eng-
land, of regular and exemplary punishment of white persons,

for acts of injustice and violence towards the Indians." The
Massachusetts legislature, in 1633, threw the protection of

its government over the Indians in the enjoyment of their

improved lands, hunting grounds and fishing places,

*392 *by declaring that they should have relief in any of

the courts as the English have."!

The government of the colony of New-York has a claim

equally fair with any part of America, to a policy uniformly

just, temperate and pacific towards the Indians within the

* Hazards Collections of State Papers, vol. ii. 631—534. Holmes' American
Annals, vol. i. 383. Hubbard's Narrative.

•> Holmes' Annals, voL i. 166—169. 220. 231. note 4, 238. 245. 248. 259. 312.

317. Winthrop's History, vol. i. 259. Hasard^s State Papers, vol. ii. passim.

Massachusetts Historical Collections, passim. Trumbull's History of Connecticut

vol. i. 113

—

111. Sullivan's Hist. District of Maine, 143—149. Dwight's Travels,

vol. i. leT. Baylie's Hist. Memoir, vol. i. 287. Statutes of Connecticut, passed in

1702, 1717 and 1722. We find in the Statutes of Connecticut, of 1838, special

provisions enacted as late as 1834, 1836 and 1836, for the protection of the land

of the Mohegan, Pequot and Niantic tribes of Indians within that state. So the

Revised Statutes of Massachusetts, of 1835, contain exemption of the Indians within

that commonwealth from taxation, and allow them some special privileges, and
provision for the support of common schools among the Marshbee Indians but all

marriages between them and the whites are declared void. In Mississippi by-

statute, 1829, all the privileges, immunities and franchises of white persons were
extended to Indians, and they are competent witnesses in any case where white
persons would be. Doe v. Newman, 3 Smedes & Marshall, 565.

" Winthrop's Hist. New-England, vol. i. 34. 267. 269. Baylie's Hist. Memoir
vol. i. 245—248. Morton's New-England Memorial, 207.

' Holmes' Annals, vol. i. 217, 218.
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limits of its jurisdiction. While tlie Dutch held and governed

the colony, the Indian titles were always respected, and ex-

tinguished by fair means, and with the consent of the natives.

This policy was continued by their conquerors ; and on the

first settlement of the English at New-York, in 1665, it was

ordained that no purchase oflands from the Indians should be

valid without the governor's license, and the execution of the

purchase in his presence ; and this salutary check to fraud

and injustice was essentially continued. ^^ Regulations of that

kind have been the invariable American policy. The king,

by proclamation, soon after the peace of 1763, prohibited

purchase^ of Indian lands, unless at a pubKc assembly of the

Indians, and in the name of the crown, and under the super-

intendence of his colonial authorities. A prohibition of indi-

vidual purchases of lands, without the consent of government,

has since been made a constitutional provision in IsTew-York,

"Virginia and l^oi'th Carolina. The colonists of New-York
settled in the neighbourhood of the most formidable

Indian confederacy known to the country, *and came *393

in contact with their possessions. But the Six Nations

of Indians, of which the Mohawks were the head, placed

themselves and their lands under the protection of the govern-

ment of New-York, from the earliest periods of the colony

administration.'' They were considered and treated as sepa-

rate but dependent nations, and the friendship which subsisted

betweenthem and theDutch, and their successors, the English,

was cemented by treaties, alliances and kind offices. It con-

tinued unshaken from the first settlement of the Dutch on

the shores ofthe Hudson and the Mohawk, down to the period

« Smith's Hist, of Ncw-Tork, vol. i. 39. Duke of Tories Laws, in the Collections

of the New- York Historical Society, vol. i Wood!s Sketch of the First Settlement

of Long Island, 12. 22, 23. Collections of the New- York Historical Society, vol. i.

171. Ml. 224. 227. 239. As evidence of the just and friendly disposition of the

Dutch towards the Indians, we have the interesting fact, that the iilinesinlc Valley,

on the Delaware, was settled by Dutch emigrants as early as 1644; and being an

industrious, quiet and pious people, and having purchased the lands from the In-

dians, they lived in uninterrupted peace and friendship with them for upwards of

one hundred years. Preston's Notices of Mineaink, published 1829.

' Colden's History of the Five Nations, passim. Governor Pownall's Adminis-

tration of the Colonies, 268—274. Journals of Hie Confederation Congress, vol. i.

May ],1782.

Vol. IIL 31
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of the American war ; and the fidelity of that friendship is

shown by the most honourable and the most undoubted at-

testations. » And when we consider the long and distressing

wars in which the Six Nations were involved, on our account,

with the Canadian French, and the artful means which were

used from time to time to detach them from our alliance, it

must be granted, that the faith of treaties has no where, and

at no time, been better observed, or maintained with a more

intrepid spirit, than by those generous barbarians.^

* The speech of the Indian Oood Peter to the commissioners at Fort Schuyler, in

1788, is strong proof of the fact. He said, that " -when the -white men first came

into the country they were feTT and feeble, and the Five Nations numerous and

powerful. The Indians were friendly to the white men and permitted them to set-

tle in the countiy, and protected them from their enemies." Colleciions of the New-

York Historical Society, vol. iii. 826.

' Colden's History of the Five Nations of Canada, dependent on the Province

of New-York, vol. i. 84. et passim. Chalmers Political Afinals, 676. The confed-

eracy of the Iroquois, or Five Nations, (and which was known as the confederacy of

the Six Nations, after the Tuscaroras were admitted into the union,) might afford

the subject of an historical sketch, in the hands of a master, replete with the deep-

est interest and curiosity. It was distinguished, from the time of the first discoveiy

of the Hudson down to the war of 1756, for its power, policy and martial spirit.

At the close of the seventeenth century that confederacy was computed to contain

10,000 fighting men. Burkes Account of the European Settlements in America,

vol. ii. 193. But this was a very exaggerated computation, for, in 1677, an intelli-

gent traveller, (
Wentworlh Oreehalph) who visited the Five Nations, computed

the whole number of fighting men at 2,150. In 1747, they were supposed not to

exceed 1,500. The great influence of Sir William Johnson is said to have collected

only 1,000 Indians for so exciting an expedition as that against Montreal, in 1760.

Douglass' Summary of the British Settlements in North America, vol. i. 186, 186.

Annual Register for 1760. Chalmers' Political Annals, 609. In 1763, according

to a census then taken, the number of warriors of the Six Nations amounted to

1,950. Stone's Life of Brant, vol. i. 86. note. The Five Nations, during the time

of their ascendancy and glory, extended their dominion on eveiy side, and levied

tribute on distant tribes. They blockaded Quebec for several months, about the

year 1660, with 700 warriors. Proud's History of Pennsylvania, vol. ii. 294.

Hawking Quebec, 305. The Mohawks were the terror and scourge of all the New-

England Indians, and those dwelling west of Connecticut river paid them tribute.

Trumbull's History of Connecticut, vol. i. They extended their conquest down the

Hudson to Manhattan Island, and subdued the Canarse Indians on the west end of

Long Island. Wood's Sketch of the First Settlement of Loiig Island, 1824, p. 24.

The Iroquois pushed their conquests to Lake Huron, and fought desperate actions

with the Hurons and the Chippewas on the borders of Lake Superior : and Mr.

Schoolcraft very reasonably attributes their superiority in war over the western

tribes to their early use of fire-arms, instead of the bow and war-club. Charlevoix

{Travels in Canada, vol. i. 152. 1 67. 171) speaks in strong terms of the power and
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In New-Jersey, the proprietaries very clearly secured all

their titles by Indian purchases ; and all purchases to

be made, *without the consent of the government, *395

fierceness of the Iroquoia, who, as early as 1720, had almost extirpated the Algon-

quins, the Hurona and other tribes of Canadian savages. Mr. Thompaon, in his

History of Long Island, New-York, 1839, p. 56, or at p. 78, vol. i. of his second

edit. 1843, says, that the Iroquois, or Six Nations, were Algonquins, and that the

Algonquin, or Chippewa race of Indians, embraced anciently all the tribes in New-
England and New-York, and the fact is derived, he says, from identity of language.

This point is not within my means of research ; and recurring back to the Mohawks,

Governor Golden was well acquainted with their history, and by means of bis office

of Surveyor-General of the Province of New-York, he had access to the most au-

thentic sources of information. He wrote the first part of his History of the Five

Nations as early as 1727, and he says that they carried their arms to the Carolinaa

and the banks of the Mississippi, and entirely destroyed many Indian nations. The

Chevalier Tonti accompanied M. De la Salle in his expedition and discoveries on

the great lakes and the Mississippi, 1678—1684, and was appointed Governor of

Fort St. Louis, on the River Illinois, and he mentions the remarkable fact, that in

1684, about 500 Iroquois warriors came and attacked his fort, being jealous of the

new establishment. Account of De la Salle's discoveries, by M Tonti,',iu3erfced in

the Collections of the New-York Historical Society, vo]. ii. 286. In 1684, Lord
Howard, Governor of Virginia, was under the necessity of meeting the chiefs of

the Five Nations at Albany, in order, by negotiations, to check their excursions to

the south. Colden's History,yo\. i. 44—53. In the Indian war of Virginia, which

terminated in 1677, all the Indian tribes on the east side of the Alleghany ridge

became tributary to the province, but protected by the whites in their persons and
property. The Five Nations kept superior to any such subjection ; and though

their head-quarters, or great council-place, was at Onondaga, in the western part of

New-York, they continued their hoatile marches along the frontiers of Virginia. A
treaty was at length made with them in 1722, by which they stipulated not to cross

the Potomac, or pass to the eastward of the great mountains ; and the tributary

Indians of Virginia agreed, on their part, not to pass the same to the north or west

;

and, by a colony statute, any tributary Indians violating the treaty were to be trans-

ported and sold as slaves. 4 Randolph's Rep. 633. But the ambitious spirit and
daring enterprise of the Six Nations continued to a much later period. An intelli-

gent old Mohawk Indian communicated the fact to General Schuyler, that in his

early life he was one of a party of Mohawks who left their castles on an expedi-

tion against the Chickasawa in Carolina. The expedition was disastrous, and the

Chickasaws destroyed them by an attack in ambuah, and only two, of which he

was one, escaped. Hia companion fled to St. Augustine, but he retui-ned home by
land, and supplied himself on his long journey with food by hia bow and arrow.

He cautiously avoided all Indian settlements, and did not see the face of a human
being from the time he fled from the battle in Carolina, until he reached the Mo-
hawk castles. This anecdote I received in the year 1803, from General Schuyler

who appeared to place implicit confidence in its accuracy ; and no person was
more competent to afibrd precise information on every subject connected with our
colonial history and Indian affairs, than that very intelligent and accomplished man

The Six Nations of Indians within the state of New-Yoiik,. by their paucity of
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were, by a law, in 1682, declared to be void. In West

New-Jersey, in 1616, the liberality of the Quaker influence

went so far as to provide by law, that in all trials where In-

dians, being natives of the province, were concerned, the jury

was to consist of six persons of the neighbourhood and six

Indians.^ In 1758, the Indians, at a treaty at Easton, re-

leased, for a valuable consideration, all claims tolands in New-
Jersey ;'' and the legislature of Pennsylvania, in 1783, asserted

it to have been their uniform practice to extinguish In-

*396 dian titles by fair purchase. *The justice and equity

of the original Indian purchases by William Penn, the

founder ofPennsylvania, particularly at his memorable treaty

of 1682, were known and celebrated throughout Europe."

numbers and insignificance, (with the exception, perhaps, of the Senecas,) have at

least ceased to exist in a distinct national capacity as tribes, exercising self-govem-

ment, with a sufficient competency to protect themselves. Upon this fact the laws

of New-York, {Act of April 12, 1822, u. 204. Bevised Statutes, vol. ii. 697,) have

asserted the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the state over all

crimes and offences committed on the Indian Reservations, as well as elsewhere.

In September, 1836, there was a treaty concluded between the United States and

the New-Tork Indians (being the remains of the Six Nations) I'elative to their vo-

luntai'y removal to the Indian territory west of the state of Missouri, and it con.

tained liberal provisions for their removal and support. But by the act of New-

Torlc, of the 8th of May, 1 846, the Seneca Indians who did not remove, but elected

to reside on the Cattaraugus and Alleghany Reservations, were placed in a state

of protection and improvement. They were declared to hold those reservations as

a distinct community, by the name of the " Seneca Nation of Indians," with power

to institute suits in the state courts, in law and equity, for the protection and reco-

very of their rights, and lands and damages. No individual act of any Indian was

allowed to prejudice their rights and suits as a community. An attorney for the

protection of Indian rights is appointed by the state, and the chiefs of the na-

tion may annually elect local officers, and among other, three peace-makers, who
have some judicial power. The provisions are benevolent, just and discreet. (1)

» Learning and Spicer's Collections, 273. 400, 401. 419. 66Y.

^ Annual Register {or 1759, 191. In 1831, the legislature of New-Jersey passed

an act to extinguish the title of the Delaware tribe of Indians to the fisheries in

the rivers and bays of the state, by the payment of the consideration of $2,000,

thoughthe act declared that the right was to be considered as baiTed by a volun-

tary abandonment of the use of it.

• Watsovt, in his Annals of Philadelphia, in 1830, has given some curious de-

tails respecting the localities of the spot where William Penn held his first Indian

(1) As to the rights of these Indians, and the proper method of redress in the tribonals of the
Btale, eee Blrong, &o. v. Waterman, 11 Paige B. 607.
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So, Governor Calvert, in 1633, planted Maryland, after fair

purchases from the Indians; andin 1644, all Indian purchases,

without the consent of the proprietary of the province, were

declared, by law, to be illegal and void.* There are also

repeated proofs upon record, of purchases from Indians, which

covered a considerable part of the lower country of Virginia

;

and Mr. Jefferson says, that the upper country was acquired

by purchases made in the most unexceptionable form,!" The

cases of unauthorized intrusions upon Indian lands happened

in the early settlement of Yirginia ;" for laws were very soon

made in Virginia to protect Indians in their territorial posses-

sions and rights from the frauds of the whites."^ Georgia was

settled under similar good auspices ; and Savannah, with a

considerable tract of land, was purchased from the Creek

Indians by Governor Oglethorpe, in 1Y33 and 1738, under the

sanction of solemn treaties. In 1763, a large cession of lands

in Georgia was also made by the Creeks, Cherokees and other

nations of Indians.

The historical facts and documents to which we have re-

ferred, relative to the acquisition of the Indian lands in this

country, are sufficient to vindicate the justice and mo-

deration *of our colonial ancestors. But wars with the *397

natives resulted, almost inevitably, from the intrusion

of the whites. The origin of those wars is not imputable to

any general spirit of unkindness or injustice on the part of the

colonial authorities, though they sometimes exhibited signal

and severe proofs of the display of superior power and cruel

retaliation.^ There were also, at times, acts of fraud and vio-

treaty, a treaty memorable in diplomatic annals for the simplicity and moral gran-

deur of the spectacle, and its auspicious and permanent influence upon the minds

of the Indians. The chain of friendship then formed, continued, says Proud,

(History of Pennsylvania, vol. i. 212,) uninterruptedly, for more than seventy

years.

» Ghdlmeri Annals, 216.

•i Jefferson's Notes on Virginia, 163.

• Chalmers, b. 1. 58.

" Ahr. Laws of Virginia, 96.

« The cases I allude to in New-England were the incursions upon the Indian

settlements on Block Island ; the extirpation of the Pequots ; the occasional execu-

tion of sachems and other prisoners of war ; the giving of rewards or a bounty for

Indian scalps, and the sale of captives, including women and children, for slaves.
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lence committed by indiTidual colonists, prompted by cupidi-

ty and a consciousness of superior skill and power, and spring-

ing from a very blunt sense of the rights of savages. ^^ The

causes of war with the Indians were inherent in the nature of

the case. They arose from Indian jealousy of the presence and

location of white people, for the Indians had the sagacity to

perceive, what the subsequent history of this country has

abundantly verified, that the destruction of their race must be

the consequence of the settlements of the English and their

extension over the country. ^ And if wars with them

See Winihrop's History of New-England, vol. i. 192—199. 232—2S'7. Itnd. vol. ii.

131—134. Fenhallow's Indian Wars. Morton's New-England Memorial, by

Davis, App. 452—455. Hutchinson's History of Massachusetts, vol. i. SOY.

Holme^ American Annals, vol. i. 181. 237—241. 272. Baylies Historical Me-

moir, vol. ii. Trumbull's History of Connecticut, vol. i. 112. In Potter's Early

History of Narragansett, passim, to be found in the "Collections of the Rhode

Island Historical Society, vol. iii." the injustice and cruelty of the early New-Eng-

land Puritans, in their dealings and wars with the Indians, are the subject of bold

and severe animadversion. The most reprehensible conduct towards the Indians

was that in Carolina, of fomenting hostilities among the tribes, in order to purchase

or kidnap Indian captives, and sell them for slaves in the West Indies. Mr. Gra-

hame, on the authority of Archdale, Oldmixon, Hewit and Chalmers, states this

fact, and says, that it was not until after persevering and vehement remonstrances

that a law was procm'ed fiist to regulate, and then to extii'pate this profligate prac-

tice. Grahame's History of the American Colonies, vol. ii. 135, 136. The Indians,

except free Indians in amity with the government, formerly were, if they be not

still, regarded in some of the states as fit subjects for slavery, like negroes, by ap-

plying to them the maxim that partus sequitur ventrem. Stroud!s Sketch of the

Laws relating to Slavery, 11, 12. Butt v. Rachel, 4 Munf. 209. The State v.

Van Wagenan, 1 Halstead, 374. The American Indians on eveiy pait of the coast

of America, were, for a long time after the discovery of Columbus, kidnapped and

sold as slaves in Europe and the West Indies. The practice was as early as 1620,

and continued for nearly two centuries. The public mind was deeply vitiated on

this subject. The sale and slavery of Indians was deemed lawful, and the exile

and bondage of captives in war, of all conditions, was sanctioned by the sternest

Puritans. 1 Bancrofts History, 41. 43. 180—182. But the act of Virginia, in

1679, declaring Indian prisoners, taken in war, to be slaves to the soldiers taking

them ; and another act, in 1682, declaiing that all Indians sold by other Indians to

the colonists as slaves, should be slaves, were repealed as early as 1691. Hudgins

V. Wrights, 1 Henning & Munf. 136. Pallas v. Hill, 2 ihid. 149 ; or, according to

the case of Robin v. Hai'daway, Jefferson's Rep. 109, not until 1705, when Indian

slave laws ceased in Vu'ginia.

» Hutchinson's History, vol. i. 5. 283. Holmes' Annals, vol. L 147, 148.

' The war with the Pequots, in 1637, and the confederacy of the Indian nations

formed in 1675, by Metacom, the sachem of the Wampanoags, commonly called

King Philip, would seem to have been formed by the influence of these patriotic
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were never *uiijiistly provoked by the colonial govern- *398

ments or people, yet they were, no doubt, stimulated

on the part of the Indians, by the consciousness of impending

danger, the suggestions of patriotism, and the influence of a

fierce and lofty spirit of national independence. In all their

wars with the whites, the means and the power of the parties

were extremely unequal, and the Indians were sure to come

out of the contest with great loss of numbers and territory, if

not with almost total extermination. There was always much
in the Indian character, in its earlier and better state, to excite

admiration, as there was, and still is, in their sufferings, to

excite sympathy.

The government of the United States, since the period of

our independence, has pursued a steady system of pacific, just

and paternal policy towards the Indians within their wide-

spread territories. It has never insisted upon any other claim

to the Indian lands, than the right of pre-emption, upon fair

terms ;(1) and the plan of permanent annuities, which the

United States, and the state of N'ew-York, among others,

have adopted, as one main ingredient in the consideration of

purchases, has been attended with beneficial effects.^ The

views on the part of the ladiaos. This is the conclusion as to those wars, which is

drawn by an able and learned colonial annalist. Ghalmers' Political Annals, 291.

398. So the efforts of Pontiac, in 1763, and subsequently, and of Tecumseh, be*

tween 1806 and 1814, to unite the Indian nations in the west in a great con-

federacy, for expelling the whites from the Mississippi Valley, were made under

the same impulse. The massacre of the whites in Virginia, in 1644, arose, says

Governor Winthrop, (and he wrote from contemporary information, which came

from the Indians,) because the Indians saw the English took up all their lands, and

would drive them out of the country. Winthrop's History, by Savage, vol. ii. 164.

See, also, Bancrofts History, vol. i. 194, 195. The proud Mohawks more patiently

submitted to their impending fate ; for, sagaciously dreading the rapid progress of

the white population, they, in-1735, conveyed a very valuable part of their territory

to the corporation of Albany, to take effect upon the total dissolution of their tribe ;

and this deed Governor Crosby afterwards wantonly destroyed. Smith's History

of N'ew- York, vol. ii. 30. The Mohawks, as the New-York House of Assembly,

observed in an address in 1764, [Journals of the Assembly, vol. ii. 765,) were the

least populous, most easily managed, best affected and most intelligent of all the

Indians.

» As evidence of the extent of the dealings of the United States with the Indians,

and of the pecuniary expenditures and annuities granted to them, or on their ac-

(1) Fellows v. Lee, 5 Dmid's B. 628.
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efforts of the national government to protect the Indians from

wars with each other, from their own propensity to intempe-

rance, from the frauds and injustice of the whites, and

*399 *to impart to them some of the essential blessings of

civilization, have been steady andjudicious, and reflect

lustre on our national character.* This affords some conso-

lation under a view of the melancholy contrast between the

original character of the Indians, when the Europeans first

visited them, and their present condition. We then found

them a numerous, enterprising and proud-spirited race ; and

we now find them a feeble and degraded remnant, rapidly

hastening to annihilation. The neighbourhood of the whites

seems, hitherto, to have had an immoral influence upon In-

dian manners and habits, and to have destroyed all that was

noble and elevated in the Indian character. They have gene-

rally, and with some very limited exceptions, been unable to

share in the enjoyments, or to exist in the presence of civili-

zation ; and, judging from their past history, the Indians of

this continent appear to be destined, at no very distant period

count, under treaty stipulations, we may refer to the act of Congi-css of the Sd

March, 18S5, c. 50, -which made an annual appropriation of one million eight hun-

dred and thirty thousand dollars and upwards, to the following nations and tribes,

viz. : The Six Nations of Indians, in New-York, the Senecas, Ottawas, Wyartdotts,

Munsees, Delawares, the Christian Indians, the Miamis, Eel River PoUawatta-

mies, Fottawattamies of Huron, of the Prairie, of the Wabash, of Indiana : the

Chippewas, Winnehagoes, Menomonies, the Sioux of Mississippi; the Yancton ani

Saniie Bands, Omalias, Sacs of Missouri, the Sacs, Foxes, loways, Ottoes, Missou-

rias, Kanzas, Osages, Kickapoos, Kashashias and Peorias, the Weas, Piankeskaws,

Shawanees, Senecas of Lewistown, Choctaws, CMclcasaws, Creeks, the Creeks East,

the Creeks West, the Cherokees, the Cherokees West, the Quapaws, the Florida

Indians, and the Pawnees. Similar specific appropriations were made, in subse-

quent years, for Indian annuities, &c. ; and these annual provisions for expenditures

incurred on account of the Indians under the guardianship of the United States, cover

annual stipulations, arising under Indian treaties, from the year 1190 down to this

day.

* In the ordinance of Congress of 18th of July, 1*787, for the Oovermnetil of the

Territory of the United States northwest of the River Ohio, it was made a funda-

mental article of compact between the original states and the people and states in

the said tenitoiy, that the utmost good faith should always be observed towards

the Indians. Their lands and property should never be taken from them, without

their consent. In their property, rights and liberty they never should be invaded

or disturbed, unless in just and lawful wars authorized by Congiees ; and just and

humane laws should from time to time be made, for preventing wrongs being done

to them, and for preserving peace and friendship with them.
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of time, to disappear with those vast forests which once cov-

ered the country, and the existence of which seems essential

to their own.^

• Ad able and well-inatvucted wiiter in the Norih American Review, N. S. vol.

xiii. (1826,) art. 5, has satisfactorily shown that the intentions of the government

of the United States, in their treatment of the Indians, and in all their intercourse

with them, have been uniformly just and benevolent. This was the case down to

the year 1829. But under the administration of President Jactson, the policy and

course of conduct of the government of the United States, in respect to the Indian

tribes on the east side of the Mississippi, and south of the Ohio and the Potomac,

was essentially changed. The act of Congi-ess of May 28th, 1830, c. 148, first gave

legislative sanction to the policy and plan of exchanging the Indian lands, within

the limits of the individual states, for portions of the unoccupied territory of the

United States west of the Mississippi, and for causing the Indian tribes or nations

east of the Mississippi to be removed and established in that western territoiy.

The plan was further matured by the act of Congress of July 14th, 1832, c. 228, and

the execution of it became the systematic and settled policy of the administration

of President Jackson. The protection which was directed to be afforded to the

Indians, under the act of Congress of 30th Maich, 1802, and which was stipulated,

by treaties, to be granted to them, has been withdrawn ; and the Cherokees, in pai'-

ticular, have been left in a defenceless state, to the penal laws of the state of

Georgia. The President, by his message to Congress of the 15th of February,

1832, declared his conviction, " that the destiny of the Indians within the settled

portion of the United States, depends upon theu' entire and speedy migration to the

country west of the Mississippi," and that if any of the Indians repel the offer of

removal, they must remain " with such privileges and disabilities as the respective

states, within whose jurisdiction they be, may prescribe." He said again, in his

message to Congress ofDecember "Zth, 1835, that " the plan ofremoving the aboriginal

people, who yet remain within the settled portions of the United States, to the

country west of the Mississippi, ought to be persisted in till the object is accom-

plished, and prosecuted with as much vigour as a just regard to their circumstances

will pennit, and as fast as their consent can be obtained. All preceding experi-

ments for the improvement of the Indians have failed. They cannot live in contact

with a civilized community and prosper."

*The case of the southern Indians is one which appears to be in every *400

view replete with difficulty and danger ; and especially when we consider

the different and conflicting views which have been taken of then- rights by the

supreme executive and judicial authorities of the Union.

Since the preceding part of this note was written, and in 1838, those Indians have

finally been expelled, by military force, from the southern states, and transported

across the Mississippi. President Van Buren, in his message to Congress of the

4th December, 1838, entered into an elaborate vindication of the policy of the

Federal Government in the removal of the Indian nations from the east to the

west side of the Mississippi, and held that a mixed occupancy of the same terri'

tory by the white and red man, was incompatible with the safety and happiness of

either, and that their removal was dictated by necessity. He stated that the ex-

clusive and peaceable possession of their new teiritory, west of any of the states,

was guarantied to them by the United States ; and that since the 4th of March,
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1 829, the Indian title to upwards of one hundred and sixteen millions of acres of

land has been acquired, and that the United States had paid upwards of seventy-

two millions of dollars to and on behalf of the Indians, in permanent annuities,

lands, reservations, and the necessary expense of removal and settlement of

them.

The condition of the Indian tribes in the northwestern part of the United States,

is also deplorably wretched. They have outlived, in a great degree, the means of

subsistence in the hunter state, and the tribes west of Lake Michigan, and on the

waters of the Upper Mississippi, are unatile to procure the requisite food and

clothing. They perish from diseases incident to savage life, and arising from scanty

and unwholesome food, listless indolence, intemperance, and the want of every com-

fort. These causes operate as fatally as wasteful wars with each other. See ob-

servations of General Lincoln, in Mass. Historical GoUections, vol. y . 6, and of the

Rev. Dr. Kiikland, ihid. vol. iv. 67. Oovernor Clinton's Discourse before the New-
York Historical Society, in the Collections of the New-York Historical Society,

vol. ii. 37. Memoir of General Cass, of the Michigan Territory, addressed to the

Secretary of War, in October, 1821. Major Long's Expedition to the Source of
St. Peter's River, in 1823, vol. ii. passim. Messrs. Clark (h Cass, in their Report to

Congress, in 1829. The Indiana consider their countiy lost to them by encroach-

ment and oppression, and they are irreclaimably jealous of their white neighbours.

The restless and enterprising population on their borders are exempt, no doubt,

from much sympathy with Indian sufferings, and they are penetrated with perfect

contempt of Indian rights. If it were not for the frontier garrisons and troops of

the United States, oflacered by correct and discreet men, there would probably be a

state of constant hostility between the Indians and the white borderers and hunters.

They covet the Indian hunting grounds, and they will have them ; and the Indians

will finally be compelled by circumstances, annoyed as they are from without, and

with a constantly and rapidly diminishing population, and with increasing poverty

and misery, to recede from all the habitable parts of the Mississippi Valley and its

tributary streams, until they become essentially extinguished, or lost to the eye of

the civilized world.

In June, 1834, a bill was introduced into the House of Representatives of the

Congress of the United States, for establishing an Indian Territory west of the

Mississippi, extending from the Platte River on the north, and the state of Missouri

and the Arkansas Territoiy on the east, to the Spanbh Possessions south and west

;

and it was the favourite policy of the government to persuade all the Indian tribes,

east of the Mississippi, to migrate and settle, as a confederacy oftribes, on that territo-

ry. The bill provided a government for the confederacy, to be established, with the

free consent of all the Indian chiefs, and to be governed by Indian chiefs, under the

control and patronage of the government of the United States ; and it provided that

the Indian confederacy might send a delegate to Congress. But the bill met with so

much opposition in the house, that it was laid upon the table and never called up. An
actof Congi-ess was, however, passed on the 30th June, 1834, c. 161, consolidating

many of the former provisions in the laws since the year 1800, and altering others,

and establishing a new Indian code. It provided that the part of the United States

west of the river Mississippi, and not within the states of Missouri and Louisiana, or

the territory of Arkansas, and also the part of the United States east of the Mis-

sissippi, and not within any state to which the Indian title has not been extin-

guished, should be taken and deemed to be the Indian Country. There was to be

no trade with any of the Indians therein, without a license from, and under the re-

gulations of, the general superintendent of the Indian affairs, or some agent thereof,
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and which licenses were subject to recall ; no trader was to reside, or attempt to

reside therein, without a license, nor must any foreigner go into the Indian countiy

without a passport; no barter, except between Indians; and no persons other

than Indians, are to hunt, trap, take or destroy any poultry or game within the

limits of any tribes with whom the United States haye treaties. No person is to

diive or convey horses, mules or cattle, to range or feed on any Indian lands, with-

out the consent of the tribe to whom the lands belong. The superintendent and

agents of Indian affairs are authorized to remove from the Indian country all per-

sons found there contrary to law, and the President of the United States may em-

ploy military force for that purpose. All persons making a settlement on any

lands belonging, secured or granted, by treaty with the United States, to any In-

dian tribe, or surveying, or attempting to survey the same, or to designate bound-

aries, are liable to a penalty, and to be removed by military force. All purchases

from any Indian nation or tribe must be by treaty authorized by law. It is made

penal to interfere by message, talk or correspondence with any Indian nation,

tribe, chief or individual, with intent to violate any treaty or law ; or to sell, give

or dispose of to any Indian in the Indian country, spirituous liquors or wine. The

criminal laws of the United States are declaimed to be in force in the Indian coun-

try ; but they are not to extend to crimes committed by one Indian against the

person or property of another Indian. In the repeal of most of the former statute

provisions since 1800, relative to the Indians, the Intercourse Act of March 30th,

1802, is excepted, so far as respects the Indian tribes residing east of the Missis-

sippL By act of Congress of March 3d, 1847, the act of 1834 was amended, with

more efficient protection to the Indians against the introduction of spirituous

liquors and wine, and for the more safe appropriation to the Indians of the annui-

ties, moneys and goods paid or furnished by the United States to the Indian tribes.

The character of this Indian territory came into discussion in the case of the

United States v. Rogers, 4 Howard's XT. S. Rep. 567 ; and it was adjudged that

the Indian tribes residing within the tenitorial limits of the United States, (and

this Indian territory is within such limits,) were subject to their authority, and Con-

gress may by law punish offences committed there, (if not within the limits of one

of the states,) whether the offender be a white man or an Indian ; and that though

a white man of mature age be adopted in an Indian tribe, he is not an Indian with-

in the proviso of the act of Congress, and is liable to indictment and trial for

crimes committed in such territory, as being within the jurisdiction of the federal

courts.

" Who can assure the Indians," says De Tocqueville, (Z)« la Bemocratie en Ame-

rigue, t. ii. 298, 299,) " that they will be permitted to repose in peace in their new

asylum ? The United States engage to protect them, but the ten'itory which they

occupied in Georgia was guarantied to them by the most solemn faith. In a few

years, the same white population which pressed upon them in their ancestral ter-

ritory, will follow them to the solitudes of Arkansas ; and as the limits of the

earth will at last fail them, their only relief will be death." The last remnant of

the Indian tribes east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio, were the Wyandotts,

" the last of the Braves of the Ohio tribes," and a remnant of the Miami tribe in

Indiana, with the exception of the remains of the Senecas, of the Six Nations.

They have been sent " in hopeless banishment" to the far West Burnet, [in the

Notes on the Early Settlement of the North Western Territory, by Jacob Burnet,

New-York, 184'7, c. 21,] considers that the commencement, progress and close of

the degeneracy and ruin of the North Western Indians began at the treaty of

Greenville, in 1793, which opened a friendly intercourse and corrupting influence
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with the whites, and which in less than fifty years tei-minated in the extinction of

a race of men once numerous, powerful, brave and uncontaminated with the cor-

ruptions of civilization, and who were the original and undisputed sovereigns of the

entire country, from Pennsylvania to the Mississippi, " and a more delightful, fer-

tile valley cannot be found on the earth." Judge Burnet cites the cases of the

Cherokees and the Wyandotts, to prove that the Indians were capable of the arts

of civilized life, and that necessity would have made them industrious and prosper-

ous agriculturists, "if the covetous eye of the white man had not fixed on their in-

cipient improvements."



LECTUKE LII.

OF INCOEPOEEAI, HEEEDITAMENTS.

Things real consist of lands, tenements and hereditaments.

The last word is almost as comprehensive as property, for it

means any thing capable of being inherited, be it corporeal,

incorporeal, real, personal or mixed. =• The term real estate

means an estate in fee or for life in land, and does not com-

prehend terms for years, or any interest short of a freehold.''

A tenement comprises every thing which may be holden, so

as to create a tenancy, in the feudal sense of the word, and

no doubt it includes things incorporate, though they do not lie

in tenure.<= (1) Corporeal hereditaments are confined to land,

which, according to Lord Coke,^ includes not only the

ground or soil, but everything which is attached to the earth,

whether by the course of nature, as trees, herbage and water,

or by the hand of man, as houses and other buildings ; and

which has an indefinite extent, upwards as well as down-

wards, so as to include every thing terrestrial, under

or over it. « Incorporeal *tenements and hereditaments *402

comprise certain inheritable rights, which are not.

» Co. Liu. 6. a.

• Go. Litt. 19, 20, and see supra, vol. ii. 342. Merry v. Hallett, 2 Cowen's Rep.

497.

» Preston on Estates, vol. i. 8. Go. Litt. 19. b. 20. a. Doe v. DjbaU, 1 Moore

& Payne, 330.

d Co. Litt. 4. a.

• 2 Blacks, Com. 18. There are exceptions to the general rule, that land in-

dudes every thing above and below the surface. Thus, a man may have an inherit-

ance in an Hpper chamber, though the lower buildings and the soil be in another,

and it will pass by livery. Co. Litt. 48. b. Ejectment will lie for a house without,

any land ; and a house erected by A. on the land of B., with permission, or under

CI) The pipes of a water company, laid under streets, held not ratable as " tmements or

hereditaments." Eeglna v. East London W. Co. 9 ^g. L. <6 E. R. 271.
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strictly speaking, of a corporeal nature, or land, although they

are, by their own nature, or by use, annexed to corporeal in-

heritances, and are rights issuing out of them, or concern

them. (1) They pass by deed without livery, because they

are not tangible rights. ^ These distinctions were wellknown
to the civil law, and are clearly defined in Justinian's Insti-

tutes. They have their foundation in the nature of things,

and very material legal consequences flow from them in prac-

tical jurisprudence. lies corporales sunt gum sua natura

tcmgi possunt, veluti fundus; incorporales sunt qum tangi

nonpossunt et injure consistunt, sicut ususfruclnis, usus et

ohUgationes.^ A freehold right in a pew in a church, may
be classed among incorporeal rights, for in England the right

only extends to the use of the pew for the purpose of sitting

therein during divine service.^ (2) The owner of the pew

contract, belongs to A. as personal property. Doty v. Gorham, B Pich Rep. 487.

Marcey v. Darling, 8 ibid. 283. It is usual, in such a city as London, for different

persons to have several freeholds in the same spot. The cellar may belong to one

person, and the upper rooms to another. Doe v. Burt, 1 Term Rep. 701. The

lease of a cellar, or other room in a house, gives no interest in the land ; and if the

house be destroyed, the lessee's interest is gone. (8) Winton v. Cornish, 5 JUam-

monds Ohio Rep. 478. A grant of water does not pass the soil beneath, but it

passcth a right of fishing. Co. Litt. 4. b.

• Braeton, lib. ii. c. 18. Co. Litt. 20. a. 49. a.

•i Just. Inst. 2. 2. A corporate right or privilege to select and acquire land for

a corporate purpose, is declared to be an incorporeal hereditament, existing inde-

pendent of, and prior to, any act of location or survey. Canal Oompny v. Rali-

Road Company, 4 Oill & Johnson, 1.
^

» 3 Addams' Ecc. R. 1. The qualified interest of a party in a pew in a church,

is an interest in real estate, and comes within the statute of frauds, and a parol

contract for a pew beyond a year is void. First Baptist Church of Ithaca v. Bige-

low, 16 Wendell, 28. In Maine, Massachusetts and Connecticut, pews in a church

are declared to be real estate. In New-Hampshire and in the city of Boston, they

are held to be personal estate. The Revised Statutes of Massachusetts made that

exception in favour of Boston, as had been previously done by the statute of 1798.

In Vermont, a pew-owner has a right to the occupation of it when the church is used

for public worship, but is not entitled to compensation if the house be pulled down
as too old and unfit for public worship, though it would be otherwise if taken down for

(1) In Borcel t. The City of New-Tork, 2 Sandf. Law B. S52, it was held that hereditaments

are not liable to taxation under the law, 1 B. S. Jfew-Yorb, 887, are not comprised in the words
" lands, real estate,^' &c.

(2) As to the rights of pew-owners, see Musaey v. BuUflnoh-street Society, 1 Ouah. (Mass.)

S. 148.

(8.) Stookwell V. Hunter, 11 Met. B. 44S. Kerr v. Merch, Exc. Co. 3 Edw. Oh. B. 815.]
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cannot dig a vault under it, or erect any thing over it, with-

out the consent of the owners or trustees of the church. »• It

is a right subject to that of the trustees or owners of the

church, who have the right to take down, rebuild or remove

the church, for the purpose of more convenient worship, with-

out making any compensation to the pew-holders for the tem-

porary interruption ; though it has been held, in Massachu-

setts, that if the church should be taken down unnecessarily,

and as a matter of expediency and not of necessity, the pew-

holder would be entitled to be indemnified for the loss of his

pew. While the house remains, the right to the use of the

pew is absolute, and the owner may maintain ejectment, case

or trespass, according to circumstances, if he be disturbed in

his right.''

The incorporeal hereditaments which subsist by our law,

are fewer than those known and recognised by the English

law. We have no such rights as advowsons, tithes, dignities<=

the sake of taste or convenience. (1) Kellogg v. Dickerson, 18 Vermont R. 266. In

Pennsylvania, a cemeteiy annexed to a church and used for burial of the dead, cannot

be the subject of a mechanics' lien, and sold for debt. Beam v. Methodist Church, The

Law Reporter for September, 1846. In England, the parson is seised of the freehold

of his church, and the right of property in a particular pew is a mere easement an-

nexed to the messuage of the pew-holder. Pews are subject to the control of church-

wardens under the ordinary. But in New-York, a pew-holder is held not to have

an interest in the soil. The freehold of the church is in the trustees. The right of

the pew-holder is not real estate, and is no bar to a sale of the church and grounds by

the trustees. But if the corporation of the church owns the fee of the ground, and

the trustees have granted a durable lease or fee of gi'ound for a vault, it cannot be

sold if the owner of the vault objects. In the matter of the Brick Presbyterian

Church, 3 Edwards N. Y. Ch. R. 155. Shaw v. Beveridge, 3 Hill, 26.

• Ryder, Ch. J., Bayer's Rep. 1 1'7. Daniel v. Wood, 1 Pick. Rep. 1 02. 3 Ibid. 346.

•• Gay V. Baker, IT Mass. Rep. 435. Howard v. First Parish, <fec. 1 Pick. Rep.

138. Kimball v. Second Parish in Rowley, 24 id. Zil. Baptist Church v. With-

erell, 3 Paige's Rep. 302. Fishery. G\o-ve:r, i New-Hampshire Rep. 180. Price v.

Methodist Church, 4 Ohio Rep. 615. See Pettman v. Bridger, 1 Phillimore's

Eccles. Rep. 316, as to pew-rights under the ecclesiastical law. Heeney v. St.

Peter's Church, 2 Edw. V. Ch. Rep. 608. Shaw v. Beveridge, 3 Hill, 26.

« The law of dignities, though unknown to us, is of great importance in the Eng-

lish law, and it frequently brings into view deep investigations in regal and parlia-

(1) In Bronson v. St. Peter's Church, {In the Sup. Ct. of N. T., Law Reporter, Dec. '49, p. 361,)

U was decided that the pew-owner has no claim that the relative situation of the internal portions

of the church shall not be altered.

A contract for conveyance of a pew must bo in writing, with vendor's name subscribed, (not

printed.) Vieliev. Osgood, 8 JBarb. li, 180. Voorhies v. Preab'y Church, S Sari. B. 186.
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and franchises of the chase ; and those titles require

*403 *complicated regulations, and have been a fruitful

source of discussion. The most litigious cases in the

Exchequer Keports are those relating to tithes ; and it is a

great relief to the labours of the student, and a greater one

to the duties of the courts, and infinitely more so to the agri-

cultural interests of the country, that the doctrine of tithes is

unknown to our law.

The incorporeal rights which I shall now consider, are,

1. Commons ; 2. Ways, easements and aquatic rights ; 3. Of-

ficers ; 4. Franchises ; 6, Annuities ; and 6. Eents.

I. The right of common is a right which one man has in

the lands of another. The object is, to pasture his cattle, or

provide necessary fuel for his family, or for repairing his im-

plements of husbandry."

This right was intended, in early ages, for the encourage-

ment of agriculture, and existed principally between the

owner of a manor and his feudal tenants. " By the ancient

common law," said Lord Coke, when commenting upon the

statute of Merton,'' " if a lord of a manor enfeoffed others of

some parcels of arable land, the feoffees should have common
appendant, in the waste ground of the manor, for two causes

:

(1.) As incident to the feoffment, for the feoffee could not

plough and manure his ground without beasts, and they could

not be sustained without pasture ; and, by consequence, the

tenant shall have common in the wastes of the manor for his

mentary antiquities. As matters for curious inquiry, we may particularly select

two great peerage cases before the House of Lords, as being replete with antiqua-

rian erudition and research. The cases I allude to are, (1.) the case of the Earldom

of Oxford, in the time of Charles I., in which the title and dignity of that Earldom,

under the name of the noble house of De Vere, was traced up through successive

descents and generations to the time of William the Conqueror. The case at lai-ge,

with the opinions of the judges, is reported in Sir W. Jones' Reports, 96. (2.) The

case of the Barony of L'Isle, decided a few years ago, upon the claim of Sir John

Shelley Sidney, who traced up his claim in a clear course of descent to the Countess

of Shrewsbury, in the time of Edward IV. The Barony had fallen into abeyance,

and slept in the tomb of the Countess of Warwick ever since the year 1421. But

as no time bars in cases of peerage, it was, upon very plausible grounds, attempted

to be revived in 1825. The case was reported by Mr. Nicholas. See the London

Law Magazine for July, 1829, art. 3

• WmcKs Zaw,157. " ilmt. 86. 4 Co. ST. a.
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beasts of the plough ; and this was the beginning of common
appendant. (2.) The other reason was, for maintenance and

advancement of agriculture, which was much favoured in

law." The policy of the old law in favour of common of pas-

ture and of estovers, as being conducive to improvement in

agriculture, has entirely changed, or become obsolete ; and

this incorporeal right is now found to be. an incumbrance

rather than an advantage. The rights of common
*are little known or used in this country, and probably *404

do not exist in any of the northern or western parts of

the United States, which have been settled since the revolu-

tion. The Ch. J. of Pennsylvania, while he admitted that a

right of common was an estate well known in the law, declared

that he knew of veiy few instances of rights of common.''

But the right is still known and enjoyed, and has been fre-

quently a subject of litigation, in some parts of the state of

New-York ; and it is interesting to perceive the nice distinc-

tions, and the clear and accurate sense of justice, which arose

and were applied to this head of the law.

(1.) Of common of pasture and of estovers.

Common of pasture was known at common law as common
of pasture appendant and common of pasture appurtenant.

The first, or common appendant, is founded on prescription,

and is regularly annexed to arable land. It authorized the

owner or occupier of arable land to put commonable beasts

upon the waste grounds of the manor, from the necessity of

the case, and to encourage agriculture. The tenant was
limited to such beasts as were levant and couchant on his es-

tate, because such cattle only were wanting to plough and
manure his land. It was deemed an incident to a grant of

land, as of common right, and to enable the tenant to use his

plough land.'' Common appurtenant may be annexed to any
kind of land, and may be created by grant as well as pre-

scription.": It allowed the owner to put in other beasts than

» Trustees of the Western University v. Robinson, 12 Serg. & Rawle, 33, We
meet, however, with a discussion of the right of common in Carr v. Wallace, 7

Watts' Pennsylvania Rep. 394.

i- 2 Blacks. Oom. 33.

° 2 Blacks. Com. 33. Cowlan v. Slack, 15 East, 108.

YoL. III. 32
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such as plough or manure the land ; and, not being founded

on necessity, like the other right, as to commonable beasts,

was not favoured in the law.^ Common of estovers may be

equally appendant or appurtenant.

The law concerning common appendant received great dis-

cussion and consideration, in Bennett v. Me&oe, in

*405 IT^rO.b *It was admitted to be the settled law, that

common of pasture appendant belonged only to arable

land, and could not be severed from it ; and that if the land

be divided ever so often, every little parcel was entitled to

common appendant, but only for commonable cattle, or such

as were necessary to plough and manure the tenant's arable

land. The court of C B., after two arguments, rejected the

claim of a tenant, who, by the process of subdivision, claimed

only a yard of land to a right of conamon for sixty-four

sheep. He was entitled only to a right of common for such

cattle as were wanted to plough and manure his yard of land,

and in this way the court brought his claim within reason-

able limits.

Common of pasture, whether appendant or appurtenant,

might be apportioned upon the alienation of the land to which

the common belonged, because it was founded in necessity

and common right. " God forbid," said Lord Cote,"= " that

the law should not be so, for otherwise many commons in

England would be avoided and lost." Thus, va.Wilde^s case,*

he being seised of forty acres of land, to which a right of

common pasture on two hundred adjoining acres for common-

able cattle was appurtenant, sold five acres. It was held, that

the alienee had a right of common appurtenant to the five

acres, and that the alienation of part of the land did not de-

stroy the right of common either of the alienor or alienee,

but each retained a right of common proportioned to their

estates. The warm language of Coke shows the deep convic-

tion of that age, that these rights of common were indispen-

sable to the tillage of the English tenantry. But the change

of manners and property, and of the condition of society in

this country, is so great, that the whole of this law of com-

» 2 Blacks. Com. 33. 3 Cruise's Dig. tit. Common.
•> WilUi Eep. 227. « 4 Co. 36. J 8 Co. "78.
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monage is descending fast into oblivion, together with the

memory of all the talent and learning which were bestowed

upon it by the ancient lawyers.

*There have been several cases on this subject of the *406

right of common of pasture, and of estovers, discussed

in the Supreme Court of New-York, and the principles to be

deduced from the ancient decisions were fally and accurately

considered.

The first case I allude to was that oiWatts v. Coffin,^ which

was upon a lease executed before the revolutionary war, in

which, by express covenant, the grantor had conveyed to the

lessee in fee common of pasture, and reasonable estovers, out

of the woods of the manor of Kensselaerwick, at Claverack.

The grantor had cultivated, or, in ancient language, approved

the manor lands, by leasing, so as to leave no common of

estovers or of pasture, and in that way had actually destroyed

the exercise of the right under the covenant. The only

question was, as to the remedy ; and it was held, that the

tenant could not set off that claim under the covenant, against

the rent due upon the perpetual lease, but must resort to his

covenant if any remedy existed. It was, however, left unde-

cided, whether any right of common existed after the waste

and unappropriated parts of Claverack had disappeared by
the settlement and improvement of the country. In England,

before the statute of Merton, 20 Henry m., it was supposed

that the lord could not improve any part of his waste grounds,

however extensive they might be, provided another person

had a grant of common of pasture therein, because the com-

mon issued out of the whole waste, and every part of it.

But that statute, and the statute of Westminster 2, 13 Ed-

ward L, allowed him to do it, if he left sufiicient common of

pasture for the tenants ; and this was all that any tenant could,

in common justice, have required, before the provision of the

statute. It is now well settled in the English law, that the

owner of lands, in which another has a right of common,

may improve and enclose part of the common,

*leaving a sufficiency of common for the tenant. In *407

those cases in which a right of common of pasture ex-

• 11 Johns. Eep. 495.
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ists here, the right of the owner of the soil to improve would

seem necessarily to he subject to the same limitation, and to

he exercised consistently with the preservation of a right of

common.
The next case in which this right of common was discussed,

was that of Livingston v. Ten Broeck.^ In that case an an-

cient deed had conveyed a large tract of land in the manor

of Livingston, with a right of common pasture and of esto-

vers ; and the court, in the decision of that case, recognised

several principles of ancient law applicable to this right of

common.

Thus, if a person seised of part of the land subject to com-

mon, should purchase part of the adjoining land entitled to

common, here would be an unity of title in one and the same

person to part of the land entitled to a privilege of common,

and to part of the land charged with that privilege, or out of

which the common was to be taken. This unity of title ex-

tinguished his right of common, and upon this principle, that

if it was to continue in his hands, his interest would induce

him to take common for the land he purchased out of that

part of the manor which he did not own, in order to relieve

his own land of the burthen and cast it upon his neighbour.

This temptation to abuse and fraud, the cautious policy of the

old law wctuld not permit. So, also, if a man, having common
in a large field owned by several persons, purchased an acre

from one of them, his right of common was extinguished upon

the same principle. This was the rule declared in Eotherham

V. Qreen i^ and the right of common became extinct equally

in either case, by aliening or releasing part of the land enti-

tled to common, and by purchasing part of the land

*408 charged with it. If it were otherwise, *the tenant of

the residue might be charged with the burthen of the

whole common. The rule is, that this right of common shall

not be so changed or modified by the act of the parties, as

to increase, or even to create the temptation to increase, the

charge upon the land out of which common is to be taken.

An extinguishment of the right as to a portion of the land

charged, is an extinguishment of the whole ; and this princi-

16 Johns. Rep. 14. '' Cro. Eliz. 593.
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pie of ancient policy was illustrated in the case to wHcK I

have referred.

In Leyman v. Aieel,^ another branch of the same subject

was brought under the consideration of the Supreme Court.

It was held, that incorporeal hereditaments descend by
inheritance as real estate, and in that case a right ofcommon
of estovers which had descended to children, was held to

be incapable of division between them ; and this upon an

old and just principle of law, to prevent the land from being

doubly or trebly charged. In accordance with the case of

the JEarl of Huntington v. Lord Mountjoy,^ it was held, that

a common in gross and uncertain, as the right to cut wood
and dig turf, might be assigned, but it could not be aliened

in such a way as to give the entire right to several persons,

to be enjoyed by them separately. Lord Coke said,'= that if

such a right of common descended to coparceners, as it was

not partable, the eldest should have the right, and the rest

should have contribution, or an allowance of the value in

some other part of the inheritance. But if the ancestor left

no inheritance from which to make compensation or recom-

pense to the younger coparceners, one parcener was to have it

for a time, and the other for the like time, so that no pre-

judice should accrue to the owner of the soil. This mode of

enjoyment, alternately, or in succession, was carried,

in the *ancient law, to a ludicrous extent. Thus, says *409

Coke, according to the rules to be found in Bracton,

Britton and Fleta, in the case of a common of piscary descend-

ing to two or more parceners, the one may have one fish, and
the other the second ; the one may have the first draught,

and the other the second. If it be of a mill, the one was

* 16 Johns. Rep. 30, So, also, ia Van Rensselaer v. Radcliff, 10 Wendell's Rep.

639, it was adjudged, acoordiag to the doctrine of Lord Coke, in Go. Lift. 164, 6.

that common of estovers could not be apportioned. It ia an entirety, and cannot be

divided, for that might work oppression and injustice, by surcharging the land. If,

therefore, a farm entitled to estovers be divided by the act of the party among seve-

ral tenants, neither of them can take estovers, and the right is extinguished, (1)

!> Godbolt. 17. Co. Litt. 164, b. S, C.

« Co. Litt. 165. a.

(1) It is said that the persons to whom the common of estovers belongs, may convey it to (m«,

and tliereby avoid an extinguishment, Livingston v. Ketcham, 1 Bari. S, 0. Bep. 592.
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to have the mill for a time, and the other for the like time,

or the one the first toll dish, and the other the second.

In the case in New-York last referred to, it was held, that

this law was changed under the operation of onr statute of

descents, and that if such a right of common descended to

several heirs as tenants in common, or parceners, it could not

be divided, but there must be q, joint enjoyment. They may
jointly alien, but one tenant cannot convey alone, nor can the

eldest heir take the whole of this invisible right of common
of estovers, and make recompense. It is a joint right, to be

enjoyed jointly by the heirs, or their assignees ; and upon
the principle that the land charged with the right is not to

have an increase of burthen by the multiplication of claim-

ants.

This right of common may be controlled by custom. It

may be held subservient to a distinct right in the lord of the

manor, founded on immemorial usage, to dig in the soil,

without leaving sufficient herbage for the commoners.* (1)

(2.) Of common of piscary.

This is said to be a liberty, or right of fishery in the water

covering the soil of another person, or in a river running

through another man's land.^ A common of fishery is not an

exclusive right, but one enjoyed in common with certain

other persons ; and Lord Holt said it was to be resembled to

the case of other common.'^ The books speak likewise

*410 of a *freefishery, as being a franchise in the hands of

a subject existing by grant or prescription, distinct

from an ownership in the soil. It is an exclusive right, and

applies to a public navigable river, without any right in the

soil.'J There is also a several fishery, which is a private

exclusive right of fishery in a navigable river or arm of

* Bateson y. Green, 5 Term Rep. 411.

•> 2 Macks. Com. 34. 39. Cruise's Digest, tit Common, sec. 84.

• 2 Salk. 637.

^ This exclusive right of free fishery in a public river was so unreasonable as to

be prohibited in future by Magna Charta, c. 1 6. 20. 47.

(1) A commoner may puU down a building wroDgfUliy erected on tlie common, disturbing

hi« rights, if lie does no nnnecessary damage. Davies v. WiDiams, 5 Eng. t. dsKB. M9.
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the sea, accompanied with the ownership of the soil. It is

a grant along with the soil, though the soil may be granted

without this several fishery ; and it has likewise been strongly

asserted and maintained, that a several fishery may exist

without the ownership of the soil.°-

But these distinctions between common of piscary, free

fishery and several fishery, seem to be quite unsettled in the

books ;'> and the authorities referred to by Mr. Hargrave,'^

throw embarassment in the way of the attempt to mark with

precision the line of discrimination between the sev-

eral *rights of fishery. In a modern case,"^ the judges *ill

took a distinction between a common fishery, {com-

mune piscarium^ which may mean for all mankind, as in

the sea, and a common of fishery, {communiam piscwrioe^

which is a right, in common with certain other persons, in a

particular stream ; and the text-writers were deemed to have

spoken inaccurately when they confounded the distinction.

The more easy and intelligible arrangement of the subject

would seem to be, to divide the right of fishing into a right

common to all, and a right vested exclusively in one or a

few individuals.

It was a settled principle of the common law, that the

owners of lands on the banks of fresh-water rivers, above the

* Com..Dig.^ii.Prerogative,'D.50. Oo. LittA.b.l22.a. Sale, de Jure Maris,

t. 5. The case of the Royal Fishery of the Banne, Davies' Rep. 149. Smith v.

Kemp, 2 Salk. 637. Carter v. Muroot, 4 Burr. Rep. 2162. Seymour v. Lord

Gourteoay, 5 ibid. 2814. Mr. Angell, m his valuable Treatise on the Common Law

in relation to Water Courses, 6—10, has collected the authorities on the question

whether a several fishery may exist without the property ia the soil. The reason

of the thing, and the weight of authority, are in favour of the affirmative of the

question; and he justly concludes that property in water courses may be subjected

to every kind of restriction by positive agreement. In Duke of Somerset v. Fog-

well, 5 Barnw. & Cress. 875, it was declared, that in ordinaiy cases the owner of a

severalfishery was to be pi'esumed to be owner of the soil. He is, however, only

prima facie owner of the soil. Partheriche v. Mason, 2 Cutty's Rep. 668.

^ See the discussions at the bar in Freai-y v. Cooke, 14 Mass. Rep. 488. Sir

William Blackstone says, that a, freefishery is an exclusive right. Com. vol. ii. 89,

40. But in Seymour v. Lord Courtenay, 5 Burr. Rep. 2814, Lord Mansfield de-

clared that it was essential to a free fishery that more than one person should have

a co-extensive right in the same subject So, in Melvin v. Whiting, 7 Pickering,

79, it was held, that a free fishery was not an exclusive fishery.

« Harg. Co. lAlt. lib. 2. No. 181.

i Bennett v. Coster, 8 Taunton, 183.
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ebbing and flowing of the tide, had the ezclusive right of

fishing, as well as the right of property opposite to their re-

spective lands, adfilum Tnedium agues/ and where the lands

on each side of the river belonged to the same person, he

had the same exclusive right of fishery in the whole river, so

far as his lands extended along the same.(l) The right

exists in rivers of that description, though tjiey may be of

the first magnitude, and navigable for rafts and boats, but

they are subjected to the jus publicum, as a common high-

way or easement, for many navigable purposes. The com-

mon law, while it acknowledged and protected the right of

the owners of the adjacent lands to the soil and water of the

river, rendered that right subordinate to the public con-

venience ; and all erections and impediments made by the

owners, to the obstruction of the free use of the river as a

highway for boats and rafts, are deemed nuisances. This

right of fishery in rivers not navigable, is also subject to the

qualification of not being so used as to injure the private

rights of others ; and it does not extend to impede the

passage of fish up the river by means of dams or other

obstructions. The impediment was at common law a

*412 nuisance, and in Massachusetts it subjects *the party

creating it to a penalty given by statute. » Under
these reasonable qualifications, the right of private property

in rivers was recognised at common law in the earliest ages,

and it has been uniformly admitted down to this day.i' The

law was laid down very clearly and emphatically in the case

of the river Banne, in Ireland,'' which is regarded as a

» Weld V. Hornby, 1 East, 195. Commonwealth v. Cbapin, 5 PicTcering, 199.

The regulation of fisheries within the jurisdiction of the several states is matter

of statute provision ; and the laws of Connecticut, in particular, have been many
and very specific on the subject. Statutes of Connecticut, 1838, pp. 269—285. But

manufacturing machinery, and steamboats, and the insatiable cupidity and skill of

fishermen, have prodigiously diminished the resort of the most valuable fish into

the rivers of the northern states.

•> Sale, de Jure Maris, c. 1, cites a record in the K. B., as early as 18 and 19

Edward I., in which this rule was asserted.

" Davies' Rep. 149.

(1) See, in The State v. Gilmanton, 14 N. H. B, 467, a legal deflnition of a river, as dlstln-

gulshed from a lake.
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leading case and a sound authority; and the doctrine of

that case was, that a subject might have a several freehold

interest in a navigable river or tide-water, by special grant

from the crown, but not otherwise ; and that without such

grant, or prescription, which is evidence of a grant, the right

of fishing was common. On the other hand it was held,

that in rivers aot navigable, (and in the common law sense

of the term, those only were deemed navigable in which

the tide ebbed and flowed,) the owners of the soil on each

side had the interest and the right of fishery ; and it was

an exclusive right, and extended to the centre of the

stream opposite their respective lands. This case was fol-

lowed by that of Garter v. Murcot,'^ in which the K. B. re-

cognised that doctrine in its fullest extent ; and Sir Matthew

Hale, in his treatise De Jure Maris, '^ has not only laid down
the same propositions, but he has discussed the subject with

. great and accurate learning, and it has become a text-book

of the highest authority.

This private right offishery is confined to fresh water rivers,

unless a special grant or prescription be shown ; and the right

of fishing in the sea, and in the bays and arms of the sea,

and in navigable or tide-waters, under the free and

*masculine genius of the English common law, is a *413

right public and common to every person ; and if any

individual will appropriate an exclusive privilege in naviga-

ble waters and arms of the sea, he must show it strictly by
grant or prescription.'' The common right of fishing in navi-

gable waters is founded on such plain principles of natural

law, that it is considered by many jurists as part of the law.

of nations. The civil law declared, that the right of fishing

in rivers, as well as in the sea and ports, was common ; and

in some respects it went beyond the common law, for it held,

that all rivers where the flow of water was perennial, be-

« i Burr. Rep. 2162.

^ Harg. Law Tracts, art. 1.

" Hale, De Jure Maris, t. 4. Sir Matthew Hale, in Lord Fitzwalter's Oase, 1

Mod. Rep. 105. Warren v. Matthews, 1 Salk. Rep. 357. 6 Mod. Rep. IS. Ward

V. Creswell, Willes' Rep. 265. The Mayor, &c., of Oxford v. Richardson, 4 Term

Hep. 43Y. Carter v. Muroot, 4 Burr. Rep. 2162. Parker v. The Cutler M. Co. 20

Maine JE. 353.
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longed wholly to the public, and carried with it the right of

fishery, as well as the public use of the banks. * Bracton

adopted the doctrine of the civil law, and held,!) that the right

of fishing in rivers, and the use of the banks, Was common
jure gentium. But it is everywhere agreed, that this com-
mon right is liable to be modified and controlled by the mu-
nicipal law of the land, and no person has a right to pass

over the lands of others in oMer to get to the water. In

BVundell v. OaUeraU,'^ which called forth a very elaborate

and learned discussion, the doctrine of the civil law, as stated

by Bracton, was disclaimed, and it was held, that the public

had no common law right of crossing the beach, or sea-shore,

for the purpose of bathing in the sea, as against the lord of

a manor who was owner of the soil of the shore, and had the

exclusive right of fishing therein. So, also, in France, before

the revolution, the right of fishing in navigable and not navi-

gable rivers, was not common to all the subjects, but be-

.

*4:14: longed* to the king, and such individuals as under him
possessedjurisdictionalrights.^ The Napoleon code was

formed upon the ruins of seigneurial and feudal rights, and it

is declared, that rivers, and navigable or fioatable streams,

shores, and land between high and low-water mark, were con-

sidered as dependencies of the public domain, and that the

right of fishing was under the regulation of particular laws.e

It is now understood, that the owners of the lands on rivers

not navigable or floatable, {flottahles^ have the exclusive right

of fishing therein, as well as the exclusive ownership of the

soil composing the bed of the river. Though some communes
attempted to appropriate that right to themselves, the claim

was put down by decrees, and on the principle that the abo-

lition of feudal rights, of which the right of fishing was one,

was for the benefit, not of the communes, but of the feudal

vassals, who had become free in their persons and property,

and that there no longer existed any seigneurial rights, f

» Inst. 2. 1. 2. Dig. 43. tit. 12, 13, 14, 15.

• B. 1. c. 12. sec 6. " 5 Barnw. & Aid. 268.

' Inst. Droit Franpais, par Argon, tome i. 214. Pothier, Traiti du Droit du

Propriete, No. 62.

" Oode Napoleon, Ifos. 538. 716.

' Toullier's Droit Civil Franpais, tome iii. Nos. 144, 145, 146. Questions de
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The English doctrine as to navigable rivers, and the com-

mon right as to the use thereof, and as to the right of fishing

as well as to the right to the soil, in rivers not navigable, in

the common law sense of the term, have been declared to be

the law in several of the United States.* The legisla-

ture of *]Srew-Tork, when they re-enacted, in 1787, all *415

the British statutes that were deemed applicable to our

situation, considered a corrmwn of fisliery as an existing right,

for they provided the writ of Tiovel disseisin for the disturb-

ance of it.'' So, a franchise of a severalfishery at a particu-

lar place in a public river, has been admitted to exist, and

an instance of such a grant was mentioned in the case of

Stoughton v. Baker." The statute law of the colony of Massa-

chusetts made some alterations in the common law. Each
town might appropriate the right of free fishing in navigable

rivers, within the town, and the right of free fishing was con-

fined to householders. The legislature likewise assumed the

regulation of the passage and protection of fish in streams

not navigable, in the technical sense; and it is now con-

sidered that fisheries are, as at common law, the exclusive

right of the owners of the banks of rivers not navigable, un-

less otherwise appropriated by statute, and the right, unless

secured by a particular grant or prescription, is held subject

to legislative control. '^ The New-York Revised Statutes,"

have also deemed the regulation of fisheries in waters navi-

Droit, par Merlin, tome 17. tit. Peche. The latter author has collected the ancient

authorities in support of the seigneurial exclusive right of fishery in all streams not

navigable, and the several decrees of the revolutionary governments abolishing

those feudal and odious rights.

• The People v. Piatt, lY Johns. Rep. 196. Hooker v. Cumminga, 20 ibid. 90.

Ex parte Jennings, 6 Cowen's Rep. 518. Beriy v. Carle, 3 Qreenleaf's Rep. 269.

Scott V. Willson, Z N. H. Rep. 321. Commonwealth v. Charlestown, 1 Pick. Rep.

180. Adams v. Pease, 2 Oonn. Rep. 481. Arnold v. Mundy, 1 SalsteJ^s Rep. 1.

Dane's Abr. vol. ii. 692. sec. 13. Browne v. Kennedy, 5 Barr. ch Johns. 195.

^ Laws of New-Torlc, 10th sess. c. 50. sec. 7.

• 4 Mass. Rep. 527.

• Nickerson v. Brackett, 10 Mass. Rep. 212. 216. Waters v. Lilley, 4 Pich. Rep.

145. Ingraham v. Wilkinson, ibid. 268. Vinton v. Welsh, 9 ibid. 87. Cottrill v.

Myrick, 3 Fairfield, 222. 229. lunt v. Hunter, 16 Maine R. 1. Dane's Abr. vol.

ii. 688—712, or c. 68. In that chapter Mr. Dane has diligently collected the Eng-

lish and American authorities applicable to the subject.

« Vol. i. [687, 688.]
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gable or not navigable, a matter of public concern ; and they

have regulated the time and mode of fishing in the waters of

the state, and particularly in respect to certain kinds of fish,

and in the waters of the upper Hudson. The courts of com-

mon pleas in each county have likewise the authority, under

certain checks and restrictions, to regulate the fish-

*416 ing in any of the *streams, ponds or lakes in their

respective counties, and" to prevent the destruction of

the fish therein. In Jacobson v. Fountain, and afterwards,

in Gould v. James,^ it was considered that a person might,

by grant or prescription, have an exclusive right to fishery,

even in an arm of the sea, or in a navigable river, where the

tide ebbed and fiowed; and in ISTew-Jersey, the right of

several fishery has been attempted to be carried beyond the

rule of the common law. The doctrine asserted was, that,

in that state, the whole of the soil under its navigable and

tide waters, is individual and not public property, and that it

passed in fee simple from the original proprietors tinder the

royal patents to the present occupiers and grantees. The

title was originally in the king, by right of discovery, accord-

ing to the public law of Europe ; and, it is said, he was com-

petent to convey, and did convey the soil in ]^ew-Jersey, as

well under navigable waters as elsewhere, to the Duke of

York, and by him it was conveyed to Sir George Carteret

and the representatives of Lord Berkeley, and from them the

title passed, and has been regularly transmitted to the pre-

sent owners of lands on the navigable waters of the state.

Upon that broad foundation it was maintained, that the pro-

prietors of land on rivers and waters, navigable as well as

not navigable, had immemorially claimed and exercised the

right to the soil, and to a several fishery in all waters within

the state in front of their lands and shores, subject, neverthe-

less, to the jus publicum, or use of the same, as a public

highway for all navigable purposes, and also subject to the

regulation of the legislature for the passage and protection

of fish.i^ But whatever force might have been due to such

an opinion, if the question was res integra, the law is now

' 2 Johns. Rep. lYO. 6 Cowen's Rep. 369. Rogers v. Jones, 1 Wendell, 237.

S.P.

GriffUh's Register, tit. New-Jersey, art. Fisheries.
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declared, after a very profound and exhausting forensic

discussion, to be, that there is no several fishery in the

*navigable waters of New-Jersey, but the same is *41'r

common to all the people of the state.

»

Though the right of fishery in a navigable river be a com-

mon right, the adjoining proprietors have the exclusive right

to draw the seine and take fish on their own lands ; and if an
island or a rock, in tide waters, be private property, no per-

son but the owner has the right to use it for the purpose of

fishing.b It has been further decided, that though the sea-

shore, between high and low-water mark, be held by grant as

private property, the common right still exists to go there and
fish, and even to dig and take shell-fish ; and if the owner of

the soil claims an exclusive right, he must show a prescription

for it controlling the general right at common law.=

In Pennsylvania, the English doctrine that no rivers are

deemed navigable, so as to give the common right of fishing,

except those where the tide ebbs and flows, has been held not

• Arnold v. Mundj, 1 Salsted's Rep. 1. Martin v. Waddell, 16 Peters' R. S. P.

In this last case it was adjudged, that the property in the oyster fisheries, in the

public rivers and bays in East New-Jersey, was vestedjn the state by the revolution

in 1116, as succeeding iij that respect to the prerogatives and regalities which be-

longed to the crown, and was afterwards vested in the grantees under the act ofNew-
Jersey, in 1824. The legislature of New-Jersey, by act of 1826, have declared it

to be unlawful for any persons, not resident citizens of the state, to use any net or

seine, for the purpose of taking fish, in any of the rivers or waters within the juris-

diction of the state. Elmer's Dig. Ida. But Pennsylvania and New-Jersey have,

by mutual arrangement, concurrent jurisdiction over the waters of the river Dela-

ware, to a certain extent, and the exercise of the right of fishery is exercised in con-

formity to such arrangements. See Act of New-Jersey, oi 26th November, 1808.

Elmer's Dig. 199. In Maryland it is also declared, that the king, before the revo-

lution, had the right to grant lands covered by navigable waters, subject to the

right of the public to fish and navigate them ; and that this right, subject to the

restriction, passed to the proprietors of Maryland by the royal grant, and that the

right was then vested in the state. Browne v. Kennedy, 5 Harr. d: Johns. 195.

In Mr. AngeU's Treatise on the Right of Property in Tide Waters, u. 1, he has

shown that a right of several fishery in navigable waters in front of their lands,

may and does exist in individuals, by usage, in several of the states.

Lay T. King, 5 Daifs Rep. 12. The Commonwealth v. Shaw, 14 Serg. &
Rawle, 9.

« Bagott V. Orr, 2 Bos. & Pull. ill. Peck t. Lockwood, 5 Day's Rep. 22. But

the case of Bagott T. Orr may be considered as shaken by that of Blundell v.

Catterall, 5 Barnw. d: Aid. 268 ; and the doctrine in Peck v. Lockwood Beema to

be veiy questionable.
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to be applicable to the great rivers in that state ; and the

owners of land on the banks of such rivers as the Susquehan-

nah and Delaware, for instance, so far up as they have a ca

pacity for public use as commercial highways, have no

*4:18 exclusive right *of fishing in the rivers opposite their

respective lands. The right to fisheries in such rivers

is declared to be vested in the state, and opento all the world \^

and a similar exception to the Tule of the common law has

been suggested to exist in N"orth and South Carolina.''

The conclusion on this subject is, that a right of fishery in

navigable or tide-waters, below high-water mark, is a com-

mon right ; and if one or more individuals set up an exclusive

right to a free or several fishery, it must be clearly shown by
prescription or positive grant." In rivers and streams not

navigable as tide-waters, the owners of the soil over which

they flow have, at common law, (and which common law has

been generally recognised in the United States,) the exclu-

sive right of fishing each on his own side, unless some other

person can show a grant or prescription for a common of

piscary, in derogation of the right naturally attached to the

ownership of the soil ; and such right is held subject to the

public use of the water as a highway, and to the free passage

of fish, and in subordination to the regulations to be pre-

scribed by the legislature for the general good.

' Oai-son V. Blazer, 2 Binneifs Rep. 475. Shrunk v. The President, Ac, of the

Schuylkill Navigation Company, 14 Serg. & Rawle, 71.

I" Gates V. Wadliogton, 1 M'Oord's Rep. 680. Collins v. Benbuiy, 3 Iredell's N.

C. Rep. ill. In this last case it was declared, that no general or exclusive right

of fishery existed in the navigable waters of that state, and a navigable stream

existed when the waters were sufficient in fact to afford a common passage for

people in sea-vessels.

• Palmerv. Hicks, 6/o/tnson'sjB. 133. Rogers v. Jones, 1 TFendeZZ, 237. Dela-

ware & M. R. Road Co. v. Stump, 8 Gill ch Johnson, 479. But if an individual

plant a bed of oysters in a bay, or an arm of the sea, and clearly designate and

mark out the bed by stakes, it is not an interference with the common right of fish-

ing in the bay, but the person who planted the oyster-bed so designated, acquired

a quahfied property in them sufficient to maintain trespass against any person who
invaded that property. Fleet v. Hegeman, 14 Wendell, 42. Decker v. Fisher, 4

Barb. 8. C. Rep. 592.(1)

(1) But see contra, Biinkerhoff v. Starkins, 11 Bart. R. 243.
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(3.) Ofthe remedy for the disturbance of these rights.

The disturbance of a right ofcommon ofpasture arises when

a person who has no right interferes by putting in his cattle,

or if he has a right to use the land for commonable cattle, by

putting in those which are not commonable, or by surcharging

the common by putting in more cattle than the pasture will

sustain. In these cases, the owner of the soil has his action

of trespass, and the commoner his special action upon the

case, inasmuch as both the owner of the land, and the owner

of the right of common, are injured. The common law gaye

to the commoner a yfritoi admeasurement ofpasture,

under which process a jury, with the *sheriff, appor- *419

tioned the quantity of cattle to the extent of the ground

and the number of proprietors. So, also, if the commoner be
disseised, either of the common of pasture, of estovers or of

fishery, he may have, where statute regulations have not pre-

vented it, a writ of novel dissessin to reinstate himself in the

possession. Such injuries are now generally redressed by the

more familiar and easy remedy of an action upon the case
;

and the mention of those old and obsolete actions in the first

revision of the statute laws of New-York, in 1787,^ arose from

the circumstance that the statute of Westminster 2, 13 Ed-

ward I., was literally transcribed. But the J!few-T'ork He-

vised Statutes, which went into operation in 1830, have abo-

lished the writ of novel disseisin, and all the other real

actions ; and the remedy for a violation of these incorporeal

rights, is either by an action of ejectment, or a special action

on the case, according to the nature of the right and injury.

The substitution of the action of ejectment for thje possessory

real actions, has been eff'ected also by statute in New-Jersey,
and probably the ancient remedies have been superseded in

most of the states in the Union by more convenient and

familiar actions.

n. Of easements and aquatic rights.

Under the head of easements may be included all those

privileges which the public, or the owner of neighbouring

lands or tenements hath in the lands of another, and by

Zawa of New-York, seas. 10. c. 4. sec. 6, and c. 60. sec. 7.
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whicli the servient owner, upon whom the burden of the pri-

vilege is imposed, is obliged to suffer, or not to do something

on his own land, for the advantage of the public, or of the

dominant owner to whom the privilege belongs. (1) These

easements are incorporeal rights, and imposed upon corporeal

property for the benefit of the public, or of other corporeal

property ; and I shall, in the remainder of this lecture, treat

at large of the various kinds and modifications of easements

and of aquatic rights, into which the subject may be subdi-

vided.

(1.) Of ways.

This incorporeal hereditament is a right of private passage

over another man's ground. It may arise either by grant of

the owner of the soil, or by prescription, which supposes a

grant, or from necessity. ^^ (2) If it be a freehold right, it must

be created by deed, though it be only an easement upon the

land of another, and not an interest in the land itself.'' A
right of way ex vi termini imports a right of passing in a par-

ticular line, and not the right to vary it at pleasure, and go

in diflTerent directions. This would be an inconvenience to

the owner of the land charged with the easement, and an

abuse of the right. <= It is likewise a principle of law,

*4:20 that nothing passes as incident to the grant of an
easement, but what is requisite to the fair enjoyment

of the privilege.^ '

• 1 Rol. Abr. 391. tit. Ghemin private, 10. A right of way, public or private,

is held to be an iucorporeal hereditament. Nelaon, J., 12 Wendell, 98. Holman,

J., 1 Blackf. Ind. R. 45. Cowen, J., 20 Wendell, 99. Mr. J. Cowen Bays, a public

way, if uot a hereditament in every sense, is certainly a quasi hereditament
i Hewlins v. Shippam, 5 Barnw. & Cress, 221.

" Jones v. Percival, 6 Pick. Rep. 485.

^ Lyman v. Arnold, 5 Mason, 195. These prescriptive rights are stricti juris

(1) In 'Wolf V. Frost, 4 Sand/. Cli, Bep. 72, the general nature of easements and licenses was
considered, and their peculiarities defined. An easement is a privilege without profit, -which

the owner of one neighbom-ing teliement has of another, in respect of their several tenements,

by prescription or by grant. See pout, p. 437, note (1).

A license is an authority to do a particular act or series of acts upon another's land, without

possessing any estate therein.

(2) A prescriptive right of way through woodland or uninelosed land, cannot be acquired by
merely passing over such lands, without any working or other act to designate the way. "Watt

V, Thropp, 2 Rich. E. 186. fiibson v. Diirham, 3 Sich. M. 85.
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If it be a right of way in gross, or a mere personal right, it

cannot be assigned to any other person, nor transmitted by

descent. It dies with the person, and it is so exclusively per-

sonal, that the owner of the right cannot take another person

in company with him." But when a right of way is append-

ant or annexed to an estate, it may pass by assignment when
the land is sold to which it was appurtenant. Thus, in the

case stated in Staples y. Heydon,^ if one be seised of lot A.

and lot B., and he used a way from lot A. over lot B., to mill,

or to a river, and he sells lot A., with all ways and easements,

the grantee shall have the same privilege of passing over lot

B. that the grantor had.

A right of way may arise from necessity in several re-

spects. (1) Thus, if a man sells land to another which is

wholly surrounded by his own land, in this case the purcha-

ser is entitled to a right of way over the other's ground to

arrive at his own land. The way is a necessary incident to

the grant, and without which the grant would be useless. •= (2)

This principle was carried so far, in a modern case,'^ as to be

applied to a trustee selling land he held in trust, and to which

there was no access but over the trustee's own land. The

A light of way for one purpose does not necessarily include a right of way for

another pui-pose. The extent of the right must depend upon the ciicumstances.

Ballard v. Dyson, 1 Taunton, 2*79. Cowlin v. Higginson, i M. & W. 245.

> Finch's Law, 17. 31. Tear Book, 1. H. 4. 36. B.

i" 6 Mod, Rep. 3. 2 Lord Raym. 922. Newmarch v. Brandlings, S Swansion,

99. S. C.

= Finch's Law, 63. Clarke v. Cogge, Cro. Jac. 170. Oldfield's Case, Nojfs

Rep. 123. TumbuU v. Rivers, 3 M'Oord's Rep. 131. Holmes v. Seely, 19 Wen-

dell, 507. Nichols V. Luce, 24 Pick. B. 104. All the authorities support the

doctrine, says Mr. Woolrych, in his full and accurate Treatise on the Law of Ways,

21, that in the case of a grant of land without a reservation of any way, a way of

necessity will pass as incident to the grant.

^ Howton V. Freai-son, 8 Term Rep. 50.

(1) Pheysey v. Vicary, 16 Mees. <& W. R. 884.

(2) A right of way appurtenant to land attaches to every part of it, though it may go into the

possession of several persons. Each owner will be entitled to a way. Underwood v. Carney, 1

Cmlt. (.Mass.) B. 285. Lansing v. Wiswall, 5 Denio's B. 218.

But a right ofway by necessity is terminated with the necessity. 1 Barb. CJi. R. 354. Pierce

V. SeUeck, 18 Conn. R, 321. The doctrine of the latter case relative to ways appurtenant is per-

haps not wholly consistent with that of the cases, supra.

If a piece ofland be sold for a specific purpose, without reservation, the vendor cannot have a

way by necessity inconsistent with the object of the purchase ; thus, he may not bridge a canal,

when the land was sold for the construction of a canal. Seely v. Bishop, 19 Comi. B. 128.

YoL. in. 33
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right of way in that case passed of necessity as incidental to

the grant ; forthough he conveyed in the character of trustee,

it could not be intended that he meant to make a void grant,

and every deed must be taken most strongly against the gran-

tor. Lord Kenyon said it was impossible to distinguish that

from the ordinary case where a man granted a close surround-

ed by his own land. The general rule is, that when
*4:21 the use of *a thing is granted, every thing is granted

by which the gi'antee may have and enjoy such use.=-

If one man gives another a license to lay pipes of lead in his

land to convey water to a cistern, he may enter on the land

and dig therein to mend the pipes.^ So, if a person has a

shop on another's soil by permission, he has a right of ingress

and egress as to the soil between the highway and the shop.

The right is necessary to the enjoyment of the tenement."

» Co. Lilt. 56.

> TwyedeD, J., in Pomfret v. Ricroft, 1 Saund. Rep. 821.

" Doty V. Gorbam, 6 Pickering, 487. In Chambers T. FuiTy, 1 Teates' Rep.

leY, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania beld, that the owner of a ferry over a

navigable stream had no right to land, or receive freight on the adjoining banks,

even though the landing place was a public highway, without the owner's consent.

The dedication of ground for the purpose of a pablic road, was said to give no

right to use it for the other purpose. This doctrine was afterwards referred to,

recognised and adopted by the same court, in Cooper T. Smith, 9 Serg. & Ravile,

26. The same principle is to be found in Saville, 11. pi. 29, where it is said, that

in every ferry the land on both sides the water ought to belong to the owner of

the ferry, for otherwise he could not land on the other side. But this strict and

severe rule is somewhat relaxed in England; and in Peter v. Kendal, 6 Earnw. &
Cress. 'lOS, the K. B. denied the justness of the conclusion in Saville, and held, that

the owner of a feriy need not have the property in the soil on either side. It was

sufficient that the landing place was a public highway. It was a right incident to

the ferry, to use such a landing place for the purposes of a ferry. This is the most

reasonable conclusion upon the right to the use of a public highway to which a

ferry is connected.

In Allen v. Farasworth, 5 Terger's Term. Rep. 189, it was held, that the state,

by virtue of the right of eminent domain, might establish ferries wherever the

legislature should deem them necessary for the public easement, without any re-

gard to the ownership of the soil, on making just compensation. But in point of

fact all the statutes authorized the grant of the franchise by way of preference to

the owners of the land on each bank of the river where the ferry was established.

So, by statute in New-York, the owner of the land through which the highway ad-

joining to the ferry runs, is first entitled to the license for keeping a ferry. N.Y.R.
S. 3d edit. vol. i. 642. By the Tennessee act of ISC'/, c. 26, the owner of the soil

on each side of the river is, in exclusion of all others, entitled to the ferry. With-
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The maxim is, that quando aliquis aliquid concedit, conoedere

videtu7\ et id, sine quo res uti non potest.

If a man hath several distinct parcels of inclosed land, and

he sells all hut one surrounded by the others, and to which

he has no way or passage except over one of the lots he has

sold, it has been made a question, whether he be entitled to

a right of way against his own deed, when he has been so

improvident as to reserve none. It is said, in Clarice

*v. Cogge,^ that the law reserves to him a right of *422

way in such case from necessity. But the position in

that case seems to have been contrary to the doctrine in the

out statute provision he is not, as a matter of right, and because he is owner, enti-

tled to keep it. KashviUe Bridge Company v. Shelby, 10 Yerger's Rep. 280. The

case of Pipkin v. Wynns, 2 Dev. N. G. Rep. 403, recognises the same general right

of the sovereign, but holds that the owner of the adjacent land is entitled to the

preference, and if he refuses to exercise the franchise, it may be granted to another,

071 making compensation to the owner of the fee for the use of the soil, and this

must be done, although there be a public highway leading to the river on both

sides. This decision, like those in Pennsylvania, construes more strictly than the

late English case, the easement of a public highway leading to the river. The law

in Kentucky in respect to ferries is, that the owner of land on the River Ohio is

alone entitled to be the grantee of a ferry across it. It is a'francbise incident to

the land, and is valuable property. But no ferry is to be granted within a mile

and a half of one previously established, unless, in the opinion of the granting

power, the public interest shall require it, and the abuse of that discretion is sub-

ject to judicial control Carter v. Kalfus, 6 Dana's Rep. 43. Though a ferry

franchise be a statutory incident to land, yet the beneficial interest may be traus-

ferred to another, and entitle him to the profits. Kennedy v. Covington, 8 Dana,

69. The statute provision in some of the western states is, that no person shall

keep a feiTy so as to demand and receive pay, without a license, to be granted and

regulated by the county courts. Revised Statutes of Missouri, 18-35.

It was declared, in Bowman & Burnley v. Watken, 2 M'Lean's Rep. 376, that

the right to a ferry attaches to the riparian proprietor, and it cannot be taken from

him without compensation. The riparian owner on a navigable river may convey

the soil, excepting the right offerriage. This right of ferriage becomes an incorpo-

real hereditament, and may be granted the same as a rent, and the grantee will

have a right to use the soil for ferryways, and for no other purpose. By the laws

of Indiana this ferry-right is assignable. It is real estate, and descends to the heirs,

and is subject to dower and the other incidents of real property ; and in Illinois,

fenies are declared to be puUici juris, and can be granted by the sovereign power,

and riparian possessors are not thereby entitled to the ferry franchise. Mills v.

County Comm. 2 Scammon's Rep. 53. (1)

" Oro. Jac. 170.

(1) In Young v. Harrison, 6 Oeo. B. 130, it is lield tliat tlje riparian owner has not, as a mat-

ter of riglit, tlae privilege of keeping a ferry. It can only arise from a grant, actual or implied.
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prior case of Dell v. BdbtTiorp,^ where it was held, that if a

man .had a close, and a wood adjoining it, and time out of

mind a way had been used over the close to the wood, and

he then sells the close to one man, and the wood to another,

the grantee of the wood has no right of way over the close,

for the grantor had excluded himself, as he had sold the close

without reserving such a right; and as he had lost his right,

he could not communicate any to the grantee of the wood.

But in this last case, it did not appear to be necessary to go

over the close in question to the wood, and there might have

been another way to it; and the weight of authority is, that

the grantor has a right of way to his remaining land, in case

of necessity, when he cannot otherwise approach his land-

The law presumes a right of way reserved, or rather gives a

new way, from the necessity of the case, and the new right

of way ceases with the necessity for it.'' This principle of

law has been for a long time recognised. Thus, in Packer v.

Welsted,'^ decided in the Upper Bench, under the protectorate

of Cromwell, A. had three parcels of land, and there was a

private way out of the first parcel to the second, and out of

the two first parcels to the third. B. purchased all these

parcels, and then sold the two first to 0. There was no way
to the land not sold, but through the other two parcels ; and
the court adjudged, that the way continued from necessity,

and that the party was not liable in trespass for using it. So,

also, in Dutton v. Tcuyler,<^ A. owned two closes, B. and C,
and there was no passage to close B. but through close

*4:23 0., *and he sold close C, and it was held, upon plea

and demurrer, that the right of way still existed from

necessity, and that it was not for the public good that the

close B. should be left uncultivated. This last case is supposed

to be binding ; and LordKenyon said, in Howton v. Frea/rson,^

that he was prepared to submit to the express authority of it,

though his reason was not convinced, and he thought there

were great difficulties in the question.

* Cro.Eliz.Z(iO.

' Holmes v. Goring & Elliot, 2 Bing.Jiep. 76. 9 Moore, 166. S. 0. Collins v.

Prentice, 15 Conn. B. 39.

« 2 Sid. Rep. 39.

a 2 Zutw. Rep. 1487. = 8 Term Rep. 50,
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But the doctrine of the case of Button v. Tayler received

confirniation in Budkh/Y. Coles,^ where it was decided, that

if a person owned close A., and a passage of necessity to it

over close B., and he purchased close B., and thereby united

in himself the title to both closes, yet if he afterwards sold

close B. to one person, without any reservation, and then

close A. to another person, the purchaser of close A. has a

right of way over close B. This case seems to put an end to

all doubts as to the existence of a right of way from neces-

sity, even over the land which the claimant of the way had

previously sold.

If a right of way be from close A. to close B., and both

closes be united in the same person, the right of way, as well

as all other subordinate rights and easements, is extinguished

by the unity of possession.'' But there is a distinction be-

tween a right of way existing from necessity, and one merely

by way of easement or convenience. The former is not ex-

tinguished by the unity of possession, as a right of way to a

church or market, or a right to a gutter carried through an

adjoining tenement, or to a water course running over the

adjoining lands."' Sergeant "Williams'^ is of opinion, that the

right of way, when claimed by necessity, is founded

entirely *upon grant, and derives its force and origin. *424

from it. It is either created by express words, or itii

created by operation of law, as incident to the grant ; so that,

in both cases, the grant is the foundation to the title. If this

be a sound construction of the rule, then it follows, that, in

the cases I have mentioned, the right of the grantor to a way
over the land he has sold, to his remaining land, must be

founded upon an implied restriction, incident to the grant, and

that it cannot be supposed the grantor meant to deprive him-

self of aU use of his remaining land. This would be placing

the right upon a reasonable foundation, and one consistent

with the general principles of law.«

» 5 Taunt. Rep. 311.

•> Whalley v. Thompson, 1 Bos. & Pull. 3*71.

' Popham, J., in Jordan v. Atwood, Owen's Rep. 121. Shury v. Piggott, 3

Buht. 339. Cruises Dig. tit. Ways, 23, 24. Note to 1 Bos. & Pull. 374.

i Note 6 to 1 8aund. Rep. 323.

In Cooper v. Maupin, 6 Missouri R. 624, the court, after much discussion and
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There is a temporary right of way over the adjoining land,

if the highway be out of repair, or be otherwise impassable,

as by a flood. But this right of going upon the adjoining

land applies to public and not to private ways.'^ A person

having a right to a private way over another's land, has no

right to go upon the adjoining land, even though the private

way be impassable or founderous, by being overflowed by a

river. (1) The reason given is, that the owner of the way
may be bound to repair, and the impassable state of the pri-

vate way may be owing to his own neglect ; but if public

roads become impassable, it is for the general good that the

people should be entitled to pass in another direction. There

may be a distinction between a private way arising from

necessity, and a private way founded on grant or prescrip-

tion ; and such a distinction was alluded to by one of the

judges in Taylor v. Whitehsad. If a person be obliged, of

necessity, to go over another's farm to arrive at the land

which the other sold him, and the private way assigned be de-

stroyed by a flood or otherwise, he may of right cross the farm

on another line, and he is not obliged, at his peril, to keep

such a road of necessity in repair. By selling land

*425 surrounded *with his own, the grantor has bound him-

self to furnish the purchaser a reasonable passage to it.

criticism of the cases referred to in the two preceding pages, concluded that a right

of way from necessity does not exist from one part of the claimant's land to another

part of the same contiguous tract, over the land of another. The question must

depend upon circumstances. No doubt it must be a case of necessity, and not of

convenience merely ; and when that necessity does exist, and there be no access to

the claimant's land without a way over another's land, that right of way must exist,

to be used, of course, with the least inconvenience or detriment to the other's land.

The English cases referred to appear to me to declare a rule sound in reason and

in law.

' Taylor v. Whitehead, Doug. Rep. 745. W. Jones, 296. Henn'a Case, 3 Salic.

182. pi. 4. 2 Blacks. Com. 36.

(1) Williams v. Saiibrd, 7 £ari. S. 0. Hep. 809. It is said tliat a private way by grant, and a
private Tvay ex necessitate, after llie latter has been selected, stand on the same footing. And
the owner of a private way has no right to cut ditches to repair. Capers v. McKee, 1 Strdb.

B. 164.

When the owner of land, over which there is a prescriptive right of way, closes such way and
opens a new one, which is used for less than twenty years, he can not close the new way, with-

out restoring the old one. Hamilton v. White, 1 Selden, 9,

A grantor of land may create a right of way in his own favour, by reservation or exception,

either in gross or annexed to his land. Bowen v. Conner, 6 OusUng B. 182.
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The right of way, as to a foot or tow-path along the banks

of navigable rivers, has been a subject of great discussion,

and of much regulation in the laws of different nations.

In the civil law, the banks of public rivers and the sea-

shore were held to be public. Ri^arwrn usus ^ubUous est ,'

littorum quoque usus publicus estjure gentium.^ The law of

nations was here used for natui-al right, and not international

law, in the modern sense of it ; and it is stated in the Insti-

tutes of Justinian, that all persons have the sbme liberty to

bring their vessels to land, and to fasten ropes to the banks of

the river, as they have to navigate the river itself. These lib-

eral doctrines of the Eoman law have been introduced into

the jurisprudence of those nations of Europe which have fol-

lowed the civil, and made it essentially their municipal law.

Thus, in Spain, the sea-shore is common to the public ; and

any one may fish, and erect a cottage for shelter. The banks

of navigable rivers may also be used to assist navigation.!'

In the French law, navigable or floatable rivers, as they are

termed, have always been regarded as dependencies of the

public domain, and the lands on each side subject to the ser-

vitude or burthen of towing-paths for the benefit of the pub-

lic."

The English law was anciently the same as the Ko-

man *law, if we may judge from the authority of *426

Bracton,'^ who cites the words of the civil law, declar-

ing the banks of navigable rivers to be as much for public

use as the rivers themselves. So, Lord Holt held,« that every

• Inst. 2. 1. 4, 5. The bank of a river ia that which contains the water in its

utmost height. Ripa eaputatur esse, qua plenissimumfiumen continet. Dig. 43.

12. 3. 1.

•> Institutes of the Oivil Law of Spain,'bj Doctors ^sso anA Manuel, b. 2. tit. 1.

This is also the law in Louisiana ; the banks of navigable rivers, though they are the

pro]ierty of those who possess the adjacent lands, are nevertheless subject to the

public use so far that vessels may make fast to the shore and to the trees planted

there, and they may be unloaded and the goods deposited, and nets dried there.

So, any persons may build cabins on the sea-shore for shelter, and fish from the

shore, and moor ships, and dry nets there. Civil Code, art. 443. 446. Hanson v.

City Council of Lafayette, 18 Louis. R. 295.

» Ferrier's Inst. 2. 1. 4, 5, and note, ibid. Code Napoleon, Nos. 538. 650.

^ Lib. 1. c. 12. sec. 6.

» 1 Lord Raym. "725. 6 Mod. Rep. 163.
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man, of common right, was justified in going with horses on

the banks of navigable rivers for towing. But Sir Matthew

Hale, in his treatise J)e Jure Mcms, and in which he has ex-

hausted the learning concerning public property in the sea

and rivers, and collected all the law on the subject, concluded

that individuals had a right to a tow-path, for towing vessels

up and down rivers, on making a reasonable compensation to

the owner of the land for the«damage.=- This condition,

which he annexes to the privilege, shows, that, in his opinion,

there was no such common right in the English law, inasmuch

as it depended on private agreement with the owner of the

soil. The point remained in this state of uncertainty, until

the case of Ball v. Serbert, in 1189,^ brought the whole doc-

trine into discussion. The case was respecting a claim to

tow on the bank of the river Ouze, in Norfolkshire, with men
and horses, whenever it was necessary for the purposes of

navigation, doing as little damage as possible. It was admit-

ted that the Ouze was a navigable river, where the tide ebbed
and flowed. The question was, whether, at common law, the

public had a right to tow vessels on the banks of either side

of a navigable river ; and it was investigated and argued with

great ability. All the cases bearing on the question were

collected and reviewed, and the court concluded that there

was not, and never had been, any right at common law, for

the public to tow on the banks of navigable rivers. The claim

was directly contrary to common experience ; and it

*4:27 was observed by Lord Kenyon, that the navigators *on

the Thames were frequently obliged, at several places,

to pass from one side of the river to the other, with great in-

convenience and delay, because they had no such general

right. It was admitted, that on many navigable rivers, there

was a custom to tow on the banks ; but the privilege in those

cases rested on the special custom, and not on any common
law right. The statutes which have given a»right of towing

on parts of the Severn, Trent and Thames, are evidence that

no such general right before existed."

» Earg. L. T. 86, 86, 87. i" S Term Rep. 253.

" In New-York it has been adjudged, after a veiy able and thorough examina-

tion of the question, that the public have not the right to use and occupy the soil

of an individual adjoining navigable watei-s, as a public landing and place of de-
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(2.) Of ripa/rian rights.

It is a settled principle in the English law, that the right of

soil of owners of land bounded by the sea, or on navigable

rivers, where the tide ebbs and flows, extends to high-water

mark ; and the shore below common, but not extraordinary

high-water mark, belongs to the state as trustee for the pub-

lic ; and in England the crown, and in this country the people,

have the absolute proprietary interest in the saine, though it

may, by grant or prescription, become private property.

The public have at common law a right to navigate over

every part of a common navigable river, and on the large

lakes ; and in England even the crown has no right to inter-

fere with the channels of public navigable rivers. (1) They
are public highways at common law. The sovereign is trustee

for the public, and the use of navigable waters is inalienable.

But the shores of navigable waters, and the soil under them,

belong to the state in which they are situated as sovereign.^ (2)

The right of sovereignty in public rivers above the flow of the

tide is the same as in tide waters ; they are juris puhlici, ex-

cept that the proprietors adjoining such rivers own the soil,

adfilum aqum> But grants of land, bounded on rivers, or

posit of property in its transit, against the -will of the owner, although such user

has been continued upwards of twenty years with the knowledge of the owner.

Pearsall v. Post, 20 Weridell, 111. S. C. 22 Wendell, 425. On the other hand, it

ia held, in Missouri, that navigators and fishermen are entitled to the temporary

use of the banks of the navigable rivers in that state, though owned by private in-

dividuals, for the purpose of landing and repaiiing their vessels, and exposing their

sails and merchandise. But this use is only for transient purposes, and under re-

strictions. O'Fallon v. Daggett, 4 Missouri Rep. 343.

* Pollard V. Hagan, 3 Howards XI. 8. Hep. 212.

•" Sale, De Jure Maris, c. 4, 5, 6. Hex v. Smith, jDoug. 425. Williams v. Wil-

cox, 1 Willmore & Hodges, 477. La Plaisance Bay Harbour v. City of Monroe, 1

Walker Mich. Ch. R. 155. Louisiana Civil Code, art. 442, 443, 444. In Con-

necticut, it was held, in the case of East-Haven v. Hemingway, 7 Conn. Rep. 186,

that the owners of land adjoining a navigable river, have an exclusive right to the

(1) If -3. vessel cannot reach her destination in a single tide, she may remain aground between

high and low tide during the ebb. But a vessel will not be justified in unnecessarily running

upon oysters deposited in the bed of the stream. The Mayor, &c. v. Brooke, T Ad. db El.

N. S. 339.

(2) See Howard v. Ingersoll, 14 ITiym. E. 881, where the legal extent of banks or shores of

navigable rivers is examined. " Seach^ is synonymous with shore. Littlefleld v. Littlefield,

28 Maine B. 180. Another case makes a distinction between " BanTc " and " Shore." McCul-

longh V. Wainwright, 14 Perm. St. R. ITl.
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upon the margins of the same, or along the same, above tide-

water, carry the exclusire right and title of the grantee to the

centre of the stream, unless the terms of the grant clearly de-

note the intention to stop at the edge or margin of the river

;

and the public, in cases where the river is navigable for boats

and rafts, have an easement therein, or a right of passage,

subject to the jus ^publicum as a public highway.'' (1) The

soil between high and loW'^ater mark, for the purpose of erecting wharves and

stores. But see infra, 432, note, cases contra, and the case of Chapman v. Kim-

ball, 9 Conn. Rep, 38, also recognised the English rule; and it is there held, that

the riparian proprietor on a navigable river or arm of the sea, is not entitled to the

seaweed which grows and accumulates on the bed below low-water mark. It be-

longs to the public. In the case of the Canal Appraisers v. The People, IT Wen-

dell, STl, Chancellor Walworth stated the true rule of the common law to be, that

grants embracing within their bounds rivers and streams above tide-water, convey

not only the banks, but the beds of the rivers or streams, and the islands therein,

unless clearly, by the grant itself, excluded from it. But the right of the gi-antee

to the rivers or streams above tide-water, if they be navigable, is not absolute, but

subject to the right of the public to use the waters as a highway, for the passage of

boats, i&c. The commou law rule, however, does not apply to large navigable

lakes, nor to rivers constituting the boundaries between New-York and other

states. In the state of New-York, by statute, N. Y. R. S. 3d edit. vol. i. 18, 79, it

is declared, that whenever two counties are separated from each other by a river

or creek, the middle of the channel is the division line ; and if the boundary line

crosses an island, the whole of it is deemed to be within the county in which the

greater part of lies ; and the ofiScers of the counties bordering on Seneca Lake,

and of the counties of Kings, Richmond and New-York, on the waters in Kings

and Richmond, south of New-York, have concurrent, civil and criminal jurisdiction

for the purpose of serving process.

* Sale, JDe Jure Maris, 6. 9. 22. 36. Palmer v. Mulligan, 3 Caines' R. 318.

The River Baune, Davies' Rep. 152. 155. 157. Deerfield v. Arms, 17 JPick. 41.

Commissioners of the Canal Fund v. Kempshall, 26 Wendell's R. 404. Child v.

Starr, 4 Hill's Jf. Y. Rep. 869. S73. Adams v. Pease, 2 Conn. R. 481. Esson v.

M'Master, Kerr's N. P. Rep. 501. Bowman <St Burnley v. Watken, 2 M'Lean's R.

376. [Walton v. Tift, 15 Barb. R. 216.] In Pennsylvania it is held, that the

owners of land on the rivers Delaware and Schuylkill, have a right to the land

between high and low-water mark, subject to the public easement, or right to

pass over it when covered by the water. Ball v. Slack, 2 Wharton, 508. The

riparian proprietor also owns the land in the river Ohio, between high and low-

water mark. Lessee of M'CuUoch v. Aten, 2 Ohio R. S07. Lessee of Blanohard

V. Porter, 11 Ohio R. 138. By compact between Pennsylvania and New-Jersey,
the river Delaware remains a common highway, equally free and open to both

states, but each state reserves the right of regulating the fisheries on the Dela-

(1) If a riparian proprietor diverts the water of a running stream into liis own land, so as to

leave insuflficieut for navigation in tlie natural channel, the public may navigate the new chan-
nel. Dwinel v. Barnard, 28 Mame JB. 654.
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proprietors of the adjoining Banks have a right to use the

land and water of the rirer, as regards the public, in any way

ware acnesed to their respective shores, and each state exercises concurrent juris-

diction on the waters of the river. So, by compact, the boundary line between

New-York and New-Jersey, on the Hudson river, is 'the middle of the river,

but the exclusive jurisdiction over the waters of the rivers and bays, but not

reaching to the wharves and improvements on the Jersey shore, is in New-York.

So, New-Jersey has exclusive jmisdiction over the waters of the sound between

Staten Island and New-Jersey, with like reservations. Rights of property in each

state reach to the middle of the rivers. Elmer's Dig. 662. (1) The ordinance of Con-

gress of 13th July, 1'787,/or the government of the Territory of the United States

northwest of the river Ohio, declared it to be a fundamental provision, to remain

for ever unalterable, that the navigable waters leading into the Mississippi and St.

Lawi-ence, and the carrying places between the same, should be common highways

,

and for ever free. But this provision did not abolish or impair the common law

principle, that he who owns the lands on both banks, owns the entire river, subject

only to the easement of navigation ; and he who owns the land upon one bank only,

owns to the middle of the river, subject to the same easement. Gavitt v. Cham-

bers, 3 Ohio Rep. 496. Nor did it prohibit the legislatures of the states to im-

prove the navigation of such rivers and carrying places by canals, rail-roads and

turnpikes, and for charging tolls for such increased facilities. Spooner v. M'Con-

nell, 1 M'Lean's R. SSI. All the navigable waters in the western states and ter-

ritories have, by successive acts of Congress, been declared public highways, as,

see acts of May 18th and June 1st, 1796, March 3d, 1803, March 26th, 1804,

March 3d, 1811, February 20th, 1811, April 8th, 1812, June 4th, 1812, March 1st,

1817, May 8th, 1817. In the case of Middleton v. Pritchard, 3 Scammon B.

510, this subject was learnedly discussed, and it was justly held, that at com-

mon law the title of the riparian proprietor, bounded by a navigable stream,

extended only to high-water mai'k, and in sti-eams not navigable, the rights of the

riparian proprietor extended exclusively to the middle thread of the current. That

arras of the sea, and streams where the tide ebbs and flows, are by the common

law deemed navigable ; and streams above tide-water, though navigable in fact,

are not deemed navigable in law. All government grants bounded upon a river

not navigable, entitle the grantee to all islands lying between the main land and

the centre thread of the current, for grants by the government are to be construed

by the common law, unless the government qualify or exclude that construction ;

for where government makes a, grant, and does not reserve any right or interest

that could pass by the grant, and shows no intention to make sttch reservation, the

grant must be intended to include all that might pass by it. Grants are to be taken

most strongly against the grantor. The clear and frank exposition of the common

law in this learned case, and especially in respect to government grants, does

honour to the court which delivered it. It was further declared, that the Missis-

sippi river was not a navigable stream at common law, and the title of the riparian

(1) "Where a state, possessing a river, cedes tlie territory on the other side of it, making the

river the boundary, it retains the river, as to soil and jurisdiction, unless there are express stipu-

lations to the contrary. Hoivard v. Ingersoll, 13 Sow. It. 381.
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not inconsistent witli the easement ; and neither the state nor

any other individual, has the right to divert the stream, and

render it less useful to the owners of the soil.'' It

*428 *would require an express exception in the grant, or

some clear and unequivocal declaration, or certain and

immemorial usage, to limit the title of the owner, in such

cases, to the edge of the river. (1) "Where a stream is used in

a grant as a boundary or monument, it is used as an entirety

to the centre of it, and to that extent the fee passes. Prvma

proprietor extended to the middle thread of the stream, including islands, <!ie., but

that navigators had not only the privilege of floating upon the water, but to land

and fasten their vessels and boats to the shore, for that this was a part of the

public easement, which the owners of the lands must bear. The same question as

to the rights of the Mississippi in the riparian owner, was veiy learnedly discussed

in Morgan v. Reading, 3 Smedes <k Marshall, 336, and the same doctrine and law

were declared ; the common law, and not the civil law, governed the case, and the

magnitude of the river did not affect it. The Mississippi river, above the ebb and

flow of the tide, was not navigable in the sense of the common law, and the

rights of the riparian owner went to the middle of the river, subject, of course, to

the right of passage to the public as a highway, and with the right, perhaps, though

not absolutely decided, to the right, in cases of necessity, to fasten and moor

vessels and floats to the shore. These decisions, in the courts of Illinois and Missis-

sippi, are highly creditable to their learning and firmness ; and it is consoling to

meet with such frank and manly support of the binding force of the common law

on which American jurisprudence essentially rests.

* Ex parte Jennings, 6 Oowen, 548. People v. Canal Appraisers, 13 Wertddl,

355. Oliva v. Boiesonnault, Stuart's Lower Canada Rep. 524. In the case of

the Canal Appraisers v. The People, It Wendell, 571, the judgment of the Su-

preme Court of New-York, in 13 Wendell, Ti^ih, was reversed, and the right of the

state over waters above the flow of the sea, for all public purposes, in derogation of

individual rights, was declared. All rivers, in fact navigable, were deemed public

rivers, and subservient to public uses. Thus, though the erection of a dam across

the Hudson river, at the sloop-lock between Troy and Lansingburgh, destroyed the

value of a water-fall, situated in the middle sprout of the Mohawk river, a tributaiy

stream, the owner of the mill-site was held not entitled to damages or compensa-

tion, within the provision of the canal law. Zimmerman v. Union Canal Company,

1 Watts & Serg. 346. S. P. But the doctrine in the case in 6 Cowen, and in the

case in It Wendell, seems to have been overruled by the case of the Commissioners

of the Canal Fund V. Kempshall, 26 Wendell, iOi, where it was adjudged in the

Court of Errors, that fresh water rivers to the middle of the stream, belong to the

(1) The owner of the fee in the land nnder an unuayigable river, may sell such land separate

from the upland to which it attached. Knight v. Wilder, 2 OusJi. CMaas.) JR. 199.

Riparian owners are not entitled, as a matter of right, to the soil nnder navigable water in

front of their npland. It belongs to the state. Furman v. City of New -York, 5 Sa/ndf. S. C. E.

16. Gould T. Hudson E. E. Co. 12 Bart. B. 616. Bundle v. Delaware & E. C. Co. 14 3ow.
Z!. 80.
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facie, said the Yice-Chancellor of England,* the proprietor of

each bank of a stream is the proprietor of half the land co-

vered by the stream. If the same person be the owner of the

lands on both sides of the river, he owns the whole river to

the extent of the length of his lands upon it. If a fresh water

river, running between the lands of separate owners, insensi-

bly gains on one side or the other, the title of each continues to

go adjilum medium aquce; but if the alteration be sensibly

and suddenly made, the ownership remains according to the

former bounds ; and if the river should then forsake its chan-

nel, and make an entire new one in the lands of the owner

on one side, he will become owner of the whole river, so far

as it is inclosed by his land. This is the general doctrine as

to alluvions.'' If soil be formed by islands, or relicted land

owners of tbe adjoining banks, each to the centre or thread of the river ; and if

navigable, the right of the owners is subject to the servitude of the public interest

for passage or navigation. The owners are entitled to the usufruct of the waters

flowing in the river, as appurtenant to the fee of the adjoining banks ; and for an

interruption in the enjoyment of their privileges in that respect, in consequence of

improvements made hy the state, are entitled to compensation for damages sus-

tained. (1)

» Wright V. Howard, 1 Simons & Stewart, 190. Shaw, Ch. J., in Deerfield v.

Arms, 17 Pick. R. 41, to the same point.

'' The doctrine of alluvions and battures has led, for many years past, at New-

Orleans, to the most laborious and expensive litigation ; and the Roman, Spanish

and French laws applicable to the case, have been examined and discussed with

profound research and consummate ability. One of the most recent cases is that

of Municipality No. 2 v. Orleans Cotton Press, 18 Louisiana R. 122. It was there

declared, that the right to future alluvial fonnation or batture, or right of accretion,

(for batture is a marine term, and denotes a bottom of sand, &c., rising towards or

above the surface of the river,) was a vested right inherent in the property, and an

essential attribute of it, resulting from natural law, in consequence of the local sit-

uation of the land to which it attaches. It was an accessory to the principal es-

tate or land, and cities as well as individuals may acquire it, jure alluvionis, as

owner of the front, or riparian proprietor. The right was founded in justice, arising

from the risks to which the land was exposed, and from the burden of keeping up

levees or embankments in front of the river to protect the estate. When the gov.

ernment laid out the city of New-Orleans, it left an open space between the front

row of houses and the river, and which was marked quai on the plan. It was a

dedication of this space to public uses, and it became a locus pubUcus; and if the

(1) Tlife state has no right to declare a river navigable which is not such, and thereby limit the

rights of the riparian proprietors. "Walter v. The Board of Public Works, 16 07mo E. 540.

To be fiatyigable, a stream must admit the passage of boats or rafts ; and a capacity for the

passage oflogs merely is not snfflcient Munson v. Hungerford, 6 Bari. S. C. Rep. 265.
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out of the sea or a river, by slow and imperceptible accretion,

it belongs, in the case of the sea or navigable rivers, to the

sovereign ; and in the case of rivers not navigable in the com-

mon law sense of the term, or above where the sea ebbs and

flows, it belongs to the owners of the adjoining land.^^ Islands

situated in a river do not form any exception to this general

principle, and they belong to the person who owns the land

on that side of the river to which they are nearest; though,

if they be situated so as to cover the middle of the river, they

would belong in severalty to the owners on each side, accord-

ing to the original dividing line, ovfilum aqum continued on

from the place where the waters begin to divide. Each pro-

prietor is entitled to a larger or smaller proportion of the al-

luvial formation and shore line, according to the extent of his

original line on the shore of the river.'' (1)

proprietors of riparian estates in the faubourgs left such open spaces between the

front street and the rivei', marking it as a public place, it amounted to a dedication,

if accepted by the public. But if there was no such indication or intention, and

acts of ownership, as a riparian proprietor, were exercised, then the space belonged

to the I'iparian proprietor. One of the judges in that case (and one venerable from

his age, his learning and character) was of opinion, that when the plan of a city or

faubourg fronting on a navigable river, or the sea, had an open space between the

front row of houses or street, and the water in public use, it become part of the

port, as a locus publicus dedicated to public uses, without any other designation or

evidence of dedication. It was afterwards adjudged, in the case of the City Coun-

cil of Lafayette v. Holland, ibid. 286, that where the owner throws open a passage

for the use of the public, and shows no visible intention that he means to preserve

his right over it, a dedication to the public would be presumed. And again, in

Pulley and Erwin v. Municipality K"o. 2, ibid. 278, it was held, that the use of the

batture outside of the levee, on the bank of the river, at Wew-Orleans, was vested

in the public or city for public uses, but that the title to the soil, and the accre-

tions, were vested in the front proprietors of the land to which the batture attaches

or forms.

» Just. Inst. 2. 1. 28. Dig. 41. 1. tit. De Acq. Rer. Dominio, 1. 1. Puff. 4. 7.

12. The civil law says, that the ground gained on a river by alluvion, or imper-

ceptible increase, belongs to the owner of the adjoining land, jure gentium. This is

also the rule of the common law. Bracton, lib. 2. c. 2. Hale, De Jure Maris, c. 6.

2 Blacks. Com. 261, 262. King v. Lord Yarborough, 3 Barnw. & Cress. 91. 1 Dow,
N. S. 178. S. C. New-Orleans v. United States, 10 Peters' U. S. Rep. 662. Schultes
nn Aquatic Rights, 116—138. Deerfield v. Arms, 17 Pick. Rep. 41. If seaweed
be cast on the sea-shore by slow degrees and gradual accumulation, it belongs as a
marine increase to the riparian proprietor. Emans v.TurnbuU, 2 Johns. Rep. 322.

"> Hale, De Jure Maris, c. 1, 2, 3, 4. 6. Bracton, De Acq. Rer. lib. 2. c. 2. sec.

(1) In O'Donnoll v. Kelsey, i Sawlf. iS. O. li. 202, the respective rights of riparian owners
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*This principle of the common law has been recog- *429

nised and prevails in the states of Maine, E"ew-Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, ll^Tew-York, ISTew-Jersey,

Maryland, Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina and Louisiana."'

2. Dig. 41. 1. 29. King v. Smith, J)<mg. Rep. 441. Code Kapoleon, No. S61.

The People v. Court Appraisera, 13 Wendell, 355. Deeifield v. Arms, 1*7 Pick.

Rep. 41. Toullier, Droit Civil, tome iii. 107, lOS. If the waters of a river be

divided by an island, and one fom-th of the stream descends on one side of the

island, and the residue on the other, it -was held, in Crooker v. Bragg, 10 Wendell,

260, that the owner of the shore where the largest quantity of water flows, was

entitled to the use of the whole water flowing on that side of the island.

It may here be observed as a general rule, that the rights of a riparian proprie-

tor do not attach to a mere inti-uder on land, for he is limited to his actual posses-

sion. WatMns v. Holman, 16 Peters' R. 25.

» Berry v. Carle, 3 Greenleaf's Rep. 269. Morrison T. Keen, ibid. 474. "Weston,

Ch. J., in Bradley v. Rice, 13 Maine Rep. 201. (In that case it was held, and so it

had been in Waterman v. Johnson, 13 Pick. Rep. 261, that where the land in a

conveyance was bounded by a pond of water, the gi'ant extended only to the mar-

gin of the pond.) Claremont v. Carlton, 2 N. H. Rep. 369. King v. King, 7 Mass.

Rep. 496. Lunt v. Holland, 14 ibid. 149. Ingraham v. Wilkinson, 4 Pick. Rep.

268. Adams v. Pease, 2 Conn. Rep. 481. Warner v. Southworth, 6 ibid. 471.

In this last case, it was held, that if a wide ditch or a wide stone wall constituted

the boundary line, and the owner on one side conveyed his land, bounding the

grantee on the ditch or wall, the same principle woilld apply, and the grant would

extend to the centre of the ditch or wall. Palmer v. Mulligan, 3 Caines' Rep. 318.

The People v. Piatt, 17 Johns. Rep. 195. Hooker v. Cummings, 20 ibid. 90. Ex
parte Jennings, 6 Cowen's Rep. 518. Arnold v. Mundy, 1 Hahted^s Rep. 1. Hayes,

Ex'r V. Bowman, 1 Randolph's Rep. 417. Mead v. Haynes, 3 ibid. 33. Home v.

Richards, 4 Call, 411. Gavitt v. Chambers, 3 Ohio Rep. 495. Browne v. Kennedy,

5 ffarr. & Johns. 195. Williams v. Buchanan, 1 Iredell's N. 0. Rep. 536. Morgan

T. Livingston, 6 Martin's Louis. Rep. 19. In Browne v. Kennedy it was held, that

if the state be entitled to the soil covered by a river not navigable, and grants the

lands lying on such a river, and names the river as a boundary, the grantee becomes

a riparian proprietor, and entitled to the land the river covers, ad filum medium

aquas. A variety of cases to the same effect are cited in the learned note of the

reporter, in 6 Cowen's Rep. 544 ; and they demonstrate the existence of the rule

that a grantee, bounded on a river, (and it is almost immaterial by what mode of

expression,) goes ad meditmi filum aquce, unless there be decided language, showing

a manifest intent to stop short at the water's edge. So, if a conveyance of land on

the bank of a river, not navigable, be bounded along the shore of the river, the

grantee still takes adfilum aguce. StaiT v. Child, 20 Wetidell, 149. In the case of

came under examination. An act of the legislatm-e fixed an exterior line, fronting their lands

up to which they were allowed to fill in their land. This was held to be a legislative grant of

land to the proprietora of the shores. The court lay down, however, no more precise rule of di-

vision of the accession of land among the proprietors than this :
" The whole of the old and the

whole of the new line are to be taken into consideration, so that each may have his due propor-

tion of water-front."
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*430 In Maine and Massachusetts, some alterations in *the

common law have taken place ; for by the colony ordi-

nance of 1641, and by usage arising therefrom, the proprie-

tors of the adjoining land, on bays and arms of the sea, and

other places where the tide ebbs and flows, go to low-water

mark, subject to the public easement, and not exceeding one

hundred rods below high-water mark. According to judicial

constructions of that ordinance, the flats between high and

low-water mark may be occupied by wharves and other erec-

tions, provided the easement or passage be not too much ob-

structed ; and this right of property to low-water mark, or one

hundred rods, extends to all cases where the tide ebbs and

flows, including as well the shores of the open sea, as those of

creeks and coves. ^ The common law, as we have already

The Canal Commissioners v. The People, 5 Wendell, 423, the language of the

judges of the Court of Errors, in Ifew-York, was, that by the rule of the common

law which prevailed here, grauts of lands, bounded on rivers above tide-water, ex-

tended usquefilum aqum, including the beds of rivers and the islands therein, and

the exclusive right of fishing, unless the same was clearly intended to be reserved,

but subject, nevertheless, to the right of the public to use the water as a highway.

The right of the ripaiian owner to the stream is as sacred as other private proper-

ty, and the state cannot appropriate the water to public uses by artificial erections

or improvements, without making compensation. The People v. Canal Appraisers,

13 Wendell, 355. Lands under the water of navigable lakes are placed on the

same footing with lands under the waters of navigable rivers, and they require a

specific grant to enable the riparian proprietor to go beyond the shore, and the

giant of the bed of such lakes can only be made to the owner of the adjoining

land. (1) This is the rule in New-Tork and New-Hampshire equally as to the waters

of navigable rivers and lakes. N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. L 208, sec. 67. The

State v. Gilmanton, ^ N. H. Rep. 461. In Scotland, navigable lakes, though not

considered strictly inter regalia, yet, if they form great channels of communication,

Mr. BeU thinks there is some reason to regard them as res publicce, and subject to

public uses as a navigable river. Principles ofilu Law of Scotland, 171. In this

country, our great navigable lakes are properly regarded as public property, and

not susceptible of private property more than the sea.

* Storer v. Freeman, 6 Mass. Rep. 435. Dane's Abr. vol. ii. 693, 694. Parker,

Oh. J, in Ingraham v. WiUdoson, 4 Pick. Rep. 258. Sale v. Pratt, 19 Pick. R. 191.

In the case of Thomas v. Hatch, 3 Sumner's R, 170, in a case in the district of

Maine, it was held, that a boundary on a stream, or by or to a stream, includes the

flats to low-water mark, and in many cases to the middle thread of the river. But

if the boundaiy be to the bank, or by the bank, or oji the bank of a river, the

boundary may be limited to the bank. So, if it be bounded by the margin of the

stream. >'ickerson v. Crawford, 16 Maine R. 245. See, also, supra, 415. The

(1) The same rule applies to the Niagara river. Eingman v. Sparrow, 12 Barb. B, 201.
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seen, has been rejected, or deemed inapplicable to the great

inland rivers in Pennsylvania, and the owners of the land on

the banks of them do not, as of com-se, acquire right to the

soil covered by the waters of the rivers, but the soil and waters

of the rivers, with the rights and privileges incident thereto,

remain in the public. * In South Carolina the doctrine of the

colonial ordinance of 1641 extended the title of riparian proprietors to the low-

water mark, and though originally limited to the Plymouth Colony, and afterwards

annulled, yet the doctrine of it is held in Massachusetts and Maine to be part of the

common law of those states. Parsons, Ch. J., in Storer v. Freeman, 6 Mass. Rep.

438. Lapish v. Bangor Bank, 8 Oreenleaf, 85. In the case of the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts v. Wright, (American Jurist, ITos. 6. 185,) it was decided, in

1829, that a wharf extending into the navigable channel in Boston harbour, so as

in the course of time to injm-e the navigation, was indictable as a public nuisance

;

and upon conviction, it was ordered to be abated at the expense of the defendants.

See Rex v. Lord Grosvenor, 2 Starkie, 511, and Hale, Be Portibus Maris, c. 7, sec.

2. Whether the erection in such cases amounts to a common nuisance, is a question

of fact. The law of Connecticut declares it to be a common nuisance to dam, stop

or obstruct any river, brook, stream or run of water, or divert the same from its

natural course, to the prejudice of any person, without liberty from the town,

where such town has a right to grant it. Revised Statutes of Connecticut, 1821,

362.

* Carson v. Blazer, 2 Binney's Rep. 475. Shrunk v. President of the Schuylkill

Navigation Company, 14 Serg. S Rawle, 71. Zimmerman v. The Union Canal

Company, 1 Watts & Serg. 351. In Starr v. Child, 20 Wendell, 149, Mr. J. Bron-

son earnestly contended, that the rale of the common law, that the flow and reflow

of the tide was a test of a public river, did not apply to the great fresh-water

rivers of K"ew-York, and that they belonged to the public ; but the majority of the

court adhered to and declared the common law rule. In Alabama the rule is, that

eveiy water-course, suited to the ordinary purposes of navigation, whether the tide

ebbs and flows or not, is a public highway, and the riparian owner cannot assert

any private right of soil to the bed of the river beyond the low-water mark. The
question in that state does not depend upon the common law test of the ebbing

and flowing of the tide ; for if the river be suited to the ordinary purposes of navi-

gation, it is, by statute, declared to be a public highway, and the title to the bed

of the river remains in the public, unless it has been expressly granted. Bullock

V. Wilson, 2 Porter's Rep. 436. And it is competent to a state government to

authorize the erection of a bridge across a navigable river, below where the coast-

ing trade is carried on by licensed vessels, provided the bridge be built with a

draw-bridge, for the passing and repassing of vessels, free of expense. The People

v. S. and R. Rail-Road Company, 15 Wendell, 113.(1)

(1) United States v. STew-Bedford Bridge, 1 Wood. & M. B. 401. In this case the right of con-

structing bridges across navigable waters is most elaborately examined by Mr. Justice 'Woodbury.

Subject, perhaps, to an exception in the states formed from the N. W. Territory, it was consid-

ered that the states have sovereign power over their tide-waters and navigable rivers, in all

cases where such power has not been delegated to and exercised by Congress.

YoL. m. 34
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common law on this subject has been held to be inapplicable
;

but as the common law still applies to rivers capable of being

made nayigable, and which possess obstructions to the

*4:31 passage of boats of every description, and *as the ad-

joining owners in such cases go adfMm aguce,^ the

modifications which the common law has undergone do not

seem to be very material. So, in North Carolina, the ebbing

and flowing of the tide is not the sole test of a navigable river.

If a river be deep enough for sea vessels to navigate to and
from the ocean, it is a navigable stream, and the boundary of

the adjacent land is not the thread or middle of the channel,

but the edge of the water at low-water mark.^

The sea-shore, according to Lord Hale's definition, is the

ground between the ordinary high and low-water mark, and
itprima facie, and of common right, belongs to the king, but

may be vested in a subject by prescription, or by grant, as if

the king grants a manor cum littore maris eidem adjacente,

the shore itself will pass.<= (1) But it was said by the Ch. J.,

in Arnold v. Mundy,^ that a grant bounded upon navigable

water, where the tide ebbs and flows, extended to high-water

mark when the tide was high, and to low-water mark when
the tide was low, and that the immediate space between high-

water and low-water mark might be reclaimed, and exclu-

Gates V. Wadlington, 1 M'Cord!s Eep. 680.

k Wilson T. Forbes, 2 Dcv. Rep. 30. Ingraham v. Threadgill, 3 ibid. 69. In the

latter case it was the language of the court, that in a river not navigable for the

purposes of navigation, the light of fishing belongs to the riparian owners. In

Elder v. Buitus, 6 Tenn. R. 358, the Supreme Court of Tennessee followed the

rule in North Carolina, and in opposition to the rule of the Enghsh law, held, that

the owners of land on a navigable stream above tide-water, had title only to ordi-

nary low-water mark, and not to the centre of the stream.

By compact between the states of Vuginia and Kentucky, in the years of 1789

and 1'792, the jm-isdiction of the river Ohio, below high-water mark, was to be
common to the people of each state.

« Bale, Be Jure Maris, c. 4, 5. Constable's Case, 6 Oo. 105. 107. b. The shore

of a fresh river is where the land and water ordinaiily meet. 6 Cowen, 647. By
the Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 442, the sea-shore is declared to be that space of

land over which the sea spreads in the highest water, during the winter season.

i 1 Balsted's Rep. 1.

(1) In a note to Calmady v. Eowe, 6 Jfon. (?. <6 ScoU'e B. 878, doubt is expressed whether tie

treatise De Jv/re Maris be really the production ofLord Hale. No one else is, however, named

as the probable author.
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sivelj appropriated by the owner of the adjacent land, to

wharves, buildings and other erections."^ There may be a

movable freehold, as is stated by Lord Coke ;'' and if a grant

was made of the sea-shore, the freehold would shift as the sea

receded or encroached, and it would take all the soil that

should, from time to time, be within high and low-water

mark.<= But I should apprehend the better opinion to be, that

in ordinary grants of land bounded on the sea, or a river, the

boundary limit must be stable, either at ordinary high or low-

water mark, and not subject to alternate change with the flux

and reflux of the tide. In Randley's Lessee v. Antony,^ it

was considered as a general, natural and convenient rule of

construction in public grants of territory bounded by a

river, instead of being bounded by the bank or *shore, *4:32

to take the permanent river for the boundary line, and

that would, of course, carry the line to ordinary low-water

mark, and include the land left diurnally bare by the reced-

ing of the water. The rule was, in that case, applied to a

country or state bounded by a river ; and the English com-

mon law does not allow the riparian owner, under the grant

of the sovereign, of lands bounded on tide-waters, to go be-

yond ordinary high water mark.<= Such grants are construed

* In Scotland the owner of land, bounded on the sea-shore, may prevent the

encroachments of the sea by artificial operations, and thereby gain by embank-

ments, holding the shore subject to the public uses. Bell's Principles of the Law

of Scotland, 169. A similar principle was declared in Connecticut, in Nicholas t.

Lewis, 15 Conn. R. 13Y, and that the freehold ao reclaimed from the sea-shore was

in the riparian proprietor, subject to the public right to abate it, if it proves to be

a nuisance.

t Go.IAtt.iS.h.

= Bayley, J., in Scratton v. Brown, 4 Barnw. & Cress, 485. So, also, as to

admiralty jurisdiction. See supra, vol. i. 366.

i 5 WTieat. Rep. SH.
» Parsons, Ch. J., in Storer v. Freeman, 6 Mass. Rep. 438. Cortelyou v. Van

Brundt, 2 Johns. Rep. 357. In Kean v. Stetson, 5 Pickering, 492, it was con-

sidered that the whole of a navigable river included within high-water mark, on

each side, was a public highway, and owners of the adjoining lands have no right

to erect wharves and other obstructions between high and low-water mark, if it

materially injure or straiten the passage for vessels and boats. (1) A grant or

(1) When a vessel is sunk by accident, and withoat any default in the owner, no duty is ordi-

narily cast upon him to use any precaution, by placing a buoy to prevent other vessels from'

striking against it. Brown v. Mallett, 5 Mam. Qrang. & Scott's B. 599.
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most favourably for the king, and against the grantee ; and

Sir "William Scott has vindicated^ such a construction as

founded in wise policy ; for grants from the crown are made

by a trustee for the public, and no alienation should be pre-

sumed that was not clearly and indisputably expressed.

(3.) Of highways.

Every thoroughfare which is 'used by the public, and is, in

the language of the English books, " common to all the king's

subjects," is a highway, whether it be a carriage-way, a horse-

way, a foot-way or a navigable river. It is, says Lord Holt,

the genus of all public ways.*" The law with respect to public

highways, and to fresh-water rivers is the same, and the

analogy perfect, as concerns the right of soil. The presump-

tion is, that the owners of the land on each side go to the cen-

tre of the road, and they have the exclusive right to the soil,

subject to the right of passage in the public." Being owners

of the soil, they have a right to all ordinary remedies for the

freehold. They may maintain an action of ejectment for en-

prescription to occupy the flats of a navigable river with wharves and other

erections, is always upon the implied condition, that they do not essentially

impair the public easements in the stream, for then the erection would become a

nuisance. (1)

» 6 Rob. Adm. Rep. 182. In Hollister v. Union Company, 9 Gonn. Rep. 436,

a grant on a navigable river was not construed so as to impede the reasonable

improvements of the navigation, though remote and consequential damages to the

banks or shores of the river might ensue.

>> The Queen v. Saintliff, 6 Mod. Rep. 265.

« The law is well settled, that where a mere easement is taken for a public

highway, the soil and freehold remain in the owner of the land, incumbered only

with the easement, or right of passage in the public Dovaston v. Payne, 2 I£.

Blacks. 527. And upon the discontinuance of the highway, the soil and freehold

revert to the owner of the land. Fairfield v. Williams, 4 Mass. Rep. 427. Perley

v. Chandler, 6 J6tA 454. Stackpole v. Healey, 1 6 Mass. Rep. 3S. Mayor, &c., of

Savannah v. Steamboat Company, R. M. Charlton's Rep. 342. United States v.

Harris, 1 Sumner, 21. 37. Nicholson v. Stockett, 1 Walkers' Mississippi Rep. 67.

In the matter of John and Cherry streets, 19 Wendell, 669. 666. Nelson, J., 12

Wendell, 371. 373. It is a principle of the common law, and equally the law in

every state, unless specially controlled. In one of the cases above cited, the owner

was held to be restored to the use of the soil, though he had received compensation

for it.

(1) The People v. Lambier, B Senio'e B. 9.
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eroacliments upon the road, or an assize if disseised of it, or

trespass against any person who dig's up the soil of it, or cuts

down any trees growing on the side of the road, and

*left there for shade or ornament. The freehold and *4:33

profits belong to the owners of the adjoining lands. (1)

They may carry water in pipes under the highway, and have

every use and remedy that is consistent with the servitude or

easement of a way over it, and with police regulations.^ The

• 1 Rol. Air. 392. B. 2 Inst. 705. Lade v. Shepherd, Str. Rep. 1004. Gibbs,

Oh. J , 7 Taunt. Rep. 39. Abbott, Oh. J., 2 Starki^s Rep. 463. Doe v. Pearsey,

1 Bamw. & Cress. 304. Goodtitle v. Alter, 1 Burr. Rep. 133. 143. Headlam v.

Headley, 1 HoUs N. P. Rep. 463. Cortelyou v. Van Brundt, 2 Johns. Rep. 367.

Jackson v. Hathaway, 15 ibid. 447. Makepeace v. Worden, 1 N. Hamp. Rep. 16.

Peck V. Smith, 1 Conn. Rep. 103. Perley v. Chandler, 6 Mass. Rep. 454. Rob-

bins V. Bormau, 1 Pick, Rep. 122. Adama v. Emerson, 6 Pick. Rep. 57. Writter

V. Harvey, 1 M'Cord, 67. Boiling v. Mayor of P. 3 Randolph, 663. Chambers

V. Furry, 1 Yeates' Rep. 161 . 'Pomeroj v. MiUa, 3 Vermont Rep. 219. Gidney v.

Earll, 12 WendelFs Rep. 98. Mayor, Ac, of SavanDah v. Steamboat Company, R.
M. Charlton's Rep. 342. The owner of the land, over which a public highway
passes, if he digs a raceway across the road, and builds a bridge over it, and a

traveller sustains damage by its being out of repair, is liable in damages. Dygert
V. Schenck, 23 Wendell, 446. The statute of New-York, (N. T. Revised Statutes!

vol. i. 526,) allowing the owners of lands adjoining highways to plant trees on the

sides of the road, and to bring actions of trespass for injuring them, assumes and

affirms the principle of the common law in relation to such rights. It specially de-

clares that all ti'ees standing or lying on any land over which a highway is laid

out, are for the use of the owner of the land, except such as may be requisite

to make or repair the highway or bridges on the land. Though a turnpike corpo-

ration haa only an easement in the land over which the turnpike road is located, a

gi-ant of the use of the land necessaiy for the enjoyment of the il'anchise, as by
erecting toll-houses, and digging wells and cellars for their accommodation, is necessa-

rily implied. Tucker v. Tower, 9 Pick. Rep. 109. By the law of Louisiana, which

follows in this respect the civil and not the common law, the soU of public high-

ways is in the public. Renthrop v. Bourg, 4 Martin's Rep. 97. Dig. 43. 8. 2. 21.

In the city of New-York, the rule is, that if a lot be sold, bounded on a street as

designated on a map of the taty, or of the owner's land, the purchaser takes the lot

with the indefeasible privilege of a right of way in the street as an easement.

The fee of the street remains in the vendor, but subject to the easement, and the

value of the fee is but nominal. This right of way is founded on an implied cove-

nant in the grant. The street is considered, by means of the sale and map, as dedi-

(1) It has been decided in New-York, that it is no violation of the state constitution forbidding

private property to be taken without compensation, to authotize cattle, &c., to depasture in public

highways, without any compensation to the owner of the fee for the loss of his herbage, &o.

GriiBn v. Martin, T P(w5. S. C. Bep. 297.

To allow a street to be used as a railway track is not a misapplication, if it does not interfere

with the public use. Adams v. Saratoga <Sc W. B. Co. 11 Bari. S. 41S.
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established inference of law is, that a conveyance of land

bounded on a public highway carries with it the fee to the

centre of the road, as part and parcel of the grant. The idea

of an intention in the grantor to withhold his interest in a road

to the middle of it, after parting with all his right and title to

the adjoining land, is never to be presumed. It would be

contrary to universal practice ; and it was said, in Peck v.

Smith,^ that there was no instance where the fee of a high-

way, as distinct from the adjoining land, was ever retained

by the vendor. It would require an express declaration, or

something equivalent thereto, to sustain such an in-

*434: ference; and it may be considered as the *general

rule, that a grant of land bounded upon a highway or

river, carries the fee in the highway or river to the centre of

it, provided the grantor at the time owned to the centre, and

there be no words or specific description to show a contrary

intent.'' But it is competent for the owner of a farm or lot,

having one or more of its sides on a public highway, to bound

it by express terms on the side or edge of the highway, so as

to rebut the presumption of law, and thereby reserve to him-

self his latent fee in the highway. He may convey the ad-

joining land without the soil under the highway, or the soil

under the highway without the adjoining land. If the soil

attei to the public by the vendor, when the municipal authorities shall think proper

to open the street In the Matter of Lewis-street, 2 WendelVs Rep, i12. Living-

ston V. Mayor of New-York, 8 iUd. 85. Wyman v. Mayor of New-York, 11 ibid.

486. The cases of City of Cincinnati v. Lessee of White, 6 Peteri U. S. Rep. 431.

Sinclair v. Comstock, Harrington's Mich. Ch. R. 404, and of the Trustees of Water-

town V. Cowen, 4 Paiges Oh. R. 510, lay down the same rule, that if the owner

of lands in a city or village lays the same out in lots and streets, and sets apart

ground for a public square or common, it is a dedication of the streets or squares

to the public, of which the grantees cannot be deprived.

» 1 Conn. Rep. 103.

' 1 Rol. Abr. 392. B. pi 5. Sarg. Law. Tr. 5. Stevens v. Whistler, 11 Easfs

Rep. 51. Headlam v. Headley, 1 EoU's If. P. Cases, 468. Wright v. Howai-d, 1

Simons d: Stewart, 190. Brown v. Kennedy, 5 Harr. & Johns. 195. Cortelyou v.

Van Brandt, 2 Johns. Rep. 357. Jackson v. Hathaway, 15 ibid. 44"?. Canal Com-

missioners V. The People, 5 WendelVs Rep. 423. Lunt v. Holland, 14 Mass. Rep.

149. Hatch V. Dwight, 1*7 ibid. 289. Claremont v. Carlton, 2 N. B. Rep. 369.

Luce V. Carley, 24 TPsntfeH, 451. Monison v. Keen, 3 GVeenZeo/, 474. Chatham

v. Brainard, 11 Conn. R. 60. Champlin v. Pendleton, 13 ib. 23. Johnson v. An-

derson, 18 Maine R. 76. Contra, Tyler v. Hammond, 11 Pick. Rep. 193.
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under tlie highway passes by a deed of the adjoining land, it

passes as parcel of the land, and not as an appurtenant. It

is equally competent for the riparian proprietor to sell his up-

land to the top or edge of the bank of a river, and to reserve

the stream or flats below high-vrater mark, if he does it by
clear and specific boundaries.^ The purchaser, in such a

case, takes the bank of the river as it is, or may thereafter be,

by alluvion or decrease of the flow of the river. He takes it

subject to the common incidents which may diminish or in-

crease the extent of his boundaries.'* He may also convey

the bed of a stream separate from the lands which bound it.<=

(4) Of servitudes and vicmage.

The civil law treated very extensively of these incorporeal

rights annexed to land ; and what in the common law are

termed easements, or a right which one man has to use the

land of another for a special purpose, went under the general

denomination of servitudes, because they were charges on one

estate for the benefit of another. Toullier defines servitudes

to be real rights, jura im, re, existing in the property of an-

other. Like incorporeal hereditaments, they have been held

not to pass without a grant.^ By virtue of such a right, the

Storer v. Freeman, 6 Mass. Rep. 435. Hatch v. Dwight, 17 ibid. 299. Jack-

son T. Hathaway, 16 Johns. Rep, 44*7. Webber v. Eastern R. R. Company, 2 Met-

calf, 151. Child t. Starr, 4 Hilfs N. Y. R. 369. 373, 374. 381. Dunlap v. Stetson,

4 Mason's R. 349.

' Adams v. Frothingham, 3 Mass. Rep. 352. Scratton v. Brown, 4 Barnw. &
Cress. 485. Dunlap v. Stetson, 4 Mason's Rep. 349. A river where the tide does

not ebb and flow, has no shores in the legal sense. It has ripa, but not littus ;

and shores, when applied to such a river, mean the water's edge, or margin of the

stream. Child v. Starr, 4 HilPs R. 376. 380, 381.

"= Den V. Wright, 1 PeteH Cir. Rep. 64. See the notes to the ca§e of Dovaston

V. Payne, 2 S. Blacks. 627, in Smith's leading cases. Law Library, N. S. vol. xxv.

in which the English, and especially the American editor, Mr. Wallace, has con-

densed and classified the principles respecting highways and riparian rights, deduced

from the numerous cases, with diligence, skill and usefulness.

i Orleans Ifavigation Company v. Wew-Orleans, 2 Martin, 214. Easements

may arise by implied grant, as upon the severance of an estate by a grant of part

thereof, all those continuous and apparent easements continue which have been used

by the owner during the unity of the estate, and without which the enjoyment of

the severed portions could not be fully had, for no man can derogate from his own
grant. Easements of necessity are also implied as incidents to a grant. In Gale

& Whatleifs Treatise of Easements, the numerous English cases on this subject are
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proprietor of the estate charged is bound to permit, or not to

do, certain acts in relation to his estate, for the utility or ac-

commodation of a third person, or of the possessor of an ad-

joining estate. The term is a metaphorical expression, bor-

rowed from personal servitude, but the charge is entirely

attached to real estates, and not to the person. Servitutum

ea natura est, ut aliquidpatiatm'cmt nonfaciat. Servitutum

non homm&rth debere sed rem.'*

The regulations in the civil law on the subject of urban and

rural servitudes were just and equitable, and the provisions

made to define and protect those rights, were far more

cited, and critically and skilfully analyzed. See pp. 49 to 86. The New-Tort

edition of this treatise by Mr. Hammond, is much improved by the addition of

American cases.

* Zlj^. 8. 1.15. /iiUS. 6, 6. 2. Tmlliet's Droit Civil Franiais,tom6m.Ti.ZlG.

Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by Doctors Asso and Manuel, translated by

L, F. 0. Johnston, 1826. This digest of the civil jurisprudence of Spain collects

summarily, and states with great precision, the Spanish law conceraing servitudes,

both in town and country, (lib. 2. tit. 6,) and it appears to be a very close adoption

of the distinctions of the civil law on the subject of rural and city services. The

Code Napoleon, b. 2. tit. i, has also condensed, and the Civil Code of Louisiana

has borrowed from it the principles of the civil Jaw on the subject of servitudes.

Before the promulgation of the code, there were many French treatises on servitudes,

and in the Repertoire de Jurisprudence, par Merlin, and in his Questions de Droit,

tit. Servitude, a crowd of Italian, German and French treatises on servitudes are

cited, and among them the 7^ait& des Servitudes, by Lalaure, which Toullier says

has been of great use to all succeeding writers. The subject is treated at large by

Merlin, and he has enriched it with forensic discussions. The treatise by Desgodets

was a simple commentary upon the law of buildings, under the custom of Paris;

but since the era of the code, M. La Page has published two octavo volumes,

entitled Lois des Eatimens, ou le Ncmveau Desgodets, in which the law of vicinage,

in relation to city servitudes, is examined with great minuteness of detail. The

Traite du Voisinage, in two volumes octavo, by M. Fournel, a French lawyer of

the old regime, discusses at large the different subjects embraced by the law of

vicinage, in an alphabetical or dictionaiy form ; and he is a learned and voluminous

writer, who has published several interesting tracts on various branches of the law,

and who speaks with freedom and contempt of the great mass of laws and ordi-

nances promulgated by the revolutionists in France prior to 1800, when the first

edition of his work on the law of vicinage appeai'ed. In those legislative assemblies,

he says, there were peu de jurisconsultes, beaucoup d'hommes de lot. Since the

new code, the TraitS des Servitudes, suivani les Principes du Code, par M. Pardes-

sus, is much regarded, and this eminent professor is always cited by Toullier with

I'espect, though he combats with freedom many of his opinions. Toullier himself

(tome iii. 326—564,) has discussed the whole of this subject of servitudes upon the

principles of the code, with his usual order, acom'acy and learning.
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minute and precise than those which are to he found

*on the same subjects in the hooks of the common *436

law ; and it is difficult to solve many questions arising

on those rights, without having recourse to the solid and lu-

minous principles of the civil law, which are of permanent

and universal application. ^

In cities, where the population is dense, and the buildings

compact, a great variety of urban services grow out of the re-

lation of vicinage. There is the right of sujyport, which arises

from contract, or prescription, which implies a grant. This

right is where the owner of a house stipulates to allow his

neighbour to rest his timbers on the walls of his house. (1)

There is also the servitude of drip, by which one man en-

gages to permit the waters flowing from the roof of his neigh-

bour's house to fall on his estate. (2) So there is the right of
dram, or to convey water in pipes through, or over the estate

of another. The right of way may also be attached to a

house, entiy, gate, weU or city lot, as well as to a country

farm. These servitudes or easements must be created by the

owner ; and one tenant in common cannot establish them upon
the common property without the consent of his co-tenant.''

The exercise of these urban and rural servitudes may be

" M. Foumel, -when speaking of the Roman law in relation to this subject, says,

that Qtielque chose que vous demandez aux lots Romaines, elles vous en fournissent

la reponse; and we may say of that law, as the younger Pliny said of Titus Ariato,

who was an accomplished lawyer, and his particular friend : Nihil est quod discere

velis, guod ille docere non possit.

•> Dig. 8. 1, 2. Ibid. 8. 2. 19. Pothier, Coutume d'Orleans, Int. to tit. 13, des

Servitudes, art. 2. n. 6. See, also, his Traite du Quasi- Contrat de Communaute,

passim. Institutes of the Laws of Holland, by Vander Linden, b. 1. c. 11. sec. 2.

Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by Doctors Asso and Manuel, b. 2. tit. 6,

Bell's Principles of the Law of Scotland, 266—274. Civil Code of Louisiana, art.

"734—738. In Surge's Comm. on Colonial and Foreign Laws, vol. ii. tit. Servi-

tudes, the law of urban and rural servitudes, under the civil law, and the codes of

those nations which have adopted and modified the civil law, is extensively con-

sidered. Servitudes, chargeable upon the estate in common, such as the right to

enter, and search and dig for coal, and cany it away, would go to alter, injure,

(1) In England this right may be acquired by twenty years' enjoyment of such support. Hide
V. Thomborough, 2 Car. <& Ker. Bep. 250.

(2) See Bellows v. Sackelt, 15 Barb. Ji. 96, where the court held the owner of a building re-

sponsible for injury caused by water dripping from his roof, though it did not appear whether

it fell on his own laud or not.
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limited to certain times. The right of drawing water, for in-

stance, from a neighbour's well, may be confined to certain

hours, or a right of passage may be confined to a part of the

day, or to a certain place.^^

(5.) Of party wails.

If there be a party wall between two houses, and
*437 the owner of one of *th^ houses pulls it down, in order

to build a new one, and with it he takes down the

party waU belonging equally to him and his neighbour, and
erects a new house and new wall, he is bound, on his part, to

waste and destroy the estate ; and any attempt to do it without common consent,

or under some equitable modification, to be prescribed on partition or otherwise,

would subject the party to the action of trespass or waste, or to restraint by in-

junction at the instance of the dissenting co-tenant.

• The general rule, in the civil and French as well as in the English law, is, that

the burthen of necessary repairs of an easement is cast upon the owner of the

dominant and not of the servient tenement, for the easement is for the exclusive

benefit of the former. Dig. si. sen. vend. 1. 6, sec 2. 1. 8. Oode Civil, art. 698.

Bracton, lib. 4, fo. 222. Lord Mansfield, in Taylor v. Whitehead, 2 Smg. E. 746.

Gale & Whatley on Easements, 308. Prescott v. Williams, 6 Metcalf K 429.

The law of vicinage rests on just foundations. Any act or default of the possessor

of a tenement, to the injury of a party interested in the neighbom-ing tenement, be-

comes a nuisance. (1) So, if a person, negligently and without ordinary pmdencci
constructs a hay-rick on the exti'emity of his land, and with great negligence suf-

fers hay to remain liable to spontaneous ignition, and it takes fire and burns his

neighbour's house, he is liable in damages. Vaughan v. Menlove, 3 Bingham's N.
C. Rep. 468. See, also, to the same point, Turburoill v. Stamp, 1 Balk. Sep. 13.

Barnard v. Poor, 21 Fich Rep. 378. If a fire occurs by the negligence of the

owner, and destroys his neighbour's house, he ia liable in damages, but not if the

accident was inevitable, or the owner not in fault. The principle is, that every man
is so bound to deal with his own property, as not to injure the propei'ty of others.

To erect on the defendant's house eaves and a pipe, overhanging and conducting

water on land in the occupation of a tenant, is a permanent injury, which gives an

action on the case to the reversioner. Tucker v. Newman, 3 Perry & Davison, 14.

If sparks from a railway or steamboat engine set fii'e to an erection on an adjoining

field or building, the liability of the company for the injury will depend upon the

question of negligence on their part. Aldridge v. G. Western R. Co. 3 Manning &
Granger, 515. Cook v. Camplain T. Company, 1 Denio, 92. S. P. supra, vol. ii.

284. A canal company is not liable in damages for a mere accidental breach of a

(1) The owner of warehouses cannot maintain an action for damages, by reason of a nuisance

obstructing the trade at a wharf, whereby his business is indirectly injured. Dougherty v. Bun-
ting, 1 Scmdf. (Law) B.l. A slaughter house in a city has been held to be primafad^ a nuis-

ance to those living in the neighbourhood. Brady v. Weeks, 3 Bari. S. O. Hep. 15T. Catlin v.

Talenflne, 9 Paige's B. 5T5.
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pull down tlie wall and reinstate it in a reasonable time, and
with the least inconvenience ; and if the necessity of the repa-

ration of the old wall be established, the neighbour is bound
to contribute ratably to the expense of the new wall. But he

is not bound to contribute to building the new wall higher

than the old one, nor with more costly materials. All such

extra expense must be borne exclusively by him who pulls

down and rebuilds. » K the owner of a house in a compact
town finds it necessary to pull it down, and remove the foun-

dations of his building, and he gives due notice of his inten-

tion to the owner of the adjoining house, he is not answerable

for the injury which the owner of that house may sustain by
the operation, provided he remove his own with reasonable

and ordinary care.'' (1) "Where there had been no party wall,

canal. Higgins v. Ches. <fe Del. Canal Co. 3 Harrington, 411. Messrs. Gale <Sc

Whatley on Easements, have treated of the rights and remedies arising from nui-

sances created by vicinage, 275—296, and to that learned work I refer the reader,

as a critical digest of the cases would lead me too far into detail.

* Campbell v. Meesir, 4 Johns. Ok/iep.S'ii. Fothier, Du Quasi-Oontrat de

Oommunaute, Ifos. 187—192. 220, 221.

• 2 Roll. Abr. 564. T. pi. 1. Peyton v. St'Thomas' Hospital, 9 Barn. & Cress. "725.

Masey v. Goyner, 4 Carr. & Payne, 161. Walters v. Pfeil, 1 Moody cfc Malkin, 362-

'Wyattv.Harrison,3Sarn.<fcjl(f.8'71. But in thislastoase it is suggested, that if the

house which is injured by the digging had been ancient, the rule might be otherwise, as

that circumstance might imply the consent of the adjoining proprietor to its erection.

Buildings which are ancient, or erected upon ancient foundations, or protected by

prescription, cannot lawfully be disturbed by deep excavations or other improvements

on adjoining lots. But otherwise a person may make reasonable improvements

and excavations on his own ground, though they should injure or endanger an

edifice on the adjoining land, by digging near and deeper than its foundations, pro-

vided he exercises ordinary care and skill ; and the injured party does not possess

any special privileges, protecting him from the consequences of such improvements,

either by prescription or grant. Lasala v. Holbrook, 4 Paige, 169. Thurston v.

Hancock, 12 Mass. R. 221. Jones v. Bird, 5 B. & Aid. 83Y. Eichart v. Scott, 7

Watts, 460. Whether due care has been used in the case is a question of fact for

a jury. Dodd v. Holme, 3 Neville & Manning, 739. 1 Adolph. & Ellis, 473. S. C.

The taking proper precautions to prevent injmy to adjoining walla in disturbing

foundations, is indispensable, to exempt the party from responsibility for special

(1) An agreement to set a house at a given distance from the street, is for an interest in lands,

and void, unless in writing. Wolfe v. Frost, 4 Sandf. Oh. B. 12,. So, an agreement by a rail-

road company to maintain a permanent tit/m-out track ; and such agreement is a contract for an

easement. Pitkin v. Long Island E. E. Co. 2 Barb. Ch. B. 221. But see Sampson v. Buraside,

13 N. Bdmp. B. 264. See, as to general right of owner of land to excavate next to his neigh-

iiour's walls. Eadcliff's Executors v. The Mayor, i Comst. B. 195. Nelson v. Godfrey, 12 lU.

B.W.
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but the walls of the house pulled down stood wholly on its

lot, yet if the beams of the other house rested upon the wall

pulled down, and had done so for a period sufficient to estab-

lish an easement by prescription, the owner of the adjoining

house would be entitled to have his beams inserted for a rest-

ing place in the new wall. Such an easement is continual,

without requiring the constant and immediate act of man

;

and it is an apparent one, shown by an exterior work ; and,

consequently, it has the qualities sufficient by the common
law, and also deemed in the French law sufficient to establish

an easement by prescription.^ It hasbeen held, in England,

that the owners of a party wall, built at joint expense, and

sfanding partly on the land of each, are not tenants in

*438 common, but each party continues owner *of his land,

and has a right to the use of the wall, and a remedy

for a disturbance of that right. But the common use of a

wall separating adjoining lots belonging to different owners

iaprimafacie evidence that the wall, and the land on which

it stands, belong equally to the different owners, in equal

undivided moieties, as tenants in common.^

loss. Trower v. Chadwick, 3, Bing. N. G. Rep. 334. Pierce y. Musson, 11 Louis.

Rep. 389. Pardessus, TraiU des Servitudes, 302. Partridge v. Scott, 3 Mees. &
Welsby, 220. If a man builds his house at the extremity of his land, he does not

thereby and without a grant acquire any right of easement or support orer his

neighbour's land. See Gale and Whatley's Treatise on Easements, 216—267, where

all the cases are cited and commented upon as to the right of support, and of

making excavations adjoining another's land. The civil and the French law are

also referred to in that and other branches of the work, whenever they may serve

to illustrate what may be dubious or obscure in the English law on the topics

under discussion.

* Code Napoleon, 'So. 690.

^ Matts V. Hawkins, 5 Taunt. Rep. 20. Oubitt v. Porter, 8 Barnvi. & Cress. 267.

The building act of 14 Geo. III. c. 78, has given to each party certain easements

in the wall on the land of the other, and has made special and ample provision on
the subject of houses and partition walls in the city of London. Some statute

regulations of that kind seem to be reqmred in large cities, though in France the

customs of Paris and Orleans have supplied the place of more minute statute

provisions. We have in the Assize, enacted under Henry Fitz-Ailwyne, the. first

Lord Mayor of London, A. D. 1189, a very curious document respecting the regu-

lation of party walls. After the great fire in the time of King Stephen, London
began to be built of stone and tile. The walls were to be three feet in thickness,

and each owner was to give half of the space for the wall. If any individual was
aggrieved by the encroachment of his neighbom-, he could restrain the workmen
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(6.) Of division fenoes

.

In connection with this subject of party walls, may be men-
tioned the law concerning division fences between the owners

by giving security to the sheriff to appear and prosecute. The mayor and twelve

sworn aldei-men were to repair to the spot and hear- the allegations of the parties,

and decide finally between them. The encroachment was to be coiTected in forty

days, or the sheriff executed the remedy. Sir Francis Palgrave's Rise and Pro-

gress of the English Commonwealth, vol. ii. 1*72. 1*74, 115. This ordinance is

evidence of a strong, vigilant and civilized police in that rude and turbulent age.

The work of Sir Francis surpasses any modern work whatever in ingenious and

profound antiquarian erudition relative to English legal antiquities.

Party walls and buildings in the city of Philadelphia are specially regulated by
statute. Furdon'e Digest, 984, 985. And the operations of the English statute

of Geo. in., on the rights of neighbouring proprietors, and the adjudication on

those rights, are fully stated in Gibbons on the Law of Dilapidations, 110—125.

So, in the city of Washington, by the fundamental regulations in buildings, estab-

lished in 1791, it is a condition annexed to title, that when the owner of a lot

builds a partition wall between himself and his neighbom-, he shall lay the founda-

tions equally upon the lands of both, and any person who shall afterwards use the

partition wall, or any part of it, shall reimburse to the first builder a moiety of

the charge of such part as he shall use. Miller v. Elliott, 0. G. U. S. March Term,

1839.

In the city of New-Tork, the foundation of every building must not be less

than six feet below the street or side-walk directly in front of it ; and if not,

the owner will not be entitled to recover damages, by the erecting with ordinary

care of any adjoining building. Laws of New-York, April 10th, 1818, u. 106. In

respect to trees growing on or near the division line between two lots of land, it

was held, that if the tree grows on the lot of A., with nearly an equal part of its

roots spreading into the ground of B., the tree nevertheless belongs to A., in whose

soil the body of it is. Masters v. Pollie, 2 Rol. Rep. 141. Lord Holt held that,

in such a case, A. and B. were tenants in common of the tree, though if all the

roots grew in the land of A., and the branches overshadowed the land of B., the

branches followed the root, and the property of the whole tree was in A. Water-

man V. Sopei', 1 Lord Raym. 1Z1. In Holder v. Coates, 1 Moody <& Malkin, 112,

the right was considered as turning upon the fact, in whose land was the tree first

planted. The civil law made such a tree common property. Inst. 2. 1. 31. Dig,

41. 1. 1. 13. See, on this subject. Code Oivil, art. 670, 671, 672, 678. In Griffin

v. Bixby, 12 xV. B. Rep. 454, the same principle was followed, and it was held,

that if a tree stand directly on the line between two owners, it is the common
property of both, and trespass lies if one of them destroys it without consent of

the other. In Lyman v. Hale, 11 Oonn. Rep. 177, it was held, after an elaborate

discussion, that if a tree stands on the land of A., and extends its roots into, and its

branches over the land of B., the tree, with all its roots and branches, and the fruit

thereon, belong exclusively to A., and B. becomes a trespasser if he appropriates to

his own use any of the overhanging fruit. This appears to have been the best con-

sidered, and is not only the latest, but the most simple and definite rule on the subject.

In New-York, by the statutes of March 19th, 1813, c. 35. sec. 20, (and which is

still in force,) the Common Council of the city of New-York was authorized to
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of adjoining lands. These interests are generally the object

of local statute regulations. The doctrine is, that at common
law the tenant of a close was not bound to fence against an

adjoining close, unless by force of prescription ; and if bound

by prescription to fence his close, he was not bound to fence

against any cattle but such as were rightfully in the adjoining

close. If not bound at common law to fence his land, he was
nevertheless bound, at his peril, to keep his cattle on his own
grounds, and prevent them from escaping, a The legal obli-

make rules and regulations for making, amending and maintaining as well partition

fences as others, in the city. Under this power, the corporation have, by ordinance,

(1833,) regulated partition fences and walls. It requires partition walla to be made

and maintained by the owners of the land on each side, and if the same can be

equally divided, each party shall make and keep in repair one half part. Disputes

concerning the division of the wall, and the parts to be made or repaired by each

owner respectively, or as to its sufficiency, to be settled by the aldennan and assist-

ant of the ward. If the wall cannot be conveniently divided, it is to be made and

kept in repair at joint and equal expense. A sm-plus wall, higher or lower than

the regulation, to be at the individual expense of the owner ; and on a neglect of

contribution by one party, the other may make the whole wall, and recover from

the other party his proportion of the expense. This same regulation applies to par-

tition fences. (1)

• Rust V. Low, 6 Mass. Rep. 90. Thayer v. Arnold, 4 Metcalf, 689. Little v.

Lathrop, 5 Cfreenleaf, 856. Holladay v. Marsh, 3 Wendell. 142. Chancellor Wal-

worth, in 18 Wendell, 221. Stackpole v. Healy, 16 Mass. Rep. 33. Aveiy v.

Maxwell, 4 N. H. Rep. 36. Wells v. Howell, 19 Johnson, 385. Stafford v. Inger-

soU, 3 Hill's R. 38. The removal of land-marks is made a misdemeanor by statute

in New-York; and the N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 353—365, and the Revised

Statutes of Ohio, 1831, and oi Illinois, 1833, have prescribed rules for making and

maintaining sufficient division fences between the owners of adjoining lands ; but

there is an express exception, in New-Tork and Ohio, in favour of owners choosing

to let their lands lie open ; and in that case I apprehend that, as a general rule, the

respective owners would be remitted to their common law rights and duties. The

equitable rule towards making and maintaining division fences between adjoining

owners of land, we find in the statutes of the old Plymouth colony. Plymouth

Colony Laws, edit. 1836, p. 196. The principle of equitable contribution towards

the erection and maintenance of division fences between the owners of adjoining

lands, exists independent of statute provision. In the matter of R. & S. Rail-Road

Company, 4 Paige, 653. It is to be found in the institutions of those nations which

(1) In Sherrid v. Cisco, 4 Sandf. S. 0. E. 480, the following principles are laid down as to

party-walls.

There 1b no obligation in the owners of adjacent lots to unite in building a party-wall. If one
owner place half of the wall on the adjacent lot, the owner of the lot is not liable to contribute

on subsequently using the wall on his own land. The respective owners of the wall are not

tenants in common ; each owns in severalty the portion of the wall on his own land, though

neither has the right to pull it down without the other's consent.
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gation of the tenants of adjoining lands to make and maintain

partition fences, where no prescription exists, and no agree-

ment has been made, rests entirely on positive provisions by

statute ; and trespass will lie against the owner of cattle en-

tering on the grounds of another, though there be no fence to

obstruct them, unless he can protect himself by statute, or

prescription, or agreement.* The public have no rights, even

in a public highway, but a right of way or passage ; and if

cattle be placed in the highway for the purpose of grazing,

and escape into an adjoining close, the owner of the cattle,

unless he owns the soil of that part of the highway on

*which he placed his cattle, cannot avail himself of *439

the insufficiency of the fences in excuse of the tres-

pass.'' (1)

are founded upon the civil law. Code Napoleon, art 663. 655, 656. Oivil Code

of Louisiana, art. 683—686. Institutes of the Laws of Holland, by /. Vander

Linden, b. 1. c. 11. see. 3. The statute of Alabama declares a partition fence to

be the joint property of both the adjoining proprietors, and each is bound to keep

the entire fence in good repair ; and if one of them will not aid in repairing the

fence, the other may cause it to be done, and recover the value or moiety of the

expense. Walker v. Watrous, Alabama B. N. S. vol. viii. 493.

» Ohm-chill v. Evans, 1 Taunt. 529. Thayer v. Arnold, 4 Metealf, 589. The

statute law of Alabama, regulating partition fences, [Laws of Alabama, 362,) gives

an action for damages against the owner of cattle breaking into any grounds " en-

closed with a strong and sound fence." This would imply that, in that state, no suit

lies, if there be no protecting fence. And in New-York, by statute of April 18th,

1838, c. 261, if any person liable to erect or repair a division-fence, shall neglect or

refuse to do it, he shall have no action for damages incurred, but shall be liable for

all damages accruing by reason of such refusal, to the lands, crops, Ac, of the party

injured. See the veiy provisional statute law of Connecticut on the subject

Statutes of Connecticut, 1838, pp. 250—258. In Connecticut the rule of the com-

mon law is not adopted, and the owner of lands is obliged to enclose by a lawful

fence, or he cannot maintain an action of trespass for a damage thereon, by the

cattle of another. Steedwell v. Ritch, 14 Conn. E. 292. The statute of Missis-

sippi defines a lawful fence to be one " five feet high, well staked and ridered, or

sufficiently locked, and so close that the beasts breaking into the enclosure could

not creep through." Revised Code of Mississippi, 1824, p. 334.

It is stated, that in England, a party who makes a partition fence between him

and his neighbour, must make it wholly on his own land. Lawrence, J., in Vowles

(1) "Where the fence of the close adjoining the highway was insufficient, it was held that no

damage could be reovered of the owner of cattle which entered over such fence. GrifBn v.

Martin, T Barb. 3. C. Rep. 29T.

Where domestic animals, though authorized to run in the highway, enter upon land where

they have no right, as upon the track of a rail-road, and are run upon and killed, (and, it seems.
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(Y.) Of rumrvmg waters.

Important questions have arisen in respect to the use of

running waters, between different proprietors of portions of

the same stream ; and such questions are daily growing in

interest, as the value of water-power is more and more felt in

manufacturing establishments.

Every proprietor of lands on the banks of a river, has natu-

rally an equal right to the use ©f the water which flows in the

stream adjacent to his lands, as it was wont to run, {currere

solebat^ without diminution or alteration. No proprietor has

a right to use the water, to the prejudice of other proprietors,

above or below him, unless he has a prior right to divert it, or

a title to some exclusive enjoyment. (1) He has no property

in the water itself, but a simple usufruct while it passes along.

Aqua eurrit ei debet currere ut currere solelat, is the language

of the law.^^ Though he may use the water while it runs over

his land as an incident to the land, he cannot unreasonably

detain it, or give it another direction, and he must return it

to its ordinary channel when it leaves his estate. "Without

the consent of the adjoining proprietors, he cannot divert or

diminish the quantity ofwater which would otherwise descend

to the proprietors below, nor throw the water back upon the

proprietors above, without a grant, or an uninterrupted enjoy-

V. Miller, 3 Taunton, 138. But, in Massachusetts, the more reasonable rule is, that

partition fences and ditches are to be placed on the land of both parties equally.

Newell V. Hill, 2 Metcalfs R. 180.

» But if a running stream be not a natural water-course, but created by the

owner of the land, and it flows beneficially into a neighbour's land, as water'raised

from a mine by a steam-engine, or water from the spout of the eaves of a row of

houses, thrown upon and used by the owner of adjoining ground, no presumption of

a grant or a right to have that water continued in perpetuity exists, for that would

unreasonably compel the owner of the mine to work it, or keep bis engine in mo-

tion, or his row of houses unaltered. Arkwright v. Gell, Exch. E. T. 1839, cited

in Oale & WhatUy on Easements, 182.

if it be done negligently,) the owner cannot recover for Mb ctamage. The Tonawanda R. E. Co.

V. Munger, 5 Denials K. 255. In this case there was no obstacle to prevent the animals coming

upon the track.

(1) In a case of diversion, the plaintiff, who owned only one side of the stream, was allowed

to recover, without showing &tijpercepUUe actual damage. Branch v. Doane, IT Comn. B.
402. Where the owner of a mill was injured by the unjust obstruction of the water below, it

was held that he might enter and remove the obstruction. Heath v. Williams, 25 Maine
Bep. 209.
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ment of twenty years, whicli is evidence of it-i^ (1) TMs
is the clear and settled general doctrine on *the sub- *4:40

j ect, and all the difficultywhich arises consists in the ap-

' Dig. 39. 3, 4. 10. Code, lib. 3. t. 34. 1. 7. Pothier, TraiU du Oontrat de So-

cUte, second App. Nos. 236, 237. Toullier, tome iii. 88. u. 133. Luttrel's Case, 4

Co. 87. u. Shuiry v. Pigott, 3 Bulst. R. 339. S. C. Popham, 166. Hays v. Hays,

19 Louis. R. 351. Brown T. Best, 1 Wils. Rep. 174. Bealey v. Shaw, 6 Mast's

Rep. 208. Wright v. Howard, 1 Simon & Stewart, 190. Newman v. Anderson, 1

Barnw. <h Aid. 258. Williams v. Morland, 2 Barnw. & Cress. 915. Mason v. Hill,

S Barnw. & Adolph. 304. 5 Ibid. 1. S. 0. Gardner v. Village of Newburgh, 2

Johns. Ch. Rep. 162. Belknap v. Belknap, ibid. 463. Merritt v. Parker, 1 Cox^s

N. J. Rep. 460. Tyler v. Wilkinson, 4 Mason, 397. . Coalter v. Hunter, 4 Ran-

dolph, 58. Hammond v. Fuller, 1 Paige, 197. Hutchinson T. Coleman, 5 HaUted,

74. King T. Tiflfany, 9 Conn. Rep. 162. Blanchard v. Baker, 8 Creenleaf, 253.

Omelrany v. Jaggers, 2 Hill's S. C. Rep. 634. 640. St. Louis v. St. Louis, Stuart's

Lower Canada Rep. 575. Martin v. Jett, 12 Louisiana Rep. 501. Webb v. The

Portland Manuf. Company, 3 Sumner's R. 190. Davis v. Fuller, 12 Vermont R.

178. Evans v. Merriweather, 3 Scammon'a R. 492. Shreve v. Voorhees, 2 Greeris

R. 25. Parker v. Griswold, 17 Conn. R. 288. In the case of Barron & Craig v. Cor-

poration of Baltimore, {^American Jurist, No. 4. p. 203,) the corporation, in the

exercise of their municipal powers, diverted certain streams from their natural

channels to a point near the plaintiff's wharf, on navigable water, within the har-

bour and city of Baltimore, to which point a lai-ge deposit of sand and earth was

carried down by the streams, and injured the value of the wharf. It was held

that a private action lay for the damage arising from this corporate act. It is

stated to have been a rule in the French law, that the owner of the higher land

had a right to divert a stream to his own utility, and that the owner of the land

below -eould not contest it in the absence of a grant. Merlin, Rep. Jurisp. tit.

Cours d'Eau. But the civil code very equitably qualified this doctrine. Code

Civil, art. 641. 643, 644.

The rights respecting running streams, between adjoining proprietors of lands,

are regulated by very precise rules in Pennsylvania. Thus, in M'Calmont v. Whit-

taker, 3 Rawle, 84, the water-power belonging to a riparian owner was considered

as consisting of the difference of level between the surface where the stream in its

natural surface first tauclies his land, and the surface where it leaves it. The stream

under that limitation of right might be occupied, in whole or in part, or not at all,

without endangering the right or restricting the mode of its enjoyment, unless

there has been an actual, prior, adverse occupancy protected by the statute of limi-

tations. The riparian owner, by digging on his own land, cannot legally lower the

surface of the water standing on a pool on the land above him, nor can he enter

and lower the surface of the water as it leaves his land, by deepening the channel

in the land below him. In Acton v. Blundell, 12 Meeson & Welsby, 324, a very

important question on water rights arose, and was very learnedly considered. The

(1) Wood v. Waud, 8 Weli. S. & G. Hep. 748. In this case the general doctrine of artlflclal

water-coaraes is elaborately discussed. Tan Hoesen v. Coventry, 10 Ba/rh. B. 518. The right

to flow lands for one purpose is not defeated by the existence of a right in another person to

flow the same lands for another purpose. Davis v. Brigham, 29 Maine B. 891.

Vol. in. 35
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plication. The owner must so use and apply the water as to

work no material injury or annoyance to his neighbour below

him, who has an equal right to the subsequent use of the same

water ; nor can he, by dams or any obstruction, cause the

water injuriously to overflow the grounds and springs of his

neighbour above him.a (1) Streams of water are intended for

the use and comfort of man ; and it would be unreasonable,

and contrary to the universal sense of mankind, to debar

every riparian proprietor from the application of the water to

domestic, agricultural and manufacturing purposes, provided

the use of it be made under the limitations which have been

mentioned ; and there will, no doubt, inevitably be, in the ex-

ercise of a perfect right to the use of the water, some evapo-

judgment of the Court of Exchequer Chamber made a distiuction between waters

ruDDing on the surface of lajpds, and flowing below it in a subtenaneous course.

The former was open to observation, notorious. usage, calculation and value, but not

the latter ; and it was held, that the owTier of land through which water flows in a

subterraneous course, has not such a right or interest in it as to be able to maintain

an action against a land-owner who digs a well on his own land, or carries on mining

operations in his own land, in the usual manner, and drains away the water from the

land of the adjoining owner, and leaves his well dry. The civil law was examined,

and was found to sustain the judgment of the court. Marcellus scrihit : cum eo, qui

in suofodiens, vicini fontem avertit, nihil posse agi, nee de 4olo actionem; et sane

non debet habere, si non animo nocendi, sedsuum agrum meliorem faciendi idfecit.

Big. lib. 39. tit. 8. sec. 1 2. This question as to the rights of water mnning below

the surface, seems not to have been raised and settled in the English law, and the

decision does not affect the rights mentioned in this lecture respecting running

waters over the surface of land. The court went upon the principle which gives

to the owner of the soil all tljat lies beneath the surface, and he has a right to

apply such property to his own purposes at pleasure ; and if, in the exercise of that

right, he intercepts or drains his neighbour's under-ground springs, it is damnum
absque injuria.

' Neal V. Henry, 1 Meigs' Tenn. Rep. \*l. If the owner of land, flowed by a

mill-dam, sells the mill and dam and retains the land, the purchaser takes by the

grant the right to ovci-flow the land to the former extent. But if the owner sells

the landflowed, and retains the mill and dam, without reserving the right to flow,

he subjects himself to damage if he does it. Preble v. Reed, l"? Maine R. 169.

The grant of a mill caii'ies with it the use of the head of water necessary to its

enjoyment, with all incidents and appurtenances, as far as the right to convey to

this extent existed in the grantor. Rackley v. Sprague, 17 Maine .R. 281.

(1) A riparian proprietor may use the whole face of the water on his own land ; he may
cause it to sit hack to the line of the adjoining proprietor, and will not be liable for damage
caused thereby, in cases of unusually high floods. But companies incorporated for improving

the navigation of streams have not ao extensive rights. Monongahela Navigation Co. v. Coon,

6 Barn's B. 379.
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ration and decrease of it, and some variations in the weight

and velocity of the current. But de minimis non curat lex,

and a right of action by the proprietor below would not ne-

cessarily flow from such consequences, but would depend upon

the nature and extent of the complaint or injury, and the

manner of using the water. All that the law requires of the

party, by or over whose land a stream passes, is, that he

should use the water in a reasonable manner, and so as not to

destroy, or render useless, or materially diminish, or affect

the application of the water by the proprietors above or below

on the stream. He must not shut the gates of his dams, and

detain the water unreasonably, or let it off in unusual

quantities, to the annoyance *of his neighbour. ^ Po- ^iil

thier lays down the rule very strictly, that the owner

" Bei33el v. Stroll, i Dallas' Rep. 211. Palmer v. Mulligan, 3 Calnes' Rep.

307. Weston v. Alden, 8 Mass. Rep. 136. Colburn v. Richards, 13 Mass. Rep.

420. Cook V. Hull, 3 Pick. Rep. 269. Runnels v. BuUen, 2 N. H. Rep. 532.

Tyler v. Wilkinson, 4 Mason, 897. Merritt v. Brinckerhoff, 17 Johns. Rep. 306.

Van Bergen v. Van Bergen, 3 Johns. Ch. Rep. 282. Williams v. Morland, 2

Barnw. & Cress. 910. Thompson r. Crocker, 9 Pick. 59. Johns v. Stephens, 3

Vermont Rep. 308. Pugh v. Wheeler, 2 Dev. & Battle, 50. Wadsworth v. Til-

lotson, 15 Conn. R. §66. la Howell v. McCoy, 3 Rawle, 256, the rule sic utere tuo

ut alienum non l<edas, in its application to the doctrine in the text, was laid down
with precision and accuracy. It was held, that a person had a right to so much of

the water of a stream running across his land aswas needful and proper for supply-

ing his tan-yard and bark-mill, and that he was bound to return the water s o di-

verted, and not necessarily used and consumed in his business, without unnecessary

diminution and waste, into the natural channel below, and that he was bouud to

return it without polluting or poisoning it by admixture with unwholesome sub-

stances, to the injury of the owner below. This was in accordance with the sound
doctrine of the common law, as declared in Aldred's Case, 9 Co. 57. b, prohibiting

acts creating a nuisance to one's neighbour. (1)

So, again, in Arnold v. Foot, 12 Wendell, 330, where a spring of water rises in

the land of A., and runs a stream to the land of B., it was held, that A. has no right

to divert the stream from its natural channel, though it be not more than sufiS'cient

for his domestic uses, and for the irrigation of his land. He may use it for domes-

tic uses, and for his cattle, but not to irrigate his land, if that would exhaust the

running stream. Brown v. Best, 1 Wilson, 174. S. P. Smith y. Adams, 6 Paige
435. S. P. The owner miiy dig a well on any part of his own land, though he
thereby diminishes the water in his neighbour's well, in the absence of grant, or ad-

verse user, or malice. G-reenleaf v. Francis, 18 Pickering, 117.

(1) A legislatlre grant of a water-power is not a grant of the water itself as a chattel. Mayor
V, Commissioners, 7 Sarr'a li. 813.
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of the upper stream must not raise the water by dams, so as

to make it fall with more abundance and rapidity than it

would naturally do, and injure the proprietor below.=- But
this rule must not be construed literally, for that would be to

deny all valuable use of the water to the riparian proprietors.

It must be subjected to the qualifications which have been

mentioned, otherwise rivers and streams of water would be-

come utterly useless, either for manufacturing or agricultural

purposes. The just and equitable principle is given in the

Koman law : Sic eni/m debere quern meUorem agrwm suum
faceve, ne vicini deUrwremfaciat.^ (1)

(8.) Easements acquired cmdlostiy ^escrvption.

1. This natural right to the use of waters, as an incident

or particular easement to the land, may be abridged, or en-

larged, or modified, by grant or prescription.^ Though a

stream be diminished in quantity, or corrupted in quality, by
means of the exercise of certain trades, yet if the occupation

of the party so taking or using it has existed for so long a

time as to raise the presumption of a grant, and which pre-

sumption is the foundation of title by prescription, the other

party whose land is below must take the stream subject to

such adverse right ; and twenty years' exclusive enjoyment

of the water in any particular manner, affords, according to

the English law, and the law of New-York, Massachusetts

and several other states, presumption of such a grant. *

* Traite du Oontrat de SocUte, second App. No. 236.

' The Code Napoleon, M"o8. 640, 641. 643, 644, and the Civil Code of Louisiana,

art. 656, 657, establish the same just rules in the use of running waters. So, in

Iforth Carolina, Missouri, &a., the regulations of grist-mills and mill-dams is deemed

a matter of public concern, and subject to statute prescriptions. Revised Statutes of
Missouri, 1835. R. 8. N. Carolina, c. 74.

' Prescription is a title acquired by possession had during the time, and in the

manner fixed by law. Co. Litt. 11 3. b.

^ Tlie time of limitation Taiies in particular states. Thus, in Connecticut and
Vermont, the term of prescription is fifteen years, and in South Carolina five years.

Manning v. Smith, 6 Conn. Rep, 289. Martin v. Bigelow, 2 Aikens, 184. Ander-

(1) See Embrey v. Owen, 4 Eng. L. & E, E. 476. The preceding doctrine of the text is quoted
and approved. A riparian proprietor ha3 the right to irrigate his land from the stream, if

he does not interfere with the rights of other proprietors; and whether his use be reasonable
or not, depends on the circumstances of each case.
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But nothing short *of a contract, or of such a time of *M2
enjoyment of water diverted from the natural channel,

or interrupted by dams or other obstructions, or materially

changed in its descent or character, will justify the owner as

against any land owner above or lower down the stream,

to whom such alterations are injurious. In the character of

riparian proprietors, persons are entitled to the natural flow

of the stream without diminution to their injury, and to them
may be applied the observation of "Whitlock, J., inShurty v.

PigoU,^ that a water course begins exjure naturw, and hav-
ing taken a course naturally, it cannot be diverted. But, on
the other hand, the owners of artificial works may acquire

rights by actual appropriation, as against the riparian proprie-

tor, and the extent of the right is to be measured by the extent

of the appropriation, and the use of the water for a period re-

quisite to establish a conclusive presumption of right. In such

a case, the natural right of the riparian proprietor becomes

6on V. Gilbert, 1 Ba}/s Rep. 375. But the law in South Carolina on the subject of

prescription does not seem to take its rule from the act of limitations of 1712, for

in Sims v. Davis, 1 Cheev^s Law and Equity Reports, 2, it was declaimed or assumed

as settled law, that twenty years of enjoyment of a way over anothei-'s land, was
presumptive evidence of right. Even a right of way over the uninclosed lands of

another, may be acquired by twenty years' enjoyment thereof, under an assertion of

right by the one party, or admissions thereof by the othei'. In Louisiana, the time

of prescription varies according to the subject, from three to thirty years. Oivil

Code, art. 3435—Site. But I presume that generally, in this country, we follow

the English time of prescription. It was so understood by Ch. J. Parker, in Gay-

etty V. Bethune, 14 Mass. Rep. 49, and in Oilman v. Tilton, 5 N, H. Rep. 231, and

by Chancellor Yroom, in Shreve v. Voorhees, in 2 Green N. J. R. 26. In Louisi-

ana the right of drip is acquired by prescription, on an enjoyment of ten years

without complaint Vincent v. Michel, 7 Louis. Rep. 52. In Pennsylvania the

tune requisite to defeat the right to an incorporeal hereditament, by non-user, is

twenty-one years. Dyer v. Dupui, 5 Wharton, 684. The English statute of 2 and

3 Wm, IV. c. 71, commonly called the Prescription Act, establishes the prescrip-

tion of twenty years arising from the unintei-rupted enjoyment of a way, or water-

course, or light, as a legal bar ; and in this respect the statute seems to be declaratory

of the pre-existing law, arising, however, from a presumption to be drawn by the

jmy. But this statute is liable to the reproach of being carelessly and obscurely

drawn. See Gale & Whatley on Easements, 97. 123. The statute further declares,

that an interruption of the use of an easement, acquiesced in for a year, with notice

thereof, and of the authority under which it is made, will prevent a right from

being acquired. It does not apply to the extinguishment of an easement ah'eady

acquired.

• 3 Bulst. Rep. 339.
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subservient to the acquired right of the manufacturer.'^ The

general and established doctrine is, that an exclusive enjoy-

ment of water, or of light, or of any other easement, in any

particular way, for twenty years, or for such other period less

than twenty years, (1) which in any particular state is the

established period of limitation,** and enjoyed without inter-

ruption, (2) becomes an adverse enjoyment sufficient to raise

a presumption of title as against a right in any other per-

son, which might have been, but was not asserted."

*443 *The right is confined to the extent and the mode of

enjoyment, during the twenty years. All that the law

requires is, that the mode or manner of using the water should

not be materially varied, to the prejudice of other owners

;

and the proprietor is not bound to use the water in the same

Brown v. Best, 1 Wils. Rep. \14. Bealey v. Shaw, 6 Mast's Rep. 208. Tyler

V. Wilkinson, 4 Mason, 397. Hatch v. Dwight, 17 Mass. Rep. 289. The law of

water-courses, whether natural or artificial, is the same ; and the uninten'upted flow

of water for twenty years through an artificial canal, will establish a right through

an adit artificially made for draining a mine, and used for a brewery below for

twenty years after the working had ceased, and the mine could not afterwards be
so worked as to pollute it. Magor v. Chadwick, 11 Adolph. <fc MHs, 571.

" State V. Wilkinson, 2 Vermont Rep. 480. Cuthbert v. Lawton, 3 M'Gord, 194.

Bolivar M. Co. v. Neponset M. Co. 16 Pick. 241. See, also, p. 443. n. b. c. Less

than the prescribed term of limitation may, under circumstances, raise the presump-

tion of the dedication of land to the public use. State v. Catlin, 3 Vermont Rep.

530. So, the exclusive enjoyment of an easement, as a right of way, for a less

period than twenty years, may form an equitable estoppel to the claim of another

person, who has, by positive acts of acquiescence, encouraged an innocent purchaser

to buy the land to which the easement was appurtenant Lewis v. Carstairs, 6

Wharton, 193.

« Sbaw v. Crawford, 10 Johns. Rep. 236. Bealey v. Shaw, 6 Mast, 214. Johns

V. Stevens, 3 Vermont Rep. 316. No time short of twenty years will legalize a

nuisance ; and it is no defence to an action on the case for a nuisance, in carrying

on the business of a tallow-chandler, that the defendant had carried on a noxious

and offensive trade for three or even ten years before the plaintiff became possessed

of his premises. Bliss v. Hall, 4 Bingham, 183.

(1) Prescription applies only to incorporeal hereditaments ; and no right to the use of corporeal

property, as, for example, a saw-mill, can be acquired by prescription. Ferris v. Brown, 8 Sard

.

S. C. liep. 105. An easement is within the statute of frauds, and cannot be acquired by a verbal

agreement Pitkin v. Long Island Eail-Eoad Co. 2 .Bard. C/i. R. 221. The acquiescence of co-

terminous proprietors in the location of a boundary line, for a length of time sufficient to bar an
entry, authorizes the presumption of au agreement. Smith T. McAllister, 14 £(w6. R. 484.

Davis V. Townsend, 10 Ba/rb. B. 838.

(2) But if the enjoyment be not continuous, no easement is acquired. Pollard v. Bamett, 2

Gush. (Mass.) R. 191. Branch v. Doane, 18 Corni. R. 233. Pierce v. Selleck, id. 821.
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precise manner, or to apply it to the same mill, for sucli a

construction of the rule would stop all improvements in ma-

chinery, a He is only not to vary the enjoyment to the pre-

judice of his neighbour. He may, by his erections and

dams, increase the quantity of the water appropriated, or

increase the velocity of the current below, provided no ma-

terial injury be produced to the land or works of the occu-

pant of the stream below him, or to his enjoyment of them.

This presumption of title founded on that enjoyment, is

equally well established in the English'' and American

law.<= To render *the enjoyment of any easement for ^iii

twenty years a presumption juris et de jure, or con-

* Palmer v. Kebblewhaite, 2 Show. 250.

" Lewis V. Price, Ssp. Dig. 636. Bradbury v. Grinsell, 2 Saund. Rep. 175. a.

Brown v. Best, 1 Wils. Rep. 1Y4. Bealey v. Shaw, 6 East's Rep. 208. Balston v

Bensted, 1 Oampb. N. P. Rep. 463. Saunders v. Newman, 1 Barnw. & Aid. 258-

Barker v. Richardson, 4 ibid. 578. Lewis v. Cross, 2 Barnw. & Cress. 686. Wil-

liams V. Moreland, ibid. 910. Livatt v. Wilson, 3 Bing. Rep. 115. Gray v. Bond,

2 Brod. <h Bing. 667. Wright v. Howard, 1 Simon & Stewart, 190. Mason v.

Hill, 3 Barnw. & Adolph. 304.

» Hazard v. Robinson, 3 Mason's Rep. 272. Gayetty v. Bethune, 14 Mass, R.

49. Hoffman v. Savage, 15 id. 132. Sherwood v. Burr, 4 Z'ai/'s Rep. 244. In-

graham V. Hutchinson, 2 Conn. Rep. 684. Stiles v. Hooker, 7 Cowen's Rep. 266.

Campbell v. Smith, 3 Salsteds Rep. 139. Cooper v. Smith, 9 Serg. (So Rawle, 26.

Strickler v. Todd, 10 ibid. 63. Tyler T. Wilkinson, 4 Mason, 397. Belknap y.

Trimble, 3 Paige, 577. In Massachusetts, the common law remedy against a mill-

owner for overflowing another's land, is taken away, and a special and more lim-

ited remedy substituted. The Provincial Statute of 1713, allowed the dams of com

and saw mills to stand, though they should cause the land of others to be ovei-flowed,

and the injured party was, by a particular process, to have an annual compensa-

tion in damages assessed by a jury. Mills, in the infancy of the country, were pub-

lic easements, and required marked encouragement. But this statute was substan-

tially, and Oh. J. Parker thinks, incautiously renewed in 1796, when the necessity

of such encouragement to mill erections had ceased, and lands had generally risen

in value. Stowell v. Flagg, 11 Mass. Rep. 364. The Massachusetts Revised Sta-

tutes of 1836, p. 676, continued in substance the colony act, with equitable and

careful regulations. But the exceptionable principle of the act is, that it allows the

land above the mill to be overflowed, in the first instance, at the pleasure of the mill-

owner, and leaves the injured party to seek his compensation subsequently. There

are similar statute provisions in the states of Maine, Rhode Island and Virginia

;

and they appear, said the Ch. Justice, to be material and unjustifiable abridgments

of the common law right to the enjoyment of property. The statute of Massachu-

setts of 1713, and which was continued in Maine, under the modified statutes of 1821

and 1 824, was deemed so inequitable and oppressive to the owners of lands over-

flowed, that in 1838 a bill was prepared by one, and submitted to another legisla-
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elusive evidence of right, it must have been continued, unin-

terrupted or pacific, and adverse, that is, under a claim of

right, with the implied acquiescence of the owner.* The time

of enjoyment requisite for the prescription is deemed to be

uninterrupted, when it is continued from ancestor to heir, and

from seller to buyer. It must be a lawful continuation

*445 from one person to another, and any *interruption of

the enjoyment by an adverse claim and possession de-

stroys the prescription.'' (1)

The cases usually say, that this right, acquired by twenty

years undisturbed and uninterrupted enjoyment of an ease-

ture, in the state of Maine, for repealing the acts on the subject, eo as to leave rights

and remedies as to oveirflowing lands by mills to the operation of the common law,

as is the case in most of the other states. Id Virginia, the statute regulations con-

cerning the use of running streams, and the erection of mill-dams, proTides, that if

a person owning land on both sides of a stream -wishes to build a dam, he may
apply at once, without notice to the owners of the land above and below, for a

writ ad quod damnum. The jury summoned under that writ are to examine the

lands above and below belonging to others, and declare the damages that would

arise to the several proprietors, who are then to be summoned, and the court deter-

mines whether, under all circumstances, leave ought to be given to build the dam. If

given,the party applying is laid under certain conditions for preventing the obstiuction

of the passage for fish and ordinaiy navigation, and convenient crossing of the water-

course, as should seem meet. The applicant, upon paying the damages assessed to

the pai-ties entitled, may proceed to erect his mill and dam. 2 Revised Code, c. 236.

Crenshaw v. Slate River Company, 6 Randolph, 245. There is a similar provision,

if a person, desirous to build a mill, owns the land only on one side of the stream.

1 Revised Code of Virginia, 211. Revised Code of Mississippi, 1824, p. 336.

There are statute provisions of a similar' nature in Illinois, North Cai'olina, Alabama,

&c., relative to the erection of mills and dams affecting other riparian owners.

Revised Laws of Illinois, edit. 1833. 1 N. C. Revised Statutes, 18S1, p. 420.

AiMn's Ala. Dig. 2d edit. 325. And in Indiana, the act of 1831 declares minute

regulations respecting grist-mills and millers. So, in Pennsylvania, by statute of

March 23, 1803, the owners of lands adjoining navigable streams of watei-, except

the rivers Delaware, Lehigh and Schuylkill, may erect dams for mills and other

water-works, and use the requisite water therefor, provided they do not obstruct

or impede the navigation of the stream, or prevent the fish fi-om passing up the

same.

• jBracton, lib. 2. c. 23. sec. 1. iiid. lib. 4. c. 38. sec. 1. Co. Xirt. 113. b. Code

Napoleon, art. 2229. Sargent v. Ballard, 9 Pick. 251. Rowland v. Wolfe, 1 Bai-

lejfs S. G. Rep. 56. Coming v. Gould, 16 Wendell, 631. Colvin v. Burnett, 17

Wendell, 664.

' Inst. Justin, lib. 2. tit. 6. sec. 7, 8. Sargent v. Ballard, supra.
\

(1) Bee, on the subject of prescription as to rights of way, Miller t. Garlock, 8 Barb. B. 158.
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ment, is founded on the presumption of a grant or release

;

and if so, it is not an absolute title, but one that is liable to

be rebutted by circumstances, and is to stand good until the

presumption of title be fully and fairly destroyed. This was

the doctrine so late as the cases of Carwpbell v. Wilson,'^ and

of Zivett V. Wilson,^ and it is the prevalent language in the

books, English and American.^ But some of the later Eng-

lish authorities seem to give to this presumption the most un-

shaken stability, and they say it is conclusive evidence of

title. In Tyler v. WilMnson,<^ where the whole law on the

subject is stated with learning, precision and force, the pre-

sumption is even made to be one juris et dejure, and to go

to the extinguishment of the right in various ways, as well as

by grant. The operation of the presumption, founded on the

fact of the uninterrupted enjoyment of the easement for twenty

years, is said to exist, notwithstanding personal disabilities

of particular proprietors might have intervened, and where,

in the ordinary course of proceedings, grants would not be

presumed.^ (1)

The nature and extent of the right acquired by prior occu-

pancy of a running stream, becomes frequently an important

and vexatious question between different riparian pro-

prietors. *If I am the first person who applies the *4AS

water of a running stream to the purpose of irrigation,

or of a mill, I cannot afterwards be lawfully disturbed in any

essential degree, in the exercise of my right, though I may
not have enjoyed it for twenty years, provided the water be

» 8 East's Rep. 294.

>> 3 Bing. Rep. 115.

" A plea of an eaaement enjoyed for twenty years under the statute of 2 and S

WiUiam IV. , must state that the enjoyment was had as of right. Holford v. Han-

kinson, 5 Adol. & Ellis, N. S. 584.

i 4 Mason, 397.

= No presciiption can give a title to land of which more certain evidence may

be had. It only applies to incorporeal hereditaments, or for what lies in grant.

Wilkinson v. Proud, 11 Meeson dt Welsby, 33.

(1) The doctrine of Tyler v. Wilkinson is denied in Watkins t. Peck, 18 N. Hanvp. B. 861.

877, by Oil. J. Parker, and he considers it " absurd to presume a grant, where it was clear that

no such grant could have existed." If B. has a prescriptive right to a stream of water, as against

A., and B. allows 0. to use a portion of the water, A. cannot question the right of C, though lie

has acquired no prescriptive right as against A. Swpra.
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used by me in sucli a reasonable manner as not to divert the

natural course of the stream from the lands below, or essen-

tially to destroy the same use of it as it naturally flowed

oyer the lands of the proprietors above and below me.^
*4A1 Prior occupancy short of *the statute term of prescrip-

tion, and without consent or grant, will not confer any
exclusive right, as between different riparian proprietors, to

the use of a running stream.^-. If, however, the prior occu-

pant has enjoyed the use of water in any particular mode for

twenty years, so as to have acquired a title by prescription,

he is, in that case, entitled to remain undisturbed in his pos-

session, in the mode and to the extent commensurate with

the right as it has been acquired and defined by enjoy-

ment. =(1) But if the prior use of the stream should have
been materially altered within the twenty years, to the injury

or annoyance of any adjoining occupant, who had, in the

mean time, possessed himselfof the use ofthe water, the

*4:4:8 title by prescription would be wanting as to such *al-

• Piatt V. Johnson, 15 Johns. Rep. 213. In Hatch v. Dwight, 17 Mass. Rep.

289, the Ch. J. went beyond the doctrine in the text, for he said, that the first occu-

pant of a mill-site, by erecting a dam and mill, had a right to water sufficient to

work his wheels, even if it should render useless the privilege of any one above or

below upon the same stream. If the right of prior occupancy, in the case stated,

did qpt go thus far, the water privilege would seem to be rendered wholly useless

for mill purposes to all parties. A more limited rule was laid down in Martin v.

Bigelow, 2 Aiken's Vermont Rep. 184 ; for it was there held, that a, mere prior

occupancy of a running stream by a mill, did not prevent another person from

using the same water above, on the same sti'eam, in a prudent way, unless the mill

below had been erected, and the water used for it more than fifteen years, being

the period of limitation. The court said, that the common law on this point was

not applicable in Vermont, as it would go to allow the person who erected the

first mill on a small stream to control and defeat all mill privileges on the same

stream above him. So, in Anthony v. Lapham, 6 Pick. 115, it was declared, that

the owner of land, through which a natural stream flows, may use it for watering

his cattle or irrigating his land, but he must use it in the latter way so as to do the

least possible injury to his neighbour below, and he must return the surplus into

the natural channel.

* Tyler v. Wilkinson, i Mason, 401, 402.

' Saunders v. Newman, 1 Barnw. & Aid. 258. Van Bergen v. Van Bergen, -S

Johns. Ch. Rep. 282. Sherwood v. Burr, 4 Dajfs Rep. 244.

(1) If the channel be enlarged or varied, no right is acquired for this alteration, unless by the

use of it for twenty years. Colten T. Pooasset M. Co. 18 Met. B. 429. See Diclienson v. Grand
Junction Canal, 9 Eng. L. & K Jt. 618.
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terations, and they would be unlawful, and, consequently, a

ground of action. ^

2. The elements of mr and light are rights or incidents

attached to the enjoyment of real estate, and the law gives

weight and effect to the first appropriation of them. They

may be classed under the head of incorporeal hereditaments,

and the Koman law considered things of this kind, consisting

in rights and privileges, as res incorporales.^ If I build my
house close to my neighbour's wall, I cannot compel him to

demLoHsh it, though it may obstruct my light, for the first oc-

cupancy is in him. On the other hand, the owner of a house

will be restrained by injunction, and be liable to an action

upon the case, if he makes any erections or improvements so

as to obstruct the ancient lights of an adjoining house. The
lights must be ancient to entitle them to this special protec-

tion ; and it would seem, from the opinion of the judges in

Bury V. Pojpe,'^ that lights of thirty or forty years' standing

were not deemed ancient within the purview of the old rule

on the subject. There was no doubt, as early as the English

revolution, that window lights which had become established

by the legal time of prescription, were entitled to be protected

against obstructions.'^ In modem times the period of pre-

scription or limitation has been shortened, and the uninter-

rupted and exclusive enjoyment of window lights for twenty

years, has been held to be sufficient to raise a presumption of

title to the unobstructed enjoyment of that protection." In

Daniel v. North,^ it was considered as settled law, that

twenty years' quiet and uninterrupted possession of window
lights was sufficient ground for a jury to presume a grant or

covenant, provided there was evidence that the owner or

* Goodrich v. Knapp, M. S. case, decided in the Supreme Court of New-York,

1828.

>> Inst. 2. 2.

« Oro. Eliz. 118.

i Villers v. Bell, 1 Show. 1. Palmer v. Fletcher, 1 Lev. 122. Aldred's Case, 9

Co. 58.

• Wilmot, J., 1761, in Lewis v. Price, Esp. Dig. 636, 2d edit. S. C. Williams'

Saund. Rep. vol. ii. 1*75. note a. b. c. Darwin v. Upton, Williams, note, ibid. 3

Term, 159, cited by Buller, J. Back y. Stacy, 2 Russell, 121. Manier r. Myers &
Johns, 4 B. Monroe, 520, 621.

' n Eases Rep. S^l.
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landlord (and not the tenant merely) of the opposite premises

had knowledge during the twenty years of the fact. The right

so acquired is not absolute, hntprimaj^acie evidence only of

right, and it is liable to be rebutted and destroyed by proof

to the contrary, and it is likewise subject to qualifications.

Thus ancient lights are entitled to protection as such, in the

precise mode, and to the extent enjoyed during the period

which gave them the claim to be ancient lights, and no fur-

ther. * (1) E"or can a person sustain a claim to an ancient win-

dow light, in derogation of his own grant of the adjoining

ground, without reservation.''

This doctrine of ancient lights, or, in the language of the

writers on the civil law, borrowed from the law itself, of " ser-

vitudes of lights or prospect " attached to estates, is laid down

with great precision in the Pandects, and in the codes of those

modern nations which have made the civil law the basis of

their municipal law ;" and it is evidence of much civilization

and refinement in the modifications of property. But the

doctrine is not much relished in this country, owing to the

rapid changes and improvements in our cities and villages.

A prescriptive right, springing up under the narrow limita-

tion in the English law, to prevent obstructions to window
lights, and views, and prospects, or, on the other hand, to

protect a house or garden from being looked in upon by a

neighbour, would effect essentially the value of vacant lots.

' Martin v. Goble, 1 Campb. Jf. P. Rep. 320.

"I Palmer v. Fletcher, supra. Cox v. Matthews, 1 Vent. ZST. Holt, Ch. J., in

Roswellv. Pryor, 6 Ifod. 116. Crompton v. Richards,, 1 Price, 21. Story v.

Odin, 12 Mass. Sep. 161. Ifor will the making and enjoying window lights for

twenty years conclude the adjoining neighbour, and prevent him from building up

against such lights, unle,s3 there be evidence of his knowledge of the fact sufficient

to presume a grant. A tenant in possession during the time is not sufficient of

itself to raise the presumption, for he might have been indifferent to the encroach-

ment. Daniel v. North, 11 East's R. Z12. By the custom of the city of London,

a man may build to any height, upon ancient foundations, although he darkens his

neighbour's lights thereby, provided all the four walls belong to him. A rever-

sioner may recover for obstracting ancient lights, to the injury of his reversionary

interest. Shadwell v. Hutchinson, 3 Garr. & Payne, 615.

" Vide mpra, p. 436, a a.

(1) EenBhaw T. Bean, 10 Eng. L. <& K B. 41T.
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or of lots with feeble and low buildings npom theni.=i It was
admitted, in Mahcm v. Brown^ that a man might open a
window in his own house overlooking the privacy of B., and
unless the right to the window light had been secured by
grant, acquiescence or otherwise, the only remedy for B. would
be the erection, on his own soil, of an obstruction opposite the

offensive window, and in that way shut out the light. At
length the Supreme Court of ITew-York, in Pmher v. Foote,"

went so far as to declare that the modern English doctrine,

on the subject of lights, was an anomaly in the law, and not

applicable to the condition of the cities and villages in this

country. (1) The injury resulting from window views was
deemed rather speculative, and not analogous to the case of

ways, commons, markets, water-courses, &c., where the in-

jury was direct, palpable and material ; and the same rule of

presumption ought not to apply to two classes of cases so es-

sentially different. (2) Though this incorporeal servitude df

light is familiar to the laws of all civilized nations, and is

under due regulations, a very valuable incident to the enjoy-

ment of property, there does not seem to be any well founded
objection to the decision in the case last referred to, so far as

it goes to declare that the enjoyment of the easement must be
uninterrupted for the period of twenty years, and under a

claim or assertion of right, and with the knowledge and ac-

quiescence of the owner ; and that the presumption of right,

under these circumstances, is not an absolute bar, and con-

clusive, but it may be explained and repelled, and is only a

matter of evidence for a jury to infer the right.''

» The English law does not recognise a servitude of mere prospect, except by

express grant or covenant. Aldred's Case, 9 Go. 5 8. Tindal, Ch. J., in Penwarden

V. Ching, Moo. & Mai. 400.

> 13 WenMl,'i,(,\.

' 19 Wendell, 309.

^ The Court of Appeals in South Carolina, in the case of M'Cready v. Thomson,

1 Dudley's Law and Equity Reports, 131, held, that an action on the case lay for

obstructing the air and light of the plaintiffs windows, which he had the uninter-

rupted enjoyment of as an easement by the prescriptive right of twenty years and

(1) In Connecticut it is declared by statute, that a right to light cannot be acquired by pre*

soription. Itev. Stat. 1849, tit. 29, oh. 1. see. 18. See, confirmatory of the doctrine of Parker v.

Poote, the case of Myers v, Gemmel, 10 Bari. B. 587.

(2) The same rule was declared in Eay v. Lines, 10 Ala. B, 63,
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3. The right to the enjoyment of free and pure air, as in-

cident to the estate, is likewise under the protection of the

law. If, therefore, any thing offensive be erected so near the

house of another, as to corrupt or pollute the air, it becomes

a nuisance, and an action lies for the injury. On the other

hand, if a tan-yard, for instance, renders the air of the house

and garden, subsequently established, adjoining it, less plea-

sant and salubrious, the nuisance is remediless as to the per-

son who voluntarily plants himself near it.^^

(9.) Easements lost lyy aba/ndonment. *

A right acquired by use may, however, be lost by non-user

;

and an absolute discontinuance of the use for twenty years,

affords a presumption of the extinguishment of the right in

favour of some other adverse right.'' As an enjoyment for

twenty years is necessary to found a presumption of a grant,

the general rule is, that there must be a similar non-user to

raise the presumption of a release. The mere non-user of an

easement, for twenty years, will afford a presumption of a re-

upwarda. It ia a reasonable right contributiDg to the comfort and value of a per-

son's habitation. So the Court of Chancery will, by injunction, in a proper case,

prevent the obstruction of light enjoyed for twenty years. Robeson v. Pittinger,

1 Green's N. J. Qh. R. 57.

• 2 Blacks. Com. 402, 403. Com. Dig. tit. Action upon the Casefor a Nuisance,

A. C. Rex V. Cross, 2 Carr. & Payne, 483. See supra, p. 441, n. a. 442. u. d.

See further- as to nuisance disturbing the rightful enjoyment of easements. Sir

Wm. Jones, 222. Doddridge, J., in Jones T. Powell, Palmer, 636. 2 Rol. Abr.

Nusans, G. pi. 1. 8, 9. Bower v. Hill, 1 Bing. N. C. Rep. 546. Hall v. Swift, 6

Scott, 161. Gale & WImtUy on Easements, 395, 396. It is said by the Chan-

cellor, in Catlin v. Valentine, 9 Paige's R. 575, that a slaughter-house in a city is

primafacie a nuisance to the neighbourhood, and that it was not I'equisite to con-

stitute a nuisance that the noxious business should endanger the health of the

neighbourhood. It is sufficient if it be offensive to the senses, and renders the en-

joyment of life there uncomfortable.

The remedies for disturbance in the rightful enjoyment of an easement, are, 1

.

By act of the party ; for the injured party may enter upon another's land and abate

the nuisance. 2. By action at law. 3. By suit in equity. See Oale & Whatley

on Easements, part 4, c. 2.

i> Prescott V. Phillips, decided in 1797, and reported in 2 Evans' Pothier, 136.

Lawrence v. Obee, 3 Camph. Rep. 514. Bracton laid down the same principle,

that incorporeal rights acquired by use may be equally lost by disuse. Lib. 4.

De assisa novce disseisince, c. 38, sec. 3. Corning v. Gould, 16 Wendell, 531. The
last case contains a full and learned view of the law on the subject.
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lease or extinguishment, but not a very strong one, in a case

unaided by circumstances ; but if there has been, in the mean
time, some act done by the owner of the land charged with

the easement, inconsistent with, or adverse to the existence of

the right, a release or extinguishment of the right will be pre-

sumed." (1) The doctrine of the civil law was, that a servi-

tude was presumed to have been released or renounced, when
the owner of the estate to which it was due permitted the

owner of the estate charged with it to erect such works on it,

as a wall, for instance, which naturally and necessarily hin-

dered the exercise of the right, and operated to annihilate it.

The mere sufferance of works to be erected, repugnant

to the *enjoyment of the servitude, would not raise the *M9
presumption of a release, unless the sufferance con-

tinued for a time requisite to establish a prescription ; or the

works were of a permanent and solid kind, such as edifices and

walls, and presented an absolute obstacle to every kind of en-

joyment of the easement. There must be a total cessation of

the exercise of the right to the servitude, during the entire

time necessary to raise the presumption of extinguishment, or

there must have been some permanent obstacle permitted to

be raised against it, and which absolutely destroyed its exer-

• See the reasoning of Sir 'WiUiam D. Evans, in Eiiani Pothier, vol. ii. 130.

In the case of Wright v. Freeman, 5 Harr. d: Johns, ill, a presumption of extin-

guishment by non-sure, of a right of way for twenty years, was held to be admis-

sible, but it was fortified in that case by acts of the party, and these acts were

relied on by the court. Mr. Justice Story, in Tyler v. Wilkinson, says, that the

proprietors of Sergeant's trench were entitled to so much, and no more of the

water of the river, as had been accustomed for twenty years to flow through their

trench, to and from their mills, whether actually used or necessary for the mills, or

not. See, also, White v. Crawford, 10 Mass. Rep. 183. In, Arnold v. Stevens, 24

Pick. R. 106, the court protected an easement so far against the presumption of

abandonment, as to hold, that the mere neglect of the grantee for forty years to

exercise the right to dig ore in the land of another, would not extinguish the right,

when there was no act of adverse enjoyment on the part of the owner of the land.

In 10 Pick. R. 210, Emerson v. Wiley, it was held, that a right of way is not lost

by non-user for less than twenty years ; and in Yeakle v. Nace, 2 Wharton's E.

123, that twenty-one years' adverse occupation extinguishes it.

(1) The cesser of a use for a less period than twenty years, aceompanied by any act clearly

Indicative of an intention to abandon the right, is sufBoient to extinguish a right of way. Eeg.

V. Chorley, 12 Jurlit Rep. (1650,) p. 822. Ward v. Ward, 14 Eng. L. <& S. S. il3.
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cise.'i K the act .which prevents the servitude be incompati-

ble with the nature or exercise of it, and be by the party

to whom the servitude is due, it is sufficient to extinguish it

;

and if it be extinguished for a moment, it is gone for ever.^

Unity of possession of the estate to which an easement is

attached, and of the estate which the easement encumbers, is,

in effect, an extinguishment of the easement. But this does

not apply to a way of necessity* ; and though it be suspended

by the unity of possession, it revives by necessary implica-

tion, when the possession is again severed. = Nor is a water-

course extinguished by unity of possession, and this from the

necessity of the case, and the nature of the subject. This was

settled,- after a very elaborate discussion, in Surrey v. Pig-

gott,'^ and that case was accurately examined and deliberately

confirmed, in all its parts, in Hazard v. Rdbvnson. But the

use of water, in a particular way, by means of an

*450 *aqueduct, may be extinguished by the unity of pos-

session, and title of both the parcels of land connected

with the easements ; and if the adverse enjoyment of an ease-

* Kg. 8. 6. 5. Yoet, Com. ad Pand. lib. 8. tit. 6. sec. 5. 7. Toullier's Droit

Givil tranfais, tome iii. u. 673. Repertoire de Jurisprudence, par Merlin, tit.

Servitude, c. 30. sec. 6. c. S3. TouUier'says, that the article Servitude, in the Reper-

toire, is composed with great care. Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 816, 816.

Haight T. Proprietors of the Morris Aqueduct,4 Wash. Cir. Rep. 601. In Dyerv.

Sanford, 9 Metcalf, 395, some nice questions respecting easements wgre discussed,

and it was laid down that an easement could not be extinguished or renounced by

a parol agreement between the owner of the dominant and the servient tenement,

but the owner of the dominant tenement may make such changes in the use and

condition of the estate as to amount to an abandonment. So, an executed license

may operate as an abandonment to the extent of it.

^ Taylor v. Hampdon, 4 M'Cord's Rep. 96. The statute of 2 and S William IV.

c. 71, declared, that no claim to any way or other easement, or to any water-course,

or the use of any water, should be defeated by showing the commencement of the

right or user at any time prior to twenty years enjoyment ; and after forty years

the right should be deemed absolute. So, a claim to the use of light, enjoyed for

twenty years without interruption, should be deemed absolute. Flight v. Thomas

11 Adolph. S Ellis, 688. The better do^ctiine would seem to be, that the mere

intermittance of the user of an easement, unless accompanied by some evident in-

tention to renounce the right, does not amoynt to an abandonment. So, acts of

interruption must be known and acquiesced in to raise the presumption of having

renounced the right. Gale & Whatley on Easements, 380—383.

' 1 Saund. Rep. 323. note 6. Story, J.,in Hazard v. Robinson, 3 Mason's Rep.

276.

^ 3 BuUt. Rep. 339. Popham's Rep. 166.
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ment be extinguished, within the period of prescription, by
the unity of title, and the land which possesses the easement

be shortly thereafter separated again from the land charged

with the easement, by a reconveyance, the right to be ac-

quired by user must commence de novo from the last period. *

As to light and air, the right to them is acquired by mere oc-

cupancy, and will continue so long only as the party con-

tinues the enjoyment, or shows an intention to continue it.

A person may lose a right to ancient lights by abandonment
of them, within a less period than twenty years, if he indi-

cates an intention, when he relinquishes the enjoyment of

them, as by building a blank wall to his house, never to re-

sume it.'> It is the modem doctrine, that the ceasing to en-

joy such an easement, acquired by occupancy, will destroy

the right, provided the discontinuance be absolute and deci-

sive, and unaccompanied with any intention to resume it

within a reasonable time ; and it is a wholesome and wise

qualification of the rule, considering the extensive and rapid

improvements that are everywhere making upon real pro-

perty. =

(10.) Easements lost i-y dedication to the public.

Dedications of land for public purposes, as for charitable

and religious uses, and for public highways and village

squares, enure as grants, and may be valid, without any speci-

fic grantee'm esse at the time, to whom the fee could be con-

veyed. "^ And if a street be designated by public commission-

ers, duly authorized, as passing over certain lands, and the

owner subsequently conveys part of the land lots, hoimdim^

» Manning v. Smith, 6 Conn. Rep. 189. ^ Ibid.

« Moore v. Rawson, 3 Barnw. S Cress. 332. Tindall, Ch. J., in Liggina v. Inge, T

Bingham, 693. S. P. It was held, in Moore v. Rawson, that the right to ancient

lights may be devested under an implied abandonment, though it was doubted

whether it would have that effect on a right of way or common ; and a distinction

was taken by Littledale, J., between prescriptive rights to be enjoyed upon the

property of the party himself, and those to be exercised upon the land of another.

^ Town of Pawlet v. Clark, 9 Cranch, 292. City of Cincinnati v. White, 6 Peters'

U. S. Rep. 4S1. Brown v. Manning, 6 Ohio Rep. 303. Watertown v. Oowen, i
Paige, 410. Hobbs v. Lowell, 19 Pick. R. 406. In this last case, the effect of

the dedication of a highway to the public was elaborately discussed, and it was held

that a highway may be so established by the owner of the soil, with an assent on

Vol. m. 36
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them on such a street, this is held to be a dedication of the

land, over which the street passes, to the public nse, and on

opening the street, the purchaser can only obtain a nominal

sum as a compensation for the fee."- But it has been an un-

settled question what length of time was requisite to create

the presumption of a valid dedication of a highway to the

public. It seems to be agreed that some portion of time is

necessary to establish a presumptive dedication of it. (1)

Tli'us, in the case of The Trustees of Rugby Ohafrity\. Merry-

weather, before Lord Kenyon, at the London sittings,'' eight

years free use of a way to the public, with permission of the

owner, was deemed quite sufficient time for presuming a dere-

liction of the way to the public ; and Lord Kenyon referred to

a case in which six years had been held sufficient. This

*451 decision *has been much questioned in subsequent

cases. Li Woodyer v. Haddon,'^ the language of the

the part of the public. (2) In Gowen v. Phil. Ex. Co. 5 Watts & Serg. 142, Ch. J.

Gibson traced this modern, and which he termed anomalous doctrine of dedication

to public use, or of a grant to the public without the intervention of a trustee, up

to the case of Rex v. Hudson, Str. 909, in the year 1132.

' In the matter of Thirty-second-street, 19 Wendell, 128. Matter of Thirty-

ninth-street, If. Y., 1 Sill's B. 191. In this last case it was held, that where a deed

bounds the grantee by a street designated on the commissioner's map, he dedicates

the land in the site of the street to the public use; an<J this is the conclusion whe-

ther the purchaser be bound by the centre of the street, or the side of it. In the

case of Pearsall v. Post, 20 Wendell, 119—137, Mr. Justice Cowen learnedly and

ably discussed the subject; and he considered the doctrine to be rather novel and

anom'alous, that a grant, either in religious or other cases, could be good, when

there was no person in existence capable of taking any thing under it. He held,

also, that dedications of lands or easements to the public, were to be confined to

common highways, streets and squares, and that all other easements were founded

on the presumption of a grant between competent parties. This case was after-

wards affirmed on error. 22 Wendell, 425. Munson v. HuDgerford, 6 Barb. S. G.

R. 265.

• 11 JS'asf, 3'75, note.

« 6 Taunton, 125.

(1) Even if twenty years' acquiescence and user be required to complete tlie dedication

of, a "way, the course of the way, (the termini remaining the same,) may be changed, and a

right to the new portions acquired in a much shorter period of time. Lamed v. Lamed, 11

Met. B. 421.

(2) People T. Beaubien, 2 Doug. {Mich.') B. 256. In this case a distinction is adverted to be-

tween a dedication to public uses, which requires an acceptance, and individual lights under

grants. Use by the pubUc, it is said, will not establish a dedication as to creeks or rivers not

strictly navigable, Curtis v. Keeler, 14 Bart). B. 611.
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court was, that time was a material ingredient in the founda-

tion of the presumption. In that case, nineteen years use of

a street for a public highway was held not to be clear and
decisive, and therefore not sufficient evidence of a dedication

of it to the public. Again, in Wood v. Veal,^ it was adjudged,
that no dedication of a highway to the public, by a tenant for

years, though it were for ninety-nine years, or by any other

person except the owner of the fee, would be binding upon
such owner ; and it was intimated by Lord Tenterden, that

during the progress of the requisite time, the highway ought
to have been used as a thoroughfare. The true principle on
the subject, to be deduced from the authorities, I apprehend
to be, that if there be no other evidence of a grant or dedica-

tion, than the presumption arising from the fact of acquies-

cence on the part of the owner, in the free use and enjoyment
of the way as a public road, the period of twenty .years,

applicable to incorporeal rights, would be required, as being

the usual and analogous period of limitation. But if there

were clear, unequivocal and' decisive acts of the owner,

amounting to an explicit manifestation of his will to make a

permanent abandonment and dedication of the land, those

acts would be sufficient to establish the dedication, within any
intermediate period, and without any deed or other writing. ^ (1)

* 5 Barnw. dl Aid. 464.

>> See, further, Rex v. Lloyd, 1 Campb. 260. Lethbridge t. Winter, ibid. 263, note.

Rex V. Inhabitants of St. Benedict, 4 Barnw. & Aid. 447. Jarvis v. Deane, 3 Bing.

447. Woolard v. M'CuUough, 1 IredelVs N. 0. Rep. 432. City Council v. Lafayette,

18 Louis. R. 286. Hunter v. Trustees of Sandy Hill, 6 Hill, N. Y. Rep. 407. See,

also, mpra, p. 428. In Pritohard v. Atkinson, 4 N. S. Rep. 1, seventeen years

were, in that case, deemed to be a sufficient period. State t. Catlin, 3 Vermont

Rep. 530. S. P. In the case of State v. Trask, 6 ibid. 655, it was held, that if

land be laid out as a public common for the purpose of a court-house, and the pub-

lic acquire an interest in it as such, it is deemed a dedication to the public use, and

it cannot be I'eclaimed, though the use be discontinued. But see contra, supra, p.

432, note. In the case of New-Orleans v. The United States, 10 Peters' U. S. Rep.

(1) The subject of dedication was examined, and the cages cited and classifled with gi-eat

precision and fulness, by Mr. Justice 'Woodbury, in Irwin v. Dixon, 9 Bow. R. 10,and the gene-

ral rule, as stated In the text, was conflrmed. See, also, Kowan t. Portland, 8 B, Mon. M.

232. People V. Beaubien, 2Z>OM(7. (Mi3/4.)iS. 256. Dwinel t. Barnard, 25 ilfainej?. 564. State

V. Woodward, 28 Vermt. B. 92.

No dedication of the uncultivated lands of the United States can be presumed from the use of

such lands as a public highway. Phipps T. State, 7 BlaeJcf, Ji, 512. See, also, United States v.

Chicago, 7 Bow. E. 135.
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In Hatch V. Dwight,^ it was declared, upon the same prin-

ciple, that if a mill-site, unoccupied, be abandoned by the

owner, evidently with an intent to leave it unoccupied, it

would be unreasonable that the other riparian proprietors,

above and below, should be prevented, by fear of suits,

*452 from making a profitable *use of their sites.

(11.) Of rights l>y license.

The law is solicitous to prevent all kinds of imposition and

injury, from confidence reposed in the acts of others ; and a

662, in which the doctrine of dedication of property to public usea was largely and

learnedly discussed, it was held not to be essential that the right to use the proper-

ty, so dedicated, should be vested in a coi-porate body. It may exist in the public,

and have no other limitations than the wants of the comiuunity at large. And if

buildings be erected on, or grants made of part of the land so dedicated, by the

party making it, such acts would not disprove the dedication, or affect the vested

rights of the public. I should apprehend that the last proposition must be taken

with some qualifications, for the fact might raise the question, as a matter of evi-

dence, whether the property was ever legally vested in the public, or irrevocably

dedicated to it ; and if it had been, whether non-user by the public, and an ad-

verse claim by the original owner, might not, in the lapse of time, bar the public

;

for in this countiy time may create a bar to the sovereign's right. Thus, by the

New-York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 292, the people are not to sue or implead any

person, in respect to lands, by reason of any right or title, unless the right or title

accrued within twenty years before suit brought, or the people had received the

rents and profits within twenty yeai"s, the case of liberties of franchise excepted.

There is a similar provision in the Revised Statutes of Massachusetts, part 3. tit. 5.

c. 119. sec. 12. It was held, in Willoughby v. Jenks, 20 Wendell, 96, that to give

a title in the occupant of a lot, bounding on a street dedicated to the public, to

the soil, usquejilum vice, the street must have been accepted by the public as such.

Until such acceptance the street remains the property of the original proprietor,

subject to the easement of right of way of purchasers of lots adjoining the street. (1

)

There has been considerable discussion of the question, whether there may be a

partial dedication of a highway to the public, as for foot passengers, or for horses

and not for carts, or for carts except those cariying coal. The better opinion would

seem to be, that the public must take secundumformam doni, and that the dedica-

tion may be definite, not only as to time, but as to the mode of use. Lethbridge

v. Winter, 1 Oampb. 263, note. Marquis of Stafford v. Coyney, 1 Barnw. & Cress.

259. Gowen v. Phil. Ex. Co. 5 Watts tk Serg. 141. Poole v. Huskinson, 11 Meeson

(k Welsby, 827.

• 11 Mass. Rep. 289.

(1) In an able opinion in a late case, it Tvas considered that the dedication was not complete

without evidence of acceptance on the part of the public Gommonweallh v. Buasell, Law
Reporter, March, 1849, p. S05. See The State v. Carver, 5 Strobh. li. 21T. Simons r. Cornell,

1 Bh. M. B. 519.
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parol license to do an act, on one's own land, affecting inju-

riously the air and light of a neighbour's house, is held not to

be revocable by such neighbour after it has been once acted

upon and expense incurred.* Such a license is a direct en-

couragement to expend money, and it would be against con-

science to revoke it, as soon as the expenditure begins to be

beneficial. The contract would be specifically enforced in

equity. Such a parol license to enjoy a beneficial privilege is

not an interest in land within the statute of frauds. If, how-

ever, a parol license be granted for a temporary purpose, as

the permission to erect a dam, it has been held to terminate

with the decay of the dam, as the purpose of the license has

then been fulfilled.'' In Idggins v. Inge,'' the court distin-

guished between licenses which, when countermanded, leave

the party in statu quo, and licenses for the construction of

buildings and works, which are not revocable.

The modern cases distinguish between an easement and a

license. An easement is a liberty, privilege or advantage in

land without profit, existing distinct from an ownership of the

soil."! A claim for an easement must be founded upon a grant

by deed or writing, or upon prescription, which supposes one,

for it is a permanent interest in another's land, with a right

at all times to enter and enjoy it. But a license is an autho-

rity to do a particular act, or series of acts, upon another's

* Webb V. PaternoBter, Palmer's Rep. 71. 2 Eg. Ca. Ahr. 622. Short v. Tay-

lor, cited ibid. Winter v. Brocliwell, 8 East's Rep. 308. Le Fevre v. Le Fevre, 4

Serg. & Rawle, 241 . Rerick v. Keni, 14 ibid. 267. Bridges v. Blanehard, S Ne-

ville S Manning, 691. Wood v. Manley, 11 Adolph. & Ellis, 34. Liggins v. Inge,

7 Bingham, 682. Ameriscoggin Bridge v. Bragg, 11 N. H. Rep. 102. But in

Cocker v. Cowper, in 1 Grompton, Meeson Js Roscoe, 418, it was held, that a ver-

bal license was not sufficient to confer an easement in another's land, and that it was

revocable, though acted upon. It has also been decided that a license in writing,

without deed, to hunt on the gi'ounds and fish in the waters of the grantor, was

void. Bird v. Higginaon, 4 Neville & Manning, 606. So, a license to erect a

building on another's land, cannot be revoked so entirely as to make the person

who erected it a trespasser for entering and removing it after the revocation'

BaiTies V. Barnes, 6 Vermont Rep, 388. See post, note (1,) p. 463.

I" Hepburn v. M'Dowell, 17 Berg. & Rawle, 383. A parol license to enjoy an

easement is countermandable whilst it remains executory. Wallis v. Harrison, 4

Meeson dh Weltby, 538.

= 7 Bing. Rep. 682.

* Prentiss, Ch. J., Pomeroy v. Mills, 3 Vermont, 279.
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land, without possessing any estate therein. It is founded

in personal confidence, and is not assignable, nor within the

statute of frauds.* This distinction between a privilege or

easement, carrying an interest in land, and requiring a writing

within the statute of frauds to support it, and a license

*4:53 which may be by parol, is quite subtle, and it *be-

comes difficult, in some qi the cases, to discern a sub-

stantial difference between them. The case of Wood v. ZaJce,^

which held a parol agreement for the liberty to stack coal

upon any part of the close of another, for seven years, to be

valid, was questioned at the time by Mr. Justice Foster, and

it has been since forcibly attacked by Sir Edward B. Sugden,

in his Treatise of the La/w of Vendors and Purchasers,'^ and

was questioned also in 1 Johnson^s Ch. Refp. 143 ; and yet that

case has been recognised, and the doctrine of it sanctioned, by
Lord Ch. J. Gibbs, in Tayler v. WaltersA The decision in

Oooh V. Stea/rns^ narrows the limits assigned to a parol license,

while, on the other hand, the cases of Micker v. Kelley, and

Clement v. Durgin/ seem to approach and favour the more

questionable doctrine in Wood v. Lakes

• Prince v. Case, 10 Oonn. B. S'ZS. Kerr v. CormeW, Bertoris N. Brunswick Rep.

151. Woodbury v. Parshley, 7 N. H. Rep. 237. Mumford v. Whitney, 15 Wendell,

380. S. P., where it was held, that such a license by parol was valid, but that a

parol agreement to allow a party to enter and erect a dam for a permanent pur-

pose, was void within the statute of frauds, for it was a transfer of an interest in

the land. Ifwe understand the license, said Ch. J. Savage, as it is defined here in

the text, there is no difficulty on the subject. It is a mere authority to do a

particular act, as to hunt, or fish, or erect a temporary dam, and conveys no interest,

and the license is executory, and may be revoked at pleasure ; but acts done under

it before the revocation are no trespass. »

A power reserved in a lease of revoking an easement is valid, and the revoca-

tion affords no ground for a claim in damages to the lessee. Bacon's Maxims, Reg.

i. Ex parte Miller, 2 Bill's N. Y. R. 418.

' Sayer's Rep. 8.

» P. 56. 3d London edit

^ 7 Taunton, 873.

» 11 Mass. Rep. 533.

t 1 Greenleaf, 111. 6 Ibid. 9.

B It was held, in Bridges v. Purcell, 1 Dev. & Battle's N. 0. Rep. 492, that a

parol license to overflow one's land by a mill-pond could be revoked, and at-"all

events it ceased with the life of the grantor. Mr. Justice Gastou, who gave the

opinion of the court, was disposed to question the doctrine on this subject, in the

cases of Liggins v. Inge, Webb v. Paternoster, and Tayler v. Walters ; and he
held, that the decision in Wood v. Lake was clearly wrong. A mere parol license
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*III. Of offices. *464:

Offices are another species of incorporeal heredita-

ments, and they consist in a right, and correspondent duty,

13 revocable, though acts done under it, until countermanded, are lawful. This was

the amount of the reasoning in the case in North Carolina. Beidelraan v. Foulk, 6

Watts, 808. Couch v. Burke, 2 HiU's 8. 0. Rep. 534. S. P. See, also. Hall v.

Chaffee, 13 Vermont B. 150, to the S. P. The case of Tayler v. Walters is con-

sidered as decidedly overruled by the case of Hewlins v. Sbippam, 5 B. cb Cress.

221, and Cocker v. Cowper, 1 Or. M. & Ros. 18. See, also, Qale & Whatle^i/a

Treatise on Easements, 13—46, where all the authorities on parol licenses are

collected, and the effect of them well considered. But an interest in land once

passed cannot be revoked. Jackson v. Buel, 3 Johns. Rep. 298. In the case of

Wood V. Leadbitter, 13 Meeson d: Welsby, 838, this vexatious subject of license

in respect to land was greatly discussed, and the four cases of Webb v. Paternoster,

Wood V. Lake, Tayler v. Walters and Wood v. Manley, were very critically ex-

amined in the judgment delivered by Baron Alderson. The case of Tayler v.

Walters was pointedly condemned, and the case of Webb v. Paternoster was so

replete with confusion as to be of no weight. The authority of all those cases is

very much disturbed. The conclusion at which the court arrived was, that a right

to enter and remain on the land of another for a certain term could be created only

by deed, and that a parol license to do so was revocable at any time. A right of

common, or right of way, or right in the nature of an easement, could only be

granted by deed. A mere license passes no interest, but a license coupled with

an interest was not revocable. (1)

On the subject of easements and aquatic rights, I have derived much aid and

facility in my researches, from the three valuable treatises of Mr. Angell, which

treat of water-courses, of tide-waters, and of the rights acquired by adverse enjoy-

ment for twenty years. In those essays the author has fiiithfuUy collected the law

and authorities applicable to the subject, and accompanied his digest of them with

free and judicious criticism. The disturbance of incorporeal rights, relative to par-

tition walla, foundations of buildings, the diversion of water, obstruction of lights,

cfec, amounting to nuisances, are also well and fully discussed in Gibbons on the

Law of Dilapidations and Nuisances, c. 10. In the propositions of the English

parliamentary commissioners on the subject of real property, it was submitted, that

adverse enjoyment during twenty years of any profit or easement, in or over the

soil of another, should be prima facie evidence of a right, but one liable to be

rebutted by proof that the owner had been under disability, or that the land had

been under a lease, or that there was a life interest therein ; but such proof was

not to be open to the lessee or tenant for life. The adverse enjoyment for sixty

years was to be conclusive evidence of a right, without regard to the disabilities of

(1) In 'Wolf V. Frost, 4 Sandf. Olu B. T3, it was held, that although a party licensed may have

expended money on Ms own land, solely on the faith of the license, that fact would not prevent

the licensor revoking the license without making any compensation.

It has been held in several late cases, that licenses, revocable in their nature, upon the faith of

which money had been expended, cannot be revoked. Addison v. Hack, 2 OUl's It. 221. 'Wil-

son V. Chalfaut, 15 0/iio R. 248. In Sampson v. Bumside, 18 K Samp. Jlep. 264, the question

was considered doubtful. See, also. Branch v. Doane, IT Conn. R. 402. See amte, p. 452, note

(b). See, also,'King t. Whitcomb, 7 Barb. S. 0. Bep, 268.
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to execute a public or private trust, and to take tiie emolu-

ments belonging to it.^ Offices, in England, may be granted

to a man in fee, or for life, as well as for years, and at wiU.''

In the United States, no public office can properly be termed

an hereditament, or a thing capable of being inherited. The
constitution, or the law of the state, provides for the extent of

the duration of the office, which is never more permanent

than during good behaviour.« Private ministerial offices only

can be classed as hereditaments, and I do not know of any

such subsisting among us. It would not be consistent with

our mannei-s and usages, to grant a private trust or employ-

ment to one, and his heirs, in fee ; though I do not know of

the parties, or the state of the title to the land. The non-user of any profit or

easement in or oyer the soil of another during twenty years, was to be prima

fade evidence of its extinguishment, but liable to be rebutted. I should have ap-

prehended that all those propositions, except the sixty years' provision, were

already part of the English law, and that it was useless to have proposed them.

* Mnch's Law, 162. The right to exercise a public oflBce is as much a species

of property as any other thing capable of possession, and the law affords adequate

redress when the possession of it is wrongfully withheld. Wammack y. Holloway,

2 Alab. R. K S. 31.

> 2 Blacks. Com. 36.

' In Hoke v. Henderson, 4 Dev. N. 0. Rep. 18, 19, it was decided that a clerk's

office, which was held during good behaviour, and many other public offices, were,

under certain limitations, the subject of property, like every other thing, corporeal

or incorporeal, from which men can earn a livelihood. And if another should unlaw-

fully ueui-p the office, the owner might have an action for damages for the expulsion,

and a mandamus to restore him to the possession and emoluments of the office. (1)

In the able and elaborate opinion delivered by Judge NicoU, in the case of The

State v. Dews, R. M. Charlton's Georgia Rep. 397, it was held, that public officers

in this country were public agents or trustees, and had no proprietary interest or

private property in their offices beyond the constitutional tenure and salary (if any)

prescribed ; and that official rights and powers flowing from their offices might be

changed at the discretion of the legislature, during their continuance in office.

The custody of a jail, for instance, it was held, might, without the violation of any

constitutional right, be taken by statute from the sheriff and vested in the city cor-

poration.

(1) Where the Constitntion provides for the appointment to an office in a particular manner,
the legislatore cannot create a new office for the performance of the same duties, and direct the

appointment to be made in a diferent manner. Warner v. The People, 2 henio's Ji. 272.

Public offices are not incorporeal hereditaments, and their prospective emoluments are not
property, and may be reduced and regulated by law, except in cases in which the Constitntion
has expressly forbidden it. Conner v. The Mayor, 1 Setden B. 286.

All agreements to pay for aid or influence in procnring an appointment to office, it seems, are
void. Gray v. Hook, 4 Comtit. B. 449.
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any positive obj ection to sucli a contract in point of law. But
in the revision of the statute law of New-York, in 1187, most

of the provisions in the ancient English statutes relative to

office were re-enacted. It was provided, among other things,"-

that if a man be unduly disturbed in his office, a writ of novel

disseisin should be maintained for offices in fee, and for life,

as well as for lands and tenements. This regulation was
taken from the statute of "Westminster 2d, 13 Edw. I., and it

was probably a very useless provision, and it has been omit-

ted in the last revision of the laws of New-York, which went

into operation in January, 1830. But we have (and very

properly) re-enacted'' the substance of the statute of 6 and 6

Edw. VI. c. 16, against iuying and selling offices, and
it prohibits the sale of any office, or the deputation *of *455

any office, or taking any fee or reward therefor. The
offence is made a misdemeanor, and it is likewise punished

with the loss of the office ; but it does not apply to the case of

a deputy agreeing to pay his principal part of the profits of

an office, and to be allowed to reserve another part to him-

self as a compensation for his services." The object of the

statute was to prevent corruption in office, and it alludes only

to corrupt bargains and sales of offices, and not to the fair and
necessary appointments of deputies with a reasonable allow-

ance, though on this point there have been some refined dis-

tinctions established.

If an officer has a certain salary, or certain annual profits,

a deputation of his office, reserving a sum not exceeding the

amount of his profits, has been held not to be contrary to the

statute, because the principal is entitled to the fees and per-

quisites of the office, and the deputy to a recompense for his

labour in the execution of it. So, if the profits be uncertain,

* Laws of New-YorJc, eess. 10. c. 60. sec. 1.

•> New-York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 696. sec. 35, 36, 37. The legislature of

Virginia, in 1*792, re-enacted the satute of 6 and 6 Edward VI. Revised Code of
Virginia, edit. 1814, vol. i. p. "79.

« GuUiford v. De Cardonell, 2 Salk Rep. 466. The English statute of 5 and 6

Edward VI. has been extended by the acts of 49 George III. and 6 George IV.,

which declare, that no public office (a few only excepted) shall be sold, under pain

of disability to dispose of or hold it. So, it was held, in Hill v. Paul, 8 Clark &
F. 295, that the profits of a public office could not be assigned for the benefit of

creditors.
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the deputy may lawfully agree to pay so much out of the pro-

tits, for in that case he cannot be charged for more than he

receives.' But if the office consists of imcertain fees and pro-

fits, and the deputy agrees to pay a certain sum annually,

without restricting the payment to the proceeds of the profits,

it would be a sale within the statute ; and the case is not

altered by the office yielding more in contingent profits than

the amount of the money stipwlated to be paid.* It would

also be a contract within the purview of the statute for the

deputy to secure all the profits to the person appointing him,

for this would infallibly lead to extortion in the deputy, i"

*456 *The statute in New-York would seem to be broader

than tlie English statute of 5 and 6 Edward VI., for

it has omitted "the explanatory and restrictive words in that

statute, applying it to " office or offices, or any part or parcel of

them that shall in anywise touch or concern the administration

or execution of justice ;" and the preamble shows, that it was

intended to apply to " places where justice is to be adminis-

tered, or any service of trust executed." In England the

place of under-marshal of London is a service of public trust,

and yet it has been held to be saleable, because it only con-

• GodolphiQ v. Tudor, 2 Salk Rep. 468. S. C. Willes Hep. 516, note. Gar-

forth V. Peron, 1 H. Blacks. 328. Noel v. Fisher, S Call's Hep. 215. Becker v.

Ten Eyck, 6 Paige, 68. Mott v. Robbins, 1 SilPs ST. Y. Rep. 21. In Tappan

V. Brown, 9 Wendell's Rep. I'JS, it was decided, that if a person receiving a depu-

tation to a public office, which entitles bim by law to a certain per centage upon the

fees and emoluments of his principal, agrees to perform the duties at a,fixed salary,

the agreement is in violation of the act against buying and selling offices, and is

void ; although it be not certain that the stipulated sum would be less than the per

centage allowed by law.

"> Layng v. Paine, Willes' Rep. 511. Becker v. Ten Eyck, 6 Paige, 68. If the

deputy of a public officer be entitled by law to certain fees and perquisites as de-

puty, and he agrees to give the officer appointing a portion of such fees or perqui-

sites, it is a purchase of the deputation, and void under the statute. Ibid. The

statute of 5 and 6 Edward VI. has been re-enacted in Virginia, with the addition of

a proviso, that the act was not to prohibit the appointment and acting of any de-

puty clerk, or deputy sheriff, who shall be employed to assist their principals in the

execution of their respective offices. Prima facie this proviso would seem to have

beeitjjnnecessary ; but it has been decided under it, that where a sheriff farmed

his shrievalty to G., whom he appointed his deputy for a sum in gross, to be paid

him by 6., who was to discharge all the duties, and take all the emoluments of

the office, the contract was lawful 1 Sailing v. M'Kinney, 1 Leigh, 42. Upon this

construction the proviso rises into great importance.
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cerned the police of tlie city.* If, however, the statute of

New-York should not admit of a more comprehensive con-

struction than the one from which it was taken, yet the prin-

ciples of the common law supply all deficiencies ; and many
agreements for the sale of offices that are not within the stat-

ute of Edw. VI. have been held void, as being against pub-

lic policy. The sale of any office in which the public are

concerned, is held to be against principles of public policy,

and an oflfence at common law.. If A. shoiild agree to allow

B. a certain proportion of the profits of an office in the king's

dock-yards, in case the latter retired, and he succeeded to the

appointment, the agreement would be void, as not supported

by a valid consideration.''

The provisions and rules of the ancient common law were

remarkably provident in respect to the public interest

;

and *an office of trust, that concerned the administra- *4:57

tion of justice, could not be granted in reversion, or

for a term of years, for the grantee might become incompe-

tent, or it might vest in executors and administrators, if the

officers "should die within the term ; and it would be impos-

sible that the law should know beforehand, whether the rep-

resentatives would be competent to discharge the trust. This

was so ruled by Lord Coke and others, in Sir Oeorge ReyneVs

Case, respecting the office of marshal of the marshalsea.<= Sir

Henry Finch, in his Discourse,^ held that the grant of an

office to an ignorant man, who had no skill at all, was utterly

void ; as if the king, by his letters patent, made a clerk of

the crown in the K. B., who had no experience in office, and

was utterly insufficient to serve the king and people.

The general rule is, that judicial offices must be exercised

in person, and that a judge cannot delegate his authority to

another. I do not know of any exception to this rule with us.

» Lord Hardwioke, in Butler v. Richardson, 1 Atk. Rep. 210. Amh. Rep. IS.

> Parsons v. Thompson, 1 S. Blacks. Rep. 322. Blachford v. Preston, 8 Term

Rep. 89. Best, Cb. J., in Richardson v. Mellish, 9 Moore, 435.

" 9 Co. 95. In'Hoke v. Henderson, 4 Dev. N. 0. Rep. 23, it was declared, that

the legislature could lawfully confer a clerk's oflSce for life, or during good.vbeha-

yiour, or during pleasure, or for any teim of years detenninable with life at an

earlier day. This could only apply to cases in -which the constitution had not pre^

scribed the tenure.

* Page 162.
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though in England there are several. » "What is a judicial,

and what is a ministerial function, has been sometimes a mat-

ter of dispute. In Medhurst v. Wadte,^ Lord Mansfield said

it was taking the definition too large, to say that every act,

where the judgment was at all exercised, was a judicial act,

and that a judicial act related to a matter in litigation. But

a ministerial ofiice may be exercised by a deputy, though a

deputy cannot make a deputy, according to the maxim delegata

potestas nonpotest delegot/ri. The distinction between a deputy

and an assignee of an office, as stated by Lord Coke, in the

Ea/rl of Sh/rewsbwnj's Case,'' will serve to explain the applica-

tion of the statute against buying and selling offices to assign-

ees and not to deputies. An assignee of an office, he

*458 says, is a person who has an estate *or interest in the

office itself, and doth all things in his own name, and
for whom his grantor shall not answer. But a deputy hath

not an estate or interest in the office. He is but the officer's

shadow, and doth all things in the name of the officer himself,

and nothing in his own name, and his grantor shall answer

for him. "J

rV. OffrcmoMses.

Another class of incorporeal hereditaments are franchises,

being certain privileges conferred by grant from government,

and vested in individuals. Li England they are very numer-

ous, and are underatood to be royal privileges in the hands of

» 4 Inst. 291. Molins v. Werby, 1 Lev. Hep. 16.
"' 3 Burr. Rep. 1269.

,_

» 9 Co. 42.

4 As the ancient statute of 5 and 6 Edward VI, against the sale of offices, has

been revived and re-enacted in New-York, it might have been as well to have also

re-enacted the statute of 12 Richai'd II, (A. D. 1388,) entitled, an act that none

shall obtain offices by suit, or for reward, but upon desert. They all seem to have

constituted parts of one ancient system, and to have been dictated by the same

provident and generous spirit. It declared, that the appointing power who should

"ordain, name or make justices of the peace, sheriffs, customers, comptrollers, or

any other officer or minister of the king, should be firmly sworn not to ordain, name
or make any, for any gift or brocage, favour or affection ; and that none which pur-

sueth by him, or by other, privily or openly, to be in any manner of office, shall be

put in the same office, or in any other," This statute, said Lord Coke, {Co. Lilt.

234. a,) was worthy to be written in letters of gold, but more worthy to be put in

due execution.
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a subject. a They contain an implied covenant on the part of

the government not to invade the rights vested, and on the

part of the grantees to execute the conditions and duties pre-

scribed in the grant. Some of these franchises are presumed
to be founded on a valuable consideration, and to involve pub-
lic duties, and to be made for the public accommodation, and
to be affected with &jus puhUmtm, and they are necessarily

exclusive in their nature. The government cannot resume

them at pleasure, or do any act to impair the grant, without

a breach of contract. The privilege of making a road, or

establishing a ferry, and taking tolls for the use of the same,

is a franchise, and the public have an interest in the same

;

and the owners of the franchise are liable to answer in dama-

ges, if they should refuse to trans^rt an individual without

any reasonable excuse, upon being paid or tendered the usual

rate or fare.'' The obligation between the government and
the owner of such franchises is mutual. He is obliged to

provide and maintain facilities for accommodating the public,

at all times, with prompt and convenient passage. (1) The law,

on the other hand, in consideration of this duty, provides him
a recompense, by means of an exclusive toll, to be exacted

from persons who use the road or ferry, and, of course, it will

protect him against any new establishment which is calculated

to draw away his custom to his prejudice. An estate in such

a franchise, and an estate in land, rest upon the same

principle, being equally grants of a right or privilege *459

for an adequate consideration. If the creation of the

franchise be not declared to be exclusive, yet it is necessarily

implied in the grant, as in the case of the grant of a ferry,

bridge or turnpike, or rail-road, that the government will not,

either directly or indirectly, interfere with it, so as to destroy

or materially impair its value. Every such interference,

whether it be by the creation of a rival franchise or other-

» 2 Blachs. Com. 37. Finch's Law, 164.

* Beekman v. Saratoga and Schenectady Rail-Eoad Company, 3 Paige, 45.

Paine T. Patrick, 3 Mod. Rep. 289. 294. Story, J., in Charles River Bridge v.

Warren Bridge, II Peleri Rep. 639.

(1) See, 33 to duties and liability of ferrymen, 'Willougliby t. Horridge, 16 Eng. L. <& S.

B. m.
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wise, would be in violation or in fraud of the grant. (1) All

grants or franchises ought to be so construed as to give them

due effect, by excluding all contiguous competition, which

would be injurious, and operate fraudulently upon the grant.

The common law contained principles applicable to this sub-

ject, dictated by sound judgment and enlightened morality.

It declared all such invasions of franchises to be nuisances,

and the party aggrieved had his remedy at law by an action

on the case for the disturbance, and in modem practice he

usually resorts to chancery, to stay the injurious interference

by injunction. =• We have nothing to do with a great propor-

' 22 Henry VI. 14. b. PastoD, J. Bro. action sur le case, pi. 51. tit. Nuisance,

pi. 12. 2 Rol. Abr. 140. pi. 20. 14t. pL 1, 2, 3. 191. F. N. B. 184. Yard t. Ford,

2 Saund. Rep. 172. 2 Blacks. Com. 37. 3 Id. 218, 219. Tripp v. Frank, 4 Term

Rep. 666. Lord Holt, in the case of Keeble and Hickeringall, Holts Rep. 20.

Newburgb Turnpike Company v. Miller, 5 Johns. Ch. Rep. 111. 4 Ibid. 160. S. P.

Dartmouth College •/. Woodward, 4 Wheaton's Rep. 518. Huzzy v. Field, 2

Crompton, Meeson & Roscoe, 432. It has been usual in the grant of a franchise to

exclude, in express terms all interference within specified distances. This practice

has become highly expedient, considering the doctrine established in the cases re-

ferred to in a subseq^uent part of this note. By a general act in Illinois, (^Revised

Laws of Illinois, 1833,) a feiTy or toll-bridge privilege, created by statute, excludes

all other establishments of the kind within three miles of the same. So, the act of

Georgia, of 21st December, 1835, creating the Chattahoochee Rail-Road Company,

excludes for twenty-five years all other rail-roads running parallel thereto within

twenty miles. This is in affirmance of the common law rule, and it is the wisest

course, for it prevents all uncertainty and dispute as to what are reasonable dis-

tances in the given case, and what would amount to an unlawful interference. In

Dyer v. Tuscaloosa Bridge Company, 2 Porter's Alaiama Rep. 296, it was held,

after an elaborate discussion, that the erection of a toll-bridge under legislative

grant, within a short distance of a feiTy previously held under a county couii;

license, so as to prove a great injury to it, was not an unconstitutional act, nor an

exclusive grant of a ferry, and that the license was taken subject to the paramount

discretion of the legislature. Other fen-ies may be established alongside of femes

opposite to towns, in the discretion of the court, and in like manner bridges may be

established alongside of ferries. The statute law of Alabama only provided that

no ferry should be established within two miles oi anotherferry already established.

The exception to the exclusive privilege is, when the ferry is situate at or near the

town, when one ferry might not be sufficient Jones v. Johnson, 2 Ala. R. N. S.

746. So, one toU.bridge cannot be established within three miles of another toll-

bridge. The case above cited was deemed to be wananted by statutory construc-

tion, otherwise it would seem to be hardly consonant with general principles.

But the case of Charles River Bridge v. Wanen Bridge, (11 Peters, 420,) is of

more momentous import, and contains and establishes a doctrine subversive of that

CI) See post, p. 459, note (1).
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tion of the franchises that occupy a large space in the trea-

tises on English law ; and whoever claims an exclusive privi-

in the text, and which goes very far to destroy the security and value of legislative

franchises. The court declai-ed, by Mr. Chief Justice Taney, that public grants

were to be construed strictly, and that nothing passed as against the state by ina.

plication, in diminution of the legislative powers requisite to accomplish the end of

their creation. It was accordingly decided, that the grant by statute to the Charles

River Bridge Company of the right founded on a valuable consideration, to build a

bridge over that river, and to take toll, contained no engagement from the state of

Massachusetts, nor any implied contract, that the privilege to erect another bridge

contiguous thereto, and on the same line of travel, and which might create compe.

titioD, and diminish or destroy its income, should not be granted within the period

of the operation of the grant ; that as no grant of any such exclusive privilege, or

any contract of the kind was expressed, none was to be intended or inferred.

There was no constructive franchise or privilege admitted, and the decision rested

on legislative sovereignty, and its all-surpassing powers. Mr. Justice Story dis- -

sented from this extraordinary doctrine and decision, and with his customary learn-

ing and ability. The same latitudinary doctrine was declared, after a very elabo-

rate discussion, in the case of Tuckahoe Canal Co. v. Tuckahoe Rail-Road Co., in the

Court of Appeals in Virginia, 11 Leigh, 42. As there was no express provision in

the charter against the exercise of legislative power to charter other and rival com-

panies for transportation along the same line, parallel and contiguous, it was held,

that the legislature might lawfully, and in their discretion, exercise the power,

though it might m effect impair or annihilate the profits of the prior company.

This, I apprehend, may now be considered as a prevalent principle in American

constitutional law, and, in my humble opinion, it is deeply to be regretted. (1)

(1) See Gre&nleafs Cruise, tit, Frwticliises, § 39. The learned editor defends tlie decision in

the case of the Charles Eiver Bridge Co., and adds—^what the profession will learn -with some

surprise—that Chief Justice Marshall, who heard the first argument in that case, concurred with

the majority of the court in the principle of the final decision.

The Charles River Bridge case is now not merely acknowledged universally, but its doctrine

has been carried to an extent far beyond the reasoning of Chief Justice Taney. It was held, in

Enfield Toll Bridge Co. v. Hartford & N. H. E. Co. 17 Conn,. 454, that a provision in the charter

of the bridge company, that no person should have liberty to erect another bridge within certain

defined limils, was not a covenant distinct from the franchise, but identical with it, and subject

to the same laws. See, also, Thompson v. The New-York & Harlem E. E. Co. 8 Sandf. OIi. B.

625. Oswego Falls Bridge Co. v. Fish, 1 Bari. Ch. B. 54T. East Hartford v. Hartford Bridge

Co. 10 How. B. 511. Eicbmond E. Co. v. Louisiana E. Co. 13 ffow. B. 71. In matter of

Hamilton Avenue, 14 Bari. B. 405, See Benson v. Mayor of New-Tork, 10 Barb.B. 223, for a

decision touching the ferry franchises of the city of New-Tork.

On the less doubtful right of a state to appropriate chartered franchises, equally with any other

private property, in the exercise of the right ofeminent domain, making compensation therefor,

see West Eiver Bridge Company v. Dix, 6 Sow. B. 507, In the matter of Flatbush Avenue, 1

Bart. (.Law) B. 286, and IT Conn. B. 451, supra. Whits Eiver T. Co. v. Vt. Centre E. E, Co,

21 Ver,Bep.S90. County ofEichmond v. County of Lawrence, 12iZ2. iJ. 1.

II has been decided, that a mere abuse of the right of eminent domain by a state, as by taking

more land than was required for a public easement, does not give the U. 8. Courts jurisdiction, it

not being a " violation of the contract, but a case of state oppression, for which the injured party

must seek redress in the state courts. The patent given by the state will not be construed as a

contract within the meaning of the Constitution of the United States. Mills v. St, Clair County,"

&c., 8 Sow. B. 659.
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lege with us, must show a grant from the legislature. Corpo-

rations, or bodies politic, are the most usual franchises known

in our law ; and they hare been sufficiently considered in a

former volume. These incorporated franchises seem, indeed,

with some impropriety, to be classed by writers among here-

ditaments, since they have no inheritcMe quality, inasmuch

as a corporation, in cases where there is no express limitation

to its continuance by the chai^^er, is supposed never to die,

but to be clothed with a kind of legal immortality. » Special

privileges conferred upon towns and individuals in a variety

of ways, and for numerous purposes, having a connection

with the public interest, are franchises.

*460 *V. Of annuities.

An annuity, says Lord Coke,'' is a yearly sum stipu-

lated to be paid to another, in fee, or for life, or years, and

chargeable only on the person of the grantor. If it be agreed

to be paid to the annuitant and his heirs, it is a personal fee,

and transmissible by descent like an estate in fee, and forfeit-

able for treason as an hereditament," and for that reason it

belongs to the class of incorporeal hereditaments.^ It is

chargeable upon ihe person of the grantor, for if the annuity

was made chargeable upon land, it would then become a rent

charge, and descend to the heirs as real property. « The re-

medy for a failure in the payment of the annuity, was an-

ciently by the original writ of annuity, but now the remedy

* They are, nevertheless, deemed incorporeal hereditaments; and shai-es in a

rail-road incorporated company have, in Kentucky, been adjudged to be real estate,

which descends as realty, and of which a widow might be endowed. Price t.

Price, 6 Dana's Rep. 107.

b Co. Liu. 144. b.

« Go. Litt. 2. a. Nevill's Case, 7 Co. 34. b.

^ An annuity in fee is personal estate mb modo. It has none of the incidents

and characteristics of real estate, except that of descending to the heir, and not

forming assets in the hands of the executor. The husband is not entitled to his

courtesy, nor the wife to her dower, in an annuity. It cannot be conveyed by

way of use, and it is not within the statute of frauds, and may be bequeathed

and assigned as personal estate. Stafford v. Buckley, 2 Vesey, 110. Aubin y.

Daly, i B. (b Aid. 59. The personal nature of an annuity is discussed with learn-

ing and ability in the article entitled " Personal Hereditaments," in the American

Law Magazine for October, 1 843.

• Co. LitUUi.h.
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is by a personal action of debt or covenant on the instrument

by which the annuity is created. Unless the grantor grants

the annuity for himself and his heirs, the heirs of the grantor

are not bound, for the law presumes, by the omission to

name them, that he did not intend to include them in the

obligation." (1)

VI. Of rents.

Eents are the last species of these incorporeal heredita-

ments, and they form a very important and interesting title

under this branch of the law.

(1.) Gtf the various hinds of rents.

Rent is a certain yearly profit in money, provisions, chat-

tels or labour, issuing out of lands and tenements, in retribu-

tion for the use, and it cannot issue out of a mere privilege

or easement.b There were, at common law, according to Lit-

tletoDjO three kinds of rent, viz., rent service, rent charge and

rent seek. Ment service was where the tenant held his

land by *fealty, or other corporeal service, and a certain *461

rent ; and it was called rent service, because there was

some corporeal service incident to the tenancy, as fealty, hom-

age or other service. A right of distress was inseparably in-

cident to this rent.^ Bent charge, or fee-farm rent, is where

the rent is created by deed, and the fee granted ; and as there

is no fealty annexed to such a grant of the whole estate, the

rent charge was not favoured at common law. The right of

distress is not an incident, and it requires an express power

of distress to be annexed to the grant, which gives it the

• Ibid. Mr. Ellis, in a recent treatise, entitled " The Law of Fire and lAfe Insu-

rance and Annuities" haa collected and arranged all the law on the subject of

annuities for lives. An annuity, as well as a judgment, is presumed to be satisfied

after twenty years, if nothing has been done under it.

i" 2 Blacks. Com. 41. Gilbert on Eents, 9. Co. Lilt. 142, a. Buszard v. Capel,

8 Sarnw. & Cress. 141.

° Sec. 213.

1 Litt. s. 215. Co. Litt. 142. a. Kenege v. Elliot, 9 Watts, 258.

(1) If an annaity is given, smplidter, to one, generally a life interest only passes ; but if an

annnity be giyen ont of the proceeds of property, or property generally, an annuity in perpetuity

is giren. Kerr v. Middlesex Hospital, 17 Sng. L. & E. B. 72.

YoL. m. 37
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name of a rent charge, because tlie lands are, by the deed,

charged with a distress. = Hent seek, siccus, or barren rent,

was rent reserved by deed, without any clause of distress, and

in a case in which the owner of the rent had no future inter-

est or reversion in the land. The owner of the rent was
accordingly driven to the slow and tedious remedy by a writ

of annuity, or a writ of assize.^ But the statute of 4 Geo.

n. c. 28, abolished all distinction between the several kinds

of rent, so far as to give the same remedy by distress in cases

of rents seek, rents of assize and chief rents, as in the case of

rent reserved upon a lease. The statute of E'ew-Tork" has

not adopted that provision in so many words, but it gives the

remedy by distress in all cases where any certain services, or

certain rents reserved out of lands or tenements, remain due.

The remedy is extended equally to the grantees and assignees

of the lessor, and to the heirs, executors and administrators

of the party entitled.<^

There is, therefore, the same universal remedy by action

and by distress, f6r every species of rent or service law-

• Liu. s. 21*7. Co. Liu. 143. b. Gilbert on Rents, 165. In the case of Inger-

soll V. Sergeant, 1 Wharton, 3S1, the law on this head is learnedly reviewed and

discussed by Mr. Justice Kennedy ; and it is declared, that the statute of Quia

Emptores (18 Edw. I.) was never in force in Penrisyl.vania, and that a rent reserved

to grantor and his heirs, in the grant of lands in fee, is a rent service, and not are»*

charge. The release of part of the ground from the rent does not therefore extin-

guish the whole, and the remainder of the land remains subject to a due propor-

tion of the rent.

" Liu. 3. 213. 21'7, 218. 235, 236. Go. Litt. 150. b. 160. a. Gilbert on Dis-

tresses, 6.

' New-York Revised Statutes, vol. i. HI. sec. 18. 20, 21, 22.

i The relations of landlord and tenant have been very materially altered in the

state of New-York since the last edition of this work. In the new (perhaps the

better expression would be the newest) Constitution of New-York, which took effect

on the first of January, 184V, it was provided, that "no lease or grant of agricul-

tural land for a longer period than twelve years, thereafter made, in which should

be reserved any rent or service of auy kind, should be valid." {Const, art. 1, sec.

14.) By a law of the New-York legislature, passed May 13, 1846, distress for

rent was abolished ; and the provisions of the Revised Statutes, vol. i. p. 47.6, giving

preference to landlprds' claims for rent over judgment-creditors, were repealed. (1)

{Laws of sess. 69th, ch. 274.) It will be perceived that these are momentous

changes in long-established law.

(1) It has been declared, that the act of May 13, 1846, does not abolish the right ofre-entry in

tlie mamner prescribed by the Eevised Statutes. Williams v. Potter, 2 Barh. S. O. B. 316.
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fully due, when the same is certain.* The *tenancy *46^

that will authorize a distress does not necessarily re-

quire a formal lease, and it may be implied from circumstan-

ces, and a parol lease will be sufficient.''

The best way of reserving perpetual rents, if it be intended

that rents should always be of the same value, is to stipulate

that the payment be in kind, such as wheat or other produce,

or in cattle or poultry. This was the almost universal prac-

tice in ancient times, and a great proportion of the ancient

leases in JSTew-Tork, in the manor counties, were of that de-

scription. By the statute of 18 EHz., one third part of the

rent upon college leases was directed to be reserved in corn,

to be paid either in corn, or at the current prices at the near-

est public market. We have an instance in N"ew-York of the

same provident foresight in the "act of instituting the

university,'^ *and limiting its annual income to 40,000 *463

• Cornell T.Lamb, 2 CWen's TJe/). 652. Smith v. Colson, lO/oAns. ijep. 91. The
case of Cornell v. Lamb assumes that a reversionary interest must be subsisting

in the person who distrains ; but that case arose prior to the New- York Jievised

Statutes, and when the extended provision in those statutes had not been adopted.

The restriction as to the necessity of a reversionary interest mentioned in that

case, seems to be now removed by the 18th section of the statute above cited. A
doubt was suggested, in the Ctise of Cornell v. Lamb, whether the right of distress

could exist in those cases where the land was allodial, without an authority for that

purpose in the lease or contract. To establish the right of distress at common law,

without any power in the lease, there always existed a rent due, a reversionary

interest in the landlord, and fealty due as incident to the tenure offree and common
socage. To remove this doubt, it was declared by the New-Yorh RevisedStatutes

vol. i. 718. sec. 4, rendering all lands in the state allodial, that the abolition of te-

nures should not take away or dischai'ge any rents or services certain, which had
been, or might be created or reserved. This was intended to subject allodial lands

to the incidents which before applied to socage tenures.

'' Knight V. Bennett, S Bing. Rep. 361. Cornell v. Lamb, 2 Oowen's Rep. 652.

Jacks V. Smith, 1 Bai/s Rep. 315. It was to be presumed, that in those states in

which the English law of distress for rent has been essentially preserved, the

remedy had equally been extended to every kind of rent. But I should infer that

this was not the case in Virginia; for in the American Jurist, No. 8, the question

is raised, and discussed with much acuteness and research, whether in Virginia, on
the conveyance of land in fee simple, reserving rent,the feoffor , without an expre.is

stipulation to that effect, has a right of distress. The writer concludes in the

affirmative, and that on a feoffment in fee, with a reservation of rent, the feoffee

thereby becomes a tenant, and the feoffor a landlord, with the remote reversionary-

interests called a reverter.

" Laws of New-York, sec. 36. c. 69. sec. 1.
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bushels of wheat. This arrangement saves the interest

of the persons in whose favour rent is reserved from sinking

by the depreciation of money, owing to the augmentation of

gold and silver, and the accumulation of paper credit. The

rents which have been reserved in com, says Doctor Smith,

have preserved their value much better than those which have

been reserved in money.*

In the feudal ages, a great proportion of the produce of the

land went as rent to the landlord. The cultivators of the soil

were generally bondsmen, or tenants at will, whose labours

in peace and services in war were equally at the command
of the landlord. In modern times, the rent of land has been

tripled and quadrupled ; but the produce of the land, in the

progress of improvement, has been increased in a much
greater proportion, and the amount of the yearly produce of

land is several times greater than the amount of the yearly

rent.b

(2.) Wfien, and howfm not payable.

1. Of eviction.

It is a rule of law, that the rent must be reserved to him
from whom the land proceeded, or to his lawful representa-

tives, and it cannot be reserved to a stranger. Thus, if A.

leases a lot or parcel of land to B., on a certain rent, the

payment of that rent cannot be reserved to C. ; and the reason

is, that the rent is payable as a return for the possession of

the land, and it must, therefore, be rendered to the person

from whom the land passed.""- It was also, on the same

ground, decided, in Prescott v. De Forest, and afterwards in

Cornell v. Lanib,^ that the right of distress for rent was inci-

dent to the reversion, and that no other person could

*464: distrain *but he who owned the reversion. The person

who distrains must have some reversionary interest to

sustain the right.« If the landlord dies before the rent be-

comes due, it goes to the heir as incident to the reversion

:

• Smith's Wealth of Nations, vol. i. 34. Wl.
> Smith's Wealth of Nations, vol i. 333.

• Litt. B. 346. Co. Litt. 143. b.

^ 16 Johns. Rep. 159. 2 Cowen's Rep. 652.

« Thia is altered in New-York by statute. Vide supra, 461.
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but if he dies after the rent had become payable, it goes to

the executor or administrator as part of the personal estate,

and the executor or administrator has the same remedy by
action or by distress, for the recovery of all such arrears,

that the testator or intestate might have had if living. »

If the tenant be evicted from the lands demised to him, by a

title paramount, before the rent falls due, he will be dis-

charged from the payment of the rent, for the obligation to

pay ceases when the consideration for it ceases, and which was

the enjoyment of the land.^ But if the lawful eviction by

paramount title be of part only of the demised premises, the

rent is apportionable, and the eviction a harpro tcmto." So,

if there be an actual expulsion of the tenant from the whole,

or a part, by the lessor, before the rent becomes due, and be

continued until after the rent becomes due, the entire rent

is suspended ;d but no offensive or outrageous conduct on

the part of the landlord, as by erecting a nuisance in the neigh-

bourhood of the demised premises, will be sufficient. « (1)

• 1 Saund. Rep. 2S1. n. 11. Strafford v. Wentworth, Free, in Oh. 556. Rock-

ingham V. Pemice, 1 P. Wms. 111. Laws of New-Tork, sesg. 36. u. 63. sec. 18.

New- York Revised Statutes, vol. i.']i1. sec. 21, 22. 2 Dana's Ken. Rep. 54. A
purchaser of the reversion at sheiiffa sale is entitled to the rent becoming payable

after the execution of the deed. Bank of Pennsylvania v. Wise, 3 Watts' Penn.

Rep. 394.

' 2 Rol. Abr. tit. Rent, 0. 1 Saund. Rep. 205. n.

• Stevenson v. Lambard, 2 East's Rep. 576. Lansing v. Van Alstyne, 2 Wen-

delTs Rep. 561.

' Salmon V.Smith, 1 /Sfawnd TJep. 202. 204. note 2. Co. Litt.liS.h. Ascough's

Case, 9 Co. 135. Page v. Parr, Stt/les' Rep. 432. Timbrell v. Bullock, ibid. 446.

Pendleton v. Dyett, 4 Cowen's Rep. 681. Bennett v. Bittle, 4 Raale, 339. The

same principle applies if the tenant has been obliged to pay rent to a person having

a prior and better title to it. Sapsford v. Fletcher, 4 Term Rep. 511. The in-

terference of the landlord with the possession deliberately, by entry, eviction or

disturbance of the possession, and depriving the tenant of the beneficial enjoyment

of the premises, will suspend or extinguish the rent Ogilvie v. Hull, 6 Hill N.

T. Rep. 52. (2)

• Pendleton v. Dyett, ub. sup. But this decision was reversed in the New-York

(1) But it is enfflclent for the tenant to prove an interference, on the part of the landlord,

with the beneficial enjoyment of the premises, intentionally committed, and injurious in its

character. Cohen T. Dupont, 1 SoMlf. (Law) Ji. 260. Gilhooley v. Washington, 4 Oomat.

B. 21T.

(2) In an action for rent, in New-York, the tenant cannot recover damages caused by the

landlord in making repairs, under his covenant. Cram v. Dresser, 2 Samdf. (Lami) B. 120.
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2. Destruction of thepremises.

*4:65 *The cases have afforded a full discussion of the in-

teresting question, how far a tenant is excused from

the payment of rent, when he is deprived, even by inevitable

necessity or misfortune, and without any default on his part,

or on the part of the landlord, of the enjoyment of the premi-

ses. (1) In Taverner's Oase,^ which arose in 34 and 35 Hen.

YIII., a man made a lease of land, and of a flock of sheep,

rendering a certain rent, and all the sheep died. The ques-

tion was, whether the tenant could have relief from this cala-

mity, at the expense of his landlord, by an apportionment of

the rent. It was very mnch debated, and different opinions

were entertained by the sergeants and judges who discussed

the subject. Some of them thought there was good reason

and equity to apportion tlfe rent, or in other words, to make a

proportional deduction for the loss of the sheep. But others

held to the contrary opinion, and that though the sea, or an

inundation, should gain upon the land, or part of it be burnt

by wildfire, the entire rent must issue out of the remainder,

and that it would be different if part of the land should be re-

Court of Eri'ors, as, see S. C. 8 Cowen, 121 ; and the latter doctrine is, that if the

landlord, by indecent and outrageous conduct, as by bringing habitually a lewd

woman into the house, or by habitually using indecent familiaiities with the tenant's

wife, induce the lessee and his fanaily, in order to escape from such a nuisance, to

quit the premises, it amounts to a constructive eyictioD, and bars the landlord from

his action for rent. Gunning v. Burdell, N. Y. Marine Court, Sept. 1 843 . S. P. It is

an implied condition in leasing a house, that it be fit for the purpose of occupation

;

and if it be infected with a nuisance, the lessee is not bound to stay in it, and is

discharged from rent. (2) Smith v. Marable, 1 Oarr. & Marsh. 479. S. C. 11 J^ <fc

W. 5. This last case was considered by the court, in Sutton v. Temple, and Hart v.

Windsor, 12 Meeson & Welslnj,52. 68, as very limited and questionable ; and again,

in Surplice v. Parnsworth, 1 Man. & O. 576, the Court of C. B. followed these

latter decisions, and decided that the tenant is not entitled to quit until the tenancy

is regularly terminated, although the premises be out of repair, and the landlord is

bound to repair, and does not.

» 1 Dyer's Rep. 55. b.

(1) It has been declared in New-Tort, that there is no implied covenant on the part of a

lessor that the premises are tenantable. Cleves v. 'Willoughby, 7 BiWi Ji. 83.

(2) Where the lessor knows that the house is in a rninons state, and that its condition is nn-

known to the lessee, he is not bonnd to disclose its condition to the lessee, unless he knows that

the lessee is influenced by a belief that the house is sound, or unless the lessor's conduct will

tDuoimt to a deceit. Seats T. Earl Cadogan, law Journal Sep, April, 1851, C. P. p. 76.
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covered from the tenant by a title paramount to that derived

from his landlord. The point was left unsettled by this early

decision ; but the opinion of those who were for the payment

of the entire rent, gained a decided superiority in the course

of the subsequent century.

In Paradine v. Jcme,'^ an action of debt was brought for

rent, upon a lease for years, and the defendant pleaded, by

way of excuse for the non-payment of the rent, that he had

been driven from the premises by public enemies, viz., by

Prince Eupert and his soldiers. The case was fully and ably

argued before the King's Bench, during the time of the civil

wars, in the reign of Charles I. It was insisted, that by

the law of reason, a man ought not to pay rent when he could

not enjoy, without any default on his part, the land

demised *to him, and that the civil and common law *466

exempted the party in such a case. But EoUe, J.,

(the same person who was author of the abridgment) overruled

the plea, and held, that neither the hostile army, nor an inun-

dation, would exempt the tenant from paying rent. The same

doctrine has been continued to this day ; and it is well settled,

that upon an express contract to pay rent, the loss of the pre-

mises by fire, or inundation, or external violence, will not

exempt the party from his obligation to pay the rent. (1) The

case of Hallet v. Wylie^ was decided on that principle,

and the principal English authorities were reviewed. Since

that decision, the point has been presented and decided the

same way in the English C. B., in Baker v. Soltzapffell ;<^

and the unsettled question, whether a court of equity would

grant relief to the tenant against the landlord's claim at law

Aleyn's Rep. 26. Styled Rep. i1.

3 Johns. Rep. 44.

4 Taunt. Rep. 45.

(1) In Wood V. Hubbell, 5 Barb. S. C. Rep. 601, it was held, that where buildings are destroyed

by Are between the execution of the lease and the commencement of the term, and before the

lessee took possession, he was not liable for rent.

And In Warner v. Hitchins, id. 666, where there was a covenant to restore the premises in

the same condition as taken, natural wear excepted, but none to rebuild or repah', and the build-

ings were destroyed by Are during the term, it was held that the tenant was not bound to

rebuild.

Bo, if the lessor covenant to repair, the covenant runs with the land, and the assignee of the

reversion will be bound to repair. Allen v. Culver, 3 Denio'a B. 285.
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for rent, has also been put at rest by tbe decision in Hare v.

Oi'ove,^ in the English Exchequer, and of Holtzwpffell v.

Baker^ in the English Court of Chancery. In both of these

cases, the Court of Equity refused to interfere in favour of the

tenant, who was considered as having no equity against the

effect of his own express agreement to pay the rent. The

same rule prevails equally in England and in this country, in

the case of an express covenant to pay rent;'= but it is under-

stood that, by the civil law, the praetor would exempt the

tenant from paying the rent, or modify the obligation, accord-

ing to equity, when the property was destroyed by
*467 fire, inundation or violence, *or the crops failed by a

bad season.d So, Lord Northington, in Brown v.

Q'uilter,^ thought it very clear, that a man should not pay

rent for what he cannot enjoy, if occasioned by an accident

which he did not undertake to meet. But I apprehend that

the law, as it is now settled on that point, rests on solid foun-

dations of justice and policy. It is to be observed, that the

case only applies to express agreements to pay ; and if a party

will voluntarily create a duty or charge upon himself, he

ought to abide by it when the other party is not in fault, and

when he might have provided, if he had chosen, against his

responsibility in case of such accidents. The loss of the

rent must fall either on the lessor or lessee ; and there is no

more equity that the landlord should bear it than the tenant,

when the tenant has engaged expressly to pay the rent,

and when the landlord must bear the loss of the property

• 3 Ana. Hep. 687.

'^ 18 Teaej'siJep. 115. See, also, to the same point, Leeds v. Chatham, 1 Simon,

146, and Lamott v. Stenett, 1 Harr. & Johns. 42.

» Pollard V. Shaefifer, 1 Dallas' Rep. 210. Fowler v. Bott, 6 Mass. Rep. 63-

Wagner v. White, 4 Barr. iSo Johns. 564. Leeds v. Chatham, 1 Simon, 146, con-

tra. Ripley V. Wightman, 4 J[f' Core?, 447. Gates v. Green, 4 /"ai^re, 356. Linn

V. Ross, 10 Ohio R. 412. Allen v. Culver, 3 Denio, 284.

^ Dig. 19. 2. 15. 2. Ibid. 50. 17. 23. Code, 4. 65. 8 ; and see the copious anno-

tations in the Elzevir edition of the Corpus Juris Civilis, annexed to the article in

the code. The doctrine of the civil law is also followed in the French law, and in

the law of other countries which follow the civil law. Code Civil, n. 1722. 1733.

1 BelVs Com. 452. Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 2667. Puffendorf (b. 5. c. 6.

sec. 2) considers the rule of the civil law to be just and equitable.

« Amh. Rep. 619.
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destroyed. The calamity is mutual; and there is much
weight in the observation of the counsel, in one of the cases

referred to, that these losses by fire may often proceed from
the carelessness of tenants ; and if they can escape from the

rent, which they may deem Inconvenient, by leaving the pro-

perty carelessly exposed, it might very much lessen the in-

ducements to a reasonable and necessary vigilance on their

part, a

Inevitable accident will excuse a party from a penalty, but
will not relieve him from his covenant to perform. Thus, in

a case as early as 28 and 29 Henry YIII.,^ the party cove-

nanted to sustain and repair the banks of a river, under pain

of forfeiture of 101., and the banks were destroyed sud-

denly *by a great flood. The court held, that he was *468

(bound to repair, butwas not subjected to the penalty. (1)

^And in the modem cases, <= it has been held, that the lessee or

)
the assignee of a lease, in which the lessee covenanted for

' himself and his assigns, absolutely to repair, was bound to

repair, notwithstanding the buildings were accidentally de-

stroyed by fire. And if the premises be out of repair, the

tenant cannot make repairs at the expense of the landlord, or

deduct the amount of them out of the rent, unless there be a

special agreement for that purpose between the tenant and

his landlord.iJ But if the tenant be not under any agree-

ment to repair, and the premises become unsafe and useless

from want of repairs, the tenant from year to year may quit

without notice, and he would not be liable, in an action for

• In Hart v. Windsor, 12 Meeson & Welshy, 79. 85, the authorities are all cited

by the counsel and Mr. Baron Parke, in favour of the binding force of the contract

It pay rent on a demise of land, though occupation becomes impracticable by ca-

lamity or vis major, provided the estate continues.

"> 1 Dyer, 33. a.

» The Earl of Chestei-field v. Duke of Bolton, Gamyn's Rep. 627. Bullock v.

Dommitt, 2 Chitty's K. B. Rep. 603. S. C. 6 Term Rep. 650. Allen v. Culver, 3

Denio, 284.

^ Mumford v. Brown, 6 Oowen's Rep. 475.

(1) If premises have been devised for a term of years, and are in the actual possession of the

lessee -when a penalty was incurred for a violation of a city ordinance, the tenant is liable. The
Mayor, &e. of New-Tork v. Corlies, 2 Sand/. Ch. B. 301. A covenant to pay assessments runs
with the land. 2 Comat. B. 894.
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use and occupation, for any rent after the occupation had

ceased to be beneficial." (1)

"When rent is due, a tender upon the land is good, and pre-

vents a forfeiture. The tenant is not bound to go and seek

the landlord, provided the contract be silent as to the place of

payment ; and yet a personal tender to the landlord, off the

land, is also good.b (2) The time of payment depends upop

the contract ; and if there be no special agreement to the

contrary, the payment would be due either yearly, half yearly

or quarterly, according to the usage of the country, and the

presumed intention to conform to it. If there be no usage

in the case, the rent is due at the end of the year. But in

the city of JSTew-Tork, it is provided by statute, that, in the

absence of any special agreement, the rent is payable quar-

terly, and the hiring terminates on the first of May there-'

after. <=

}

*469 *3. Of apportionment. '

On the subject of the apportionment of rent, there

are several distinctions to be noticed. There are two modes

of apportioning rent. The one is, by granting the reversion

of part of the land out of which the rent issues ; the other,

by granting part of the rent to one person, and part to another. "5

It is laid down as a general rule, in the more ancient cases,

that if the owner of a rent service purchased part of the land

out of which the rent issued, the rent was to be apportioned

» Edwards T. Hetherington, cited in Salisbury v. Marshall, 4 Oarr. & Payne,

66. The English doctrine is, that to enable a tenant to avoid his lease, there must

be a default on the part of the landlord, as where there was either error or fraudu-

lent description of the premises, or they were rendered uninhabitable by the wrong-

ful act or default of the landlord. Lyons v. Gorton, 5 Bingham, N.O. 501. Ardeii

v. Pullen, 10 Meeson & Welshy, 321.

* Walter v. Dewey, 16 Johns. Rep. 222. Gibbs, Ch. J., Soward v. Palmer, g

Taunt. Rep. 277. Hunter v. Le Conte, 6 Oowen's Rep. 728.

» New-York Revised Statutes, vol. i. 744, sec. 1.

^ Abbott, Ch. J., 5 Barnw. & Aid. 876.

(1) But see Surplice v. Famsworth, 7 Man. <£ Orang. B. 5T6.

(2) A tender of rent on the day on "which it falls due, has been held good, though made at a

late hour in the evening. Thomas v. Heyden, 19 Vermont B. 587. But see Baldane v. John-

son, 20 Ung. L. & E. E. 498, "where it is held that he u hound to seek the lessor, and pay or

tender the rent.
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according to its just value, and the tenant was discharged of

the r§nt, in a ratio to the land purchased. But if a man had

a rent charge, and purchased or released part of the land out

of which the rent issued, the whole rent was held to be ex-

tinguished. =^
(1) The objection to the doctrine of the apportion-

ment of rent was, that it exposed the tenant to several suits or

processes of distress, for a thing which was originally entire,

and he ought not to be obliged to pay his rent in different par-

cels, and to several landlords, when he contracted to pay, in

one entire sum, to one person. But the convenience of man-

kind dictated the necessity of an apportionment of rent in a

variety of cases. Though it was a principle of the common
law that an entire contract* could not be apportioned, yet the

apportionment of rent was, under certain circumstances, al-

lowed by the common law, either on severance of the land

from which it issued, or of the reversion to which it was inci-

dent. A person has a right to sell the whole or any part of

his reversionary interest in land. It may be necessary to di-

vide his estate out on rent among his children, or to sell part

to answer the exigencies of the family ; and it would be intol-

erable if such a necessary sale worked an extinguishment of

the whole rent. The rent passes as an incident to the pur-

chaser of the reversion, and the tenant may always avoid

several suits and distresses by a punctual payment

*of his rent. The rent is to be apportioned among the *470

several owners of the reversion of the rent, according

to the value of the land ; and whenever the question becomes

a litigated one in a court of justice, it is the business of the

jury, upon evidence produced, to apportion the rent to the

value of the land. (2) These things are now generally regu-

lated by the agreement of parties, whenever a sale ofpart only

of the demised premises is made ; and the tenant has no con-

cern with the transaction, since he pays no more than his stip-

» Liu. sec. 222. Oo. Lilt. UT. b. 14*7. a. Talbot's Case, 8 Go. 104. 106. Oil-

berl on Rents, 152. 163, 164.

(1) Ao to apportionment of senioes, see Van Eeneaelaer v. Bradley, 8 Denio's JR. 135. It is

aaid, tliat if the lessee assign a part of the premises, the services multiply.

(2) Van Eensselaer's Ex. v. Gallup, 5 Demo's B. 454 In this case it was decided that the

apportionment must be according to the vahie, and not according to the number of acres of the

land.
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pulated rent, and to the claimants in tlie proportions settled by

themselves. There is no doubt, therefore, that a rent ciiarge

may be apportioned, whenever the reversioner or owner of the

rent either releases part of the rent to the tenant, or conveys

part of the land to a stranger. =• The rent is also liable to

apportionment by act of law, as in cases of descent and judi-

cial sales, i" Ifthe landlord enters upon part of the demised

premises by wrong, the better opinion is, that it suspends the

payment of the whole rent until the tenant be restored to the

whole possession, for the lessor ought not to be able so to

apportion his own wrong as to oblige the tenant to pay any

thing for the residue ;= but the rule is otherwise in the case

of a lawful entry into part of the demised premises, by the

authority of the tenant himself.*

The rule at common law was, that neither law nor equity

would apportion rent as to time, and, therefore, if the tenant

,
for life gave a lease for years, rendering a yearly rent, and

died in the course of the year, the rent could not be appor-

tioned, and the tenant would go free of rent for the first part

of the year. The principle was, that an entire contract

*471 could *not be apportioned. The imperfect perform-

ance of it depending on various acts, could not reasona-

bly afibrd a title to the whole, and from the complex nature

and uncertain value of part performance, it could not afford a

title to any part of the stipulated consideration.^ But the

• Oo. Liu. 148. a. Gilbert on Rents, 163. Farley v. Craig, 6 ffalated, 262.

•> Wotton V. Shirt, Cro. Eliz. 742. Litt. sec. 224. 1 Rol. Abr. tit. Apportion-

ment, D. pi. 3, 4, 5. The judicial sales spoken of in the cases cited were those in

•which part of a rent charge was extended on an execution, and it was held good,

though the tenant might be liable to two executions.

' 1 Rol. Abr. 940. n. Gilbert's Law of Executions, 283. Smith v. Raleigh, 3

Gampb. 513. Briggs v. Hale, 4 Leigh, 484.

^ Hodgkins v. Robson, 1 Vent. Rep. 276. Vaughan v. Blanchard, 1 Teates'

Rep. 116.

" Bro. Abr. tit Apportionment, pi. 7. 26. Olun's Case, 10 Go. 127. Jenner v.

Morgan, 1 P. Wms. 392. The Master of the Rolls, in Hay v. Palmer, 2 ibid. 502-

Cutter T. Powell, 6 Term, 320. Annuities and servants' wages, like rents, were not

in general apportionable at common law, and the rule seemed to be applicable to

all periodical payments becoming due at fixed intervals. If a servant was hired for

the month or year, and the service ceased within the time, there was no apportion-

ment of wages for the actual time of service, though the rule operated in some

cases most unjustly. Sro. Abr. tit. Apportionment, pi, 13. 22. 26. Countess of
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statute of 11 Geo. II. c. 19, sec. 15, supplied the principle,

that apportionment should be made of rent in respect to time

in such cases, and that part of the statute has been re-enacted

or adopted in this country.

»

(3.) Of the remedy.

The remedy provided by law for the recovery of rent, de-

pends upon the nature of the instrument or contract

by *which payment is secured. The suit may be an *472

action of covenant, or debt, or assumpsit, for the use

and occupation of the land. The action of assumpsit to re-

cover a reasonable satisfaction for use and occupation, was
first given by the English statute of 11 Geo. 11. c. 19, and it

has been followed by the I^. T. Bevised Statutes, vol. i. Y48,

sec. 26. If the tenant never actually went into the possession,

the remedy must be upon the lease or agreement ; and if the

tenant once entered into possession, the recovery may be,

under the English statute, for the whole term ; but in New-
York it is doubted whether the recovery could be had beyond
the period of actual occupation.'' The landlord may also re-

enter, or recover possession of the land, by the action of

Plymouth v. Throgmorton, 1 Salh. 65. But the old rule is now held to be relaxed,

and wages, it is understood, may be apportioned, upon the principle that such is

the reasonable construction of the contract of hiring. Lawrence, J., 6 Term, 326.

M'Clure t. Pyatt, 4 M'Cord, 26. Bacot v. Pamell, 2 Bailey's 8. O. Rep. 424.

And though annuities are not subject to apportionment, like rent, under the statute

of 11 George II., yet, if the annuitant dies within the quarter or year, as the case

may be, and the annuity was given for maintenance in infancy, or for the separate

maintenance of a feme covert, equity will apportion the annuity up to the day of

the annuitant's death, on the principle that the allowance was necessary. Hay
V. Palmer, 2 P. Wms. 581. Pearly v. Smith, 3 Atk. 260. Howell v. Hanforth, 2

Blacks. Rep. 1016. 17 Serg. & Rawle, 173. S. P. Dividends, or moneys invested

in stock, are also held not to be, as a general rule, apportionable, either in law or

equity. Wilson v. Harmer, 2 Vea. 672. Rasleigh v. Master, 3 Bro. 99.

• K^Y. Revised Statutes, Yo\. I *H1.&ec.'i'i. 11 Serg. d; Rawle, 111. Ex parte

Smith, 1 Swanst. Rep. 338. The editor has annexed a learned note to the last case,

on the doctrine of apportionment, as existing both before and since the statute of

11 Geo. II. The statute of 4 William IV. c. 22, in amendment of the act of 11

Geo. IL, declared, that all rents service, rents charge, and other rents, annuities,

dividends, and all other payments of every description, made payable at fixed pe-

riods, should be apportioned, and it provided for the recovery of the apportioned

parts from the last period of payment.

•> Wood V. Wilcox, 1 Denio, 37. Oroswell v. Crane, 7 Barb. 8. C. Rep, 192.
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ejectment, for non-payment of rent, provided half a year's

rent or more be in arrear, and no sufficient distress can be

found ; and ifthe tenant, in such a case, does not redeem within

six months after execution issued, the land will be deemed
discharged from the lease or contract. =^ But the more usual,

prompt and effectual remedy is by distress, which was provid-

ed by the common law, and has been regulated and greatly

improved by statute in England'and in this country. *>

In ITew-Tork we have adopted the common law on the sub-

ject of distress for rent, and we have likewise re-enacted the

substance of the English statutes of 63 Hen. III., 3 Edw. I.,

13 Edw. I., 21 Hen. VHI., 17 Car. H, 2 W. and M., 8 Anne,

and 4 and 11 Geo. 11.,"= and which statutes were made on pur-

pose to control abuses, and mitigate the rigour of the common
law, as well as render more certain and effectual the right of

re-entry on the part of the landlord. "^ The English common
and statute law, in relation to distress for rent, and the relief

of landlords, has been generally, and, I apprehend, essentially

adopted in several of the other states, as, for instance, in E^ew-

Jersey," Pennsylvania,f Delaware, Indiana,? Illinois,'' Mary-

land, Yirginia,' Kentucky,] Mississippi,"^ South Carolina and

» This was the provision of the statute of 4 Geo. II., aod it was adopted in New-

York, (iV". T. R. Statutes, vol. ii. 505,) and probably in several of the other states.

^ The summary proceedings by distress, in its two branches for damage feasant

for cattle, and for arrears of rent, have come down from the Anglo-Saxon times, as

is shown by Sir Francis Palgrave, in his Rise and Progress of the English Com-

monwealth, c. 6.

^ N.Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. ^i1. sec. 18—24. Ibid. vol. ii. 500—505.

i In New-Yorli, by statute of 13th May, 1816, c. 274, the remedy of distress for

rent is abolished, and the right of re-entry reserved to the landlord by lease or

grant, in default of goods, was regulated. The re-entry can be made only upon

fifteen days' previous notice thereof.

= Elmer's Dig. 134. 302. R. S. of New-Jersey, 184T, tit. 4. c. 3.

f Pardon's Perm. Dig. 870—878. Quinu v. Wallace, 6 Wharlon, 452.

E In Indiana the landlord cannot distrain in person or by his bailiff ; but under

the statute of 1824, he must go before a justice of the peace, and on oath obtain a

warrant to a constable to make the distress, and if the tenant replevies the goods,

he gives bond to prosecute the landlord, and not the officer. Harris v. M'Faddin

2 Blachf. Ind. Rep. 70. Statutes of Indiana, 1838, p. 472.

ii Revised Laws of Illinois, edit. 1833.

Act of 1792. Revised Code of Virginia, vol. L 214.

' Statute of Kentucky, 1811.

^ Revised Code of Mississippi, 1824. 3 Howard's R. 54.
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Georgia ;a but the whole law has been judicially declared

in North Carolina to be irreconcilable with the

*spirit of their laws and goyernment, and to be of no *473

force in that stated It is deemed to be equally objec-

tionable, in the opinion of judicial authority, in South Caro-

lina, and iit to be abolished, as being an unreasonable and

oppressive relict of the feudal system, and repugnant to the

policy of our institutions." The common law method of dis-

tress for rent is expressly abolished by statute in Alabama.'^

In Louisiana, the English remedy for rent essentially prevails,

for the lessor has a right of pledge on the movable effects of

the lessee found upon the premises, and also on the movable
effects of third persons being in a house or store on the prem-

ises by their consent, express or implied. The right does not

extend to goods transiently or accidentally on the premises,

' Hartshorn v. Kiermau, 2 Hahtcd'sRep.^^. HoskiDS v. Paul, 4 ibid. 110.

Woglam V. Cowperthwaite, i Dallas' Rep. 68. Garret v. Hewlett, 1 HarT.dt

Johns. 3. City County of Charleston v. Price, 1 M'Cord's Rep. 299. Dorsey v.

Hays, 7 Harr. <Sc Johns. 370. !N"eale v. Clautice, ibid. 372. Smith v. Meanes, 16

Serg. d: Rawle, 375. Ridge v. Wilson, 1 Blackford's Ind. Rep. 409. Wright v-

Matthews, 2 ibid. 187. Mayo v. Winfree, 2 Leigh,S10. Jones v. Murdaugh, ibid.

447. Cripps V. Talvaude, 4 J/'Ord, 20. Burket v. Bond e, S Dana's Ken. Rep.

209. Walker's Miss. Rep. 170. 349. Hale v. Burton, Dudley's Rep. 105. Holch-

kiss' Code of Statute Laws of Georgia.

'' Dalgelish v. Grandy, Catn. & Nor. Rep. 22. Deaver v. Eice, 3 Battle's Rep.

431.

" Youngblood t. Lowry, 2 M'Cord's Rep. 39. But, notwithstanding this strong

language, the law of distress is still in force in South Carolina, aud the statute of

1808 even allows landlords to distrain for double rent from the demand of posses-

sion when the tenant holds over for three months after notice to quit. Talvande

V. Cripps, 3 M'Gord, 147. Reeves v. McKenzie, 1 Bayley, 497. The statute of 11

Geo. II. c. 19, relative to pleadings in replevin in cases of distress for rent, has

been adopted in practice. Moorhead v. Barrett, 1 Cheeves' Law Rep. in S. 0. 99.

But the statute of 32 Hen. VIII. c. 37, giving the power of distress to executors,

(fee, was never in force in South Carohna. Bagwell v. Jamison, iJ. 249. It is wor-

thy of notice, that the process of distress and the taking of pledges, was the Anglo-

Saxon mode of enforcing the appearance of the defendant iu suits at law. No

other process was originally known to the common law. The free and sturdy

Saxons would not submit to personal arrests. Palgrave's Rise and Progress of

the English Commonwealth, vol. ii. 133.

J Aikin's Dig. 2d edit. 357. In Tennessee and Ohio it is stated that the law of

distress for rent does not exist. Treatise on Landlord and Tenant, by John N.

yai/Zor, New-York, 1844, p. 230, and which is a learned and valuable digest of the

American law on the subject.
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and the lessor may exercise his right of seizing the goods

while on the land, or within fifteen days after they are re-

moved, provided they continue to be the property of the les-

see.* In the New-England states their law of attachment on

mesne process may have superseded the law of distress for

rent ; hut under their attachment laws, the principles of the

common law doctrine of distress seem to have been essentially

assumed, subject to the same checks and limitations which,

under the English statute law and modern decisions, have

modified and improved them.'' I shall, therefore, proceed to

consider the remedy by distress for rent, upon the principles

of the English common and statute law, as being incorpora-

ted into the jurisprudence of most of the United States.

The exorbitant authority and importance of the feudal aris-

tocracy, and the extreme dependence, and even vassalage of

the tenants, was the occasion of introducing the law of dis-

tresses, and which summary remedy is applicable to no other

contracts for the payment of money, than those between land-

lord and tenant. The non-payment of rent, or non-

*4:74: performance *of any other stipulated service, was

originally, by the feudal law, a forfeiture of the feud,

and the lord was at liberty to enter and re-assume. The se-

verity of those feudal forfeitures was then changed, and in-

tended to be softened into the right of distress, which was

borrowed, as Baron Gilbert supposes," froni the civil law, for

by that law the creditor had a right to seize a pledge in order

to obtain justice. So, under the feudal law, instead of insist-

ing upon an absolute forfeiture of the land, or even of the

» Civil Code of Louisiana, art 26'76—2679.

•> Potter V. Hall, 3 Pick. Rep. 368. The regulation of the law of distress was

made by statute in Massachusetts as early as 1 641 .Digest of Massachusetts Zahs,

lOTS. The remedy by the writ of replevin for goods distrained or impounded, is

regulated by statute in Connecticut. Revised Statutes, 1821 ; and by statute in

1838, the writ of replevin is extended to debts taken by process of foreign attach-

ment. Statutes of Connecticut, 1838, p. 506. The same remedy was provided for

goods impounded or distrained, by the Plymouth Colony Laws, 16*71. See Bing-

ham's edit. 256. 276. See, also. Revised Statutes of Vermont, 1839, p. 197. The

writ of replevin is given for goods unduly distrained or attached ; but I apprehend

the remedy for non-payment of rent, in the New-England states, is not by distress

but by action of debt or assumpsit. See Mass. R. 8. c. 60. sec. 22, 23.

" Gilbert on Distresses, 2.
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right of the lord to enter and hold the lands nntil the tenant

had rendered his service, the law substituted the seizure of

the cattle, and other movables found upon the land, and

allowed them to be detained as a pledge until the damages

were paid. (1) This power of distress, as anciently used, was

soon found to be as grievous and oppressive as the feudal for-

feiture. It was equally distressing to the tenant to be strip-

ped in an instant of all his goods and chattels, for arrearages

of rent, as it was to be turned out of the possession of his

farm. The power of distraining for rent, and other feudal

services, became an engine of the most insupportable tyranny

and oppression.!! These abuses were first stated in the sta-

tute of 51 Hen. III., De Distriotione Sacoa/rii, wherein it is

mentioned, that the commonalty of the realm had sustained

great damage by wrongful taking of distresses for the king's

debts ; and it provided, that when beasts should be distrained

and impounded, the owner might feed them without disturb-

ance ; and that the things distrained should not be sold until

the expiration of fifteen days ; and that if there were any

chattels to distrain, neither beasts of the plough, nor sheep,

should be distrained ; and that the distress should be reason-

able in amount, according to the estimation of neighbours.

In the following year, the statute of Marlebridge, in the

52 Henry HI., was passed, providing more generally

against the abuse of the *right of distress, and that sta- *4:75

tute stated the abuses of landlords in strong language

:

Magnates graves ultiones fecerunt, et districtiones guosque

redemptiones recAjperunt ad voluntatem suam. What made

the grievance more insupportable was, that the lords refused

to permit the king's courts to take cognizance of the distresses

which they had made at their own pleasure, and, therefore,

as Sir Edward Coke observes, they assumed to be judges

in their own causes, contrary to the solid maxim of the com-

mon law.'' This statute restored the authority of the regular

* Gilbert on Distresses, 3.
i" 2 Inst. 102, 103.

(1) To entitle a landlord to re-entry at common law for a breacsh of covenant, he must make
an actual demand of the exact rent due, on the Tery day it becomes due, at a convenient time

before sunset, at the particular place where payable, or at the most notorious place on the pre-

mises demised. Van Eensselaer T. Jewett, 2 Oomst. B. 141.

YoL. HI. 38
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courts, and ordered all distresses to be reasonable, and that

whoever made an excessiTe distress should be grievously

amerced. The distress was not to be taken or driven out of

the county, and it was not to be made upon a public high-

way, and a remedy by replevin was given for a vsTongful dis-

tress. By these salutary provisions, the power of distress was

confined to the original intention of the law, which was to

seize the tenant's goods by way q^ pledge, in order to compel

him to perform his feudal engagements.*

The common law also imposed several benign restrictions

upon this summary and somewhat perilous authority of dis-

tress. It forbade perishable articles to be distrained, because

all pledges ought to be returned in the same good condition

as when taken. It forbade the tools and implements of a

man's trade, as well as the beasts of the plough, to be dis-

trained, provided other articles could be found ; because the

taking of such articles would tend to produce an utter ina-

bility in me tenant to redeem the pledge.^ The goods were

also to be put into a pound, and there kept safely, without

being used by the landlord, until they were redeemed."

*4:76 *But if the tenant was disposed to controvert the

legality of the distress, either by denying any rent to

be due, or by averring it to be paid, the law provided him

with a remedy by the writ of replevin ; which was a writ

authorizing the sheriff to take back the pledge and deliver it

to the tenant, on receiving security from him to prosecute

the writ to effect, and to return the chattels- taken, if he

should fail in making good his defence.^

In modern times, the whole policy of the law respecting

distresses has been changed. It was inconvenient, if not

absurd, that property should be kept in an active state in

« Gilbert on Distresses, 4. 34.

•> 2 Inst. 132, 183. Gilbert ore Distresses, 85, 36.

» Cro. Jac. 148. A tender of anaenda comes too late after the goods distrained

for rent or for trespass are impounded, for they are then in the custody of the" law.

Pilkington's Case, 6 Co. 16. a. Ladd v. Thomas, 12 Adolph. & Mlis, ll*/. It is

good -while the chattels remain in the custody of the distrainor. Browne v. Powell,

12 E. Moore, 454. Hilson v. Blain, 2 Bailey's S. 0. Rep. 168.

4 In New-Hampshire, judgment for the defendant in replevin is not for the re-

turn of the goods, but for the value of the chattels replevied in damages. Bell v.

Bartlett, 1 N. K Rep. 118.
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order to compel a man to perform his stipulated payment. A
distress at this day is no more than a summary mode of seiz-

ing and selling th^ tenant's property to satisfy the rent which

he owes ; and the extent and manner of the operation have

been changed, and made entirely reasonable and just, and

equally conduciye to the security of the landlord and the

protection of commerce.

When rent is due and unpaid, and when no judgment in a

personal action has been had for the recovery of the same,"

the landlord, upon demand, may enter immediately, by him-

self or his agent, •• upon the demised premises, and distrain

any goods and chattels that are to be found there, belonging

to the tenant or others ; and this right of the landlord to

distrain any goods and chattels upon the premises, is founded

upon reasons of public policy, to prevent collusion and fraud.<^

* New-Yorh Revised Statutes, vol. ii. BOO. sec. 2. In Maryland, by statute, in

1832, the remedy by distress for rent, payable in grain or other produce, was

regulated. In Pennsylvania, judgment in debt for rent, without satisfaction, does

not take away the remedy by distress. Bantlion v. Smith, 2 Binney's Rep. 146.

The statute of 8 Anne, c. 14, authorized distress during six months after the end

of the term, if the lessoi's title and the tenant's possession still continued. This is

the statute law, also, in Virginia and Kentucky ; and the statute in the latter state

authorizes the distress, though the tenant has removed his effects from the land.

Lougee v. Colton, 2 B. Monroe's R. 115.

•> As a check to abuse in the exercise of the right of distress, the New-York Re-

vised Statutes, vol. ii. 501. sec. 2, 3. 8, require that no distress shall be made for

any rent for which a judgment shall have been recovered in a personal action ; and

they also require every disti-ess to be made by the sheriff or one of his deputies, or

by a constable or marshal of the city or town, and upon the previous affidavit of

the landlord or his agent, of the amount of rent due, and the time when. So, in

Georgia, the distress warrant is to be granted by a justice of the peace. Prince's

Dig. 1831, 687.

« Gorton v. Faulkner, 4 Term Rep. 665. Jones v. Powell, 5 Barnw. & Cress.

6i1. A stranger's goods on the land may be distrained even for a rent charge.

Safirey v. Elgood, 1 Adolph. & Ellis, 191. In Virginia, by statute, in 1818, the

property of strangers found upon the premises, is exempted from distress. 4 Ran-

dolph, 334. In Gorton v. Faulknei-, Mr. J. Ashurst considers the foundation of the

princinle that the goods of the stranger may be taken, to be, that the landlord is

supposed to give credit to the visible stock on the premises, and he ought, there-

fore, to have recourse to every thing he finds there. But the Chief Justice, in

Brown v. Sims, 11 Serg. & Rawle, 138, was of opinion, that the right of distraining

a strangei-'s goods on the premises, rested on no principle of reason or justice, and

he thought that the constantly growing exceptions to that part of the law of dis-

tress, would, in the end, eat out the i-ule itself. So, again, in Riddle v. Welden, 5
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This was the rule of the common law.* But this in-

*4:77 convenient *privilege is subject to many exceptions.

Articles that may be temporarily placed upon the land

by way of trade, and belonging to third persons,'' are ex-

empted from distress, on the broad principle of public conve-

nience, and for the benefit of commerce. The goods of a

guest, <= or a horse at a public inn, or sent to a livery stable to

be taken care of, or the goods of a boarder at a boarding-

house, or corn at a mill, or cloth at a tailor's shop, or goods

delivered to a person exercising a public trade, to be wrought

or managed in the way of his business, or a grazier's cattle

put upon the land for a night, on theway to market, or goods

deposited in a warehouse or with an auctioneer for sale, or on

storage in the way of trade, or goods of a principal in the

hands of a factor, are not distrainable for xentA The exemp-

Wharton, 1, tbe Ch. J. of Pennsylvania looked veiy unfavourably upon the extent

of the English law of distress ; and it vras adjudged in that case, that the effects of

a lodger and boarder were exempt from distress for rent due from the keeper of

the boarding-house, and it was considered that the whole law of special exemp-

tions rested on the principle of public convenience. In New-Jersey, by statute,

the goods on the premises not belonging to the tenant are exempted from distress

for rent due from the tenant. New-Jersey Revised Laws, 201. sec. 8. Elmer's

Dig. 135. iJ. S. New-Jersey, 1847. This is also the case in Illinois. Revised Laws

of Illinois, 1833. In Ohio, the wi'it of replevin lies for goods and chattels wrong-

fully detained ; but I do not perceive, in the " enacted and revised" laws of Ohio,

of 1831, any allusion specially to distress for rent. The statute law of Missouri

allows the writ of replevin, in the case of goods wrongfully taken or wrongfully

detained, but in no other case, and it is silent as to the remedy by distress for rent.

It gives remedy by action for the recovery of rent. Revised Statutes of Missouri,

376. The Kentucky statute of 1811, on this subject, gives the landlord a light to

distrain the goods of his tenant or sub-tenant only, and thus exempts from the

distress warrant the goods of all other persons, even those bona fide purchased of

the tenant, and still remaining on the premises. And this power of distress for

rent does not extend to the interest of a mortgagor, or his equity of redemption in

goods mortgaged. Snyder v. Hitt, 2 Dana's Ken. Rep. 204. Oraddook v. Rid-

dlesberger, ihid. 212.

» Beadley on Distress, 106. Butler v. Morgen, 8 Watts & Berg. 53.

' Hoskins v. Paul, 4 Halsted, 110.

• The property of boarders at taverns and boarding-houses is not liable to dis-

tress for rent, although the property be in the possession and actual use of the ten-

ant by their permission. Stone v. Matthews, 7 Hill N. Y. R. 429.

* 2 Saund. Rep. 289. a. n. 7. Gisbourne v. Hurst, 1 Salk Rep. 249. 3 Slacks.

Com. 8. Oilman v. Elton, 3 Brod. dt Ring. 76. Co. Litt. 47. a. Thompson v. Ma-

shiter, 1 Ring. Rep. 283. Matthias v. Mesnard, 2 Carr. & Payne, 353. Brown v.

Sims, 17 Serg. & Rawle, 138. Toungblood v. Lowry, 2 M'Oord's Rep. 39. Adams
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tion would seem to be general in those cases in which the

course of business necessarily puts the tenant in temporary-

possession of the property of his customers. =1 "With respect

to the cattle of a stranger found upon the land, there is this

distinction, that if they broke in they are distrainable imme-
diately, but if the fences were bad they are not distrainable,

until the owner, after notice, has neglected to take them
away.b Corn and grass, whether growing or cut, are seizable

by way of distress, and those articles and cattle may be se-

cured or impounded upon the premises, and there sold.^

The distress must be reasonable, and it cannot *be made *4:78

in a public highway, or removed out of the county.''

The highway, in particular, ought to be secure to the tenant

for the intercourse of commerce, and the preservation of

peace and good order.

V. Grove, 1 Orompton S Meeson, 380. Riddle v. Weldon, 5 Wliarton, 1. Connah

V. Hale, 23 Wendell's R. 462. Owen v. Boyle, 22 Maine R. 47. This last case

related to goods stored in a warehouse for reshipment, and was decided, after great

discussion, by a majority of the court, not to be distrainable. If a stranger's goods

be on the demised premises without his fault, and he endeavours to reclaim them

with due diligence, and without any voluntai-y delay, they are not in that case and

in that plight distrainable for rent So, the purchaser of goods at a sheriff's sale

must remove them in a reasonable time, (and which is very short,) or they will be

liable to distress for rent. Gilbert v. Moody, 17 WendelVs Rep. 354.

• This was a principle declared by the Ch. J. of Pennsylvania, in Brown v. Sims,

17 Serg. & Rawle, 138, and Riddle v. Weldon, 5 Wharton, 1, and by Mr. Justice

Cowen, in Connah v. Hale, 23 Wendell, 472—477.

In South Carolina, estrays, though levant et couchant, are not distrainable for

rent ; but the cattle of third persons, put on the premises with the consent of the

owners, are liable to distress Reeves v. McKenzie, 1 Bailey's Rep. 4^1. i

" Corn growing, and sold on
fi. fa,, and left on the land to be reaped, is not dis-

ti-ainable for rent accraing after seizure on the execution. Wright v. Dewes, 3

Neville & Manning, 790. Peacock v. Purvis, 2 Brod. & Bing. 362. S. P. (1)

^ By the New- York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 501 . sec. 5, 6, the distress cannot be

driven out of the town, except to a pound within three miles distance, and within

the same county ; and all beasts and chattels taken at one time, must be kept, as

near as may be, in the same place. !Nor can goods distrained be removed, if ten-

der of the rent be made before they are impounded or removed.' Vertue v. Beas-

ley, 2 Moody & Malkin, 21. If sufficient distress be made, and afterwards aban-

doned without any reasonable excuse, a second distress for the same rent is illegal

Dawson v. Cropp, Q. B. 1845.

(1) Pitts T. Hendrix, 6 0eo. B. 452. A purchaser under foreclosure is entitled to growing

crops, in preference to a claimant under the mortgagor, subsequent to the mortgage. Jones

,. Thomas, 8 Blackf. B. 428.
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Nor can beasts of the plough, sheep, or implements of a

man's trade, be taken for rent, so long as other property can

be found ; but they may be distrained if not in actual use at

the time, and there be no other sufficient distress on the prem-

ises.a In the case of Simpson v. Hartopp^ the question was,

whether a stocking frame, in the actual use of a weaver at

the time, was distrainable for rent ; and after two distinct

arguments, at different terms, it was adjudged that it was not.

Lord Ch. J. Willes took an accurate and elaborate view of

the law on the subject ; and it was stated, that there were

several sorts of things not distrainable at common law. 1.

Things annexed to the freehold, such, for instance, as furnaces,

millstones and chimney-pieces. 2. Things delivered to a

person exercising a public trade, to be worked up or managed
in the way of his trade, as a horse at a smith's shop, material

sent to a weaver, a horse brought to an inn ; though with

respect to a carriage at a livery stable, it has since been deter-

mined, <= that it was not privileged from distress for rent by
the lessor of the stable. 3. Cocks or sheaves of corn."* 4.

Beasts of the plough and instruments of husbandry. 5. In-

struments of a man's trade. These two last sorts were
*4:'79 only exempted from distress sub modo ; *that is, upon

the supposition that there was other sufficient distress.

The court, in that case, held, that the stocking frame was
privileged from distress while the party was actually using it,

even though there was no other distress on the premises. If

it had not been in actual use, it might have been distrained
;

and if things in actual occupancy could be distrained, it

«

» Gorton v. Faulkner, 4 Term Bep. 665. Fenton v. Logan, 9 Bing. Rep. 616. 2

Inst. 1 32, 133. New-York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 502. sec. 13. In Louisiana the

landlord has a privilege, by way of pledge, on the tools of a tradesman found on

the premises, for the payment of rent. Parker v. Starkweather, 19 Martin, 337.
t Willed Rep. 512.

" Francis v. Wyatt, 3 Burr. Rep. 1498. This case was questioned as to the ac-

curacy of the report, by Mr. J. Patterson, in Brown v. Sbevill, 4 Neville & Man-
ning, 277, where it was held, that all goods sent to a tradesman to be wrought up-

on in the trade, were, while in bis custody, protected from distress ; and that the

rule applied to the case of a beast sent to a butcher to be slaughtered for the

sender.

^ Cocks and sheaves of corn are distrainable in England by statute, but as

there is no such statute in Indiana, the common law rule prevails. Given v. Blann.

3 Blackf. IruL Rep. 64.
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would, as Lord Kenyon observed,a perpetually lead to a
breach of the peace. The case of Webh y. Bell^ seems to

have laid down a contrary doctrine to a certain extent ; for it

was there held, that two horses, and the harness fastened to a
cart laden with corn, might be distrained for rent. But Lord
Ch. J. Willes doubted the law of that case ; and even in the

case itself a doubt is suggested, whether, if a man had been
upon the cart, the whole team would not have been privileged

for the time.<= In Massachusetts, under their law of attach-

men upon mesne process, which is analogous to the common
law doctrine of distress for rent, it has been held, that a

stage-coach at a tavern, in preparation, and nearly ready to

depart, might be attached ; and the court inclined to think,

that stage-coaches, steamboats, and vessels in actual use, might
be attached, though the decision did not go to that broad

extent."*

• storey V. Kobinson, 6 Term Rep. 138. Fenton v. Logan, 9 Bing. Rep. CtB.

Field V. Adames, 12 Adolph. & Ellis, 649. S. P.
i" 1 Sid. Rep. 440.

• The sheriff, on execution, may seize a horse, though the owner is riding him at

the time, which is not allowed in the case of a distress. State v. Billiard, 3 Iredell's

N. C. Rep. 102. In Musprat v. Gregory, 1 Meeson S Welsby, 634, the question as

to articles privileged from distress was discussed with great learning and refinement,

and it was held that the boat of a manufacturer, placed for receiving and carrying

away salt on a canal, was not privileged, inasmuch as the salt to be conveyed was

not privileged on the ground of the benefit of trade, or within any of the five

rules of exemption laid down by Ch. J. Willes.

i Potter V. Hall, 3 Pick. Rep. 368. The New-York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 601,

502, sec. 10, ibid. 367. sec. 22, specially exempt spinning wheels, weaving looms,

and stoves, kept for use in a dwelling-house, books, not exceeding $50 in value,

and kept and used as part of the family librai-y, a pew occupied by the family in

a place of public worship, sheep to the number of ten, with their fleeces, and the

cloth manufactured from them, one cow, two swine, and a few necessary articles of

provisions and furniture, as well as wearing apparel and bedding, and owned by a

householder, and the necessary tools of a mechanic to the value of $25, from dis-

tress for rent, as well as from execution. So, certain articles, as looms, spinning

wheels, stoves, wool, flax, &e., to 20 lbs. weight, loaned or furnished to indigent widows

and females, are exempt from distress and from execution. New- York Statutes,

April 15th, 1814, c. 141. The exemption of personal property from distress for

rent and sale, under execution, was still further extended in New-York in 1 842.

Laws N. Y. sess. 65. c. 157. It exempts necessary household furniture, and working

tools, and team owned by any householder, or having a family for wbich he pro-

vides, to the value not exceeding $150, provided the exemption be not applied to

a demand on execution for the purchase money of such articles. In the case of
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*4:80 *After the distress has been duly made, if the goods

be not replevied within five days after notice, the stat-

Quacbenbush v. Banks, 1 Denio, 128, (1) it was adjudged that this exemption act

of New-York of property from distress for rent and from execution, so far as it

affected the remedy on past contracts, was void, as impairing the obligation of con-

tracts. So, "when a man dies, leaving a widow and minor children, there shall be a

like exemption ; and so, any assignment, sale or pledge of property so exempted,

the consideration for which was intoxicating liquors, is declared to be void. But

things annexed to the freehold for the purpose oftrade or manufacture, and not fixed

into the wall of any building, so as to be essential to its support, and grain,

grass and roots, whether growing or gathered and remaining on the land, may be

distrained. On the other hand, personal property deposited with, or hired, or lent

to the tenant with the consent of the landlord, cannot be distrained ; nor can the

property of others which accidentally strays on the premises, or is deposited with

the tavern-keeper, or the keeper of a warehouse, in the usual course of their busi-

ness, or deposited with any person for the purpose of being repaired or manufac-

tured. Jbid. vol. ii. 502. sec. 10. 14. The property of boarders at taverns and

boarding-houses is also exempt in Ifew-York from distress for rent. Zaws of New-

York, sess. 66. c. 200. The statute laws of the other states, no doubt, exempt from

attachment, execution or distress, or other legal process, necessary ai'ticles, requisite

to keep families from suffering, including all necessary tools of a man's trade, or for

limited agricultural business. 5 Mass. Rep.ZlS. i Conn. Hep. 450. 2 Wharton,

26. Acts of Georgia, December 22d, 1822 and 1834. Act of Maine, 1838, c.

SC?. Statutes of Tennessee, dted in 1 Humphrey's R. 591,392. The statute of

Alabama, in 1832, is exceedingly liberal on this point. It exempts from all legal

process " two cows and calves, 600 lbs. of meat, 100 bushels of coi*, all books, a

pair of work oxen, all tools or implements of trade, 20 head of hogs," &c. The

statute law of Kentucky, of 1828, exempts from execution against a housekeeper

with a family, one work beast, and no more of that kind of property ; and the sta-

tute of Michigan (1839) exempts from execution private libraries, not exceeding in

value, in the whole, |100. The statute law of Georgia, of December 11th, 1841,

exempts from execution founded on contracts in favour of heads of families,

twenty acres of land, and an additional _;f?)e acres for each child of defendant under

fifteen yeai-s of age, provided the land derives its chief value from its adaptation

to agricultural purposes. If the defendant owns more than twenty acres, he is to

procure twenty acres to be laid off, so as to include the dwelling-house and im-

provements on the tract, not exceeding in value $1,200. The exemption is further

extended to one horse and ten head of hogs, &c. By the constitution of Wiscon-

sin, adopted in 1846, 40 aci-es of land, to be selected by the husband, or the

homestead of a family not in any city or village and not exceeding 40 acres ; or

city or vitlage'lots, being the homestead of a family, and not exceeding in value

$1,000, are not to be subject to sale on execution for debts subsequently contracted,

though such exemption is not to affect any mechanic's or labourer's lien, nor mort-

gages lawfully obtained, nor shall such property be alienated by the husband with-

out the wife's consent.

.By the Roman law, the landlord's lien for his rent of a farm was confined to the

(1) Dickerson v. Van Tine, 1 Saucy. (Lam) 21. 724.
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ute of New-York has provided, that the goods shall be forth-

with appraised, and sold at pubiic vendue, under the superin-

tendence of a sheriff or constable, towards satisfaction of rent.

»

And this law of distress is liable to so much abuse on the

part of the landlord, and tenants are so often driven to des-

perate expedients to elude the promptitude and rapidity of

the recovery, that the law has been obliged to hold out the

penalty of double damages against the one, if he distrains

when no rent is due, and of treble damages against the other,

if he unlawfully rescues the goods distrained.'' If the tenant

holds over, the possession may be recovered, in New-York, by
the landlord, under a new and summary course of proceed-

ing.<= The proceeding applies to tenants for years, and from

year to year, or for part of a year, or at will, or at sufferance,

and to the assigns, under tenants or legal representatives of

such tenant ; and it applies to holding over after the expira-

tion of the term without permission, or after default in the

payment of rent pursuant to contract. This provision was
however qualified subsequently by statute, in cases where the

unexpired term of the lease exceeds five years at the time of

issuing the warrant ;! and it gives the tenant, or his repre-

produce of the field. Neither cattle, nor implements of husbandry, nor furniture,

were included. But the rule varied in the case of houses rented, and the permanent

movables within the house were liable to distress for rent. Dig. 20. 2. 1. 1. (1)

"^ N. T. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 504. sec. 24, 25, 26 ; and within ten days after

the sale, the oflScers must file, in the oflBce of the town clerk, the original warrant

of distress, and the original affidavit of the landlord or his agent. Ibid. 601. sec. 9.

^ N.Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 504. sec. 23. 2*7. Executors and administrators

have, as such, the usual remedy by distress for non-payment of rent. lb. vol. i. 747.

° Ibid. vol. ii. 512. sec. 28. In Connecticut summary process to obtain possession

is also given in favour of the owner, when the lessee holds over. Revised Statutes

of Connecticut, 1821, p. 307. There is probably a summary remedy to obtain pos-

session as against a lessee, who^ught to quit, given by statute in the states gene-

rally. The statute of 1 and 2 Vict. u. 74, also gives a summary remedy where the

tenant holds over, where there is no rent, or the rent does not exceed £20 a year.

i Laws N. Y. April 12, 1842, c. 240.

(1) Exemptions of portions of debtors' property are increasing in various states of the Union,

and seem to indicate a progressive policy in this respect. In New-Torlc, the honse and land of

the debtor, he being a householder and having a fanaily, to the value of one thousand dollars, are

now exempt from sale under execution. To entitle them to such exemption, a notice that they

are designed to be held as a homestead, must be recorded in the clerk's office of the county.

This exemption is additional to that which previously protected certain personal property of the

debtor. See vol. Hi. p. 4T9, n. a. Zaws o/JTew- Kir*, 1850, p. 499. ch. 260. Similar laws exist in

Vermont, Lams of Yermont, 1849. And in Iowa, Laws, 1849, ch. 80. And in Ohio, Laws, 1850.
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sentatives, or Ms judgment creditor, or mortgagee, one year

after possession recovered by the landlord, to redeem.

*481 But in the case of a tenancy *at will, or by sufferance,

one month's previous notice in writing to the tenant to

remove must have been given ; and in case the proceeding be

for non-payment of rent, there must have been a previous de-'

mand for the rent, or three days' notice in writing, to pay or

deliver the possession.^ This'summary remedy for non-pay-

ment ofrent applies also where the tenant has been discharged

under any insolvent act, as to his debts or person, or after the

estate has been sold under an execution against such person. i"

But it does not apply, when it shall appear that satisfaction

for the rent might have been obtained by distress ; and the

whole provision is general, and applies to every part of the

estate. At common law, distress could only be made on the

land out of which the rent issues ;= but now, by statute, if the

tenant carries away his goods, before or after the rent becomes

due, leaving the rent unpaid, the goods of such tenant are

not only liable to be seized wherever found, at any time

within thirty days after the rent becomes due, though the

removal may have been at any time within six months pre-

ceding, but the tenant forfeits double the value of the goods

if the removal was fraudulent.^ And in' order to give

' N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. '745. sec. 1, 8, 9, vol. ii.513. sec. 28. A mortga-

gor, after forfeiture, is not that kind of tenant who can be dispossessed in this sum-

mary way. Roach v. Cosine, 9 Wendell's R. 227.

^ N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 513. sec. 28. In^Pennsylvania, under their

statutes, a summary remedy for recovery of possession is given to the landlord,

when the tenant removes without leaving goods sufficient to pay three months' rent,

and the tenant refuses to give security to pay it. Fratag v. Anderson, 1 Ashmead,

98. Black v. Anderson, ibid. 121. But this remedy does not deprive the landlord

of his action for the rent, though he may have repiAsessed himself of the premises.

Rubicum v. Williams, ibid. 230.

" This doctrine was enforced with great strictness in the case of Buszard v. Capel,

(8 Barnw. & Oress. 141. i 6 Bingham, 150. S. C. oneri-or,) where it was decided,

that a barge attached to a wharf by a rope could not be distrained for rent by the

lessor of the wharf, though the land on which the wharf stood was demised; and

the iise of tjie land in the river Thames opposite the wharf, between high and low-

water mark, was demised as appurtenant to the wharf, but not the land itself over

which the barge floated when it was distrained. See, also, Winslow v. Henry, 5

Hill N. K iJ. 481.

^ N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 502. sec. 15. 503, sec. 16, 17. Reynolds v. Shuler,

5 Ooiwen's Rep. 323. The statute of New-York goes further than the English
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further and effectual *security to tha rent of the land- *4:82

lord, where the rent is certain,"- the statute of 8 Anne,
c. 14, declared, (and that provision has been very generally

re-enacted in. this country,) that no goods of a tenant, or of

any other person being on the premises, and liable to distress,

can be taken on an execution at the instance of a creditor,

until arrears of rent due at the time, and not exceeding one

year, be previously deducted. •> The sheriff must have notice

(and either written or parol is sufficient) of the landlord's

claim, otherwise he is not bound to know who the landlord is,

or what rent is in arrear." The one year's rent to the land-

lord, in case of execution against the personal property of the

tenant, refers to the last year's rent -j^ and by the Bevised

Statutes of New- York, if the tenant denies that rent is due

statute of 11 George II., or the statute of Pennsylvania of WXI, for by them the

goods must have been removed after the rent was due, to authorize the landlord

to distrain them. Grace v. Shively, 12 Serg. & Rawle, 21*7. The Pennsylvania

statutes of 1172 and of 1825 (the last being a supplement to the other) require the

removal to be fraudulent. Purfel v. Sands, 1 Ashmead's Rep. 120. The law in

Louisiana goes beyond the statute in New-York, for if the tenant removes his

goods from the premises, and abandons them, he becomes liable at once for the rent

of the whole term due and to become due. The tenant is considered as withholding

from the landlord the pledge he had for the rent, but execution only goes for the

rent actually payable, and so toties quoties monthly during the period of the term.

The doctrine was taken from the Roman law, and the equity of it recommended it

strongly to the Louisiana courts. Christy v. Cazanave, 2 Martin, N. S. 451. Rey-

nolds V. Swain, 13 Louisiana Rep. 193. In Kentucky, where the tenant is about to

remove bis effects, attachment for rent lies before it is due, if the rent be payable

in money. Poer v. Peebles, 1 B. Monroe, 1.

» Risley v. Ryle, 11 Meeson & WeUby, 16.

> N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 746. sec. 12—17. Russell v. Doty, 4 Cowen's

Rep. 676. Statutes of Virginia, Kentucky, Ac. 2 Dtma's Ken. Rep. 208. Fur-

don's Dig. Perm. 378. 6 Robinson's Louis. R. 385, R. S. N. Jersey, 1847, tit. 4.

c. 7, has the English statutes and remedies on the subject of landlords and tenants

condensed. Indeed, the statute code of New-Jersey had adhered closely to the

rules of the common law and of the English remedial statutes, and fortunately

bears but few marks of the modern presumptuous spirit of innovation.

Though goods be seized by the sheriff under attachment against an absconding

debtor, it does not detract from the landlord's right of distress. Acker v. Witherell,

iHilVsN.Y.R. 112.

« Smith V. Russell, 3 Taunt. Rep. 400. Alexander v. Mahon, 1 1 Johns. Rep. 185.

N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 746. sec. 12, 13. Waring v. Dewberry, Sir. 97. Burket

V. Boude, 3 Dana's Ken. Rep. 218. Van Rensselaer v. Quackenboss, 1 7 Wendell, 34.

^ Bradby om Distress, 118.
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as claimed, he may tender a bond with sureties to the officer

to pay all rent due, not exceeding one year's rent. The bond

is to be executed to the landlord, and delivered to him, and

for his use, by the officer, and it is to be received as a substi-

tute for his lien on the execution.

»

This power of the landlord does not extend to the seizure of

goods, as a distress for rent, when the goods have been sold

lonafide, and for a valuable coifeideration, either by the ten-

ant himself, or by execution, before the seizure was

*4:83 made.!" But a mortgage of the goods is said not *to

be a sale within the provision, so as to protect them

from distress." And if the interest of the tenant in the term

has ceased, and the tenancy ended, and the tenant, with his

goods, removed from the premises, a distress for rent could

not formerly be made, though it be within thirty days from

the termination of the tenancy.^ The remedy by distress,

according to the common law, assumed the tenancy to con-

tinue, and ceased with it ;« but by a provision in the statute

of 8 Anne, (and which has been adopted in this country,*)

the remedy by distress is extended to six months after the

termination of the tenant's lease, whether the lease be for

life, for years or at wiU. It was made necessary, under the

statute, that the landlord's title and the tenant's possession

* N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 746. sec. 12—It. The process and foiTQS of the

Bummaiy proceeding in New.York, to oust the tenant wrongfully holding over,

are given in a note to the case of Nicholas v. Williams, 8 Cowen, 1. If the tenant

for life or years, or any other person coming in under or by collusion with such

tenant, wilfully holds after demand and one month's notice to quit, he is chargea-

ble at the rate of double the yearly value of the land, and the special damages and

equity cannot afford him any relief. N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 745. sec. 11.

Double rent is likewise given if a tenant gives notice of his intention to quit, and

does not remove pursuant to notice. Ibid. sec. 10.

^ N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 603. sec. 16. Neale v. Olautice, 1 ffarr. &
Johns. 372. S. P. Oraddock v Riddlesberger, 2 Donahs Ken. Rep. 209. 211.

= Reynolds v. Shuler, 5 Cowen's Rep. 323.

* Terboss v. Williams, 5 Cowen's Rep. 407. Goods of » mere under-tenant,

who removed from the premises before any rent became due, are not liable to dis-

tress. It would be otherwise if the goods belonged to an assignee of the original

tenant. Acker v. Witherell, 4 Hiirs K Y. R. 112.

« Oo. Litt. 47. b. Pennant's Case, 3 Co. 64. StanfiU v. Hicks, 1 Lord Raym.
280.

' N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. il 500. sec. 1.
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should equally have continued; but by the New-TorTc Ee-

vised Statutes, it is declared generally, that the distress may
be made upon any goods remaining or removed, in the same
manner, within the same time, and under the same provis-

ions and restrictions, as if the tenancy had not ended. ^ The

distress may also be made, under the above limitations, for

aU the arrears of rent arising during the tenancy, though the

rent of several years should happen to be in arrear.'' And in

* N. T. Revised8tatutes,Yo\.\i.liOO.aea.l. /ijii 603. aec. 16. The remedy by
distress, if the goods be removed, is confined to thirty days after the removal, and

if remaining upon the demised premises, to six months from the determination of

the lease. Bukup v. Valentine; 19 Wendell, 654. The New-York statutes have

likewise given a summary remedy to the landlord, with the aid of a magistrate,

in cases where the premises are deserted, and the rent left in the arrear. N. Y.

Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 512. A like summary I'emedy to obtain posaeasioD, where

there are not goods on the premises sufficient to pay the rent, is given by statute in

Pennsylvania, in 1830.

" Braithwaite v. Cooksey, 1 H. Blacks. 465. Ex parte Grove, 1 Ath. 104,

Wright V. Williams, 5 CovierCs Rep. 501. Blake v. De Liesseline, 4 M'Cord, 496.

Sherwood v. Phillips, 13 Wendell's Rep. 479. The English real property commis-

sioners, in their report in 1829, proposed that no person should bring any action, or

distrain for any arrears of rent, after six years from the time when the same became

due. This provision was incorporated into the statute of 3 and 4 William IV. c.

27, but it does not apply to actions of debt for rent upon any indenture of demise

:

they may be brought in such cases within twenty years, or when there is a written

admission that the rent is due. It was held, in St. Mary's Church v. Miles, 1

Wharton, 229, that mere lapse of time, without demand of payment, was no evi-

dence by presumption, that the ground rent, (which the case says is favoured in

law,) founded on deed, has been released or extinguished, though it may raise a

presumption that the arrears have been paid.

There is a variety of opinion in the books as to the recovery of interest upon rent

in arrear. In covenant for rent payable in money, interest has been allowed.

Clark V. Barlow, 4 Johns. Rep. 183. Obermyer v. Nichols, 6 Binney, 159. 4

M'Cord's Rep. 59. S. P. So, in debt for rent, Dennison v. Lee, 6 Gill <k Johns.

383. On the contrary, in Cook v. Wise, Z H.(Sc Munf. 463—501, interest was held

not to be recoverable by way of damages in debt for rent, for the party had his

remedy by distress. Not recoverable in suit in Louisiana, but from the judicial

demand. Ferret v. Dupre, 19 LmAs. R. 341. But all the cases agree that, under

the remedy by distress, the rent only, and not interest by way of damages, is

recoverable. Braithwaite v. Cooksey, 1 H. Blacks. 465. Lansing v. Rattoone, 6

Johns. Rep. 43. Dennison v. Lee, 6 QUI cfc Johns. 383. Sherry v. Preston, 2

Chilty's R. 245. Vechte v. Bi-ownell, 8 Paige's R. 212. All the statute pro-

visions relative to the remedy by distress assume this principle. It is also ad-

judged that the remedy by distress exists only in cases where the rent is, by the

agreement of the parties, made certain, either in money or services, or can be re-

duced to a certainty. Valentine v. Jackson, 19 Wendell's Rep. 302. The 2f. Y.
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Webi&r v. Shearmcm,^ it was held, that if the tenant remain

in the occupation of the premises for several successive years,

Revised Statutes, vol. i. 747. sec. 18, gives the remedy by distress, when any " cer-

tain services or certain rent," reserved out of land, is due. They allow the owner

of a wharf in the city of New-York, to distrain for wharfage any goods and chattels

on board of any vessel which has used the wharf, though the vessel had removed

from the wharf to another part of the city. See New-York Revised Statutes, (edit.

1813,) vol. ii. sec. 212. 217.

Whenever goods are wrongfully distrained, the owner may recover them by an

action of replevin. This action of replevin lies also in other cases, where goods

have been tortiously taken or detained. Pangburn v. Patridge, 7 Johns. Rep. 140.

See, also, 6 Binney, 2; 16 Serg. S Ramie, 300; Baker v. Fales, 16 Mass. Rep.

147; Pease v. Simpson, 3 Fairfield, 261 ; Seaver v. Dingley, 4 Greenleaf, 306;

12 Wendell's Rep. 32; 14 Johns. Rep. 81; 15 ibid. 402; 19 ibid. 31; 20 ibid.

467 ; 1 Wendell's Rep. 109, to the same point. In Seaman v. Baker and MoWhis-

ter, in the Supreme Court of Wova Scotia, in July, 1846, replevin was sustained

after a learned discussion, in the case of trespass upon land for stones tortiously

taken from a quarry and worked into grindstones. It was formerly the under-

standing and practice in the English courts and books, that replevin was the

remedy applied only to a wrongful distress for rent, but it has lately been con-

sidered as applicable to any wrongful detention of chattels. Dore v. Spuney, 2

Slarkie, 288. 1 Chitty, Gen. Pr. 811. This is now the prevalent American

doctrine. Baron Parke said, in George v. Chambers, 11 Meeson & Welsby, 149,

and the other judges agreed, that replevin was a remedy at common law in all

cases where goods are improperly taken, though not in a case of goods taken in

execution under a court of regular jurisdiction, and only where it has no jurisdic-

tion. Revised Code of Indiana, edit. 1838, p. 476. 2 Blackf. Ind. Rep. 174. 176,

notes. Statute of Ohio, liZl. The iV. F. iJmsed/Siatoies, vol. ii. 522, have also

granted the writ of replevin whenever goods have been wrongfully taken, or are

wi-ongfully detained. But the statute provides that replevin shall not lie for goods

taken by warrant for any tax, assessment or fine, nor for goods seized on execution

or attachment, unless they be goods exempted by law from such process, nor unless

the party hath a right at the time to reduce the goods into his possession.

In Indiana, by statute, 1831, replevin lies for goods unlawfully detained, though

they may have been lawfully taken. 5 Blackf. Ind. Rep. 176, note 3. 418. note. So,

the writ lies in Michigan, Illinois, Missouri, Delaware and Arkansas, for goods wrong-

fully taken or detained. Territorial Act of Michigan, April 4th, 1833. Revised

Laws of Illinois, edit. 1833, p. 508. Skinner v. Stouse, 4 Missouri Rep. 93.

Revised Statutes of Arkansas, 659. 3 Harv. Bel. Rep. 113. The decisions in

Massachusetts and Maine, that replevin will lie for goods unlawfully detained,

though not preceded by a tortious taking, were founded upon the statutes of 1789

and 1821. In New-Jersey, the statute regulating the action of replevin, lies for

goods taken and wrongfully detained, and it is a close adoption of the English

statute law on the subject. Elmer's Dig. 466. When it is said in the books that

replevin will not lie for goods taken in execution, the rule is to be taken to be

6 mil's N. T. Rep. 20.
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under distinct demises from year to year, from the same land-

lord, the whole period is to be regarded as one term for the

purpose of continuing the right of distress.

*But the object of this work will not permit me to *484:

descend into greater detail, and I am obliged to be
confined to a general view of the law on the subject of rent,

and the remedy to recover it. The contract for rent, and the

remedy, are in constant use and application ; and in the cities

and large towns there are few branches of the law that affect

more sensibly the interests of every class of the people.^ The
law may be deemed rather prompt and strict with respect to

the interests of the landlord, but I am inclined to think it is

a necessary provision, and one dictated by sound policy. It

is best for the tenant that he should feel the constant necessity

of early and punctual performance of his contract. It stim-

ulates to industry, economy, temperance and wakeful vigi-

lance
; and it would tend to check the growth and pros-

perity *of our cities, if the law did not afford the land- *485

lords a speedy and effectual security for their rents,

against the negligence, extravagance and frauds of tenants.

It is that security which encourages moneyed men to employ
their capital in useful and elegant improvements. If they

were driven in every case to the slow process of a suit at law for

their rent, it would lead to vexatious and countless law-suits,

and be, in many respects, detrimental to the public welfare.

limited to cases in which the writ of replevin is sued out by the defeodaot in the

execution. The taking of the goods of a stranger, is a trespass, and replevin lies,

as the cases above cited show, when goods are tortiously taken, and therefore goods

taken in execution may be replevied by a stranger to it. Winnard v. Foster, 2

Lutxa. 1191. Rooke's Case, 5 Go. 99. Piatt, J., in Clark v. Skinner, 20 Johns.

Rep. 467. Dunham y. Wyckoflf, 3 Wendell's Rep. 280. L. & P. Company v. Hol-

born, 2 Blaekf. Ind. Rep. 267. Brewster v. Curtis, 3 Fairfield, 51. American

Jurist, No. 23. art. i, where this point is elaborately and ably discussed. In Vir-

ginia, by statute, in 1823, the writ of replevin is confined to the cases of distress

for rent. 1 Robinson's Pr. 408. This is also the case in Mississippi. Wheelock v.

Cozzens, 6 Howard, 279.

- The modem regulations on the subject of distress for rent are founded on the

statutes of 2 W. ife M. c. 5; 8 Anne, c. 14; 4 Geo. 11. c. 28; 11 Geo. 11. c. 19

;

and those statutes have been re-enacted, with some improvements, in New-York,

and doubtless form the basis of our American law on the subject of distress for

rent, in all those states where that remedy prevails. The statute of 11 Geo. II.

c. 19, seems to have been, for instance, very strictly adopted and followed in Pen-

sylvania and Maryland. 12 Serg. c& Rawle, 218. 7 Harr. & Johns. 372, 373.
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OF THE HISTOET OF THE LAW OF TENTXEE.

Tentiee is inseparable from the idea of property in land,

according to the theory of the English law. All the land in

England is held mediately or immediately of the king. There

are no lands to which the term tenure does not strictly apply,

nor any proprietor of land, except the king, who are not

legally tenants. To express the highest possible interest that

a subject can have in land, the English law uses the terms

fee-simple, or a tenancy in fee, and supposes that some other

person retains the absolute and ultimate right. The king is,

by fiction of law, the great lord paramount, and supreme pro-

. prietor of all the lands in the kingdom, and for which he is

not bound by services to any superior. PrcBdium Domini
JRegis est direci/u/m, Dominium, cujus nullus author est nisi

Deus.^ So thoroughly does this notion of tenure pervade the

common law doctrine of real property, that the king cannot

grant land to which the reservation of tenure is not annexed,

though he should even declare, in express words, the grant

be absque aliquo wide reddendo.^ Sir Henry Spelman<= de-

fines a feud to be usus fructus rei immobiUs sub conditione

fidei; veljus utendi prcedio alieno. The vassal took

*488 the profits, but the property *of the soil remained in

the lord, and the seignory of the lord"and the vassal's

feud made together, saith Spelman, that " absolute estate of

inheritance, which the feudists, in time of old, called allo-

diMm."

« Co. Litt. 1. b. 1. a. 2 Blacks. Com. 105.

>> Bro. tit. Tenures, 3. 52. 6 Co. 6. b. 9 Co. 123. a. Wright on Tenures, 137,

138.

= Treatise of,Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service, c. 1. Olossarium Voce

Feodum.
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This ide^ of tenure pervades, to a considerable degree, the

law of real property in this country. The title to land is es-

sentially allodial, and every tenant in fee-simple has an abso-

lute and perfect title, yet, in technical language, his estate is

called an estate in fee-simple, and the tenure free and com-

mon socage. I presume this technical language is very gene-

rally interwoven with the municipal jurisprudence of the

several states, even though not a vestige of feudal tenure may
remain. In many of the states, there were never any marks

of feudal tenure, and in all of them the ownership of land is

essentially free and independent. By the statute of ITew-

Tork, of the 20th February, 1787,^ entitled An act concern-

ing Tenures, the legislature re-enacted the statute of 12 Car.

n. c. 24, abolishing the military tenures, and turning all sorts

of tenures into free and common socage. Under that statute,

all estates of inheritance at common law were' held by the

tenure of free and common socage ; but all lands held under

grant of the people of the state, (and which included, of course,

all the lands in the western and northern parts of the state

which have been granted and settled since the revolution,)

were declared to be allodial and not feudal, and to be owned

in free and pure allo(3mm.^ The New- York Remised Statutes,

which took effect on the first day of January, 1830, went the

entire length of abolishing the existing theory offeudal tenures

of every description, with all their incidents, and declaring

all lands within the state to be allodial, and that the entire

and absolute property was vested in the owners, according to

the nature of their respective estates, subject only to the

liability to escheat. <> But though the distinction,

*in this country, between feudal and allodial estates, *489

either does not exist at all, or has become merely nomi-

nal, it will be impossible for the student to understand clearly

and accurately the doctrine of real property, and the learning,

which illustrates it, without bestowing some attention to the

history and character of feudal tenures.

• Laws of New-Yorlc, sees. 10. c. 36.

'' This is precisely the statute law of New-Jersey. Elmet'k Dig. 82.

' New- York Bevised Statutes, vol. i. 718. sec. 3. In Marylalid it is declared that

lands became in effect allodial after the revolution, subject to no tepure, nor to any

of the services incident thereto. Matthews v. Ward, 10 GHll & Johnson, 443.

Vol. m. 39
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1. Of the origin a/ad estabUshm&nt offeudal t^v/res on the

continent of Europe.

Some writers have supposed that the sources of feuds were

not confined to the northern Gothic nations who overturned

the western empire of the Komans ; and that an image of

feudal policy had been discovered in almost every age and

quarter of the globe.* But the resemblances which have been
suggested are too loosely state3, and are too faint and remote

to afford any solid ground for comparison. The institutions

which seem to have been most congenial to the feudal system,

were to be found in the Eoman policy. The relation of pa-

tron and client resembled, in some respects, the

*490 *feudal lord and vassal ; and Niebuhr, in his History

of Bome,^ declares that relation to have been the feu-

dal system ip its noblest form." The grants of forfeited lands,

• Voet, in his Digreasio de Feudis, sec. 1, and Mr. Hargrave, in note 1 to lib 2.

Go. lAtt, have refen-ed to the several authors by whom this opinion has been ad-

vanced, and also by -whom it has been refuted. I would farther add, that the feu-

dal policy is declared by Dr. Robeiiaon, to have existed in its most rigid form

among the ancient Mexicans ; and the government of the Birman empire is said to

exhibit, at this day, a faithful picture of Europe during the feudal ages. The same

resemblances have been traced among the Mahrattas, and the Rajpoots in Hindos-

tan, and also in the island of Ceylon. Robertson's History of America, b. 1. vol. ii.

280. Gol. Symes' JEmbassy to Ava, vol. ii. 356. Asiatic Annual Register for

1T99, tit. Miscellaneous Tracts, 116. Col. Tod's Annals of Rajpooiana, reviewed

in Edinburgh Review, TSo. 103. Mr. Prescott, in his History of the Conquest of

Mexico, vol. i. 26—28, recognises several features of the feudal system in the

Aztec monarchy. The countiy was occupied by numerous powerful chieftains, who
lived like independent princes on their domains, and held them from the monarch,

under various tenures. Some of them were entailed on the eldest male issue, and

most of them were burdened with the obligation of military seiTice. Niebuhr

says, the feudal system was obstinately preserved among the states or cities of the

Etruscans, prior to the dominion of the Romans. The governments were rigid

aiistocracies, with kings elected for life, and the labouring classes were serfs. His-

tory of Rome, vol. i. 99. 101. Gibbon discovered in the governments of the ancient

Parthian and Persian empires, the essence of the feudal system, in grants, by the

king to the nobles, of lands and houses, on condition of service in war. Gibbon's

History, vol. i. 329. 343.

' Vol. i. 99.

« Mr. Spenoe, in his Equitable Jurisdiction, vol. i. 28—49, considers the feudal

relation of lord and vassal much more congenial with the aristocratic principle that

prevailed in the relation of patron and client, and patron and freedman, in the

Roman dominion, than with the free condition of the ancient Germans. He has

examined, with much research and minute erudition, the usages and institutions of

the Anglo-Saxons. Part 1. b. 1. c. 1—16.
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by the Eoman conquerors to their veteran soldiers, as a re-

compense for past service, and more especially the grants of

the Emperor Alexander Severus, and in the time of Constan-

tine, on the condition of rendering future military service,

afford the most plausible argument for deducing the feudal

customs and tenures from the Eoman law. There were,

however, strong and essential marks of difference between

the two systems. The connection between the patron and

client was civil, and not military, and the Roman estates and

military grants were stable, and of the nature of allodial

property. The leading points of difference between the

Koman and feudal jurisprudence, in relation to land, have

been abundantly shown, by the most able and the most

learned of the modern legal antiquaries.

»

» Hargrave's note 1 to lib. 2. Qo.Litt. Butler's note It to lib. 3. Oo. Litt. Sul-

livan's Treatise on the Feudal Law, lee. 3. Mr. Spence, in his work entitled An In-

quiry into the Origin of the Laws and Political Institutions of Modern Europe,

London, 1826, pp. 5. 32, <fec., has examined the Roman policy on this subject, and

studied the Roman laws, and particularly the Theodosian code, with the utmost

attention. He has drawn from that copious source of legal antiquities a body of

facts to sustain and illustrate the theory, that the barbarians adopted, in a great

degree, the laws and institutions of the Romans, as they found them in the pro-

Tinces which they invaded and subdued. His conclusion would apply better to

France than to any other part of Europe. In Spain, it is said, that the early Span-

ish lawgivers disliked the Roman laws, and drove them from their tribunals. The

Visigoths prohibited the use of them. See Institutes of the Oivil Law of Spain, by

Asso & Manuel, Pref. A historian more learned, even in the antiquities of Spain,

than probably either of those Spanish doctors, admits that the Visigoths of Spain

indulged their subjects at first with the enjoyment of the Roman law, but at length

they composed a code of civil and criminal jurisprudence, which superseded those

foreign institutions. Gibbon's History of the Roman Empire, vol. vi. 378. The

Gothic king of Spain, Recesvinto, prohibited the use of the Roman law in the

courts, and the Visigothic code (of which the Fuero Juzgo was a Spanish translation)

was the civil and criminal statute law of Spain during the Gothic ages, and prior

to the Partidas, and the civil part of that code contained strong marks of the influ-

ence of the Roman law infused into it by the Spanish clergy. See Edinburgh Re-

view, vol. xxxi. art. 5, on the Gothic laws of Spain, in which the subject is handled

with profound learning.

On the other hand, the Theodosian code, and the books of the jurisconsults au-

thorized by that code, were the law of Gaul, when it was conquered by the Visi-

goths, Burgundians and Franks ; and those laws continued to be almost universally

observed under the kings of the first race, and the Breviarium contributed to pre-

serve the knowledge and use of the Roman law among the West-Goths. But event-

ually the use of the Roman law was interdicted in the West-Gothic empire. The

Emperor Charlemagne, in the year 188, caused the Theodosian code to be trans-
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*491 *The better and the prerailing opinion, that the

origin of the feudal system is essentially to be at-

ciibed from the abridgment of it in the edition of Alaric, king of the Visigoths ; and

that abridgment of the code, 'which is sometimes called the Anian Breviary, or the

Lex Romana of the Visigoths, was the only one from which a knowledge of the civil

law was gained by the jurists of Gaul, prior to the recovery of the Pandects. Hia-

toire du Droit Franiais, par VAbbe Fleury,'c 6. 11. The Breviarium Aniani, so

called after Anian, the fii'st minister of Alaric, was published at the beginning of the

sixth centuiy, by order of Alaiic, and it was compiled essentially from the Theodosian

code, and partly from the codes of Gregorius and Hermogenes, and the writings of

Roman jurisconsults ; and it was, in its turn, superseded by the more popular and

vigorous doctrines of the feudal system. Its poverty is incredible, says Savigny,

when viewed in connection with the rich materials from which it was formed. There

is no doubt that villanage, or the servitude of the glebe, existed in the Roman pro-

vinces before the German conquests. This appears from the contents of the code

De Agricolis, et Cenciiis, et Colonis. Code, lib. 2. tit 41 ; and Montesquieu has

justly and sagaciously inferred, even from the laws of the Burgundians, that pre-

dial servitude existed in Gaul before it was invaded by those barbarians. Esprit

des Loix, liv. 30. c. 10. But this humble service bore no resemblance to gi-ants by
militaiy chiefs to their freebom soldiers and companions, on condition of rendering

future militaiy service. M. Savigny, in his History of the Roman Law during the

Middle Ages, vol. L (translated from the German by E. Cathcart,) contends, from a

full examination of original documents, that the Roman law was kept up after the

German conquests, by the aid of Roman judges, and that the former inhabitants in

the provinces continued in the possession of their personal freedom and property

to a considerable degree. It was the policy of the Teutonic conquerors to govern

their Roman subjects by the Roman law. . They preserved their separate manners

and laws, and there arose a system of personal rights and laws. The Roman and

his German conqueror resided in the same city or place, each under his own laws.

It often happened, said Bishop Agobard, in his letter to Louis le Debonnaire, that

five men, each under a different law, might be found walking or sitting together.

At first, only two laws were admitted ; the law of the victors, which was properly

a teiTitorial law, and the law of the vanquished provincials, which was personal.

In process of time the laws of other German races conquered by the Franks, were
acknowledged along with the laws of the victor and of the vanquished Romans.
In the Burgnndian collection of laws, it was declared, that Inter Romanes, Ro-
manis legibus prcecipimtis judicari. lbid.yol.\. 100. 103. With the Burgundians,

the Roman lands were divided between the Burgundians and Romans. The
former took half of the house, and two thirds of the cultivated lands, and one third

of the bondsmen. The West-Goths also deprived the Romans, by allotment or

partition, of two thirds of their lands. Jbid. 279. 283. In Italy, the East-Goths,

under Odoacer, took one third of the land. Ibid. 315, 316. Mr. Finlay, in his in-

teresting History of Greece under the Romans, London, 1844, says, that the Ostro-

goths, after the conquest of Italy, allowed the Romans to retain two thirds of their

landed estates, and all their movable property. The government of Theodoric

was impartial and wise, and Italy was still a Roman land, and the Romans formed

a large majority of the middling classes. The senate of Rome, the municipal coun-

cils of the other cities, and the old courts of law, and in short the dvil laws and in-
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tributed to the northern *Grotliic conquerors of the *4:92

Eoman empire. It was part of their military policy,

and devised by them as the most effectual means to secure

their conquests. It was the law of military occupation, and
the great purpose of the tenure was defence. The chieftain,

as head or representative of his nation, allotted portions of

the conquered lands, in parcels, to his principal followers, and

they, in their turn, gave smaller parcels to their sub-tenants

or vassals, and all were granted under the same condition of

fealty and military service.^ The rudiments of the feudal

law have been supposed, by many modern feudists, to have

existed in the usages of the ancient Germans, as they were

studied and described by Caesar and Tacitus.'' Bat
there *could not have been any thing more among *493

the ancient Germans than the manners and state of

property fitted and prepared for the introduction of the feudal

tenures. Land, with them, was not subject to individual

ownership, but belonged as common property to the commu-

nity, and portions of it were annually divided among the

members of each respective tribe, according to rank and dig-

nity." The German nations beyond the Rhine and the

stitutions, existed unchanged. Finlay's Hist. p. 291. But the Lombards, who

succeeded to the Greek dominion in Italy, took only one third of the produce at the

Roman estates, and the Romans were apportioned among the Lombards as their

hospiles, or guests, and were chargeable with the above tribute. M. Savigny

insists, that the Roman civil institutions in the provincial cities were generously

allowed by the Burgundians, West-Goths, Franks and Lombards, to be retained by

the vanquished. Ibid. 387—434. In like manner, after the conquest of Lombardy

by Charlemagne, it was left to the inhabitants to choose whether they would be

judged by their own, the Roman or the French law.

• Oraig's Jits Feudale, lib. 1. Dig. 4. sec. 4. De Feudorum Origine et Pro-

gressu. Wright on Tenures, 1.

' Sir Heniy Spelman, on Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service, c. 2. Glossa-

rium, voce Feodum. Orotius, de Jure Belli et Pads, lib. 1. u. 8. sec. 23. Wright

on Tenures, c. 1. pp. 6, T. Sullivan on Feudal Law, lec. 3. DalrympUs Essay on

Feudal Property, c. I. Sic contractus (scilicet feudalis) proprius est Germanica-

rum gentium, ne que usquam iuvenitur, nisi ubi Oermani sedes posuerunt. This

is the language of Grotius, and that of Craig is to the same effect; Hoec sunt juris

feudalis prima cunabula, hteo feudorum infantia ab usu et consuetudine ferocissi-

marum gentium, quce ab Aquilone in Romanum orbem incurrerant, primum nata

et introducta. Jus Feudale, I. 4, 5. In a few passages of Ciesar and Tacitus, con-

cerning the customs of the Germans, may be seen, says Dr. Sullivan, the old feudal

law, and all its original parts, in embryo.

» Cwsar, De Bel. Gal. b. 6. Tacitus, Mor. Oer. c. 5. 11. 26.
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Danube, prescribed limits to tbe march of the Eoman le-

gions ; and while the latter successfully established the go-

vernment, arts, institutions and laws of their own country in

Spain, Gaul and Britain, the free and martial Germans re-

sented every such attempt, and preserved unimpaired their

native usages, fierce manners and independent genius.*

*494: *The traces of the feudal policy were first distinctly

perceived among the Franks, Burgundians and Lom-

bards, after they had invaded the Roman provinces. They

generally permitted the Eoman institutions to remain in the

cities and towns, but they claimed a proportion of the land

and slaves of the provincials, and brought their own laws and

usages with them.*" The crude codes of the barbarians were

reduced to writing after they had settled in their new con-

quests, and they supplanted, in a very considerable degree,

the Eoman laws." The conquered lands which were appro-

priated by the military chiefs to their faithful followers, had

the condition of future military service annexed, and this was

the origin of fiefs and feudal tenures. The same class of per-

sons who had been characterized as volunteers or companions

in Germany, became loyal vassals under the feudal grants.^

» Velleius Pater, b. 2. c. 117, 118. It was their custom, said the Germans to

Julias CfEsar, delivered down to them from their ancestors, to oppose, not to implore,

those who made war upon them. Ccesar, De Bel. Gal. 4. 6. The German tribes

had national institutions before their conquests, and they were societies of freemen,

who possessed, in their collective capacity, all powers, legislative and judicial. The

nobles, as to power, were merely freemen. The land was divided into districts, and

the judicial power was in all the freemen of the district, and the count presided at

the public meetings, and commanded the tribes in war. The other classes, distinct

from the freemen, were bondmen and slaves. Savigny's History of the Roman
Law during the Middle Ages, vol. i. c. 4.

'' The barbarian conquerors of Gaul and Italy generously allowed every man to

elect by what law he would be governed. Esprit des Loix, b. 28, c. 2. Hallam

on the Middle Ages, vol. i. 83. But Savigny insists, that the law by which every

man was to be governed, was determined by birth, and not by election or free

choice, and he enters into an elaborate and critical discussion on the point. His-

tory of the Roman Law, vol. i. 134—150.

• Esprit des Loix, b. 28. passim. Ibid. b. 30. e. 6, 7. 9. Montesquieu has given

a very interesting account of the institutions and character of the laws of the

northern nations, which they introduced and established in France, Spain and Italy,

and the struggle which those laws and usages maintained with the provincial laws

of the Romans. See, also, Spenc^s Inquiry, b. 3. c. 2, 3.

^ Esprit des Loix, b. 3. c. 16. 2 Slacks. Gam, 46, 46.
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These grants, wMcli were first called benefices, were, in

their origin, for life, or perhaps only for a term of

years.a- *The vassal had a right to use the land and *495

take the profits, and he was bound to render in return

such feudal duties and services as belonged to a military ten-

ure. The property of the soil remained in the lord from

whom the grant was received. The right to the soil, and to

the profits of the soil, were regarded as separate and distinct

rights. This distinction continued when feuds became heredi-

tary. The king or lord had the dominium directum, and the

vassal or feudatory, the dominium utile ; and there was a

strong analogy between lands held by feudal tenure, and
lands held in trust, for the trustee has the technical legal title,

but the cestui que trust reaps the profits. The leading prin-

ciple of feudal tenures, in the original and genuine character

of feuds, was the condition of rendering military service.''

Prior'to the introduction of the feudal system, lands were

allodial, and held in free and absolute ownership, in like

manner as personal property was held. Allodial land was
not suddenly, but very gradually supplanted by the law of

» HaMam on the Middle Ages, vol. L 89, insists, in opposition to moat of the wri-

ters on the feudal system, that these beneficiary grants were never precarious and

at will. He controverts on this point the position of Craig, Spelman, Du Cange,

Montesquieu, Mably, Robertson, and all the other feudists. It is worthy of notice,

that Lord Ch. B. Gilbert, in his Treatise on Tenures, 2. 8, considered feuds to have

been originally for life. Sir Francis Palgrave says, that the feudal benefice was
never held for a shorter term than the life of the grantee, and that the Teutonic

nations took their plan of the beneficiary or feudal tenure from the Roman benefi-

ciary system, which consisted in the assignment of a particular portion of land as

the price of military service. The Rise and Progress of the English Commonwealth,

vol. i. 495—501. The uncertainty that pervades this subject seems to be the ne-

cessary result of the unfixedness, disorder and chaos into which every thing was

thrown during the transition state from the migi'atory and predatoiy life of bar-

barians to the settled life of cultivators. This is the view of the subject taken by

M. Ghiizot, in his History of Civilization in Ewrope, and he says, that benefices for

years, for life, and hereditaiy benefices, existed together at the same time, and that

even the same lands passed, in a few years, through these different stages. Even

the institutions of monarchy, of the feudal relation of lord and vassal, and assem-

blies of freemen, existed at the same time, and were continually confounded and

continually changing.

i" The definition of a fief according to Pothier, and which he took from Dumou-

lin, is an estate in land held under the charge of fealty, homage and military ser-

vice. Train des Feifs, part 1. c. prelim, sec. 1. 3.
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tenures, and some centuries elapsed between the first rise of

these feudal grants and their general estahlishment.^

They were never so entirely introduced as to abolish all

vestiges of allodial estates. Considerable portions of land in

continental Europe continued allodial ; and to this day, in

some parts of it, the courts presume lands to be allodial

until they are shown to be feudal, while, in other parts, they

presume the lands to be feudal, until they are shown to be

allodial.''

*4:96 *The precise time when benefices became hereditary

is uncertain. They began to be hereditary in the age of

Charlemagne, who facilitated the conversion of allodial into

feudal estates." The perpetuity of fiefs was at last established

by a general law, which allowed fiefs, in imitation of allodial

estates, to descend to the children of the possessor. <i The
perpetuity of fiefs was established earlier in France than in

Germany ; but throughout the continent, it appears, thij had

* Sallam, vol. i. 97. 112, says, that five centuries elapsed before allodial estates

had given way, and feuds had attained to maturity ; and he considers that the es-

tablishment of feuds on the continent was essentially confined to the dominions of

Charlemagne, and that they had not great influence, either in the peninsula or

among the Baltic powers.

' Voet, in his Sigressio de Feudis, sec. 4. Com. ad Pand. lib. 38, says, that if it

be uncertain whether an estate be feudal or allodial, the presumption is in favour

of its being allodial, as being the free and natural state of things. And in Germa-

ny allodial estates are prevalent even to this day. Heinee. Elem. Jur. Oerm. tome

vi. 230, 231. The feudal tenures and services existed in France down to the period

of the late revolution ; but in those parts of France governed by le droit ecrit, all

lands were presumed to be allodial until the contraiy was shown ; while in the

pays coutwmiers the rule was, that there was no land without a lord, and those who
pretended their lands were fi-ee, were bound to prove it. Inst, au Droit Franiais,

par Argou, tome i. 195. But now, in France, the feudal law, with all Its rights and

incidents, is abolished, as being incompatible with freedom and social order. Toul-

lier. Droit Civil Franpais, tome iii. 64. Ibid, tome vi. 192. So, in the United

Netherlands, feudality was abolished, and all fiefs declared allodial, when the go-

vernment was revolutionized by the French arms.

" Craig, Jus Feudale, lib. 1. Dig. 4. sec. 10. The Alhy de MaUy, in his Obser-

vations sur I'Hist. de France, b. 2. c. 5. note 3, says, that Louis le Debonnaii-e, the

son and successor of Charlemagne, first rendered fiefs hereditary in France ; but

a greater authority says, that hereditary benefices existed under the first race of

French kings, or before Pepin, the father of Charlemagne. Sallam on the Middle

Ages, vol. i 91.

^ This was by a capitulaiy of Charles the Bald, A. D. S'?'?. Esprit des Loix, b.

31. c. 25.
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become hereditary, and accompanied with the right of primo-

geniture and all the other incidents peculiar to feudal govern-

ments, long before the era of the Norman conquest."^

The *right of primogeniture, and preference of males *497

in the line of succession, became maxims of inherit-

ance, in pursuance of the original military policy of the feudal

system. It was the object of these rules to preserve the fee

entire and undivided, and to have at all times a vassal com-

petent, from his sex and age, to render the military services

which might be required. The practice of subinfeudations,

or mriere fiefs, by the higher ranks of feudal vassals, grew
with the growth of tenures, and they were created on the

same condition of military service by the inferior vassals to

their immediate lords. The feudal governments gradually

assumed the appearance of combinations of military chief-

tains, in a regular order of subordination, 'but loosely con-

nected with each other, and feebly controlled by the monarch,

or federal head.

It would appear at first view, to be very extraordinary,

that such a free and rational species of property as allodial,

• Craig, in his Jus Feudale, lib. 1. Dig. 4, De Fmdonvm Origine et Progressu,

has given an interesting summary of the histoiy of feuds. He traces them from

their infancy, -when they were precarious, or at will, to their youth, when they were

for life, or descended to the sons only, between the year 650 and the ascension of

Charlemagne, in the year 800 ; and to their advancement towards maturity under

the reign of the Emperor Conrad II., when they descended to grandchildren and to

brothers in the case of paternal feuds ; in fetido paterno, et non in feudo noviter

acquisito. The last step in the advancing progress of feuds, was when they were

clothed with the general attributes of hereditaiy estates. See, also, Consuetvdines

Feudorum, b. 1. tit. 1. 8; b. 2. tit. 11. Esprit des Loix, b. 31. t. 28, 29. 31, 32.

Inst, au Droit Franfais, par Argou, tome i. b. 2. c. 2, Des Fiefs. Hallam on the

State of Europe during the Middle Ages, vol. i. 91. 96. The Book of Fiefs, under

the title of Consuetudinea Feudorum, is supposed (^Spelman't Glossary, Voce

Feodum) to have been compiled by two Milanese lawyers, A. D. 1 170, from the law

of fiefs in Lombardy ; but Voet, in his Digressio de Feudis, sec. 2, says, that it is

uncertain who were the authors of the collection. This code of feudal law is usually

annexed to the Corpus Juris Cimlis, and, therefore, conveniently accessible to the

American lawyer. It is the source from which modern lawyers and historians have

drawn much of their knowledge of the feudal jurisprudence of continental Europe.

Mr. Butler says, it attained more authority in the courts of justice than any other

compilation, and was taught classically in most of the academies of Italy and Ger-

many. It has justly, according to Craig, the force and authority of law, by the

consent of almost all nations ; ex consensu pene omnium gentium.
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and which was well calculated to meet the natural

*498 wants of *individuals, and the exigencies of society,

should ever, in any one instance, have been voluntarily

laid aside, or exchanged for a feudal tenure. As a general

rule the allodial proprietor had the entire right and dominion.

He held of no superior to whom he owed homage, or fealty,

or military service. His estate was deemed subservient to

the purposes of commerce. It was alienable at the will of

the owner. "• It was a pledge to the king for the good be-

haviour of the subject, and was liable to forfeiture for crimes

against the state. It was a security to individuals for the

performance of private contracts, and might be taken and

sold for debt. It passed to all the children equally by in-

heritance. In these respects allodial estates were the

*499 very reverse of lands held by a feudal *tenure. Land,

under that servitude, was locked up from commerce,

and from that control over it by the owner which is so neces-

sary in the intercourse and business of social life. But it

appears to be well ascertained, that the feudal policy was

gradually adopted throughout Europe, after the overthrow of

the western empire, upon the principle of self-preservation.

» The term allodial is said to have been derived from al, which signifies integer,

and od which signifies status, or possessio ; so that al-od, or allodium, signified In-

tegra possessio, or absolute dominion. This etymology of the word, Dr. Gilbert

Stuart says, was communicated to him by a learned Scotch judge. Stuart's View

of Society in Europe, 205. Whether this idea be well founded, or be merely inge-

nious, (for Dr. Robertson, in his View of Society, prefixed to his history of Charles

V. note 8, quotes a German glossary, which makes allodium to be compounded of

the German particle an and lot, i. e. land obtained by lot,) it at least corresponds

with the character of allodial estates. Mr. Grabh, in his History of the English

Laws, p. 11, gives another origin of allodiwn. He says it was derived from a

privative, and lode, or leude, a vassal, that is, without vassalage. This he took from

Spelmcm, who, in his Glossary, voce Allodium, mentions the same derivation. Mr.

Hallam says, that allodial lands are commonly opposed to beneficiary or feudal,

and in that sense the words continually occur in ancient laws and documents. But

it sometimes stands simply for an estate of inheritance, and hereditary fiefs are

frequently termed allodia. See his View of the State ofEurope during the Middle

Ages, vol. i. 80, a work which appears to be equally admirable for vigour of

mind, for profound research, for manly ciiticism, and for the spirit of freedom. In

the French law, Franc-aleu signifies allodial land, or an estate entirely free, and

not holden of any superior, and wholly exempt from all seignorial rights and ser-

vices. Inst, au Droit Frangais, par Argon, tome i. 194. Allodium est proprielas

quce a nulla recognoscitur. Eerriere's Diet. tit. Franc-aleu.
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The turbulent state of society, consequent upon the violent

fall of that empire, and the want of regular goyernment com-
petent to preserve peace and maintain order and justice, en-

couraged and recommended the feudal association. A feu-

dal lord and his vassals, connected by the mutual obligation

of protection and service, acted in concert and with ef&cacy.

The strength and spirit of these private combinations made
amends for the weaJmess of the civil magistrate. A proud
and fierce feudal chief was sure to revenge an injury offered

to himself or any of his dependents, by the united force of this

martial combination. Much higher compositions were ex-

acted, even by law and in the courts of justice, for injuries to

vassals, than to allodial proprietors. * The latter were, in

some measure, in the condition of aliens or outlaws, in the

midst of society ; and the feudal tenants, united by regular

subordination under a powerful chieftain, had the same ad-

vantage over allodia] proprietors, as has been justly observed

by an eminent historian,'' which a disciplined army enjoys

over a dispersed multitude ; and were enabled to commit,

with impunity, all injuries upon their defenceless neighbours.

Allodial proprietors, being thus exposed to violence with-

out any adequate legal protection, were forced to

*fly for shelter within the inclosure of the feudal asso- *500

ciation. They surrendered their lands to some power-

ful chief, paid him the reverential rights ofhomage and fealty,

received back their lands under the burdensome services of a

feudal tenure, and partook of the security of vassals, at the

expense of the dignity of freemen. Allodial estates became
extinguished in this way and from these causes, and the feu-

dal system gradually spread, and was extended over the prin-

cipal kingdoms of Europe."

• Montesquieu, in his account of the changes of allodial into feudal estates, says,

it was the privilege of a vassal of the king, by the Salic and Riparian laws, that

the slayer was to pay 600 sous for killing a vassal, and 200 sous for killing a free-

man or allodial proprietor, whether Frank or barbarian, and only 100 sous for killing

a Roman ! Esprit des Loix, b. 31. c. 8.

I" Hum^s Eistory of England, Appendix, vol. ii.

» Esprit des Loix, b. 31. c. 8. Robertson's History of Charles V. vol. i. note 8,

annexed to his View of Society. Hallam's View of Society in the Middle Ages,

Tol. i. c. 2. 93, 94. Stuart's View of Society in Europe, b. 1. c. 2. sec. S. Spenc^s

Inquiry, 346. This last writer shows, from the capitularies of Charlemagne, that
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A state of anarchy, according to Mr. Hallam, was tlie

cause, rather than the effect, of the general establishment of

feudal tenures. The original policy of the system was gene-

rous and reasonable, for it had in view public defence and

private protection. Yery able and eloquent champions of

the cause of civil liberty have admitted, that the feudal sys-

tem was introduced and cherished by the spirit of freedom

;

and that it had a tendency, before the original design of

it was perverted and abused, to promote good faith, to purify

public morals, and to refine and elevate social sympathies.^

But this same loyal association, which was so auspicious in

its beginning, as in a great degree to destroy the value of

allodial property, degenerated, in process of time, and
*601 became *the parent of violence and anarchy, promoted

private wars, and led to a system of the most grievous

oppression. Except in England, it annihilated the popular

liberties of every nation in which it prevailed, and it has been

the great effort of modern times to check or subdue its claims,

and recover the free enjoyment and independence of allodial

estates.''

(2.) Of the history offeudal tenures in England.

England was distinguished above every part of Europe for

the universal establishnaent of the feudal tenures. There is

no presumption or admission in the English law, of the ex-

istence of allodial lands. They are all held by some feudal

in his time there was scarcely a person in his widely extended empire, who was not

the vassal either of the monarchy, or of some bishop, or count, or other powerful

individual.

* Dr. Stuart's View, b.2. c. 1. sec. 1. Hallam, supra, vol. i. 99. 1'78, 1'79. Sir

Henry Spelman, in his Treatise of Feuds and Tenures, c. 2, viewed the feudal law
' in the same light. " It was," he observes, " carried by the Lombards, Saliques,

Pranks, Saxons and Goths, into every kingdom, and conceived to be the most

absolute law for supporting the royal estate, preserving union, confirming peace,

and suppressing robbery, incendiaries and rebellions." It became, he says, the law

of nations in Western Europe.

^ The feudal system still exists in full force and destructive energy in Hungary,

where the entire surface of the soil is possessed by the nobles. They are, them-

selves, exempt from taxation, and the peasants have no political rights, and are

held under rigorous feudal subjection. There is likewise a partial continuance of

the feudal institutions in Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia, and strongly and oppres-

sively in Gallicia. TurnbuU's Austria, vol, ii. c. 15.
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tenure. There were traces of feudal grants, and of the rela-

tion of lord and vassal in the time of the Anglo-Saxons ; but
the formal and regular establishment of feudal tenures in

their genuine character, and with all their fruits and services,

was in the reign of William the Conqueror."

• The ordioances of William the Norman, establishing the feudal tenure of lands,

to be held jure hereditaria in perpetuum, are quoted as authentic by the most

learned of the English lawyers
; ( Wright on Tenures, 65—76. Blacks. Com. vol.

ii. 50;) and they are collected in Lambard's Arehaionomia, 110. L. L. Cong.

Wm. J. c. 52. 55. Those laws purport to have been enacted, joer commune con-

cilium totius regni. Sir Francis Palgrave, in his Rise and Progress of the Eng-
lish Oommonweallh, vol. ii. 88, gives the original text, hitherto unpublished, of the

statute or capitular of the laws and customs granted by William the Conqueror to

the English, and professing to be the same as the laws of Edward the Confessor.

It is a curious and interesting monument of the written Anglo-Saxon law first dif-

fused into the common law. It is devoted principally to criminal jurisprudence,

and relates specially to pecuniary fines and the eificacy of frank-pledges. Vassals

were bound to the soil, and could not depart, nor, on the other hand, could they be

expelled by their lords. They were churls or villains, and not slaves or serfs, and

their rents and duties were fixed by custom. No Christian could be sold to a

foreign country, nor especially to infidels. No sales of any chattel, to the value of

four denarii, were good without four witnesses of the burgh or country village. He
granted peace and immunity to the holy church. Death was to be inflicted for

many crimes, but not for slight ones ; non enim debet pro reparva deleri faclura,

quum ad imaginem suam Deus condidit et sanguinis sui pretio redemit; the force

of Christianity as well as of penal law was thus applied to the preservation of

peace, and the security of persons and property. The first act of Saxon legislation

was by Ethelbert, king of Kent, and it was in the imperial style, as that the king

decreed or enacted with the advice of his council or witan. The dignified clergy,

who were the sole depositories of learning and of rank, with the thanes or nobility,

were members of that council. Spencers Equitable Jurisdiction, vol. i. pp. 12, 13.

It has been a subject of great dispute, and one which has occasioned the most

lalyirious investigations, whether feudal tenures were in use among the Saxons.

This is to us a question of no moment, and it ia nowhere any thing more than a

point of speculative and historical curiosity; but even in that view it may com-

mand the attention of the legal antiquarian. Though, in a general sense, military

services and feuds might have been known to the Anglo-Saxons, yet the weight of

authority, even in opposition to such names as Coke and Selden, would rather seem

to be in favour of the conclusion, that hereditary fiefs, with their servitudes, such

as aid, wardship, marriage and perhaps relief, (for Sir Henry Spelman and Mr.

Hallam differ on that point,) were introduced by the Conqueror. Spelman wrote

his great work on Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service, to refute the argument of

the Irish judges, and to support the position in bis Glossary, that feuds were intro-

duced at the Norman Conquest, and he insists that feuds were not hereditary in

England under the Saxon dynasty. He declares, that there is not a single charter

in the Saxon tongue, before the conquest, in which any feudal word is apparently

expressed. His discussion of the general question is distinguished for its acuteness

and research, and he has been followed in his opinion, either wholly or in a great
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*502 *The tentires which were authoritatively established

in England, in the time of the Conqueror, were princi-

degi-ee, by Sir Matthew Hale, Sir Martin "Wright, Sir William Blackstone and Mr.

Butler. To these great authorities may be added the equal name of Mr. Burke.

who, in his admirable Abridgment of English History, b. 2. c. 7, maintains the

position that the Anglo-Saxons, those ruthless conquerors, who swept before them

the laws, language and religion of the ancignt Britons, and lived in savage ignorance

amid the ruins of Roman arts and magnificence, knew nothing of hereditary fiefs,

or any thing analogous to feudal tenures. Craig, in his learned and elaborate work

on the feudal law, is equally of opinion with Spelman, (and he preceded Spelman

in his inquiry,) that the feudal law was first introduced into England by William

the Conqueror. Jus Feudale, lib. 1. Dig. 1.

Mr. Turner, on the other hand, in his Sistory of the Anglo-Saxons, throws the

weight of his authority, and gi-eat Saxon learning, into the opposite scale. He says,

there can be no doubt, that the most essential part of what has been called the

feudal system, actually prevailed among the Anglo-Saxons. He admits, that

though all their lands were charged with the trinoda necessitas, yet that the mili-

tary service (the most material of those three servitudes) might be commuted by a

pecuniaiy mulct, and all lands were hereditaiy without piimogeniture. These ad-

missions destroy the force of his conclusion. Turner's Sistory, vol. ii. 541, 542, or

Appendix, No. 4. b. 6. c. S. The trinoda necessitas, or liability for repairing for-

tresses and bridges, and for the militai-y service of the state, was coeval, Mr. Spence

thinks, with the Saxon division of the conquered lands, and was not feudal obliga-

tion. Equitable Jurisdiction, vol. i. p. 9. In the recent Sistory of Boroughs and

Municipal Corporations in England, by H. A. Merewether and A. J. Stephens,

vol. i. 69, they are also of opinion, that the material parts of the feudal tenure

did exist before the conquest, and that the Noi-mans brought over only some

of the more severe provisions and heavier services of the feudal tenure. Mr.

Reeve and Mr. Hallam perceive, in the dependence in which free, and even

noble tenants, held their estates of other subjects under the Anglo-Saxon constitu-

tion, much of the intrinsic character of the feudal relation, though in a less mature

and systematic shape than it assumed after the Norman Conquest Reeve's History

of the English Law, vol. i. 9. Hallam on the Middle Ages, vol. ii. o. 8. part, l^ It

would be presumption in me, even if the occasion called for it, to attempt much

discussion of such a. question, inasmuch as I have no means of access to original

documents. There is one, and only one Saxon monument which I have examined,

and I would suggest, though with very great diffidence, that the Anglo-Saxon laws,

as collected and translated from Saxon into Latin, by William Lombard, in his

Archaionomia, (Whelock's edit. Cambridge, 1644,) seem to show sufficiently, by

their silence on the topic of feuds, and by the general tenor of their provisions, that

the feudal system was not then in any kind of force or activity. These laws are

the crude productions of u, semi-barbarous race. Theii- chief objects were, (1.)

The preservation of the peace. (2.) The settling the rate of pecuniaiy mulcts or

compositions for all sorts of crimes, and when corporal punishment was resorted

to, the prescription was cruel. (3.) The settling of the ceremonies of religious ob-

servances, and the oaths of the purgation and proof in judicial trials, (4.) The regu-

lation of the fraternities of frank-pledges. Those laws are evidence, however, of the

existence and great extent of the evils of predial and domestic servitude ; and
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pally of *two kinds, according to the services annexed. *603

They were either tenures by Tcnight service, in which

they show, also, even amidst their gross superstitions, numerous indications of the

civilizing genius of Christianity, and the effect of religious discipline and restraint,

in taming savage manners, and inculcating upon the minds of a rude and illiterate

people the obligations of peace, good order and justice. As the Anglo-Saxon laTfs

contained very few regulations concerning private civil rights, it has been supposed

that those rights were under the government of Roman laws remaining with the

original natives. An impenetrable obscurity appears to hang over the subject of

the Anglo-Saxon institutions; and the toilsome, deep, acute and spirited researches

of Sharon Turner and Sir Francis Palgrave, in Anglo-Saxon history, involve the

reader in a labyrinth of investigation, from which he derives little benefit, and

finds it difficult to preserve his courage in the investigation. Sir Francis Palgrave

says, that the laws of Alfred are entirely silent with respect to those institutions,

which, according to latter historians, are to be ascribed to his sound policy and

wisdom. A considerable portion of the Anglo-Saxon law was never recorded in

writing, and we have not a single law, and hardly a single document, from which

the course of the descent of land can he inferred. Talgrave's Rise and Progress

of the English Commonwealth, vol. i. pp. i1. 59. The feudal system was created

by the union of Roman laws and barbarian usages ; and as to the perplexed ques-

tion relative to the existence or non-existence of an Anglo-Saxon feudal system,

Su' Francis concludes that the main difference between Anglo-Saxon feudality and

the Norman feudal system, consisted in the establishment in the latter era of a

more certain canon of descent and inheritance. The claim of the heir became an

absolute right, and the lord lost any discretionary power of denying the renewal

of the grant. Feudal principles were applied, under the Saxon king Egbert, to in-

sm-e the supremacy of the crown. The beneficiary system had been long before

interwoven with the municipal law. It was now enforced upon the dependents of

the crown, and introduced into Germany, where feudality had become a mighty

engine of power in the Carlovingian empire. Ibid. vol. i. u. 19. pp. 676—587.

It is worthy of observation, and goes in confirmation of the conclusion, that the

English law of feuds was essentially of Norman, and not of Anglo-Saxon origin, that

allodial lands were changed into feudal, throughout the kingdom of Scotland, and

the feudal structure completed there, about the same time with the like revolution

in landed property in England. This event took place under Malcolm III., who

began his reign, A. D. 1057. Balrymple's Essay on the History of the Feudal

Property, 20, 21. Though Craig admits that the feudal law was unknown in

Scotland before the year 1000, yet he is of opinion that it was introduced into

Scotland before it was used in England ; and he insists that it existed in Scotland,

with the incidents of wardBhip,,marriage and relief, some time before the conquest.

Jus Feudale, lib. 1. Dig. 8.

Another question arising in the ancient history of the English law is, whether the

great similarity between the ancient laws of England and those of the Duchy of

Normandy, was produced by the exportation of the English laws into Normandy,

or the importation of the Noi-man laws into England. Sir Matthew Hale, in his

History of the Common Law, c. 6, will not allow, as Lord Coke had refused to

allow before him, that the English took their- laws from the Norman race, and he

insists that the laws of Normandy were, in the greater part thereof, borrowed from
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*604: the services, *though occasionally uncertain, were alto-

gether of a military nature, and esteemed highly hon-

ourable, according to the martial spirit of the times ; or they

were tenures by socage, in which the services were defined

and certain, and generally of a predial or pacific nature.^

Tenure by knight service, in addition to the obligation of

fealty and the military service of forty days in a year, was

subject to certain hard conditioBS. The tenant was bound to

afford aid to his lord, by the payment of money, when bis

lord stood in need of it, on certain emergent calls, as when

he married his daughter, when he made his son a knight, or

when he was taken prisoner. So, when a tenant died, his

heir at law was obliged to pay a relief to the lord, being in

the nature of a compensation for being permitted to succeed

to the inheritance. K the heir was under age, the lord was

entitled to the wa/rdshijp of the heir, and he took to himself

the profits of the land during the minority. Yarious modes

were devised to elude the hardships of his guardianship in

chivalry, incident to the tenure by knight service. The lord

had also a right to dispose of his infant ward in ma/rnage,

and if the latter refused, he or she forfeited as much as was

arbitrarily assessed for the value of the match. If the ten-

ant aliened his land, he was liable to pay define to the

*505 lord, for the privilege of *selliDg. Lastly, if the ten-

ant died, without leaving an heir competent to perform

the feudal services, or was convicted of treason or felony, the

land escheated or reverted to the feudal lord.^

the English. He appeals to the Grand Cousiumier de Jformmidie, and which, he

says, was compiled after the time of King John. Thia venerable code of Noi-man

laws and usages is interesting to those persons who ai'e fond of the study of legal

antiquities. I am indebted to the kindness of an English lawyer for the possession

of a copy of the work, in Norman French, with a Latin commentary, neatly printed

at Rouen, A. D. 1539.

* Wright on Tenures, 139—142.

' Zitdeton's Tenures, b. 2. Wright o»i Tenures, passim. 2 Blacks, Com. c. 5.

Mi\ Hallam, vol. i. 101—106, vol. ii. 23, says, that reliefs, fines upon alienation,

escheats and aids, were feudal incidents belonging to feuds, as established on the

continent of Europe; and that wardship and marriage were no parts of the grand

or feudal system, but were introduced into England, and perhaps invented, by the

rapacious feudal aristocracy, under the Norman dynasty. He, however, gives in-

stances of their prevalence afterwards all over Europe.

The master of the rolls, in the great case of Burgess v. Wheate, 1 Eden's Rep.
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The greatest part of the lands in England were held by the

tenure of knight service ; and several of these fruits and con-

sequences of the feudal tenure belonged also to tenure in

socage. The oppression of the feudal conditions of reliefs

wardship and marriage^ was enormously severe for many
ages after the Norman Conquest, and even down to the reign

of the Stuarts. Upon the death of the tenant m capite, his

land was seized by the crown, and an inquisitio post mortem

taken before the escheator, stating the description and value

of the estate, and the name and age of the heir. The adult

heir appeared in court and did homage to the king, and paid

his relief and recovered the estate. If the heir was a minor,

the land remained in wardship until he was of age, and sued

out his writ de mtate probanda, and under that process he

procured his release from wardship. The sale of the mar-

riage of the heir, whether male or female, was a valuable

perquisite to the king or his grantee. The ward was in con-

tempt if he or she refused the proffered match. In the

reign of Henry II., the crown wards were inventoried

*like the slaves of a plantation ; and according to the *506

assizes of Jerusalem, the matron of sixty years might

refuse a husband without incurring the penalties of a con-

tempt. =^ The abuses of the feudal connection took place

equally in other parts of Europe ; but the spirit of rapacity

met with a ,more steady and determined resistance by the

English of the Saxon blood, than by any other people. This

resistance produced the memorable national compact of

Magna Oharta, which corrected the feudal policy, and

checked many grievances of the feudal tenures ; and the in-

telligence and intrepidity of the House of Commons, subse-

quent to the era of the great charter, enabled the nation to

struggle with better success than any other people against

the enormous oppression of the system.

A feoffment in fee did not originally pass an estate in the

177, says, that the right of escheat was not founded on the want of an heir, but of

a tenant to perform the services ;
and that the words had been used promiscuously,

because, before the power of alienation, want of tenant and heir was the same

thing, for, at the death of the ancestor, none but the heir could be tenant.

* Sullivan's Lectures, lee. 13. Harg. n. 66. to lib. 2. Oo. Litt. Q. Review, Ifo.

nn. p. 69.

Vol. IH. 40
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I

sense we now use it. It was only an estate to be enjoyed as

a benefice, without the power of alienation, in prejudice of

the heir or the lord ; and the heir took it as a usufructuary

interest, and in default of heirs the tenure became extinct,

and the land reverted to the lord. The heir took by purchase,

and independent of the ancestor, who could not alien, nor

could the lord alien the seignory without the consent of the

tenant. This restraint on alienafion was a violent and unnat-

ural state of things, and contrary to the nature and value of

property, and the inherent and universal love of independ-

ence. It arose partly from favour to the heir, and partly from

favour to the lord ; and the genius of the feudal system was

originally so strong in favour of restraint upon alienation,

that by a general ordinance mentioned in the Book of Fiefs, '^

the hand of him who knowingly wrote a deed of alienation,

was directed to be struck off.

The first step taken to mitigate the severe restriction

*507 upon *alienation of the feudal estate, was the power

of alienation by the tenant with leave of the lord, and

this tended to render the heir dependent upon the ancestor.

The. right of alitsnation was first applied to the lands acquired

by the tenant by purchase ; and Glanville says,'' that, in his

time, it was, generally speaking, lawful for a person to alien

a reasonable part of his land by inheritance or purchase

;

and if he had no heirs of his body, he might alien the whole

of his purchased lands. If, however, he had a son and heir,

he could not disinherit him, and alien the whole, even of his

purchased lands. The restraint was abnost absolute when the

tenant was in by descent, and quite relaxed when he was in

by piirchase ; and there was no distinction on this subject,

whether the fief was held by a military or socage tenure.

The free alienation of land commenced with burgage ten-

ures, and was dictated by the genius of commerce.^ The

next variation in favour of the tenant was the right to alien

without the lord's license, when the grant was to him and his

heirs and assigns, and the general right of alienation seems

• Lib. 2. tit 55.

>> B. 7. a 1.

' Dalrympl^a Essay on Fevdal Property, c, 3. see. 1.
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to have been greatly increa8ed and extensively establislied,

in the age of Bracton.* The tenant gained successively the

power of alienation, if the grant was only to him and his

heirs ; and the power to charge, or encumber the land. The
lord's right was still further affected by acts of parliament

and judicial determinations, for the fee was made subject by
elegit to the tenant's debts, and also by process under the

statutes merchant and staple. •> It was further, and as early

as the reign of Edw. III., made subject to the dower of the

wife."' Subinfeudation was also an indirect mode of

transferring the fief, *and resorted to as an artifice to *608

elude the feudal restraint upon the alienation; and by
the time the statute of Quia Mn^tares, 18 Edward I., was
enacted, prohibiting subinfeudations to all but the king's vas-

sals, this feudal restraint had essentially vanished, and the

policy of that statute was to recall the stability and perpe-

tuity of landed estates.

^

Successive improvements in the character of the estate

and the condition of the tenant, greatly relieved the nation

from some of the prominent evils of the feudal investiture.

But the odious badges of the tenure still existed ; and Lord

B&con, in his speech at a conference before the Lords, on

behalf of the Commofis, in the reign of James I., strongly

« Eracton, b. 2. u. 5. aec. 4. 7; c. 6. fol. 18. b; c. 27. sec. 1.

^ West. 2. 13 Ed. I. c. 18; also, 13 Ed. I. De Mercatorihus, and 27 Ed. III.

Under the statute De Mercatorihus, the whole of a man's lands were liable to be

pledged in a statute merchant for a debt contracted in trade, though only a moiety

thereof were delivered over by elegit for any other debt. The statute of 1 and 2

Vict, iz. 110, has now made the whole of the lands liable to the elegit.

" Bro. tit. Dower, pi. 64.

4 The statute of Quia Empiores, 18 Ed. I c. 1, did not attempt to restrain the

practice of alienation altogether ; but its object was to prohibit the practice of sub-

infeudation. A freeman might sell his lands at pleasure ; but the will of the donor

should be observed, and the feoffee or purchaser should hold the lands of the same

chief lord of the fee, and by the same services, as his feoffer held them before.

The feoffer could not make himself lord of s.ich an estate. All he could do was to

transfer his own tenancy. Sir Thomas Clarke, the Master of the Rolls, in Burgess

v. Wheate, 1 JEden's Rep. 191, has given a short but clear view of the progress of

the feudal estate, in its recovery from the feudal restraint of non-alienation. See,

also, Mr. Butler's note 77. lib. 3. Co.Litt. V. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 ; and see,

especially, the able and learned history of the alienation of land, in Dalrymple's

Essay on Feudal Property, t. 3.
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recommended, by way of composition with the crown, the

abolition of wards and tenures, as having become trouble-

some and useless, a At length, upon the restoration

*509 of Charles II., *tenure by knight service, with all its

grievous incidents, was by statute abolished, and the

tenure of land was, for the most part, turned into free and

common socage, and every thing oppressive in that tenure was

also abolished. The statute of 12 Charles II. essentially put

an end to the feudal system in England, although some fic-

tions, (and they are scarcely any thing more,) founded on the

ancient feudal relation and dependence, are still retained in

the socage tenures.

(3.) Of the doctrme of ten/u/re in the United States.

Socage tenure denotes lands held by a fixed and determin-

ate service, which is not military, nor in the power of the

lord to vary at his pleasure. It was the certainty and pacific

nature of the service, duty or render, which made this species

of tenure such a safeguard against the wanton exactions of

the feudal lords, and rendered it of such inestimable value in

the view of the ancient English. It was deemed by them a

point of the utmost importance, to change their tenures \)j

knight service into tenure by socage. Socage tenures are,

however, of feudal extraction, and retain some of the leading

properties of feuds, as has been shown by Sir Martin Wright,

' Lord Baeon's Works, vol. iii. 359. It appears, by tbe directions given by

order of James L to the Master of tbe Wards, that the king, while be sought to

restrain the abuses, set a high value on bis prerogative rights of wardship and mar-

riage. There was a yearly inquisition directed to be taken by persons of credit,

for each county, of the persons and lands in wardship, to be certified and returned

into the exchequer ; and though Lord Bacon declared that the policy, spirit and

utility of the military tenures were entirely gone, yet it appears that tbe people

were grievously oppressed by "feudaries, and other inferior ministers of like

nature, by colour of tbe king's tenures ;" and the royal instructions were, that

" the vexations of escheators and feudaries be repressed, which, upon no substan-

tial ground of record, vex the country with inquisitions and other extortions

;

and that the Master of Wards take special care to receive private information from

gentlemen of quality and conscience in eveiy shire, touching these abuses." So

late'as the reign of Charles I., the Earl of Warwick, as grantee of the wardship of

an heiress, extorted £10,000 sterling for his consent to a marriage on every account

desirable. Lord Bacon's Works, vol. iii. 364—368. Sullivan's Lectures on Feudal

Law, lee. 13.
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in his learned treatise on tenures \<^ and which work has been

freely followed by Sir William Blackstone, in his perspicuous

and elegant, and we may truly add, masterly disquisitions on

the feudal law. Most of the feudal incidents and consequen-

ces of socage tenure were expressly abolished in New-York

by the act of ITST ; and they were wholly and entirely anni-

hilated by the New-Tork Revised Statutes, as has been

already mentioned.'' They were also abolished by statute, in

Connecticut, 1793 ;= and they have never existed, or

they *have ceased to exist, in all essential respects, in *510

every other state. The only feudal fictions and ser-

vices which can be presumed to be retained in any part of the

United States, consist of the feudal principle, that the lands

are held of some superior or lord, to whom the obligation of

fealty, and to pay a determinate rent, are due. The act of

ISTew-York, in 1787, provided, that the socage lands were not

to be deemed discharged of " any rent certain, or other ser-

vices incident, or belonging to tenure in common socage, due

to the people of this state, or any mean lord, or other person,

or the fealty or distresses incident thereunto." The Revised

Statutes^ also provide that " the abolition of tenures shall not

take away or discharge any rents or services certain, which

at anytime heretofore have been, orhereaftermaybe, created

or reserved." The lord paramount of all socage land was

none other than the people of the state, and to them, and

them only, the duty of fealty was to be rendered ; and the

quit-rents which were due to the king on all colonial grants,

and to which the people succeeded at the revolution, have

been gradually diminished by commutation, under various

acts of the legislature, and are now nearly, if not entirely, ex-

tinguished.

In our endeavours to discover the marks or incidents which

with us discriminated socage tenure from allodial property,

we are confined to the doctrine of fealty, and of holding of a

« P. 141—144.

>> Supra, p. 378.

The Statutes of Connecticut, 1838, p. 389, declared, that "eveiy proprietor i

fee-simple of lands," had an absolute and direct dominion and property in the sam

Tbey were declared to be " vested with an allodial title." ^

i N.Y. Revised Statutes, Tol. i. 718. sec. 4.
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superior lord. Fealty was regarded by the ancient law as the

very essence and foundation of the feudal association. It

could not on any account be dispensed with, remitted or dis-

charged, because it was the vmouhcm conmmne, the bond or

cement of the whole feudal policy. " Fealty was the same

as fidelitas. It was an oath of fidelity to the lord; and, to

use the words of Littleton,^ when a freeholder doth

*611 *fealty to his lord, he shall lay his right hand upon a

book, and shall say, " Know ye this, my lord, that I

shall be faithful and true unto you, and faith to you shall bear,

for the lands which I claim to hold of you, and that I shall

lawfully do to you the customs and services which I ought to

do at the terms assigned : so help me God and his saints."

This oath of fealty everywhere followed the progress of the

feudal system, and created all those interesting ties and obli-

gations between the lord and his vassal, which, in the simpli-

city of the feudal ages, they considered to be their truest

interest and greatest glory. It was also the parent of the

oath of allegiance, which is exacted by sovereigns in modem
times. The continental jurists frequently considered homage

and fealty as synonymous ; but this was not so in the English

law, and the incident of homage was expressly abolished in

New-York by the act of 1787, while the incident of fealty was

expressly retained. Homage, according to Littleton, was the

most honourable and the most humble service of reverence

that a frank-tenant could make to his lord ; but it is quite too

abject and servile a ceremony of submission, allegiance and

reverence, to be admissible at this day.

Lands held by socage tenure (and all lands granted or pat-

ented before the revolution are so held)<= would seem, in the-

» Wright on Tenures, 35. 65. 138. 140. 145.

b Sec. 91.

" The tenure prescribed in all the early colonial charters or patents, -was free and

common socage, being " according to the free tenure of lands in East-Greenwicb,

in the county of Kent, in England ; and not in capiie or by knight's service." See

the great patent of New-England, granted by King James in 1 620 ; the charter of

Massachusetts in 1629 ; the prior charter of Virginia in 1606 ; the charter of the

Province of Maine in 1639; the Rhode Island charter in 1663; the Connecticut

charter in 1662 ; the Maryland charter in 1632; the act of the General Assembly

of the colony of New-Tork, of 13th May, 1691 ;
{Bradford's edit, of Colony Laws,

printed 1719 ;) the charter of Pennsylvania in 1681 ; the patent of 1662, of Caro-
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orjr, to have been chargeable with this oath of fealty ; and
every tenant, whether in fee, for life or for years, was, by the

English law, obliged to render it when required, as being
an indispensable service, due to the lord of whom he held.

Fealty was at common law deemed inseparable from tenure

of every kind, except the tenure in frankalmoign e ; but a

tenant at will was not bound to it, as his estate was too pre-

carious
; and though Littleton says, that a tenant for years

was bound to render fealty to the lessor, Mr. Hargrave has

referred to some cases which raise a doubt upon that

point, a He also observes, that no statute has *ever *512

varied the law of fealty, and that the title to fealty

still remains, though it is no longer the practice to exact its

performance. However, if required, it must be repeated on
every change of the lord, and the remedy for compelliug the

performance of fealty is by distress.!" Sir Matthew Hale^

says, the oath of fealty may be due to an inferior lord, and
then the oath must have , the saving salva fide et ligentia

domini regis. It may be exacted in England by landlords,

and lords of manors, from tenants other than tenants at will,

or from year to year. The IlTew-York statute of 1787 saved

the services incident to tenure in common socage, and which

it presumed might be due, not only to the people of the state,

but to any mean lord or other private person, and it saved

the fealty and distresses incident thereunto. But this doctrine

of the feudal fealty was never practically applied, nor assumed

to apply to any other superior than the chief lord of the fee,

or in other words, the people of the state, and then it resolved

lina ; the charter of Georgia in 1'732. These charters, or the substance of them,

are to be seen in most of our early colonial documentaiy collections, annalists and

historians ; and the substance of them is accurately condensed and stated in

Story's Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States, vol, i.

* Littleton, sec. lir 130, 131, 132. 139. Co. Zilt. 63. a. 61. h. Harg. n. 13 to

lib. 2. Co. Liit.

•> Harg. n. 20 to lib. 2. Co. Litt. The distress -was also the remedy of the feudal

lord for enforcing his claim to relief, and the validity of his title was tried on the

part of the heir in the action of replevin. Case of The Provost of Beverly, 40,

Edw. III. 9. By the N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 1i1. sec. 18, distress is a

remedy given for all certain services, as well as certain rent reserved out of lands,

and due.

« H. P. C. vol. i. 61.
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itself into the oath of allegiance which every citizen, on a

proper occasion, may be required. to take. Lord Coke did not

designate any very material difference between the oath of

fealty and the general oath of allegiance, though he raised

the question as to the difference which might exist between

them;a but Sir Matthew Hale,'' in a long and learned dissert-

ation, undertakes to explain the difference between the oath

of allegiance and the oath of fealty. Under the New-York
statute, 1787, fealty, in the technical sense of the feudal

law, was a dormant and exploded incident of feudal

*513 *tenure ;<= and by the Revised Statutes even the fiction

has become annihilated, unless it may be supposed to

be lurking in the general declaration, that " the people of this

state, in their right of sovereignty, are deemed to possess the

original and ultimate property in and to all lands within the

jurisdiction of the state.""!

Thus, by one of those singular revolutions incident to hu-

man affairs, allodial estates, once universal in Europe, and
then almost universally exchanged for feudal tenures, have
now, after the lapse of many centuries, regained their primi-

tive estimation in the minds of freemen. Though the doc-

trine of a feudal tenure by free and common socage may be
applicable to the real property in this country, chartered and
possessed before our revolution, and though every proprietor

« Co. Litt. 68. b.

' H. p. G. vol. i. 62—70.

" In Cornell v. Lamb, 2 Oowen's Rep. 652, it was declared, by Woodworth, J.,

that fealty was not, in fact, due on any tenure in this state, and had become alto-

gether fictitious. The statute of 1181 -would seem, according to the feudal theory,

not to have been penned with philological accuracy, when it declared, that the

tenure of all lands derived from the people of this state should be allodial, and not

feudal. Allodial estates have no mark of tenure, and are enjoyed in absolute right,

and tenure signifies the holding of a superiorjord. Sir Henry Spelraan says, that

the first place in which he met with tenure in a feudal sense, was among the laws

of the Saliques and Germans, in the constitution of the Emperor Conrad, about the

year 916, when beneficia, afterwards called feuds, first became hereditary. Spel-

man's Treatise on Feuds, c. 3. Tenure est la manUre par quay les tenemens sont

tenus des Seigneurs Gustum. de Norm, cited by Sir Martin Wright on Tenures,

139. note. But the statute did not commit any mistake, because it used the word,
not in a feudal, but in the popular sense, for right or title, in like manner as in

England, the king, whose inheritance cannot possibly import a tenure, is said to be
seised in his demesne as of fee.

^ iV. Y. Mevised Statutes, vol. i. 718. sec. 1.
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Bhould be considered as holding an estate in fee-simple, none

of the inconveniences of tenure are felt or known. We have
very generally abolished the right of primogeniture,

*and preference of males, in the title by descent, as *514:

well as the feudal services, and the practice of subin-

feudation, and all restraints on alienation. » Socage tenures

do not exist any longer, in some of the United States, while

they still exist, in theory at least, in others ; but where they

do exist, they partake of the essential qualities of allodial

estates. An estate in fee-simple means an estate of inherit-

ance, and nothing more, and in common acceptation it has

lost entirely its original meaning as a beneficiary or usufruc-

tuary estate, in contradistinction to that which is allodial. It

was used even by Littleton and Coke, to denote simply an

inheritance ; and they are followed by Sir Martin "Wright and

Sir William Blackstone.** Whether a person holds his land

in pure allodium, or has an absolute estate of inheritance in

fee-simple, is perfectly immaterial, for his title is the same to

every essential purpose. The distinction between the two

estates has become merely nominal, and a very considerable

part of Littleton's celebrated treatise on tenures, on which

Lord Coke exhausted his immense stores of learning, has

become obsolete. But those parts of it which have ceased to

be of modern application, will, nevertheless, continue, like

the other venerable remains of the Gothic system, to be ob-

jects of examination and study, not only to the professed an-

tiquarian, but to every inquisitive lawyer, who, according to

the advice of Lord Bacon, is desirous " to visit and strengthen

the roots and foundation of the science. "<=

" By the Revised Constitution of Nem-Yorh of 1846, all fines, quarter sales, or

other like restraints upon alienation, reserved in any grant or lease of land made

thereafter, are declared to be void. Art. 1. sec. 15.

•> Go. Liu. 1. 2 Blacks. Gam. 106.

« Gest un beau spectacle que celui des loix f'eoiales : nnchene antique s'el'eve : il

faut percer la terre pour les racines trouver. Montesquieu's account of the feudal

laws is the best and most solid part of his work. He traces them up to the forests

of Germany, and shows that they were suggested by the usages, promoted by the

policy, and mautred by the martial genius of the ancient Germans. Those fierce

tribes of barbarians, having long been inured to turbulent warfare, at length broke

through the restraints imposed by disciplined valour, put to flight the Romaa
eagles in all the northern provinces of the Empire, and finally prostrated the most ex-

tensive and best cemented monarchy which had ever insulted and enslaved mankind.
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